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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
FOR COLUMBIA COUNTY, OREGON

In the Matter of the Application by the Port of
Columbia County for a Comprehensive Plan
Amendment,Zone Change and Goal3 Exception to
Reclassi$r and Rezone Properly from Primary
Agriculture (PA-80) to Resource Industrial planned
Development (RIPD) for an 837 Acre Expansion of
Port Westward on Remand from the Oregon Land
Use Board of Appeals

ORDINANCE NO. 2O2I-3

The Board of County Commissioners for Columbia County, Oregon, ordains as follows:

SECTION

1.

TITLE

This Ordinance shall be known as Ordinance No. 2021-3.

SECTION

197

2.

AUTHORITY

This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to ORS 203.035, ORS 203.045, ORS lg7.l7S,
.610, 197 .615 and, 197 .732.

SECTION 3.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Ordinance is to approve Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC L3-0I of the
Port of Columbia County (formerly the Port of St. Helens), (hereinafter, the "Port"), as modified
and supplemented, for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment, Zone Change and Goal2 Exception
to Goal 3 to change the Comprehensive Plan designation of approximately 837 acres from
Agricultural Resource to Resource Industrial. The approval also changes the zoning of the
property from Primary Agriculture - 80 Acres (PA-80) to Rural Industrial Planned
Development (NPD). The approved Goal Exception further limits the uses allowed in the
expansion area to the following five uses, which must be significantly dependent on the
deepwater port at Port Westward:

(1)
@
(3)
(4)
(5)

Forestry and wood products processing, production, storage, and transportation;
Dry bulk commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing;
Liquid bulk commodities processing, storage, and transportation;
Natural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation; and
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.

The subject property includes the following tax lots (identified by Tax Map ID): 8N4W
8N4w 20 00 200, 300; 8N4w 21 00 300, 301, 400, 500, 600; 8N4w 22 00 400,500,
600, 700; 8N4w 23 00 900; and 8N4w 23 Bo 400, 500, 600, 700. (NorE: 8N4w 20 00 100
16 00 500;
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and 8N4W 29 00 100 were included in original application, but not the modified application and
are therefore not part of this approval.)

SECTION 4.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Planning Staff first deemed Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC l3-0l complete on February
19,2013, Following public notice, the Columbia County Planning Commission ("Planning
Commission") held public hearings on May 6,2013, and May 20,2013. On June 17,2013,the
Planning Commission deliberated and voted 5-1 to recommend denial of the application to the
Board of County Commissioners for Columbia County ("Board").
Following public notice, the Board held three public hearings on the application in
Clatskanie on September 18, 2013, October 3,2013, and October 9,2013. The Board then
closed the hearing, left the record open for written testimony and continued deliberations to
November 13,2013.

After deliberating on November l3,20I3,the Board adopted Ordinance No. 2014-l by
unanimous vote, which denied PA 13-02 I ZC I3-0I as to the two southernmost river-front tax
lots (8N4W 20 00 100 (96.59 acres) and 8N4W 29 00 100 (23.03 acres)) and approved the
application as to the remaining tax lots, subject to conditions recommended by staff as amended
by the Board.
Ordinance No. 2014-l was then appealed to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA).
On August 27,2014, LUBA remanded the County's decision, identifting areas in which the
record and findings provided insufficient justification for taking a Goal 3 exception and rezoning
the exception area to RIPD. (Columbia Riverkeeperv. Columbia County,7O Or LUBA l7l, aff'd

267 Or App 637 (2014)\.

In response to the remand, the Port submitted a modified Application No. PA 13-02 / ZC
l3-01 on April 18, 2017. The Port's modified application excluded the two riverfront tax lots
described, above, and relied solely on OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) as justification for an exception
to Goal 3. OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) allows for an exception if "[t]he use is significantly
dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or forest land." The Port identified the
deepwater port, with its existing dock facilities at Port Westward, as the unique resource
justifuing an exception to Goal 3. Moreover, rather than seek an exception for all uses allowable
in the RIPD zone, the Port's modified application limited the uses in the exception area to five
rural industrial uses, as described above, that would be dependent on the deepwater port:
Following public notice, the Board held a hearing on the modified application on August
2,2017. The Board closed the hearing, left the record open for written testimony and continued
the meeting to September 13,2017, for deliberations. On September 13,2017, the Board voted
to reopen the record to allow new evidence from staff in response to concerns raised during the
open record period. The Board then left the record open until September 27,2017 , to allow
written testimony on the new evidence and until October 4,2017 for final argument. The Board
then continued its deliberations to October 25,2017 .
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Prior to the scheduled deliberations, the Board, in its capacity as the Columbia County
Development Agency, which is an entity separate from the County, met with the Port's Board to
discuss Port Westward matters unrelated to Application No. PA l3-02 I ZC 13-01. However,
during that meeting, the Board received information about the dock at Port Westward, which was
relevant to Application No. PA l3-02 I ZC 13-01. On October 19,2017, the Board notified
interested parties by mail and publication of the ex parte contact, that the Board would hold a
hearing on the ex parte contact on November 8,20L7, and that deliberations were rescheduled to
that date. On November 8,2017,the Board held a hearing to disclose the ex parte contact with
the Port Commission as well as an ex parle Facebook message received about the dock. The
Board left the record open until November 22,2017, for the applicant's rebuttal and final
argument, and continued deliberations to November 29,2017.
On November 29,2017, the Board deliberated and voted 2-7 to approve the modified
application subject to conditions as recommended by staff. The Board then directed staff to
prepare an ordinance to reflect the decision.
On February 21,2018, the Board adopted Ordinance No. 2018-1, "In the Matter of
Application No. PA 13-02lZC 13-01 by the Port of St. Helens for a Comprehensive Plan
Amendment,Zone Change and Goal Exception to Reclassify 837 Acres of Agricultural Resource
to Resource Industrial and Change the Zoning from Primary Agriculture 80 (PA-80) to Rural
Industrial - Planned Development (RIPD) for the Expansion of Port Westward," which approved
the application subject to eight conditions, as recommended by staff.

Columbia Riverkeeper and 1000 Friends of Oregon appealed the County's decision to

LUBA, and on December 27,2018, LLIBA issued its decision in Columbia Riverkeeper et al. v
ColumbiaCounty,TSOrLUBA 547 (2018),aff'd297 OrApp 628,revden365Or72l(2019).
LUBA denied all but one of the assignments of error and remanded the County's decision "for
the county to adopt more adequate findings, supported by substantial evidence, regarding the
compliance with the requirement of OAR 660-004-0020(2) (d)|'
On June 18,2020, the Port requested that the County initiate remand proceedings, and
shortly thereafter, the Port submitted a Compatibility Report to address the compatibility analysis
that LUBA found lacking. The County initiated its remand proceedings on the application, and
on November 4,2020, issued notice to the Port, parties of the previous proceeding and property
owners within 500 feet of the subject property, seeking submission of written evidence,
arguments and testimony on the single issue on remand: compliance with the compatibility
requirements of OAR 660-004-00 20(2)(d).
Because an inordinate number of the mailed notices were refurned to the County as
undeliverable, the County verified addresses and issued a second notice. The County provided
an additional opportunity to submit evidence, argument and testimony, to ensure that all parties
to the previous proceeding had an opportunity to participate. The County also expanded the
mailing list of property owners from 500 feet of the subject property to 2,000 feet.

Following public notice, the Board held a public meeting on July 14,2021,to deliberate
on the application. At the meeting, the Board admitted into the record the evidence, arguments
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and testimony received during the written comment period. The Board heard the staff report,
then deliberated and voted to tentatively approve the application, subject to nine conditions of
approval. The Board directed staffto prepare an ordinance to reflect the decision.

SECTION

5.

F'INDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Board adopts the following findings and conclusions in support of its decision:

A.

The above recitals.

B.

The supplemental findings of fact and conclusions of law on the LUBA No. 2018-020
remand of Ordinance No. 2018-1, attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated herein
by this reference.

C.

The findings of fact and conclusions of law in the Supplemental Staff Report on the
LUBA No' 2018-020 remand of Ordinance No. 2018-1, attached hereto as Exhibit B and
incorporated herein by this reference, to the extent those findings and conclusions are
consistent with the Board's decision.

D. The findings of fact and conclusions of law in the Staff Report on the LUBA No. 2018020 remand of Ordinance No. 2018-1, attached hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated
herein by this reference, to the extent those findings and conclusions are consistent with
the Board's decision.

E.

The Supplemental Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law on the modified application,
attached hereto as Exhibit D and incorporated herein by this reference, to the eitent those
findings and conclusions are consistent with the Board's decision.

F

The findings of fact and conclusions of law in the Supplemental Staff Report on the
modified application, attached hereto as Exhibit E and incorporated herein by this
reference, to the extent those findings and conclusions are consistent with the Board's
decision.

G.

The findings of fact and conclusions of law in the Staff Report on the modified
application, attached hereto as Exhibit F and incorporated herein by this reference, to the
extent those findings and conclusions are consistent with the Board's decision.

H. The Supplemental

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law on the original application,
attached hereto as Exhibit G and incorporated herein by this reference,lo the extent those
findings and conclusions are consistent with the Board's decision.

I.

The findings of fact and conclusions of law in the Staff Report on the original
application, attached hereto as Exhibit H and incorporated herein by this ieference, to the
extent those findings and conclusions are consistent with the Board's decision.

SECTION

6.

DECISION
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Based on the evidence in the record, the Board hereby approves Application No. pA l3-02
I ZC 13-01, as modified to address issues on remand from LUBA , io amend the Columbia
County Comprehensive Plan and, Zoning Map and to approve an exception to Goal 3
subject to the following conditions:

1)

Prior to an application for a building or development for a new use, the
applicant/developer shall submit a Site Design Review and an RIPD Use Under
Prescribed Conditions as required by the Columbia County ZoningOrdinance.

2)

To ensure adequate transportation operation, proposed developments and expansions
requiring site design review or Use Under Prescribed Conditions shall not produce
more than 332P}d peak-hour trips for the entire subject property without cbnducting
a new Traffic Impact Analysis ("TIA") with recommendations for operational or
safety mitigation consistent with the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule 660-0120060.

3)

4)

A traffic study shall be prepared for each proposed future development within the
subject property to determine the number of hips generated, likely travel routes,
impacts on both passenger car and heavy truck traffic and to ensure that County
roadways are improved as needed to adequately serve future development. These
TIA reports shall also be used to ensure that the number of trips generated and
accumulative trips do not exceed the trip cap.
To ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses, the applicant/developer of

new industrial uses shall comply with the following:

a.

The habitat ofthreatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and
protected as required by law.

b.

Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures,
shall maintain the overall values of the feature.

c. All development

adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are
established and maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses
on PA-80 zoned land, including natural vegetation and where appropriate,
fences, landscaped areas and other similar types of buffers.

d.
e.

When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or
support shall be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.

controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed
by industiial

as needed to be determined by the County to mitigate dust caused
uses that may emanate from the site and traffic to the site.
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Site run-off shall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained or
otherwise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to irrigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) aie controllel.

g.

The industrial use impact on the water table and sloughs shall be monitored for
water quality and surface water elevations to ensure that the area water can be
maintained and managed for existing uses.

h.

Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes
transportation to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan
identifliing the number and frequency of trains to the subject property and
impacts to rail movements, safety, noise or other identifrea impacts along the
rail corridor supporting the county's transportation system. rhe plan shall
propose mitigation to identified impacts.

i.

Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment report
that analyzes adjacent agriculfural uses and practices and demonstrates that
impacts from the proposed use are mitigated. The report shall include a
description of the type and nature of the agricultural uses and farming practices,
ifany, which presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use, type of
agricultural equipment customarily used on the property, and windpaitern
information. The report shall include a mitigation ptan-for any negative impacts

identified.

5)

The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to
only
those uses that are substantially dependent on a deepwater port and have
demonstrated access rights to the dock, and those uies with employment densities,
public facilities and activities justified in the exception, specifically:

a-

b.
c.

d.
e.

Forestry and wood processing, production, storage, and transportation;
Dry bulk commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing;
Liquid bulk commodities processing, storage, and transportation;
Nafural gas and derivative products, pro"esring, storage, and transportation; and
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.

6)

The storage, loading and unloading of coal is specifically not justified in this
exception. Such uses shall not be allowed on the subjeci property without a separate
approved exception to Goal3.

7)

The Port shall institute a plan and ongoing program for sampling ground and
surface
water quality to establish baseline measurements for urunge of contaminates at the
te-zone site and down-gradient. The program should be designed and managed
for
assurance that future industrial wastewater discharges are treated to prevent
pollution to the watershed environment. The progiam shall be designed to detect

leaking tanks.
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8)

The Port shall prepare a response plan and clean-up plan for a hazardous material
spill event. The plan shall include appropriate govemment agencies and private
companies engaged in such clean-up activities.

9)

Prior to the Occupancy of any future indushial facility, the applicant shall submit
written confirmation to the County that they have obtained all necessary Permits
from the applicable Federal, State and Local Regulatory Agencies.

B.

The Board hereby amends the Columbia County Comprehensive Plan to change the
designation of the 837-acre subject property from Agricultural Resource to Resource
Industrial, and to incorporate the Port Westward Expansion Area Exception Statement,
attached hereto as Exhibit I and incorporated herein by this reference, in Part XII.
Industrial Siting.

C.

The Board hereby amends the Columbia County ZoningMap to change the zoning of the
subject property from Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-S0) to Rural Industrial planned
Development (RIPD).

SECTION

7.

REPEALER

This Ordinance repeals Ordinance No. 2018-l and,2014-1,

SECTION

8.

SEVERABILITY

The provisions of this Ordinance are severable. If any provision of this Ordinance is
determined to be invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such provision shall be considered
a separate, distinct and independent provision, and the decision shall not affect the validity of the
remaining portions thereof.
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SCRIVENER'S ERRORS

A scrivener's error in any portion of this Ordinance or its attachments may be corrected by
order of the Board of County Commissioners.

DATED this JuL day of
Approved

2021

BOARD FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
FO
IA
, OREGON

By:

of

By:

Secretary

ilfun,cl-tl
J

By:

Norlnlne

First Reading:
Second Reading:
Effective Date:

q
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EXHIBIT A

SUPPLMENTAL FINDINGS OF F'ACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Finding: Water Quality and Hydrology Have Been Adequately Addressed to Maintain
Compatibility
The Board finds that future development will be subject to additional regulation by all
applicable administrative programs, as detailed in the Compatibility Report and as required by
the CCZO and Condition No. 9. Any future development will also be subject to futwe
Conditional Use and Site Design review by the County, as required by the CCZO and Condition
No. l, including any additional approval conditions imposed as part of those processes. As
pointed out by the Port in its Final Argument, the following provision from Condition No. 4 will
also fully apply:

f. Site run-off shall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained or
otherwise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to irrigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.
Additionally, Condition No. 7 requires the Port to "institute a plan and ongoing program
for sampling ground and surface water quality to establish baseline measurements for a range of
contaminates at the re-zone site and down gradient. The program should be designed and
managed for assurance that future industrial wastewater discharges are treated to prevent
pollution to the watershed environment. The program shall be designed to detect leaking tanks."

Condition No. 9 also provides the following:
Prior to the Occupancy of any future industrial facility, the applicant shall submit written
confirmation to the County that they have obtained all necessary Permits from the
applicable Federal, State and Local Regulatory Agencies.
The Board finds that these requirements, together, provide multiple layers of ground and
surface water protection and will have the effect of maintaining compatibility. First, Condition
No. 7 will apply to every proposed development. As a preliminary matter, if a "plan and ongoing
program for sampling ground and surface water quality to establish baseline measurements for a
range of contaminates at the re-zone site and down gradient" is not created and implemented,
there will be no new development permitted at Port Westward. In other words, compliance with
Condition No. 7 is a prerequisite for any future development at all. Further, if the plan is not
specifically "designed and managed for assurance that future industrial wastewater discharges
are treated to prevent pollution to the watershed environment" or "designed to detect leaking
tanks", future development cannot occur.
Second, Condition No. (f mandates that "[s]ite run-off [ ] be controlled and any harmful
sediment [ ] be contained or otherwise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts
to irrigation equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are controlled." This
requirement will apply to any future development at Port Westward. Accordingly, a potential
development that cannot accomplish both of those requirements will not be able to site at Port
Westward.
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Third, to the extent a potential developer is unable to comply with requirements imposed
by County Regulations applicable to Site Design and Conditional Use review, and/or is unable to
comply with any of this decision's approval conditions as applied to such a development
proposal, the use would not be authorized to develop at Port westward.
Fourth, if a developer is unable to secure all necessary regulatory permits, both from the
applicable programs highlighted and discussed in the Compatibility Report, and any other
potentially applicable regulators, the proposed development will not be able to proceed.

Finally, as the Port has noted, this proceeding is not the end of the line for public
participation. As stated in the Port's February 17,2021submission to the County, "The County
can be further assured that, in addition to the regulation and enforcement brought to bear by
regulatory agencies, an engaged public can and does play a key role in maintaining compatibility
with the adjacent uses" (citing in a foofirote to Riverkeeper's submission dated January i5,202I,
which includes multiple attachments evidencing a hands-on, participatory approach by
Riverkeeper and other regional stakeholders and noting that tihe documents s,rbmitt"d provide
evidence of compliance with the letter and spirit of Statewide Planning Goal 1 (Citizen
Involvement)).
Pertaining to comments in the record related to compatibility concerns with water quality
and hydrology, the Board finds that the findings of staff have adequately addressed those
comments. For example, in its submission dated January 20, 202I, Riverkeeper points to the
comments of Richard Horner and Jonathan Rhodes. Riverkeeper states that the Port has "failed to
address these issues [water quality and hydrology]" raised by Rhodes during the last round of
proceedings. Riverkeeper also suggests that the applicant has not adequately considered an issue
raised by Horner in his comments submitted with Riverkeeper's January 20letter,specifically that
"fd]evelopment without awareness of these intricate relationships and measures to counter their
effects is likely to increase storm runoff drainage to the wetlands on the Port Westward site. This
outcome would alter hydrology and, probably, also the floral and faunal diversity."

The Board disagrees with these sunmary conclusions. As the Compatibility Report has
established, the Port has taken both hydrology and water quality into consideration, including the
effects of future development on both. Staff has taken them into consideration as well, making
detailed findings that, with the detailed approval conditions imposed, lead the Board to conclude
that compatibility will be maintained. Although some other comments received suggest that issues
related to compatibility in regard to water quality and hydrology have been inadequately
considered and addressed, the Board finds, based on the record and extensive consideration of
water quality and hydrolory by staff (as evidenced by staffs findings and approval conditions
outlined above), that the exact opposite is true. The Board finds that they have been carefully
considered by staff and the applicant, and sufficiently addressed to maintain compatibility with the
approval conditions imposed.

In coming to this conclusion the Board relies on Meyer v. City of Portland,6T Or. App.
274,280 (1984) andGouldv. Deschutes County,227 Or.App. 601 (2009). lnMeyer,the Court
of Appeals held that approvals of land use applications that permit development (such as Site
Design Review or Conditional Use) require a finding "that solutions to certain problems . . .
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posed by a project are possible, likely and reasonably certain to succeed." 67 Or. App. at 280, n
5. The Court explained as follows:

For some reason, LUBA couched its discussion of this question in terms of whether or
not the city found the preliminary plan proposed a "feasible" development project.
Petitioners argue that "feasibility" cannot be the applicable standard because nearly any
conceivable project may be feasible from an engineering perspective if enough money is
committed to it. It is apparent, however, that by "feasibility" LUBA means more than
feasibility from a technical engineering perspective. It means that substantial evidence
supports findings that solutions to certain problems (for example, landslide potential)
posed by a project are possible, likely and reasonably certain to succeed.

Id., citing Osborne v. Lane County,5 Or LUBA 172,190 (1982); Van Volkinburg v. Marion
CountyBd.of Commrs.,2OrLUBA lI2,Il9--20 (1980); Margulisv.Portland,4OrLUBA8g,
e8 (1981).

In Gould, the Court distinguished between land use decisions that grant development
rights, and other land use decisions that arc more preliminary and conceptual in nature to be
followed by subsequent land use applications that, if approved, would grant development rights.
In declining to apply the Meyer standard to the latter, the Court of Appeals described what it
called the "feasibility" standard, explaining feasibility means "a possibility of attainment" of
compliance with the applicable standard. 227 Or. App. at 6ll-12.In a footnote, the Court of
Appeals elaborated, "When we speak of a determination that compliance with a standard is
'feasible,' we mean the ordinary meaning of the word- that attainment of the approval standard
is possible - and not that attainment of the standard is probable or certain." 221 Or. App. at 610,
n.3.

Given that direction from applicable case law, the Board finds the record provides
substantial evidence that compatibility with adjacent uses generally, and as relates to hydrology
and water quality in particular, is feasible. To the extent comments received by the County
suggest the County should be applying the Meyer standard at this time, the Board finds, with the
conditions imposed pursuant to the above analysis, that the record supports a conclusion that,
maintaining compatibility is possible, likely and reasonably certain to succeed. However, it
should be noted that, to the extent the courts have instructed that the application of the Meyer
standard applies to development at Port Westward at the time that the County considers
conditional use and site design review applications, the Board reseryes its right to apply that
standard at such time.
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EXHIBIT B

COLUMBIA COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS'
SUPPLEMENTAL PLANNING STAFF REPORT
June 16,2021
Land use Board of Ap.peals Remand of Application No. PA 13-02 / ZC 13-01

FILE

NUMBER:

PA 13-03 IZC t3-01

APPLICANTSI

Port of Columbia County

OW\ERS:

100 E Street

Thompson Family
4144 Boardman Ave. E

ColumbiaCity, OR 97018

Milwaukie, OR 97267

LOCATION:
TAX MAP NOS:

Port Westward Industrial Site

- Adjacent to the east, south and west

8416-00-00500
8420-00-00200/300
842 1 -00-00 300I 3u / 4a0/5 00/600

8422-0A-A0400/s00/60

0 /7

00

8423-00-00900
8423 -80-00 400/ 50a rc00/7 0a

ZONING:

Primary Agriculture (PA-80)

SIZE:

Approximately 837 acres:

REQUEST:

Application for a Post Acknowledgement Comprehensive Plan
Amendment that will amend the comprehensive Plan from Agriculture to
Rural Industrial and Rezone the properties from Primary Agriculture (pA80) to Resource Industrial Planned Development (RIPD) and an Exception
to Statewide Planning Goal3.
On February

Port owned 786 acres
Thompson family owned 50.9 acres

2l,20l8,the County approved the Port of Columbia

County's modified application for a Comprehensive Plan and Zone
Change Amendment. However, LUBA remanded the decision "forthe
County to adopt more adequate findings, supported by substantial
evidence, regarding the compliance with the requirement of OAR 660004-0020(2Xd)" which requires a compatibility analysis.
On June 18,2020, the Port of Columbia County submitted a request for
the County to initiate remand proceedings. On July 22,202},the Port of
Columbia County submitted a Compatibility Report that provides a
compatibility analysis called for by LUBA and the Court of Appeals in
their decisions in columbia Riverkeeper et al. v. columbia county,78 or
LUBA 547 (2018) and Columbia Riverkneper et al. v. Columbia County,
297 Or App.628 (2019
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REVIEW CRITERIA:
Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) 197.732(2)(c)(D) and
Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) 660-004-0020(2Xd)

BACKGROUND
In 2013 the Port of Columbia County (formerly the Port of Saint Helens), hereinafter refened to
as the "Port", submitted an application to Columbia County, hereinafter referred to as the
"Countyo', requesting amendments to the County's Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Maps that
would change approximately 957 acres of land adjacent to the Port Westward lndustrial Park
from agricultural to rural industrial uses. The Port applied for a Comprehensive Plan
Amendment to change the subject property's Comprehensive Plan designation from Agriculture
Resource to Rural Industrial, aZoningMap amendment to rezone the subject property from
Primary Agriculture (PA-80) to Resource Industrial Planned Development (RIPD) and an
Exception to Statewide Goal 3 Agriculture Lands.
On January 29,2A14, the Columbia County Board of Commissioners denied Application No. PA
13-02 I ZC 13-01for the 120 acres associated with tax lots 8420-00-00100 and8429-00-00100
and approved with conditions the remaining approximate 837 acres by adopting Ordinance No.
2014-1. Columbia Riverkeeper and 1000 Friends of Oregon filed an appeal of the decision with
the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). Columbia Riverkceper et al. v. Columbia
County,70 Or LUBA l7l (2014). LUBA remanded the decision in part and identified areas in
which the record and findings provided insufficient justification for the approval. Columbia
Riverkeeper et al v. Columbia County,Z77 Or App.637 (2014).

In response to that remand, on April 18,2017, the Port modified its application to align with the
direction provided by LUBA. Specifically, the Port's modified application identified five
specific rural industrial uses (Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and
transportation; Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing; Liquid Bulk
Commodities processing, storage, and transportation; Natural Gas and derivative products,
processing, storage, and transportation; and Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing) to
be allowed under the exception and fu*her limited these uses by allowing only those uses that
would be dependsnt on the existing deep-water port at Port Westward.
On February 21,2018, the Board of County Commissioners approved the modified application
through the adoption of Ordinance No. 2018-1, a copy of which is attached hereto, labeled as
"Attachment l" and incorporated herein by this reference. Columbia Riverkeeper and 1000
Friends of Oregon appealed the decision to the LUBA. On December 27,2018, LUBA denied all
but one of the petitioners' assignments of error. Columbia Riverkeeper et al. v Columbia County,
78 Or LUBA 547 (2018), a copy of which is attached hereto, labeled as "Attachment2" and
incorporated herein by this reference. LUBA remanded the County's decision "for the county to
adopt more adequate findings, supported by substantial evidence, regarding the compliance with
*2020 LUBA
the requirement of OAR 660-004-0020(2) (d)", hereinafter refered to as the
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EXHIBIT B
Remand" Id. at 568. OAR 660-004-0020(2) (d) requires that:
The Droposed uses are compatible with other pdacent uses or will be so rendered
thoueh mea_qures designed to reduce adverse impacts with othei;djacent uses.
The [statewide planning goal] exception shall describe how the propoiid use will
be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses. The exception shall demonstrate
that the proposed use is situated in such a manner as to be compatible with
surrounding natural resources and resource management or production practices.
"Compatible'o is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interferen"" ot
adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses. (Emphasis added.)

Columbia Riverkeeper appealed LUBA's decision to the Oregon Court of Appeals, and the port
filed a cross-petition challenging LUBA's conclusion regarding compatibility. ffr" Court of
Appeals affirmed LUBA's decision. Columbia Riverkeeper etit. v. Columbia County,297 Or
App 628 (2019), a copy of which is attached hereto, labeled as "Attachment 3" and incorporated
herein by this reference. Columbia Riverkeeper appealed the Court of Appeals decision to the
Oregon Supreme Court. The Supreme Court denied review of the upp"uf.-Colrmbia Riverkeeper
et al., v. Columbia County,365 Or 721 (2019),a copy of which is attached hereto, labeled as
"Attachment 4" and incorporated herein by this reference.
On November 4,202A The Board of County Commissioners issued the Notice of Remand
Proceedings in the Matter of the Application on the Port of Columbia County's application for a
Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment, Zone Change and an Exception to Siatewide planning

Goal 3 for an 837-acre expansion of the Port Westward Rural Industrial Area (port Westward)
(see County File No. PA 13-02 andZC l3-01).
The Board of County Commissioners Iimited the scope of this remand proceeding to written
evidence, arguments and testimony on the single issue remanded by LUBA on whether the
proposed uses are "compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered through
measures
designed to reduce adverse impacts" pursuant OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d). On November 4,ZA2A,

the Board of County Commissioners issued Notice of Remand Proceedings, which was mailed to
the Port, parties of the previous proceeding and property owners within 500 feet of the subject
property. The notice explained how to obtain a copy of the application and the November 9,
2020 Board of Commissioners StaffReport, and included the following periods for submission
of written evidence, arguments and testimony:

a. Interested parties may submit written evidence, arguments and testimony between
November 17, 2020 and December 7, 202A.

b. Interested parties may submit written evidence, arguments and testimony in rebuttal of
evidence submitted no later than December 28,2020.

c'

Unless waived bythe applicant, the applicant shall have until January 11,2020to submit
final written arguments in support of the application.
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An inordinate number of the notices were returned to the County in the mail as undeliverable. As
a result, the County verified current addresses. The County discovered that some of the parlies to
the previous proceeding no longer lived at the addresses in the record. Most of the addresses in
the records are several years old due to that fact this matter was last before the Board of County
Commissioners in 2018. In an effort to ensure that all parties to the previous proceeding receive
notice of this remand proceeding, the County reviewed the Columbia County Assessor's Oflice
records and conducted other research to identify the parties' new addresses. Additionally, the
County expanded the mailing list of property owners from 500 feet of the subject property to
2,000 feet to be consistent with the compatibility study area. In order to ensure that interested
parties received notice and had adequate time to comment on this matter, the County extended
the comment periods. On December 18,2020, the Board of County Commissioners issued
Notice of a Revised Schedule for the Remand Proceedings, which was mailed to the Port, parties
of the previous proceeding and property owners within 2,000 feet of the zone change area, with
the following extended the period for submission of written evidence, arguments and testimony,
as follows:

a.

The open comment period for interested parties to submit written evidence, arguments
and testimony is extended to January 27,2021.

b.

Interested parties may submit written evidence, arguments and testimony in rebuttal
of evidence beginning January 28,2021and submitted no later than February 17,

2021.

c.

Unless waived by the applicant, the applicant shall have until March 3,2021to submit

final written arguments in support of the application.
This Supplemental StaffReport, dated June 16, 2021, includes findings and analysis to comments
received between November L7 , 2020 and March 3, 2021 .

SUMMARY OF CURRENT REQUEST
In response to the 2018 LUBA remand, on June 18,202A, the Port submitted a LUBA Remand Request for Review of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01, a copy of which is attached hereto,
labeled as "Attachment 5" and incorporated herein by this reference, and paid the corresponding
required administrative fee. On July 22,2020, the Port submitted a Letter "Re: Port of Columbia
County's application on remand to address compatibility'', a copy of which is attached hereto,
labeled as "Attachment 6" and Compatibility Report titled "Port Westward Goal Exception,
Comprehensive Plan Amendment andZone Change Supplemental Analysis: Land Use
Compatibility", prepared by Mackenzie, dated July 21, 2A20,a copy of which is attached hereto,
labeled as "AttachmentT" and incorporated herein by this reference.
The five specific uses authorized to operate within the proposedS3T-acre expansion of the Port

Westward RIPD zoned area are limited to the following:
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2.
3.
45.

Forestry and Wood Products - processing, production, storage and transportation;
Dry Bulk commodities - transfer, storage, production and piocessing;
Liquid Bulk commodities processing, storage and transportation;
Natural Gas and derivative products processing, storage and transportation; and
Breakbulk storage, transportation and processing.

SCOPE OF' REMAND PROCEEDING
The purpose of this remand proceeding is for the County to determine whether the proposed uses
are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered through measures designed to
reduce adverse impacts pursuant to OAR 660-004-0020(Z)(d).

OAR 660-004-0020

- Goal 2,PartII(c),

Exception Requirements

(2) The four standards in Goal2 Part II(e) required to be addressed when taking an
exception to a goal are described in subsections (a) through (d) of this section, iniluding
general requirements applicable to each of the factors:
1...1

(d) "The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." The exception shall describe how
the proposed use will be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses. The exception shall
demonstrate that the proposed use is situated in such a manner as to be compatible with
surrounding natural resources and resource management or production p"u.ti..*.
t'Compatiblett is nof intended
as an absolute term meaning no interfer*o." o, adverse
impacts of any type with adjacent uses.
Similar to OAR 660-004-002AQ)@), ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D) requires that proposed uses are
compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered through
-.urur., designed to reduce
adverse impacts.
ORS 197.732 Goal exceptions; criteria; rules; review.
(2) A local government may adopt an exception to a goal

if:

1...1

(c) The following standards are met:
1...1

(D) The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.
This Supplemental Staff Report will review and evaluate the written evidence, arguments and
testimony submitted during the initial and extended Open Comment, Rebuttal anJ f inal
Comment periods. This Supplemental Staff Report makes additional findings that support stafps
conclusion that the proposed uses are rendered compatible with other adjacint uses tiuough
mitigation measures designed to reduce adverse impacts pursuant to OAR 660-004-0020A)@).
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COMPATIBILITY ANALVSIS REQUIRED BY LUBA
LUBA provided direction on the scope of compatibility analysis and findings required to show
whether the proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses. Specifically, LUBA stated
that:
[A]dequate findings regarding compatibility would start by identifyine the likely
adverse impacts of typical uses authorized under the five approved use categories,
evaluating each use category separately, and ifnecessary specific types ofuses
within each use category. As petitioners argue, the potential adverse impacts of
different types of liquid bulk terminals, e.g., an oil terminal versus a fertilizer
export operation, could be different enough to require a separate analysis. The
findings should also address the characteristics ofuses on adjoining areas, and
assess vulnerability to potential extemalities from industrial uses in the exception
area, such as impacts on water quality. Informed by those analyses, the county can
then reach sustainable conclusions regarding whether the proposed uses are
compatible with adjoining uses, or can be rendered compatible via identified
measures. 78 Or LUBA 547, 569-570 (2018) (Emphasis added).
Based on the relevant Oregon statues, administrative rules and legal precedent, the Compatibility
Report provided the required compatibility analysis by gathering and evaluating the following
data on the subject 837-aqe zone change area and adjacent lands as follows:

1.

Identifying existing "adjacent land uses" that are wholly or partially within 2,000 feet of
the 837-acre zone change area;

2.

Identifying the potential adverse impacts of the five specific proposed rural industrial
uses;

3.

Assessing the extent to which the proposed uses

4.

Enumerating existing federal, state and local regulatory requirements that the five
proposed rural industrial uses will need to comply with at time of future development;

will adversely impact adjacent land

uses;

and

5.

Identifying existing mitigation measures in Ordinance No. 2018-1 that will be used to
minimize potentially incompatible impacts with adjacent land uses.

Each Part of this Supplemental Staff Report
specific to each ofthese issues.

will

evaluate and make supplemental findings

PART 1 - IDENTIFYING EXISTING ADJACENT LAND USES WITHIN
THE 837.ACRE ZONE CHANGE AREA
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Finding

l:

Staff finds that the scope of the Compatibility Study Area identified in the
Compatibility Report is adequate to determine compatibility with adjacent land uses as required
by ORS 197.732 and OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd). ORS 197.732(2XcXD) provides:
(2) A local govemment may adopt an exception to a goal

if:

***
(c)The following standards are met:

***
(D)The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or
will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse
impacts. (Emphasis added.)
OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) provides that:
The exception shall describe how the proposed use will be rendered compatible
with adjacent land uses. The exception shall demonstrate that the proposed use is
situated in such a manner as to be compatible with suruounding natural
resources and resource management or production practices. 'oCompatible" is
not intended as an absolute term meaningno interference or adverse impacts of
any type with adjacent uses. (Emphasis added.)
The "interference or adverse impacts" from the development referenced in OAR 660-0040020(2Xd) can potentially impact "adjacent" uses via o'surrounding natural resources and
resource management or production practices," but the ORS 197.732 focuses the requirement on
impacts to "adjacento' uses themselves. Accordingly, to the extent non-adjacent "surrounding
natural rssources and resource management or production practices" have impacts that in tum
impact "adjacent" uses under ORS 197.732, those impacts fall under the scope of ORS 197.732.

While both ORS L97 and OAR Chapter 660, Division 4 utilize the term "adjacent," neither the
statute nor the administrative rule define it in the context of ORS 197.732 or OAR 660-0040020(2Xd). The term is also not defined in the Columbia County Zoningordinance.
To identiff an appropriate study area boundary, the Port examined dictionary definitions as well
as other administrative rules that limit the term to only abutting land or that define o'nearby land"
as constitutinga quarter-mile radius. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary's primary definition for
the word "adjacent" is threefold, including "not distant: nearby," "having a common endpoint or
border,o'or "immediately preceding or following."l Although not directly gennane to Goal
Exceptions, the Port considered used the definition of "adjacent land" in OAR 660-021-0010,
which defines adjacent land as "abutting land" and "nearby land" as "land that lies wholly or
partially within a quarter mile [1,320 feet] of an urban growth boundary." Using the dictionary
and OAR 660-021-0010 definitions as a starting point, the Port included all those parcels that

1 Adjacent. Merriam-Websler.com- Accessed July l,2020,fromhttps:l/www.meniamwebster.
com/dictionary/adj acent.
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touch the zone change area, plus all parcels that would touch the zone change area ifnot for an
intervening road right-of-way, and defined those as "adjacent". In addition, the Port included in
the Compatibility Study Area all contiguous parcels which are wholly or partially within 2,000
feet of the zone change area.2 The Compatibility Report defines the Compatibility Study Area as
all parcels wholly orpartially within 2,000 feet of the zone change area, which consists of
approximately 2,200 acres totaling26A% of the 837-acre proposed zone change. This 2,000-foot
distance covers properties located within one-third of a mile from the zone change area and
identified in Figure 3 with a red border.
The County received comments that the Compatibility Report does not adequately address
compatibility under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d). In particular, regarding the scope of which uses
are "adjacent", the County received the following argument from Columbia Riverkeeper

("Riverkeeper"):
The compatibility standard requires the County to demonstrate not only how the
proposed uses are compatible with adjacent land uses, but also "that the proposed
use is situated in such a manner as to be compatible with surrounding natural
resources and resource management or production practices. This provision of the
rule is clearly intended to extend the compatibility analysis beyond "adjacent land
uses" to require consideration of areas and activities that may not be confined to
particular parcels or defined by the designated zoning. Moreover, in using
o'suffounding"
instead of "adjacent" the rule indicates that a less rigid approach is
warranted when evaluating compatibility with natural resources.
Riverkeeper comments dated January 20,2021, at6-7 (Emphases Added).
Staff finds that Riverkeeper is attempting to stretch the Administrative Rule beyond the scope
authorization in the statute, which is not permitted. The above assertion, and any similar such
assertions in the record regarding the scope of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd), are contrary to law.

of

OAR 660-044-4020(2)(d) is an administrative rule promulgated by the Oregon Land
Conservation and Development Department through the Department's Land Conservation and
Development Commission ("LCDC"). As a State agency, LCDC derives its authority from State
law. This becomes clear upon examination of the text of OAR 660-004-0020.

At the bottom of the administrative rule, the following is provided:
Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.732
History: LCDD 3-2011,f. & cert. ef. 3-16-l I
LCDD 1-2011, f. & cert. ef.2-2-11

LCDD 3-20A4, f. & cert. ef.5-7-04
LCDC 8-1994,f. & cert. ef.12-5-94
LCDC 9-1983, f. & ef. 12-30-83
LCDC 5-1982,f. & ef 7-21-82 (emphases added)
2

A 2,000-foot measwe is more than fifty percent greater than the quarter-mile measur€ used in the OAR 660021-0010 definition ofnearby land.
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Accordingly, OAR 660-004-0020 itself recognizes and acknowledges that the scope of its
authority is limited to the delegation in ORS 197.732, meaning the language cited by
Riverkeeper (that OAR 660-004-0020 requires that an exception "demonstrate that the proposed
use is situated in such a manner as to be compatible with surrounding natural resources and
resource management or production practices") applies only in the context of the statute itself.
In tum, the statute requires only that "The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses
or will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts" (emphasis added).
The intent of the statute (and the associated limit of its implementing regulation's scope) is
'tompatib[ility] with other adjacent uses." To the extent that compatibility requires consideration
of oosurrounding natural resources and resource management or production practices," that
consideration applies only in the context of "adjacent uses." The adminishative rule itself cannot
self-authorize an expansion of the scope of the statute, but only implement the statute's
delegation of authority.
The interpretation of ORS 197.732 and OAR 660-004-0020 as applying to adjacent uses is
consistent with ORS 197.040, which is cited in the rule as the authority for the promulgation of
OAR 660-004-0020. ORS 197.040(l)(c)(A) authorizes LCDC to "[a]dopt by rule in accordance
with ORS chapter 183 or by goal under ORS chapter 195, 196 and 197 any statewide land use
policies that it considers necessary to carry out ORS chapters 195, 196, and,197.'(Emphasis
added.) As the rule implementing oRS 197.732, oAR 660-004-0020 "carr[ies] out" oRS
197.732, but cannot expand it, despite the unsubstantiated claims to the contrary presented to the
Board. As the Oregon Court of Appeals has explained:

Administrative agencies may adopt rules only pursuant to statutory authority
granted by the legislature. An administrative rule so adopted must be consistent
with the legislative directive; it exceeds the agency's statutory authority if it
"depart[s] from a legal standard expressed or implied in the particular law being
administered, or [if it] contravene[s] some other applicable statute."

Marollav. Dep't of Pub. safety standards & Training,24s or. App.226,230,263 p.3d 1034,
1035 (2011), quoting Planned Parenthood Assn. v. Dept. of Human Res.,297 or. 562, s6s,687
P.2d785 (1984) (footnote and internal citations omitted).
In the context of OAR 660-004-0020!)@),the rule may require consideration of compatibility
*with surrounding natural resources
and resource management or production practices" if they
concern compatibility with "adjacent uses" under ORS 197.732(2XcXD). Howevero any attempt
would exceed the scope of authority delegated by the Legislature via ORS 197.732(2)(cXD).
Accordingly, Riverkeeper's interpretation of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) is untenable. The
language in OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) cannot be used to expand the scope and application of
ORS 197.732 beyond its intended target: adjacent uses.
Based on the foregoing reasons, staff finds that the Compatibility Study Area is a valid
assessment tool that will provide a representative compatibility analysis consistent with the
provisions in ORS 197,732(2)(c)(D) and OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd).

Map of Port Westward and Nearby Land
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Discussion

- Description

of Zone Change Area and Compatibility Study Area: The Port

proposes to rezone the 837-acres from Primary Agriculture (PA-80) to Resource Industrial
Planned Development (RIPD) in order to expand the existing 905-acre Port Westward Industrial
Park by 837 acres. This 92 o/o expansion, in turn, will allow this indushial park's existing deepwater port to be able to accommodate five specific rural industrial uses that rely on this unique
transportation facility along the Columbia River. Figure 4 on Page 9 shows the entire proposed
zone change area (837-acres) is currently zoned PA-80 for agricultural uses. Existing site
development, as shown on the pictures on Pages 9 13, consists of two vacant agricultural
accessory residences addressed at81022 Erickson Dike Road and 80869 Kallunki Road and
other miscellaneous agricultural structures.

-

According to Federal Emergency Management Agency Flood Insurance Rate Map 41009CO050
D, the existing Beaver Dike/levee system is north, east and west of the zone change area and is
located on portions of Erickson Dike Road, Kallunki Road and Quincy Mayger Road. All of the
Iand inside the levee is listed as FEMA zone X, protected by levee. All land outside of the levee,
along the river is listed as FEMA zone AE, special flood hazard area with base flood elevations
determined. Land outside the levee is primarily forested while tand inside the levee has
historically been used for tree farm and other agricultural uses both of which are identified as
Permitted Uses in the provisions in Section6S2 of the RIPD Zone listed below.

CCZO Section 680
RESOURCE INDUSTRIAL . PLANNED DEVELOPMENT

RIPD

681 Pumose: The purpose of this district is to imptement the policies of the
Comprehensive Plan for Rural lndustrial Areas. These provisions are
intended to accommodate rural and natural resource related industries
which:

.l
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

Are not generally labor intensive;
Are land extensive;
Require a rural location in order to take advantage of adequate rail
and/or vehicle and/or deep water port and/or airstrip access;
Complement the character and development of the surrounding rural area;
Are consistent with the rural facilities and services existing and/or
planned for the area; and,
Will not require facility and/or service improvements at significant
public expense.

The uses contemplated for this district are not appropriate for
location within Urban Growth Boundaries due to their relationship
with the site specific resources noted in the Plan and/or due to their
hazardous nature.
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682

Permitted Uses

1
.2

Farm use as defined by Subsection

2 of ORS 215.203

except

marijuana growing and producing.

Management, production, and harvesting of forest products,
including wood processing and related operations.

Agriculture uses and tree farms along Hermo Road, Collins Roads #1 and #2,
and Erickson Dike Road within the Zone Change and Compatibility Study Areas

I'age 14 of39
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View of Port Westward from Hermo Road immediatety north of zone change area
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These eight pictures taken of properties within the Zone Change and Compatibility Study Areas
coincide with the ZoningMap of these areas in Figure 4 on Page 9. This information confirms
that existing land uses within the Compatibility Study and Zone Change Areas consist of the

following:
a

a
o

Tree farms, forested PA-80 zoned properties, and the RIPD zoned properties in the area
bordered by the Columbia River, Bradbury Slough, Kallunki Road, Quincy Mayger
Road, Erickson Dike Road and Collins Roads #l and#2;
I.'orested vacant approximately 18O-acres of PF-80 zoned land located south of Quincy
Mayger Road;
Residences accessory to PA-80 uses on PA-80 zoned properties along Kallunki Road,
Quincy Mayger Road and Hermo Road including the about 80-acre property associated
with the Seely mint farm and its single family residence addressed at 18865 Hermo Road
and

a

One Rural Residential (RR-5) zoned property with one residence addressed at79680
Quincy Mayger Road.

Residential and non-residential structures on these PA-80 zoned properties are likewise
considered accessory to their primary use such as forest, agriculture, or residential. Similarly,
the I 80 acres of Primary Forest (PF-80) zoned properties east of Quincy Mayger Road are
heavily forested with no accessory residential uses. Of the affected 2,20}-acre Compatibility
Study Area" only one 0.80-acre property addressed at79680 Quincy Mayger Road is zoned for
rural residential uses.

During the Extended Open Comment Period (November 17 , 2020 - January 27 , zQZl), Columbia
County received comments from the Department of Land Conservation and Development
(DLCD) in a letter dated December 17, 2020 andthe Oregon Department of Agriculture (DOA)
in a letter dated December 9, 2020. Both agencies indicated that the Compatibility Report does
not sufficiently describe or address the compatibility of the proposed land uses with the adjacent
agricultural resource management or production practices. In addition, both the DLCD and the
DOA letters suggest that the Compatibility Report did not include "a desuiption of adjacent
agricultural resource management or production practices in the materials submitted beyond a
general indication that agricultural uses including agricultural tree farms uses are occuruing."
Pages 1-2 of the DLCD letter specifically states that they "believe that the requirements of OAR
660-004-0A020(2)(d) are not adequately addressedwithout an examination of the charqcteristics
of odjacent agricultural management and production practices and an assessment of the
vulnerability of those particular management and production practices to potential externalilies
J'rom industrial uses.

"

In addition, Michael Seely the resident farmer of the 80-acre mint farm addressed at 18865
Hermo Road (located with the Compatibility Study Area) submitted a letter dated January 27,
2021 statinghis opposition to the proposed map amendments. Mr. Seely raised the following
potential adverse impacts from industrial uses to his 49 year old mint-farming operation that he
believes the Compatibility Report did not sufficiently address:
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Flood control and inigation needs,
Wetland mitigation,
Increased traffic on Hermo Road,
Impacts to specific agriculture crops like mint, blueberries or other crops, and
Increase in air emissions including dust.

Regardless of these expressed issues, Mr. Seely ends his letter stating "I have ffired to the Port
to sit down and discuss how to address these issues. I am still willing to workwilh them on this.t'

The Port's March 3,2A21Final Response Page 2 addresses these compatibility issues expressed
by the DLCD, DOA and Michael Seely by reiterating that:
"The only remaining question is whether the five proposed uses are compatible with other
adiacent uses or will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse
impacts
oRS t97.72(2)(c) (D) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d).

in

ORS 732(2) (c) (D) provides thefollowing:
(2) A local government may adopt an exception to a goal tf:
t ...1
(c) Thefollowing standards are met:

t,..1
(D) The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will

be so rendered

through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.
OAR 660-004-0020 (2) (d) provides thefollowing direction in evaluating compatibility:
The exception shall describe how the proposed use will be rendered compatible
with adiacent land uses. The exception shall demonstrate that the proposed use is
situated in such a manner as to be compatible with surrounding natural resources and
resottrce manLgement or production practices. "compatible" is not intended as an
absolute term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent

uses."
The July 21, 2020 Compatibility Reportfocuses on that single remaining issue, and
establishes that each of theJive oroposeduse categories wtLl be compatible with existing
adiacent uses. with the imposition o.f the proposed conditions."

The Port further describes the required extent of their Compatibility Report on Page 4 as:

"As the compatibility Report details, oRS I97.732(l)(a) sets a limit on the reach of
"compatible" under lhe statue: "Compatiblet' is not intended as an absolute term
meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses. The same
Ianguage is mirrored in the text of OAR 66A-004-0020.'

Finding 2: With the predominant existing forestry and rural industrial uses occurring on the PA80 and RIPD zoned properties, Staff finds the overwhelming majority of these resource-related
uses meet the Oregon Department of Forestry's definition of "Forestland" inthe OAR 629-600Supplemental Staff Report
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001 00 (26) as: " . . . land which is used for the growing and harvesting of forest tree species,
regardless of how the land is zoned or taxed or how irny state or local statutes, ordinances, rules
or regulations are applied". The exception to this forestland in the PA-80 Zone is the about 80acres owned by Michael Seely which his family has been operating for at least the past 49 years
as he stated inhis letter dated January 27,2021. These resource-related agriculture uses are also
identified, and will continue to be Permitted RIPD Uses as listed in Section 682 of the County
Zoning Ordinance. fhe Seely Mint Farm has been operating for over four decades adjacent to the
existing RIPD zoned properties and established industrial land uses without any impacts that
have been reported to the county. Because the existing and proposed indushial uses and
agricultural uses have similar impacts as described in the Compatability Report, it is reasonable
to conclude they will be able to continue to operate adjacent to each other. This provides
convincing evidence that existing rural industrial uses have been operating for at least four
decades in ways that are compatible with adjacent agricultural uses.

With regards to the DOA's, DLCD's and Michael Seely's suggestions that the Compatibility
Report does not sufficiently describe/address the compatibility of the proposed land uses with the
adjacent agricultural resource practices, Staff finds that any current examination of future RIPD
uses' impacts on adjacent agricultural resource management or production practices, including
assessing their vulnerability to potential externalities, can be rendered compatible with mitigation
measures and that further analysis will be conducted on a project by project basis and evaluated
during the required Site Design Review consistent with the requirements of OAR 660-004AA20Q) (d) and all applicable provisions of the Columbia County Zoningordinance. No project
will be approved if it is not compatible. As will be covered in Finding I of this Supplemental
Report, Board Order No. 2018-1 has imposed eight conditions of approval for this application
and the Port offers a ninth Condition of Approval, all of which will render compatibly between
future industrial and adjacent land uses.
To be sureo the applicant's compatibility analysis confirms that with the eight conditions of
approval, plus the new ninth condition, future industrial uses can be compatible with existing
adjacent uses. When a specific use is proposed in the future, it will be subject to additional land
use reviews that will ensrue the developed use is compatible with adjacent uses. This finding is
also consistent with the Port's March 3,2021 Final Response stating the ensured compatibility
between future RIPD and adjacent agricultural resource practices will be rendered compatible
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts that have already been identified as the
eight conditions of Approval in Ordinance No. 2018-1 and one additional Condition of Approval
recommended by the Port in Finding 8. As will be covered in Findings 6,7 and 8, these nine
Conditions of Approval, do not preclude any additional conditions from being added to future
industrial developers through the Conditional Use and Design Review Permitting processes.
Future industrial uses will be subject to a land use process that includes site and industry specific
analyses, to accurately identi$ the industrial use's potential adverse impacts to existing adjacent
uses. Conditions of Approval will be added to the specific industrial use to render the use
compatible.
Staff finds that the Port's March3,202l Final Response on Page2 has sufficiently addressed
these compatibility concerns consistent with the statutory provisions in ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D)
and the related regulatory provisions in OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d). For the foregoing reasons,
including the site specific Conditions of Approval that will be added during future land use
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processes, Staff concurs with the following conclusion on Page 2 of the port's
Final Response, consistent with the scope of this remand review:

March3,20Zl

"lt must be emphasized that, in resolving the last remaining question, OAR 660-0040020(2) (d) explicitly states that compatible is not an absoluie term meaning no
interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses. In other wirds, the last
remaining issue before the Board is whether the live uses proposed by the Port are
compatible with adiacent uses or will be so rendered through measuies designed to
reduce (but nat necessarily eliminate) adverse impacts. Thi Jut:t ZI. 2A2A Conpattbttttt
ReBortfocuses on thqt. single remqinin? issue. and establishes ihat eaih
uses will be compatible with existing adiacent uses. with the imposition ifiepdosed

o!theiro@

conditions."

Finding 3: With the Compatibility Study andZone Change Areas' existing uses being
characterized as predominantly forested, Staff finds that rezoning of the 831-acres from pA-80 to
RIPD will continue to authorize all existing Permitted Uses including the siting of wood
processing and related operations, all farm uses defined in ORS 215:2}3,and the transfer,
storage, production and processing of Dry Bulk Commodities. All of these allowed uses will be
located in close proximity to the surrounding rural area's existing forestry and agriculture
operations as well as to Port Westward Industrial Park's existing uniqur irunrpoitation facility,
its deep water port.
staff agrees with the Port's explanation that both the enabling legislation (oRS 1g7.732) and the
related administrative rule (OAR 660-004-0020) clearly statJthat some degree of interferense
or
adverse impacts on adjacent land uses may be permitted by proposed uses ind yet still be
deemed compatible as provided under the applicable statue and administrative iule.
On Pages 6-7 of the Port's January 20,2021comments, Columbia Riverkeeper suggests another
measure of "compatibility" that the Port and Staff both consider to be outsidi the scope of this
r_emand review. Specifically, Riverkeeper claims "The compatibitity stqndards requires
the
County to demonstrate not only how the proposed uses ori
with adjaient land uses,
"ompoiible
but also that the proposed use is situated in such a manner to
bi compotibte with surroundlng
natural resources and resource management practices. This provisiin of the ,ult ft
intended to extend the compatibly analysis beyond adjacent land uses to require considerition of
areas and activities that may not be canfined to particular parcels or definid by the designated
zoning. Moreover, in using "suwounding" instead of "odjacent", the rile indiiates that a less
rigid approach is warcanted evaluating compatibility with natural resources." Staff disagrees
with Columbia Riverkeeper. Staff agrees with the Port's response on page 3-4 of their M-arch 3,
2021 Final Response that states "Riverkeepers is attempting to stretch the Administrative Rule
beTond the scape of the authorization in the statue, *it"hls not permifted' andexplanation
that
Riverkeeper stretches the Administrative Rule in two ways:

i*rly-

First: "Accordingly OAR 660-004-0020 itself recognizes and acknowledges that the scope
of its authority is limited to the delegation in the Oregon Revised StaM;
eRS) 1g7.7 j2.
Consequently, Riverkeepers claim 'that OAR 660-004-0020 requires that an exception
demonstrates that a proposed use is situated in such a manner-as to be eompafible with
surraunding natural resources andresource management or productionpractices'
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applies onl:t in the context of the statue itself."

Second:

The administrative rule itself cannot self-authorize an expansion of the scope

of

the statue, but authorizes the imnleimentation of the state's delegation of authority.
Specifically, as the rule that implements ORS 197.732, OAR 660-0004-0020 carries out
ORS 197.732, but cannot expand it[.] As the Oregon Court of Appeals has explained "An
administrative rule so adopted must be consistent wilh the legislative directive: it exceeds
the agency stqtutory authority if it "departsfrom a legal standard expressed or implied in
the particular law being administered or if it cantravenes some other applicable statue."

Staff agrees with the Port's analysis that the provisions of OAR 660-004-0020 should not be
stretched beyond the requirements of ORS 197.732 and concurs with the Port's two conclusions
(listed below and on Page 5 of March 3,2021Final Response).

L "The interference or adverse impact from the development referenced in the rule can
potentially impact adjacent uses via surrounding natural resources and resource
manqgement or production practices, but the statute focuses the requirements on impacts
to adjacent uses themselves."

2. "To the extent non-adjacent

suwounding netural resources and resource managemenl
or production practices have impacts that in turn impact adjacent uses under ORS
197.732, thase impactsfall under the scope of ORS 197.732. However, the language in
OAR 660-A04-0020(2) (d) cannot be used to expand the scope and application of ORS
197.732 beyond its intended target: adjacent nses."

Finding 4: With this Staff Report's pictures showing the Compatibility Study andZone Change
Areas consist of predominantly forested land uses in the PA-80 Zone, Staff finds the proposed
Comprehensive Plan Amendment andZone Change will provide additional rural industrial
development opportunities at Port Westward for the processing, production, storage and
transportation of Forestry and Wood Products, all of which complement the character and
development of the surrounding rural area. Additional industrial zoned land in this area will
provide a location for processing of forest and farm products and the ability to bring these
products to market via the existing deepwater port, thus being economically beneficial to forest
and farm uses.

With the site specific review conducted at the time of actual site development, Stafffinds that the
specific rural industrial use will be reviewed according to the applicable provisions of the County
Zoning Ordinance consistent with these requirements in OAR 660-04-0020 (2) (d). These
regulatory requirements will, in turn, require all proposed uses to be situated on the site in such a
manner as to be compatible with surrounding uses and be designed with site and industry
specific measures to ensure compatibility with the development of the surrounding rural area and
adjacent land uses with the imposition of the Eight Conditions of Approval in Ordinance No.
2018-1 and the one additional Condition of Approval recommended in Finding 8 of this
Supplemental Report. For these reasons, Staff finds the Port has demonstrated they have
complied with the requirements of this remand review and that the Comprehensive Plan
Amendment and Zone Change's imposition of nine Conditions of Approval, as well as future
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additional Conditions imposed at time of site development, will render the compatibility between
industrial and adjacent land uses consistent with the scope of this remand and with these
requirement in OAR 66A-04-0020 (2) (d).

PART 2 - IDENTIFYING THE POTENTIAL ADVERSE IMPACTS OF THE FIVE
SPECIFC PROPOSED RURAL INDUSTRIAL USES
Discussion: The five specific rural industrial uses proposed for the zone change area include the
following:
Forestry and Wood Products: The processing, production, storage and transportation of
Oregon's historically leading rural industrial land use. Specific uses include saw mills as
well as pulp and paper mills that produce wood pellets, utility poles, sawdust, log
debarking, Iogs, lumber and other wood based products all of which may be imported or
exported for international or domestic sale.

2.

Dry Bulk Commodities: The transfer, storage, production of processing of grains, metals,
lumber or other such merchandise that are produced or distributed for sale. buk refers to
significant unpackaged quantities generally transported as a single commodity. Dry
describes items transported in solid, and not liquid, form. These types of commodities
require consolidation at a single location before further transportation or distribution.
Processing is usually a value-added task performed before shipping and can be as simple
as removing bark from logs before shipping overseas.

3.

Liguid Bulk Commodities: The processing, storage and transportation of petroleum,
ethanol, milk, cooking oil or other edible fluids. Liquid bulk is cargo traniported or
stored unpackaged in large volumes and a moved in large quantities by ship or barge,
stored in tanks, and distributed by tanker trucks. Processing could include ihe mixing of
additive to petroleum.

4.

Natural gas and derivative products: The processing, storage and transportation of this
natural resource that is used to produce a range of chemical products such as fertilizer or
methanol suitable for transportation by river. There may be on-site storage of the raw
material or its refined products before shipment. The existing Port Westward Industrial
Park already has abundant existing infrastructure suitable for the processing, storage and
transportation of natural gas.

5. Breakbulk The storage, processing and transportation

of Breakbulk refers to
transporting cargo as separate pieces, not in containers or single commodity loads.
Typically bags, boxes, crates, drums or barrel or single units (wind turbine blades,
turbines, heat exchangers, automobiles etc.). This use would allow any items meeting
local, state and federal requirements to be stored on site either before or after transfer
across the dock. Processing would include limited work such as modifications or
alterations to allow for safe transportation by river, rail, or roads.

Table 3 (below) of the Compatibility Report presents a visual representation and summary
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Table I's Potential Adverse Impacts from Port Westward Five Proposed Rural Industrial Uses
and Table 2's Potential Adverse Impacts from Adjacent and Non-Adjacent Land Uses.
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Discussion: In response to this remand review and between November 17,2020 and January 27,
2O2l,the County received approximately 1,100 submissions claiming the Compatibility Report
does not adequately address compatibility with adjacent land uses. In response, and beginning
on Page 5 of their March 3,2021Final Response, the Port explains their methodology and
subsequent analysis used to identify each of the five proposed rural industrial uses potential
adverse impacts to adjacent uses all of which are summarized above on Table 3 .
The Port, on Page 6 of their March 3,2021Final Response, emphasizes the Compatibility Repon
relied on LUBA's analysis of the compatibly standard in its 2018 decision and focused
specifically on this passage of that decision:
"Adequate findings regarding compatibility would start by identifling the likely adverse
impacts of typical uses authorized under the five approved use categories, evaluating
each use category separately, and, if necessary specific types of uses within each use
category, As petitioners argue, the potential adverse impacts of dffirent types of liquid
bulk terminals, e,g., an oil terminal versus afertilizer export operation, could be dffirent
enough to require a separate analysis. The lindings should qlso address the
characteristics of uses on adjoining areas, and assess vulnerability to potential
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externqlities from industrial uses in the exception orea, such as impacts on water quality.
Informed by those analyses, the county can then reach sustainable conclusions regarding
whether the proposed uses are compatible with adjoining uses, or can be compatible via
identified measures."

With this direction from LUBA, Staff concurs with the methodology used in the Compatibility
Report to assess the compatibility of the rural industrial Goal Exception with adjacent land uses
and included the following measures listed on Page 7 of the March 3,2021Final Response:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Enumeration ctf potential adverse impacts of the proposed uses;
ldentiJication of significant dffirences in character among the proposed uses and
adjacent land uses;
Assessment ofwhether potential impacts produce adverse effects on adjacent land uses;
Cataloging of those uses which require na mitigation ta be compatible and those which
require mitigation measures to be made compatible with adjacent land uses;
Compilation of existing regulations applicable to the proposed uses which have the ffict
of maintaining compatihly and;
Where required to promote conpatibility, identification of appropriate mitigation to
minimize incompatible impacts with adiacent land uses.

Finding 5: Staff finds that LUBA provided a specific methodology to conduct a compatibility
analysis which the Port used to develop their Compatibility Report and analyze its results.
Upon review of the Port's methodology and subsequent analysis used to identifu each of the five
proposed rural industrial use categories' potential adverse impacts to adjacent uses, Staffagrees
with the Compatibility Report's data in Section IV - Characterization of Port Westward Area
Uses'that are summarized in Table L For these reasons, Staff finds the Port's remand review
correctly identified the likely adverse impacts of the proposed uses on adjacent uses in the
Compatibility Study Area.

PART 3 - ASSESSING THE EXTENT TO WHCH THE PROPOSED USES WILL
ADVERSELY IMPACT ADJACENT LAND USES
Discussion: Table 3 of the Compatibility Report not only identifies potential adverse impacts
from the five proposed rural industrial categories, but also compares these potential impacts with
(i) the adverse impacts of the adjacent 2,200-acre Compatibility Study Area's existing industrial
uses within Port Westward Industrial Park and (2) the existing agricultural, forested and
accessory residential uses occulring outside this industrial park.
Table 3 reveals that the majority of potential adverse rural industrial impacts align closely with
the adverse impacts associated with existing rural industrial, agricultural, forested and residential
uses of the Compatibility Study Area.

Staffs summary of Table 3's results reveals:
Supplemental Staff Report
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o
o
o

Airborne Emissions, Stormwater Runoff, Vehicles and Machinery Exhaust Emissions,
and Water Usage are present across all existing and proposed land uses;
Noise and Rail/truck/ship traffic for raw materials finished products and wastes,
Chemical Spills, Wetland Impacts, Accumulation Of and Nuisance From Waste Materials
are present across all existing and proposed land uses except Residential,
Process/cooling water discharge, Fire/Explosion and Light are present in all existing and
proposed uses except Agriculturalfforest and Residential;
Navigation Impacts, Dike impacts for any levee modifications and Wildlife Impacts will
only be present in the five new rural industrial uses and are not associated with any
existing land uses;
The Alteration of Soil's Chemistry and Structure and the Release of Bacteria from using
manure as fertilizer are only associated with existing agricultural and forestry uses; and
Although Table 3 indicates the potential for Combustibility will increase only with the
processing, production, storage and hansportation of Forestry/Wood Products and Dry
Bulk Commodities, Staff considers that "acts or instances of buming" or "Combustion"
should be included in the Fire/Explosion category as an adverse impact of all existing and
proposed land uses.

As summarized in Table 3, the subsequent analysis of the 20 potential compatibility impacts for
operations within each of the five rural industrial use categories shows that not only are these
potential impacts generally similar to each other, but there is also a large degree of overlap
between the existing industrial uses on Port Westward's approximate 905 acres and the five
indushial uses in the proposed expansion area. Of the approximate 1,100 comments received
between November 17,2020 and February 17,2021, the differences among these uses are
largely a matter of scale and probabilities that are associated with the different production
processes.

Continuing on Page 8 of the Port's March 3,202I Final Response, the Port shows that the
Compatibility Report demonstrates that the proposed rural industrial uses will be subject to much
more stringent environmental regulations, including but not limited to stormwater containment
and treatment, than the existing agricultural or residential uses which are already operating in
close proximity to the 905-acre Port Westward campus and its deep water port.
In addition, Table 3's comparison and evaluation of potential adverse impacts of each of the
proposed rural industrial uses to the area's existing industrial, agricultural, forested, and
residential uses reveals the following:
"Given the range of potential adverse impacts Jbrm the rezone erea's rural industrial
uses, it might initially seem dfficult to establish the compatibility of those uses with
adjacent landuses and non-odjacent uses in the study area. Ilowever, upon closer
analysis, such is not the case. First, not all potential impacts will be present for a given
industrial operation. Ilhere a particular impact is not present, there is no need to
mitigate the non-impact. Moreover, even the potential impacts align closely with the
potenlial impactsfrom the existing Port Westward (PWW) induslrial uses. T'he County
thus has a long record of compatibility in the form of the successful coexistence of
existing industrial and non-industrial uses in the area, involving largely identical
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impacts, which serves as strong evidence that the rezone area's five rural industrial uses
can indeed be mode compatible with the adjoining uses.,,

Staff agrees with the Port's conclusion on Page 9 of March 3,2021Final Response that any
likely impacts on existing adjacent uses should not occur at levels greater than could potentially
be experienced from existing industrial and agricultural uses at Port Westward. In addition, thi
Port concludes that mitigation measures exist and will be available to ensure the maintenance of

future compatibility between existing adjacent land uses and each of the proposed five rural
industrial uses. These specific Federal, State and Local mitigation measures will be discussed in
the next section of this Supplemental Report.
Continuing on Page 9, the Port's response to comments submitted between November 17,2020
February 17,2021 regarding concems that the Compatibility Report does not consider various
kinds of agricultural crops (benieso mint, livestock, tree farms etc.) grown on agricultural land
Specifically, the Port states and Staff concurs, that these considerations do not have any bearing
on the compatibility analysis because seasonal crop rotations and typical changes in crop
processing and/or management does not change the agricultural use of the land. When iarmets
alternate between growing poplar trees, cattle, mint, or berries, it does not alter the agriculture
use of their land, but will alter the processing, management, and production operations of the
various crops. The analysis in the Compatibility Report will continue to apply through such crop
changes.

Finally, on Page 9 the Port reiterates a critical component pertaining to the compatibility of the
new potential industrial impacts and the existing adjacent land uses identified on Page 19 of the
Compatibility Report stating:
"Approval of the zone change and associated comprehensive plan amendment and Goal
Exception by the County would move the boundary offuture industrial development
farther south, but would neither expose new types of odjacent land uses to industial uses,
nor expose those adiacent land uses to a new set of potential industrial impacts. This is a
signiticant point as it pertains to compatibly because the potential impacts between
similar adiacent land uses will likely be substantiatly the sqme... The study area is
primorily composed of industrial, treeform, and other agricultural uses andforested
Iand with o smaller amount of residential uses accessory to primary agricultural uses.
The proximity of these uses and their long-standing bperations provide strong evidence
rural industrial uses can safely exist side-by-side with non-industrial uses if appropriate
mitigation is in place (sueh as buffering, setbacl<s, other separation) and the mitigation
measures previowly imposed by the County with the adoption of Ordinance 20j,8-1."

Finding 6: With the Port's submittal of additional evidence, Staff concurs with Section IV,
Characterization of Port Westward Area Uses, of the Compatibility Report, as supplemented by
the discussion above in response to the comments signed by over 1,100 people, submitted to the
County from November 17,2020 - February 17,2021. Because these 1,100 comments also fall
into Table 3's twenty categories of potential adverss impacts, Staff finds the Compatibility
Report's methodology and analysis are comprehensive and comply with the direction given by
LUBA in this remand review, Based on Table 3 and the detailed comparison of impacts
provided in Section IV of the Compatibility Report, Staff finds that the Port correctly identified
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the extent of likely adverse impacts of the proposed uses to adjacent uses in the compatibility

study area.
In addition, Staff agrees with the Port and finds that moving the boundary of the future industrial
development farther south will not expose additional types of adjacent land uses to industrial
uses, nor expose those adjacent land uses to a new set of potential industrial impacts. Currently
the boundary between the zone districts has RIPD zoning adjacent to PA-80 zoning. With this
proposal, the expanded boundary will continue RIPD zoning adjacent to PA-80 zoning.
The Compatibility Report comprehensively evaluated potential impacts in accordance with the
direction from LUBA. Future industrial uses will be subject to further land use process that will
apply conditions of approval and ensure compatibility. In other words, the compatibility report
shows that the proposed uses can be compatible. When uses are actually proposed and
developed, the land use process and additional conditions of approval will ensure that what is
built is compatible.
For the foregoing reasons, Staff finds the Porl has demonstrated how the five future industrial
use categories will be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses consistent OAR 660-0040-

0020(2xd).

PART 4. ENUMERATING EXISTING FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL
REGULATORY REQUIRf,MENTS THAT THE FIVE PROPOSED RURAL
INDUSTRIAL USES WILL NEED TO COMPLY WITH AT TIME OF TUTUR"E
DEVELOPMENT
Discussion: The Compatibility Report continues and elaborates existing federal, state and local
regulatory programs that are designed to mitigate and regulate potential adverse impacts from the
five proposed uses. The Compatibility Report's Tables 4 and 5, on Pages 45 4S,provide
effective visualization of the elaborate regulatory requirements that are titled "Regulatsry Bodies
Addressing Potential Adverse Impacts from Pronosed Industrial Uses" and "Regulatory
Programs Applicable to Proposed Industrial Use Examples".

-

Although the Port states this list of regulations is not meant to be exhaustive, it does identifu a
broad range of existing regulations that are designed to avoid or minimize potentially adverse
impacts of the built environment on the natural environment (land, air, water, plants and animals)
and the quality of life of all inhabitants.
Staff will categorically summarize these regulations which may apply to any or all of the five
proposed industrial uses that will have the effect of maintaining compatibility between the
proposed industrial uses and adjacent land uses as required under ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D) and
OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d). These programs require site-specific mitigation measures consisting
of performing specific actions, evaluating multiple development alternatives, or complying with
numerical standards all of which allow rural industrial facility operators some flexibility on
meeting the applicable standards.

Applicable Federal Regulations

- Pages 20 -29 of the Mackenzie
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descriptions of these regulatory requirements designed to protect the Natural and Built
Environments and their inhabitants.

l.

2.
3.

The National Environmental policy Act (NEpA)

National Historic Preservation Act
U.$.. Army Corgs of Engineers - The Rivers and Harbors Act, Clean Water Act, Oil
Pollution Act, Toxic Substances Control Act and Lutenberg Chemical Safety Act,
Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act, pollution prevention Act,
Safe Drinking Water Acts and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, and the Clean
Air Act
4. U.S. Coast Guard - Homeland Security Act of 2002 and the Oil pollution Act
5. Pipeline and Haz,ardous Materials Safety Administration - Hazardous Liquid pipeline
Act and Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act, Oil Pollution Act, Protecting Our lnfrastructure
of Pipelines and Enhancing Safety Act of 2016 (PIPES) Act, Federal Safety Act
6. Federal Railroad Administratio4 - Federal Rail Safety Act
7- U.S' Maritime Administration - Marine Highway Program and Deepwater port Act
8. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission-Natural Gas Act and Natural Gas policy Act,
Interstate Commerce Act
9. Fedeial Ernefgenpy.Management Aepncy (FEMA) -National Flood Insurance program
10. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Uational Marine fisherie
Migratory Bird
Treaty Act, Marine Mammal protection Act
11. f'ederal Ageq,cies (Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service)
Providing
Supplemental Review - Endangered Species Act, Fish anO WitAiife CoorOination Acr
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act

Applicable State of Oregon Regulations * pages 30 -3g

l.

Deparnnont of State Lands

3.

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System, Water Pollution Conirol Facilities,
Underground Injection Control Program, Onsite Wastewater Management program,
Nonpoint Source Program, Section 401 (of the Clean Waters Act) Removal and Fill
Certification, Biosolids Program, Industrial Pretreatment Program, Ballast Water
Program, Air Quality, Cleaner Air Oregon Program, Air contamination Discharge
Permits, Title V Operation Permits, Aboveground and Underground Storage Taiks,
Hazardous Waste, Noise Control, Emergency Response.
DeJlartment of Enerey - Liquefied Natural Gas, Energy Facilities
Office of the State Fire Marshall - Community Right-to Know, Emergency Response,
Fire Code and Inspections, Incident Response, Storage Tanks
Office of Emersency Manaeement
Water Resource Department
Qreeon Department of rransportation - oDor Rail and oDor Highway
State Asencies Providine Supplemental Review Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife, Oregon Heritage

- Wetland

and Waterway Removal and

Fill permits

2. Department of Environmental O.Irality -Water Quality Permits including permits for

4'

5.
6.
7.
8.

Applicable columbia county zoningordinance sections
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Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Section 680, Resource Industrial

-

Planned

Development (RIPD), a copy of which is attached hereto, labeled as "Attachment 8" and
incorporated herein by this referenceo apply to all RIPD development are designed to help
ensrue these operations will accommodate rural and nafural resource related industries in
ways that complement the character and development of the surrounding rural area.
Specifically, the provisions in Section 683.1(B) will require all adverse impacts from the
proposed uses to be mitigated.

2.

Columbia County Zaning Ordinance Section 1503, Conditional Uses, a copy of which is
attached hereto, labeled as "Attachment 9" and incorporated herein by this reference,
requires the mitigation of any adverse impacts upon the adjoining properties. Specifically,
Section 1503.2 states that:
The [Planning] Commission may attach conditions and restrictions
to any conditional use approved. The setbacks and limitations of the

underlying district shall be applied

to the conditional

use.

Conditions and restrictions may include a specific limitation ofuses,
landscaping requirements, off-street parking, performance
standards, performance bonds, and other reasonable conditions,
restrictions, or safeguards that would uphold the intent of the
Comprehensive Plan and mitigate any adverse effe{t upon the
adioinine properties which may result by reason of the conditional
use being allowed. (Emphasis added.)
J

Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Section 1550, Site Design Review, a copy of which
is attached hereto, labeled as "Attachment 10" and incorporated herein by this reference,
states:

The Planning Commission or Director shall make a finding with respect to each
of the following criteria when approving, approving with conditions, or
denying an application:

A.

Flood Hazard Areas: See CCZO $l100, Flood Hazad Overlay Zone. All
development in FloodHazard Areas must comply with State and Federal
Guidelines.

B.

Wetlands and Riparian Areas: Alteration of wetlands and riparian areas
shall be in compliance with State and Federal laws.

C.

Natural Areas and Features: To the greatest practical extent possible,
natural areas and features ofthe site shall be preserved.

D. Historic

and Cultural sites and structures: AII historic and culturally
significant sites and shuctures identified in the Comprehensive Plan, or
identified for inclusion in the County Periodic Review, shall be protected
they still exist.
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E.

Lighting: All outdoor lights shall be shielded so as to not shine directly on
adjacent properties and roads,

F.

Energy Conservation: Buildings should be oriented to take advantage
natural energy saving elements such as the sun, landscaping and land
forms.

G.

Transportation Facilities: Off-site auto and pedestrian facilities may be
required by the Planning Commission, Planning Director or Public Works
Director consistent with the Columbia County Road Standards and the
Columbia County Transportation Systems Plan. @mphasis added).

of

Beginning on Page 9 of the Port's March3,202l Final Response, the Compatibility Report
focuses on two areas of mitigation that will be relied on to ensure compatibility is maintained:
the County's authority to regulate land uses and impose appropriate and site-specific conditions
and the higher levels of industrial regulation at the Federal and State levels that will apply to
development at Port Westward. The County ZoningOrdinance implements the goals and policies
of its Comprehensive Plan to ensure all land uses comply with and are consistent with the
adopted statewide and local goals, policies and objectives. The underlying premise of the
County Zoning Ordinance is to protect human health and safety by limiting the incompatibility
ofsurrounding uses.
As part of the current zone change adopted by the Board in Ordinance No. 2018-1, the County
will assign conditions of approval that will require any future rural industrial use be compatible
with both County and Statewide regulatory requirements and will subject these uses to public
land use review procedures/processes that comply with the terms and limitations of an exception
granted to Goal 3 (e.g.be dock-dependent) as well as all other applicable land use regulation at
the state and local level.

Similarly, on Page 10 of the March 3,2021Final Response, the Port reiterates the County's
Conditional Use review process described in Page 39 of the Compatibility Report as follows:
"The Planning commission may attach conditions and restrictions to any
conditional use approved. The setbaclrs and limitations of the underlying district
shall be applied to the conditional use. Conditions and restrictions mqy include
a speciJic limitation of uses, landscaping requirements, offstreet parking,
performance standards and bonds and other reasonable conditians, restrictions
and safeguards that would uphold the intent of the Comprehensive Plan and
mitigate any adverse elfect upon the adjoining properties which may result by
reasons of the conditional use being allowed."
The Port continues and emphasizes that the Compatibility Report has already explained on Page
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39 that a significant reason the expansion area's five proposed uses can be rendered compatible
with existing adjacent uses is because the uses are the subject of stringent regulation at the
Federal and State level to minimize adverse impacts to adjacent land uses, waterways and air.

will be maintained by the additional
condition (to the eight Conditions of Approval in Ordinance 2018-1) that will require applicants
for future development proposals in the rezone area to provide evidence of approval of all
applicable Federal, State and local permits prior to issuance of occupancy permits. While this
additional condition is not necessary to require compliance with all regulatory programs (because
compliance is required, whether or not the condition is imposed), such a condition nevertheless
provides additional assurance that compatibly is maintained.
The Port demonstrates the assurance of compatibly

On Page 12 of the March 3,2021Final Response, the Port states beginning on Page 20 of the
Compatibility Report, they provide detail on existing regulatory programs which have
jurisdiction designed to mitigate and regulate potential adverse impacts from the five proposed
industrial uses. The existing programs demonstrate they are protective of the most intense
scenario (e.g. oil rather than milk for liquid bulk commodities), and that the details of any
specific development proposal will be analyzedwhen they are timely, at the time of a land use
application and the related Site Design Review and/or Conditional Use Permit Review and at the
time of permit application. These local land use permit applications will also be submitted to and
approved by the Federal, State and County agencies prior to the commencement of any
operations.

7: Staff concurs with the Compatibility Report's Section V that identifies the existing
regulatory programs that would be relevant to establishing any new industrial use at Port
Westward. Staff finds that the local land use process will require coordination with the state and
federal programs. The local land use process will also attach conditions of approval designed to
render new industrial uses compatible with adjacent uses.
Finding

Compatibility does not mean no impact of any kind. OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) explicitly states
that compatible is not an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type
with adjacent use, but also allows future rural industrial uses to be rendered compatible with
adjacent uses through measures designed to reduce ftut not necessarily eliminate) adverse
impacts.

Staff concurs with the Port when it refutes comments submitted to the County infening that the
Board's approval of the Port's proposal will unlawfully defer compliance with compatibility
requirements under ORS 197.732(2)(cXD). On the contrary, the Port has performed the
compatibility analysis as set forth by LUBA, which demonstrates that the proposed uses can be
compatible with existing adjacent uses. Future industrial uses will be subject to a land use
review process that will apply additional conditions of approval to ensure that actual
development continues to be compatible. Accordingly, the County finds that with the
application of regulatory programs and with the imposition of the County's approval conditions
in this PAPA application and with approval conditions in future land use applications, potential
adverse impacts of rural industrial uses in the expansion area can be made compatible with
adjacent land uses for the lifetime of their operation.
Page 32
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PART 5.IDENTIFYING EXISTING MITIGATION MEASURtrS THAT CAN BE USED
TO MINIMIZE POTENTIALLY INCOMPATIBLE IMPACTS WITH ADJACENT
LAND USES.
Discussion: Staff concurs with Section VI, Compatibility Assessment, of the Compatibility
Report that explains how the proposed uses can be rendered compatible with adjacent uses in the
Compatibility Study Area by imposing conditions of approval of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC
l3-01. Particularly, Section VI explains:

"Section V [of the Compatibility Reportl provides information on the
numerous existing regulatory programs thqt are anticipated to be
applicable to the zone change area at the Federal, State, and local level.
While the programs do not guarantee zero impacts (e.g., an Air
Contaminant Discharge Permit authorizes release of some amount of air
pollutant), the programs require mitigation to ensure that emissions are
limited to levels that have been scientffically determined to be acceptable
for public health and environmental quality, or by performing actions such
as developing and implementing spill response plans. These provisions are
in keeping with the statute (ORS 197.732-197.736) and administrative rule
(OAR 660-004-0020) which indicate that "'Compatible' is not intended as
an absolute term meaning no interference or edverse impacts of any type
with adjacent uses."
The net effect of these regulations is to establish a framework that has the result of maintaining
compatibility with adjacent land uses and adjacent aquatic resources, due to the numerous water
quality and air quality standards detailed above.

'Io ensure that compatibility is maintained, the County has the ability to impose a condition as
part of an approval of the Port's proposal that any future uses in the rezone area comply with all
applicable regulatory programs, including all required federal, state and local permitting. This
requirement would be canied forward and additionally imposed on development proposals, and
if it does so the County can find that this mitigates potential impacts on adjacent land uses and
accordingly maintains compatibility under ORS 197.732 and OAR 660-004-0020. The range of
potential adverse impacts identified in Table 1 of the Compatibility Report is addressed by the
multiple agencies outlined in Table 4 of the Compatibility Report. Furthermore, Table 5 of the
Compatibility Report examines how a representative example from each of the five proposed
uses would fall under the regulatory authority of the progftrms outlined in Section V of the
Compatibility Report.
The programs noted above (and other regulations that may be applicable to users even if not
identified above) are wholly consistent with meeting the compatibility rule. To the extent that
any development is conditioned so as to require compliance with all standards and requirements
of all applicable regulatory programs, the County will be assuring compliance with the
compatibility requirement under ORS 197.732(2XcXD) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d).
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Even though compliance with the aforementioned federal regulatory programs is mandatory, the
Port has also offered that the County Board of Commissioners add one additional Condition of
Approval to those in Ordinance No. 2018-l that would fully ensure these compatibility
requirements for the f,rve rural industrial use types. This Condition can be added as Condition 9
and would read as follows:

9) Prior to the Occupancy of any future industial facility, the applicant
shall submit written confirmation to the County that they have obtained all
necessary Permitsfrom the applicable Federal, State and Local Regulatory
Agencies.

Furthermore, with the adoption of Ordinance No. 2018-1, the Columbia County Board of
Commissioners went beyond these aforementioned federal, state and local regulations.
Specifically, the County imposed eight Conditions of Approval designed to ensure that the five
proposed rural industrial uses will be compatible with adjacent land uses.
On Pages 13 - 15 of the Port's March3,202l Final Response, the Port states that the County is
within its rights to rely on Federal, State and local regulatory programs to maintain compatibility
under ORS 197.732(2) (c) (D) and oAR 660-004-0020(2) (d).

Beginning on Page i3 of this Final Response and continuing to Page 20, the Port specifically
addresses the following concerns submitted to the County between November 17,2A20 and
February 17 ,2A2I pertaining to:

o
e
r
o
o

The Beaver Dike,
Changes to the appearance of the landscape views, sounds and odors at Port
Westward,
Seismic consideration of new industrial uses,
Stormwater related impacts in a draft report prepared by Richard Homer, and
Comments related to coal, dust and traffrc/transportation.

Beaver Dike
The Beaver Drainage lmprovement Company (DBIC) submittal on January 13,202L stating that
"...the BDIC pump station will not be used as form of spill control caused by residents. The
Boardwill continue to evaluate any new spill control plans proposed by new industry to ensure
that no BDIC infrastructure is harmed and that there are no impacts to the function of the BDIC
system."
Because the BDIC provides flood control, drainage and inigation water for the lands within their
district, they have been and will continue to be an actively involved stakeholder with critical
oversight of the vast majority of water discharged from the Drainage District to the Columbia
River resulting from any new industrial development located in their district and within the zone
change area
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The Port states on Page 13 of the March 3,2021Final Response, "that the dikes are sfficiently
certified to allow for development in the expansion area without requiring that structures be
elevated above the /Ioodplainfor un-diked areasl With regards to questions submitted about the
dike certification process, the Port explains that this issue was resolved in the previous
proceedings related to the adoption of Ordinance No. 201 8- I and is not currently before the
Board because it is not directly related to the single compatibility criterion that is within the
scope of this remand review.
Changes to the aopearancg of landscape views as well as the sounds and odors related to new
developlnent at Port Westward
In response to the aesthetic, auditory and olfactory impacts resulting from new industrial
development, the Port reiterates that two parts of Condition 4 of Ordinance No. 2018-1 will be
enforced at time of all Site Design and Conditional Use Permit Reviews and in order to
appropriately and adequately mitigate any impacts related to the new future development:

c. All

development adjacent to land zoned for PA-80 shall include buffers that
are established and maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses
on PA-80 zoned land, including natural vegetation and where appropriate,
fences, landscaped areas and other similar types of buffers and
d. When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or
support shall be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.
Seismic consideration of new industrial uses
On Page l6 of the March 3,2021Final Response, the Port states seismic consideration will be
sufficiently addressed through the application of the Oregon Structural Specialty Code ORS
455.420 at time of actual development reviewed through the Site Design and Conditional Use
Permit processes. The appropriate application of the necessary seismic considerations will
ensure the maintenance of compatibility with surrounding land uses under ORS 197.732
(2XcXD) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d). The Oregon Structural Specialty Code is adopted by
the State and applied by the County through the issuance of construction and building permits all
of which will assure compliance with the applicable seismic construction requirements at time of
site specific development.
Stormwatef related imoacts discussed in a Draft Report prepared by Richard Horner and
submitted by Columbia Riverkeepers
The Port addresses the comments included in the November 20, 2020 submittal by Columbia
Riverkeeper of a report drafted by Richard Horner that describes his "asse ssment of the adequacy
of the Port's submission and its conclusions with respect to stormwater management and
ant icipat ed s tor mw at er-r el at e d imp act s ".
Staff concurs with the Port's assessment of Mr. Homer's analysis in that he appears to
misunderstand that the Compatibility Report was prepared as a Comprehensive Plan amendment,
zone ehange, and Goal Exception authorized under Oregon State law, and was not prepared in
response to a specific industrial development proposal.
Nevertheless, the Port agrees with Mr. Horner statement that all future development "should
collect all underlying data pertinent to the required environmental assessments, conduct those
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with the best available methods, and provide all the information regulotors or
citizens need to make afull and confident evaluation of the proposal and its potential
environmental fficls. " The Port also agrees with Mr. Horner's discussion related to the
implementation of best Management Practices for future industrial uses'site-specific stormwater
management provisions that emphasize preventive source and retention controls in order to avoid
contact of pollutants with rainfall or runoffand retaining runoffon-site are 100 percent effective
in keeping contaminants out of receiving waters.
assessments

The Port's statement that requiring compliance with all such required environmental assessments
at that point (of actual site development) is the best means by which to provide all the
information regulators and citizens need to make full and confident evaluation of the proposal
and its required environmental assessments. The County attests to these statements and analysis,
finds they are consistent with the substantial evidence standards, and that the Port has complied
with the requirements of this remand review.
Comrnents related to coal^ dust and traffic/transportation
Even though Condition No 6 of Ordinance 2018-1 specifically prohibited the storage, loading,
and unloading of coal in the zone change area unless a separate Goal 3 Exception for this use is
approved by the State, the County received comments between November 17,2020 - February
L7,2021 stating opposition to potential impacts from coal related operations siting at Port
Westward. The Port continues to support the County imposing this condition for future site
development in the rezone area.

Similarly but pertaining to potential adverse impacts from dust generation, Condition No. 4 (e) of
Ordinance 2018-1 already includes measures fbr ensuring future compatibility as follows:
e. Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be
employed as needed to be determined by the County to mitigate dust
caused by indushial users that may emanate from the site and traffic to the
site.

Continuing on Page 19 of the March 3,2021Final Response, the Port states that"development in
the zone change area would likely result in paving of existing gravel roadways, thereby reducing
duslJi"om those roads. Indusnial development would be subject to air qualily standards and may
require Air Contaminant Discharge Permits from the Oregtn Department of Environmentol
Quality to ensure that dust (and other contqminants) is limited to specific levels."
With these County enforced dust suppression measures and the additional applicable regulatory
programs of the State and Federal governments, the Port concludes that future impacts from dust
generation will be adequately addressed to ensure compatibility with adjacent uses.
Regarding impacts related to transportation and traffic brought to the County between November
17,2A20 - February 17,2027, on Pages 19-20 of the March 3,2021Final Response, the Port
shows that Conditions No. 2 and No. 3 of Board Order 2018-l will ensure future industrial
developments' compatibility with adj acent uses as follows:

Condition No. 2: To ensure adequate transportation operation, proposed
developments and expansions requiring site design review or Use Under
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Prescribed Conditions shall not produce more than 332 PM peak-hour
trips for the entire subject property without conducting a new Traffrc
Impact Analysis(TlA) with recommendations of operational or safety
mitigation consistent with the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule 660012-0060 and

Condition No. 3 A haffic study (will) be prepared for each proposed
future development within the subject property to determine the number of
hips generated, likely travel routes, impacts on both passenger car and
heavy truck traffrc and to ensure that County roadways are improved as
needed to adequately serve future development. These TIA reports would
also be used to ensure that the number of trips generated and accumulative
trips do not exceed the trip cap [articulated in Condition No. 2].

Finding 8: Staff finds that the numerous mitigation measures that all future indushial uscs will
be required to implement to ensure compatibility with adjacent uses. Based on all the evidence in
the record, Staffconcurs with the Port's Section VI, Compatibility Assessment, of the
Compatibility Report that finds:
"Based on the totality of the evidence, the five rural industrial uses are appropriately situated to
allow for any appropriate and necessary mitigation to achieve compatibility with adjacent land
uses and natural resources including wetlands and area waterways:

1.

2.
3.

4.

The extensive federal, state, and local regulatory programs applicable to industrial
development address the potential impacts from new development and require
measures to safeguard that offsite effects are limited to acceptable levels as
determined by the regulating agencies and programs.
The five uses' dependence on the deepwater port and requirement to be consistent
with the characteristics identified in the Goal Exception request help to further
maintain compatibility by precluding objectionable uses and urban uses.
the dike between the zone change area and the Columbia River separates the bulk of
the zone change area (excluding the Thompson property) from the waterway,
allowing for effective stormwater management approaches, and additionally
improving emergency response options in the event of a spill.
The required buffers between development in the zone change area and land zoned
PA-80 separates industrial development from designated agricultural areas to ensure
that the industrial development doesn't diminish the viability of farm use."
Compatibility Report, Page 49.

With imposition of the eight Conditions of Approval in Ordinance No. 2018-1 and recommended
Condition of Approval9 identified above, Staff finds that the proposed uses can be rendered
compatible with adjacent uses in the Compatibility Study Areas consistent with the compatibility
requirements in ORS 197.732(2)(cXD) and OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd).

Finding 9: Staff has reviewed over 1600 pages of written testimony submitted into the record,
signed by over I 100 people. Attachment 14 contains a table of contents of the comments
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submitted and identifies general areas of concern that were raised. Many of the comments were
not specific to the review criteria or were outside of the limited scope of this compatibility
review. Findings have been made in this supplemental staff report to all applicable review
criteria.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:
Staffagrees with the Port's March 3,2021, Final Argument, that responds to issues raised during
the open comment and rebuttal period, clarifies the scope of this remand review, identifies the
compatibility standards in the statute and the administrative rule, shows how the standards are
satisfied with the imposition of approval conditions. After review of all documents received
during this process, Staff finds the Port's analysis to be accurate, thorough, convincing and
consistent with this remand review. The evidence and facts in the record show impacts can be
rendered compatible with mitigation measures proposed as conditions of approval to this
supplemental staff report.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Based on the November 9,2020 Staff Report and the May 19, 2021 Supplemental Staff Report
evaluation, analysis and findings, Staffrecommends the Columbia County Board of
Commissioners APPROVE this application (File No. PA 13-02 andZC l3-01) for an exception
to Statewide Planning Goal 3, and to amend the Comprehensive Plan Map from Agriculture to
Rural Industrial and to amend the Zoning Map from Primary Agriculture (PA-80) to Resource
Industrial Planned Development (RIPD, subject to the eight Conditions of Approval in
Ordinance No. 2018-l and one additional Condition of Approval recommended in this Staff

Report.

NEW CONDITION OF APPROVAL:
9) Prior to the Occuponcy of any future industrial facilily, the applicant shall
submit written con/irmotion to the County thot they have obtoined all necessary
Permits from the applicable Federal, State and Local Regulatory Agencies.

***
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Attachments:

I
#2
#3
#4
#5
#

Board of Columbia County Commissioners Ordinance No. 2018 -1, February

columhia Riverkceper et al. v. columbia counry,Tg or LUBA s47

Zl,20Lg

e}ls)

columbia Riverkceper et al. v. columbia county,297 orApp 62g (2019)
Columbia Riverkeeper et al. v. Columbia County,365 Or 721 Q}W\(review denied)

LUBA Remand - Request for Review of Application No. PA l3-02 / ZC l3-01 from
Spencer Parsons with Beery Elsner & Hammond LLP on behalf of the Port, June 18,
2A20

#

6

#

7

Letter "Re: Port of Columbia County's application on remand to address compatibility"
from Spencer Parsons with Beery Elsner & Hammond LLP on behalf of the port, Juli 22,
2020

Compatibility Report Port Westward Goal Exception, Conprehewive Plan Amenrlment
and Zone Change Analysis; Land Use Compatibility, preparid by Mackenzie, July 21,
202A

#

8

9
# l0
#l I
#

#12
#13

Columbia County Zoningordinance Section 680, Rural Industrial-Planned Development
(RrPD)

columbia county zoningordinance section 1503, conditional uses
columbia county zoningordinance section 1550, site Design Review
Letter in response to public testimony, submitted on behalf of the port by Brian
Vaniccione of Mackenzie, dated February 17,2021.
Letter in response to public testimony, submitted on behalf of the Port by Beery Elsner
Hammond LLP, dated February 17,2021.

&

Final Argument of the Port in support of the PAPA application, submitted by Beery
& Hammond LLP, dated March3,2\Zl.

Elsner

#T4

Public Comment

- Table Of Contents

T:\Team Share\lDS-Planning\Port westward PAPA- MoD 2o-o1 of
REMAND PA 13-02 AND ZC 13-01 - BOC Final.docx
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Attachment

I

BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSTONERS
FOR COLUMBIA COITNTY, OREGON
In ttre Matter of Application No. pA l3-02/ZC 13-01 by
the Port of St. Helens for a Comprahensive plan

Ameniment, Zone Change and Goal Exception to
Reclassiff 837 Acres of Agricultural Resource to
Resourre Industrial and Change the Zoning from primary
Agriculture - 80 (PA-SO) to Rural hrdustrial planned
Development (zuPD) for the Expansion of port

ORDINANCE NO.2OI8.I

Westward
The Board of County Commissioners for Columbia County, Oregon, ordains as follows:

SECTION

I.

TITLE

This Ordinance shall be known as Ordinance 20lg-1.

2.

SECTION

AUTHORITY

This ordinanoe is adopted pursuant to oRS 2o3.o35,oRs 197.175,1g7.610,1g7.615

and 197.732.

SECTION

3.

PLIRPOS-E_

ThepurposeofthisordinanceistoapproveApplicationNo.pA
_
Port ofst. Helens,

:f.a2/ZC

13-01 ofthe

as modified on remand from the Land use Board ofAppeals, for a
Comprehensive Plan Amendment, Zone Change and Goal 2 Exception to'Goal to
change the

i

Comprehensive Plan designation of approxirnitely 837 acrcs from Agricultural
Resource to
Resource Indushial. The approval also changes the zoning of the prolerty from primary
Agriculture - 80 Acres (PA-S0) to Rural Industrial-plannea Oevetoiment (RIpD). Ttre

lpproved Goal Exception fufther limits the uses allowed in the expaniion areu to the following
five uses, whioh must be significantly dependent on the deepwater port at port Westward:

(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Foreshy and wood-products processing production, storage, and tanspoltation;
Dry bulk commodities transfer, storage, iroduction, and p-rocessing;
Liquid bulk commodities processing, storage, and transportation;
Natural gas and derivativc pnrducts, procesiit g storage, and transportation; and
Breakbulk storage, tuansportation, and processing.

The subject property includes the following tax lots (identified by Tax Map ID): gN4W
00500;8N4w 2000200,300; 8N4w21 00 300,30t,4d0,500,600;8N4W 2200400,500,
600' 700; 8N4w 23 00 900; and 8N4w 23 Bo 400, 500, 600, 200 (NorE: 8N4w 20 00 100
and
8N4w 29 00 100 were included in original application, but not the modified application and are
therefore not part ofthis approval.)
16
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SECTION

4.

HISTORY

Planning Stafffirst deemed Application No. PA 13-02lZC 13-01 complete on February
19,2013. Following public notice, the Planning Commission held public hearings on May 6,
2013, and May 20, 2013. On June l7,20l3,the Planning Commission deliberated and voted 5I to rccommend denial of the application to the Board of Commissioners.

Following public notice, the Board of Commissioners held three public hearings on the
application in Clatskanie on Septcmber 18, 2013, October 3,2013, and October 9, 2013. The
Board then closed the hearing, left the record open for written testimony and continued
deliberations to November 13, 2013.
After deliberating on November 13,2013, the Board adopted Ordinance No. 2014-l by
unanimous vote, which denied PA t3-02 / ZC l3-0l as to the two soutlernmost river-front tax
lots (8N4W 20 00 100 (96.59 acres) and 8N4W 29 00 100 Q3.03 acres)) and approved the
application as to the remaining tax lots, qubject to conditions recommended by staffi as amended
by the Board.
Shortly thereafter, Ordinance No. 2014-l was appealed to the Land Use Board of
Appeals (LUBA). On August 27,2014, LUBA remanded the Counry's decision, in part,
identifying areas in which the record and findings provided insufficient justiltcation for taking a
Goal 3 exception and rezoning the exception area to RIPD. (Columbia Riverlcceper v. Columbia
County,70 Or LUBA l7l QAlq).
In response to the remand, the Port of St. Helens (hereinafter, the'?ort") submitted a

modified Application No. PA 13-02 / ZC l3-01 on April I 8,2017. The Port's modified
application excluded the two riverfront tax lots described, above, and relied solely on OAR 660004-0022Q)(a) ai justification for an exception to Goal 3, OAR 66A-004-0A22Q)@) allows for
an exception if"[tlhe use is significantly dependent upon a unique Fcsourc€ located on
agricultural or forcst land." The Port identified the deepwater pofi, with its existing dock
facilities at Port Westward, as the unique resource justiffing an exception to Goal 3. Moreover,
ratherthan seek an exception for all uses allowable in the RIPD zone, tfie Port's modified
application limited the uses in the exception area to five rural industrial uses, as desoribed above,
that would be dependent on the deepwater port:

Following public notioe, the Board of County Commissioners (hereinafter, the o'Board")
held a hearing on tho modified applieation on August 2,2017. The Board closed the hearing, left
the record open for written testimony and continued the meeting to September 13,2017, for
deliberations. On September 13, ZAfi,the Board voted to reopen the record to allow new
evidence from staff in response to concems raised during the open reoord period. The Board
then left the record open until September 27,2017, to allow written testimony on the new
evidence and until October 4, 2017 for final argument. The Board then continued its
deliberations to October 25,2Q17.
Prior to the schEduled deliberations, the Board, in its capacity as the Columbia County
Development Agency, which is an entity separate from the County, met with the Port of St.
Helens Board of Commissioners to discuss Port Westward matters unrelated to Application No.
ORDINANCE NO.2OI8-I
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PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01. However, during that meeting, the Board received information about the
dock at Port westward, whioh was relevant to Application No. pA 13-02 I zc B-al. on
October l9,20l7,the Board notified interested parties by mail and publication ofthe ex parte
contact, that the Board would hold a hearing on the ex parte contact on November 8, 201 7, and
that deliberations were rescheduled to that date. On November 8,2017,the Board held a hearing
to disclose the ex parte contact with the Port Commission as well as an ex parte Facebook
message received about the dock. The Board left the record open until November 22,2017,for
the applicant's rebuttal and final argument, and continued deliberations to November 29,2017.
On November 29, 2017 , the Board dEliberated and voted 2- I to approve the modified
application subject to conditions as recommended by staff. The Board then dirccted staffto
prcpare an ordinance to reflect the decision.

sEcTroN

5.

FrNprNcS ANp CONgLUSKINS

The Board adopts the following findings and conclusions in support of its decision

A.
B.

The above recitals.
The Supplemental Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law on the modified application,
Exhibit I and incorporated herein by this refercnce.

afiached hereto as

C.

The findings and conclusions in the Staff Report on the modified application, attached
hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated herein by this reference, to the extent those findings
and conclusions are consistent with the Board's decision.

D.

The findings and conclusions in the supplemental stgffReport on the modified
application, attached hereto as'Exhibit 3 and incorporated herein by this rcfercnce, to the
extent those findings and conclusions are consistcnt with the Board's decision.

E.

The Supplemental Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law on the original applioation,
attached hereto as Exhibit4 and incorporated herein by this referenge, to the extent those
findings and conclusions are consistent with the Board,s decision.

F.

The findings and conclusions in the Staff Report on the original application, attached
hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated herein by this reference, to the extent those findings
and conclusions are consistent with the Board's decision.

sEcrloN

A.

q.

pEcrstQN. AMENDM.BNIAND AUTHORTZATTON

Based on the evidence in the record, the Board hereby appft)ves Application No. PA 1302 /ZC l3-01, as modified to address issues on remand from LUBA, to amend the
Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Map and to opprove an exception to Goal 3 subject to

the following conditions:
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l)

Prior to an application for a building or development for a new use, the
applicant/developer shall submit a Site Design Review and an RIPD Use Under
Prescribed Conditions as required by the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance.

2)

To ensure adequate transportation operation, prcposed developments and expansions
requiring site design review or Use Under Prescribed Conditions shall not produce
more than 332 PM peak-hour hips for the entire subject property without conducting
a new Traffic Impact Analysis ('TIA') with rscommendations for operational or
safety mitigation consistent with the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule 660-0120060.

3)

A traffic study be prepared for each proposed future development within the subject
property to determine the number of trips generated, Iikely travel routes, impacts on
both passenger car and heavy truck haffic and to ensure that County roadwsys are
improved as needed to adequately serve future development. These TIA reports
would also be used to ensure that the number oftrips generated and accumulative
trips do not exceed the sip cap.

4)

To ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses, the applicant/developer
new industrial uses shall comply with the following:

t.

ThE habitat ofthreatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and
protected as required by law-

b.

Alterations of important natural featureq including placement of structures,

of

shall maintain the overall values ofthe feature.

c.

zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are
established and maintained befivecn the industrial uses and adjaoent land uses
on PA-80 zoned land, including natural vegetation and where appropriate,
fences, landscaped areas and other similartypes of buffers.

d.

When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or
support shatl be let in a natural condition or in resourse (fanm) production.

e.

Conhols, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be omployed
as needed to be determined by the County to mitigate dust caused by industrial

All developrnent adjacent to land

uses that may emanate from the site and

haffic to the site.

f.

Site run-offshall be controlled and any harmfirl sediment shall be contained or
otherwise treated before being released to ensurE potential impacts to irrigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.

g.

The industrial use impact on the water table and sloughs shall be monitored for
water quality and surtbce water elevations to ensure that the area water can be
maintained and managed for existing uses.

Page 4
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h. Railroad oossings

shall be manag€d consistently with federal law regulating
oossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes
transportation to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan
identifring the number and frequency of trains to the subject property and
impacts to rail movements, safety, noise or other identified impacts along the
rail conidor supporting the county's transportation system. The plan shall
propose mitigation to identified impacts.

i.

Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment r€port
that shall analyze adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonstrate that
impacts from the proposed use are mitigated. The report shall inolude a
description of the type and nature of the agricultural uses and farming practioes,
ifany, which presently oocur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use, type of
agricultural equipment customarily used on the property, and wind pattern
information. The report shall include a mitigation plan for any negative impacts

identified.

5)

The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to only
those uses that are substantially dependent on a deepwater port and have
demonstrated access rights to the dock, and those uses with employment densities,
public facilities and activities justified in the exception, specifically:

a.
b.

c.

d.
e.

6)

Foreshy and wood processing, production, storage, and transportation;

Dry bulk commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing;
Liquid bulk commodities processing, storage, and transportation;
Natural gas and derivative products, processing storage, and transportation; and
Breakbulk storagc, transportation, and pnocessing.

The storagq loading and unloading of coal is specifically not justified in this
exception. Such uses shall not be allowed on the subject property without a separate
approved exception to Goal 3.

7)

8)
B.

The Port (applicant) shall institute a plan and ongoing program for sampling ground
and surfrce water quality to establish baseline measurements for a range of
contaminates at the re-zone site and down-gradient. The program should be
designed and managed for assurance that future industrial wastewater discharges are
treated to prevent pollution to the watershed environment. The program shall bE
designed to detect leaking tanks.
The Port (applicant) shall prepare a responss plan and clean-up plnn for a hazardous
material spill event. The plan shall include appropriate government agencies and
private companies engaged in such clean-up activities.

The Board hereby arnends the Columbia County Comprehensive Plan to change the
designation of the 837-acre subject property from Agricultural Rcsource to Resource
lnduskial, and to incorporate the Port Westward Expansion Area Exception Statemen!
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attached hercto as Exhibit 6 and incorporated herein by this rcference, in Part

XII.

Industrial Siting.

C.

The Board hereby amonds the Columbia County ZoningMap to change the zoning of the
subject property from Primary Agriculture - S0 (PA-80) to Rural lndustrial * Planned

Development (RIPD).
SECTION

7.

REPEALER

This Ordinance repeals Ordinance No. 201,1-1.
SECTION

8.

SEVERABILITY

If any portion of this Ordinance is held invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such
portion shall be deemed as a separate, distinct and independent portion, and such holdings shall
not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this Ordinance.
SECTION

93

SCRMNER'$ EBRORS

Any scrivener's errors in this Ordinance may be corrected by order of the Board
County Commissioners.

DATED tnis 4ldAay or

4'',1!

7,,

,

of

2018.

RD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COLUMBIA

OREGON

By:
By:

By:
Henry

,r,

Commissiorrer

6l* 54

Alex Tardif, Comm ission{

First Reading:
Second Reading:
Effective Date:
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Attachment 2
78 Or LUBA S+Z (Or Luba), zo18 WL Lo4S46gT
Land Use Board of Appeals
State

of Oregon

COLUMBIA RWERKBEPER, Petitioner,
and

looo FRIENDS OF OREGON, Intervenor-Petitioner,
vs.

COLUMBIA COUNTY, Respondent,
and
PORT OF ST. HELENS, Intervenor-Respondent.
LUBA No. 2018-020
REMANDED December 27, zot8
Appeal from Columbia County.

**l

Scott N. Hilgenberg and Maura Fahey, Portland, filed a petition for review, and Maura Fahey argued on behalf ofpetitioner.
With them on the brief was Crag Law Center.
Meriel L. Darzen, Bend, filed a petition for review and argued on behalf of intervenor-petitioner. With her on the brief was
1000 Friends ofOregon.

No appearance by Columbia County.
Spencer Q. Parsons, Portland, filed the response briefand argued on behalfofintervenor-respondent. With him on the brief
were Christopher D. Crean and Beery Elsner & Hammond, LLP.
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BASSHAM, Board Mcmber; RYAN, Board Chair, participated in the decision.

ZAMUDIO, Board Member, concurred in the decision.
*548 l. 6.3.4 Goal 2 - Land

Use Planning - Exceptions/ Exception Rule - Reasons.

7.6 Goal 3 - Agricultural Lands/ Goal 3 Rule - Exceptions to.

Where the challenged decision is limited to a single site in a remote rural area, is based on a single unique resource,
and limits its authorization to five categories ofrural industrial uses that are significantly dependent on that resource,
nothing in OAR 660-004-0020 or -0A22 precludes a county from justifyirg en amount of land for a range of deepwater
port-dependent rural industrial uses based on the best available evidence regarding the types and land needs oflikely
industrial uses, rvithout knowing exactly which industrial uses wilt locate in the exception area or exactly how much
acreage each use will require. Although the typical reasons exception involves only a single proposed use, the size of
which is generally known, and in such cases it is relatively easy to determine "the amount of land for the use being
planned" for purposes of OAR 660-004-0020(2)(a), a county may take a reasons exception to allow more than one use,
or even I range ofuses, the exact nature snd size ofrvhich may not be known,
2. 6.3.4 Goal 2 - Land Use Planning - Exceptions/ Exception Rule - Reasons.
7.6 Goal 3 -

Agricultural l,ands/ Goal 3 Rule - Exceptions to.

GoaI 3 does not generally allow industrial uses on ngricultural land. Coal 2 deflnes an "exception" in part as a
comprehensive plan amendment to allow a use that "[dloes not comply rvith some or all goal requirements applicable
to the subject property or situations[.1" Goal 2 does not allorv establishment of a zoning policy of gcneral appticability.
Where a local government authorizes five broad categories of industrial and commercial uses distinguished by a general
type of good or conrmodity (dry bulk, liquid bulk, breakbulk, etc.), and cach usc is limitcd by thc rcquirement thst the
use be signilicantly dependent on a deepwater port, that does not mean that as a consequence the county has approved
an exception that establishes a "zoning policy of general applicability," contrary to the Goal 2, ORS 197.732(lXbXA)
and OAR 660-004-0005(l)(a) definition of "exception."

t'*2 3.6.3.2 Goal 2 - Land Use Planning - Exceptions/ Exception Rule - Devcloped.
6.3.3 Goal 2 - Land Use Planning - Exceptions/ Exccption Rule - Committed.

6.3.4 Gonl 2 - Land l"lse Planning - Exceptions/ Exception Rule - Reasoss.
7.6 Goal 3 -

Agricultural Lands/ Goal 3 Rule - Exceptiuns to.

8.7 Goal 4 - Foncst Lands/ Goal 4 Rule - Exceptions to.

The county did not err in concluding that the'(unique resource" at issue, a deepwater river port whose upland portions

are located within the existing exception area, is still 'olocated on agricultural or forest land" for purposes of OAR
664-004-0022(3)(a). Although '6Agricultural Land" for purposes of Goal 3 and its irnplementing administrative rule does
not include land areas subject to exceptions to Goal 3, it does not necessarily follow that agricultural land, as that term
is used in OAR 660-004-0022 or other parts of the Coal 2 exception rule is subject to the $ame restriction. At least for
the limited purpose of evaluating the need for and compliance with exception standards to allow new or chrnged uses
contrary to the resource goalso land within an exception area potentially remains "agricultural land" subject to Goal 3,
and where the original exception did not take an exception to Goal 4 the site potentially remains "fbrest land."
r'549 4. 1.6.2 Administrative Law - Substantial Evidence - Definitlon Of.
6.3.1 Goal 2 - Land Use Planning - Exceptions/ Exception Rule - Generally
7.6
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NATUR"E OF THE DECTSION
Petitioner appeals a decision approving comprehensive plan amendments, zone changes, and an exception to Statewide Plarming
Goal 3 (Agricultural Land) to expand an existing rural industrial site onto adjacent farmland.
R.EPLY BRIEF
Petitioner Columbia Riverkeeper (fuverkeeper) and intervenor-petitioner 1000 Friends of Oregon (1000 Friends) move to file a

joint reply *550 brief to respond to new matters raised in intervenor-respondent Port of St. Helens'(the Port's)
There is no opposition to the motion and it is allowed.

response

brief.

FACTS
The county's decision is on remand from LUBA. Columbia Riverkeeper u. Columbia County,70 Or LUBA

l7l, affd,267 Or

App 637, 342 P3d l8l (2014) (Riverkeeper I). The proposed exception area is an 83?-acre area (consisting of l7 parcels) that is
planned and zoned for exclusive farm use (EFU) (PA-80), and which consists predominantly of Class III high-value farm soils.
The proposed exception area is adjacent to the existing Port Westward site, which is a 905-acre rural industrial exception area
with 4,000 feet of frontage along the Columbia River, served by a 1,250-foot dock and rail connections. The Port Westward site
is one of five decpwater ports in the state of Oregon, 1.e., capable of handling ocean-going vessels, and one of tkee deepwater
ports located along the Columbia River. The Port Westward river frontage is seltscouring, a condition that eliminates the need
for dredging to accommodate docking of deep-draft vessels.

Port Westward is a former military site, and in the 1970s the county adopted built and irrevocably committed exceptions to
Goal 3 in order to plan and zone the site for rural industrial uses. Port Westward is zoned Rural Industrial Planned Development
(RIPD), which allows a broad and open-ended range of uses, not limited to industrial uses that depend on access to a port.
The Port leases 862 acres of Port Westward to Pacific Gas and Electric (PGE) under two 99-year leases. PGE has constructed
and operates three electrical generating plants on a portion of its leasehold. t he leasehold site also includes a 1.3-million barrel

tank farm, a biomass refinery facility, and an electrical substation. A significant portion of the leasehold site is occupied by
roads, rail lines, transmission lines and other infrastruchre. Approximately half of the Psrt Westward site, and almost all of the
remaining undeveloped area, consists of wetlands.

In20l3,

the Port applied for a reasons exception and comprehensive plan and zoning amendments to rezone the proposed 837-

acre exception area to RIPD, as an expansion of the Port Westward site. The Port did not propose any specific industrial uses

for the exception area, hut sought amendments that would allow any of the broad array of uses authorized in the RIPD zone. In
2014, the county approved the reasons exceptions under three separate "reasons" set out in *551 OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa),
(b) and 1c).1 On appeal, LLIBA remanded the 2014 reasons exception on a number of grounds, including failure to adequately
justify the broad range of uses allowed under the RIPD under one or more of the three reasons set forth at OAR 660-004-0022(3)
(a), (b) and (c).

**4

On remand, the Port modified the application to seek a reasons exception only under OAR 660-004-0022{3)(a), for uses
that are "significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or forest land," which includes as a listed
example "river or ocean ports." See n 1. The modified application also narrowed the range of industrial uses allowed in the
exception area to five categories of uses allowed in the RIPD zone that are intended to be significantly dependent on the
deepwater port; ( 1 ) Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage and transportation; (2) Dry Bulk Commodities
transfer, storage, production and processing; (3) Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and hansportation; (4) Natural
Cas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation; and (5) Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.2
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The county board of commissioners conducted hearings on the modified application and, on February I 8, 201 8, issued a decision

approving the application. This appeal followed.

*552 FIRST AND NINTH ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR (RIVERKEEPER)
FrFTH ASSTGNMENT OF ERROR (1000 FRTENDS)
In these assignments oferror, petitioner Riverkeeper and intervenor-petitioner 1000 Friends (together, petitioners) argue that
the county failed to justify why Goal 3 should not apply to the exception area, specihcally by failing to justiff "the amount of
land for the use being planned" as required by OAR 660-004-0020(2Xa).1 According to fuverkeeper, the Port failed to identify
how many acres it needs to accommodate the proposed five categories ofuses, and to justi$r why 837 acres are necessary to
accommodate those uses.

Retatedly, 1000 Friends argues that because no particular us€ or uses are proposed, the county does not know how much land
will be needed. 1000 Friends argues that there is no evidence that a single industrial use would require 837 acres of land, and
that the county is instead justi$ing the amount of land based on tle assumption that a number of different industrial uses, likely
occupying anywhere from 50 to 100 acres, will be sited in the exception area. However, petitioners argue, that approach is

l9?.732(lXbXA)andOAR660-004-0005(lXa),which
inconsistentwithstatewidePlanningCoal2(LandUsePlanning),ORS
all define an "exception" in part as a comprehensive plan arnendment that is "applicable to specific properties or siftrations and
does not establish a planning or zoniug policy of general applicability"'
Tlre Port responds that the county justified thc sizc of thc exception area based on the Maclcenzie Report, at Record 3079-133The Mackenzie Report discussed acreage requirements in several different ways. First, it concluded that three of the five use
categories (Forestry/lVood products, Dry Bulk, and Breakbulk) require large yard or deck storage areas, and the two others
(Liquid Bulk and Narural Gas) *553 require large buffer areas. Record 3100. Section IV of the Mackenzie Report surveys a
representative sample of uses within the five use categories that are located at other ports and terminals along the river, noting
the amount of acreage each use occupies. Record 3104-07 .The acreage associated with the sample uses range from 25 acres for
an ethanol plant to 262 acres for a multi-function marine transport terminal, with an average acreage of around 77 acres. The
Mackenzie Report concludes that all hve use categories require relatively large, flat, contiguous development sites,4 Further, the
Mackenzie Report concludes that all five use categories require access to a deepwater port. Record 3099. However' petitioners
are correct that the Mackenzie Report does not attempt to estimate the minimum or typical acreage requirements of any us€
category or uses within each category. The Mackenzie Report does not, for example, estimate the minimum or typical acteage
requirements lbr a sawmill or a natural gas terminal.

**5

Instcad, the Mackenzie Report estimates ocreage needs, for individual uses and in the aggregate, in a more general way.
The main evidence on this point is an inventory of recent site inquiries to locate industrial uses at Port Westward, an inventory
maintained by the Port and Business Oregon. The Mackenzie Report notes:

"As illustrated in Figure 12 and Figwe 13, since 200? there have been over 40 active prospects seeking land at Port Westward
totaling over 2,800 acres ofrural industrial land. These prospects have been heavily concentrated in energy production (solar,
biomass, other); chemicaVliquid bulk (ethanol, fenilizer, methanol, crude oil, other) processing and transport; and dry bulk
products (iron, coal, grain) transport. While sitings have been prohibited by regulatory (e.g., PA-80 zoning) and physical
consfraints {e.g., wetlands and existing leaseholds), this velocity is reflective of the site's economic potential-

*554

33*
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profile is consistent with what we observed across existing firms in peer locations, previously
reviewed in Section IV. Site needs ranged from l0 to over 300 acres in size. The most common requsst was for sites between
50 and 100 acres, as illustrated in Figure 13. Over just a 10-year period, an interval that included the worst economic downturn

"Wthin

these sectors, the site need

in a generation, there were

I

I potential

deals at Port Westward of 100 acres or larger.
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"Collectively, this prospect list represents over 2,800 acres of potential demand over a l0-year period. This amounts to more
than three times the sizc of the zone change area. Because the data to calculate this rate was observed over a period that
included
a severe recession and tepid recovery we can assume that this rate ofbusiness activity represents a conservative
assessment

of

future velocity, all else being equal. At this rate of demand velocity, capturing I 5% of similar inquiries would fully absorb thc
[proposed exceplion area of 857 acresJ over a2}-year period. Given observed market interest ancl recent activity in similarly
configured areas, we would consider this to be a completely feasible scenario. :t {. *D Record 3 I l5- I 7.

Appendix 3 of the Mackenzie Report includes a list of the 40 prospects and the requested acreage, along with proposed
investment amounts and number ofjobs, where known.S
In sum' the Mackenzie Report provides evidence that (1) the five use categories all require large areas for storage
or buffering,
(2) both similar uses on other sites, and acreage requests ofrecent prospects, show that the proposed
uses commonly require 50
to 100 acres, and (3) the aggregate total acreage ofrecent prospects to site induskial uses at Port *555 Wesrward significantly

ofthe proposed 857-acre exception area. Based on this evidence, the county found that the .,the amount ofland
for the use being planned" isjustified for purposes ofoAR 660-004-0020(2)(a). Record 45.
exceeds the size

**6 I

1000 Friends is correct that the typical reasons exception involves only a single proposed use, the size of which is
generally known, and in such cases it is relatively easy to determine "the amount of land for the use being planned"
for purposes

of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xa). However,

as we held in Columbia Riverkeeper I, a counfy may take a reasons exception to allow
more than one use, or even a range ofuses, the exact nature and size ofwhich may not be known. 70 Or LUBA at l8l
. In our view,
that is even more likely when the reasons exception is intended to exploit a'tnique resource" under OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa).

In such circumstances, the amendment is not necessarily driven by a particular land use proposal, bgt rather by the existence qf
a unique resource that can be exploited to support what can be an array of rural industrial economic
activity, which may have
varying land size needs. Some of the unique resources listed in OAR 660-004 -0022(3)(a),by theirnature, can be exploited
only
by a limited set of industrial uses (e.g., mining operations for mineral or aggregate resources), and the amount of land needed
for
such uses is intrinsically limited by the size of the resource. Other listed unique resources can, by their nature,
support a variety
,.,.geothermal
of rural industrial uses. For example, one of the unique resources listed in OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a)

is
wells,"
which provide a source of energy that could potentially power a range of rural industrial uses, with varying land needs.
We see
no reason why the county cannotjustify an amount ofland for a range ofindustrial uses dependent on that ensrgy reso'rce,
based on evidence regarding the dependence ofthose industrial uses on that energy re$ource, likely or typical
land needs ofthe
identified range of uses and the economic demand for such uses, without knowing the precise industrial uses to be located or

the exact amount of land each industrial use would need.

Similarly, with respect to tJre unique resource of deep water "river or ocean ports," such resourc€s can support a potentially
wide
ofrural indushial uses that are dependent on shipping goods by water to intrastate, national and international markets.
We see nothing in OAR 660-004'002A or -0022 that would preclude a county from justifying an amount of land for a
range

range

ofdeepwater port-dependent rural industrial uses based on the best available evidence regarding the types and iand needs of
likely industrial uses, without knowing exactly which industrial uses will locate in the exception area or exactly how much

will require. We disagree with petitioners that such an approach establishes a "planning or zoning policy
of general applicability," and thus does not qualiff as an *556 "exception" as defined at ORS lg:..j32(l)(b)(A) and OAR
660-004-0005(l)(a). The challenged decision is limited to a single site in a remot€ rur&l area, is based on a single
unique
resource, and limits its authorization to five categories ofrural industrial uses that are significantly dependent
on that resource.
acreage each use

Such an exception decision does not represent a "planning or zoning policy ofgeneral applicabiliry."

**7

Further, petitioners have not established that the county's justification for the size of the 83 7-acre exception area is not
supported by substantial evidence or adequate findings. A reasonable persor could rely on the Mackenzie Report to conclude
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that there is significant economic demand to site

a

range of rural industrial uses at Port Westward that are dependent on deepwater

shipping, that aggregate land demand is well in excess of 837 acres, and that individual industrial uses will require large,
flat contiguous sites of varying acreage, with the most common need for sites from 50 to 100 acres in size. Petitioners have
not established that in the context ofajustifying an exception based upon the unique resource ofa deepwaterport that OAR
660-004-0020(2)(a) requires the county to limit the analysis to a single proposed use, or to determine exactly which industrial
uses

will

locate at the site or exactly how many acres each industrial use

will

require.

Riverkeeper's first and ninth assignments of enor and 1000 Friends'fifth assignment of error are denied.

sEcoND ASSTGNMENT OF ERROR (RTVERKEEPER)
sEcoND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (1000 FRTENDS)
Goal 2 defines an "exception" in part as a comprehensive plan amendment to allow a use that "[d]oes not comply with some
or all goal requirements applicable to the subject property or situations[.]" Goal 3 does not generally allow industrial uses on
agricultural land. However, Riverkeeper argues that the county erred in authorizing some rural industrial uses that are in fact
allowed on agricultural lands under Goal 3 and ORS chapter 215, which govern lands zoned for EFU. Relatedly, 1000 Friends
argues that the county erred in approving an overly broad range of industrial uses.6

*557 As noted, the county's decision authorizes five categories of rural industrial uses, based on five distinct types of
commodities: (l) Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage and transportation; (2) Dry Bulk Commodities
hansfer, storage, production and processing; (3) Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation; (4) Natural
Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and hansportation; and (5) Breakbulk storage, hansportation, and processing.
Petitioners argue that these five uss categories in fact represent l8 categories ofindustrial uses. This calculation is achieved by
breaking each of the five use categories into components. For example, in petitioners'view, Category I actually consists of four
separate industrial use categories: (a) forestry and wood products processing, (b) forestry and wood products production, (c)
forestry and wood products storage, and (d) forestry and wood prodtcts transportation. From that premise, Riverkeeper argue$
that the county ened in authorizing the use category of forestry and wood processing, because Goal 3 and ORS 215 already
allow, in limited circumstances, certain uses such as forest product processing on agricultural land. See, e.g., ORS 215,283(2\
[) (allowing ternporary or portable facilities for the primary processing of forest products grown on the subject property
or contiguous land). Slrnilarly, Riverkeepef argu€s that the county cretl il autLuliziug 0rc use r:ategory uf forest prcducts
transportation, because ORS 215 and OAR 660-0012-0065, an administrative rule that implements Goal l2 (Transportation),
allow construction ofcertain transportation facilities on resource land without taking an exception to the resource goals,

**8

Relatedly, 1000 Friends argues that the l8 use categories that petitioners have identified are expanded further by the
broad nature of the five fypes of commoditics at issue. For example, 1000 Friends argues that ""forestry and wood products
processing" could include anything from primary log milling to secondary or tertiary furniture making, and that "liquid bulk
transportation" could encompass transshipments of any liquid in bulk, including milk, petroleum products, or liquid fertilizer.
We understand 1000 Friends to contend that each type of wood product or bulk liquid invoives a distinct type of indushial
use, and that the broad array ofindustrial uses potentially allowed demonstrates that the county has sffayed too far from the
permissible scope of an exception, and has impermissibly adopted a "zoning policy of general applicability," contrary to the

*558 definition of "exception" in Goal2, ORS 197.732(lXbXA)

and OAR 660-004-0005(lXa).

2 The Port responds, and we agree, that petitioners have not demonstrated reversible error in the manner that the county

will involve the storage
properly
Processing
and production
viewed as separate use categories.
and transportation ofgoods, and those functions are not
of goods could constitute distinct operations in separate facilities, or they could be vertically integrated operations within a
categorized the authorized uses. Any conceivable industrial use that is dependent on a deepwater port

single facility. But regardless ofhow finely the land use categories are sliced, petitioners have not established that the county
approved any category of land use within the exception area that is allowed without an exception on agricultural land. The
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ORS 215.283 uses that Riverkeeper cites to, such as temporaly or portable forest products processing facilities allowed in
limited circumstances on EFU-zoned lands, are clearly not the same as the permanent forest products processing and production
facilities authorized in the county's decision. Further, while ORS chapter 215 and OAR 660-012-0065 allow a limited set of
hansportation facilities on resource or rural lands without taking an exception, the "transportation" function at issue here is
transsbipping goods and commodities on and offships, via a deepwater port and dock facilify. Nothing cited to us in ORS chapter
215 or OAR 660-012-0065 authorizes on resource lands such transportation uses or facilities without taking an exception to
the resource goals.
1000 Friends is correct that by authorizing five categories of uses distinguished by a general type of good or commodity (dry
bulk, liquid bulk, breakbulk, etc.), the county has lumped together within each general category a diverse range ofspecific goods
and commodities. However, we disagree with 1000 Friends that as a consequ€nce the county has approved an exception that

establishesa"zoningpolicyofgeneralapplicability,"contrarytotheGoal2,ORS 197.732(lXb)(A)andOAR660-004-0005(l)
(a) definition of ""exception." 1000 Friends argues that in Hood River Yalley Residents v. Hood River County,75 Or LUBA 452

(2017), LUBA commented that allowing all uses in an industrial zone within an exception arsa "comes close'n to establishing
a zoning policy of general applicability. Id. at 461. According to 1000 Friends, in the present case the county's frve broad
categories allow so many different and distinct sub-categories ofuses that, in effect, the county has authorized in the exception
area almost all uses allowed in the RIPD zone.

**9 However,

Hood River Yalley Residents does not support 1000 Friends' argument. In Hood River Valley Residents, the
counly interpreted *559 language in its comprehensive plan adopting an irrevocably committed exception for land formerly
occupied by a sawmill. 75 OR LUBA at 458. The county had zoned the property for industrial use, under an industrial zone that
also, by reference, allowed all uses authorized under the county's commercial zone. Id. at 455. The specific issue was whether it
is consistent with the exception language to approve a commercial use--a hotel-on the site, without taking a new exception. /d.

at455-56. LUBA rejected the county's interpretation and held that the committed exception did not extend to authorize all uses

allowed in the industrial and commercial zones, such as the proposed hotel, in part because such a broad interpretation would
"come close" to establishing a zoning policy of general applicability. Id.

^t461.

In the present case, the five categories ofuses authorized by the county's decision are only a subset ofthe universe ofindustrial
uses allowed in the county's RIPD zone. Not only are the uses allowed limited by the five specified commodity types but, as
discussed below, each use is also limited by the requirement that the use be significantly dependent upon the deepwater port.

ln any

case, even

if

the county had authorized a/i of the industrial uses allowed in the RIPD zone, which would put the present

circumstances closer to those at issue in Hood River Yalley Residents, we did not state that interpreting a comprehensive plan
exception area designation to allow all uses in an industrial zone (plus all uses allowed in a oommercial zone) establishes a
zoning policy of general applicability, only that it'ocomes close" to establishing such a general zoning policy. The present much

more limited range of uses allowed by the challenged decision is even further ftom establishing a zoning policy of general
applicability.
The second assignment of error (Riverkeepers) and the second assignment of enor

(I

000 Friends) are denied.

THIRD ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (RIVERKEEPER)
FIRST Ai\D THrRD ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR (1000 FRIENDS)
As noted, OAR 660-004 -0022(3)(a) provides that an appropriate reason for taking an exception to site industrial development on
resource land includes circumstances where "[t]he use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural

or fbrest land," with the listed example of "'?iver or ocean ports." See n 1. Under these assignments of error, petitioners argue
that the county misconstrued OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) and approved a decision that is prohibited by law because, among other
reasons,

(l)

the proposed uses are not all significantly
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dependent upon the unique resource, a decpwater port, (2) the
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unique resource at issue is not "located on agricultural or forest land," and (3) the exception atea does not in fact have guaranteed
aace$s to the deepwater port.

A. Significantly Dependent on a Unique Resource

**10

Petitioners contend that the county failed to adopt findings that each ofthe authorized indushial uses arc significantly
dependent upon the deepwater port. As noted, petitioners argue that the county actually authorized at least I 8 distinct uses, rather
than the five use categories discussed in the findings. Petitioners' count of I 8 uses is derived by breaking up the listed components

ofthe five identifieduses into separate uses, s.gt., foreskyand woodproductsprocessing,forestry and wood productsproduction,
forestry and wood products storage, etc. Petifioners do not sppear to dispute that storage and loading/offloading of goods
and commodities onto ships are uses that are significantly dependent upon the deepwater port. However, petitioners contend
that other components, processing and production, could be accomplished elsewhere and need not be located in proximity to
the deepwater port, According to petitioners, with respect to these components the county cites only considerations such as
"operational advantages" and minimization of costs to explain why these separate components are significantly dependent on
the port. Record 3098. Petitioners argue that such considerations are insu{licient'
o'each

comprise separate
The county rejected petitioners'argument that "operational subcomponents" of the five identified uses
uses[.]" Record 19. The county and the Mackenzie Reporton which the county relied focus on whethereach of the five identified
uses, and not their individual components, are dependent on deepwater access. The county concluded, based on the Mackenzie
Report, that the five identified uses are "highly dependent upon immediate proximity to a deepwater port[,]" quoting a statement

in the Mackenzie Report that the five uses are "low-margin industrial operations which rely upon deepwater access to maintarn
an cconomically viable business in cunent market conditions." Record 163. The findings continue:
"Thble 2 ofthe Mackenzie Report [at Record 3099] illustrates that each ofthe Port's five proposed uses are dependent upon
deepwater access. As the Mackenzie Report explains:

"'Uses with foreign trade markets and marine-served domestic markets for products that are shipped by marine vessel are, by
*561
definition, reliant on deepwater port t'acilities. 'l'able 2 demonshates that each of the tive proposed uses for fthe Port
Westward expansion.l involve foreign import/cxport opcrations and are thus dependent upon a deepwater port, The proposed
trses will achieve a significant operational advantage due to deepwater pofi access with nearby storage yards. As the proposed
proximity is necessary to minimize operational costs for both import/export and domestic
shipping operations. An external benefit of these firms' locations near port facilities is that locating their yards close to the port
minimizes impacts on offsite tran spnrtnti on i n frasfntcture .'f)' I d.
uses ar€ low-margin businesses, port

**ll

The Port argues, and we agree, that petitioners have not demonstrated that the county erred in concluding that the five
identihed uses are ""significantly dependent" on the deepwater port, nofwithstanding that some components of the uses oould
theoreticalty be separated from the others and located elsewhere. As the Mackenzie Report notes, imporUexpurt uses of tltis

kind are low-margin operations, and proximity to a deepwater port represents a significant operational and cost advantage.
That advantage clearly extentls to the import/export operation as a whole. Stated differently, an otherwise integrated import/
export operation that is allowed to locate only storage yards and loadinglunloading facilities at the port, but is forced to locate
processing and other components ofthe operation elsewhere, could be at a significant economic disadvantage, a disadvantage
that may preclude siting any facilities entirely at Port Westward. We conclude that the county did not en in evaluating the five
identified uses as a whole, including components such as processing or production of goods and commodities kansshipped via
the port, to determine whether the use as a whole is significantly dependent on the deepwater port.

The county's findings acknowledge concerns that it is possible that a conditional use permit application for a specific use could
be submitted that, in fact, does not involve the import or export of goods and commodities via the deepwater port and thus
would uot be "significantly dependent" on the port. OAR 660-A04-0022(3Xa). The county rejected that concern, hnding that
because the cballenged exception authorizes only uses that are significantly dependent on the port, and all proposed usos must
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be consistent with the exception, that "any potential tenant seeking to locate in the new expansion area would be limited not
only to the five authorized uses, but to the five authorized uses in a form that would be significantly dependent on the deepwater

port at Port Westward." Record 19. However, to address the opponents' concerns, the county imposed Condition 5, quoted
below, explaining;

*562 "[T]he Board acknowledges

that the opponents'concern is a reasonable one and notes that Condition 5 has accordingly
been imposed for additional clarity. The condition requires that the five uses authorized be significantly dependent on and
have demonstrated access to the deepwater port at Port Westward. With that condition in place, the Board finds that the only
rural industrial uses the approval authorizes in the new expansion area are those that will be significantly dependent on actual
deepwater port usage at Port Westward." 1d.

Condition 5 states:
"The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to only those uses that are substantially dependent
on a deepwater port and have demonstrated access rights to the dock, and those uses with employment densities, public facilities
and activities justified in the exception, specifically:[Listing the five authorized types of land uses]." Record 15.

**12 1000Friendsargues,however,thatCondition5isinsufficienttoensurethatonlyusesthataresignificantlydependenton
facilities will be approved. 1000 Friends argue that Condition 5 simply requires an applicant to show that the proposed
use is one of the five authorized usesn not that the proposed use is also dependent on the port. The Port responds that the
county found that, even without Condition 5, all potential industrial tenants will have to demonstrate that the proposed use is
the port

consistent with the reasons exception, which explicitly authorizes only uses that ar.e signihcantly dependent on the deepwaler
port. According to the Port, Condition 5 was imposed only to provide additional assurance to opponents that only uses that
are significantly dependent on the port

will be approved. The Pon argues that Condition 5, read in context with the counff's
findings and the exception that it is attached to, is clearly intended to require that applicants demonshate that the proposed use
is not only one ofthe five authorized uses, but also a use that is significantly dependent on the port facilities.
We agree with the Port. A11 industrial uses in the RIPD zone are essentially conditional uses, and are allowed, only if the county
reviews an application for the proposed use and determines that the use conforms to the "exceptions to the rural resource land
goals[.]" Columbia County Zoning Ordinance (CCZO) 683.1.A. Even if the county had not imposed Condition 5, it appears
that any applicant for a proposed industrial use within the exception area would be required to show that the use is consistent

with the adopted exception statement, which is part of the county comprehensive plan, and which explicitly allows only uses
that are significantly dependent on the port facility. In this context, it is reasonably *563 clear that Condition 5 is a ,.bett
and suspenders" condition intended as additional assurance that applicants will have to demonstrate that proposed uses will be
significantly dependent on the port.
Nonetheless, 1000 Friends argues that requiring an applicant to demonstrate that the proposed use is "significantly dependent"
on the port facility as required by Condition 5 represents an impermissible deferral of findings of compliance with OAR
660-004-0022(3)(a). See Riverkeeper I, 70 Ot LUBA at 205 (where the county does not find that authorized uses will

be compatible with adjacent land uses, as required by OAR 660-004-A020(2Xd), but instead relies on a demonstration of
compatibility as part of permit approval, the county impermissibly defers findings of compliance with OAR 660-004 -A020(2)
(d)). However, we disagree that Condition 5 represents a deferral of findings of compliance with OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa).
The county adopted several pages offindings intended to establish that uses authorized under the exception are limited to those
that are significantly dependent on the port facility, Record 18-2L The counfy imposed Condition 5 only because opponents,
including petitioners, expressed concerns that there were inadequate safeguards to prevent approval ofindustrial uses that are
not in fact significantly dependent on the port facility. That the county agreed to impose additional safeguards does not mean
that the county defened furdings of compliance with OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) to the permit stage.

B. Located on Agricultural or Forest Land

*
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As noted, OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) provides that an appropriate reason to take an exception to the resource goals includes
uses that are significantly dependent upon a unique resource "located on agricultural or forest land." The unique resource
identified by the county is the deepwater port, which inctudes the submerged land under the jurisdictional waters of the state,
plus the dock facilities and related upland facilities. However, petitioners argue that the upland components of the port facilities
are located in the existing exception area at Port Westward that is zoned RIPD, and therefore are not "located on agricultural or

forest land." Therefore, petitioners argue the port facilities do not gualifu as a "unique resource."
The county rejected that argument:

"As an initial matter, the [Colurnbia County] Comprehensive Plan designates the RIPD zone as a resource zone, as embedded
in its name, 'Resource Industrial Planned Development.' The zone is intended to be on resource lands and to coexist with farm
and forest uses. For that reason, CCZO Section 682 establishes as the only oukight permitted uses in the RIPD zone '[f]arm
use[ [s] as defined fby] Subsection 2 of *564 ORS 215.213 except marijuana growing and producing' and the '[m]anagement,
production and harvesting offorest products, including wood processing and related operations.' The Board concludes that such
'farm uses'and 'management, production and harvesting offorest products'are agricultural and forest uses and that the original
exception area qualifies as agricultural or forest land." Record 22.

In addition, the couffy noted that the exception document for the Port Westward exception site found that 300 acres of the site
had been filled with dredged materials and "is no longer considered resource land." Id. The county infened from this statement
that the original exception document continued to view the unfilled remainder of the site as "resource land." Id.

On appeal, petitioners argue that, as a matter of state law, land that is subject to an exception to Goal 3 is no longer
"agriculftrral [] land" for any purpose, including OAR 660-004-0022{3Xa}. Petitionets cite to OAR 660-033-0020( I )(c), part
of the adminiskative rule implementing Goal 3, which for purposes of that division defines the term "Agricultural [Land" to
exclude "o'landwithin acknowledged exception areas for Goal 3 or4." Because the Port Westwardsite has been acknowledged to
be committed to industrial uses, petitioners argue that the dock and related upland facilities are not located an "agricultural land"

for purposes ofOAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), even ifthe RIPD zone is labeled as a "resource" zone and continues to allow farm
us€s as a pennitted use. The counly's findings acknowledge lhat argument, but respond *rat even if petitioners are correct orl that
point the Port Westward exception was applicable only to Goal 3, not to Statewide Planning Goal 4 (Forest Lands), and there
is no equivalent rule applicable to forest lands stating that forest lands excludes lands subject to an exception. Record 22-23'

**14

3 It is clear that "Agricultural Land" for purposes of Goal 3 and its implementing adminishative rule does not include land

to exceptions to Goal 3. See Goal 3 (definition of "Agricultural Land").7 *565 However, it does not necessarily
follow that "agricultural tl land" as that term is used in OAR 66A-004-0A22 or other parts of the Goal2 exception rule is subject
to the same restriction. A goal exception under OAR chapter 660, division 004 can be, indeed in many cases will be, only a
partial exception to a goal, to allow a specific use or fype ofuse that is contrary to the goal. OAR 660-004-0018(l) provides:
* * Exceptions to one goal or a portion of one goal do not relieve a jurisdiction from remaining goal requirements and
'('r'
do not authorize uses, densities, public facilities aud services, or activities other than those recognized or justified by the
applicable exception. Physically developed or irrevocably committed exceptions under OAR 660-004-0025 and 660-004-0028
and 660-014-0030 are intended to recognizc and allow continuation of existing fypes of development in the exception area.
areas subject

Adoption ofplan and zoning provisions that would allow changes in existing types ofuses, densities, or services requires the
application of the standards outlined in this ruIe."
OAR 660-004-001 8(2Xa) provides that for physically developed and irrevocably committed exception areas all pian and zoning
designations must limit uses to those that are same as the existing uses on the site, OAR 660-004-001 8(3) provides that uses that
do not qualify under OAR 660-004-001 8 (2\, e.g., different types ofuses than those thatjustified the exception, can be approved
only under the provisions for a reasons exception. See Octten v. Clackamas County,70 Or LUBA 338,346 {2014), nffd,270
Or App 214,346 P3d 1305 (2015) (discussing the requirements of OAR 660-004-0018).
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The Port Westward exception area is a physically developed and irrevocably committed exception area, based on the existence of

industrial development that predated the Statewide Planning Goals. Under OAR 660-004-00 I 8( I ), the Port Westward exception
is intended to allow continuation of those preexisting types of industrial development, but plan and zoning amendments that
would allow changes in existing types of uses potentially require that the changes be justified as a new "reasons" *566
exception to the applicable goals. For example, if the Port wanted to change the use of Port Westward &om industrial to
commercial or residential use, that change in use would almost certainly require that the county adopt a new reasons exception
to Goal 3 (and perbaps also Goal 4), because the original built and committed exception did not take an exception to any goal

for commercial or residential uses.

In other words, the fact that Port Westward is an area subject to an exception to Goal 3 does not mean that Goal 3 no longer
applies at all to the site, at least for purposes of OAR chapter 660, division 004. At least for the limited purpose of evaluating
the need for and compliance with exception standards to allow new or changed uses contrary to the resource goals, land within
an exception area potentially remains "agricultural land" subject to Goal 3.8 In addition, the original Port Westward exception

did not take an exception to Goal 4 and the Port Westward site potentially remains "forest land" for that reason alone. For these
reasons, the county did not err in concluding that the "unique resource" at issue, the deepwater river port whose upland portions
are located within the existing Port Wesfward exception area, is still "located on agriculhrral or forest land" for purposes of
OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa).

C. Access to the Unique Resource

**15

The counfy found that the proposed expansion ofthe Port Westward exception area has access to the deepwater port and

dock facilities at Port Westward. Record 27. Petitioners argue that this finding is not supported by substantial evidence.

According to petitioners, the Port's lease with PGE grants PGE a non-exclusive easement to use the Port's dock facilities, and
fudher provides that access to the docks by other users across PGE's leasehold is subject to PGE's consent. The lease provides
that PGE's consent "shall not be unreasonably withheld," and can only be "reasonably conditioned." Record 27. Petitioners
argue that there is no evidence in the record that PGE is likely to consent to allow new tenants within the expanded exception
area to

fully

access the dock

facilities.

*567

The Port responds, and we agree, that the county's finding that tenants within the proposed exception area will have access
to the docks is supported by substantial evidence. In addition to the lease itself, which requires PGE to consent to reasonable
access, the findings note that the record includes communications

with PGE evincing PGE's commitment to continue providing

reasonable access to other users. A reasonable person could conclude based on the lease terms and representations in the record

that tenants in the expanded exception arca will have reasonable access to the dock facilities, Dodd v. Llood River County,3lT
Or 172, I 79, 855 P2d 608 (1993) (substantial evidence is evidence a reasonable person would rely on in making a decision).
Riverkeeper's third assignment of error, and 1000 Friends' first and third assignments of enor, are denied.

FOURTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (RMRKEEPER)
FOURTH ASSTGNMENT OF ERROR (1000 FRIENDS)
ORS 197.732(2XcXD) and OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) require a finding that the proposed uses are "compatible with other
adjacent uses or

will

be so rendered thfough measlues designed to reduce adverse impacts."g In Riverkeeper 1, we held that the

county failed to establish complianoe with OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d), in part because the proposed exception at issue in that
appeal authorized an open-ended universe of industrial uses in the exception area, and the county made no attempt to describe

the proposed uses or identifu their adverse impacts, and thus could not meaningfully address whether the proposed uses are
compatible with adjacent uses or will be rendered compatible through identified measures. Instead, as noted, above, the county
essentially punted that evaluation to the permit approval stage.
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On remand, as noted, the county narrowed the range ofauthorized uses to five categories ofuses, discussed above, and adopted
findings that *568 attempt to identiS likely adverse impacts of the five categories of uses, and explain how the proposed uses
will be rendered oompatible with adjacent uses through identified measures. On appeal, petitioners argue that the county again

failed to meaningfully address the compatibilify standard, and again impermissibly deferred a detsrmination of compliance with
the compatibility standard to the development approval stage.

**16 Thecounty'sfindings,atRecord2S-30andl77-Sl,takethepositionthatpotentialadverseimpactsofthefiveproposed
categories of industrial uses will be similar to the impacts of the existing industrial uses located at Port Westward, and that
substantial evidence in the record establishes that the existing industrial uses are and have been compatible with adjacent
agricultural uses. The findings address specific arguments made regarding specific potential adverse impacts, particularly
regarding impacts on water quality from industrial pollution or hazardous waste. The findings discuss a number of condilions
imposed to prevent or address the identified impacts, including Condition I (requiring site design and conditional use approval),
Conditions 2 and 3 (requiring traffic studies and compliance with a traffic cap), and Condition 4 (requiring a range of measures,
including buffers, dust-control, stormwater facilities, water quality monitoring, and an "agriculfural impact assessment" with
mitigation plan for any negative impacts identified). In addition, the county imposed Conditions 7 and 8, which require the
Port to develop a plan and ongoing progrcm to establish baseline measurements for a range of industrial contaminants and
manage future industrial wastewater discharges to prevent pollution, and further to require the Port to prepare a plan to deal
with a hazardous material spill.
a

Riverkeeper argues that the record does not support the county's fundamental premise that potential adverse impacts of the five
proposed categories of industrial nses wonld be similarto the impacts of the existing industrial uses located atPortWestward' On
this point, the findings state only that there is "'ono evidence in the record of any meaningful distinction between the anticipated
impac6 of the approved uses and those existing industrial uses at Port Westward[.]" Record 29. However, Riverkeeper argues
that this finding effectively shiffs the burden to opponents, and that if the Port wants to rely upon the supposed similarify between
the impacts of the proposed uses and the existing industrial uses, it is incumbent on the Port to present evidence on that point.

Riverkeeper argues that the few existing industrial uses at Purt Weslward (tlrrcc electl'ical generating platlts, tauk fartn, a biotnass
refinery facility, and an electrical substation) differ significantly from the proposed five categories ofuses, and there is simply
no evidence in the record indicating that the impacts of the existing uses would be similar to

likely impacts of the proposed uses.

*569 In addition, Riverkeeper

argues that the county's findings fail to address detailed testimony by an expert hydrolcrgist
regarding probable adverse impacts on water quality from industrially polluted water, given the area's high water table and
mixing of ground and surface water during winter months. Finally, Riverkeeper argues that the counfy failed to address whether

with existing PGE operations, noting PGE testimony that it retains the right under its lease to
withhold consent to any improvements within its leasehold that would have a materiai adverse impact on PGE's operations'
the proposed uses are compatible

**17

1000 Friends similarly argues that the county thiled to provide any analysis of the likely potential adverse impacts of
the five authorized use categories, and further that those use categories are still too broad and open-ended to allow meaningful

the county had separately evaluated the impacts of the five use categories, instead of lumping
them together. With respect to impacts on adjacent agricultural practices, 1000 Friends argues tbat the decision provides no
analysis or findings, but relies almost entirely on Condition 4, which requires development applicants to provide an agricultural
impacts analysis. Finally, 1000 Friends contends that the findings fail to identifr non-agdcultural resource uses on adjacent
analysis of impacts even

if

lands, specifically fishing and aquatic-related natural resource uses that may be impacted by spills of contaminants and other

industrial pollution.

4 In response, the Port does not cite to any evidence supporting the county's finding that the likely adverse impacts of the
proposed uses are similar to the impacts of ttre existing industrial uses at Port Westward. The findings simply state that there is no
evidence that the impacts would be different. However, the absence of evidence that the impacts would be different is not a basis
to conclude that the impacts would be similar. The unsupportcd presumption that the impacts wouldbe similar is the foundation
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for much of the county's subsequent analysis. Because that presumption is not supported by substantial evidence, we agree with
petitioners that remand is necessary to adopt more adequate findings regarding compatibility, supported by substantial evidence.
5 We also agree with petitioners that adequate findings regarding compatibiliry would start by identifying the likely adverse
impacts of typical uses authorized under the five approved use categories, evaluating each use category separately, and if
necessary specific types ofuses within each use category. As petitioners argue, the potential adverse impacts ofdifferent types

of liquid bulk terminals, e.9,., an oil terminal versus a fertilizer export operation, could be different enough to require a separate
analysis. The findings should also address the characteristics of uses on *570 adjoining areas, and assess vulnerability to
potential externalities from industrial uses in the exception area, such as impacts on water quality. Informed by those analyses,
the county can then reach sustainable conclusions regarding whether the proposed uses are compatible with adjoining uses,
or can be rendered compatible via identified measures. We generally agree with petitioners that because the county faiied to
conduct the required analyses, its determinations regarding compatibility with adjoining agricultural practices are conclusory
and the resulting over-reliance on conditions such as Condition 4, which require applicants to submit an agricultural impacts

analysis, thus represents an impermissible defenal of demonshating compliance wilh OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd),

**18

Riverkeeper's and 1000 Friends'fourth assignments of error are sustained.

FIFTII ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (RIYERKEEPER)
OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb) requires

showing that "areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
l0
use," considering rclevant factors including economic costs. ln Riverkeeper I, *371 LUBA rejected the county's alternative
a

sites analysis for multiple reasons, noting that it was "highly problematic" to attempt to reject all alternative sites to

justi$

an

exception for a broad and open-ended set of industrial uses, based on three separate but overlappingjustifications. ?0 Or LUBA
at 199. On remand, the Port limited the range of industrial uses to five categories, and focused on a single justification: uses that
are

significantly dependent upon a unique resowce, the deepwater port, To demonstrate that no alternative sites can reasonably

accommodate the proposed uses, the Port submitted an altemative sites analysis that focused on industrial lands near deepwater
port facilities along the river, concluding that no alternative sites could reasonably accommodate the proposed uses. The county
considered and rejected altemative sites suggested by opponents on various grounds, including lack ofaccess to a deepwater

port, lack of suffrcient available acreage, and location elsewhere than on the Columbia River corridor. The county ultimately
relied upon the Port's analysis to find compliance with OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb).
On appeal, Riverkeeper argues that the Port's alternative sites analysis suffers from many of the same flaws identified in
Riverkeeper L Riverkeeper first argues that the county erred in rejecting alternative sites with no access to a deepwater port. The
Port responds, and we agree, that because the exception is justified based solely on the "unique resource" of a deepwater portin this case, a sellscouring deepwater port that requires no &edging in order to accommodate ocean-going cargo vessels--the
county properly limited its analysis to altemative sites with access to a decpwater port. We agree with the Port that thc counfy
is not required

to *572 evaluate non-deepwater ponsr

or the possibility of dredging non-deepwater ports to accommodate

ocean-going vessels.
As we understand it, there are three existing deepwater ports along the Columbia River: Port of Astoria, Port of Portland and
the existing Port Westward exception area. The counly rejected all three sites as alternatives, for reasons we discuss below.
The counly also considered and rejected the two deepwater ports located along the Oregon coast (Coos Bay and Newport), and
a coastal port that currently lacks any maritime access (Tillamook). All three coastal ports were rejected in part because they
cannot serye commorce needs along the Columbia River corridor, which the analysis notes is a region that represents 60 percent

of Oregon's manufacturing, warehousing and transportation-based economy, with a concentration of river, rail and highway
transportation networks. Riverkeeper argues, however, that the county ened in rejecting the coastal altemative sites for that
reason. According to Riverkeeper, while "comparative advantage due to its location" is a basis for a reasons exception under

OAR 660-00a-0A22Q)@) {see n 1), such locational considerations are not a factor undcr OAR 660-004-0A22(3Xa), which is
only concerned with proximity to and the characteristics of a unique resource, not comparative advantages due to location.
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it

does not

serve the same economic region as the preferred site.

**19 The Port responds that OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) atlows consideration of "economic factors" along with

other relevant

factors, and argues that it is not effor to reject alternative sites that cannot serve the Columbia River conidor and its economic
region. Wc agree with the Port. Part ofwhat makes the Port Westward site a unique resource is its stafus as one of three deepwater
ports along a primary maritime artery connecting national and intemational markets with the Portland Metropolitan area, the
state's largest economic area. The three coastal ports ars located hundreds of miles away from that economic area and serve

very different and more isolated regional markets. We conclude that in conducting an altemative sites analysis for industrial
uses justified based on proximity to the "unique resource" of a river or ocean port under OAR 660-004-0022(3 Xa), the county
is not tequired to evaluate other port sites in the state (or elsewhere) that serve entirely different economic markets.

With those preliminaries, we tum to Riverkeeper's challenges to the findings rejecting the three alternative sites located on the
Columbia River: Port of Astoria, Port of Portland and the existing Port Westward exception area.

*573 D. Port of Astoria
The county found that the only vacant industrial land at the Port ofAstoria is at Tongue Point, which has north and south subareas. The county found that North Tongue Point has no vacant parcels larger than l5 acres, insufficient to accommodate even
one ofthe large-scale industrial uses authorized at the prefened site. South Tongue Point has four vacant parcels totaling 137
acres, but the counfy found that three parcels are subject io a recent purchase and sale agreement with a communify college,
and the other, owned by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, is in the process of being repttrposed for an army training facilify.
The county found that these parcels are not available, and tbus cannot reasonably accommodate any ofthe proposed uses.

Riverkeepers argue that the county ened in finding that the four South Tongue Point parcels are not available, citing to
Riverkeeper l,where we held that the county ened in rejecting any alternative site simply because it was not owned or controlled
by the Port. 70 Or LUBA at 195. We held that the mere fact that an altemative sitc is ownEd or cut'tently leased by a tliird pa$y

is an insuffrcient basis to conclude, without more, that the siie is unavailable. However, we agree with the Port that evidence
that three of the parcels are subject to a recent purchase and sale agreement, and the other is a federally owned property that is
subject to other development plans, is a sufficient basis to conclude that these parcels are not available for purchase or lease.
Riverkeeper also argues, with respect to the Port of Astoria and the Port Westward alternative sites, that the county erred in
rejecting altematives as too small, based on inability to provide at least 837 acres for indushiai development. Riverkeeper
contcnds that thc county is required to evaluate individual industrial uses, not the aggregate sum that can be accommodated on
the proposed 857-acre exception area. Further, Riverkeeper repeats its arguments that the county must identify the minimum
acreage necessary

for each individual industrial use, and can reject only those altemative sites that fall bElow the identified

minimum acreage.

**20 Howevel

as far as we can tell the county did not reject alternative sites because they were less than 857 acres in size
and thus too small to accommodate all of the proposed uses in the aggregate. The county rejected the l5-acre North Tongue
Point site as being too small, because it cannot accommodate even one of the authorized large-scale uses, which the county

found all require large storage areas or large buffer areas, and which the county found commonly require 50 to 100 acres. The
countydid *574 notrejectanyorallofthefourSouthTonguePointparcels,totalingl5Tacres,forbeingtoosmall; indeed,the
county presumed that those parcels, if available, could accommodate at least some of the proposed uses. Record 4l ("there is no
available acreage at the Port of Astoria for siting any of the Port's approved uses"). In sum, Riverkeeper has not demonstrated
that the county erred in rejecting the Port of Astoria as an alternative site under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb).

E. Port of Portland
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The alternative sites analysis found that the main Port of Portland facilities are built out and have no remaining available land for
the proposed uses. The analysis also rejected West Hayden Island, a large undeveloped site

(which in 2013 the Port of Portland

attempted, but failed, to have annexed into the ciry and zoned for a proposed new marine terminal) with no port facilities or
deepwater access. The county concluded that no Port of Portland facilities can reasonably accommodate the proposed uses.
Riverkeeper directs only scattershot challenges to the count5r's findings. For example, Riverkeeper argues that the cotrnty ened
in citing the lack of "political will" to annex and develop West Hayden Island as one reason why that site cannot accommodate
the proposed use. Howeveq the county rejected that site for a number of other

re

asons, among them the cunent lack of deepwater

access, which are largely unchallenged. As explained above, because the proposed exception is based on the unique resowce
ofan existing deepwater port, the county is not required to evaluate alternative sites that are not deepwater ports or that require
dredging to become a deepwater port. Riverkeeper has not demonstrated that the county ened in rejecting the Port of Portland

site as an altemative site.
F. Port Westward

ln Riverkeeper

I

we remanded the county's decision regarding the existing Port Westward exception area as an altemative site,
noting evidence that approximately 445 acres ofthe 862-acre PGE leasehold appeared to be vacant and potentially developable
for at least some ofthe proposed uses, and that the record failed to establish that the Port is unable to acquire a sublease from
PGE or otherwise obtain the right to develop those vacant areas.
Since our 2014 decision PGE has constructed a third power plant on its leasehold, and the last vacant area of Port Westward
not within the PGE leasehold is no longer available. On remand, the Port submifted a letter from PGE stating that the

Port should consider the undeveloped

*575 portion ofits leasehold unavailable for siting additional tenants.ll In addition,

the Port submitted additional evidence regarding the availability of vacant lands within the PGE leasehold, concluding that
the undeveloped portion of PGE's leasehold is encumbered with a number of roadways, utitities, drainage facilities, levees,

pipelines, conservation areas, wetland areas, and areas reserved for buffers or expansion ofPGE facilifies, in a manner that
effectively precludes siting any large-scale industrial use. Nearly all of the remaining vacant land in the PGE leasehold,
representing 439 acres and approximately halfofPGE

s

leasehold, consists ofwetlands. Record 3088-89. The evidence included

estimates of the cost of wetland mitigation (creating new wetlands) in the area of $77,000 to $82,000 per acre, above and beyond
the cost of acquiring off-site mitigation areas, and testimony that filling and mitigating the hundreds of acres of wetlands on the
site would require acquiring 658 acres of mitigation and cost in the order of $50 million. Record 3089. Based on this evidence,
the county found that development of any significant portion of the existing wetland areas is economically unfeasible, and that

given the other constraints and encumbrances on the remainder of PGE's leasehold that there is no contiguous site available to
develop €ven one of the authorized large-scale industrial uses, even if PGE were willing to sublease any portion of its leasehold.

**21 Riverkeep€r

argues that the county places too much reliance on the PGE letter and PGE's current unwillingness to

consider subleasing any part ofits leasehold. Riverkeeper notes that we stated in Riverkeeper

I

that "absent evidence that PGE

is categorically unwilling to sublease part or all ofits leasehold to other industrial users" the fact that land otherwise available

within the leasehold is not cunently controlled by the Port is not a sulficient basis to conclude that the vacant PGE lands are
not available. *576 70 Or LUBA at 195. According to Riverkeeper, the PGE letter falls short of demonshating a "categorical
unwillingness" to sublease land during the remainder of its 99-year lease, stating only that a "high bar" exists to PGE granting
its consent to site third-party indushial uses within its leasehold. Petition for Review 38-39; Record 3 136.
The Port argues, and we agree, that the PGE letter is a sufficient basis to conclude that the vacant PGE lands are not available
because PGE is unwilling to sublease any porfion of its leasehold. We disagree with Riverkeeper that that unwillingness must
be stated

in stronger or more categorical terms to support that conclusion. We also disagree with Riverkeeper's suggestion that

the Port must consider terminating PGE's long-term leases (which would presumably entail paying PGE a sigaificant amount

of

compensation) or otherwise offer extraordinary financial inducements to overcome PGE's expressed unwillingness to sublease
the remaining vacant lands within its leasehold.
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In addition, the county also found that, regardless of PGE's willingness to sublease portions of its leasehold, the vacant lands are
so encumbered that no large-scale industrial use of the types proposed could be f€asibly or economically developed. fuverkeeper
disputes the findings regarding wetland areas, arguing that the evidence the Port submitted is insu{Iicient to establish that

unfeasible to convert wetlands to developable land, including mitigation costs. Riverkeeper argues that
much of the existing development at Port Westward historically involved filling some wetlands, and any futurt expansion of
PGE t'acilities will probably also involve filling some wetlands, which demonstrates that the existence of wetlands is not an

it is economically

insuperable bar to development.

Riverkeeper argues that it must be possible to cobble enough land together, avoiding wetlands and existing encumbrances, to
site at least one of the proposed large-scale industrial uses. Riverkeeper is correct that the presence of wetlands at an altemative
site, in itself, woul{ not generally be suffrcient to render land unavailable, for purposes of OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)' Generally'
it is possible to obtain needed state and federal agency approvals to filljurisdictional wetlands, usually subject to requirements

mitigation at a one to one and a half (l:1.5) acre ratio. But filling and mitigating wetlands is expensive, and economic
costs are one of the factors the country can consider in determiniug whether an altemative site can reasonably accommodate a
proposed use. OAR 660-004-0020(2)(bXB). In the present case, the undisputsd evidence is that the vacant land within the PGE
leasehold consists largely ofjurisdiotional wetlands. Even if PGE's unwillingness to sublease property could be overcome, and
to provide

contiguous *5?7 site for a single large-scale industrial use such as that authorized could be found given other encumbrances
on the property, the urrlisputed evidence is that development of any large-scale site would likely require providing off-site
mitigation, at a cosr of $??,000 tn $82,000 per acro. In other words, development of even a single large-scale industrial use on
the order of50 acres could require several million dollars for wetland rnitigation alone, not counting land acquisition costs.
a

**22

We agree with the Port that the record supports tle county's conclusion that the Port Westward site cannot reasonably
accommodate any of the proposed uses, given PGE's expressed unwillingness to sublease any part of its leasehold, the pervasive
extent ofvarious encumbrances, the pervasive extent ofwetlands, and the consequent difficulty and high cost ofdeveloping any
Iarge-scale induskiat site. Record 17 I . Riverkeeper has not demonshated that the county erred in rejecting the Port Westward
site under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb).

Riverkeeper's fifth assigruneut of error is denied,

srxrH ASSIGNMENT

OF ERROR (RMRKEEPER)

OAR 660-012-A060 is part of the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), which implements Statewide Planning Goal

12

(Transportation). OAR 660-0 12-0060(5) provides that:
"The presence of a transportation facility or improvcmcnt shall not bc n basis for on exception to allow residential, commercial,
institutional or industrial development on rural lands under this division or OAR 660'A04-0022 and 660-004-0028."

Riverkeeper contends that the Port Westward dock facility constitutes a "'lransportation facility" for purposes of OAR
660-012-0060(5), and therefore as a matter oflaw the presence ofthe dock facility cannot constitute a basis for a reasons
exception for industrial development on rural land under OAR 660-004-0022.
The counfy rejected that argument, stating:
,'[O]pponents re-raise the argument that OAR 660-012-0060(5) prohibits the Port from relying on the deepwater port and dock
facilities at Port Weshilard as a basis for seeking a reasons exception under OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa)' The Port essentially
responded by stating that, while that may or may not have been true if the approval relied solely on the dock at Port Westward
as

the basis for the exception, it is in fact the deepwater porl at Port Westward, which simply happens to include the existing

dock facilities.

*578 "OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) explicitly authorizes an exception to Goal 3 for 'river or ocean ports,' with or without
existing dock facilities, and whether or not the port has deepwater access. The Board finds that these additional atffibutes
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present at Port Westward do not disquali$ Port Westward as a 'river or ocean port' under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), and OAR
660-012-0060(5) does not disqualify it under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a). The tsoard finds that it is unnecessary to detemine

whether river or ocean ports are or are not'transportation facilities'under OAR 660-0012-0060(5) because, whether they are
(and OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) provides an exception) or they are not (and OAR 660-0012-0060(5) does not apply), OAR
660-004'4022(3Xa) explicitly authorizes ports such as Port Westward as a valid basis for a Goal 3 exception." Record 50
(emphasis in original).

Thus, the county reads OAR 660-012-0060(5) in context with OAR 660-0A4-0022(3Xa) to apply only when the exccption is
based solely on an existing transportation facility, The county concluded that, even ifthe existing dock facility is a "transportation

facility" for purposes ofOAR 660-0 I 2-0060(5

), the exception is based not (or not solely) on the existing dock facility but rather

on the natural upland and aquatic features of the port, with the combination of flat developable upland in proximity to deep water
and self-scouring features, aspects of a deepwater river port that is the'hnique resource" justifying an exception under OAR

66A-A04-0022(3Xa). We understand the county to conclude that an exception could be justified under OAR 660-004-0022(3)
if there wers no existing dock facilities, but only a proposal to construct dock facilities

(a) based on that unique resource, even
to take advantage ofdeepwater access.

**23 On appeal,

fuverkeeper argues that a o'river or ocear port[]" as that term is used in OAR 660-A04-0022(3Xa) is also
a "[t]ransportation facility" for purposes of OAR 660-012-0060(5), and that there is no meaningful distinction between the

dock facility and the other features of the river port for pulposes of OAR 660-012-0060(5). Riverkeeper notes that OAR
660-012-0005(30) defines "[t]ransportation facility" in relevant part as a "physical facility" that moves goods, including
facilities identihed in OAR 660-012-0020.12 ORR 660-012-0O2A(2Xe) requires that a local government transportation system
plan include "[a]n air, rail, water and pipeline transportation plan which identifies where public use airports, *579 mainline
and branchline railroads and railroad facilities, fandl portfacilities" are located or planned. (Emphasis added.) We understand
Riverkeeper to that argue even if the exception is based on thc river * r' * port[]" as a whole (OAR 660-004-0022(3\(a\),
and not on the existing dock facilify, the river port is itself a type of "ftlransportation facility" and hence subject to OAR
660-0 r 2-0060(s).

Riverkeeper is correct that a "port facility" that must be identified in a local govemment transportation system plan pursuant
to OAR 664-Al2-0020(2)(e) is included by cross-reference within the definition of "ftl ransportation facility" at OAR
660-0 l2-0005(30). The Port responds in part that the county's air, rail, water and pipeline transportation plan included in its

transportation system plan does not, in fact, identify Port Westward among the port facilities discussed in the plan. However, we
disagree with the Port that the fact the county did not actually identifu Port Westward as a port facility in its transportation plans
means that, as a consequence, that the Port Westward port

(e) or, by cross-reference, at least potentially a

facilities is not

a

"port facility" for purposes of OAR 660-0 12-0020(2)

"[t] ransportation facility" for

purposes of OAR 660-0 I 2-0005(30).

Riverkeeper acknowledges that its argument casts OAR 660-A04-0022(3)(a), which expressly allows a reasons exception for
industrial uses based on the existence of a "river or ocean port," into apparent conflict with OAR 660-0 I 2-0060(5), which under
Riverkeeper's interpretation prohibits taking an exception based on the presence of a river or ocean port. However, Riverkeeper

that any conflict must be resolved in favor of OAR 660-012-0060(5), which was adopted more recently. According to
Riverkeeper, the Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) clearly intended, by the express cross-reference
to OAR 660-004-0022, that OAR 660-012-0060(5) would limit or prohibit sorne exceptions that could otherwise be approved
under OAR 660-004-A022. Riverkeeper argues that LCDC is presumably aware of its own administrative rules, was presumably
argues

aware that

"river or ocean ports"

are types

of"[t]ransportation facilities," and thus presumably intended to prohibit any exception

on rural land that is based upon the existence of a river or ocean por1.

**24 Howeveq it does

not necessarily follow that OAR 660-012-0060(5), read in context, is properly interpreted to prohibit the
establishment or expansion ofan industrial area based on an existing river or ocean port authorized under OAR 660-0021-0022(3)

(a), as Riverkeeper argues.

It is important to note that the list of appropriate reasons to approve industrial uses at OAR
a *580 county can, theoretically, come up with a new but still sufficient reason to

660-004-0022(3) is non-exclusive, and that
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authorize industrial use ofresource land that is not one ofthe three listed reasons. See n I (appropriate reasons and facts may
include, but are not limited to, the tbree listed reassns). Thus it is entirely possible to read OAR 660-004'0022(3)(a) and OAR
660-01 2-0060(5) in context together in a manner that offers no conflict, Read in this context, OAR 660-0 I 2-0060(5 ) is intended
to prohibit only an exception based on the existence ofa transportation facility for reasons that are not otherwise specifically
listed as an appropriate reason for an exception set out in OAR 660-004-0022.

by trvo other rules viewed in context. The first is OAR 660-004-0022(3)(c), which provides
that an appropriate reason to site industrial uses on resource land includes comparative advantage due to location. OAR

This view

is

supported

660-004-A022(3Xc) expressly authorizes consideration ofthe ""specihc transportation" advantages that support the exception,
which presumably would allow the county to consider advantages provided by proximity to an existing transportation facility.
See n 1. Second, as already noted, a specific provision of the T?R, at OAR 660-0 12-0065(3Xm), authorizes replacement of
existing docks without taking a goal exception, where the replacement does not significantly increase the dock capacity. The
clear implication is that dock replacement that significantly increases dock capacity requires a goal exception. However, no
such goal exception would be possible under Riverkeeper's broad interpretation of OAR 660-012-0060(5).
Moreover, it is difficult to understand why LCDC would intend OAR 660-012-0060(5) to effectively prohibit the expansion or
improvement of an existing dock faciliry or port facilify (or any similar hansportation facility). OAR 660-012-0060(5) is part
of an administrative rule that, broadly speaking, is intended to ensure that when local govemments adopt comprehensive plan
amendments that significantly impact transportation facilities, measures are put in place to protect the function and performance

of transportation facilities. OAR

660-01 2-0060(

I

). One of the cornmon measur€s to protect the function and pcrformance of
l

3

OAR 660-012-0060(2). Read in
facilities ['otn atr otlterwise
protect
probably
transportation
intentled
to
is
inappropriate exception based on nothing but the presence of a transportation facility. An easy-to-imagine example is sn
exception to allow commercial or industrial uses on rural or resource land that are rendered economically feasible due only
to the presence of an adjoining public highway. Conversely, it makes no policy sense to interpret OAR 660-012-0060(5) to
affected transportation facilities is to require improvements to those transportation facilities.

this *581 irnmediate context, OAR 660-012-0060(5)

effectively prevent local governments from adopting an exception necessary to improve or expand existing docks, ports or
similar transportation facilities, where that exception is otherwise authorized by a reason that LCDC has specifically deemed
to be appropriate, We highly doubt that LCDC intended, in promulgating OAR 660-012-0060(5), to effectively preclude the
expansion of port facilities or the industrial uses and areas that support port facilities, Accordingly, we conclude that OAR
660-012-0060(5), read in context, does not prohibit a reasons exception for an industrial use based on a river port that is a
unique resource for purposes ofOAR 660-00a-0022(3Xa).

**25 Riverkeeper's sixt!

assignment of error is denied.

*582 SEVENTH ASSIGNMf,NT OF ERROR (RIVERKEEPER)
OAR 660-012-0070 sets out standards for reasons excepfions needed to approve "hansportation facilities and improvements'
on rural land that cannot be approved without an exception under OAR 660-012-0065. OAR 660-012-0070(2) provides:
"When an exception to Goals 3,4, ll, or 14 is required to locate a fransportation improvement on rural lands, the exception
shallbetakenpursuanttoORS 197.732(1)(c),Goal2,andthisdivision.TheexceptionsstandardsinOARchapter660,division
4 and OAR chaprer 660, division 14 shall not apply. Exceptions adopted pursuant to this division shall be deemed to fulfill the
requirements for goal exceptions required under ORS 197 .732(l1!p\ and Goal 2."
Under the seventh assignment of error, Riverkeeper argues that the county erred in approving "transportation improvementfs]"
on rural land without applying the standards for a reasons exception at OAR 660-012-00?0. According to Riverkeeper, because
each ofthe five authorized industrial uses involves the ""transportation" ofgoods and commodities, t.e., loading and offloading
goods and commodities, the exception standards at OAR 660-012-0070 apply rather than the exception standards at OAR
660-004-4022.
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The Port responds initially that no issue was raised below regarding OAR 660-012-0070 and thus the issue raiscd under the
seventh assignment of error is waived, under ORS 197.763(l). On the merits, the Port argues that the decision does not approve

any transportation facility or improvement, but rather simply approves five types of industrial uses which, like all industrial
involve some transportation of goods and commodities.

uses, necessarily

Riverkeeper responds that

it is entitled to raise new issues on appcal

because the county's notices did not describe the five

authorized uses, and thus did not "reasonably describe" the proposed action. ORS 197.835(4Xb). l4 Ho*"o.r, even if ORS
I 97.835(4Xb) would allow Riverkeeper to raise new issues on appeal regarding OAR 660-012-0070, we agree with the Port that
the challenged decision does not approve any *583 "transportation facilities or improvements" within the meaning of OAR
660-012-0070. As noted, OAR 660-012-0005(30) defines "transportation faciliry" as a "physical facility that moves or assist[s]
in the movement ofpeople or goods[.]" The decision approves a reasons exception to authorize five categories ofindustrial uses,
and those uses necessarily involve shipping ofgoods and commodities offand on the site, but the decision does not approve
any physical facility to move or assist in the movement of those goods and commodities, such as a dock facility. Riverkeeper
argues, nonetheless, that moving the goods or commodities between the industrial sites and the existing dock facilities w'ill

require some kind of internal road, pipeline, etc. However, we disagree that intemal improvements needed to move goods or
commodities from one location to another location within the Port Westward indushial site constitutes a "transportation facility

or improvement" for purposes of OAR 660-012-0070.

**26 Riverkeeper'

seventh assignment of error is denied.

EIGHTII ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (RIVERKEEPER)
As noted, the existing Port Westward exception area is an irrevocably committed and physically developed exception site,
zoned RIPD. OAR 660-004-001 8(2) provides that "all plan and zone designations" must meet several requirements, including
that the "ntral uses, density, and public facilities" allowed under the plan and zoning designation "will not commit adjacent
or nearby resource land to uses not allowsd by the applicable goal as described in OAR 660-004-0028." OAR 660-004-0028
sets out the standards for determining whether land is inevocably committed to uses not allowed by the applicable goals, by
uses or development on adjoining or sunounding uses. OAR 660-004-0018(1) provides that "[a]doption ofplan and zoning

provisions that would allow changes in existing types ofuses, densities, or services requires the application ofthe standards
outlined in this ruIe,"
Riverkeeper argues that the challenged decision approves industrial uses within the proposed exception area that will intensif
use of the existing docks within the existing Port Westward exception area, Because the decision authorizes increased use of
the dock facility within an existing exception area, Riverkeeper contends that OAR 660-004-0018 requires the countyto adopt
a new reasons exception for the Port Wesfward exception area, to authorize the more intensive dock usage.

The county rejected that argument in its findings, noting that the uses allowed in the new exception area are much more restrictive
than the *584 uses allowed in the RIPD zone that applies to the Port Westward exception area, and thus the decision does

not authorize any "changes in existing types of uses, densities, or services" within the Port Westward exception area. OAR
660-004-001 8( I ); Record 33. The findings also note that the exception statement for the Port Westward site contemplated heavy
reliance on the dock to transport liquid and bulk commodities, similar to those approved in the new exception area, and concludes
that the fact that uses within the new exception area will rely upon the dock facility does not result a change in or intensification
of the dock usage that would require a new reasons exception. Record 33-34 (citing language in the Port Westward exception
statement discussing proposals for a 200-acre oil refinery, I 50-200 acre coal plant, and a 23A-aqe coal gasification plant).
The Port argues, and we agree, that Riverkeeper has not demonstrated that the county is required to adopt a r€asons exception
for the existing Port Westward exception area. The uses and facilities allowed in the RIPD zone on the existing Port Westward
exception area do not "commit" adjacent resource land (r.e., the proposed exception area) to uses not allowed by the resource

goals, conkary to OAR 660-004-0018(2)(b). There is no dispute that the existing dock facilities at Port Westward are
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underutilized, apparently because actual development at Port Westward (e.g., the PGE power plants) does not use the docks,
for the most part. The county found that the proposed increased use of the docks is within the level of intensity contemplated
by the original exception and the RIPD zone. Riverkeeper might be correct that a new reasons exception would be required if
intensified dock usage (from either exception area) required an expansion ofthe dock facilities.l5 However, the present decision
does not authorize or require dock expansion, and no party argues that that the existing docks have insufftcient capacity to handle
cargo associated with the proposed uses. Accordingly, Riverkeeper's arguments under OAR 660-004-0018 do not provide a
basis for reversal or remand.

**27 Riverkeeper's

eighth assignment of enor is denied,

*585 CONCLUSTON
As explained under Riverkeeper's and 1000 Friends' fourth assignments of error, the decision must be remanded for the county
to adopt more adequate findings, supported by substantial evidence, regarding compliance with the compatibility requirement

of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd). All other assignments of error are denied.
The county's decision is remanded.

Zamudio
Board Membeq concuning
In my view, this case presents a close call and I concur based on the facts that the exception is based on a single unique resource,
the river port, the exception authorizes only those uses that are significantly dependent on the river port, and the exception area
o"'exceptional,"
is uniquely situated by the river port. I write separately to emphasize that exceptions are and should remain
l00A Frienets of Oregon v. LCDC,69 Or App 717,731,688 P2d 103 (1984). Goal 3 preservation of agricultural lands for
existing and future needs is essential to statewide land use planning. ORS 2l 5.243. A reasons exception is, by design,

a

nalrow

yet flexible passageway for avoiding compliance with Goal 3.t6 See Riverkeeper 1,70 Qr LUBA at l8l-82 (explaining that
a reasons exception is a more limited vehicle than physically developed and irrevocably committed exceptions). In this case,
LUBA recognizes flexibility in justifing a reason$ exception but does not create a broader passage around Coal 3 protections.
agtee with petitioners that the evidence in the record and the county's reasoning supporting the reasons exception are slim.
With respect to the amount of land included in the 837-acrc exception arca, thc county relicd heavily on inquiries to the Port

I

to conclude that port-dependent industrial uses reclrire large acreage lotr and that the tofal acreage to meet the demand fnr
industrial uses at Port Westward significantly exceeds the proposed 83?-acre exception area. The evidence is that the exception
area will feasibly be fully utilized over a 20-year period based on market'odemand velocity." Record 3117. It is not clear to
*586 market demand, However, I
me that a reasons exception was intended to be used as a mid-range planning tool to meet
ultimately agree with the majority that market demand may justifr the amount of land included in the exception area.

LCDC has determined that general housing market demand is not a sufficient reason to justifi a goal exception for rural
residential development on resource lands. OAR 660-004-0022(2) ("For rural residential development the reasons cannot bc
**
the rural location of the proposed residential development is necessary
based on market demand for housing except *
[where]

to satisfy the market demand for housing generated by existing or planned rural industrial, commercial, or other economic
activityinthe area;');seealsoStillv.MarionCounty,42OrApp ll5, 122,600P2d433(1979),revden,288Or493(1980)(inthe
context of a needs exception, the court observed that "Goal # 3 was enacted to preserve agricultual land from encroachment by
urban and suburban sprawl by subordinating the free play ofthe marketplace to broader public policy objectives"). LCDC has not
imposed a similar limitation on reasons exceptions for rural industrial development on resource lands. OAR 660-004'0022(3).

Thus, a local govemment is not prohibited from relying on market dcmand, as the county did here, to establish the amount of
land planned for resource-dependent rural industrial development. In my opinion, the evidence and reasoning supporting the
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justification for the amount ofland needed for the exception area is thin, but nonetheless qualifies as ""substantial evidence in
the record."lT ,See ORS 197 .732(6)(at('Upon review of a decision approving or denying an exception: The Land Use Board of
Appeals * * * shall be bound by any finding of fact for which there is substantial evidence in the record of the local govemment
proceedings resulting in approval or denial ofthe exception[.]").

**28 In this case, the counfy

was required to detemine that the approved uses are "significantly dependent upon a unique
resource" and could not defer that analysis to the permitting process. OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a); Riverkeeper 1,70 Or LUBA at
206 ("[I]t is clearly impermissible to defer to a subsequent permit proceeding a determination that a Goal 2 exception standsrd is

met[[.]" (Emphasis in original.)). As I understand it, the counly did not find that the five categories of approved *587

uses are

in-and-of+hemselves significantly port-dependent, Instead, the county found that a subset ofthose uses cdn De port-dependent.
Record 19. The county plans to assure significant port dependence through (1) adopting the exception as part ofthe county,s
comprehensive plan, (2) imposing Condition 5 of the challenged decision, and (3) the conditional use permitting process. While
it is a very close call, I agree with the majority that the county's findings and reasoning justifr the reasons exception and the
county did not impermissibly defer that determination to a later permit proceeding.

Finally, I write separately to note the potential mischief that could arise from LUBA accepting the county's conclusion that
the area of existing exception land within PGE's leasehold "cannot reasonably accommodate the proposed use[[s]." OAR
660-004-0020(2)(b). My concem is that an applicant or local government could avoid meaningful consideration of altemative
sites if allowed to exclude areas that are either contractually obligated or in different ownership, and thereby obtain approval for
a preferred location for an exception. For example, a company could create different entities to hold interests in property antl
then submit evidence that a less desirable potential alternative site is otherwise committed and cannot reasonably accommodate
the proposed use. While I do not think that rype of mischief is necessarily present in this case, it is a potential problem that

merits scrutiny in reviewing such an altemative site analysis.

Footnotes

I

OAR 660-004-0022(3) provides:

"Rural Industrial Development: For the siting of industrial development on resource land outside an urban growth boundary,
appropriate reasons and facts may include, but are not limited to, the following:
"(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique tesource located on agricultural or forest land. Examples ofsuch resources and
resource sites include geothermal wells, mineral or aggregate dcposits, water reservoirs, natural features, or river or ocean ports;
"(b) The use cannotbe located inside an urban growth boundary due to impacts that are hazardous or incompatible in densely populated
areas; or

"(c) The use would have a significant comparative advantage due to its location (e,g., near existing industrial activity, an energy
facility, or products available from other rural activities), which would benefit the county economy and cause only minimal loss of
productive resource lands. Reasons for such a decision should include a discussion ofthe lost resource productivity and values in

2

relation to the county's gain Aom the industrial use, and the specific hansportation and resource advantages that support the decision."
We understand "breakbulk" to refer to cargo that is loaded offand on ships as individual items (e.g., barrels or automobiles) rather

3

than in large intermodal containers, or as bulk cornmodities such as oi1 or grain. Record 3092.
OAR 660-004-002A(2) provides, in relevantparr:

"'IhefourstandardsinGoal2Partll(c)requircdtobeaddressedwhentakinganexceptionto

agoalaredescribedinsubsections(a)

through (d) of this section, including general requirements applicable to each of the factors:

4

"(a) 'Reasonsjustify why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should not apply.'The exception shall set forth the facts
and assumptions used as the basis for determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should not apply to specific properties or
situations, including the amount ofland for the use being planned and why the use requires a location on rcsource landi.]"
The Mackenzie Report states:

"For uses defined in this report, a large share of physical space is required for the storage and movement of commodities in a rural
industrial setting. Bulk commodities including aggregates, steel, logs, wood chips, liquid bulks, and automobiles, for example, all
require extensive space for circulation, storage and laydown yards. In the case ofuses involving the presence ofhazardous materials
or other externalities, required buffering increases users' overall site needs. Another contributing factor to large site needs is land
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banking. Because the proposcd uses' storage needs for products and cargo is quite high, uncertainty about future space needs leads
firms to locate on sites with thc flexibilify and scale to accommodate future growth. The PGE leasehold at Port Westward is a classic

5

example of this kind of land banking, and is clearly explained by PGE in its 2016 letter in Appendix 2." Record 3110.
ofthe prospects listed in Appendix 3 are for uses that, under the county's decision, cannot be sited in the proposed

We note that some

exception area. Examples include two proposals for 150-acre and 200-acre coal terminals. The challenged decision prohibits siting
a coal terminal in the exception area. Record 183. Others include uses that, by their nature, do not appear to fall within any ofthe

five use categories (e.g., a proposal to site a solar farm) and/or do not appear to require access to the unique resource. The total
number of acres listed in Appendix 3 (2,189 acres) thus appears to significantly overstate the total number of acres associated with
recent prospects that could have been sited in the exception area.

Ifcoal terminals and other uses that cannot be lawfully sited in the

exception area are excluded from the acreage tots.l, the total falls to less than 2,000 acres, which is roughly two times the size of the
857-acre exception area, not three times the size, as the Mackenzie Report states. However, petitioners do not make any srguments
on this point, or dispute the accwacy of the total acreage eslimates in the Mackenzie Report, so we consider it no further.

6

The Port argues, initially, that these issues were not raised with sufficient specificity during the proceedings below, and are thus
waived under ORS 197.763(l) (an issue that is the basis for an appeal to LUBA must be raised during local proceedings, with
suffrcient specifrcity suffrcient to afford the decision maker and the parties an adequate opporhnity to respond); ORS 197'835(3).
However, we agree with petitioners that the issues raised under the petitioners' second assignments ofenor rvere raised with sufficient
specificity below.

7

"Agricultural Land-in westem Oregon is land of predominantly Ctass I, II,
predominantly Class I,

II, III, IV V and Vl soils

III

and

IV

soils and in eastem Oregon is land of
of the United States Soil

as identified in the Soil Capability Classification System

Conservation Service, and other lands which are suitable for farm use taking into consideration soil fertility, suitability for grazing,
climatic conditions, existing and future availability of water for farm inigation purposes, existing land-use pattems, technological
and energy inputs required, or accepted farming practices. Lands in other classes rvhic.h are necessary to permit farm practices to be
undertaken on adjacent or nearby lands, shall be included as agricultural land in any event.

"More detailed soil data to define agricultural land may be utilized by local govemmcnls if such data pet'trtits achievetnent of this goal.
"Agricultural land does not include land within acknowledged urban growth boundaries or land within acknowledged exceptions
to Goals 3 or 4.
"Farm Use-is as set forth in ORS

2

l5.201,

"High-Value Farmlands-are areas of agricultural land defined by statute and Commission ru1e."
Petitioners cite lo I 000 [Triends of Oregott v. Ja,:lisott County (Jdckson County),76 Or App 270 (2011), rev'd and renr'd, 292 Or App
173, 423 P3d'193, rev allowed,363 Or 727 (2018), to support their argument that land within an exception area is not "agriculhtrsl

land" for purposes

ofOAR 660-004-0022(3Xa). However,

as the Port notes, Jackson County did not involve OAR 660-004-AA22QJ

(a), and did not concem land within an exception area. Further, the particular holding that petitioners rely upon was reversed by the

Court of Appeals. 292 Or App at I 84.
0 AR 660-004-0 020(2)(d) provides

9

:

"'The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so tendered through measures designed to reduce adverse
impacts." The exception shall describe how the proposed use will be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses. The exception shall
demo[strate that the proposed use is situated in such a manner as to be compatible with surrounding natural resource.s and resource
management or production practices- 'Compatibte' is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse impacts

of any type with adlacent uses."

l0

OAR 660-004-0020(2 Xb) provides:
that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the use." The exception must m6et the following
requiremcnts:

"(A) The exception shall indicate on a map or otherwise describe the location ofpossible altemative

areas considered for the use that

do not require a new exception. The area for which the exception is taken shall be identified;

justified, it is necessary to discuss why other areas that do not require a new exception cannot
reasgnably accommodatc the proposetl utic. Econoillio fuulors rnay be uolsidctvd alulg witlr u[tcl rclcvatlt luututr iu detururiuicg
that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other areas. Under this test the following questions shalt be addressed:
"(i) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on nonresource land that would not require an excsption, including increasing
"(B) To show why the particular site

is

the density ofuses on nonresource land?

"(ii)

Ifnot, why not?

Can the proposed use be reasonably acoommodated on resource land that is already irrevocably committed to nonresource uses

not allowed by the applicable Goal, including resource land in existing unincorporated communitics, or by increasing the density
uses on committed lands?

"(iii)

of

If not, why not?

Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated inside an urban growth boundary?
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"(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated without the provision ofa proposed public tbcility or service? Ifnot, why not?
"(C) The 'altemative areas'standard in paragraph B may be m€t by a broad review of similar types of areas rather lhan a review of
specific altemative sites. Initially, a local govemment adopting an exccption need assess only whether those similar types of areas in
the vicinity could not reasonably accommodate the proposcd use. Site specific comparisons are not required ofa local government
taking an exception unlcss another party to the local proceeding describes specific sites that can more reasonably accommodate the
proposed use. A detailed evaluation ofspecific alternative sites is thus not required unless such sites are specifically described, with
facts to support the assertion that the sites ar€ more reasonable, by another party during the local exceptions proceeding."
I

I

The PGE letter states, in relevant part:

"Maintaining and protecting PGE's assets at Port Westward is imperative to the company's cuftent and future operations. Protecting
the long-term interests

ofthe electric gencration capabilities at the site requires PGE to maintain

adcquate land buffers arountl the

facilities for security and reliability pulposes, thus reskicting third-party use on the 854-acre leasehold. In addition, it is important
to our fuhue operations there is adequate space in our leasehold for building fuhrre generating plants. This limits the physical space,
location and other related dynamics that might otherwise make the area available to third-parties. Civen the company's investment

in Port Westward and the critical nature of the site to support reliable electric service, third-party compatibilify is a high bar which
some proposed industrial facilities in the past could not meet. Due to this high bar', PGE supports the Port's efforts to bring additional

industrial land outside the buffer into Port Westward." Record 3135.

12

OAR 660-012-0005(30) provides the following definition for purposes of OAR 660-012:
"'Transportation Facilities' means any physical facility that move.s or assist[sJ in the movement of people or goods including facilities
identified in OAR 660-012-0020 but excluding electricity, sewage and water systems."

l3

OAR 660-012-0060 provides inrclevant part:
"( I ) If an amendment to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive plan, or a land use regulation (including a zoning map)
would signihcantly affect an existing or planned transportation facility, then the local govemment must put in place measures as
section (2) of this rule, unless the amendment is allowed under section (3), (9) or (10) of this rule. * + *"

::"_tlO:OJ"

"(2) It a local govemment determines that there would be a significant effect, then the local govenment must ensure that allowed
land uses are consistent with the identified function, capacity, and performance standards of the facility measured at the end of the
planning period identified in the adopted TSP through one or a combination of the remedies listed in (a) tfuough (e) below[.] * + *
"(a) Adopting measures that demonskate allowed laud

uses are consistent

with the planned function, capacity, and performance

standards of the transportation thcility.

"(b) Amending the TSP or comprehensive plan to provide transportation facilities, improvements or services adequate to support the
proposed land uses consistent with the requirements of this division; such amendments shall include a funding plan or mechanism
consistent with section (4) or include an amendrnent to the transportation finance plan $o that the facility, improvement, or service
will be provided by the end ofthe planning period.
"(c) Amending the TSP to modifu the planned function, capacity or perlormance standards of the transportation facility.

"(d) Providing other measures as a condition of development or through a development agreement or similar funding
including, but not limited to, transportation system management measures or minor hansportation improvements. * * *"

method,

14

ORS I97.835(4)(b) provides that a petitioner may raisc new issues to LUBA where:
"The local government made a land use decision or limited land use decision which is different from the proposal described in the
notice to such a d€gree that the notice ofthe proposed action did not reasonably describe the local government's final action."

5

The existing dock facilities at Port Westward can handle two ocean-going vessels, We note that OAR 660-012-0065(3)(m) authorizes
the replacement ofdocks without taking a new exception to the resource goals where the replacement does not significantly increase

I

the capacity of the facility. That suggests, by negative implication, that expanding the existing docks to increase capacity would
require a new exception to the resource goals. The pre$e[t application does not include any proposal to expand the existing dock
facility, although one portion ofthe proposed exception area (tax lot 500) ftonts on the river next to the existing dock faciliry and the

16
17

Port has deemed tax lot 500 as "critical for future dock expansion." Record I 14.
The parties in this appeal did not provide any legislative history regarding the legislalure's intsnt in ailowing a rei$ons exception,
or LCDC's intent in adopting rules governing reasons exceptions. Perhaps such legislative history would illuminate the scope and
function of rcasons exceptions.

I am houbled by the county's reasoning that the approved categories of industrial uses require large lots to allow "land banking" for
fufure expansion. However, land banking for rural industrial uses may be analogous to acreage needs supporting 160-acre minimums

for livestock rangeland or 2- to S-acre lots for rural residential development in that the nature ofthe use supports

a certain size lot

regardless ofwhether the entire lot is physically occupied by the use at any given time.
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Synopsis

Background: County riverkeeper sought review ofdecision
of the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA), remanding to
the county board of commissioners its decision approving
deepwater port's petition seeking reasons exception to
statewide planning goal, and related zoning changes, for area

of agricultural land

adjacent to deepwater port located on

river. Deepwater port cross-petitioned for review,

*630 This judicial review proceeding arises from a final
order of ttre Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). In
that ordeq LUBA remanded a decision of the Board
of Commissioners for Columbia Counry (the county).
The counly's decision approved a reasons exception to
Statewide Planning Goal3 (Agricultural LandFand related
comprehensive plan and zoning changes-for an area of
agricultural land adjacent to Port Westward,

a

deepwater port

on the Columbia River. The county granted the exception
to allow for the expansion of the port. LUBA concluded
that the county's frndings in support of the exception were
inadequate in one respect, but that the decision was otherwise

Holdlngs: The Court of Appeals, Lagesen,

P. J.,

held that:

Court of Appeals would review for determination of whetber
LUBA's decision was substantially or procedurally unlawful;
board's decision sufFrciently limited allowed uses to those
justified in reasons exception, as required by administrative
rule;

board's alternative sites analysis was suffrcient

to

sound. Columbia Riverkeeper (Riverkeeper) petitions for
judicial review, contending that LUBA erred by concluding
that the county properly determined that two other applicable
requirements for the rcasons exception were satisfied; the
Pod of Columbia County (the port) cross-petitions for review,
coniending that LTIBA erred when it determined that some

of the

county's findings were inadequate. We conclude
that neither party has demonsffated that LUBA erred. We
therefore affirm on the petition and cross-petition.

m€et

requirements of applicable administrative rule; and

I. LEGAL AND FACTUAL BACKCROLTND

LUBA did not misunderstand its role in applying substantial

A. Legal Standards at Issae

evidence standard of review.
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We start with the legal standards applicable to the county
decision at the heart of this **1186 proceeding. Here,

the

port seeks authorization for industrial us€s on land designated

agricultural in the county's comprehensive plan. To obtain
that authorization, the port must demonstrate justification for

Port Westward, the port applied to the countlr for exceptions
to Goal 3, along with corresponding amendments to the
comprehensive plan and zoning changes, for an 837-acre
area of land adjacent to Port Westward. In its application,

the port requested that a broad anay

of

*632 industrial

an exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3, which requires
counties to preserve and maintain agricultural lands for farm
use. One type of allowable exception-the type at issue in this

uses be allowed on the site, contending that several different

.132(2)(c) and

exception, as well as the corresponding plan and zone
amendments. However, the matter was appealed to LUBA
and LUBA remanded to the county on a number of grounds,
including that the counfy had failed to justify the reasons

caso-*is a "reasons exception" under ORS

191

OAR 660-004-0020(2). Four standards must be met to permit
a reasons exception to a state-wide land use goal;

"(A)

Reasons

justify why the state policy embodied in the

exceptions to Goal 3 applied to the property in question.
The county approved three exceptions, including a rea$ons

exception for the wide range ofuses proposed.

applicable goals should not apply;

*631 "(B) Areas that do not require a new exception
cannot reasonably accommodate the use;

"(C) The longterm environmental, economic, social

and

energy consequences resulting from the use at the proposed
site with measures designed to reduce adverse impacts are

not signilicantly more adverse than would typically result
from the same proposal being located in areas requiring a
goal exception other than the proposed site; and

"(D) The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent
uses or

will

be so rendered through rneasures designed to

storage and transportation; (2)

Dry Bulk Commodities
transfer, storage, production and processing; (3) Liquid
Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation;
(4) Natural Gas and derivative products, processing,
storage, and transportation; and (5) Breakbulk storage,

in a

2:

Part

Relying primarily on analysis contained

OAR 660-004-0020(2) (restating

and

denominated the 'Mackenzie Report," the port sought to

ORS 197.732(2)(c); Statewide Planning Goal
(Exceptions);

"(1) Forestry and Wood Products processing, production,

hansportation, and processing."

reduce adverse impacts."

II

On remand, the port modified its application. The modified
application sought only a reasons exception to permit a
limited set of industrial uses on the land. Specifically' the port
sought a reasons exception under OAR 660-004-0020(2) and
OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa) for five particular uses;

amplifuing statutory standard).

I

OAR 660-004-0022 elaborates on the various lypes ofreasons
that can justiff the oonclusion that "the state policy embodied

in the applicable goals" should not apply to preclude a
particular use, See generally OAR 660-004'0022. Under
that rule, one identified reason to allow "siting of industrial

development" on resource land outside an urban growth
boundary is proximity to a "unique resource," suoh as-a$
is the case here-a port: "The use is significantly dependent
upon a unique resource located on agriculhral or forest land.

+**
Examples of such resoluces and resource sites include
river or ocean ports[.]" OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa).

report

demonstrate that the reason the policies underlying Goal 3
should not apply to preclude the requested uses is because

**1187 those uses are "significantly dependent on [the]
unique resource" ofa deepwater port. OAR 660-004-0022(3)
1a;.2 The Mackenzie Report explained:

"Uses with foreign trade markets and marine-served
domestic rnarkets for products that are shipped by
marine vessel are, by defrnition, reliant on deepwater
port facilities. Table 2 demonstrates that each of ths
five proposed uses for [the Port Wesfward expansion]
involve foreign imporUexport operations and are thus
dependent upon a *633 deepwater port. The proposed
uses

will achieve a significant operational

advantage due

to deepwater port access with nearby storage yards. As the

B. County Proceedings
This proceeding began in 2013. Port Westward is a deepwater
port on the Columbia River. It is a self-scouring site, which
means that the property can accommodate deep-draft vessels
without being dredged. To lay the groundwork for expanding

proposed uses are low-margin businesses, port proximity
is necessary to minimize operational costs for both importl

export and domestic shipping operations. An external
benefit of these firms' locations near port facilities is that
locating their yards close to the port minimizes impacts on

offsite transportation infrastructure."
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Furtheq the port contended, the other criteria for a reasons
exception were met, including the requirement that "[a]reas
that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably
accommodate the use[s]," OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b), as
well as the requirement that the "proposed uses are
compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts," OAR

access to the deepwater port at Port Westward. With
that condition in place, the Board Iinds that the only
rural industrial uses the approval authorizes in the
new expansion area are those that will be significantly
dependent **1188 on actual deepwater port usage at Port
Wesfward."
Addressing the requiremena of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb),

660-004-0020(2Xcl).

the counfy determined that the proposed uses could not be

The county agreed that

a

reasons exception should be

for the five

proposed uses. The county looked
to OAR 660-404-0022(3), as noted, a rule establishing
particular exception requirements for the siting ofindustrial
development on rural resource land. The county determined
that the deepwater port at Port Wesfward was the type of
"unique resource" that would permit an exception to Goal
3 for uses that are "significantly dependent" on a deepwater
granted

"reasonably accommodated" instead by "areas that do not

It

conoluded that the relevant

areas to consider for purpose

of its analysis were the five

require a new exseption,"

valid basis for taking an exception to Goal 3." However, the

other deepwater ports in Oregon, rejecting arguments that
sites, or to ports that were not
ports.
The
deepwater
counfy then found that the Port of
Portland and the Port of Astoria wer€ not viable altemative
sites to accommodate the proposed uses because of space
limitations and other constraints. [t determined that the other
three deepwater ports in Oregon-the Port of Coos Bay,
the Port of Newporl, and the Port of Tillamook-were not
viable altemalive sites that could reasonably accommodate

county noted that opponents of the exception had legitimate

the same uses because those sites were locate d too far from the

to whether some of the approved uses when

Columbia fuver/N4-84 marine highway sorridor commerce.
Addressing the Port of Coos Bay, the county explained:

port: "[T]he approved uses each involve the act (or acts)
ofgetting the subject goods processed, transferred, imported
and/or exportcd via deepwater port and accordingly serve as
a

concerns as

implemented might, in fact, lack the requisite dependence on
a deepwater port. To account for those concerns, the county
explained that, even though it did not construe the port's
application to seek approval for any nondependent usesit characterized the port's application as "self-limiting"-it

would impose measures to safeguard against uses that did not
actually depend on a deepwater port:

the extent opponents have expressed concern that
future rural industrial Port tenaut uses could potentially
lack a nexus with the deepwater port at Port Westward,
*634 and thereby undermine the basis for granting the
'oTo

exception, the Board finds that the terms of the Port's
application on remand is self-limiting in that the sole basis
the Port has put forward is significant dependence on the

it must look to out-of-state

"The Board finds that the Oregon International Port of
Coos Bay is not a viable alternative. The Mackenzie Report

explains that Coos Bay serves a completely different
economic area because it is 200 nautical miles from
the mouth of the Columbia River and does not serve
Columbia *635 River/IVI-84 conidor commerce, and
because it is 230 road miles from the Portland metropolitan
area. The Mackenzie Report also notes that over 6A%

of

Oregon's manufacturing, warehousing, and transportation-

is

located along the Columbia River
Corridor. For commerce beyond Oregon, the confluence
based economy

of national or regional waterways (Columbia River/M-84),

to the five authorized

freeways (I-5, I-84), and rail net-works (Union Pacific
and BNSF Class I rail lines) occurs at the metro area
only 50 miles ffom Port Westward, but 230 road miles
from Coos Bay. Based on that, the Mackenzic Rcport

uses, but to the five authorized uses in a form that would

concludes that properties in Coos Bay are not economically

be significantly dependent on the deepwater port at Port

comparable to Port Westward to serve the Columbia River

deepwater port at Port Westward. Given that limitation,
any potential tenant seeking to locate in the new expansion

arca would be limited not only

Corridor economy. Accordingly, [the] Board concludes that

Westward.

acknowledges that the
opponents' concern is a reasonable one and notes that
"Nevertheless,

the Board

Condition 5 has accordingly been imposed for additional
clarify. The condition requires that the five uses authorized

be significzrntly dependent on and have

demonstrated

the Oregon Intemational Port of Coos Bay is not a viable
altemative for the approved uses,"
The counfy explained that, because ofsimilar reasoning based

on location, the Pofi of Newport and the Port of Tillamook
also were not sites that could reasonably accommodate the
proposcd uses. The Port of Tillamook, the county added,

i)flnY
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was not suitable for an additional reason:

DAr"rl
}

LUBA rejected Riverkeeper's first two assertions but agreed

with the third. Regarding Riverkeeper's challenges to the
board's "significantly dependent" determination, LUBA

maritime access."

of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd),

rejected the argument that, because certain components ofthe

the county determined that the "proposed uses are compatible

frve uses might not, on their own, be sigrificantly dependent
on a deepwater port, that meant that the fives uses as a
whole were not signihcantly dependent. ln particular, LUBA
pointed to the analysis in the Mackenzie Report explaining
how the five uses, including their components, were 'highly

Addressing the requirements

with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered through

to reduce adverse impacts," It found
tlut could
mitigate any adverse impacts from the propbsed uses.
Addressing the opponents' argument that the proposed
uses were too poorly defined to conduct a meaningftrl
moasures designed

that the approval contained nunlerous conditious

dependent" on proximity to a deepwater port because of the
low-margin operations involved:

compatibility analysis, the counfy found that there was no
evidence that the proposed uses would impact adjacent uses

"The port argues, and we agree, that petitioners have not
demonstrated that the county ened in concluding that the
five identified usss are 'significantly dependent' on the

differently from the industrial uses currently permitted at Port
Westward;

deepwater port, notwithstanding that some components

of

"Opponents have argued that the approved uses are so
broad as to prohibit maintaining such compatibilily, but

the uses could theoretically be separated from the others
*637 and located elsewhere. As the Mackenzie Report

have not explained how compatibility is not adequately
maintained between one or more of those approved uses.

notes, import/export uses of this kind are low-margin
operations, and proximity to a deepwater port represents a

The Board notes that under ORS 197J32(l)(a) and OAR

significant operational and cost advantage. That advantage
clearly extends to the importlexport operation as a whole.

660-004-0020(2Xd) 'compatible'as

a

term'is not intended

Stated differently, an otherwise integrated imporUexport
operation that is allowed to locate only storage yards and
loading/unloading facilities at the port, but is forced to

as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse
impacts of any fype with adjacent uses,'

Ihe Board finds

no evidencc in the record of any meaningful distinction
*636 between the anticipated impacts of the approved
uses and those of existing industrial uses at Port Westward

locate processing and other components of the operation
elsewhere, could be at a significant economic disadvantage

*i({' that may preclude siting any facilities entirely at Port
Westward. We conclude that the county did not en in
evaluating the five identified use$ as a whole, including
components such as processing or production of goods
and commodities transshipped via the port, to determine
whether the use as a whole is significantly dependent on
the deepwater port."

on neighboring uses and therefore finds that the approved
uses

will be similarly compatible with existing

adjacent

uses.tt

Thereafter,

the county adopted Ordinance No. 2018-l

gratrting the port's application with conditions.

C. LUBA Proceedings

Riverkeeper appealed

to LUtsA, as did **1189

1000

Friends of Oregon.3 Pertinent to this proceeding, Riverkeeper

contended that, for numerous rea$ons, the county erred in
concluding that

(l)

the five proposed uses were "significantly

dependent" on the "unique resource"

of a deepwater port;

LUBA also rejected the contention that thc board's inclusion
of Condition 5 (requiring a demonstration that any use
allowsd in the exception area is, in fact, significantly
dependent on the deepwater port) meant that the county
was, in effect, impermissibly defening its finding regarding
significant dependence until a later date. LUBA elaborated:

(2) other sites that did not require an exception could not
reasonably accommodate the five proposed uses; and (3) the
proposed usos were compatible with adjacent uses, or could

be made compatible with measures designed to address the
impacts of the uses. Riverkeeper contended that, in reaching
those conclusions, the county erroneously interpreted the
applicable rules, and also that its determinations were not

we disagree that Condition 5 represents
of findings of compliance with OAR
66A-004-A022(3)(a). The county adopted several pages of

a

defenal

findings intended to establish that uses authorized under
the exception are limited to those that are sigrificantly
dependent on the port facility. Record 18-21. The county
imposed Condition 5 only because opponents, including
petitioners, expressed concems that there were inadequate

supported by substantial evidence.
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of the proposed

..'

safeguards to prevent approval of industrial uses that are
not in fact significantly dependent on the port facility. That

uses based on the types

the county agreed to impose additional safeguards does not

LUBA explained that the inference

was not reasonable absent

of the

proposed uses would be

uses would not adversely affect adjacent

ofimpacts from past industrial uses,

mean that the county deferred findings of cornpliance with

evidence that the impacts

OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) to the permit stage."

comparable to the impacts of existing uses:

*639 "[T]he Port

does not cite to any evidence supporting

Addressing whether there were other sites not requiring
an exception that could reasonably accommodate the five

the county's linding that the iikely adverse impacts of the

proposed uses, LUBA first rejected Riverkeeper's argument

proposed uses are similar to the impacts of the existing

that the county erred by limiting its consideration to the
other deepwater port sites in Oregon. LUBA explained that,
"because the exception is justified based *638 solely on

industrial uses at Port Westward. The findings simply
state that there is no evidence that the impacts would
be different. However, tbe absence of evidence that the

port-in **1190 this

impacts would be difflerent is not a basis to conclude that the

case, a self-scouring deepwater port that requires no dredging

impacts would be similar. The unsupported presumption
that the impacts would be similar is the foundation for
much of the county's subsequent analysis. Because that

the 'unique resource' of a deepwater

in order to

accommodate ocean-going cargo vessels-the
properly
couffy
limited its analysis to altemative sites with
access to a deepwater port."

presumption is not supported by substantial evidence, we
agree with petitioners that remand is necessary to adopt
more adequate findings regarding compatibility, supported

LUBA next addressed Riverkeeper's contention that the
counfy erred when it concluded that the three coastal ports
could not reasonably accommodate the uses proposed for
the expansion area because of their location outside the
Columbia River corridor; Riverkeeper argued that it "is
error under OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa) to reject an alternative

site simply because

it

by substantial evidence."
(Emphasis in original.)

Bsard membsr Zamudio concurred in the decision "based
on the facts that the exception is based on a single unique

does not serve the same economic

resource, the river port, the exception authorizes only those

region as the prefened site." Rsjecting that argument, LUBA

uses that are significantly dependent on the river port, and

explained that under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb), the counfy
was permitted to consider economic factors in determining

the exception area is uniquely situated by the river port." She

whether other sites could reasonably accommodate the

counl;r's decision.

wrote separately to address several of her concems with the

proposed uses and, further, that

"[p]art of what makes the Port Westward site a unique
rcsource is its stafus as one of three deepwater ports
along a primary maritime artery connecting national and
intemational markets within the Portland Metropolitan
area, the state's largest economic area. The three coastal

ports are located hundreds

of miles

away from that

economic area and serve very different and more isolated

D. lssues and Arguments on Judicial Review

As noted, Riverkeeper has petitioned for judicial review
of LUBA s final order, and the port has cross-petitioned.
Riverkeeper assigns error to LUBNs determinations that (1)
the county correctly determined that the five proposed uses

are significantly dependent on the unique resources of a
deepwater port and (2) the county conectly concluded that
there were no other sites that could, without an exception,
reasonably accommodate the proposed uses. The port assigns

regional markets. We conclude that in conducting an
altemative site analysis for industrial uses justified based
on proximity to the 'unique resource' of a river or ocean
port under OAR 660-004-0A22Q)@), the county is not
required to evaluate other port sites in the state (or

error to LUBAs conclusion that the counfy's determination
regarding the compatibility of the proposed uses with adjacent
uses was not supported by adequate findings or substantial

elsewhere) that serve entirely diffsrent sconornic markets."

evidence.

LUBA did not, however, accept the county's decision in every
respect,

It

**1191 II. STANDARD OF REVIEW

determined that the county's analysis regarding

the compatibility between the proposed uses and adjacent
uses was not supported by adequate findings or substantial

In the order on review, LUBA did not engage in any

evidence. Observing that the counfy inferred that the impacts

factfinding under ORS 197.835(2), and, before us, neither
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party contends that LUBA's order is unconstitutional. We
therefore review LUBA's order to determine whether it

Riverkecper presented to it. As for Riverkeeper's remaining

to rest on a characterization of
the county's decision that LUBA was not required to
arguments, they appear

is *640 'lrnlawful in substance or procedure." ORS

197.850(9)(a); Central Oregon Landwatch v. Deschlies
County, 285 Or. App. 267, 269,396 P.3d 968 (2017). To
the extent that the parties' assignments of error challenge

LUBAs determinations as to whether substantial evidence
supports the county's order, we review to assess whether
LUBA correctly understood its role in conducting its review
for substantial evidence. Root v. Klanmth County,260 Or.
App. 665, 570,320 P.3d 63 I (2014).

Fl

accept, given the plain terms of the decision. Riverkeeper's
arguments appear to rest on the proposition that the county's
exception allows for the five proposed uses in the broadest

of

terms. If that were the case, then Riverkeeper might be right
that the county's "significant dependence" determination
could not be sustained on this record. But, the counfy's
decision, as LUBA recognized, is notso broad.

Specifically, the county construed the port's application to

be "self-limiting," that is, to seek approval only for those
uses that were in fact dependent on a deepwater port. With

III. ANALYSIS

the application so construed, the county then found that the
evidence demonstrated that those uses were dependent on a

A. Riverkeeper's Petition

deepwater port based on the analysis in the Mackenzie Report
| . Significant dependence

In its first

explaining how the five proposed uses involved "low-margin"

of erroq

Riverkeeper argues that
LUBA erred in upholding the county's determination that
the five proposed uses identified in the port's application are
significantly dependent on the unique resource ofa deepwater
port. Specifically, Riverkeeper contends that LUBA ened
in tfuee different ways: (l) by misconstruing its arguments;
(2) by misconstruing the "significant dependence" standard
assignment

articulated in OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a); and (3) by rejecting
the argumeut thatthe county impermissibly defened a finding

of significant

import and export operations that were "highly dependent"
on access to a deepwater port. The county evaluated each
of the five approved us€s "as a whole" in determining
significant dependence on a deepwater port, that is, the county
interpreted the allowed use categories to require each use to
be dependent upon port transportation services.

Finally, the county adopted an exception statement in
its comprehensive plan that limited the allowed uses in

a later time. The cenhal
thesis of Riverkeeper's arguments is that the approved
uses are broad and contain subcategories of uses that, in
and of themselves, could not be found (on this record,

the exception area to the five categories of uses that
are significantly dependent on the deepwater port at Port
Westward. The exception statement determined that "each of
the five proposed uses for [Port Wesfward] involve foreign

anyway) to be significantly dependent on a deepwater port,
In Riverkeeper's view, OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a) required
the county to separately analyze those subcategories ofuses
to determine whether they were significantly dependent on
a deepwater port; further, the fact that the record would
not support the conclusion that those subcategories are

imporVexport operations and are thus dependent **1192

dependence until

upon a deepwater port." In addition, to ensure that any uses
eventually allowed would comport with the county's n,urow
conskuction of the port's application (and the evidence
that supported the approval of the application, as narrowly
construed), the county imposed Condition 5.

significantly dependent on a deepwater port means that
the county erred in approving the application, fuverkeeper
also contends that the county's imposition of Condition 5,

requiring that the five uses allowed, in fact, be significantly
dependent on a deepwater port, demonstrates that the county

When the counfy's decision is understood in that manner,
Riverkeeper's arguments do not demonstrate any error
in LUBA s rejection of Riverkeeper's arguments t'642

impermissibly deferred making a "significant dependence"

regarding the county's interpretation and application of OAR
660 -00 4 -0022(3 Xb ). Under OAR 660-004-00 I 8 (4 ) (a), when

determination.

a

local govemment takes a reasons exception, "plan and zone

designations must limit the uses, densiry, public facilities and

Riverkeeper's arguments do not dsmonstrate that LUBA s
order is "unlawful in substance." As to Riverkeeper's first
point, having reviewed the record, we are not convinced
*641 that LUBA misunderstood the arguments that

*
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exception." ORS 197,732(l)(b) and the equivalent part of
Statewide Planning Goal 2: Part II define an n'exception"
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properties and avoids a goal requirement by meeting the
standards for taking an exception. See Waste Not oJ'Yamhill

Countl;

v. Yamhill County, 240 Or. App. 285, 288, 246

P.3d 493 (2010)

(a) and (b) indicate that a local govemmont may limit its
of alternative sites to ones that are near the

consideration

proposed exception area. That provision states, in fuIl:

('When a city or counry wishes to adopt

a property-specific plan provision that is inconsistent with
a goal requirement, it approve$ an exception to that goal
requirement as part of the comprehensive plan.").

"(2) The four standards in Goal 2 Part II(c) required to be
addressed when taking an exception to a goal are described

in subsections (a) through (d) of this scction, including
general requirements applicable to each ofthe factors:

That is precisely what the counry did

in

adopting an

exceptions statement that approved the five categories

rural industrial uses-each

of

which has

a

of

storage and

transportation component-while limiting those uses to ones
that are "substantially dependent on a deepwater port and
have demonstrated access rights to the dock." The exceptions
statement requires that any allowed use be integrated with
the port operations through demonstrated access rights forthe

required storage and transpodation components ofthe use and

that the use be "substantially dependent" on Port Westward.

That is sufficient to comply with the demands of OAR

"(a) 'Reasons justiff why the state policy embodied in the
applicable goals should not apply.' The exception shall
set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis for
determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should
not apply to specific properties or situations, including the

**1193 amount of land for

the use being planned and

why

the use requires a location on resource land;

"(b) 'Areas that do not require a new exception cannot
reasonably accommodate the use.' The exception must
meet the following requirements:

660-004-0018(aXa) and to rebut Riverkeeper's contention
that the use allowances were too broad or insuffrcient in form.

"(A) The exception shall indicate on a map or otherwise
describe the location of possible alternative areas
considered for the use that do not require a new exception.

Alternative sites analysis
Riverkeeper next challenges LUBA's determination that the
counfy correctly determined that there was no altemative
site that could accommodate the proposed uses without a
2.

goal exception, OAR 66A-004-0020(2)(b). As we understand
Riverkeeper's argument, it contends that the county excluded

from consideration other coastal ports that did not serve t}re

The area for which the exception is taken shall

be

identified;

'(B) To show why

the particular site is justified, it is
necessary to discuss why other areas that do not require
a new exception cannot roasonably accommodate the
proposed *644 use. Economic factors may be considered

Columbia River corridor, and yet the county never adequately

along with other relevant factors in determining that the use

explained why proximity to the Columbia River sorridor was
relevant to the inquiry of whether other sites could reasonably

cannot reasonably be accommodated in other areas. Under

accommodate the *643 proposed uses. Riverkeeper further

contends that

LUBAs decision upholding the

county's

this test the following questions shall be addressed:

"(i)

Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated

determination that it need not take into account the ocean ports
is inconsistent with OAR 66A-004-0A20(2)ft) because, in its

on nonresource land that would not require an exception,
including increasing the density of uses on nonresource

view, "[n]othing in the text of [the rule] limits the 'reasonable
accommodation' analysis to sites located within the same
geographic aroa or economic market." fuverkeeper asserts

land?

that LUBA impermissibly relied on findings and conclusions
not contained in the county's decisisn when it addressed the
fact that it is permissible under the rule to rely on economic
factors whcn evaluating the viability ofa proposed alternative
site.

If not, why not?

"(ii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated
on resource land that is already inevocably committed
to nonresource uses not allowed by the applicable
Goal, including resource land in existing unincorporated
communities, or by increasing the density of uses on
committed lands?

If not, why not?

"(iii) Can the proposed use be reasonably
Riverkeeper's contentions do not convince us that LUBAs
decision is "unlawful in substance" in upholding the county's

accommodated

inside an urban growth boundary? If not, why not?

determination regarding coastal ports. First, conhary to
Riverkeeper's arguments, the terms of OAR 660-004-0020(2)
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further that the local government may take into account

"(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated
without the provision of a proposed public facility or
service? If not, why not?
"(C) The 'alternative areas' standard in paragraph B may

be mct

by a broad rcview of similar types of

areas

rather than a review of specific aitemative sites. Initially,

a local government adopting an exception need assess
only whether those similar types of areas in the vicinity
could not reasonably accommodate the proposed use.
Site specific comparisons are not required of a local
government taking an exception unless another party to
the local proceeding describes specific sites that can more
reasonably accommodate the proposed use. A detailed
evaluation ofspecific alternative sites is thus not required

"economic factofs" in evaluating whether alternative sites are
ones that could reasonably accommodate a particular use.
OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb). Here, the county found, based on
the analysis in the Mackenzie Report, that the coastal ports
were not"economically comparable" to Port Westward, given

their distance from the Columbia River Conidor market that
Port Westward serves and, based on that finding, did not
conduct further analysis regarding the coastal ports' ability to
accommodate the uses proposed for the requested exception
areu.5

*646 Riverkeeper has not

persuaded us that that analysis

contravenes the requirements

of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb),

Essentially, assuming that the county was obliged to consider

support the assertion that the site$ are more reasonable, by

the ocean ports although they are outside the "vicinity"
of Port Westward, the county's finding that the coastal

another party during the local excep{.ions pnrceeding."

ports were not "economically comparable" to Port Westward

unless such sites are specifically described, with facts to

effectively foreclosed on this record a conclusion that those

OAR 660-004-0020(2)(a), (b) (emphasis added).4

*645 The italicized wording in OAR 660-004-0020 (2)
(a) and (b) explains that a local government need initially
examine generally whether "similar types of areas in the
vicinity" could reasonably accommodate the proposed use
or uses, and need not examine speciftc locations. The use
of the word "vicinity" suggests that a local government
rnay, consistent with the rule,

limit its consideration of

proposed alternative sites are ones that "can more reasonably
accommodate" the proposed uses. For that reason, the

county's decision not to engage in further analysis of those
sites' capacity to accommodate the proposed uses was not
inconsistent with the requirements of the rule. Therefore,
we rcject Riverkeeper's contention that LUBAs decision to
uphotd the county's alternative sites analysis is "unlawful in
substance."

alternative sites to those that are near the proposed exceptions

of "vicinity" in this context is
quality
near: nearness, propinquity,
state
of
being
or
"[t]he
proximify" or, along the same lines, "[a] surrounding area or
district; locality, neighborhood." Websterb Third New Int'l
Dictionary 2550 (unabridged ed. 2002). Although the rule
area. The common meaning

specifies that a local government must conduct a'osite specific

comparison"

ifa

party to the proceeding suggests a specific

site for consideration, the terms of the rule do not compel
the conclusion that that obligalion extends to consideration

B. The Port's Cross-Petition
ln its cross-petifion, the port assigns error to LUBA s
conclusion that the county's determination that the proposed
uses are "compatible with other adjacent uses or will be
so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse
impacts" was not supported by adequate findings. The port
contends that LUBA misinterpreted the county's findings on

of specific sites outside of the "vicinity" of the proposed

the point and, based on that misinterpretation, erroneously
concluded that the county's findings were not adequate to
support its conclusion regarding the compatibility of the

exceptions.

proposed uses with adjacent uses.

**1194 In any event, even if a party's proposal of a specific
site can operate to require consideration ofsites outside the

We are not convinced. We understand LllBAs rejection
of the county's compatibilify determination to turn on an
application of the substantial evidence standard of review

"vicinity" of a proposed exception area, a local government's
obligation to conduct a site-specific comparison bclwcclr
the proposed exceptions area and another site proposed
by a party to the proceeding arises only when another
party to the proceeding "describes specific sites that can
more reasonably accommodate the proposed use." OAR
660-004-0020 (2XbXC) (emphasis added), The rule specifies
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443 P.3d 1184
finds no evidence in the record of any meaningful distinction
between the anticipated impacts of the approved uses and

*647 those existing industrial uses at Port Westward

on

neighboring uses, and therefore finds that the approved uses
will be similarly compatible with existing adjacent uses." But,
as LUBA correctly recognized, an absence ofevidence about

Ofrr-tl
I r'J:-ir
B- -."

the port conectly points out that the county's compatibilify
determination was based on more expansive findings than that

on which LUBA focused, the county nonetheless expressly
tethered its compatibility determination to its factual finding
that there was "no evidence" that impacts of the proposed
uses would be different from those of the existing uses. Under

the differences between impacts from cunent and proposed

those circumstances, LUBA's decision to remand does not

uses is not, by itselfl a basis on which to logically infer that

reflect a misunderstanding of its role on substantial evidence
review, or otherwise demonshate legal error.

the impacts are the same.

As noted above, our task in evaluating LUBA's application
of the substantial evidence standard of review is to determine
whether LUBA correctly understood its role in applying that

IV. CONCLUSION

standard. Roct t, 260 Or. App. at 670, 320 P.3d 63 I . We may not

For the foregoing reasons, the parties have not convinced us
that LTIBA ened in any respect.

displace its decision unless "there is no evidence to support
the finding or if the evidence in the case **1195 is 'so at
odds with LUBA's evaluation that a reviewing court could
infer that LUBA had misunderstood or misapplied its scope of

review

"'

C itizens

for

Respons ibil itl, v. Lane County,

2

l 8 Or.

App. 339, 345, 180 P.3d 35 (2008) (quoting Younger v. Ciry qf
P o rt I and, 30 5 Or. 3 46, 3 59, 7 52 P.zd 262 (1588)). Although

Affirmed on petition and cross-petition.

AII Citations
297 0r.App.628,443 P.3d 1184

Footnotes

1

For each of the four criteria listed in OAR 197.732(2)(c), OAR 660-004-0020(2) describes in greater detail the analysis
a local government must undertake in determining whether the criteria are met.

2

OAR 660-004-0A22Pl provides, in relevant part:
"Rural lndustrial Development: For the siting of industrial development on resource land outside an urban growth
boundary, appropriate reasons and facts may include, but are not limited to, the following:
"(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or forest land. Examples of
such resources and resource sites include geothermal wells, mineral or aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, natural
features, or river or ocean porls."
1000 Friends of Oregon is not a party to this judicial review proceeding. Before LUBA, the arguments of Riverkeeper
and 1000 Friends had significant overlap. Refeqences to arguments made by Riverkeeper below at times encompass
overlapping arguments by 1000 Friends.
We note that the exception statement ls part of a "comprehensive plan," defined by ORS 197.015(5) to be "a generalized,
coordinated land use map and policy statement "** that interrelates all functional and natural systems and activities
relating to the use of lands '"*. *** 'Comprehensive' means all-inclusive, both in terms of the geographic area covered
and functional and natural activities and systems occurring in the area covered by the plan." We need not decide whether
the alternative lands evaluated in a plan's exception statemenl are necessarily confined to the same geographic area as
the plan so as to qualify the plan as "comprehensive" and its provisions as interrelated.
Under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(a) and (b), alternative lands are those that can "reasonably accommodate the proposed
use." The "proposed use" is the use specified in the reasons exception, and the suitability of land as an alternative
depends upon whether it can satisfy that specified land use need. Where the need is for port-related land on the Columbia
River, as may be the case here, the evaluated alternative lands would seem to be confined to those proximate to a port
on the river that could "reasonably accommodate the proposed use."

3
4

5
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AG€NT:
Port of Cotumbia County
100 E Street. Columbia City, OR 97018

Malling Adclressr

i503) 928-31 S3

Phone Number(L)

Email(1)

Phone Number (2) i {503) 397-2888

lense
tv.ofo or
hayes@portofcolumbiacou nty org

PROPERWOWNER:

x

Email (2|

SameAsAbove, or

Name:

Mailing Address:

_

Phone Number(1):
Fmail

Phone Number (2)

(1);

_ -

__

Emait {2)

pROpERn;SITEADDRGSS: Notassigned

susJ€cr PRopERTy: see attached

8

C)

Map / Tax lot

fax Account No.

Zone

Acres

Map

/

Tax Lot

Tax Acco$nt No.

Zone

Acr€3

Map

/

Tax tot

Tax Accounl No

Zone

Acres

TOTAL ACRESI
PREVIOUS

t(KA!

FILE NO.:

PA 13-02/ZC 13-01

LUBA CASE NO.r

2018-020

pROJECT DESCRIpTIONt Comprehensive Plan Map Amendnrent (Agricultural Resource to Resource tnd ustrial), rezone (PA-80
to RlpD)

and exception to Goai 3
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR TO g€

REV|EW[D: Compatibility Analysis

r.rnder

S:Planning Oivision/Forrns/Applicatio| Forms/Remand-Request for Review

oRDINANCE NO. 2021-3
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Pleose attach oll supplemental inlormotion, writ?'ln nerrotive,
maps and slte plans that you woutd ttke to inctude into the record,

ADDIT;ONA1 COMMET{TS; Supplement to the Mackenzie Report ',port Westward Goal Exception, Comprehensive Plan

Amendment, and Zone Change Alternatives Analysrs,'(April 10, 2017) addressing ORS 1S7
732(2XcXD) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d)
to be subrnitted under seoarate cover in one to two weeks

€ERTIFICATION:
I hereby

certify that I am the property ownet, or authorired representatrve, and that all of the above statements, and
all other

documents submitted, ere accurate and true

Spencer

Q

to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Parsons

8^8t2A20

Print Name

Signdture

Pint

SiEnoture

Nome

Aaae

oote

Plenqi4g oqp?ltmsnt Use Ontv

Date

iec'd.

Accela Record No,l

Fee:

Receipt No.

Staff:

File No.

_

5;Planning olvlslon/torms/Appltca6on Forms/R€mand.Request for Review
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2534 Sykes Road, Ste C
St Helens, OR 97051

T;f,"kg'"

Phone: (503)397-3537/Fax: (503)3974851

TITLE PLANT RECORDS REPORT
Report of Requested lnformation from
Title Plant Records
Customer Ref.:

Port Of St, Helens
P.O. Box 598
St. Helens, OR 97051

Order

No.:

473817000137

Effective Date: February 13,2A17 at 08:00 AM
Fee(s):

The information contained in this report is furnished by Ticor Title Company of Oregon (the "Company") as an
information service based on the records and indices maintained by the Gompany for the county identilied below.

THIS IS NOT TITLE INSURANCE NOR IS IT A PRELIMINARY TITLE REPORT OR A COMMITMENT FOR
TITLE INSURANCE, No examination has been made of the Company's records, olher than as specifically set
forth herein. Liability for any loss arising from errors and/or omissions is limited to the lesser of the fee paid or the
actual loss to the customer, and the Company will have no greater liability by reason of this report. THIS REPORT
('THE REPORT) tS SUBJECT TO THE L|MITATIONS OF LIAB|L|TY STATED BELOW, WHICH LIMITATIONS
OF LIABILITYARE A PART OF THIS REPORT

Gountv and Tlme Perlod
This report is based on a search of the Company's title plant records for County of Columbia, State of Oregon, for
the time period from February 13, 1997 through February 13,2017 (with the through date being '\he Effective
Date').

Owneiehlo and Proneftv D€scription
The Company reports the following, as of the Effective date and with respect to the following described properg
("the Property''):

Owner. The apparent vested owner of the Property

is:

Port of Saint Helens, a Municipal Corporation

Premises. The Property is:

(a) Street Address:
80997, 81200 and 81566 Kallunki Road, Saint Helens, OR 9705'l

(b) Legal Descrlption:
SEE EXHIBIT ''A'' ATTACHED HERETOAND MADE A PART HEREOF

Title Plant Records Report
(Ver. 2016'1024)
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Ticor Title Company of Oregon
Order No. 473817000137

Encumbrances
THE FOLLOWTNG L|ST OF ENCUMBRANCES (CHECKTHE APPLIGABLE BOX):

EI

INCLUDES NON.MONETARY AND MONETARY ENCUMBRANCES.

T]

INCLUDES ONLY MONETARY ENCUMBRANCES.

FncUmbmnces. For the above stated time period, the Company reports that, as of the Effective Date, the

Froperty

apfars to be subject

to the following encumbrances, not necessarily shown in order of priority:

EXCEPTIONS

1.

Regulations, including levies, liens, assessments, rights of way and easements of Beaver Drainage
lmprovement.

2.

Any adverse claim based upon the assertion that:

a)

Said Land or any part thereof is now or at any time has been below the highest of the high watermarks
of Columbia River and Bradbury Slough, in the event the boundary of said Columbia River and Bradbury
Slough has been artificially raised or is now or at any time has been below the high watermark, if said
Columbia River and Bradbury Slough is in its natural state.
b) Some portion of said Land has been created by artificial means or has accreted to such portion so
created.
Some portion of said Land has been brought within the boundaries thereof by an avulsive movement
of Columbia River and Bradbury Slough, or has been formed by accretion to any such portion.

c)

3.

The rights of the public and governmental bodies for fishing, navigation and commerce in and to any
portion of the Land herein described, llng below the high water line of the Bradbury Slough and Columbia
River.

The right, title and interest of the State of Oregon in and to any portion lying below the high water line of
Bradbury Slough and Columbia River.

4.

The rights of the public and governmental bodies for fishing, navigation and commerce in and to any
portion of the Land herein described, lying below the high water line of the Columbia River and Bradbury
Slough,

The right, title and interest of the State of Oregon In and to any portion lying below the high water line of
Columbia River and Bradbury Slough.

S,

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:

to: John Drainage District
Purpose: 20 foot right of way for dike and levee

Granted

Recording Date: AprilS, 1915
Recording No: Book 21,Pa9e520
Affects: Exact location not disclosed
6

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:

to: Columbia Agricultural Co,
Purpose: levee and wagon road
Granted

Title Plant Records Report

(Ver.20161024)
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Ticor Title Company of Oregon
Order No. 473E17000137

Recording Date: March 22,1916
Recording No: Book 23, page 82
Affects: Exact location not disclosed
7

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto as reserved in a document,
including the terms and provisions thereof;
Reserved by: Columbia Agricultural Co.
Purpose: right of way
Recording Date: August 16, 1920
Recording No: Book 29, page 609
Affects: Exact location not disclosed

L

Easement(s) for the pwpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto as reserved in a document,
including the terms and provisions thereof;
Reserved by: William Johnson and Jennie Johnson
Purpose: right of way
Recording Date: January 21,1922
Recording No: Book 32, page 3E4
Affects: Exact location not disclosed

9.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:

to: Beaver Drainage District
Purpose: right of way to build, construct, reconstruct and repair levees, embankments, revetments,
canals, ditches and other incidental works appurtenant to the said Beaver Drainage District
Recording Date: November 9, 1937
Recording No: Book 61, page 394
Affects: Exact location not disclosed
Granted

10.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:

to: United States of America
Purpose: right of way and levees
Recording Date: December 16, '1937
Recording No: Book 61, page 571
Affects: Exact location not disclosed
Granted

1'.1,

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental therelo, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:
Granted

to: Beaver Drainage District

Purpose: right of way to build, construct, reconstruct and repair levees, embankments, revetments,
canals, ditches and other incidentalworks appurtenant to the said Beaver Drainage Diskict
Recording Date: January5, 1938
Recording No: Book 61, page 623
Affects: Exact location not disclosed
12.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:
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to: United States of America
Purpose: right of way and levees
Recording Date; August 13, 1939
Recording No: Book 64, page471
Granted

Affects: Exact location not disclosed

13.

A lease with certain terms, covenants, conditions and provisions set forth therein.
Dated:

Lessor:
Lessee:
Recording Date:
Recording No:

August 10, 1967
The Port of St. Helens, a municipal corporalion
Westward Properlies, lnc., a California corporation
August 17,1967
Book 166, page 154

Memorandum of Lease recorded May 9, 1974 in Book 196, page 117, Deed Records of Columbia County,
Oregon,
Amendment to Lease, including the terms and provisions thereof
Recording

Date:

RecordingNo.:

June 8, 2006

2006-007492

Amendment of Master Lease, including the terms and provisions thereof
Recording
Recording

Date:

No.:

September 4, 2008
2008-008607

Amendment to Master Lease, including the terms and provisions thereof
Recording

Date:

RecordingNo.:

14.

July 7, 2010
2010-005597

Right of First Refusal, including the terms and provisions thereof, as contained in Memorandum Lease,
ln favor of: Porfland General Electric Company
Recoded: May9,1974
Recording No.: Book 196, page 117

15.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto as reserved in a document,
including the terms and provisions thereof;

by: Port of St. Helens
Purpose: right of re-entry
Reserved

Recording Date: May 9,1974
Recording No: Book 196, page 122
Affects: Parcel 2 only - Exact location not disclosed
Anrendnrent, irtcluditrg the tentts and provisions thereof
Recording
Recording

Date:

No.:

June 8, 2006
2006-007553
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16.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:
Granted

to: The Port of St. Helens, Portland General Electric Company and KB Pipeline Company

Purpose: right of way
Recording Date: June 27,2AAA
Recording No: 00-06319

Affects: see drawing attached to this easement for location
17

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:
Granted to: Beaver Drainage lmprovement Company, an Oregon District lmprovement Non Profit
Corporation
Purpose: right of way
Recording Date: February 16,2005
Recording No: 2005-002243

18.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:

to: Oregon Department of Energy
Purpose: conservation easement
Recording Date: February 22, 2005
Granted

Recording No: 2005-002419
19.

Covenants, conditions and restrictions but omitting any covenants or restrictions, if any, including but not
limited to those based upon race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familial status, marital status,
disability, handicap, national origin, ancestry, or source of income, as set forth in applicable state or
federal laws, except to the extent that said covenant or restriction is permitted by applicable law, as set

forth in the document

Between: Port of St. Helens, a municipal corporation of the State of Oregon and Columbia County, a
political subdivision of the State of Oregon

Recording Date: October 17,2005
Recording No: 200$013779
20.

Subject to an Easement over, on and across the ammunition spur tract between Stations 10+30 and
13+83, also between Stations 8+10 and 8+25.

21.

Roadway permit granted to Columbia County, including the terms and provisions thereof, as disclosed and
described Deed from United States of America to Port of St. Helens, recorded March 31 , 1966 in Book
161, page 122,Deed Records of Columbia County, Oregon.

22.

An unrecorded lease Wth certain terms, covenants, conditions and provisions set forth therein as
disclosed by the document

Entifled: Memorandum of Sublease
Lessor: Portland General Electric Company, an Oregon corporaiion
Lessee: Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No: 2006-007491
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Said Lessor's interest was subsequently assigned to the Port of St. Helens, a municipal corporation of the
State of Oregon by the following:

Amended of Lease, including the terms and provisions thereof,
Recording Dated: June 8, 2006
Recorded No.: 2006-007492
Records of Columbia County, Oregon

Assignment of the Lessee's interest under said lease,
Assigned to: Cascade Kelly Holdings LLC
Recording Date: December 23, 2009
Recording No: 2009-01 1493

23.

Memorandurn of Rail Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8,2006
Recording No.: 2006-007493
Records of Columbia County, Oregon.

Re-Recording Date: July 6, 2006
Re-Recording No: 2006-008865
First Amendment, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Recorded: February 10, 200S
Recording No.: 2009-001518

24.
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24.

Memorandum of Natural Gas Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company

Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No.: 2006-007494
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
25.

Memorandum of Electrical Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8,2006
Recording No.: 2006-007495
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
26

Memorandum of Road Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company

Recording Date: June 8,2006
Recording No.: 200&007496
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
27

Memorandum of Telecommunications Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipalcorporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Gascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company

Recording Date: June 8,2006
Recording No.: 2006-007497
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
28

Memorandum of Pipe Line Easement, including ihe terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8,2006
Recording No.: 2006-007498
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
29

Amendment of Deed, including the terms and provisions thereof

Between: Portland General Electric and Port of St. Helens
Recording Date: June 8,2006
Recording No.: 2006-007553
30

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, as granted in a document:
Granted

to:

Clatskanie People's Utility District

Purpose: right of way
Recording Date: June 26,2006
Recording No: 2006-008436

Affects: see drawing attached to document
Title Plant Records Report
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31.

Memorandum of Grain Transfer Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liabili$ company
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No.: 2006-008863
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
32.

Memorandum of Storm Water Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No.: 2006-008864
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
33.

Memorandum of Prime Landlord's Consent and Agreement, including the terms and provisions thereof,
Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipalcorporation and Portland General Electric Gompany,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: March 28,2007
Recording No.: 2007-004298
Records of Columbia County, Oregon.

34.

Govenants, conditions and restrictions but omifting any covenants or restrictions, if any, including but not
limited to those based upon race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familial status, marital status,
disabilig, handicap, national origin, ancestry, or source of income, as set forth in applicable state or
federal laws, except to the extent that said covenant or restriction is permitted by appllcable law, as set

forth in the document
Executed by: Port of St, Helens, a municipal corporation of the State of Oregon
Recording Date: Augusl 2, 2007
Recording No: 2007-010161
35.

Memorandum of Fire Suppression Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company

For: fire suppression
Recording Date: September 21,20O7
Recording No.. 2007 -012217
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
36.

Memorandum of Stormwater Pipe Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipalcorporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company

l-or: stormwatcr pipe
Recording Date: September 21,2407
Recording No.: 2007-012218
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
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37.

Memorandum of Pipeline easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Gascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company

For: pipeline

Recording Date: September 2'1, 2007
Recording No; 2007 -A12219
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
38.

Memorandum of Vapor Recovery Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of SL Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company

For: vapor recovery

Recording Date: October 12,20A7
Recording No.: 2007-013014
Records of Columbia County, Oregon

39.

A lease with certain terms, covenants, conditions and provisions set forth therein.

Dated:
July 11,2007
Lessor:
The Port of St. Helens
Lessee:
Clatskanie Peoples' Utility District
Recording Date: May 16, 2008
Recording No:
2008-004915
t**Affects:
Parcel 3'**

40.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, as granted in a document:
Granted

to: Clatskanie People's

Utility District

Purpose: right of way
Recording Date: March 26,2008
Recording No: 200&002965
Affects; Parcell

41.

Development and Maintenance Agreement, including lhe terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Columbia County, a political subdivision of the State of Oregon and Port of St. Helens, a
municipal corporation of the State of Oregon and Portland General Electric Company, an Oregon
corporation
Recording Date: Auguslz7, 2008
Recording No.: 2008-008403
Records of Columbia County, Oregon.

42.

Construction Permit, including the terms and provisions thereof
Recording
Recording

43.

Date:

No.:

August 27,2008
2008-008405

Covenants, conditions and restrictions but omitting any covenants or restrictions, if any, including but not
limited to those based upon race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familial status, marital status,
disability, handicap, national origin, ancestry, source of income, gender, gender identity, gender
expression, medical condition or genetic information, as set forth in applicable state or federal laws,
Title Plant Records Report
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except to the extent that said covenant or restriction is permitted by applicable law, as set forth in the

document

Date:

Recording
Recording

44.

No:

A financing statement as follows

Debtor:
Secured Party:

Date:

Recording

RecordingNo:

45.

August 27,2009
2008-008406

Port of St. Helens
State of Oregon, acting by and through its Department of Transportation
February 10,2009
2009-001520

A deed of trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below,

Amount:
$1,865,000,000.00
February 15, 2013
Dated:
Trustor/Grantor: Cascade Kelly Holdings,
Ticor Title CompanY
Trustee:
Beneficiary: Bank of America, N.A.

LLC, an Oregon limited liability company

Date:

February 19,2013
2013-001229
**Affects Parcel 2 and lncludes Additional Property***
Recording

RecordingNo.:

The Deed of Trust set forth above is purported to be a "Credit Line" Deed of Trust. lt is a requirement that
the Trustor/Grantor of said Deed of Trust provide written authorization to close said credit line account to
the Lender when the Deed of Trust is being paid off through the Company or other SeftlemenUEscrow
Agent or provide a satisfactory subordination of this Deed of Trust to the proposed Deed of Trust to be
recorded at closing.
First Amendment to Line of Credit, the terms and provisions of said deed of trust as therein provided
Executed

by:

Cascade Kelly Holdings LLC, an Oregon limited liability company and Bank of

America, N,A.
Recordrng
Recording
46.

Llate:

No:

March 14, 2u14
2014-001320

Covenants, conditions and restrictions but omitting any covenants or restrictions, if any, including but not
limited to those based upon race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familial status, marital status,
disability, handicap, national origin, ancestry, source of income, gender, gender identity, gender
expression, medical condition or genetic information, as set forth in applicable state or federal laws,
except to the elilent that said covenant or restriction is permitted by applicable law, as set forth in the

document
Recording
Recording

47.

Date:

No:

March 28, 2013
2013-002514

Easement Agreement, including the terms and provisions thereof

Purpose:

Port of St. Helens
pipeline

Recording Date:

January 12,2415

Recording No:

201 5-0001 88

Granted to:
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48.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, as granted in a document:

to:
Purpose:
Recording Date:
Recording No:
Affects:
Granted

49.

Clatskanie Peoples' Utility District
right of way for utilities
October 13, 2015

2015-008722
Exact location not disclosed

Unrecorded easements for railroad tracks as disclosed by Survey issued by David Evans & Associates,
lnc., dated February 7, 201 3 as Project #GLPA0000-0001.

Genaral lndex Lrlens aoalnat lrlamed Partv
For the above stated county and time period, and as of the Effective Date, with respect to the following named
party or parties:
Port of St. Helens, Portland General Electric Company, Cascade Grain Products, LLC, Cascade Kelly
Holdings, LLC and Clatskanie Peoples' Utility District

the Company reports that the following matters in its general index (index of matters that are not property specilic
but may give rise to a lien on any real property of the debtor in the county) may be unsatisfied, including such
matters as judgments, federal tax liens, state wanants or orders and county tax warrants:
None

Recorded Documents

flf no informatlon appears in thls secfion, lhe sectlon is intentlonally omitted.l
End of Renorted lnformatlon
There will be additional charges for additional information or copies. For questions or additional requests, contact:
Denise Blanchard
FAX
Denise. Blanchard@ticortitle,com

Ticor Title Company of Oregon
2534 Sykes Road, Ste C
St Helens, OR 97051
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EXHIBIT "A"
Legal Description

PARCEL

1

A parcel of land in Sections 15, 16, 21,22 and 23, Township

I

North, Range 4 West, Willamette Meridian,

Columbia County, Oregon, described as follows:
Beginning at the East quarter corner of said Section 21; thence South 89'37'West, 1780.20 feet to the centerline
of a county road; thence North 16"36' West, 1188.39 feet along the said centerline; thence North 45"39' West,
1928.31 feet; thence North 5'23' Wesl,1472.77 feet; thence North 6"09' East, 385.00 feet; thence North 55'05'
West, 128.00 feet; thence Northwesterly to the low water line of the Columbia River; thence Northeasterly and
Southeasterly in the low water line, 11,300 feet, more or less, to the East line of said Section 22, which is 2,400
feet North of the East quarter corner of said Section 22; thence South along the said East line, 1109.60 feet to the
Northeasterly right of way line of a railroad spur to the ammunition storage area; thence South 45"39' East,
2141.95 feet along said right of way; thence along a 5679.65 foot radius curve to the left, through a central angle
of 5'00'for a distance of495.64 feet; thence South 50"39' East 300.00 feet; thence along a 769.02 foot radius
curve to the left, through a central angle of 66"42'10" for a distance of 895.28 feet; thence North 62'38'50" East
95.00 feet to the Northwestedy right of way of the Spokane Portland and Seattle Railway; thence Southwesterly
367.60 feet along said Northwesterly right of way; thence from a tangent of South 81"13'10" West along a 869.02
foot radius curve to the right, through a central angle of 48"07'50" for a distance of 730.00 feet; thence North
50'39' West 300.00 feet; thence along a 5779.65 foot radius curve to the right, through a central angle 5"00'for a
distance of 504.37 feet; thence North 45'39'West 865.95 feet; thence West 86.95 feet to a point 300.00 feet
North and 760.00 feet East of the West quarter corner of said Section 23; thence North 85.16 feet; thence North
45"39'West 1707.40 feet thence South 89'37'West, 1795.60 fee( thence South 0'04' East 454.00 feet; thence
South 89"37'West 960.00 feet; thence South 0'04' East, 1148.00 feet; thence South 89"37' West, 21'13.E0 feet to
the point of beginning.
EXCEPTING THEREFROM the following described property, conveyed to Portland General Electric by instrument
recorded November 9,1974 in Book 196, page 122,Deed Records of Columbia County, Oregon, now known as
Parcels 1 and2 of Partition 2007-28, recorded September 25,2007 as Fee Number 2A07-012334, Records of
Columbia County, Oregon.

ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM the following described property:
A parcelof land in the Southwest quarter of Section 15, Township 8 North, Range 4 West, Willamette Meridian,
Columbia County, Oregon, being more particularly described as follows:
Commencing al alzinch, inside diameter iron pipe, 2 feet above ground level, which marks the most Easterly
corner ol an 120.47 acre, more or less, parcel of land recorded in Book 196, page 122, Deed Records of
Columbia County, Oregon; thence South 64"01'20" East for a distance of 1 139.29 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar
monument and the point of beginning of the parcel to be described; thence North 43047'31" West for a distance of
2703.11feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence North 46012'29" East for a distance of 7%,99 feet to a 5/8 inch
rebar monument; thence South 40028'00" East for a distance of 404.17 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence
South 35048'19" East for a distance of 1226.73 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar rnonument; thence South 44o57'31" East
for a distance of 621 .68 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence South 50017'46" East for a distance of 896.83
feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence South 64"30'35" West for a distance ot 729.59 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar
monument and the point of beginning.
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Legal Description
ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM the following described parcel:
A parcel of land located in the Southeast and Southwest quarters of Section 15 and the Northeast and Northwest
quarters of Section 22, Township 8 North, Range 4 West, Willamefte Meridian, Columbia County, Oregon,
described as follows:
Beginning at the West quarter corner of said Section 22; thence North 31o25'41" East, 3915.8't leetlo Tz" iron pipe
marking the most Easterly corner of that parcel of land described in Deed Book 196, page 122; thence South
60o01'20" East, 1139.29 feet to a 5/8" iron rod with yellow plastic cap inscribed "PLS 2180' marking lhe most
Southerly corner of the "Cascade Grain Lease Boundary"; thence along the Southeasterly line of said "Cascade
Grain Lease Boundary'' North 64o30'35" East, 518,93 feet to the point of beginning; thence continuing along said
Southeasterly line North 64030'35' East, 210.66 feet to a 5/8" iron rod with yellow plastic cap inscribed'PLS 2180"
marking the most Easterly corner of said "Cascade Grain Lease Boundary; thence leaving said Southeasterly line
South 57038'37", East, 514.97 feet; thence South 46o12'14" West, 323.25 feet; thence North 43047'46" West,
566.17 feet to the point of beginning.
PARCEL 2:

A parcel of land in the Southwest quarter of Section 15, Township 8 North, Range 4 West, Willamette Meridian,
Columbia County, Oregon, being more particularly described as follows:
Commencing at a /,inch, inside diameter iron pipe, 2 feet above ground level, which marks the most Easterly
corner of an 120.47 acre, more or less, parcel of land recorded in Book 196, page 122, Deed Records of
Columbia County, Oregon; thence South 64001'20" East for a distance of 1139.29 feet to a 518 inch rebar
monument and the point of beginning of the parcel to be described; thence North 43"47'31" West for a distance of
2703j1 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence North 46012'29" East for a distance of 794.99 feet to a 5/8 inch
rebar monument; thence South 40%8'00" East for a distance of 404.17 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence
South 35%8'19" East for a distance of 1226.73 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence South 44o57'31' East
for a distance of 621.68 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence South 50o17'46' East for a distance of 696.83
feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence South 64030'35" West for a distance ot729.59 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar
monument and the point of beginning.
PARCEL 3:
A parcel of land located in the Southeast and Southwest quarters of Section 15 and the Northeast and Northwest
quarters of Section 22, Township I North, Range 4 West, Willamette Meridian, Columbia County, Oregon,
described as follows:
Beginning at the West quarter corner of said Section 22; thence North 31025'41" East, 3915.81 leetlo /2" iron pipe
marking the most Easterly corner of that parcel of land described in Deed Book 196, page 122; thence South
60001'20'East, 1139.29 feet to a 5/8" iron rod with yellow plastic cap insoibed "PLS 2180'marking the most
Southerly corner of the "Cascade Grain Lease Boundary"; thence along the Southeasterly line of said -Cascade
Grain Lease Boundan/' North 64030'35" East, 518.93 feet to the point of beginning; thence continuing along said
Southeasterly line North 64030'35' East, 210.66 feet to a 5/8" iron rod with yellow plastic cap inscribed 'PLS 2180'
marking the most Easterly corner of said "Cascade Grain Lease Boundary; thence leaving said Southeasterly line
South 57038'37", East, 514.97 feet; thence South 46012'14" West, 323.25 feel thence North 43047'46" West,
566.1 7 feet to the point of beginning.
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LlinlTATroNs oF LIABil-tTY
"CUSTOMER' REFERS TO THE RECIPIENT OF THIS REPORT.
CUSTOMER EXPRESSLY AGREES AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT, IF NOT
IMPOSSIBLE, TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT OF LOSS WHICH COULD ARISE FROM ERRORS OR
OMISSIONS IN, OR THE COMPANY'S NEGLIGENCE IN PRODUCING, THE REQUESTED REPORT, HEREIN
'THE REPORT.' CUSTOMER RECOGNIZES THAT THE FEE CHARGED IS NOMINAL IN RELATION TO THE
POTENTIAL LIABILITY WHICH COULD ARISE FROM SUCH ERRORS OR OMISSIONS OR NEGLIGENCE.
THEREFORE, CUSTOMER UNDERSTANDS THAT THE COMPANY IS NOT WILLING TO PROCEED IN THE
PREPARATION AND ISSUANCE OF THE REPORT UNLESS THE COMPANY'S LIABILITY IS STRICTLY
LIMITED. CUSTOMER AGREES WITH THE PROPRIETY OF SUCH LIMITATION AND AGREES TO BE
BOUND BY ITS TERMS.

THE L]MITATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS AND THE LIMITATIONS W]LL SURVIVE THE CONTMCT:

ONLY MATTERS IDENTIFIED IN THIS REPORT AS THE SUBJECT OF THE REPORT ARE WITHIN ITS
SCOPE. ALL OTHER MATTERS ARE OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THE REPORT.
CUSTOMER AGREES, AS PART OF THE CONSIDERATION FOR THE ISSUANCE OF THE REPORT AND TO
ITS
LICENSORS, AGENTS, SUPPLIERS, RESELLERS, SERVICE PROVIDERS, CONTENT PROV]DERS AND ALL
OTHER SUBSCRIBERS
SUPPLIERS, SUBSIDIARIES, AFFILIATES, EMPLOYEES, AND
SUBCONTMCTORS FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LIABILITIES, CAUSES OF ACTION, LOSSES, COSTS,
DAMAGES AND EXPENSES OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ATTORNEY'S FEES, HOWEVER
ALLEGED OR ARISING, INCLUD]NG BUT NOT LIMITED TO THOSE ARISING FROM BREACH OF
CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, THE GOMPANY'S OWN FAULT ANDIOR NEGLIGENCE, ERRORS, OMISSIONS,
STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF WARMNTY, EQUITY, THE COMMON LAW, STATUTE OR ANY OTHER
THEORY OF RECOVERY, OR FROM ANY PERSON'S USE, MISUSE, OR INABILITY TO USE THE REPORT
OR ANY OF THE MATER]ALS CONTAINED THEREIN OR PRODUCED, SO THAT THE TOTAL AGGREGATE

THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TO LIMIT THE LIABILITY OF THE COMPANY,

OR

LIABILITY OF THE COMPANY AND ITS AGENTS, SUBSID|ARIES, AFF|L|ATES, EMPLOYEES, AND
IN ANY EVENT EXCEED THE COMPANY'S TOTAL FEE FOR THE

SUBCONTRACTORS SHALL NOT
REPORT.

CUSTOMER AGREES THAT THE FOREGOING LIMITATION ON LIABILITY IS A TERM MATERIAL TO THE
PRICE THE CUSTOMER !S PAYING, WHICH PRICE IS LOWER THAN WOULD OTHERWISE BE OFFERED
TO THE CUSTOMER WITHOUT SAID TERM. CUSTOMER RECOGNIZES THAT THE COMPANY WOULD
NOT ISSUE THE REPORT BUT FOR THIS CUSTOMER AGREEMENT, AS PART OF THE CONSIDERATION
GIVEN FOR THE REPORT, TO THE FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND THAT ANY SUCH
LIABILITY IS CONDITIONED AND PREDICATED UPON THE FULL AND TIMELY PAYMENT OF THE
COMPANY'S INVOICE FOR THE REPORT.
THE REPORT IS LIMITED IN SCOPE AND IS NOT AN ABSTRACT OF TITLE, TITLE OPINION, PRELIMINARY
TITLE REPORT, T]TLE REPORT, COMMITMENT TO ISSUE TITLE INSURANCE, OR A TITLE POLICY, AND
SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON AS SUCH. THE REPORT DOES NOT PROVIDE OR OFFER ANY TITLE
INSURANCE, LIABILITY COVERAGE OR ERRORS AND OMISSIONS COVERAGE. THE REPORT IS NOT TO
BE RELIED UPON AS A REPRESENTATION OF THE STATUS OF TITLE TO THE PROPERTY. THE
COMPANY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS AS TO THE REPORT'S ACCURACY, DISCLAIMS ANY
WARRANTY AS TO THE REPORT, ASSUMES NO DUTIES TO CUSTOMER, DOES NOT INTEND FOR
CUSTOMER TO RELY ON THE REPORT, AND ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR ANY LOSS OCCURRING BY
REASON OF RELIANCE ON THE REPORT OR OTHERWISE.

Title Plant Records Report
(Ver.20161024)
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Ticor Title Company of Oregon
Order No. 473817000137

IF CUSTOMER (A) HAS OR WILL HAVE AN INSURABLE INTEREST IN THE SUBJECT REAL PROPERTY,
(B) DOES NOT WISH TO LIMIT LIABILIry AS STATED HEREIN AND (C) DESIRES THAT ADDITIONAL
LIABILITY BE ASSUMED BY THE COMPANY, THEN CUSTOMER MAY REQUEST AND PURCHASE A POLICY
OF TITLE INSURANCE, A BINDER, OR A COMMITMENT TO ISSUE A POLICY OF TITLE INSUMNCE. NO
ASSURANCE IS GIVEN AS TO THE INSURABILITY OF THE TITLE OR STATUS OF TITLE. CUSTOMER
EXPRESSLY AGREES AND ACKNOWLEDGES IT HAS AN INDEPENDENT DUTY TO ENSURE AND/OR
RESEARCH THE ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THE COMPANY OR ANY PRODUCT
OR SERVICE PURCHASED.
NO THIRD PARTY IS PERMITTED TO USE OR RELY UPON THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THE
REPORT, AND NO LIABILITY TO ANY THIRD PARTY IS UNDERTAKEN BY THE COMPANY.

CUSTOMER AGREES THAT, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW IN NO EVENT WILL THE
COMPANY, ITS LICENSORS, AGENTS, SUPPLIERS, RESELLERS, SERVICE PROVIDERS, CONTENT
PROVIDERS, AND ALL OTHER SUBSCRIBERS OR SUPPLIERS, SUBSIDIARIES, AFFILIATES, EMPLOYEES
AND SUBCONTMCTORS BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE,
EXEMPLARY, OR SPECIAL DAMAGES, OR LOSS OF PROFITS, REVENUE, INCOME, SAVINGS, DATA,

BUSINESS, OPPORTUNITY,

OR

GOODWILL, PAIN

AND SUFFERING, EMOTIONAL

DISTRESS,

NON.OPERATION OR INCREASED EXPENSE OF OPERATION, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION OR DELAY,
COST OF CAPITAL, OR COST OF REPLACEMENT PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, REGARDLESS OF

WHETHER SUCH LIABILITY

IS

BASED ON BREACH OF CONTRACT, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, THE

COMPANY'S OWN FAULT AND/OR NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF WARRANTIES, FAILURE
OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE, OR OTHERWISE AND WHETHER CAUSED BY NEGLIGENCE, ERRORS,
OMISSIONS, STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, THE COMPANY'S
OWN FAULT AND/OR NEGLIGENCE OR ANY OTHER CAUSE WHATSOEVER, AND EVEN IF THE COMPANY
HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE LIKELIHOOD OF SUCH DAMAGES OR KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN OF
THE POSSIBILITY FOR SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF THE LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY

Title Plant Records Report
1Ver.20161o24)
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SENT VIA EMAIL
Karen Schminke, Columbia County Land Development Services Director
Matt Laird, Columbia County Land Development Services Planning Manager

Re:

Port of Columbia County's application on remand to address compatibility

Dear Ms. Schminke and Mr. Laird:

The Port of Columbia County ("Port") has filed with Land Development Services a request that
columbia county initiate remand proceedings for File No. PA l3-02/zcl3-01.

As you are aware, the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals ("LUBA") remanded the Board of
Commissioners' approval (Ordinance No. 20lS-l) for additional compatibility findings under
oRS 1 97. 73 2(2) (c)(D) an d oAR 6 60-004- 00 zap)$).
On remand, the Port submits for the County's evaluation the enclosed "Port Westward Goal
Exception, Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zone Change Supplemental Analysis: Land
Use Compatibility" ("Compatibility Report"), which provides the compatibility analysis called
for by LUBA and the Court of Appeals in their decisions Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia
County,78 Or LUBA 547 (2018) and Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia County,297 Or App
628 (201e\.1

The single remaining issue to be addressed is whether the five port and dock dependent uses
identified by the Port are compatible with existing adjacent uses or can be made compatible by
the imposition of mitigation measures by the County. As the Compatibility Report explains, all
of the proposed uscs can be rendered compatible with the existing adjacent uses in the Port
Wesfward Area.

As a reminder, the following five uses are those that the Port has identified for the Port
Westward expansion area:

1

r

Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation

.

Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing

r

Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transpoftation

Columbia Riverkeeper's Petition for Review of the Court of Appeals decision was denied by

the Oregon Supreme Court. 365 Or 721 (2019).

t
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a

Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation

o

Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing

Any use looking to site in the expansion area would additionally need to be dependent of Port
Westward's deepwater port and existing dock facilities in order to qualiff for siting in the
expansion area.

The Port

of St. Helens has again retained Beery,

Elsner

&

Hammond, LLP ("BEFf') for

representation through the remand process. BEH is submitting the accompanying materials in
support of the Port's application on remand to address compatibility.

With these materials, compatibility has been addressed in a manner consistent with the direction
provided by LUBA and the Court of Appeals.
Thank you, and please do not hesitate to contact us if questions arise while you are reviewing the
materials or if you need any additional information throughout the process.
Sincerely,

.-f1
-h>l^-.'''' <-:
Spencer Q. Parsons
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Applicable Criteria on Remand

oRS 1e7.732Q)@)Q)
oAR 660-004-0020(2xd)
Introduction and Background
In 2013, the Port of Columbia County (the "Port") applied for approval from Columbia County
(the "County") to rezone land adjacent to the Port Westward Industrial Park from Primary
Agriculture-8O Acres ("PA-80') to Resource Industrial-Planned Development ("RIPD"), for
incorporation into the Industrial Park. The application requested a Comprehensive Plan
Amendment and Goal Exception to allow rural industrial development on resource land, and was
approved by Columbia County in early 2014. That decision was appealed to the Oregon Land
Use Board of Appeals ("LUBA'). LUBA remanded the case in part and identified specific areas
for the Counry to revisit in its record and firrdings.'

In response, the Port modified its land use application to align with the direction provided by
LUBA in its 2014 decision by limiting the number of uses permitted in the exception area to five
identified rural industrial uses, each of which would be required to be dependent on the
deepwater port and dock at Port Westward. The Port's legal team retained Mackenzie to address

the specific concerns raised by LUBA, and Mackenzie prepared the Port Westward Goa!
Exception, Comprehensive Plan Amendment, and Zone Change Alternatives Analysis report,
dated April 10,2017 (the "2017 Mackenzie Report"). The amended land use application was
approved by the County in February of 2018 (Ordinance No.20l8-l). Columbia Riverkeeper
("Riverkeeper") and 1000 Friends of Oregon ("1000 Friends") appealed the County's 2018
decision to LUBA. In December of 2018, LUBA denied the majority of the appellants'
arguments but sustained one, remanding the case for the County to address whether the five
identified uses will be "compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered through
measures designed to reduce adverse impacts" per ORS 197.732(2)(c)P)2 and OAR 660-0040020(2xd).3

I
2

Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia County,78 Or LUBA 547 (2015).

ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D) provides the following:
*(2) A local government may adopt
an exception to a goal if,
,1. ti

S

(c) Ihe following standards

are met

++*
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Riverkeeper appealed LUBA's decision to the Oregon Court of Appeals on several grounds, and
the Port filed a cross-petition challenging LUBA's conclusion regarding oompatibitity. The
Court of Appeals affinned LUBA's deciiion.4 Riverkeeper petitioned the Oregon Supreme Court
to review the decision, but the Supreme Court denied review.''

In response to the 2018 LUBA remand, the Port has requested that Columbia County take up the
Port's application again, to address compatibility with adjoining uses consistent with the
direction of LUBA and the Court of Appeals. Mackenzie was again retained for the specific and
limited purpose of providing a comprehensive compatibility analysis between the five rural
industrial uses (Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation;
Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing; Liquid Bulk Commodities
processing, stomge, and transportation; Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage,
and transportation; and Brcakbulk storage, transportation, and processing)o and the existing
adjacent land uses.

Compatibilify Standard
Mackenzie's Port Weslward Goal Exception, Cornprehensive Plan Amendment, and Zone
Change Supplemental Compatibility Analysis (the "Compatibility Report") provides an analysis
of compatibility based on the framework identified by LUBA and the Court of Appeals. The
Compatibility Report establishes the compliance of each of the five identified uses with ORS
197.732(7)(cXD), and OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd), examining the statute and administrative rule,
their application by the LUBA and Oregon Court of Appeals decisions, and makes
determinations regarding compatibility as applied to the five identified rural industrial uses.
The Compatibility Report cites ORS 197.732(l)(a) as a limit on the reach of "compatible:"
'onCompatible' is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of
any type with adjacent uses." As the Compatibility Report explains, "[B]oth the enabling
legislation and the administrative rule are clear that some degree of interference or adverse

(D) The proposed

uses aro compatible with other adjacent uses or
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.
3

will be so rendered

OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) provides the following:

"The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designcd to rcduce advcrsc impacts." Thc exception shall describe how
the proposed use will be rEndered compatible with adjacent land uses. The exception
shall demonstrate that the proposed use is situated in such a manner as to be compatible
with surrounding natural resources and resource management or production practices.
"Compatible" is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse
impacts of any type with adjacent uses."
a

Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia County,Z97 Or App 628,443 P.3d 1 184 (2019).
Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia County,365 Or App 721,453 P.3d 551 (2019).
6
Under the Port's proposal, all uses are required to be dependent on the deepwater port and
existing dock at Port Westward.
s
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impacts' on adjacent land uses may be permitted by a proposed use and yet
compatible as provided under the applicable statute and administrative rule.,'

still be deemed

The Compatibility Report also examines OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) which includes language that
is identical to the language in ORS 197.732(l)(a). The Compatibility Report highlights that both
the statute and the administrative rules are clear: the intent is not to create an absoluie prohibition
of uses that may impact adjacent uses, but to ensure that impacts are adequately mitigated to
allow the continuation of existing uses along with the new use.

The Compatibility Report next turns to LUBA's discussion of the requirement in its 2014
decision:
That language contemplates that the county has identified the proposed use, has
determined that the use has adverse impacts incompatible with adjacent uses, but
has identified and imposed specific measures in the exception decision to reduce
impacts and thus render the proposed use compatible. 70 or LUBA 17 r, 204
(2014).

The Compatibility Report then addresses LUBA's elaborated analysis of the requirement in its
2018 decision, focusing on the following passage from I.UBA's decision:
[A]dequate findings regarding compatibility would start by identifying the likely
adverse impacts oftypical uses authorized under the five approved use categories,
evaluating each use category separately, and ifnecessary specific types ofuses
within each use category. As petitioners argue, the potential adverse impacts of
different types of liquid bulk terminals, e.g., an oil terminal versus a fertilizer
export operation, could be different enough to require a separate analysis. The
findings should also address the characteristics ofuses on adjoining areas, and
assess vulnerability to potential externalities from industrial uses in the exception
are4 such as impacts on water quality. Informed by those analyses, the county can
then reach sustainable conclusions regarding whether the proposed uses are
compatible with adjoining uses, or can be rendered compatible via identified
measures-7

The Compatibility Report next evaluates the Oregon Court of Appeals decision upholding
LUBA's opinion, which provides the following conclusion: "...LUBA's decision to remand doei
not reflect a misunderstanding of its role on substantial evidence review, or otherwise
demonstrate legal error."8 As the Compatibility Report explains, the Court of Appeals frames
LUBA's decision regarding compatibility in the following manner: "We understand LUBA,s
rejection of the county's compatibility determination to turn on an application of the substantial

7

"

7t or LUBA s47, 569-570
Ar App 628,647.

(2018).

297
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evidence standard of review."e The Compatibility Report also explains that the Supreme Court
denied Riverkeeper's petition for review.l0

'l'he Compatibility Report accordingly relies on the methodology identified by LUBA and the
Court of Appeals to provide a compatibility analysis of each of the five uses proposed for the
expansion area that satisfies the requirements of substantial evidence review.

Application of Compatibility Standard
Characteristics of Five Uses and Existing Adjoining Uses and Assessment of Potential
Impacts from Industrial Uses Sited in the Expansion Area

As described,in20lT Mackenzie Report, the five rural industrial uses proposed for the expansion
area include the following, all of which must be dependent on the deepwater port and dock at
Port Westward:
t

Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation

I

Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation

I

Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation

t

Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing

The Compatibility Report discusses LUBA's rejection of a challenge to the validity of the five
identified uses. In its decision, LUBA stated the following:
In the present case, the five categories ofuses authorized by the county's decision are
only a subset of the universe of industrial uses allowed in the county's RIPD zone. Not
only are the uses allowed limited by the five specified commodity types but, as discussed
below, each use is also limited by the requirement that the use be significantly dependent
upon the deepwater port. . . . The present much more limited range of uses allowed by the
challenged decision is even further from establishing a zoning policy of general

applicability.rr

In the context of compatibility, the narrowed scope of

uses also provides the County the
opportunity to evaluate and weigh potential impacts on adjacent uses. The Compatibility Report
provides such an analysis, examining identified potential impacts, noting potential impacts that
are unique to individual uses, impact overlaps between the five uses, and impacts that would be
common with existing uses in the Port Westward area.
e

Id.Llnde, ORS 197.835(9XaXC), the County's decision
supported by "substantial evidence in the whole record."
ro
365 or 7zr (2019).
tr
78 or LUBA s47 , s5g (2o l s).

will not be reversed or retttanded if it is
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The expansion area, as summarized in the Original Report, consists of 837 acres
adjacent to the
existing Port Westward Industrial Park ("PWw") faciiity, reaches east to the Bradtury
Slough
and deepwater Columbia River access on the north. Of ttre 837 acres, approximately
5l acres are
owned by the Thompson family, while the remaining 786 acres *. ow*d
by the port.

If approved, the expansion area would be rezoned from Primary Agriculture-80 Acres (pA-g0) to
Resource Industrial-Planned Development (RIPD) to accommodate bottr agricultural

uses as well
as rural industrial development within the scope of the five uses identified by
the port and
dependent on the port and existing dock at Porf westward. As detailed in
the zon Mackenzie
Report, and outlined in the Compatibility Report, the zone change requires
a Comprehensive
Plan Map Amendment and an Exception to Staiewide Planning Coat I (Agricultural
Lands).

As the Compatibility Report explains, the expansion area is largely undeveloped

beyond

agricultural uses, except for a residence at 81022 Erickson Dike Road, and
a residence at g0g69
Kallunki Road, both of which are owned by the Port and are unoccupied, and miscellaneous
agricultural buildings. The Thompson property is largely forested and outside the
dike, while the
Port's property is largely planted as tree farms and some smaller portions in
agricultural use
inside the dike.

The Compatibility Report details the characteristics of areas adjacent to the expansion
area
well, outlining the zoning designations and land use classifications of the adjaceni

as

lands.

Land north of the zone change area is primarily within the existing port
Westward 905-acre
indushial park and is zoned RIPD. This site is developed with a Clatskanie Public
Utility District
electrical substation, the Columbia Pacific Bio-Refinery ethanol facility, and portland
General
Electric's (PGE) three power generation facilities. As deiailed in the 2017 Mackenzie
Report and
aoknowledged through the appeals process, the PGE leasehold includes most
of the RIpD zoned
land and is unavailable for additional development. Port Westward contains considerable
wetlands (479 acres, or 53o/o of the existing industrial park), some of which are
naturally
occurring and some of which have been created as part of wetland mitigation
activities. The site
also contains a 1,500-foot dock on the Columbia niver, roadways, raiilines,
utilities, drainage
facilities, levees, and pipelines. Much of the undeveloped portion, of the property
are in
agricultural use with farming activities, plus small sectioni thaf are forested or weUanA
areas not
being farmed.

As for other adjacent areas, land between the expansion area and the Columbia
River to the west
is undeveloped, forested and largely outside the dike. Land south of the zone change
area is
agricultural and primarily used for tree farms, plus some agricultural properties gro;ng
other
crops. Land east of the zone change area is primarily in agricultural use,
with a trilotrt o1 larg.
properties that include accessory residences. Two areas denoted as
"Non-port property,, on the
maps included in the Compatibility Report are in agricultural production. There
are also two
residences, one on Hermo Road and one on Erickson oike Roaa.'
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As noted above, the Compatibility Report identifies potential adverse impacts applicable to the
existing uses adjacent to the expansion area. It divides the existing adjacent uses generally into
industrial and non-industrial uses, and then evaluates which of those (and their potenl.ial impacLs)
closely align with those noted for the five proposed uses. It notes that the adjacent agricultural
and forest/tree farm uses have a shorter list of potential impacts, with some overlap though most
likely on a smaller scale; that residential uses have minimal impacts; and that adjacent wetlands
and waterways do not themselves create impacts. The Compatibility Report notes that the
developable portion of the expansion area, like the existing Port Westward industrial park, is
behind the Beaver Dike, and the dike itself can perform emergency backstop containment
function in that the dike pumps can be turned off.
Compatibility Assessment

In identifying antl analyzing the range of potential compatibility irnpacts for operations falling
within each of the five rural industrial uses, the Compatibility Report notes that the potential
impacts of each of the five are generally similar..It also concludes that there is a large amount of
overlap of potential impacts between the existing industrial uses at Port Westward and the five
rural industrial uses proposed for the expansion area, and that the differences among uses is
largely a matter of scale associated with the different production processes.
The Compatibility Report then surveys offsite impacts from the proposed uses, concluding that
they are largely the same as those from existing industrial uses. The Compatibility Report notes
that there is even some overlap in potential impacts between the five rural industrial uses and tree
farm and other adjacent agricultural uses, and that the industrial uses would be subject to more
stringent regulations such as those pertaining to stormwater containment and treatment.

The Compatibility Report provides an analysis of existing regulatory programs designed to
mitigate potential adverse impacts from development in general and industrial operations in
particular, and relates them back to "compatibility" in the context of the County's duty to
regulate land uses under Statewide Planning Goal 2. The Compatibility Report explains that a
significant reason the County can know the five proposed uses for the expansion area can be
rendered compatible with existing adjacent uses is specifically because of the high level of
regulation that the uses will be subject to in order to be sited in the expansion area at Port
Westward. It also explains that, in requiring that all of the applicable programs are applied to a
particular use, the County will be fulfilling its obligation to ensure that compatibility is
maintained. As the Compatibility Report explains, demonstrating compliancc with all applicablc
regulatory programs will additionally serve the function of demonstrating compliance with the
compatibility standard under ORS 197.732(2)(cXD) and OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd).
The Compatibility Report explains how the approved land uses in the Port Westward expansion
area will require substantial review from local, State and Federal agencies to ensure compliance
with regulatory emission and impact standards. Regulatory permits from these agencies are
generally required prior to commencement of any of the industrial operations pnrposcd by the
Port for the expansion area. Further, such permits typically regulate impacts for a defined period
of time, and then require the operator to gain all applicable renewals, which requires the operator
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to monitor and report on the effectiveness of its current mitigation measures for permit renewal.
Any new and/or updated standards promulgated by an administrative agency with regulatory
authority over a particular use or regulatory field may become applicable to the use at the time of

permit renewal.

Regulatory oversight is typically a standard and essential part of industrial siting to mitigate
potential environmental, economic, and social impacts on the area and includes opportunities for
public input. For each of the listed uses, several permits and/or licenses will be riquired prior to
development to ensure the development meets the applicable regulatory standards. Because
siting any of the Pofi's proposed land uses in the expansion area will require substantial review
from Federal, State, and local jurisdictions to ensure compliance with regulatory emissions and
impact standards, and to uphold the existing integrity of the environment, compliance will also
ensure compatibility with adjacent uses.

Permit requirements will need to be met prior to the construction of proposed projects, and
complied with (and monitored) going forward. This process provides for ongoing review and
refinement by experts in the applicable regulatory fields, and thereby
ongoing
"nsures
compatibility with adjacent uses.
Conclusion

As the Compatibility Report establishes, the regulatory agencies with permitting authority
independently impose stringent requirements. [n other words, those progiams already apply.
Howevern by explicitly requiring that the applicable agencies' authority is applied to any olthe
will be ensuring compatibility with
surrounding uses will be maintained, as it is required to do. Accordingly, the Compatibility
Report (in addition to the approval conditions previously imposed by the Counfy) recommends
one additional approval condition reinforcing the requirement for future development proposals
in the rezone area to provide evidence of approval of all applicable Federal, State, and local
permits prior to issuance of occupancy permits. The Compatibility Report concludes that in
imposing such a condition, the County will be reinforcing for itself an oversight role in the
application of the regulatory programs, thereby ensuring that impacts are mitigated and land use
compatibility is maintained.
uses siting in the Port Westward expansion area, the County
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PORT WESTWARD

GOAL EXCEPTION,
COMPREHENSIVE
PIAN AMENDMENT,
AND ZONE CHANGE
SUPPLEMENTAL

ANALYSIS: LAND USE
COMPATIBILITV

To
Beery, Elsner & Hammond,
LLP

For
Port Westward Zone Change
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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

ln 2013, the Port of Columbia Countyl (the rort) applied for approval from Columbia County (the County)
to rezone land adjacent to the Port Westward lndustrial Park (PWW) from Primary Agriculture-80 Acres
{PA-80) to Resource lndustrial-Planned Development (RIPD), for incorporation into the existing industrial
park, Figure 1 is an aerial photo of PWW and the zone change area, while Figure 2 is a map of the area's
existing zoning designations.
The application, which relied upon concurrent requests for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment and a 6oal
Exception for rural industrial development on resource land, was approved by Columbia County in early

2014. However, the decision was appealed to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). LUBA
remanded the case in part and identified areas in which the record and findings provided insufficient
justification for the approval.2
ln response to the remand, the Port modified its land use application to align with the direction provided
by LUBA in its decision, identifying five specific rural industrial uses to be allowed under the exception,
and further limiting them by only allowing uses that would be dependent on the existing deepwater port
and dock at Port Westward. The Port's legal team engaged Mackenzie to address the concerns raised by
LUBA and Mackenzie prepared the Port Westword Goat Exception, Comprehensive Plan Amendmenl and
Zone Change Alternatives Analysis report, dated April tO, 2017. The amended land use application was
approved by the County in February 2018 (Ordinance No 2018-1). Columbia Riverkeeper (Riverkeeper)
and L000 Friends of Oregon subsequently appealed the County's 2018 decision to LUBA. ln December
2018, LUBA denied the majority of the appellants'arguments but sustained one argument, remanding the
case to address whether the identified rural industrial uses are "compatible with other adjacent uses or
will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts" per ORS L97.732(21(cl(D) and
oAR 660-004-0020(2xd).3
Riverkeeper appealed LUBA's decision to the Oregon Court of Appeals, and the Port filed a cross-petition
challenging [UBA's conclusion regarding compatibility. The Court of Appeals affirmed LUBlfs decision.a
Riverkeeper again appealed the Court of Appeals decision to the oregon Supreme Court, but the Supreme
Court denied review.5 ln response to the 2018 LUBA remand, the Port has requested that the County take
up the remand and is providing additional information regarding compatibility with adjoining uses. ln
support of this effort, Mackenzie was retained to analyze compatibility among the five proposed dockdependent rural industrial uses approved by Columbia County and recognized by LUBA (Forestry and
Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation; Dry Bulk Commodities transfer,
storage, production, and processing; Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation;
Natural 6as and derivative products, processing storage, and transportation; and Breakbulk storage,
transportation, and processing) and existing adjacent land uses.
As part of prior proceedings in 2OL7-20L8, the Port limited its request to the five rural industrial uses
identified above, and further restricted uses to those that would be dependent on the deepwater port at

I Prior to 2019, the Port of Columbia County
was known as the port of 5t. Helens.
Columbia Riverkeeper, et al. v. Columbia County,70 Or. LUBA 17! lZOLAl, offd without opinion,267 Or App. 637

2

l2OL4'),
3

Columbia Riverkeeper, et ol. v. Columbio County,78 Or. LUBA 547 (2OIg).
Columbio Riverkeeper, et ol. v. Columbia County,297 Or. App. 628 (2019).
s
Columbia Riverkeeper, et al. v. Columbia County,365 Or. 721 l2}lgl.
4
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Port Westward. LUBA and the appellate courts concluded that the record contalned sufficient evidence
to support the validity of those uses, remanding solely forthe County to address the issue of compatibility.
This report is thus limited to an analysis of compatibility among the zone change area's five identified
uses and existing adjacent land uses.
The report is structured as follows:

Section ll provides regulatory context for compatibility and lays out the analytical approach.
I
I

Section lll describes the zone change area and adjacent land uses.
Section lV characterizes the range of potential impacts associated with the five proposed uses as
as the potential impacts from adjacent land uses.

well
I

Section V details existing regulatory programs that serve to maintain compatibility among the
proposed industrial uses and adjacent land uses.
Section Vl assesses compatibility in light of existing regulatory programs and the conditions of
approval already imposed by the Columbia County Board of Commissioners.

t

Section Vll provides a summary and conclusion.
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II. COMPATIBITITY

ANATYSIS APPROACH

This section defines the term "compatible" as used in the context of a Goal Exception and outlines the
compatibility analysis approach required to demonstrate compliance with applicable land use regulations.

Definition of Compatibility
Below is information on the framework through which the Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS), Oregon
Administrative Rules (OAR), LUBA, and the courts provide direction on how compatibility should be
analyzed for a Goal Exception.

Stotutes ond Administratlve Rules
197.732-197.736, which addresses Goal Exceptions, stipulates that a local government may grant an
exception if several conditions are met, including that "The proposed uses are compatible with other
adjacent uses or will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." ORS
t97.732(ll(al notes that "'Compatible' is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or
adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses."
ORS

Similarly, OAR 650-004-0020 outlines the evidentiary requirements for obtaining a Statewide Planning
6oal Exception and refers to Part ll of Statewide Planning 6oal 2 (tand Use Planning) which states that'?
local government ntay adopt an exception to a Goal when ... the proposed uses are compatible with other
adjacent uses or will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." Based on
this Goal language, OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) specifies that:
The exception shall describe how the proposed use will be rendered compotible with odjocent lqnd
uses. The exception sholl demonstrote thot the proposed use is situoted in such a monner as to be

compatible with surrounding natural resources and resource monogement or production practices.
'Comnotible" ls not intended as on obsolute term meanina no interference or adverse imoacts of
onv Noe with adlacent uses. [emphosis odded]

The underlined language is identicalto ORS t97.732(Lllal; thus, both the enabling legislation and the
adrninistrative rule are clear that some degree of "interference or adverse impacts" on adjacent land uses
may be permitted by a proposed use and yet still be deemed compatible as provided under the applicable
statute and administrative rule.
LUBA
The 2014 LUBA opinion, in reference to the provlslon in OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) allowing for "measures
designed to reduce adverse impacts," states that:
That language contemplqtes that the county hos identified the proposed use, has determined thot
the use hos odverse impocts incompatible with odiocent uses, but hos identified ond imposed
speclfic messures in the exception decision to reduce impocts ond thus render the proposed use
compatible,6

6

Columbio Riverkeeper, et ol. v. Columbia County,7O Or LUBA L77,204
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The 2018 LUBA opinion's discussion of compatibility notes that:
[A]dequote findings regording compatibility would start by identifying the likely odverse impocts of
typicol uses authorized under the flve opproved use categories, evoluating each use cotegory
seporotely, ond if necessary specific types of uses within eoch use cotegory. As petitionerc orgue,
the potential adverse impacts of different types of liquid bulkterminols, e.g., an oil terminal versus
a fertilizer export operotion, could be different enough to require o separote onolysis. The
findings
should also oddress the characteristics of uses on adjoining areas, ond ossess vulnerobitity to
potential externdlities from indusilial uses in the exception areo, such as impacts on woter quolity.
lnformed by those onolyses, the county can then reoch sustoinable conclusions regarding whether
the proposed uses are compotible with odjoining uses, ot con be rendered compotible vio identified
meosures.T

To summarize, LUBA has interpreted the administrative rule to stipulate that a deterrnination of
compatibility must be based on substantial evidence at the time of approval of a Goal Exception. More
specifically, LUBA has provided clear guidance on an appropriate process to evaluate compatibility,

identify and evaluate such evidence in the record, and make appropriate findings addressing
compatibility.

Oregon Court ol Appeols
After reviewing the 2018 LUBA case, the Oregon Court of Appeals affirmed LUBA's analysis, indicatingthat
"...LUBA'S decision to remand does not reflect a misunderstanding of its role on substantial evidence
review, or otherwise demonstrate legal error." The Court of Appeals framed LUBA's decision regarding
compatibility as follows: 'We understand LUBA's rejection of the county's compatibility determination to
turn on an application of the substantial evidence standard of review."8 As discussed above, LUBA
provided a framework for analyzing compatibility in a manner that would satisfy the substantial evidence
standard. That framework is the approach taken in this supplemental analysis.

Oregon Supreme Court
As the Oregon Supreme Court denied review,e the compatibility approach proposed by LUBA and
endorsed by the Court ofAppeals continues to apply.

Compatibility Summary and Analysis Approach
Based on the effective statutes, administrative rules, court opinions, and plain-language definitions such
the Merriam-Webster Dictionary's primary definition for the word "compatible" ("capable of existing
together in harmony"),10 determination of compatibility for a rural industrial Goal Exception should thus
address the following:
as

I

Enumeration of potential adverse impacts of the proposed uses;

7

Columbia Riverkeeper, et ql. v. Cotumbio County,78 Or. LUBA 547 (Z}tgl.
Calumbiq Riverkeeper, et ol. v. Columbiq Caunty,297 Or.App. 628, 647 (Z}lgl.
e
Columbio Riverkeeper, et sl. v. Columbia County,365 Or. 72L IZOL}lr.
10
Compatible. Merriom-Webster.com. Accessed July t,202},from https:,/www.merriamwebster. com/d ictionary/com pati bl e
a
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Mldentification of significant differences in character among the proposed uses and adjacent land
uses;

t

Assessment of whether potential impacts produce adverse effects on adjacent land uses;

I

Cataloging of those uses which require no mitigation to be compatible and those which require
mitigation measures to be made compatible with adjacent land uses;

I

Compilation of existing regulations applicable to the proposed uses which have the effect of
maintaining compatibility; and

I

Where required to promote compatibility, identification of appropriate mitigation to minimize
incompatible impacts with adjacent land uses.

Compatibility Study Area and Def inition of Adiacent
While both ORS 197 and OAR Chapter 560, Division 4 utilize the term "adjacent," neither the statute nor
the administrative rule define it in the context of ORS L97.732 or OAR 660-004-0020(21(d). The term is
also not defined in the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance.

ln some contexts, the word is construed to mean abutting or touching, while in other contexts the word
rnay refer to proximity or closeness. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary's primary definition for the word

"adjacent" is threefold, including "not distantr nearby," "having a common endpoint or border," or
"immediately preceding or following."1l
The Port would be justified in identifying a compatibility study area that includes only those parcels which
immediately abut the zone change area. However, the Port's analysis goes beyond this narrow approach,
looking to other administrative rules for guidance. Although not directly germane to Goal Exceptions, in
the context of Urban Reserves OAR 66G021-0010 defines "adjacent land" as "abutting land" and "nearby
land" as "land that lles wholly or partially within a quarter mile [1,320 feet] of an urban growth boundary."
Using these definitions as a starting point, for the purposes of compatibility analysis the Port has included
all those parcels that touch the zone change area, plus all parcels that would touch the zone change area
if not for an intervening road right-of-way, and defined those as "adjacent". ln addition, the Port has

included in its study area all contiguous parcels which are wholly or partially
change arealz See Figure 3. Ultimately, the Board of Commissioners may
"adjacent" land uses is significantly less than that addressed in this analysis,
in this analysis has been enlarged to provide adequate information for the
determ ination regarding compatibility.

within 2,000 feet of the zone
determine that the scope of
but the study area addressed
County to make an informed

11

Adiacent. Merriam-Webster.com. Accessed luly L, 2020, from https://www.merriamwebster.com/d ictionary/adjacent
12
A 2,000-foot measure is more than fifty percent greater than the quarter-mile measure used in the OAR 660021-0010 definition of nearby land.
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III. PORT WESTWARD ZONE CHANGE AREA AND SURROUNDINGS
This section describes the Port Westward zone change area and nearby land uses.l3 The compatibility
study area has been classified into multiple categories including industrialuses, agricultural and tree farm
uses, forested uses, residential accessory to primary agricultural uses, and rural residential use.1a

Proposed Zone Change Area
The zone change area, which consists of 837 acres adjacent to the existing PWW facility, has Bradbury
Slough waterfront access on the east and deepwater Columbia River access on the north. Approximately
5% of the zone change area is owned by the Thompson family, an area largely outside the dike, while the
remaining 94% is owned by the Port and largely inside the dike. See Figure 1. The zone change area is
currently zoned Primary Agriculture-80 Acres (PA-80) and is proposed to be rezoned to Resource
lndustrial-Planned Development (RIPD)to accomrnodate future rural industrial development. See Figure
2. As detailed in the Port's request, this zone change necessitates a comprehensive plan map amendment
and an Exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands). Nearby zoning includes RIPD to the
north and east (existing PWW) and PA-80 to the west, south, and east.
The zone change area is presently undeveloped, except for a vacant agricultural accessory residence at
81022 Erickson Dike Road, a vacant agricultural accessory residence at 80859 Kallunki Road, and
miscellaneous agricultural buildings. The area outside the dike is largely forested, while the area inside
the dike has historically been utilized for tree farm and other agricultural uses.

Adjacent Land Usesls
Land adjacent to the zone change area is in a variety of uses, as depicted in Figure 4.

Adjacent land north of the zone change area is primarily within the existing PWW 905-acre rural
industrial park, and already zoned Resource lndustrial-Planned Development by Columbia County.
A minor fraction of this area is developed as industrial use already. The remainder of the adjacent
land north of the zone change area is largely undeveloped and is in agricultural use with the

exception

of a forested

section adjacent

to the Thompson

property. This area contains

considerable wetlands, some of which are naturally occurring and some of which have been
created as part of wetland mitigation activities by the existing industrial developments at PWW,
e.9., conservation areas for Portland General Electric's (PGE) three Natural Gas power generation
facilities.
t

Adjacent land east and south of the zone change area is primarily in agricultural tree farm use,
except for a handful of accessory residences on large lot properties primarily in agricultural use.x6

13

The extent of the County's zoning authority is limited to land uses rather than waterways such as the Columbia
River (which are subject to separate Federal and State water quality and maritime commerce regulations), so
waters of the United States and waters of the State have not been cataloged here.
14

Wetland areas have been classified based on their existing land use (e.g., farm or forest use).
See Section ll for discussion ofthe definition of "adjacent."
16
Residences on property zoned PA-80 are not outright permitted uses but instead require administrative review
and satisfaction of approval criteria, e.g., residences accessory to agricultural use or located on lots-of-record.
1s

9
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Land west of the zone change area, between the zone change area and the Columbia River,
undeveloped and is largely forested.
I

is

Two areas denoted as "Non-Port Property'' in Figure 4 (between the existing pWW and the zone
change area) are in agricultural use growing crops. There are also two associated accessory
residences, one on Hermo Road and one on Erickson Dike Road, the owners of which have not
objected to the Port's proposal.

ln summary land adjacent to the zone change area falls into several general categories;

I

The majority is in agricultural use, including tree farms;

I

Sizeable areas are forested;

r

Considerable areas are in rural industrial use; and

I

An insignificant fraction (approximately 0.15% of the adjacent area) is in residential use accessory
to primary agricultural use.

Non-Adjacent [and Uses within the Study Area
As the Port has included more than the adjacent parcets in its compatibility study area, Figure 4 also
illustrates the land uses for those non-adjacent parcels within the study area.
Non-adjacent land to the north consists of the balance of PWW, which is the developed portion
of the industrial park. This area is developed with the Clatskanie Public Utility District electrical
substation, the Columbia Pacific Bio-Refinery ethanol facility, and PGE's Natural Gas power
generation facilities, all industrial uses. PWW has a 1,500-foot dock on the Columbia River that
serves lndustrial uses at Port Westward, plus roadways, rail lines, utilities, drainage facilities,
levees, and pipelines.

r
r

Non-adjacent land to the east is primarily in agricultural and forested use, except for a small
number of accessory residences on large lot agricultural properties. There is also one (1) residence
on Quincy Mayger Road on property zoned Rural Residential-2 Acre Minimum (RR-2).
Non-adjacent land to south is primarily used for tree farms and other agricultural cropland, plus
few accessory residences on large lot agricultural properties.

a

r

Non-adjacent land to the southwest, abutting the Columbia River, is undeveloped and forested.

ln summary non-adjacent land in the study area falls into several general categories:

r

The majority is in agricultural use (including tree farms);

I

Sizeable areas are forested;
A small fraction {approximately L.35% of the non-adjacent land in the study area} is in residential
use accessory to primary agricultural use; and

I

A single rural residential use is present,

11
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IV.CHARACTERIZATION OF PORT WESTWARD AREA USES
This section describesthe five proposed rural industrial uses and assesses potential impacts on adjacent
and non-adJacent parcels wlthln the study area.

Potential Adverse lmpacts from Proposed Rural lndustrial Uses
As described in Mackenzie's 2OL7 Port Westward 6oal Exception, Comprehensive Plon Amendment, ond
Zone Change Alternatives Analysis report, the five rural industrial uses proposed bythe Port for the zone
change area are identified below. Significantly, each of these uses is subject to conditional use approval
by the County, and as conditioned by Columbia County in Ordinance 2018-1, the industrial uses "...shall
be limited to only those uses that are substantially dependent on a deepwater port...."

The use descriptions below (and the product examples in Table 1) are copied from the 2OL7 reporl.

r

Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation

o

This has historically been one of Oregon's leading rural industrial land uses. Several uses
within this category include sawmills, pulp and paper mills, wood pellet production, utility

pole production, sawdust, or log debarking, Semi-finished wood products range from
assembly-required flat-pack furniture to base and crown molding for wholesale uses or
wood flooring production. Other possibilities include bulk import, export, or domestic
transfer of logs, lumber, or other wood-based products.
I

Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing

o

Examples include grain, metals, or lumber. Commodities refers to merchandise, product,

or substance produced or distrlbuted for sale to or for use by others. Bulk refers to
significant unpackaged quantities generally transported as a single commodity. Dry
describes items transported in solid, not liquid form. These commodities require
r:onsnlidatinn at a single lnration hefnrp frrrther transportation or distrihution. For
example, sawdust or grain would be carried in a semi-truck, consolidated and stored, and
then loaded on a ship for further transport. Processing is usually a value-added task
performed before shipping and can be as simple as removing bark from logs before
shipping overseas.
I

Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation

n

Examples include petroleum, ethanol, milk, cooking oil, or other edible fluids.
Commodities refers to merchandise, product, or substance produced or distributed for
sale to or for use by others. Liquid bulk is cargo transported or stored u n packaged in large
volumes in a fluid state. These commodities are moved in large quantities by ship or
barge, stored in tanks, and distributed by tanker trucks, Processing could, as an example,
include the mixing of additlves to petroleum.

Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
o

Natural gas is a resource with abundant existing infrastructure at Port Westward, Natural
gas is a raw material used to produce a range of chemical products such as fertilizer or
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methanol suitable for transportation by river. There may be on-site storage of the raw
material or its refined products before shipment.
I

Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing

o

Breakbulk refers to a system of transporting cargo as separate pieces, not in containers
or single commodity loads, but typically by the use of bags, boxes, crates, drums, barrels,
or single units (e.g., wind turbine blades, turbines, heat exchangers, automobiles, etc.).
This use would allow for any items meeting local, state, and federal requirements to be
stored on site either before or after transfer across the dock. Processing would include
limited work such as modifications or alterations to allow for safe transportation by river,
rail, or roads.

For each of the five Port Westward proposed rural industrial land uses, the range of potential adverse
impacts for operations has been identified. As demonstrated in Table 1, the potential adverse impacts
from the five Port Westward uses largely fall into the same general categories, The differences among
uses is largely a matter of scale and probabilities associated with the different production processes. For
instance, potential fuel spills for Dry Bulk would generally be limited to those volumes contained in
vehicles or machinery, whereas Liquid Bulk carries the risk of fuel spills from storage tank and loading
and unloading to and from the zone change area. By contrast, Dry Bulk may generate higher volumes of
particulates (dust) than Liquid Bulk.
Table 1: Potential Adverse lmpacts from Port Westward Rural lndustrial Uses

Allfive rural

See

industrial uses
proposed and
evaluated by the
Port

below

r
.
r
I
r
I
r
I
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
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Airborne emissions {particulates, dust, water droplets,
odor, steam, fumes, gas, smoke, heat, etc.)
Noise

Rail/truck/ship traffic for raw materials, finished
products, and wastes
Vehicle and machinery exhaust emissions

Stormwater runoff which may contain chemicals,
nutrients, colors, or sediment
Process/cooling water discharge

Wastewater discharge
Fire/explosion
Chemicalspills (including oils and hazardous materials)
Light

Water usage
Navigation impacts
Dike impacts for any levee modifications

Wetland impacts

Wildlife impacts
Accumulation of waste materials
Nuisances from waste materials
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Forestry/Wood
Froducts

r
.
I
r
r
r
r
r
:
r

Dry Bulk

tiquid Bulk

NaturalGas

Breakbulk

r
r
I
r
r
r

I
r
.
r
I
r
r
r
r
r
r
.
I

Sawmills
Pulp and paper

mills

.

lmpacts common to all five proposed uses, as noted

r

Combustibility

r

lmpacts common to all five pioposed uses, as noted

above

Wood pellets
Wood chlps
Utiffty poles
Sawdust
Flat-pack

furniture
Flooring
Logs

Lumber
Grain

Metals
Lumber

r

above
Dust combustibility

Potash

Aggregates
Sawdust

Petroleum

.

Ethanol

lmpacts common to all five proposed uses, as noted
above

Methanol
Ammonia

Milk
Uquld fertilizers
Liquid chemicals
Natural gas

r

Fertilizer

lmpacts common to all five proposed uses, as noted
above

Methanol
Bagged, boxed, or

crated materials

i

lmpacts common to all five proposed uses, as noted
above

Drums or barrels
Single utrits {wirtd'
turbine blades,

turbines, heat
exchangers, etc.)

r
r

Automobiles

r

Steelslabs

containeriz€d
agriculture
products
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Potentlal Adverse lmpacts from Adiacent and Non-Adjacent Land Uses
To evaluate compatibility among the five identified uses and currently existing land uses within the study

area, it is necessary to describe the potential adverse impacts from other existing adjacent and nonadjacent land uses. Table 2 demonstrates that existing industrial uses within the study area have potential
adverse impacts which entirely align with those noted for the proposed uses. The adjacent tree farm and
other agricultural uses and the forest uses have a shorter list of potential adverse impacts, some of which
overlap with industrial impacts, though likely at a smaller scale. Howeve; in rnany cases impacts from
agricultural uses are exempt from many regulatory programs applicable to the industrial uses that could
be sited in the rezone area (e.g., stormwater standards and spill response plans) or otherwise are
regulated at a lower standard than industrial uses. The adjacent accessory residential uses have minimal
adverse impacts.
Table 2: Potentlal Adverse lmpacts from Adjacent and Non-Adjacent land Uses

land

Fotential Aduerse lrnp3!!!_

Use

r
r
r
I

Existing industrial uses within the Port

Westward lndustrial Park

.
.
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

oRDINANCE NO. 2021-3

Airborne emissions {particulates, dust, water
droplets, odor, steam, fumes, gas, smoke, etc.)
Noise

Rail/truck/ship traffic for raw materials, finished
products, and wastes
Stormwater runoff which may contain chemicals,
nutrlents, colors, or sediment
Process/cooling water discharge

Wastewater discharge
Fire/explosion
Chemicalspills (including oils and hazardous
materials)
Light

Water usage
Wetland impacts
Accumulation of waste materials
Nuisances from waste materials
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land

Use

r
.
r

Potential Adverse lmFaets
Airborne emissions (particulates, dust, water
droplets, odor, smoke, etc.)
Nolse
Truck trafftc for raw materials, finished products, and
wastes

.
I
Agricultural uses (including tree farmsl and
forest uges

Residential accessory to primary
agricultural uses and rural residential uses

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
.
I
r
r

Vehicle and machinery exhaust emissions

Storrnwater runoff which may contain chemicals,
nutrients, or sedlment
Chemical spilh (e.9., fuels, hydraulic fluld, pestlcldes,
herbicides, fungicldes)

Water usage
Wetland impacts
Accumulation of waste materials
Nuisances from waste materials

Alteration of soll chemistry and structure
Bacteria release (if manure is used for fertilizer)
Airborne emissions (dust, smoke, etc.)
Vehicle exhaust emissions
Stormwater runoff which may contain chemicals
(e.g., herbicides), nutrients, or sediment

Wastewater discharge
Water usage

Similarities and Differences Among lmpacts of Proposed, Adiacent, and NonAdjacent Land Uses
Comparing the lists in Table 1 and Table 2 reveals significant overlap among the potential adverse impacts
from the five rezone area rural industrial uses and the existing industrial uses within PWW. The potential
offsite impacts from the five proposed industrial uses are largely the same as those that are already
present from the existing industrial uses.

There is also overlap in the lists of potential adverse impacts from the five proposed uses and adjacent
and non-adjacent tree farm and other agricultural uses and forested uses. Notably, the industrial uses are
subject to more stringent environmental regulation than non-industrial uses. For instance, industrial uses
need to comply with Federal, State, and County regulations requiring on-site containment and treatment
of stormwater runoff, whereas agricultural operations may generate unregulated nonpoint runoff,17
The list of potential adverse impacts from residential uses is shorter than the list for the rezone area's
rural industrial uses. However, as above, the industrial uses are subject to more strlngent envlronmental
regulations than non-industrial uses. For instance, even less stringent than agricultural uses discussed

17

f

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Polluted Runoff: Nonpoint Source (NPS) Pollution. Accessed July 1, 2020
rom https://www.epa.gov/n ps/n onpoint-source-agriculture
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above, residential uses are generally only required to demonstrate compllance upon installation of an onsite wastewater treatment system and do not have ongoing monitorlng requirements.ls

Table 3 provides a comparison of the potential adverse lmpacts from each of the five proposed rural
andustrial uses; the existing industrial uses wlthin PWW; agricultural uses and forested uses; and
residential uses.

18

OAR Chapter 340 Division 71, Onsite WastewaterTreatment Systems. Accessed July
https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/dlsplayDivlslonRules.actlon?selectedDlvislon=1479
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Table 3: Comparison of Potential Adverse lmpacts

l-and Use

o
m

Forestry/
Wood

z

IN

o
N
I

OJ

I

PrgplE;ed uF

PotentiBl

cts

Existing PWW

Dry
Sulk

Liquid
Bulk

Natural

lndustrial

Figric'ultural/

rborne emissions (pa rticu lates, dust, water
droplets, odor, steam, fumes, gas, smoke, heat
etc.)

x

X

X

x

X

X

x

l.loise

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

Rail/truck/ship traffic for raw materials, finished
products, and wastes

X

X

X

x

X

X

x

X

X

x

x

x

x

X

X

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

x

x

x

x

X

X

x

x

x

X

Lieht

x

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

x

X

x
x
x
x

X

x
x
x
x

X

Water usage
F{avigation impaets
Dike impacts for any levee modifications
Wetland lmeasts

x

X

X

x

X

X

x
x
x

x

x

X

X

X

X

x

X

Ai

Vehicle and machinery exhaust emissions
Stormwater runoff which may contain chemicals,

m nutrients, colors, or sediment
- Process/cooling water disdraree

x

(p Wastewater discharee
w Fire/explosion
Chemical spills (including oils and hazardous
materials)

f

Wildlife impacts
Accumulation of waste materia'ls
Nuisances from waste materials
Cornbustibilitv
Alteration of soil chemistry and structure
-u
Bacteria release (if manure is used forfertilizer)
0)
(o

X

x
x
X

X

x

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

x
X

X

x

X

X
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Compatibil ity Evaluation
Given the range of potential adverse impacts from the five rezone area rural industrial
uses, it might
initially seem difficult to establish the compatibility of those uses with adjacent land
uses and nonadjacent uses in the study area. However, upon closer analysis, such is not the case.
First, not all potential
impacts will be present for a given industrial operation. where a particular impact
wifl not be present,
there is no need to mitigate the non-impact. Moreover, even the potential impacts align
closety with the
potential impacts from the existing PWW industrial uses. The County
thus has a long record of
compatibility in the form of the successful coexistence of existing industrial and non-industrial
uses in the
area, involving largely identical impacts, which serves as strong evidence that the rezone
area,s five rural
industrial uses can indeed be made compatible with adjoining uses.
Approval of the zone change and associated comprehensive plan amendment and
Goal Exception by the
County would move the boundary of future industrial development farther south,
but would neither
expose new types of adjacent land uses to industrial uses, nor expose those adjacent
land uses to a new
set of new potential industrial impacts. This is a significant point as pertains to compatibility,
as the
potential impacts between similar adjacent land uses will likely be substantially
the same. As described in
Section lll, the study area is primarily composed of industrial, tree farm and other agricultural
uses, and

forested land (with a smaller amount of residential uses accessory to primary agricultural
uses). The
proximity of these uses and their long-standing operations provide strong evidence
that rural industrial
uses can safely exist side-by-side with non-industrial uses if appropriate mitigation
is in place (such as
buffering, setbacks, other separation, and the mitigation measures previously imposed
by the County with

the adoption of Ordinance 2018-1).

Based on the potential adverse impacts from the five proposed uses catatoged in
Table 1, the potential
exists for adjacent non-industrial uses to experience some degree of susceptibility
to those impacts,

a level greater than could potentially be exferienced from existing industrial and
agricultural uses at PWW' Accordingly, the five identified rural industrial uses will likJy require
some
mitigation of their impacts in order to maintain compatibility. However, as discussed below,
adequate
mitigation measures exist and are available to ensure that compatibility is maintained
between the
existing adjacent land uses and each of the rural industrial uses proposed for the rezone
area.
though not at

The fundamental reason the existing PWW uses and the five rural industrial uses
identified for the zone
change area are compatible with adjoining uses is that industrial operations are highly
regulated at the
Federal and State levels to minimize adverse impacts to adjacent land uses and
area waterways.le These
regulations are adequate to ensure the adverse impacts from the five rural industrial
uses can be
adequately mitigated so as to be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses, as required
for the
requested Goal Exception. To provide even more protection, the Zoning Ordinance
requires uses in the
RIPD zone to identify and address "any adverse impacl"zo and the County's prior
appioval of the zone
change requires the five industrial uses to go through conditional use review. Maintaining

compatibility is
therefore largely a function of cost for users to meet the regulatory standards at the time of
development,
and whether the total cost of initial and ongoing regulatory compliance is economically
feasible to allow
a particular use to site at Port Westward. Accordingly, Section V outlines applicable
regulatory programs.

1e

Furthermore, in large part specifically to help maintain compatibility with neighboring propertles,
the port
selected a narrow list of uses after evaluating and rejecting other uses with objectionable
impacts.
20
Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Section 683.1
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V. EXISTING

REGULATORY PROGRAMS RETEVANT TO PORT WESTWARD

This section provides detail on existing regulatory programs designed to mitigate and regulate potential
adverse impacts from development in general and industrial operations in particular. This listing is not

intended to be exhaustive; some users may be subject to additional regulations requiring compliance with
programs and permits not described below. The programs below apply to the stationary sources
associated with the land use. This list does not examine the regulations that apply to mobile sources, as
those are already highly regulated by other rules (e.g. Federal and oregon vehicle air quality standards)
which are not specific to the five rural industrial uses.
As these regulatory programs may be applicable to the five proposed industrial uses, their application will
have the effect of maintaining compatibility among the proposed rural industrial uses and adjacent land
uses as required under ORS t97J32 and OAR 6G0-004-0020.

The proposed land uses in the Port Westward zone change area will require substantial review from
Federal, State, and local agencies to ensure compliance with regulatory emission and impact standards to
satisfy regulatory objectives. Permits from these agencies are generalty required prior to commencement
of industrial operations and usually expire after several years. Through the course of each permit,
operators must typically monitor and report on the effectiveness of current mitigation measures. At the

time of permit renewal, the operations would become subject to any new permlt standards and
regulations in effect since the last permit cycle, which may then lead to implementation of new best
practices.

The programs described below require mitigation consisting of either performing specific actions (e.g.,
preparing and promulgating an emergency response plan or evaluating multiple development
alternatives) or of complying with numerical standards, which allow the facility operator some flexibility
on how to meet the standards (e.g., selecting from among several technologies to comply with emissions
limits).

Applicable Federal Regulations
Federal environmental and other regulatory rules are enforced by multiple agencies as they carry out
numerous programs. The discussion below provides information on programs that may affect industrial
operations in the zone change area.

AII Federal Agencles
National Environmental Policy Act
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA, 42 USC $ 4321) requires Federal agencies to factor in
environmental considerations and to provide opportunity for public comment prior to making decisions,
such as when establishing new policies or procedures. NEPA is also triggered prior to issuance of Federal
agency permits, which in the zone change area would be necessary for a variety of actions (e.g., Federal
wetland permits) as further described below.2l

21

A project would only avoid being subject to NEPA if no Federal permits are required.
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NEPA is underthe umbrella of the White House Council on Environmental euality, but individual agencies
with the most relevant expertise and overarching regulatory authority generally take the lead, with other

agencies in supporting roles. NEPA requires the anticipated environmental effects from proposed actions

to be identified. There are generally three tiers of analysis:

r
r

I

lf the proposed actions are on a list of activities that Federal agencies have identified as not having
significant impacts on the environment, then a Categorical Exclusion determination is issued.22

For more complex situations, an Environmental Assessment is required to determine if the
proposed action will or will not result in significant environmental impact. The result of this
analysis is either a Finding of No Significant lmpact or a requirement for an environmental impact
statement.

For major Federal actions, an Environmental lmpact Statement is required, This requires
estimation

of environmental

consequences, evaluation

of alternatives to minimize

adverse

impacts, and identification of mitigation measures to eliminate significant impacts.
The lead Federal agency will issue a decision only after concluding the analysis described above.

National Historic

Prese rvatio

n Act

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (54 USC 5 306108) requires Federal agencies to
account for impacts on historic properties and archaeological sites prior to making decisions. Agencies
must consult with interested parties such as state or tribal historic offices, tribes, and local governments.
Similar to NEPA, thls act is triggered prior to issuance of Federal agency permits (e.g., Federal wetland
permits). lf historic or cultural elements are present, applicants may need to modify their development
proposals to avoid or minimize lmpacts.

U.S, Army Corps

ol Englneers

Rivers ond Horbors Act
Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act (33 USc S$ 403 and 404) requires that a permit be obtained from
the U.S' Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) prior to constructing structures that affect the course, location,
condition, or capacity of navigable waters of the United States. This program was instjtuted to mitigate
for navigational impacts. At Port Westward, such a permit would be necessary along the Thompson
property's Columbia River shore (within the zone change area), for instance, to construct a dock, reinforce
the bank, install a jetty, fill or dredge the shoreline, A Section 10 permit would also be required outside
the zone change area if the Port were to undertake these activities on its waterfront propefi within
PWW. Consistent with NEPA, permittlng through Section 10 includes coordination with interested parties
regarding historic resources, water quality, tribal claims and concerns, and wildlife and habitat impacts
(among other factors). Mitigation measures may be imposed to achieve the lowest level of impact
necessaryto achieve the intended purpose,
Section 14 of the Rivers and Harbors Act (33 USC $ 408) requires authorization from the Corps prior to
alterations to federally authorized "Civil Works" projects. At Port Westward, any proposed modifications

22

Council on Environmental Quality, Categorical Exclusions. Accessed July t5, ZAZO, from https://ceq.doe.gov/
nepa-practice/categorical-excl usions, htm I
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to the levee system (e,g., running utilities across a dike) would require Corps approval, which would be
granted only upon demonstration that the actions taken are not "injurious to the public lnterest." As part
of the permit review process, the Corps examines multiple considerations, as outlined in its procedural
guldance:
Foctors that moy be relevantto the public interest depend upon the type of USACE project being
oltered ond moy include, but are not limited to, such things os conservation, economic

development, historic properties, cultural tesources, environmentol impocts, woter supply, woter
quolity, flood hozords, floodplains, residual risk, induced damoges, navigotion, shore erosion or
occretion, ond recreation.2s

The Corps may require mitigation prior to issuing a permit; this mitigatlon could consist of modifying the
project to reduce adverse impacts or performing compensatory actions to address impacts on habitat,
cultural resources, air quality, or other elements.2a

Cteon Water Act
Under Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 (Clean Water Act, or CWA, 33 USC
5 1344), the Corps regulates dredglng and flll of waters of the United States, which includes the Columbia

many wetlands.2s For wetlands, a jurisdictional determination
field
visits
wetland
scientist and review of a wetland determination report by Corps
by
a
{necessitating
staff) would be required to identify whether any individual wetland is subJect to Corps regulations. ln
River, some

of its tributaries, and

general, to obtain a Section 404 permit, applicants must demonstrate that the discharge of dredged orfill
materialwould not significantly degrade the nation's waters and there are no practicable alternatives less
damaging to the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not have other significant adverse
environmental consequences.

While wetland alterations affecting less than a half-acre may be approvable via a Nationwide Permit,
activities exceeding that threshold (or of any size at Corps staff's discretion) would be subject to the more
rigorous lndividual Permit review process, which requires a robust alternatives analysis. Most impacts
trigger a requirement to perform mitigation, with some minor exceptions (e,9., projects impacting less
than 0.1 acres of wetlands that also meet other conditions). Mitigation for wetland impacts can be
satisfied in three different ways:
on-slte wetland restoration, creation, enhancement, and preservation/conservation;
t

Off-site wetland restoration, creation, enhancement, and preservation/conservation; or

Payment to a wetland mitigation bank {though this would not presently be an option at Port
Westward since Columbia County does not currently have a mitigation bank).

23

Engineer Circular (EC) 1165-2-220, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 10 September 2018. Accessed July 1, 2020,

from https://www.publications.usace.army.millPoftalslT6/Publications/EngineerCircularslEC_Lt65-2-22O.pdf
24

lbid.

2s

Effective Jun e22,2020, the definition of "waters of the United States' was clarified through Corps and EPA
administrative rulemaking. 85 FR22250, accessed July 1, 202O from https://www.federalregister,gov/documents/

2O2O/04/2r/2020-02500/the-navigable-waters-protection-rule-definitlon-of-waters-of-the-united-states
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Clean Woter Act
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has jurisdiction over programs established to carry out the
Clean Water Act (except for Section 404, noted above, in which both the Corps and EPA have a regulatory
role)' Taken together, the EPA's programs established under the CWA will result in mitigation consisting
of pollution control practices, spill prevention and response plans, and facility design features that
minimize impacts on water resources.
Section 301 (33 USC S 1311). This section prohibits discharge of pollutants to waters of the United
States unless a person has obtained a permit (for instance, via Sections 4OZ or 404, described
below).
t

Section 303 Water Quality Standards and lmplementation Plans (33 USC 5 1313). This section
requires the EPA and states to prepare and periodically review water quality standards.
Section 306 National Standards of Perforrnance (33 USC S 1316). Based on this section, the EpA
creates water quality standards for various industry sectors (e.g., timber products processing),
requiring effluent reductions based on best available technology at the time of permit issuance.
Section 307 National and Local Pretreatment Standards (33 USC

standards

I

1317), This section establishes

for wastewater flows to publicly owned treatment work

(POTW, or municipal
wastewater facility), which require pretreatment at a facility prior to discharging into a municipal
wastewater collection system that then conveys flows to a POTW. ln Oregon, the EpA has
delegated authority of this program to the state Department of Environmental euality (DEA).
These rules would only apply if a Porw system were implernented at port westward.

Section 311 Oil and Hazardous Substance Liability (33 USC S 1321). This section regulates
discharges of oil and other hazardous substances into waters of the United States to ensure the
effects are not harmful to the public health or welfare or the environment. The EpA is the lead
a8ency for responding to oil spills in inland waters (whereas the Coast Guard is the lead agency
for spills at deepwater ports and tidal waters such as Port Westward). Mitigation for impacts
addressed in this program often includes requiring facilitles that store or use certain quantities of
oil (those that may cause "substantial harm") to identify ways to prevent spills and to prepare a
Facility Response Plan to identify how to respond in the event of a spill (per 40 CFR 112).
I

Section 316 Thermal Discharges (33 USC $ 1326). This section authorizes granting of variances
from Section 301 or 306 thermal standards if the variance is still protective of fish and wildlife.
Additionally, cooling water intake structures that withdraw more than two (2) million gallons per
day are subject to design requirements to minimize environmental impacts, particularly on
waterborne organisms.

I

Section 319 Nonpoint Source Management Programs (33 USC S 1329). This section established
funding for the EPA to issue grants for states to improve programs designed to reduce pollution

23
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from nonpoint sources such as agricultural runoff, sediment, nutrients, pesticides, vehicle oil, etc.
ln Oregon, this grant funding is provided to DEQ.25
I

Section 401State Certification of Water Quality (33 USC $ 1341). Before Federal agencies issue
permits resulting in discharge to waters of the United States, states must certify that water quality
requirements of the CWA are met. Within the zone change area, these provisions would be
triggered prior to wetland alterations if the Corps has taken jurisdiction of the affected wetlands
or for EPA or other Federal permits. The EPA has established regulations for this process as
outlined 40 CFR 121, and in Oregon the 401 Certification review is performed by the DEQ. The
EPA allows DEQto impose conditions of approval as needed to mitigate for incompatible impacts
such as effluent quality standards and monitoring requirements to ensure the system's ongoing
performance meets standards even beyond permit issuance.

a

Section 402 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES, 33 USC $ 1342). The EPA
reguires that point sources obtain a permit from the EPA or the state (in this case, Oregon DEQ)
before discharging pollutants into waters of the United States. Point sources include pipes,
ditches, and similar channels but exclude agricultural runoff. Within the zone change area, for
example, these provisions may apply to wastewater treatment facilities or industrial facilities that
discharge process water or stormwater to the Columbia River. Permits place specific limits on the
quantity and concentration of an array of pollutants (e.g., heavy metals, nutrients, toxic
compounds, bacteria, etc.) as specified in Section 301, which typically necessitates operators to
install a treatment system prior to discharge, NPDES permits have regular monitoring and
reporting requirements. As these permits have a discrete timespan, operators need to periodically
reapply and meet updated permit standards, such as by implementing new available technology.
Section 404 Permits for Dredged or Fill Material {33 USC 5 1344}. The EPA disseminates guidelines
and criteria utilized by the Corps (and some states, but not including Oregon) in the administration
of dredging and fill of waters of the United States.

I

Section 405 Sewage Sludge and Disposal Program (33 USC 5 1345). The EPA has established
programs and standards for the management of biosolids (sewage sludge)from POTWS. As Port
Westward does not have a POTW and the Port is not proposing land application of biosolids within
the zone change area, this section does not directly affectthe zone change area.

Oil Pollution Act
The aim of the Oil Pollution Act (33 USC 5 2701), which amended the Clean Water Act, is to minimize
damage from oil spills by requiring measures to prevent, prepare for, and respond to spills to avoid
discharge to waters. lhe bPA has rssued rules that require onshore ollfacllltles to prepare emergency
response plans pursuant to the Spill Preventlon, Control and Countermeasure {SPCC) Rule (40 CFR 112).
The EPA has oil spill response authority in the lnland Zone, while the Coast Guard has authority in the
Coastal Zone including waters subject to tide such as the portion of the Columbia River at Port Westward.
The EPA may either perform cleanup itself or direct the spiller's response.

As noted in Section lV, industrial development at Port Westward would not be permitted to allow nonpoint
runoff, in contrast to agricultural operations which may generate nonpoint runoff.

26
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Toxic substances control Act and Lautenberg chemicat sofety Act
Under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA, 15 UsC 5 2601), as amended by the Frank R. Lautenberg
Chemical Safety for the 21st Century Act, the EPA requires testing of chemicals proposed for production
or storage to assess exposure to humans and the environment, and can place limits on chemicals
determined to pose an unreasonable risk of injury, More germane to the zone change area, EpA requires

import and export operations to certify that chemicals comply with TSCA and requires chemical

operations to maintain records and submit reports to EPA regarding the chemicals, which can be disclosed
to local governments, emergency responders, and health professionals
{even if the information includes
confidential operational data).

Emergency Plonning ond Community Right-to-Know Act
This EPA's office of Emergency Management implements and provides guidance on this program pursuant
USC S 11001, which requires that states create emergency planning committees. lt also requires

to 42

industries to report information on use and storage of hazardous chemicals to local governments and
to
report any accidental releases of hazardous or toxic chemicals, with information available to the public
through the EPA's Toxics Release lnventory. ln Oregon, this program is largely overseen by the office of
the State Fire Marshal.

Poll

ution Prevention Act

As part of the Pollution Prevention Act (PPA, 42 USC 5 13101") the EpA imptements programs including
source reduction to minimize the amount of chemicals in use, thereby reducing the volume of any
accidental release, Following source reduction, industries are required to recycle pollutants. For those
businesses required to file toxic chemical release forms under the Emergency planning and Community
Right-to-Know Act, the PPA requires reporting of toxic reduction and recycling.

Sofe Drinking water

lcf

and Resource conservation ond Recovery Act

The EPA has established the Underground lnjection Control (UtC) program in 40 CFR 144 pursuant
to
provisions of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA, 42 USC g 300) and the Resource
Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA, 42 U.S. Code $ 6901). This program specifies the rules through which UlCs (e.g.,

drywells for stormwater disposal) may be constructed and utilized. Mitigation
le.g., water quality
treatment) may be required in orderto protectgroundwater quality, particularlyfor underground drinking
water supplies. The EPA has delegated authority to DEe to administer this program within Oregon.
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act also authorizes the EPA to set standards to regulate
solid
waste, including hazardous waste, and specifies rules for underground storage tank safety, ln Oregon,
RCRA provisions are implemented through DEe.

Clean Air Act
under the Clean Air Act (CAA, 42 usc g 74oLet seq.), the EPA establishes air quality standards, including
those for six cornmon pollutants: ground-level ozone, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, lead, sulfur
dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide. The EPA also regulates emissions of hazardous air pollutants that cause

health effects such as cancer' Taken together, the CAA regulations require pollution controls and
compliance with emissions standards. For each of these regulatory areas, new sources (such as those that
would be constructed in the zone change area) are subject to more stringent regulations than existing
sources. Similar to NPDES permits, Clean Air Act operating permits have regular monitoring and reporting
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requirements and require periodic renewal. The EPA has delegated authority to DEQ to administer this
program within Oregon.

CM Section 112(r) requires facilities uslng certain quantities of an extensive list of regulated substances2T
to submit a Risk Management Plan to the EPA (not DEQ) every five years to outline steps to reduce the
likelihood of chemical accidents and share information with first responders on how to respond to an
accident.

U.S, Coost Guard

Homeland Security Act of 2002
ln addition to its high-profile search and rescue mission, the U.S, Coast Guard has ten other missions
identified in the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (6 USC $ 458). Those most relevant to the Port Westward
zone change area include marine safety; marine environmental protection; and ports, waterways and
coastal security. The Coast Guard is the lead agency for responding to incidents (including spills of oils or
hazardous materials) in watennrays, and consequently coordinates and prepares for emergency response
efforts. The Coast Guard reviews and approves security plans for ships and marine facilities (including
ports), including anti-terrorism measures.

ail Pollutian Act
The Oil Pollution Act (33 USC 5 27011, which amended the Clean Water Act, grants authority to the Coast
Guard to require oil transport vessels (and large ships carrying fuel for their own use) to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to spills. The Coast Guard requires vessel operators to obtain certificates to demonstrate

adequate financial resources

to respond to a spill, if one should occur. The Coast Guard has oil spill

response authority in the U.S. Coastal Zone which includes areas subject to tide such as the Columbia
River near Port Westward. The Coast Guard may either perform cleanup itself or direct the spille/s
response.

Pipeline ond Hazardous Materials Salety Administrotion
Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Act and Notural Gos Pipeline Sofety Act
The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) within the U.5. Department of
Transportation is responsible for overseeing pipeline safety pursuant to the Hazardous liquid Pipeline Act
and the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act (both at 49 USC S 50101). PHMSA issues regulations on pipeline
design and construction, testing, maintenance, and accident reporting.

Oil Pollution Act
The Oil Pollution Act (33 USC $ 2701) grants authority to PHMSA to regulate pipelines that transport oil
and other hazardous materials. PHMSA requires operators to design and construct pipelines to meet
specific safety standards and to develop emergency response plans,

2' U.5. Environmental Protection Agency, List of Regulated Substances under
the Risk Management Plan (RMP|
Program. Accessed luly t,2O20, from https://wwwepa.gov/rmp/list-regulated-substances-under-riskm an

agement-pl an-rmp-program
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Protecting Our lnfrostructure of Pipelines and Enhancing Safety Act of 2A16 (plpES) Act
The PIPES Act reauthorized PMHSA's pipeline safety program and required PMHSA to develop standards

for underground natural gas storage operations. This Act also required PMHSA inspectors to provide
reports to pipeline operators following inspections, so that operators ca.n expediently make any necessary
changes to improve safety.

Federal Rail Sofety Act
Under the Federal Rail Safety Act (49 USC 5 20106), as amended, PHMSA and the Federal Railroad
Administration require railroad operators to prepare oil spill response plans, to share information with
local emergency responders, and to utilize rail cars meeting the latest safety standards.
F

ede

ral

Rai I rood Ad mi nist roti on

Federal Rail Safety Act
Under the Federal Rail Safety Act (49 USC $ 20106), as amended, PHMSA and the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) require railroad operators to prepare oil spill response plans, to share information
with local emergency responders, and to utilize rail cars meeting the latest safety standards. The FRA also
issues rail safety regulations and enforces them via inspections. Violators are subject to fines.

U.S. Ma ritime Admini stration

Marine Highway Program
The U.S. Maritime Administration (MARAD), part of the U.5. Department of Transportation, manages the
Marine Highway Program to encourage increased use of navigable waters. The M 84 Marine Highway
Corridor (of which the Columbia River is a part) is included in this program. As part of this program, MARAD
regulates the Columbia River M-84 Corridor and awards grant funding for qualifying projects at ports,

Deepwater Port Act
Pursuant to the Deepwater Port Act (33 USC 5 1501), MARAD licenses offshore port structures not
applicable in this context. This act defines deepwater ports more narrowly than the state of Oregon; for
the purposes of this act, deepwater ports are those which are beyond state seaward boundaries. As a
result, this act is not applicable to Port Westward, but may have a nexus to vessels in maritime commerce
that call at Port Westward.

Federql Energy &egulatory Commission

Natural Gas Act and Notural 6os Policy Act
Underthe Natural Gas Act (15 USC 5 717) and Natural Gas PolicyAct (15 USC 5 3341), the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) is charged with reviewing applications for the construction and operation
of natural gas terminals, storage facilities, and pipelines. As part of this process, FERC coordinates with
multiple agencies including the U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Department of Transportation, and state and local
governments to ensure that the facility meets standards and that the operator has an appropriate
emergency response plan in place. lf FERC approves a natural gas facility, it then operates under FERC
regulatory oversight throughout the course of the facility's operation. As part of this oversigh! FERC can
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reguire operators to perform safety improvernents. The NEPA review associated wlth these facilities
would also address alternatives analysis, pollution prevention measures, and the like.
I

nterstate

Com merce

Act

As part of the lnterstate Commerce Act (49 USC S 1), FERC regulates rates (tariffs)for both oiland natural
gas pipelines. Safety regulations for these pipelines are issued by the U.S. Department of Transportation
(USDOT) Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, not by FERC.

Federal Emergency Management Agency

Nationol Flood lnsuronce Program
The Federal Emergency Management Agency {FEMA} administers the National Flood tnsurance Prograrn
(NFlP, 42 USC 5 50), which among other provisions requires preparation of Flood Insurance Rate Maps
(FlRMs). FEMA also promulgates regulations that communities wishing to participate in the NFIP are

obligated to meet or exceed.28 FEMA does not have direct regulatory authority overthe application of the
NFIP in permitting and development, as that is under the purview of the local governrnent (Columbia
County, in the case of the zone change area). However, if an applicant wishes to amend a FIRM, it must
submit technical documentation to FEMA to demonstrate compliance with the NFIP and other laws
including the Endangered Species Act and may need to modify the project design to comply.

U.S. Fish and Wildlile Service

Migratory Bird Treoty Act
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 USC $ 703) prohibits takin{' of certain migratory blrd species without
a permit from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service {USFWS). Taking is broadly defined as including:
...pursue, hunt, take, capture, kill, attempt to take, capture, or kill, possess, offer for sale,
sell, offer to borter, barter, offer to purchase, purchose, deliver lor shipment, ship, export,
import, cause to be shipped, exported, or imported, deliver lor tronsportation, tronsport

or couse to be transported, carry or couse to be corried, or receive for shipment,
tronspartation, corriage, or export, ony migratory bird, any part, nest, or egg of any such
bird, or any product, whether or not manufactured, which consists, or is composed in
whole or part, of any such bird or ony pdrt, nest, ar egg thereof,.,ze

Therefore, construction activities and facility operations need to avoid taklngs (e.g., by limiting certain
actions to non-migration periods) or first obtain USFWS approval. lf unpermltted taklngs occur, violators
are subject to fines.

28

2e

Federal flood insurance is only available withln communities that participate in the NFIP.
16 USc 5 703(a). Accessed July 1, 2020 from https://uscode.house.govlview,xhtml?req:(title:16

section:703

editionlprelim)
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u.s.

Fish ond

wildlife servlce and National Morine Fishertes service

Marine Mommol Protection Act
The Marine Mammal Protection Act (16 USC $ 1351) prohibits taking" of marine mammals without a
permit from USFWS or the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), with the applicable agency
dependent on species. The term take is defined as "to harass, hunt, capture, or kill, or attempt to harass,
hunt, capture, or kill any marine mammal."30 Therefore, construction activities and facility operations
need to avoid takings (e.g., by altering practices) or first obtain USFWS and/or NMFS approval. lf
unpermitted takings occur, violators are subject to fines.

Federal Agencies Providing Supplementol Review
Multiple agencies including USFWS, NMFi Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and the U.S. Forest
Service {USFS) provide additional review of Federal permits to ensure the proposed Federal actions do

not impact sensitive natural resources. The administering Federal agency (e.g., the Corps) then

incorporates the comments from the reviewing agencies into its decision on the requested permit. For
instances where specific coordination requirements are not specified in other statutes, the National
Environmental Policy Act (described above) would still require coordination with these agencies when
reviewing Federal actions. While the reviewing agencies' comments are generally not binding, they help
the lead agencies comply with Federal environmental laws by providing recommendations on courses of
action.

Endangered Species Act
Under the Endangered Species Act (15 Usc $ 1531), USFWS has created a list of endangered species.
Federal agencies are required to coordinate with USFWS and NMFS to ensure that Federal actions
(including permit decision)will not further threaten listed species, either through direct effects orthrough
habitat impacts. An example of how this could affect the zone change area is that if a project requires a
Federal permit, the stormwater management system must be designed to meet both the NMFS Standard
Local Operating Procedures for Endangered Species (SLOPES) standards and the County stormwater
standards.

Fish ond Wildlife Caordinotion Act
For projects that impound, divert, control, or modify water bodies and wetlands (including navigation and
drainage projects), the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 UsC 5 6G1) requires other Federal agencies
to consult with USFWS and NMFS prior to issuing permits to minimize damage to wildlife. An applicant
may need to modify the project design to address concerns raised by the reviewing agencies.

Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservotion and Monagement Act
Pursuant to the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (lG USC 1gO1), Federal
S
agencies are required to coordinate with NMFS prior to taking actions (including issuing perrnits) that may

impact essentialfish habitat. An applicant may need to modify the project design to address concerns
raised by the reviewing agencies.

30

16 usc S L362(13). Accessed )uly 7,2a2o from https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=(title:18 section:1362

edition:prelim)
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Applicable Oregon Regulations
Similar to the Federal level, state regulatory prograrns are administered by multiple agencies.

Deportment of Stote Lands
Wetland and Waterway Removal ond Fill permits
Pursuant to Oregon's Removal-Fill Law (ORS 195.795-990), the Departrnent of State tands (DSL) regulates
alterations of waters of the state, which include streams, ponds, wetlands, and ditches. Regulated
activities include removal or intentional movement of rock, gravel, sand, silt, other inorganic substances,

and large, woody debris from the bed or banks of a waterway, or depositlon of material. These regulations
are similar to Corps regulations of waters of the United States, but state rules are in some ways more
stringent than Federal rules.
permits are required for projects that involve 50 cubic yards of fill and/or removal (cumulative) within
jurisdictional
the
boundary.3l Furthermore, there are two areas within and near the zone change area that
would require DSL permits for projects of any size (even smaller than 50 cubic yards), namely (1) in the
wetland mitigation sites northwest of Portland General ElectriCs generating facilities, and (2) abutting the
east end of the zone change area in Dobbins Slough/ohns Slough due to its designation as Essential
DSL

Salmonid Habitat.
Similar to Corps permits, to obtain many DSL fill-removal permits, applicants must generally perform an
alternatives analysis to justify wetlandlwaterway alterations and demonstrate alteration of construction
to minimize impacts on aquatic habitat. DSL requires mitigation for the adverse impacts to the extent
practical, with a minimum of 1.5 acres of new wetland creation for every acre filled.32

Deportme

nt of Environme ntol Quality

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) oversees permit programs addressing air quality,
water quality, and solid waste disposal.33 Prior to review of any DEQ permit, the state requires submittal
of a land Use Compatibility Permit (LUCS) signed by the local government (in this case, Columbia County)
to indicate whether the proposed use is compatible with applicable comprehensive plan provisions and
zoning standards.3a
As part of its rulemaking process, DEQ regularly evaluates and refines its programs and standards to
safeguard public health and the environment. For instance, the NPDES t2O0-Z permit {noted below} is
currently under review, with the proposed draft rule anticipated to be issued for public comment in fall
2A2Oand the finalrule anlicipated irr sprirrg 2023..

3r
f

Oregon Department of State Lands, A Guide to the Removal-Fill Permit Process, 2019. Accessed July 1, 2020
rom http ://www.oregon.gov/dsUl/_Fill_Guide.pdf

32

tbid.

33

DEQ also manages an Environmental Cleanup Program but since the zone change area is not a brownfield, the
cleanup program is not applicable at this location.
3a
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, Land Use Compatibility Statement. Accessed July 1, 2020 from
https://www.oregon, gov/deq/Permits/Pages/LUCS. aspx
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Water Quality
DEQ issues water quality permits based both

on Federal authority delegated by the EPA (e.g., the
Underground lnjection Control Program) and on authority granted by Oregon statute. Water quality
permits must be obtained prior to discharge of pollutants to water or to the ground. These permits
generally limit allowable quantities and types of pollutant discharges (e.g., sediment, chemicats, etc.) and
may require certain equipment or practices to limit pollution, Several permit types also require regular
monitoring and reporting; the agency then makes these data available to the public.
NPDES Permits

Pursuant to Section 402 of the Clean Water Act, DEQ is authorized by the EPA to issue permits as part of
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System. These permits are required for point source (pipes,
ditches, and similar channels but excluding agricultural runoff) discharges to waters of the United States
and State of Oregon. Within the zone change area, for example, these provisions may apply to wastewater
treatment facilities or industrial facilities that discharge process water or stormwater to the Columbia
River. Permits place specific limits on the quantity and concentration of an array of pollutants (e.g., heavy
metals, nutrients, toxic compounds, bacteria, etc.) as specified in CWA Section 301, which typically
necessitates operators to install a treatment system prior to discharge. NPDES permits have regular
monitoring and reporting requirements. As these permits have a discrete timespan, operators need to
periodically reapply and meet changing permit standards such as by implementing best available
technology.
Types of NPDES permits that would be needed for future activities within the zone change area include:

r
!

12fl)'C Construction Stormwater General Permit, for construction activities that disturb more
than one acre; and
72OA-Z

Stormwater Discharge General Permit, for ongoing industrial operations

WPCF Permits

Water Pollution Control Facility (WPCF) permits are similar to NPDES permits but are instead required for
discharge to the ground rather than to surface water. DEQ issues WPCF permits for wastewater lagoons,
onsite sewage disposal systems (described below), underground injection control systems (described
below), and land irrigation of wastewater. ln each case, operators must install any requisite technology
to meet allowable release standards.
Undereround I niectlon Control Proeram
Pursuant to the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act and Oregon's Groundwater Act (OAR Chapter 340,
Division 40), DEOs UIC Program regulates injection wells that may be used for disposal or storage of
liquids (e.g., stormwater management drywells), to ensure that such facilities are built and operated in a
manner that is protective of groundwater supplies. Prior to construction, applicants need to obtain a UIC

permit from DEQ to demonstrate that adequate separation from groundwater is provided and that
appropriate pre-treatment faclllties are in place to improve water quality prior to injection, with required
pre-treatment levels varying depending on the source of the injected fluid. DEQ may also require periodic
sampling and reporting, and may require closure of non-compliant UlCs.
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Onslte Wastewater Manaeement Prosram
DEQ publishes rules (OAR Chapter 340, Divisions 71 and 73) regarding the design, construction, and
maintenance of onsite sewdge systerns (e.g., septic systerns) to maintain public health and protect water
quality. These rules require an applicant to obtain a permit prior to constructlon and to build the system
to specific standards to minimize impacts. Owners of certain types of systems (e.g., sand filters) are
required to file an annual operation and maintenance form by a certified onsite maintenance provider. ln
Columbia County, individual onsite systems are permitted through the County rather than through DEQ.

Nonpoint Source Prorram,
DEQ s Nonpoint Source Program encourages reduction of pollution from nonpoint sources. Pursuant to
CWA Section 319, DEQ provides grant funding for qualified partners to implement programs to decrease

nonpoint source pollution.3s

$edion tl0l. Removal and FillCertlflcatlon
For projects that require Federal permits that may result in discharge to waters of the United States,
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act requires states to certify that water quality requirements of the CWA
are met. As noted above, these provisions would be triggered within the zone change area if a Corps
wetland fill permit or other Federal permit is needed to accommodate a project. DEQ may impose
conditions of approval to mitigate for incompatible impacts such as effluent quality standards and
monitoring requirements. Without DEQ s 40l certification, the Federal permit cannot be issued.
Blosolids ProEram

Pursuant to Clean Water Act Section 405 and state rules, DEQ manages the state's program for
management of biosolids {sewage sludge) from municipal wastewater facilities. Port Westward does not
have a municipal wastewater facility and the Port is not proposing land application of biosolids within the
zone change area, so this section does not directly affect the zone change area unless those circumstances
change in the future.

The EPA has delegated management of the CWA National and Local Pretreatment Standards to DEQ. The

state also has its own supplemental regulations. As noted above, these standards are applicable to
wastewater flows to publicly owned treatment works (POTW), so they would only apply if a POTW system
were implemented at Port Westward.
Ballast Water Prosram
DEQ s rules for ballast water stipulate that regulated vessels must provide reports to the state before
entering state waters and comply with management practices outlined in ORS 783.620 through 783,640
to minimize introduction of nuisance species. DEQ can issue fines for noncompliance. At Port Westward,

3s

As noted in the EPA discussion, industrial development at Port Westward would not be permitted to allow
nonpoint runoff but would instead need to collect and treat stormwater prior to discharge; by contrast,
agricultural operations may Benerate unregulated nonpoint runoff.
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this program would only apply to the zone change area if a dock were constructed in the future along the
Thompson property's Columbia River shore.

Air Quolity
DEQ issues air quality permits based both on Federal authority delegated by the EPA (for new sources and
hazardous air pollutants) and on authority granted by Oregon statute. Air quality permits generally limit
allowable quantities and types of air pollution emissions (e.g., particulates, toxics, Clean AirAct pollutants,

etc.) and may require certain equiprnent or practices to limit pollution. DEQ also requires regular air
quality monitoring and reporting; the agency then makes these data available to the public.
Cleaner Air Oreeon Prosram

The Cleaner Air Oregon {CAO) Program, established in 2018, strengthened air quality standards for
industrial operations. Based on the purposes outlined in OAR 340-245-0005, this program is intended to
protect health, analyze health risk based on science, use a science-based approach to address risks, and
reduce air toxic exposure while supporting businesses. With the exceptions of minor sources of pollutants,
new businesses are required to first undergo CAO risk assessment, which may require operators to
institute additional emission controls to comply with the state's Risk Action Levels. Following the CAO risk
assessment, operators then apply for applicable permits (further described below), which incorporate the
results of the assessment.

Air Contamlnant Elscharse Permlts

Air Contaminant Discharge Permits

(ACDPs) are required for new sources of air pollution or major
modifications to existing sources.36 DEQ has established four tiers of ACDPs, which increase in complexity
as one moves through the following list (the type of emission source determines the applicable permit
tier).37 The following list provides examples of activities that would require each type of ACDp but does
not replicate the entire inventory of applicable activities promulgated by DEQ. With each of these ACDp's,
an operator may need to install pollution control technology as mitigation to ensure compliance with
nu merical emissions standards.

1.

Basic ACDP. Facilities that fall under this permit threshold include:

o

Natural gas and propane fired boilers

of 10 or more million British Thermal

Units

(MMBTU)/hour but less than 30 MMBTU/hour heat input that may use less than 1O000
gallons per year of #2 diesel oil as a backup fuel.
Rock, concrete or asphalt crushing, both stationary and portable, more than 5,000
tons/year but less than 25,000 tons/year crushed.
2.

General ACDP. Facilities that fall under this permit threshold include:

o

Boilers (>10 million BTU/hour heat input for oilfuels and >30 million BTU/hour heat input
for natural gas and propane fuels).

36

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, lnstructions for Using Air Contaminant Discharge permit
Application Forms, January 27,2O2O. https://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterPermitsDocs/acdp-applguidelines,pdf
37
tbid.
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Rock crushers (>25,000 tons of rock crushed per year); sawrnills, planing mills, millworlq

o

plywood manufacturing and veneer drying (>25,000 board feet per 8-hour shift).

3.

4.

Sinrple ACDP. Facilities that fall under this pernrit threshold include

o

Building paper and buildingboard mills.

o

Natural gas and oil production and processing and associated fuel burning equipment.

Standard ACDP. Facilities that fall under this permit threshold include:

o

All sources that DEQ determines have emissions that constitute a nuisance.

o

All sources having the potential to emit 25 tons or more of all hazardous air pollutants
combined in a year.

Title V Operatlns Permits

lndustrial operations deemed major sources of air pollutants (as defined in OAR 340-20&0020) are
required by the Federal Clean Air Act to obtain Title V operating permits. For new facilities {such as any
future facilities in the zone change area), operators need to first obtain the applicable ADCP authorizing
construction, then apply for Title V operating permits.3s Titte V permits require additional air quality
monitoring and reporting (compared to ACDPslto demonstrate compliance with air quality standards.
To nks
DEQ has standards for both aboveground storage tanks (AST) and underground storage

tank

(UST).

Abovesround Stoiase Tank

While ASTs are largely regulated by EPA, DEQ does require that spills of oll or hazardous materials be
reported to the DEQ emergency response program.3e DEQ also has authority over ASTs with 10,000 gallon
or greater capacity if petroleum is received from pipelines or vessels.ao Operators would need to utilize
appropriate tank designs and containment measures to reduce the potentialfor harmfulspills.
Undersround Storaee Tank

s

underground storage tank program meets or exceeds Federal
standards.al Therefore, DEQ is the lead agency for USTs in Oregon, and requires tank owners and
operators to meet both state and Federal standards. DEQ rules specify tank installation and operating
standards, require DEQ registration of tanks and annual operating certificates, specify measures for

The EPA has certified that

DEQ

38

OAR Chapter 34Q Dlvision 218, Oregon Title V Operating Permits. Accessed July 1, 2020 from
https:l/secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/displayDivisionRules.action?selectedDivision=1540
3e
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, Above Ground Storage Tanks. Accessed July 1, 2020 from
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/tanks/Pages/Above-Ground-Storage-Tanks.aspx
40

lbid.

al Oregon Department of Environmental
Qualit% Underground Storage Tank Program. Accessed July 1, 2020 from
https ://www.oregon. gov/deq / tanks/ P a5es/ UST.aspx
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addressing leaks, mandate operator training, require licensed UST contractors, and establish liability for

future leaks.

Hozardous Waste
The five proposed uses for the zone change area have the potential to generate hazardous waste. DEe
regulates hazardous waste generators; hazardous waste treatment, storage or disposal facilities; and
hazardous waste recycling facilities to maintain public health and environmental quality. Waste
generators need to characterize their waste to determine if it is hazardous under Federal law (RCRA) or
state law (OAR Chapter 340), and then provide annual reporting to DEe. Additionally, DEe rules specify
hazardous waste accumulation limits; personnel training standards for waste handling; emergency

management planning; shipping methods; allowable storage and treatment requirements; and spill
containment procedures. DEQ also provides hazardous waste training to educate operators about how to
properly manage hazardous waste.

Noise Control
Pursuant to ORS Chapter 457, DEQ has issued noise control regulations adopted as OAR 340 Division 35,
and these rnodel rules can be adopted by localjurisdictions (including Columbia County) to address noise
events. These rules stipulate that new industrial uses cannot generate sounds that exceed specified levels

or that increase ambient noise levels by more than 10 decibels in an hour, as measured at a "noise
sensitive property." Additional standards address impulsive sounds and sound frequency. Operators may
need to implement noise reduction rneasures to comply with these standards.
Emergency Response
Pursuant to OAR 340 Divisions 141 and 142, DEe coordinates with Federal, state, and local partners to

help prevent accidental discharges of oil or other hazardous wastes and to respond to spill events. DEe
requires ship and pipeline operators to prepare oil spill prevention and response plans, which DEe then
circulates during a public comment period. DEQalso requires reporting of spills of oils and other hazardous

materials.

Department ol Energy
Among other programs, the Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE) participates in decisions regarding the
siting of liquified naturalgas facilities and energy facilities.

Liquified Natural Gos
ODOE is the state agency charged with evaluating requests for liquified natural gas (LNG) import/export
facilities on behalf of the state. ODOE provides input to FERC, which has the ultimate decision-making
authority regarding siting new facilities pursuant to Federal law. ODOE also coordinates with FERC and
the U.S. Coast Guard to ensure that the operator has an appropriate emergency response plan in place
and that the operator has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with ODOE regarding safety planning
and cost recovery for any needed emergency preparation.

Energy Facilities
ODOE staff support the Energy Facility Siting Council (EFSC) which regulates the siting of enerBy facilities
as defined in ORS 469.300(1lxa), which includes certain pipelines transporting petroleum or LNG; certain
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fuel processing facilities; and tNG storage facilities over 70,000 gallons (excluding import/export facilities).
The EFSC only issues site certificates once adequate evidence has been provided by an applicant to
confirm that appropriate mitigation measures are in place to meet standards for safety, noise control,
wildllfe protection, offsite impacts, etc. EFSCs review process involves coordination with state, local, and
tribal agencies and notice to nearby property owners.

OfIice ol the State Fire Marshal
The Office of the State Fire Marshal (OSFM) manages multiple programs applicable to industrial safety

Community Right to Know
OSFM implements Oregon's Comrnunity Right to Know program. This program requires industries to
provide annual reporting on use and storage ofhazardous chemicals (and associated Safety Data Sheets)
and to report anv accidental releases of hazardous or toxic chemicals.az OSFM also collects hazardous

material incident reports from emergency providers. The information reported to OSFM is available for
review by the public. Confidential information (e.g., exact quantities of hazardous materials) is made
available to emergency hresponders but not to the general public.

Emergency Response

the State Emergency Response Commission, which establishes emergency planning
districts and reviews local emergency response plans. The agency has also established the Oregon Fire
Service Mobilization Plan to identify the state response role during large emergency response events.
OSFM oversees

Fire Code and lnspections
Deputy State Fire Marshals perform plan review on new structures to confirm compliance with the Oregon
Fire Code, including standards for emergency access, fire hydrants and watersupply, building information
signs (denoting construction type and fire-resistance rating, fire protection systems, occupancy type, and

hazards), fire suppression systerns, and emergency responder radio coverage.a3 Deputy State Fire
Marshals also perform inspections of industrial structures following construction.44

lncident Response
OSFM trains emergency response personnel in how to respond to hazardous materials incidents. OSFM
also has lncident Management Teams that can be deployed for large or complex events.

Storage Tanks
The Oregon Fire Code specifies standards for the installation of tanks storing flammable/or combustible
liquids. Aboveground tanks over 1,000 gallons also need permits from OSFM prior to installation. Per OAR
837-030-0100 through 837-030-028O bulk storage sites for liquid petroleum gas (LPG) are subject to
annual permits and inspections, and operators are required to submit plans for OSFM review prior to

42

OAR Chapter 837, Division 85, Community Right-to-Know Survey and Compliance Programs. Accessed July 1,

lrom https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/displayDivisionRules.action?selectedOivision=3816
2019 Oregon Fire Code. Accessed July 1, 2020from https://codes.iccsafe,orglcontent/OFC2}TgPl
44
Office of the State Fire Marshal, Deputy State Fire Marshals. Accessed July 2020 from
https://www.oregon.gov/osp/programs/sfm/Pages/Deputy-State-Fire-Marshals.aspx
2O2O

43

!
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to the storage site and notify OSFM within two weeks of any new tank installations, whether
above ground or underground. Any deficiencies noted by OSFM inspectors must be remedied within 60
days or fewer.
changes

Office ol Emergency Manogement
The Oregon Office of Emergencv Management (OEM) has a role both in preparing for and in responding

to significant emergencies.4s OEM provides grants to local agencies to assist in disaster and emergency
preparation and publishes the Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan which addresses natural
hazards, preparedness, emergency operations, and recovery, including emergency operations procedures
relating to such topics as firefighting and hazardous materials.a6 While local responders (e.g., Clatskanie
Rural Fire Protection District) would have responsibility for addressing emergencies at PWW and in the
zone change area, if an emergency were large then OEM may also participate in the response,

Woter Resources

De

pa

rtment

The Oregon Water Resources Department (OWRD) manages water rights within the state. lf industrial
uses in the zone change area wish to install new systems to utilize surface water or groundwater, they
would first need to obtain water rights from OWRD, a process which requires demonstration that
measures are in place to ensure that water is not wasted.

lf industrial uses

in

the zone change area wish to utilize groundwater, they would need to utilize

a

certified

well constructor to ensure that the well was installed per state standards and properly reported to the
state. lf the user later wishes to abandon the well, again the work would need to be performed by a
certified well constructor, with reporting provided to OWRD.

Oregon Departme nt of Trans portation
ODOT Rail
The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) Rail and Public Transit Division (ODOT Rail) inspects
track and performs inspections of railroad equipment and track in conjunction with the FRA to maintain
safety of infrastructure and rail cars. ODOT Rail requires carriers to prepare emergency response plans
per ORS 824.A82, which specifies that rail carriers need to provide notice to the state in advance of
transporting hazardous materials by rail.

Stote Agencies Providing Supplementol Review
Additionalstate agencies provide supplemental review and comment on permit applications under review
by other agencies. The reviewing agencies' comments help the lead agencies comply with Federal and
state environmental laws by providing recommendations on courses of action,

as

Oregon Office of Emergency Management. Accessed July 12,2020 from https://www.oregon.gofoem
Oregon Office of Emergency Managemen! State of Oregon Emergency Management Plan, Volume lll:
Emergency Operations Plan, Aprll 2017. Accessed July t2,2020from

a5

https:l/www.oregon.govloem/Documents l2OL7 _OR_EOP*com plete.pdf
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Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
I

Oregon Department

of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) comrnents on water rights applications to

OWRD.47
a

ODFW comments on impacts to endangered species (and sensitive or threatened species) and
may require mitigation (e.g., design changes) for impacts.4
ODFW provides comments to Columbia County on whether mitigation would be appropriate or
necessary to mitigate for habitat impacts for development in wetlands and riparian corridors.ae

r

ODFW comments on DEQ Section 401 Removal and Fill Certifications.5o

r

ODFW comments on DEQ NPDES water quality permit applications.

r

ODFW comments on DSL wetland

fill permit applicationssl and

EFSC

energy facility applications.s2

Oregon Heritoge
Oregon Heritage is the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) within Oregon Park and Recreation
Department.
I

SHPO comments

I

Similarly, SHPO also comments on Federal permit applications falling under NEPA provisions.

on Federal permit applications under Section 105 of the National Historic
Preservation Act, which requires Federal agencies to account for impacts on historic properties
and archaeological sites prior to making decisions.53

lf historic or cultural elements are present, applicants may need to modify their development
proposals to avoid or minimize impacts.5a

a7

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, The Water euality and euantity program. Accessed luly L, 2OZO from
usf ishI w at er
48
OAR Chapter 635, Division 415, Fish and Wildlife Habitat Mitlgation Policy. Accessed July 1, 2020 from
https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/displayDivisionRules.action?selectedDivision=29g9
4e
Columbia County Zoning Ordinance section 1170
50
Oregon Department of State LandS An lntroduction to Water-Related Permits and Reviews lssued by Oregon
State Agencies, August 2012. Accessed luly 1, 2020 from https://www.oregon.gov/DSL/1ffflDocuments/
h

/

ttps ://www. dfw.state. or.

water_related_permits_userSuide_2012. pdf
51

lbid.
Oregon Department of Energy, Oregonians'Guide to Siting and Oversight of Energy Facilities, September 2017
Accessed July 1, 2020 from https:/lwww.oregon.gov/energyfiacilities-safetyfacilities/Documents/Facts2

Sheets/EFSC-Pu blic-Guide.

pdf

s' Oregon Heritage, Begin Project
Review Process. Accessed July

https:/lwww.oregon.gov/opr
s4

d

I AH /P

l,

2020 from

ages/ProjectReview,aspx.

lbid.
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Applicable Columbia County programs
County regulations and programs that directly or indirectly serve to maintain compatibility with adjoining
uses are identified below.

Zoning Ordinonce
Columbia County is the land use authority at Port Westward and throughout unincorporated portions of
the County. Accordingly, the County has adopted its Zoning Ordinance to implement the Countys
Comprehensive Plan to ensure that land uses are consistent with adopted statewide and local goals,
policies, and objectives. The underlying premise of a zoning ordinance is that it will protect human health
and safety by limiting incompatibility of surrounding uses. For instance, as part of the current zone change

application, the County will impose conditions as part of any approvalto ensure compliance with both
County and statewide policies, and future development proposals willbe subject to public land use review
processes that comply with the terms and limitations of an exception granted to Goal 3 (e.g., uses must
be dock-dependent), and any other then-applicable land use regulations (and related regulations) at the
state and local level.
Specific provisions applicable to'the RIPD zone (to be applied in the zone change area) require that new
developments provide setback "necessary to adequately protect adjacent properties." As part of the
County's future Conditional Use review process for individual industrial developments, the planning
Commission has authority to impose additional conditions of approval to ensure consistency with land
use regulations (e.g., requiring documentation on all required Federal, State, and County permits):
The Commission moy attoch conditions ond restrictions ta any conditionol use opproved. The
setbocks ond limitations of the underlying district shotl be applied to the conditiono! use. Conditions
ond restrictions moy include a specific limitotion of uses, landscoping requirementt off-street

porking, performonce standords, performance bonds, ond other reosonoble conditions,
restrictions, or sofeguords thdt would uphold the intent of the Comprehensive Plon ond mitigate

any odverse effect upan the adjoining properties which may result by reason of the conditianal use
being ollowed.ss

ln order to grant the Conditional Use, the applicant must provide evidence of compliance with applicable
zoning provisions and the following approval criteria:

ss

A.

The use is listed as a

B.

The use meets the specific criterio established

c.

The charocteristics of the site ore suitable for the propased use considering size, shope,
locatian, topography, existence of improvements, and noturat features;

D.

The site ond proposed development is timely, considering the odequacy of tronsportotion
systems, public facilities, and services existing or plonned for the areo offected by the use;

E.

The proposed use will not olter the chorocter of the surrounding qreo in a monner which
substantially limits, impoirs, or precludes the use of surrounding properties for the primary
uses listed in the underlying district;

conditionol llse in the zone which is currently applied to the site;
in the underlying zane;

Columbia County Zoning Ordinance section 1503.2

39
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F,

The proposol satlslies the gools and policies of the C.omprehensive Plon which opply to the
praposed use;

6.

The propasol

will not create ony hazardous conditions.s6

The Zoning Ordinance also requires Site Design Review for new industrial developments; this application
requires submittal of information on proposed conditions including such aspects as building and paved
areas, natural features, stormwater facilities, lighting, erosion control, waste management areas, noise
sourcet measures to protect water bodies and habitat, landscaping, and grading. As part of the process,
the Planning Commission has the authority to impose conditions of approval as needed to comply with

the following approval crlteria:
A.

Flood Hozord Areos: See CCZO 9110Q, Flood Hozard Averlay Zone. All development in

FIad Hazard

Areas must comply

with State ond Federal Guidelines.

of wetlands ond riparian oreas sholl be

B.

Wetlands and Riporian Areas: Alterotion
compliance with Stote ond Federol lows.

c.

Ndtural Areos and Feotures: To the greotest practical extent posslble, notutsl oreas ond
feotures of the site shall be preserved.

D,

Historic ond Cultural sites and structures: All historic ond culturally significont sites ond
structures identified in the Comprehensive PIon, or identified for inclusion in the County
Periodic Review, shall be protected i! they still exist.

E.

Lighting: All outdoor lights sholl be shielded so os
properties ond roods.

to not

in

shine directly on odjocent

F,

Energy Conservotion: Buildings should be oriented to take odvontage of naturol energy
soving elements such as the sun, londscaping ond lond forms.

6"

Tronsportation Focilities: Off-site auto and pedestrian facilities may be required by the
Planning Commission, Planning Director or Public Works Director consistent with the
Columbio County Rood Stondards and the Columbio County Transportation Systems
Plan.57

As required by the Zoning Ordinance and referenced in Ordinance 2018-1, new uses in the zone change
must meet the following standards for RIPD Use Under Prescribed Conditions:
A.

The requested use conforms with the gools and policles of the Comprehensive Plan speciflcolly thosc policies regording rural industrial develapment ond exceptions ta the
rural resource lond gools ond policles.

B

The potentiol impact upon the areo resufting from the proposed use hos been dddressed
ond ony adverse impoct will be oble to be mitigated considering the following factors:

,1

56
s7

Physiologicol chorocteristics of the site (ie., topogrophy, drainage, etc,) and the
suitability of the site for the pdrticular lond use ond improvements;

Columbia County Zoning Ordinance section 1503.5
Columbia County Zoning Ordinance section 1553
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.2

Existing lond uses ond both private and public focilities ond services in the oreo;

.3
C.

The demonstroted need for the proposed use i''s best met at the requested site
considering oll factors of the rural industriol element of the Comprehensive PIon.

The requested use con be shown to comply with the foilowing stondards
for ovdiloble
servlces:

.7

woter sholl be provided by an on-site source of sufficient copocity to serve the
proposed .!se, or o public ar community water system capable of serving the
proposed use.

,2

sewage will be treoted by o subsurface sewage system, or a community or public
sewer system, opproved by the County Sdnitorian ond/or the State DEe.

3

Access will be pravided to a public right-of-woy constructed to standords capoble
of supporting the proposed use considering the existing level of service ond the
impocts caused by the planned development.

,4

property is within, ond is capoble of being served by, a rural
fire district; or,
the proponents will provide on-site fire suppression focilities copable of serving
the proposed use. an-site focilities sholl be opproved by either the stote or locol
Fire Morsholl.sg
The

The Zoning Ordinance contains floodplain management standards that are developed to mitigate impacts

to floodplains and to promote compatibility within the frequently flooded areas, applicrll. to .r.r,
subject to a one percent or greater chance of flooding in any given year. Based on the floodplain
boundaries identified on Flood lnsurance Rate Map 41009C0050D, these standards would apply to the
Thompson Property but not to the remainder of the zone change area.
The Zoning Ordinance also contains provisions regulating impacts to wetlands and riparian corridors,
including obtaining applicable permits from state and Federalagencies (e.g., wetland fill permits from DSL
and the Corps) prior to issuance of County permits. The County's 1g95 Wildlife and Sensitive lands
(adopted in the Comprehensive Plan) maps do not indicate the presence of Natural Areas,
Non-Game
Areas, or Sensitive Plants Areas within or adjacent to the zone change area. However, they do classify as
Major Waterfowl Habitat the entire zone change area and portions of the adjacent area. Additionally, they
indicate that portions ofthe adjacent area south ofthe zone change area (but not the zone change area
itself) are classified as Columbia White-tailed Deer - Marginal Habitat. As part of its review, the County
consults with ODFW to determine if mitigation would be appropriate or necessary to mitigate for habitat
impacts.

Onsite Wastewate r Program
The County's Public Health Department requires onsite sewage systems (e.g., septic systems) to meet
state rules issued by DEQ specifically OAR 340 Divisions 7L and 73. These regulations require applicants
to design and construct systems in a manner demonstrated to protect water quality and properly manage
human waste. Onsite systems cannot be constructed until an applicant obtains permits frorn the County.se

s8

Columbia County Zoning Ordinance section 6g3.1
While the existinB Port Westward lndustrial Park has a small private sewer system, future tenants have
the
option to either connect to the existing system or to manage their own sanitary wastes via private on-site systems.
5e
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Stormwater ond Eroslan Control Ordinance
The Columbia County Stormwater and Erosion Control Ordinance was enacted to achieve the following
obJectlves:

Prevent water quality degradation of the county's water resources;
Prevent damage to property from increased runoff rates and volumes;
a

Protect the quality of waters for drinking water supply, contact recreation, fisheries, irrigation,
and other beneficial uses;
Establish sound developmental policies which protect and preserve the county's water and land
resources;

I

Protect county roads and rights-of-way from damage due to inadequately controlled runoff and
erosion;

r

Protect the health, safety, and welfare of the inhabitants of the county;

r

Maintain existing instream flows; and

r

Preserve and enhance the aesthetic quality ofthe county's water resources.so

This ordinance is applicable to all building permits and grading permits disturbing more than 2,000 square

feet or for dralnage modifications in streams, stormwater facilities, or wetlands.6l For industrial
developments, this ordinance requires conveyance structures sized for design-year storms; flow control
at stormwater outfalls; cut-fill balance in the regulated floodplain; erosion control measures; stormwater

detention; and water quality treatment (e.g., swales, oil-water separators, etc.).
These provisions are implemented by requiring engineered stormwater plans
County prior to issuance of building permits.

to be approved by the

Butlding Code
To maintain safety of buildings and structures, the Columbia County Building Division enforces current
versions of building codes issued by the Oregon Building Codes Division. Applicable codes for development
in the zone change area include:
I

Oregon Structural Specialty Code

a

Oregon Zero Energy Ready CommercialCode
Oregon Mechanical Specialty Code
Oregon Electrical Specialty Code

50

Columbia County Stormwater and Erosion Control Ordinance No. 2001-10, Effective February 26,2OO2.
By contrast, Farm Use activities (per ORS 215.203) are specifically excluded from the Stormwater and Erosion
Control Ordinance.
61
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Oregon Plumbing Specialty Code62
Prior to issuance of permits, applicants must demonstrate that structures comply with applicable codes.
Once permits have been issued, applicants may commence construction and must obtain interim and final
inspections by County staffto ensure construction is undertaken consistent with code standards.

Solid Waste Management Ordinance
The Columbia County Solid Waste Management Ordinance was enacted to achieve several County
objectives, including the following which are applicable to the zone change area:
I

Provide for safe and sanitary accumulation, storage, collection, transportation, disposal, and
utilization of wastes and solid wastes.

I

Prohibit accumulation of wastes or solid wastes on private property in such a manner as to create
a public nuisance, a hazard to health or a condition of unsightliness to provide for the abatement
of such conditions where found.

a

Provide for a coordinated countywide solid waste management plan in cooperation with federal,
state and local agencies responsible for the prevention, control or abatement of air, water and
ground pollution and prevention of litter.

Promote energy and resource conservation through reduction, reuse, recycling and resource
recovery.53

This ordinance establishes solid waste franchises to collect, transport, and properly dispose of waste.
Other provisions prohibit unauthorized dumping; require rigid, leak-proof solid waste containers that also
prevent wind-blown material from escaping; and prohibit storage or collection of waste on private
propefi that "...is offensive or hazardous to the health and safety of the public or which creates offensive
odors or a condition of unsightliness."

Enlorcement Ordinance
The Columbia County Enforcement Ordinance establishes the County's authority to enforce adopted
statutes, administrative rules, ordinances, orders and resolutions, both those adopted at the County level
and at the state level. Based on this ordinance, the County can declare violations of the above as
nuisances, issue citations, impose daily fines, and compel compliance with the adopted regulations.6a

Emergency Plannlng
The County's Department of Emergency Management coordinates with multiple parties including the
state, nearby localgovernments, the Port, fire districts, and facility operators to develop emergency plans
for a variety of risks, whether those emergencies are natural disasters or caused by human activities. The
Department is also a member of the Reglonal Disaster Preparedness Organization which includes four
counties in Oregon plus Clark County, Washington and improves preparedness for large-scale disasters

62

Oregon Building Codes Division, Codes and Standards. Accessed July ! 2020from
https://www.oregon.gov/bcd/codes-stand/Pages/adopted-codes.aspx
63
Columbia County Solid Waste Management Ordinance, updated through October 2010.
6a
Columbia County Enforcement Ordinance, integrated through March 4, 2020.
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and emergency incidents, Finally, the Department helps coordinate responses to emergencies and
performs training activities to help people prepare for how to respond in a safe and effective manner.

Other Local Programs
Clatskonie Rural Fire Protection District
ln addition to compliance with bullding codes, industrial development must also satisfy provisions of the
Oregon Fire Code,6s including standards for emergency access, fire hydrants and water supply, building

information signs (denoting construction type and fire-resistance rating, fire protection systems,
occupancy type, and hazards), fire suppression systems, and ernergency responder radio coverage. ln the
Port Westward area, the Fire Code is administered by the Clatskanie Rural Fire Protection District. To
maintain adequate building safety, Fire Code provisions apply on a continuing basis even following a
building's final construction inspection hy the County Building Division. The Fire District can compel
operating or design changes to comply with the Fire Code and minimize fire risk.

Beaver Drainage lmprovement Compony

of dikes and associated
stormwater conveyance and pumps within the Beaver Drainage District, which includes the zone change
area. Accordingly, the District has an interest in ensuring that stormwater is properly managed and that
any alterations to the dikes themselves are approved by the District and the Corps.
The Beaver Drainage lmprovement Company manages nearly 12.5 miles

The District's dikes have the added benefit of isolating the zone change area (with the exception of the
Thompson propefi) from the Columbia River, which can provide addltional mitigation against pollutant
transport to the river in the event of a spill.

Summary of Appllcable Regulations
Based on the assessment of Federal, State, and local regulatory programs described above, Table 4
identifies which agencies address the potential adverse impacts for the five proposed industrial uses

identified in Table

6s

1.

2019 Oregon Fire Code. Accessed July 1, 2020from https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/OFCz019P1
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MTable 4: Regulatory Bodies Addresring Potential Adverse lmpacts from Proposed lndustrial Uses

Airborne emissions
(particulates, dust, water
droplets, odor, steam, fumes,
gas, smoke, etc.)

EPA
FERC

Noise

Rail/truck/ship traffic for raw
materials, finished products,
and wastes

DEQ
FRA

USDOT
EPA

Coast Guard

Vehicle and machinery
exhaust emissions

Stormwater runoff which may
contain chemicals, nutrients,
colors, or sediment

DEQ

EPA57

EPA

NMFS

ODOT Rail
ODOT
DEQ
DEQ

DEQ

Process/cooling water
discharee

EPA

DEQ

Wastewater discharge

EPA

DEQ

EPA

Fire/explosion

PHMSA
FRA
FERC

Chemical spills (including oils
and hazardous materials)

OSFM

OEM
ODOT Rail

EPA

DEQ

PHMSA

ODOE

FRA

OSFM

FERC

OEM
ODOT Rail

Coast Guard

Light
Water usage

Columbia Cou,ntv66

Columbia County

Columbia Countv
Columbia County
Clatskanie Rural
Fire Protectlon

District
Columbia County
Clatskanie Rural
Fire Protection

District
Columbia Countv

EPA

OWRD
ODFW

Corps

Wetland impacts

EPA

DSL

USFWS

DEQ

Columbia County

NMFS
USFWS

Wildlife impacts

Corps
EPA

ODFW

Columbia County

NMFS

66

The County may choose to incorporate DE(s model noise control rules and enforce them in the event that noise
becomes an issue at a noise sensitive property.
67
€PA regulates emissions from passenger vehicles, trucks, locomotives, and U.S. vessels. The lnternational
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) regulates emissions from international vessels.
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I

Regulatory Bodies

Potential Adverse lmpact
{from Table 1}

Fedaral

local

State

i

Corps
MARAD

Navlgation lmpacts
Dike impacts for any levee

Corps

modifications
Accumulation of waste
materials
Nuisances from waste
materials

FEMA

Beaver Drainage

District
DEQ

EPA

Columbia County

OSFM

Columbia County

Combustibility

EPA

DEQ

PHMSA

OSFM

Clatskanie Fire

Applicable Regulations as Applied to Proposed lndustrial Uses
Table 5 demonstrates how the regulations described above would likely apply to representative examples
for each of the five proposed rural industrial uses for the zone change area. This table further illustrates
how the proposed uses are adequately regulated by programs that require mitigation measures leading

to compatibility.
Table 5: Rqulatory Programs Appllcable to Proposed Industrial Use Examples

r
Regulatory Program

Forenry/w_ood
Products

i Exampte: Woad

pellets/chips

I
'

Dry Bulk

Example:
Sontdusl

i

Gas

Exantple:

Petreleum

Federal Programs

National Environmental
Policv Act

Natural

Uguid Bulk

Breakbul k

Exomple:

Exantple.

Notural

Druns ar

6ss

barrels

"

X

X

X

x

X

x

X

x

x

X

X

x

X

X

Clean Water Act

X

x

x
x

x

x

Oil Pollution Act

X

x

X

X

X

X

x

X

NationalHistork
Preservation Act
Rivers and Harbors Act

Toxic Substances Control
Act and lautenberg

ChemicalSafetv Act
Emergency Planning and

Community Right-to-Know
Act
Pol lutlon Prevention Act
Safe Drinking Water Act
and Resource Conservation
and Recoverv Act
Clean AirAct
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Farestry/Wood
Products
Regulatory Protram

Exomple: Wood'

pellets/chips
Homeland Security Act of
2002

Dry Bullt

tiquld Bulk

Exomple:
Sawdust

Example:

X

:

x

Gas

Example:

Petroleurn

Naturol
6os

X

X

x

X

x

X

x

x

X

Hazardous tiquid Pipeline
Act and Natural 6as
Pipeline Safe$ Act

Protecting Our
lnfrastructure of Pipelines
and Enhancing Safety Rct of
2015 (PIPES) Act
Federal RailSafetv Act
Natural Gas Act and Natural

Natural

x

Breakbulk
Example:
Drums

X

X

X

Gas Policy Act

Interstate Commerce Act
National Flood lnsurance

X

x

X

X

x

X

X

x

x

X

x

x

x

X

X

X

x

Endangered Species Act
Fish and Wildlife

x

X

x

x

X

Coordination Act

X

X

x

X

X

X

x

X

x

x

X

x

X

x

x

NPDES Permits

X

X

X

X

X

WPCF Permits

X

X

x

x

x

X

X

X

X

x

x

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

X

X

X

x

X

x

X

X

X

Program

Migratory Bird Treatv Act
Marine Mammal Protection
Act

or

barrels

Magnuson-Stevens Flshery

Conservation and
Act
Wetland and Waterway
Removaland Fill

Underground lnjection
Control Program
Onsite Wastewater
Management Program
Section 401 Removal and
Fill Certification
Ballast Water Program
Cleaner Air Oregon
Program

Air Contaminant Discharge
Permits
Title V Operating Permits
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I Forestry/Wood
Products

Natural

Breakbulk

Dry Bulk

Liquid Bulk

pellets/chips

Exantple:
Sawdgst

fxanrp/e.'
Fetroleum

x

x

X

X

x

X

x

x

X

X

Hazardous Waste
Noise Control

x

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

DEQ Emereencv Response

X

x

x

x

Communitv Right to Know

X

X

X

OSFM Ernereencv Resoonse

x

x

X

x
x
x
x
x

Fire Code and lnspections

X

X

X

X

X

lncldent Resoonse

x

x

x

x

x

Storaee Tanks
Office of Emergency

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

ODOT Rall

X

X

x

x

X

Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife

X

X

X

x

X

Oregon Heritaee

X

x

x

x

x

Zoning Ordinance
Onsite Wastewater
Program

X

x

x

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

x

I

I

Regulatory Progrorn

Aboveground Storage

Tank
U

ndersround Storage Tanks

l

Example: Woad

Liquified NaturalGas
Energv Facilitles

Management

Water Resources
Department

X

Gas

txample:
Nuturaf

txantpte:
Drums

sr

:barrels

x
x

Columbia Countv Programs

Storrnwater and Erosion
Control Ordlnance
Buildins Code
Solld Waste Management
Ordinance
Enforcement Ordinance
Erne€ency Planning

X

Other Local Programs
Clatskanie Rural Fire

Frotection District
Beaver Drainage
lmorovement Companv
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VI. COMPATIBIIITY ASSESSM ENT
This section synthesizes the above information to demonstrate how the five proposed uses can
and will

be made compatible with adjacent land uses and natural resources under the applicable land use

standards.

Regulatory Programs
Section V provides information on the numerous existing regulatory programs that are anticipated
to be

applicable to the zone change area at the Federal, State, and local level. While the programs do not
guarantee zero impacts (e.9., an Air Contarninant Discharge Permit authorizes release
of some amount of
air pollutant), the programs require mitiBation to ensure that emissions are limited to levels that have

been scientifically determined to be acceptable for public health and environmental quality, or by
performing actions such as developing and implementing spill response plans. These provisions
are in
keeping with the statute (oRs 197.732-L97.7361 and administrative rule (OAR 660-004-0020) which
indicate that "'Compatible' is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse
impacts of any type with adjacent uses.,,

The net effect of these regulations is to establish a framework that has the result of maintaining
compatibility with adjacent land uses and adjacent aquatic resources, due to the numerous water quality
and air quality standards detailed above.
To ensure that compatibility is maintained, the County has the abltityto impose a condition as part
of an
approval of the Port's proposal that any future uses in the rezone area comply with all applicable
regulatory programs, including all required Federal, state and local permitting. This requirement would
be carried forward and additionally imposed on development proposals, and if it does so the
County can

find that this mitigates potential impacts on adjacent land uses and accordingly maintains compatibility

under ORS L97 '132 and OAR 660-004-0020.68 The range of potential adverse impacts identified in Table 1

is addressed by the multiple agencies outlined in Table 4. Furthermore, Table S examines how a

representative example from each of the five proposed uses would fall under the regulatory authority
of

the programs outlined in Section

V.

The programs noted above (and other regulations that may be applicable to users even if not identified
above) are wholly consistent with meeting the compatibility rule. To the extent that any development is
conditioned so as to require compliance with all standards and requirements of all applicable regulatory
programs, the County will be assuring compliance with the compatibility requirement under
ORS Lgl.732
(zXcXD) and oAR 66o-ou-o020(21(d).

Existing Conditions of Approval
Going beyond the regulations stated above, the Columbia County Board of Commissioners itself imposed

several conditions of approval when enacting Ordinance 2078-L to approve the port's zone change

68

Even without such a condition, compliance with the applicable regulatory programs is still mandatory.
The
approval condition would simply exercise the County's land use authority to require documentation of compliance
with all applicable regulatory programs to a given use to ensure that compatibility with adjacent land uses is
maintained.
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request. Below is a list of those conditions, which further help maintain compatibility for all future land
use applications and development in the zone change area:
1)

Prior to on applicotion for a building or development for o new use, the
applicant/developer shall submit a Site Design Review ond on RIPD lJse lJnder Prescribed
Conditions os required by the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance.

2)

To ensure adequate trqnsportotion operotion, proposed developments and exponsions
requiring site design review or Use lJnder Prescribed Conditions shall not produce more
thon 332 PM peak-hour trips for the entire subject property without conducting o new
Traffic lmpact Anolysis {"TlA") with recommendotions for operationol or salety mitigotion
consistent with the Oregon Transportation Plonning Rule 660-012-0050.

3)

A troffic study be prepared for

eoch proposed future development within the subiect
property to determine the number of trips generoted, likely trovel routes, impacts on both
passenger cor ond heavy truck traffic ond to ensure thot County roadways ore improved
as needed to odequotely serve future development. These TIA reports would olso be used
to ensure thot the number of trips generoted and accumulotive trips do not exceed the

trip cop.
4)

To ensuie compatibility with odjoining agricultural uses, the opplicant/developer of new
industriol uses sholl comply with the following:
a.

Thc hobitat of thrcatencd and endongered species shall be evaluated and
protected os required by law.

b.

Alterotions

of important noturql features, including plocement of

structures,

shall maintoin the overall volues of the feature.
c.

All development adjocent to land zoned PA-80 sholl include buffers that ore
estoblished and mointained between the industriol uses and odiacent land uses
on PA-80 zoned lond, including noturdl vegetotion snd where appropriote,
fences, londscaped oreos and other similar types ol buffers.

d.

When possible the area of the site thot is not developed for industriol uses ot
support sholl be left in a naturdl condition or ln resource (fdrm) production.

e.

Controlt including suppression and requiring hord surfaces, shall be employed os
needed to be determined by the County to mitigote dust coused by industriol uses
thot may emonate from the site and traffic to the site.

f.

Site run-off shall be controlled ond ony hormful sediment sholl be contoined or
atherwise treoted before being releosed to ensure potentiol impocts to inigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surfoce) are controlled.

s.

The industriol use impact on the woter tqble dnd sloughs sholl be monitored for
woter quolity ond surfoce woter elevotions to ensure thot the dreo water con be

mointained and manoged for existing uses.
h.

Rsilroad crossings sholl be monoged consistently with federal low reguloting
crossing to reduce crossing deloys. Any proposed use thot includestransportotion

to or from the subject property by roil shall submit o roil plan identifying the
number ond frequency of trains to the subject property ond impocts to rail
movements, safety, noise or other identified impacts dlong the roil carridor
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supporting the County's tronsportotion system. The plan sholl propose mitigotion
to identified impocts.
t.

Development opplications sholl include on ogriculturol impact ossessment report
that sholl analyze adjacent ogriculturql uses and practices ond demonstrdte that

impacts from the proposed use are mitigoted. The report shall include a
description of the type ond noture of the ogricultursl uses and farming practices,
if ony, which presently occur on odjocent londs zoned for form use, type of

ogricultural equipment customarily used on the property, and wind pottern
information. The report sholl include o mitigation plon for any negotive impocts
identified.

sl

The types of industridl uses for the subject Plon Amendment shatl be limited to only those
uses that ore substontially dependent on o deepwater port and have demonstrated occess

rights to the doclg ond those uses with employment densities, public locitities qnd octivities

justified in the exception, specificolly:

(r.

Forestry and wood processing, production, storoge, and tronsportation;

b.

Dry bulk commodities transfer, storoge, production, ond processing;

c.

Liquid bulk commodities processing, storage, and transportotion;

d.

Natural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and tronsportotion;
and

e.
6)

Breokbulkstoroge,tronsportqtion,andprocessing

The storage, loading ond unloading of cool is specrfically not

jurtified in this exception.

such uses shall not be ollowed on the subject prapefty without

a

seporote approved

exception to Goal 3.
7)

The Port (applicont) shall institute a plan and ongoing program for sompling ground ond
surfoce woter quality to estoblish baseline meosurements for a ronge of contominotes ot
the re-zone site and down-grodient. The program should be designed and monoged for
assurdnce that future industrial wostewoter discharges ore treoted to prevent pollution
to the wotershed environment. The program shall be designed to detect leaking tonks,

8)

The Port (opplicant) shall prepare d response plon and clean-up plan for o hazordous
materiol spitl event. The plon shall Include appropriote government ogencies ond private
companies engoged in such cleon-up activities.

These conditions of approval require an applicant to perform many steps that lead to compatibility:

Apply for and obtain land use approval for the proposed project after demonstrating compliance
with applicable criteria in the Zoning Ordinance;

Complywith applicable standards of the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR)and demonstrate that
appropriate transportation infrastructure is in place;
I

Provide evidence demonstrating compatibility with adjacent land;

I

Limit activities to the specific uses outlined above and rely on the deepwater port;
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r

Monitor water quality; and

r

Plan for hazardous materialspills.

These requirement for full analysis of impacts and implementation of approprlate mitigation measures
assure that future development in the zone change will be compatible with adjacent uses.

Additional Recommended Condition of Approval
Tofully ensure compatibility and have adequate measures identified inthe record, it would be appropriate
for the Board of Commissioners to consider an additional Condition of Approval requiring applicants for
future development proposals in the rezone area to provide evidence of approval of all applicable Federal,
State, and local permits priorto issuance of occupancy permits.6e

Compatibility Analysis Findings and Determination
Based on the totality ofthe evidence, the five rural industrial uses are appropriately situated to allow for
any appropriate and necessary mitigation to achieve compatibility with adjacent land uses and natural
resources including wetlands and area waterways:
I

The extensive Federal, state, and local regulatory programs applicable to industrial development
address the potential impacts trom new development and require measures to safeguard that
offsite effects are limited to acceptable levels as determined by the regulating agencies and
programs.
The five uses' dependence on the deepwater port and requirement to be consistent with the
characteristics identified in the Goal Exception request help to further maintain compatibility by
precluding objectionable uses and urban uses.
The dike between the zone change area and the Columbia River separates the bulk of the zone

change area (excluding the Thompson property) from the waterway, allowing for effective
stormwater management approaches, and additionally lmproving emergency response options in
the event of a spill.

The required buffers between development in the zone change area and land zoned PA-80
separates industrial development from designated agricultural areas to ensure that the industrial
development doesn't diminish the viability of farm use.
Ultimately, compatibility will be accornplished via overlapping programs and measures that protect area
residents, land uset and aquatic resources.

5e

As noted above, compliance with all appllcable regulatory programs is required with or without such a land use
condition. However, including such a condition ensures that the County will have an oversight role in the
application regulatory programt and in so doing have the ability to ensure that impacts are mitigated and land use
compatibility maintained.
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VII.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This report supplements the record for the Port of Columbia County's application for a Comprehensive
Plan Amendment, zone change, and Goal Exception for approximately 837 acres adjacent to the existing

Port Westward lndustrial Park. ln accordance with the direction provided by LUBA and the Oregon Court
of Appeals, and to provide substantial evidence for the County's record, land use compatibility has been
assessed and appropriate mitigation measures identified to demonstrate compliance with the
compatibility standards of ORS I97.732-797.736 and OAR 660-004-0020.
The report lists the five proposed uses and details the existing land uses within and adJacent to the zone
change area, and finds that the majority of existing land is in agriculturaltree farm uses and rural industrial
uses. The report next describes the existing regulatory programs which would most likely be applicable to
future industrial development, all of which have the effect of limiting adverse impacts and thereby
malntain compatibility as provided under ORS t97.732l2llcl(D) and OAR 660-004-0020(21(d). Finally, the
existing Conditions of Approval and the recornmended Condition of Approval provide redundancy to
ensure that the future development is fully protective of and compatible with its surroundings.
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Section

680

RTPD

RESOURCE INDUSTRIAL - PLANNED DEVELOPMENT

RIPD

681 Purpose: The purpose of this district is to implement the policies of the Comprehensive
Plan for Rural lndustrialAreas. These provisions are intended to accommodate rural
and natural resource related industries which:

1
.2
.3
.4
.5
6

Are not generally labor intensive;
Are land extensive;
Require a rural location in order to take advantage of adequate rail and/or
vehicle and/or deep water port and/or airstrip access;
Complement the character and development of the surrounding ruralarea;

Are consistent with the rural facilities and services existing and/or planned for
the area; and,

Will not require facility and/or service improvements at significant

public

expense.

The uses contemplated for this district are not appropriate for location within
Urban Growth Boundaries due to their relationship with the site specific
resources noted in the Plan andlor due to their hazardous nature.

682 Permitted Uses:

.1

Farm use as defined by Subsection 2 of ORS 215.zl3except marijuana growing
and producing.

.2

Management, production, and harvesting of forest products, including wood
processing and related operations.

[Amd. Ordinance 2015-4, eff. 11-25-15J

683 Uses Permitted Under Prescribed Conditions: The following uses may be permitted
subject to the conditions imposed for each use:

1

:Production; processing; assembling; packaging or treatment of materials;
research and development laboratories; and storage and distribution of services
and facilities subject to the following findings:

A.

The requested use conforms with the goals and policies of

the

Comprehensive Plan - specifically those policies regarding rural industrial
development and exceptions to the rural resource land goals and policies.

B.

The potential impact upon the area resulting from the proposed use has
been addressed and any adverse impact will be able to be mitigated
considering the following factors:
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1

2

Physiological characteristics of the site (ie., topography, drainage,
etc.) and the suitability of the site for the particular land use and
improvements;
Existing land uses and both private and public facilities and services
in the area;

3

c

The demonstrated need for the proposed use is best met at the
requested site considering all factors of the rural industrial element
of the Comprehensive Plan.

The requested use can be shown to comply with the following standards
for available services:
Water shall be provided by an on-site source of sufficient capacity to
serue the proposed use, or a public or community water system
capable of serving the proposed use.
2

.3

Sewage will be treated by a subsurface sewage system, or a
community or public sewer system, approved by the County
Sanitarian and/or the State DEQ.
Access will be provided to

a public right-cf-way

consti'ucted to

standar:ds capable of supporting the proposed use considering the

existing level of service and the impacts caused by the planned
development.

.4

2

Accessory buildings may be allowed if they fulfill the following requirements:
A,

lf attached to the main building or separated by a breezeway, they shall
meet the front and side yard requirements of the main building.

B.

lf detached from the main buiilding, they must be located behind the main
building or a minimum of 50 feet from the front lot or parcel line, whichever
is greater.

C.
.3
.4
5

The property is within, and is capable of being served by, a rural fire
district; or, the proponents will provide on-site fire suppression
facilities capable of serving the proposed use. On-site facilities shall
be approved by either the State or local Fire Marshall.

Detached accessory buildings shall have a minimum setback of 50 feet
from the rear and/or side lot or parcel line.

Signs as provided in Chapter 13O0.
Off street parking and loading as provided in Chapter 1400.
Home occupations consistent with ORS 215,448, Home oocupations do not
include commercial activities carried on in conjunction with a marijuana crop.

-1
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.6

A temporary caretaker/watchman residence that is necessary to and

in

conjunction with a permitted use. The temporary caretaker/watchman residence
shall be:

A.

Temporary in nature and restricted to a manufactured dwelling or mobile
home. The temporary residence shall be initially allowed for one (1) year
and shall b elgibile for annual renewal pursuant to Section 1505.7 until
such tirne as the associated permitted use ceases.

B.
C.

Approved for potable water and on-site sewage disposal.

Removed

or made to conform with

applicable zoning and building

regulations when the associated permitted use ceases.

D.

[Added

684

a signed and recorded Waiver of Remonstrance
past,
current and future laMul permitted uses on adjacent and
regarding
nearby properties.
by Ordinance No. 2009-8 eff. 1M/09; Amd. Ordinance 24194, eff. 1l-2r15]
Accompanied by

Prohibited Uses:

.1

Marijuana growing and producing.

[Amd. Ordinance 2015-4, eff. 11-25-1 5]

685 Standards:

1

The minimum lot or parcelsize for uses allowed under Section 682 shall be 38
acres.

2

The minimum lot or parcel size, average lot or parcel width and depth, and
setbacks for uses allowed under Section 683, shall be established by the
Planning Commission, and will be sufficient to support the requested rural
industrial use considering, at a minimum, the following factors:

A.

Overall scope of the project. Should the project be proposed to be
developed in phases, all phases shall be considered when establishing the
minimum lot size.

.3

B

Space required for off street parking and loading and open space, as
required.

C.

Setbacks necessary to adequately protect adjacent properties.

Access shall be provided to a public right-of-way of sufficient construction to
support the intended use, as determined by the County Roadmaster.

[Amd. Qrdinance 2A15-4, eff. 11-25-15]

686 Review Procedures: The Planning Commission shall review, in accordance with
Section 1600, all requests made pursuant to Section 683 to assure that:

,1

The use conforms to the criteria outlined in Section 681.
-106-
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RIPD
The conditions outlined in Section 683 can be met.
The Design Review Board or Planning Commission reviewed the request and
found it to comply with the standards set out in Section 1550 and the minimum
lot or parcel size provisions set out in Section 684.
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CONDITIONAL USES:
1

Status: Approval of a condiiional use shall not constitute a change of zoning classification
and shall be granted only for the specific use requested; subject to such reasonable
modifications, conditions, and restrictions as may be deemed appropriate by the
Commission, or as specifically provided herein.

.2 Conditions: The Commission may attach conditions and restriciions to any conditional
use approved. The setbacks and limitations of the underlying district shall be applied
to the conditional use. Conditions and restrictions may include a specific limitation of
uses, landscaping requirements, off-street parking, performance standards,
performance bonds, and other reasonable conditions, restrictions, or safeguards that

would uphold the intent of the Comprehensive Plan and mitigate any adverse effect
upon the adjoining properties which may result by reason of the conditional use being
allowed.
,3

Conditional Use Permit A Conditional Use Permit shall be obtained for each
conditional use before development of the use. The permit shall stipulate any
modifications, conditions, and restrictions imposed by the Commission, in addition to

those specifically set forth in this ordinance" On its own motion, or pursuant to a
formalwritten complaint filed with the Planning Department, upon proper notice and
hearing as provided by Sections 1603 and 1608 of this ordinance, the Commission,
(or Board on appeal) may, but is not required to, amend, add to or delete some or all

of the conditions applied to Conditional Use Permits issued by the

Planning

Commission or Board of Commissioners. The power granted by this subsection may
only be exercised upon a finding such amendment, addition or deletion is reasonably
necessary to satisfy the criteria established by Section 1503.5 below.

.4

Suspension or Revocation of a Permit: A Conditional Use Permit may be suspended or
revoked by the Commission when any conditions or restrictions imposed are not
satisfied.

A.
B.

A Conditional Use Permit shall be suspended only after a hearing before the
Commission. Written notice of the hearing shall be given to the property
owner at least 10 days prior to the hearing.
A suspended permit may be reinstated, if in the judgment of the Commission,

the conditions or restrictions imposed in the approval have been satisfied.

c.

A revoked permit may not be reinstated. A new application must be made to
the Commission.

Permil The Commission may grant a Conditional Use Permit after conducting
a public hearing, provided the applicant provides evidence substantiating that all the
requirements of this ordinance relative to the proposed use are satisfied and
demonstrates the proposed use also satisfies the following criteria:

5 Granting a

A.

The use is listed as a Conditional Use in the zone which is currently applied
to the site;

B.

The use meets the specific criteria established in the underlying zone;

c.

The characteristics of the site are suitable for the proposed use considering
size, shape, location, topography, existence of improvements, and natural
features;
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The site and proposed development is tirnely, considering the adequacy of
transportation systems, public facilities, and services existing or planned for
the area affected by theuse;

E.

The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a
manner which substantially limits, impairs. or precludes the use of
surrounding properties for the primary uses listed in the underlying district;

6

F.

The proposal satisfies the goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan
which apply to the proposeduse;

(r.

The proposalwill not create any hazardous conditions.

Design Review: The Commission may require the Conditional Use be subject to a
site d'6sign review by the Design Review Board or Planning Commission.
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Section

1550

SITE DESIGN REVIEW

{Amended by Ordinance 98-9, eff. 112il98; amended by Ordinance No. 2003 - 5, effec6ve December 15, 20031.

The Site Design Review process shall apply to all new development, redevelopment, expansion, or

improvement of all community, governmental, institutional, commercial, industrial and multi-family residential
(4 or more units) uses in the County.

'1551. Types of Site Design Review:
A.

Type 1: Projects, developments and building expansions which meetany of the following
criteria:
1

2.
3.
B.

are less than 5,000 sq,ft., and are less than 10% of the square footage of an existing
structure.
lncrease the number of dwelling units in a rnulti-famify project.
lncrease the height of an existing building.

fype 2: Projects, developments and building expansions which meet any of the following
criteria:

'1.
2.
3.
4.

have an area of 5,000 sq.ft. or more, or are
an existing structure.

10o/o

or more of the square footage of

Change the category of use (e.9., commercial to industrial, etc.).
New off-site advertising signs or billboards-

Any project rneeting any of the Type 2 criteria shall be deemed a Type 2 Design
Reviewapplication.

1552 Design Review Process: The Planning Director shall review and decide allType 1 Site Design
Review applications. The Planning Commission shall review all Type 2 Design Review
applications. Applications shall be processed

in

accordance with Sections 1600 and i

ZOO

of tnis

ordinance.
1553 Pre-application Conference: A pre-application conference is required for all projects applying for
a Site Design Review, unless the Director or his/her designate determines it is unnecessary. The
submittalrequirementsforeach application are as defined in this section and the standards of the
applicable zone, and will be determined and explained to the applicant at the pre- application
conference.

1554 Pre-application Conference Committee: The committee shall be appointed by the planning
Director and shall consist of at least the following officials, or their designated staff members.
Only affected officials need to'be present at each pre-application conference.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

The County Planning Director_
The County Director of Public Works.
The Fire Marshal of the appropriate Rural Fire District.
The County BuildingOfficiat.
The CountySanitarian.
A city representative, for projects inside Urban Growth Boundaries.
Other appointees by the Planning Director, such as an Architect, Landscape Architect, real
estate agent, appropriate officials, etc.
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1555 Submittal documents: The following documents, when applicable, are required for a Site Design
Review. The scope of the drawings and documents to be included will be determined at the preapplicatlon conference by the Pre-application Conference Committee, and a Site Design Review
Submittal Checklist will be given to the applicant, documenting which items are deemed not
applicable or not necessary to determine compliance with County and State standards, with a
short explanation given for each item so determined.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
l.
J.
K.
L.
M.

History.
Project narrative.
Existing site plan
Proposld sitb ptan.
Grading plan.
Drainage plan.
Wetland mitigation plan. Goal 5 Resource Protection Plans (streams, wetlands, riparian
areas, natural areas, fish and wildlife habitat).
Landscaping plan,

Architecturalplans.
Sign drawings.
Access, parking and circulation plan.

lmpactassessment.
Site Design Review Submittal Checklist.

1556 Site Plan Submittal and Analysis: The applicant shall submit an application and any necessary
supplemental tnformation as required by this ordinance to the Land Development Services
Department. The Planning Director or designate shall review the application and check its
completeness and conformance with this ordinance. Once a Type 2 application is deemed
complete, it shall be scheduled forth€ earliest possible hearing before the Planning Commission.
A staff report shall be prepared and sent to the applicant, the Planning Commission, and any
interested party requesting a copy.

1557 Planning Director Review: All Type 1 design review applications will be processed by the
Planning Director or designate according to Sections 1601, 1602 and 1609 of this ordinance.
lf the Directordetermines thatthe proposed developmentmeets the provisions of this ordinance,
the director may approv'e the project and may attach any reasonable conditions.
1

558

Planning Commission Review: The Planning Commission shall hold a publie hearing for all Type 2
Design Review applications according to Sections 1603, 1604 and 1608 of this ordinance. lf
the Planning Commission determines that the proposed development meets the provisions of
this ordinance, it may approve the project. The Planning Commission may attach any
reasonable conditions to its approval of a site plan.

1559 Compliance: Conditions placed upon the development of a site are also placed upon any building

permits issued for the same site. These conditions shall be met by the developer prior to an
occupancy permit being issued by the Building Official, or as an alternative, a bond shall be
posted equal to 125% of the estimated cost of the unfinished work, to ensure completion within
1 year of occupancy. lf all improvements are not completed within the 'l-year bcnd period, the
County may use the bond to complete the work.
1

560

Existing Site Plan: The degree of detailin the existing site plan shallbe appropriate to the scale
of the proposal, or to special site features requiring careful design. An existing slte plan shall
include the following, unless it is deiermined by the Pianning Director thai the iniormaiion is not
appllcable or is not necessary to determine compliance with County and State standards, and
a short explanation will be given for each item so determined:
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A.

A vicinity map showing location of the property in relation to adjacent properties, roads,
pedestrianways and bikeways, and utility access. Site features, manmade or natural,
which cross property boundaries are to be shown.

B.

A site description map at a suitable scale {i.e. 1"=100'; 1"=50'; or 1"=20') showing parcel
boundaries and gross area, including the following elements, when applicable:

1.

Contour lines at the following minimum intervals:

a.
b.
c.

2 foot intervals for slopes 0-2Ao/o,
5 or 10 foot intervals for slopes exceeding 20%;

ldentification of areas exceeding 35% slope.

2

ln special areas, a detailed slope analysis may be required. Sources for slope
analysis include maps located at the U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service
office.

3.

Potential natural hazard areas, including potential flood or high ground water,
landslide, erosion, and drainage ways. An engineering geologic study may be
required.

4.

Wetland areas, springs, wildlife habitat areas, wooded areas, and surface features
such as mounds and large rock outcroppings.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Streams and streamcorridors.
Location, species and size of existing trees proposed to be removed.

Significantnoisesources.
Existing structures, improvements, utilities, easements and otherdevelopment.

Adjacent property structures and/or uses.

1561 Proposed Site Plan:A complete application for design review shall be submitted, including the
following plans, which may be combined, as appropriate, onto one or more drawings, unless it
is determined by the Planning Director that the information is not applicable or is not necessary
to determine complianee with County and State standards, and a short explanation will be given

for each item sodetermined:
A.

Site Plan: The site plan shall be drawn at a suitable scale (i.e. 1"=100', 1"=50', or 1"=20'l
and shall include thefollowing:

1.

The applicant's entire properly and the surrounding area to a distance sufficient to

determine the relationships between the applicant's property and proposed

development and adjacent properties and developments.

2.

Boundary lines and dimensions of the property and all proposed property lines
Future buildings in phased development shall be indicated.

3.
4.

ldentification information, including names and addresses of project designers.
Natural features which will be utilized in the site plan,
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5.

Location, dimensions and names of all existing or platted roads or other public ways,

easements, and railroad rights-of-way on or adjacent to the property, city limits,
section lines and corners, and monuments,
6

Location and dimensions of all existing structures, improvements, or utilities to
remain, and structures to be removed, all drawn to scale,

7.
8.

Historic structures, as designated in the Comprehensive Plan

Approximate location and size of storm water retention or detention facilities and
storm drains.

9.
10.

Location and exteriordimensions of all prcposed structuresand impervicus surfaces.

Location and dimension of parking and loading areas. pedestrian and bicycle
circulation, and related access ways. lndividual parking spaces shall be shown.

11. Orientation

of structures, showing entrances and exits.

12. Allexterior

lighting, showing type, height, wattage, and hours of use.

13.

Drainage, Stormwater and Erosion Control, including possible adverse effects on
adjacent lands.

14. Service areas for waste

disposal and reeycling.

15.

Noise sources, with estimated hours of operation and decibel levels at the property
boundaries.

16.

Goal 5 Resource Protection Plans. lndicate how project will protect streams,
wetlands, riparian areas, natural areas, and fish and wildlife habitat from negative
impacts.

17.

A landscaping plan which includes, if applicable:

a.
b.

Location and height of fcnccs, buffcrc, and scrccning,
Location of terraces, decks, shelters, play areas, and common open spaces
Location, type, size, and species of existing and proposed shrubs and trees;
and

d"
B.

A narrative which addresses soil conditions and erosion control measures.

GradingPlans: Apreliminarygradingplanindicatingwhereandtowhatextentgradingwill
take place, including general contour lines, slope ratios, slope stabilization proposals, and
natural resource protection proposals.

c

Architectural Drawings:

1.
2.
3

Building elevationsandsections;
Building materials (color and type);
Flour plarr.
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D.

Signs: (see also Zoning Ordinance Section 1300)

1.

Freestanding sign

a.

Location of sign on siteplan;

b.
2.

Elevation of sign (indicate size, total height, height between bottom of sign and
ground, color, materials, and means of illumination).

On-Building Sign

Building elevation with location of sign (indicate size, color, materials and
means of illumination),

b.
1562

Plot plan showing location of signs on building in relation to adjoining property

Landscaping: Buffering, Screening and Fencing:

A.

GeneralProvisions:
1

2

Existing plant materials on a site shall be protected to prevent erosion. Existing
trees and shrubs may be used to meet landscaping requirements if no cutting or
filling takes place within the dripline of the trees or shrubs.
All wooded areas, significant clumps or groves of trees, and specimen conifers, oaks
or other large deciduous trees, shall be preserved or replaced by new plantings of

similar size orcharacter.

B.

BufferingRequirements:

1.

Buffering and/orscreening are required to reduce the impacts on adjacent uses
which are of a different type. When different uses are separated by a right of way,
buffering, but not screening, may be required.

2.

A buffer consists of an area within a required setback adjacent to a property line,
having a width of up to 10 feet, except where the Planning Commission requires a
greater width, and a length equal to the length of the property line adjacent to the
abutting use oruses.

3.

Buffer areas shall be limited to utilities, screening, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and

landscaping. No buildings, roads, or parking areas shall be allowed in a bufferarea,

4.

The minimum improvements within a buffer area shall include:
a-

One row of trees, or groupings of trees equivalent to one row of trees. At the
time of planting, these trees shall not be less than 10 feet high for deciduous
trees and 5 feet high for evergreen trees, measured from the ground to the top
of the tree after planting. spacing of trees at maturity shall be sufficient to
provrde a year-round buffer.

b.

ln addition, at least one S-gallon shrub shall be planted for each 100 square feet

of required bufferarea.

e.

The remaining area shall be planted in grass or ground cover, or spread with
bark mulch orotherappropriate ground cover (e.g. round rock). pedestrian and
bicycle paths are permitted in buffer areas.
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ScreeningRequirements:
Where screening is required, the following standards shall apply in addition to those
required forbuffering:

1

a.

A hedge of evergreen shrubs shall be planted which will form a four-foot high
continuous screen within two years of planting; or,

b,

An earthen berm planted with evergreen plant materials shall be provided which
will form a continuous screen six feet in height within two years. The unplanted
portion of the berm shall be planted in lawn, ground cover or bark mulch; or,

c.

A five foot or taller fence or wall shall be constructed to provide a continuous
sightobscuring screen. Fences and walls shall be constructed of any materials
commonly used in the construction of fences and walls such as wood, brick, or
other materials approved by the Director. Corrugated metal is not an

acceptable fencing material. Chain link fences with slats may be used if
combined with a continuous evergreen hedge.

2.
.

When the new use is downhillfrom the adjoining zone or use being protected, the
prescribed heights of required fences, walls, or landscape screening along the

common property line shatl be measured from the actual grade of the adjoining
property at the common property line. This requirement may be waived by the
adjacent" propertyowner.

3.

lf four or more off-street parking spaces are required, off-street parking adjacent to
a public road shall provide a minimum of four square feet of landscaping for each
lineal foot of street frontage. Such landscaping shall consist of landscaped berms
or shrubbery at least 4 feet in total height at maturity. Additionally, one tree shall be
provided for each 50 lineal feet of street frontage or fraction thereof.

4.

Landscaped parking areas may include special design features such as landscaped
berms, decorative walls, and raised planters.

5.

Loadlng areas, outslde storage, and service facilities must be screened from
adjoining propedies.

D.

Fences and Walls:
1

Fences, walls or combinations of earthen berms and fences or walls up to four feet
in heighi may be constructed within a required front yard. Rear and side yard fences,
or berm/fence combinations behind the required front yard setback may be up to six
feet in height.

2

The prescribed heights of required fences, walls, or landscaping shall be measured
from the lowest of the adjcining levels of finished grade.

J

Fences and walls shall be constructed of any materials commonly used in the
construction of fences and walls such as wood, brick, or other materials approved
by the Director. Corrugated metal is not an acceptable fencing material, Chain link
fences with slats may be used if combined with a continuous evergreen hedge.

4,

Re-vegetation: Where natural vegetation or topsoil has been removed in areas not
occupiecl by structures or latrclscapirtg, such areas shall be teplarrLed lo ;leverrl
erosion.
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1563

StandardsforApproval:
The Planning Commission or Director shall make a finding with respect to each of the following
criteria when approving, approving with conditions, or denying an application:
A.

Flood Hazard Areas: See CCZO S1100, Flood Hazard Overlay Zone. Alldevelopment
in Flood Hazard Areas must comply with State and Federal Guidelines.

B.

Wetlands and Riparian Areas: Alteration of wetlands and riparian areas
compliance with State and Federal laws.

C.

NaturalAreas and Features: To the greatest practical extent possible, naturalareas and
features of the site shall be preserved.

D.

Historic and Cultural sites and structures: All historic and culturally significant sites and
structures identified in the 49M Comprehensive Plan, or identified for inclusion in the
County Periodic Review, shall be protected if they stillexist.

E.

Lighting: All outdoor lights shall be shielded so as to not shine directly on adjacent

shall be in

properties and roads.

1564

F.

Energy Conservation: Buildings should be oriented to take advantage of natural energy
saving elements such as the sun, landscaping and land forms.

G,

Transportation Facilities: Off-site auto and pedestrian facilities may be required by the
Planning Commission, Planning Director or Public Works Director consistent with the
Columbia County Road StandardsandtheColumbiaCountyTranspoftation SystemsPlan.

Finat Site PlanApproval:
lf the Planning Director or Planning Commission approves a preliminary site plan, the applicant

shallfinalize allthe site drawings and submitthem to the Directorfor review. lf the Directorfinds
thefinalsite plan conformswith the preliminarysite plan, as approved bythe DirectororPlanning
Commission, the Director shall give approval to the final site plan. Minor dlfferences between
the preliminary site plan and the final site plan may be approved by the Director- These plans
shall be attached to the building permit application and shall become a part of that permit.
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Board of Commissioners

February t7,2O2L
Columbia County Eoard of Commissioners
County Courthouse, Room 338
230 Strand Street
St. Helens, OR 97051
Re

Port wettward Goal Exception, Comprehensive Phn Amendment, and Zone change
lpA 1g.02 and
Response to Public Testimony regarding Compottbiti| Anolysis

ZC

13-01f

Project Num ber 2t6O46Z.Ot
Dear chair Magruder, commissioner Heimuller, and commlssloner Garrett:

on behalf of the Port of Columbia county, we would like to offer lnformation in response to public testimony regardlng
the Port westward compatibility analysis raised during the public comment period for the remand
on application pA 13o2 and zc L3'aI, whlch closed on January 27, 202!,r Dlscussion categories are identified below
in italiclzed text, while
responses are provided in standard text.
Questions on whether study areo baundory was sufficlentty targe
Response: As noted in the Port Westward 6oal Exceptton, Comprehensive plon Amendmenl
ond Zone Chonge
Supplementol Anolysls: Land llse Compotibility Report, dated July 21, 2020
Compatibility
Report),
netther oRS
{the
t97.732 nor oAR 56o-004-o020(2)(d) defines the term "adjacent" for the purposes of defining a
study area for
compatibllity analysis (Compatlbility Report p. 7). To identifu an appropriate study area boundary,
Mackenzte
examined dictionary deflnltions as well as other administrative rules that limlt the term to
only abutting land or
that define "nearby land" as constituting a guarter-mile radius. However, the port opted to go beyond
these other
measures by ldentlfylng a study area inclusive of contiguous parcels within 2,000 feet of the zone
change area.2
As noted ln the Compatibllity Report, the extent of the county's zoning authority is limited
to land uses rather
than waterways such as the Columbia River, as those are subJect to sepirate Federal and State water quality
and
maritlme commerce regulatlons (Compatibility Report p. 9), The Board of commlssioners can determine
that the
Port made a reasonable effort to analyze an appropriate study area in alignment with applicable
statutes and
rules.

1,

statements thot the report provides tlttte informdtlon on lmpocts outside the Beover Drotnoge tmprovement
Compony dlke
Response: While the Compatlbility Report did identlfy a study area largely within the dtked area,
compagbllity is
prlmarily demonstrated via the existing Federal, state, and local regulatory programs
that address the range of
potentlal adverse impacts identified for the five proposed uses withln the zone chlnge
area (compatlblllty Report
beginning on p. 20)' The Federal and State regulatory programs are not geographlcally timltea to
addressing
potential impacts in the dlked area, whereas the County ls limited in its jurisdiction.

2.

I Available
at httpsl,?www.columbiacountyor .8ov/media/Board/Port%20WestWard%202O20lRecord%o2}of%2'Appltcation%20pAglo2013o

2

2%202c%201 3-o L%2ol'2.ot.zot t). pdf
By compariso4 the Columbia County Zonlng Ordinance requtres noUce to property
owners only wlthln 500 feet for quasi-judicial zone change

hearings includlng the present application,
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Columbia County Board of Commissioners
Port Westward Goal Exception, Comprehenslve Plan Amendrnent, and Zone Change (PA 13-02 and ZC 13'01)
Project Number 2150452.01
February t7,2OZl
Page 2

3.

Asseftions thot the Port Westward deepwater port is not a unigue resource
Response: OAR 650-004-0022{3) specifically identifies ports as unique resources that may be used to satisfy a
Goal 3 exception, and ORS 777,065 recognizes that the State of Oregon has five deepwater port facilltles (Astorta,
Coos Bay, Newport, Portland, and St. Helens IPort Westwardl).

4.

Stotemenfs that the report does not enumerote all nearby $ops ond ogricultural practices
Response: The report does not attempt to identify all the crops within the study area, nor such items as soll
preparation, planting, fertillzing managing weeds, harvesting, or processing. Contrary to statements by Oregon
Department of Agriculture and Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development staff, the applicable
language in OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) does not mandate an exhaustive description ofadiacentagricultural resource
rnanagement or productlon practices (Compatlbility Report p. 5).3 Rather, the Port demonstrated in the
Compatibility Report (beglnnlng on p. 49) that there ls a host of existing regulatory programs and conditions of
approval that have the effect of ensuring compatibillty wlth nearby uses and the larger environment, lncludlng
agriculture.

5.

Concerns that industrial devebpment will impalrthe setting enJoyed by visitors and residents (includtng the Greot
Vow Zen Manostery) becouse of visual changes, lighting, odors, sounds, etc.
Response: New lndustrial development ln the zone change area will indeed change the visual character of the
landscape compared to existing agrlcultural condltions. However, this ls not a new or incompatible impact from
the zone change, as there are already large areas zoned for industrial use at Port Westward that have been or
could be developed in a manner that similarly alters the character. Since the U.S, Army developed Port Westward

for shipping ln 1942 lhere has been significant industrial development at Port Westward in proximity to the
proposed zone change area.
6.

7,

Stdtement thot the proposed zone chonge would offect resources critical to the Cowlitz lndion Trlbe
Response: The zone change itself would not directly affect resources. Future development proposals that requlre
Federal permits would need to account for impacts on historic properties and archaeological sltes pursuant to
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act {Compatiblllty Report p. 21). Similarly, future developments
may nccd to comply wlth the National Environmental Pollcy Act, which requires Federal agrncles tn fertnr in
envlronmental considerations and to provide opportunity for public comment (lncluding comments from the
Tribe| prlor to making decisions (Compatibility Report p. 20). Both Acts would b€ triSgered lf a project requires
any Federal permlts (e.g., Federal wetland permits). Furthermore, OAR 736-051-0080(2)stlpulates that appllcants
considering ground-disturbing proJects on public land (lncluding Port-owned land) should contact the approprlate
Tribe to inquire about the presence of archaeologlcal sltes and objects. The governlng Federal, State, and local
regulations cataloged in the Compatiblllty Report require further actions that limit emlsslons and dlscharges to
prescribed levels ln orderto protect human health and natural resources.
Assertlons thot relionce on other permtttlng processes to demonstrate compdtlbility constltutes on lmpermlsslble

deferrol of compotlbility
Response: The compatibility analysis required by OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) is analogous to the Transportatlon
Planning Rule, which calls for analysis of generallzed transportation lmpacts for a reasonable worst'case scenario
for a range of potential uses, and ls later foltowed by detailed analysis of a speciflc development as part of a
transportation impact study durlng th€ land use review process, The Port's Compatibility Report provides detail
3 OOA
and DLCD staff may be conflating the compatibillty analysis regulatlons with those of ORS 215.296(1) regardlng standards for
approval of certaln uses in exclusive farm use rones.
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on existing regulatory programs (beginning on p. 20) which have jurlsdiction deslgned to mltigate and regulate
potential adverse impacts from the five proposed industrial uses in the zone change area, dernonstrating that
exiting programs are protective of the most lntense scenario (e.g., oil rather than milkfor liquid bulkcommoditles).
The details of a specific development proposal are analyzed when they are timely and available, namely at the
time of a land use application (e.g., slte design revlew or condltlonal use revlew), and at the time of a permit
application. These applications will be submitted to and approved by Federal, State, and County agencles prior to
cornmencing operatlons.
8.

Concerns about vehicle traffic
Response: Pursuant to the Transportation Planning rule, the Port volunteered a trip cap as a means of ensuring
that the reasonable worst-case scenario did not cause roadway operations in the area to drop below applicable
mobility standards, When adopting Ordinance 2018-1 approving the Port's applicatlon on remand, the County

Board of Commissioners imposed condltlons of approval requirlng traffic analysis
proposals to estimate traffic impacts and identify any necessary mitigation measures.
9.

for future development

Concerns obout shutting oIf the Eeover Drainage lmprovement Compony pumps os o means of spiil contdlnment
Response: As noted in the Compatibiltty Report (p.521, the Beaver Dralnage lrnprovement Company (BDIC) dikes
separate the rnajorlty of the zone change area from the Columbia River. We see that the BDIC submifted a letter
indicating that its pumps would not be used as a form of spill control (public record p. 4G1). Regardless, the dikes

provide additional opportunity for hydraulic lsolation to prevent waterborne materials from reaching the river, as
may be implemented via isolation gates and localized pumps or other measures ldentified as part of a spill
response plan required by the Clean Water Act, Oil Pollution Ac! Federal Rail Safety Act, Natural Gas Act, Natural
Gas Policy Act, and standards of the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, Oregon Depaftment of Energy,
Oregon Office of the State Fire Marshal, Oregon Departrnent of Transportation, among others. The BDIC would
be involved in the development of any splll response plans involving BDIC facilities.
70.

11.

Charocterlzotion thot the Compotlblltty Beport understotes the potentiol risks of tndustriol woter pollution
Rcsponsc: The Compatibility Report does not catalog the potential water-borne compounds that could be
generated by future users ofthe zone change area, as each potentlal user would have lts own unique processes
and materials, so attempting to quantify these materials would at best be imprecise. Rather, the Compatibility
Report (beglnnlng on p. 20) ldenUfles the appllcable Federal, State, and local regulatory programs that require
water quality presenatlon measures (e.g., spill containment plans, process water treatment, stormwater, and
erosion control, etc.). The net result of these programs ensures compatibllity with the surroundingg including
groundwater, and water bodles and their assoclated habitat. The Port currently holds an indlvldual dlscharge
permlt for Port Westward, and future development is unlikely to be approved under a general permit,
Assertlons thot lndustrlal development is by lts very nature incompfiible with agriculture, resldential develapment,

or hdbitdt
Response: lndustrlal development ln the zone change area will indeed result in some level of lmpact on its
surroundlngs. However, the fact that pollutants may be produced (e.g., generation of air or water pollutants) does
not mean that the development ls therefore lncompatlble; existing Federal State, and local regulations requlre

to be captured and limited to deflned emissions levels, thereby assurlng compatibility
(Compatibillty Report beginning on p. 20). Furthermore, ORS 197.732(1)(a) and OAR 660-004-0020{2}(d}state that
"'compatible' ls not intended as an absolute term meanlng no interference or adverse impacts of anytype with

those pollutants

adjacent uses".
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12.

Concerns

obout dust impacts on agrlculture

Response: Dust may be generated by construction, vehicle traffic, or industrial operations such as grain storage
and distribution. Development in the zone change area would llkely result ln paving of existing gravel roadways,
thereby reducing dust from those roads. lndustrial development would be subject to air quality standards and
may require Alr Contaminant Discharge Permits from the Oregon Department of Environmental Cluallty to ensure
that dust (and other contamlnants) ls limlted to speclfled levels.
13.

Stotements regording the stotus of the existing dlke system
Response: The dike system has been provislonally accredited, the same as nearly every dlke system in the Lower
Columbia River, providing protectlon from the 1% annual chance flood. Thls lssue is not directly related to
compatibility, and has been addressed in the record associated with Ordinance 2018-1. lt is our understandlng
that the Beaver Drainage lmprovement Company is embarking on the dike recertificatlon process, and while it is
certainly a large task, it is entlrely achievable {as evldenced by the Scappoose Drainage lmprovement Company's
significant progress in that dlrection).

14.

Concerns a bout eofthquokes
Response: The Oregon Structural Speclalty Code requlres that new €onstruction comply with appllcable seismic
and geotechnical deslgn standards. These would be addressed at the time of a speciflc development by a State of
Oregon registered professlonal engineer, not at the time of compatibility analysis for the zone change.

15.

Stotements about C.alumblon white-tailed deer hobitot
Response: The Port acknowledges that multiple agencles encourage restoration of habitat for Columblan whitetailed deer in the general vlclnity of the proposed zone change area. This encouragement does not constitute

regulation, nor does it regulre speclflc action by the Port to demonstrate compatlbility. the Clatskanle-Quincy
CPAC [Citizen Plannlng Advisory Committeel Wildllfe Game Habitat map (8eak Consultants lnc., June 1995,
attached), which serves as the basis for identlfying areas subject to Columbla County's 8ig Game Habitat Overlay,
does not identlfy the zone change area as either 'core' or 'marginal' Columbian white-tailed deer habitat, We
assume that the Federal agencies lnvolved in this restoration effort will be consulted as part of any Federal permit
proceedlng, and willcomment as applicable.
16.

Concerns about impocts firom coal
Response: The County Eoard of Cornmissioners specifically prohibited coal at the Port Westward zone change
area per condition of approval number 6 in Ordinance 2018-1, This condition of approval was not challenged and
ls

settled.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this lnformatlon for the Board's consideration.

Brlan Varrlcchione
Land Use Planning

Enclosure:

c:

Clatskanle-quincy

CPAC

Wildlife Game Habltat map, Beak Consultants lnc,, lune 1995 (annotated)

Scott Jensen - Port of Columbia County
Spencer Parsons - Beery Elsner & Hammond, LIP
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Introduction
These comments are respectfully submitted by the Port of Columbia County (the "Port") to the
Columbia County Board of Commissioners (the'Board") regarding thc Port's application before
the Board (File No. PA l3-02/ZC 13-01). This office represents the Port of Columbia County
regarding its proposed rezone of land adjacent to thc existing Port Wesfward Industrial Park
("PWW') from Primary Agriculture-80 Acres ("PA-80') to R€source Industrial-Planned
Development ("RIPD"), as well as a related Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Goal
Exception, to allow for the five dock-dependent rural industrial uses previously approved by
Columbia County (the "County'').

The Port will reserve its final written argument until after all other written evidence, arguments
and testimony have been submitted to the County, including its response to the comments of

Columbia Riverkeeper and 1000 Friends

of

Oregon (collectively, "Riverkeeper") already

submitted. Howevet, before then, the Port submits the following comments regarding other
written testimony submitted to the County to date.

DLCD Letter dated Deccmber 7. 2020 and Oreqon Department of Asriculture L€ner dated
December 9. 2020

In a letter dated December'1,2020, the Department of Land Conservation and Development
("DLCD") suggests that the Compatibility Report does not sufficienfly describe "adjacent
agriculfural resource management or production practices" and goes on to quote language from

LUBA's decision remanding the application to the County for additional findings regarding
cornpatibility. However, neither DLCD's statement nor its analysis is consistent with the
language it quotes from tbe LUBA decision. As DLCD itself points out, LUBA states that the
"findingg should . . . address the characteristics ofuses on adjoining areas! such as impacts on
water quality." (emphasis added)
The Oregon Department of Agriculture makes a similar suggestion in its letter dated December
9,2A2A. Neither LIJBA's opinion nor OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) require the lcind of oxtensive
analysis ofadjacent agricultural production or resource management practices suggested in thosE
letters for the Port to satisfu the requirements of the applicable rule. What is rcquired is a
demonstration of compatibility which the Compatibility Report achieves through, in LUBA's
words, an "assess[ment of] vulnerability to potential externalities from indushial uses in the
exception area, such as impacts on water quality," and by establishing how the broad scope of
applicable regulatory programs will have the effect of ensuring compatibility with those exiiting
adjacent uses. Accordingly, the Compatibility Report relies on the methodology suggested by
LUBA and applying it to the context of each of the five uses proposed for the expansion area.

503.226.7t9t
503.226,2348
lnfo@g.JV-low.coo!

TIF TT
I.tLrl .l.

707 NE CouchStrset
Podlond, OR97232
$,nr.gov.low.csm
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Thc Compatibilify Report details the characteristics of both the expansion area and areas
adjacent to the expansion arear, outlining the zoning designationu and uses ofthe adjacent lands
and identifying potential adverse impacts applicable to the exi$ing uses adjacent to the
expansion area. Specifically, the Compatibility Report then divides the existing adjacent uses
generally into industrial and non-induslrial uses, and then evaluates which of those (and their
potential impacts) closely align with those noted for the five proposed uses.

In

assessing potential impacts

and compatibility, the Compatibility Report provides

an

exhaustive analysis of existing regulatory plograms designed to rnitigate potcntial adversc
impacts from the rural indusfial developmont proposcd by the Port. The Compatibility Report
explains that a significant reason the County can know that the five proposed uses for the
expansion area can be rendered compatible with existing adjacent uses is specifically because of
the high level of regulation that the uses will be subject to in order to be sited in the expansion
area at Port Westward. The uses will be under scrutiny by specialized administrative agencies
equipped to monitor and enforce compliance with their own uniquc rcgulations applicable to the
subject use. The County can be further assured that, in addition to the regulation and
enforcement brought to bear by regulatory agencies, an^cngagcd public can and does play a key
role in maintaining compatibility with the adjacent uses.'

Finally, the Compatibility Report recommends that the County impose one additional approval
condition which, though perhaps redundant, will ensure compatibility by making explicit a
requirement that all applicable Federal, State, and local permits be approved prior to issuance of
occupancy permits. In imposing such a condition, compatibility will be maintained through
compliance with the applicable regulatofy prograrns.
Letter of the Beaver Drainaee ImDroverncnt Comoany subrnittcd on January 13. 2021
Several cornments submitted have raised the issue of Beaver Drainage Improvement Company
("BDIC') using pump stations as a form of spill control, and concern that doing so would be at
the expense of neighboring uses. However, as the BDIC letter states, "The [BDIC] Board will
continue to cvaluate any new splll control plans proposed by new irrdustty itr ermurc that ui:
BDIC infraatructure is harmed and that there are no impacts to the firnction nf the BDIC system,"
As the abovc statement indicates, the BDIC will perforrn an oversight function for any uses cited
in the expansion area. Its submission indicates that it will not surrender control of its pumps to
industrial uses for their sole benefit, or tum off its pumps for this purpose. However, the f'act
remains that the majority of water from the district discharges to the Cohunbia River via the

BDIC pumps, and that affords the BDIC a level of control over discharges to
compl ian ce wi th appli cable

re gu

enhance

latory pro gtams.

I

The Compatibility Report takes into consideration a study area that includcs properties within 2000 feet
of thc prcposcd expansion arca.
'See, e,g., Riverkeeper Jan.25,2021 Comment, Exhibits 38 and 40, Rec. 1354-1365; Rec. 1375-1382.
Ensuring such public engagement satisfies the intcnt of Statewide Planning Goal l, Citizen Involvement.
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Conclusion

The
.Compatibility Report provides an analysis of compatibility based on the framework
identified by LUBA.ald
lhe Court of Appeals. The Compatibitity nepon establishes tlre
compliance of each of the five identified uses with ORS lg?.?32(Zxc)tnl, and OAR 660-0040020(2Xd). Mackenzie will be submitting additionat *m"nt, to address issues raised
regarding the Compatibility Report. As indicated above, the Port reserves its final
written
argument until the record is closed to all other parties.
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The Port of Columbia County (the "Port") respectfully submits this written Final Argument in
support of its application currently before the Columbia County Board of Commissioners (the
"Board'), File No. PA l3-02lZC l3-01, in response to comments submitted to the County during
both the initial open comment period which ended on January 27,2021, and the rebuttal period
which ended on February 17,2021.

I.

What Remains at Issue for Approval of the Port's Application

The County has received a voluminous amount of submissions into its record, and that avalanche

of documents can seem daunting. However, ths task before the Board is rnuch simpler

than

those documents make it appear. The single remaining question before the Board is whether the
Port's five proposed uses' are "compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts."2 Much of the comments received by the
County relate to issues that have been previously raised and resolved on appeal and are no longer
at issue. The comments discussing issues not applicable to the single standard still remaining, the
compatibility standard, only confuse the question and are not issues currently before the Board,
For example, comments challenging the acreage proposed for the expansion area are no longer at
issue. Similarly, the questions of whether the proposed uses are adequately supported by the

Port's application, or qualiff as "nrral industrial uses," have already been resolved. The
of whether the Port's proposal constitutes a "planning or zoning policy of general
applicability" has also already been raised, and was sirnilarly rejected by the Board and on
argument

appeal. The questions of whether the uses would be sufficiently dependent on Port Westward's
deepwater port, whether thal deepwater port is a unique resource, and whether it is located on
agricultural or forest land have all been addressed through the previous appeals process and are
likewise no longer before the Board. Challenges on the basis that the proposal has not
sufficiently considered potential alternative sites, or does not cornply with the Transportation

t

The live rural industrial uses proposed for fhe Port Westward expansion area are detailed in Mackenzie's Port
Westward Goal Fxception, Comprehensive Plon Amendment, and Z,one Change Alternative Analyslt Repor!, dated
April 10, 2017 (the'Mackenzic Report"):
Forestry and Wood Produots processing, production, storag€n and transportation

Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storEge, production, and processing
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation
Natural Cas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
Breakbulk storagg hensportation, and processing
2

ons Bt.t tz(2)(c)(D); oAR 660-004-0020(2Xd).

'593.226.7191
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Planning Rule3 were likewise previously raised and resolved through the previous round of
appeals. None of those issues, or any others unrelated to compatibility, remain before the Board,

The only remaining question is whether the five proposed uses are "compatible with other
adjacent uses or
t 97

will

be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." ORS

.732(2)(cXD); oA n 660-004- 0020(2Xd).

ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D) provides the following:
(2) A local government may adopt an exception to a goal if':

***
(c) The following standards are met:

rl.*+
(D) The proposed

uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or

will

be

so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.
(emphasis added)

OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) pnrvides the following directing in evaluating compatibility:
The exception shall describe how the proposed use will be rendered compatible with
adjacent land uses. 'fhe exception shall demonstrate that the proposed use is situated in
such a manner as to be compatible with surmunding natural resources and rcsource
management or production practices, "Compatihle" is not intended as an absolute term
meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses.

It must be emphasized that, in resolving that last remaining question, OAR 660-00,1-0020(2Xd)
explicitly states that compatible "is not an absolute term meaning no interferense or adverse
impacts of atry type with adjaccnt uses." In other words, the last remaining issue before the
Board is whether the five uses propos€d by the Port are compatible wtth ad.;acent uses or "will be
so rendered through m€asures designed to reduoe fbut not necessarily eliminate] adverse
impacts." Mackenzie's Porl Westward Goal Exception, Comprelrcnsive PIan Amendmenl, and
Zone Clnnge Supplemental Compatibility Analysis dated July 21,2020 (the 'nCompatibility
Report") fosuses on that single remaining issue, and establishes that each of the proposed uses
wilt be compatible with existing adjaoent uses, wit}r the imposition of the proposed conditions,

n.

What the Compatibillty Standard Requires

The Board has received comments that the Compatibility Report does not adequately address
compatibility under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd). For example, regarding the scope of which uses
are "adjacent" the County received this argument from Columbia Riverkeeper ("Riverkeeper"):

3

oAR

Chapter 660,

Division 12.
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The compatibility standard requires the County to demonstrate not only how the
proposed uses are compatible with adjacent land uses, but also "that the proposed use is
situated in such a manner as to be compatible with surrounding natural resources and
resource management or production practices. This provision of the rule is cleady
intended to extend the compatbility analysis bevoRd "adjacent land usss" to require
consideration of areas and activities that may not be confined to particular parcels or
defined by the designated zoning. Moreover, in using "surrounding" instead of "adjacent"
the rule indicates that a less rigid approach is warranted when evaluating compatibility
with natural resources.

Riverkeeper comments dated January 2A,2021, at 6-7 (emphases added).

Riverkeeper is attempting to stretch the Administrative Rule beyond the scope of authorization in
the statute, which is not permitted. The above assertion, and any similar such asseftions in the
record rogarding the scope of oAR 660-004-0020(2Xd), are patently false.

OAR

660-004-0020(2Xd)

is an administrative rule

promulgated

by the Oregon Land

Conservation and Development Deparhnent through the Department's Land Conservation and
Development Commission ("LCDC"), As a State agency, LCDC derives its authority from State
law, This becomes clear upon examination of the text of oAR 660-004-0020.

At the bottom of the administrative rule, the following is provided:
Statutorv/Other Authorltv: ORS I 97.040
Strtutcs/Othpr Implomcntcd: ORS 197.73?

History:
LCDD 3-201l, f. & cert. ef. 3-16-t I
LCDD l-201l, f. & cert. ef.2-2-ll
LCDD 3-2004,f. & cert. ef.5-7-04
LCDC 8-1994,f. & cert. ef.12-5-94
LCDC 9-1983, f. & ef. 12-30-83
LCDC 5-1982, f. & ef 7-Zl-82 (emphases added).4

Accordingly OAR 660-004-A020 itself recognizes and acknowledges that the scope of its
authority is limited to the dclegation in ORS 197.732, meaning the language cited by
Riverkeeper (that OAR 660-004-0020 requires that an exception 'odemonstrate that the proposed
use is situated in such a manner as to be compatible with surrounding natural resources and
resounce management or production practices") applies only in the context of the statute itself.
In turn, the statute requires only that "The proposed uses are compatible with other adjqceFt qscr
will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts" (emphasis added).
The intent of the statute (and the associated limit of its implementing regulation's scope) is

or

"compatib[ility] with other adjacent uses." To the extent that compatibility requires
of o'surrounding natural resources and resource management or production
practices," that consideration applies only in the context of "adjacent uses." The administrative
consideration

a

Available at h{t0st//secup.sos.state.or.u6foardlvieryg.iJ!eleRule.aotion?ruleVrsnRsn=174999.
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rule itself cannot self-authorize an expansion of the scope of the statute, but only implement the
statute's delegation of authority.

That interpretation of ORS 197.732 and OAR 660.004-0020 is consistent with ORS 197.040,
which is cited in the rule as the authority for the promulgation of OAR 660-004-0020. ORS
197.040(l)(c)(A) authorizes LCDC to "[aJdoptby rule in accordance with ORS chapter 183 or
by goal under ORS chapter 195, 196 and 19? any statewide land use policies that it considers
necessary to cany out OR"S chanters 195. 196. and 197." (emphasis added) As the rule
implementing ORS 197 ,732, OAR 660-004-0020 "can[ies] out" ORS 197.732, but cannot
expand it, despite the unsubstantiated claims to the contrary presented to the Board. As the
Oregon Court of Appeals has explained:

Administrative agencies may adopt rules only pursuant to statutory authority granted by
the legislature. An adminishative rule so adopted must be consistent with the legislative
directive; it exceedsthe agency's statutory authorig ifit "depart[s] from a legal standard
expressed or implied in the partioular law being administered, or [if it] contravene[s]
some other applicable statute."

Marollav. Dep't of Pub. Safety Slandards & Training,24i Or. App.226,230,263 P.3d 1034,
1035 (201 l), quoting Planned Parenthood Assn. v. Dept. of Human Res.,297 Or. 562,565,687
P

.2d 785 ( I 984) (footnote and internal citations omitted).

In the conlext of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd), the rule may require consideration of compatibility
"with surrounding natural resources and resource management or production practices" if they
concern compatibility with "adjacent usos" under ORS 197.732(2')(c)(D). Howevcr, if an attempt
is made, in Riverkeeper's words to "extend" the rule "beyond" "adjoining uses," that attempt
would excesd the scope of authority delegated by the Legislature via ORS 197.732Q)@)Q).
Accordingly, Riverkeeper's interpretation of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) is untenable.
As the Compatibility Report details, ORS 197,732(t)(a) sets a limit on the reach of "compatible"
under the statute: "'Compatible' is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or
adverse impacts of any type wtth adJacent uses." In fact, thut same languagc is mirnrred fur ths
text of OAR 660-004-0020."s As the Compatibility Repoft explains, "[B]oth the enabling
legislation and the administrative rule are clear that some degree
interference or adverse
impacts' on adjacent land uses may be permitted by a proposed use and yet still be deemed

of

compatible as provided under the applicable statute and administrative rule," Compatibiliqt
Report, at 5.

As Mackenzie explained in its letter to the Board dated February 17,2021:
As noted in the [Compatibility Report], neither ORS 197.732 nor OAR 660-0040020(2Xd) defines the term "adjacent" for the purposcs ofdcfining a study area for
compatibility analysis (Compatibility Report p. 7). To identiff an appropriate study area
boundary, Mackenzie examined dictionary definitions as well as other administrative
rules that limit the term to only abutting land or that define "nearby land" as constituting
5

See text

ofOAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) on p. 2, above.
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a quarter-mile radius. Howeveq the Port opted to go beyond these other measures by
identi$ing a study area inclusive of contiguous parcels within 2,000 feet of the zone
change area. As noted in the Compatibility Report, the extent of the County's zoning

aufhority is limited to land uses rether than watenvays such as the Columbia Rivcr, as
those are subject to separate Federal and State water quality and maritime commence
regulations (Compatibility Report p. 9). The Board of Commissioners can determine that
the Port made a reasonablc effort to analyze an appropriate study area in alignment with
applicable st&tutes and rules (footnote omitted),6

The "interference or adverse impacts" frorn the development referenced in the rule can
potentially impact "adjacent" uses via "surrounding natural resources and resource management
or production practices," but the statute focuses the rcquirement on impacts to "adjacent" uses
themselves.

Accordingly,

to the extent non-adjacent

"surrounding natural resources and

resounce

management or production practiccs" have impacts that in turn impact "adjacent" uses under
ORS 197'732, those impacts fall under the scope of ORS 197.732. However, the language in
OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) cannot be used to expand the scope and application of ORS lg7-732
beyond its intended target: adjacent uses.

IIL

The compatibility Report demonstrates that the requirements

of oRS
197.732Q)$)(D) and oAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) are satisfled with the Imposition
of the Approval Condltions Together With the Additional Approval Condition
Proposed in the Compatibility Report
a.

The campatibiltty Report adequately identifies potentiol adverse impacts to
adjacent uses by each of the five proposed uses

The County has received rrcord submissions stating that the Compatibility Report does not
adequately address adjacent uses. As explained above, compatibility applies to "surrounding
natural resources and resource management or production practices" only as it relates to adjacent
uses. Mackenzie details this in its February 17,2021 letter:

The [Compatibility RJeport does not attempt to identify all the crops within the study
area, nor such items as soil preparation, planting, fertilizing, managing weeds, harvesting,
or processing. Contrary to statements by Oregon Department of Agriculture and Oregon
Department of Land Conservation and Development staff,, the applicable language in

'Thit lin. of analysis

is similar to one tbat was previously enunciated by LUBA. In discussing the scope of
alternative sites to be oonsidered under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb), and in rejecting an argument that the Port had not
sufficiently addressed alternative sites elsowhere in the State or aoross stale lines under that rule, LUBA stated the
following: "We conclude that in conducting an alternative sites analysis for industrial uses justified based on
proximity to the 'unique resourcc' ofa river or ocean port under OAR 660-004-A022(3)(a),the County is not
required to waluate other port sites in the state (or elsewhere) that sewe entirely different economic markets." 78 Or
LUBA 547, Slip Op. at 41.
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OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) does not mandate an exhaustive description ofadjacent
agricultural r€source management or production praotices (Compatibilif Report p. 5).
Rather, the Port demonstrated in the Compatibility Repon (beginning on p. 49) that there
is a host of existing regulatory programs and conditions of approval that have the effect
of ensuring compatibility with nearby uses and the larger environment, including
agriculture.

In a footnote,

Mackenzie's lctter surmise$, "ODA and DLCD staff may be conflating the
compatibility analysis regulations with those of ORS 215,296(l) regarding standards for
approval ofcertain uses in exclusive farm use zones."
What the Compatibility Report does is rely on direction, obtained through the previous rounds of
to address the question of compatibility, analyzing LUBA's discussion of the
requirement in its 2014 decision:

appeals,

IOAR 660-004-0020(2)(d)] contemplates that the county has identified the
proposed use, has determined that the use has adverse impacts incompatible with
adjacent uses, bul has identified and imposed specific measures in the ex_ception
decision to reduce irnpacts and thus render the proposed usc compatibte.T

It also considers LUBA's elaborated analysis of the compatibility standard in its 2018 decision,
fbcusing specifically on the following passage of the decision:
[A]dequate findings regarding compatibility would start by identifying the likely
adverse impaots oftypical uses authorized under the five approved use categories.
evaluating each use category scparately, and ifnecessary specific types ofuses
within each use category. As petitioners argue, the potential adverse impacts of
different types of liquid bulk terminals, €.9., an oil terminal versus a fertilizer
export operation, oould be different enough to require a separate analysis. The
findings should also address the characteristics ofuses on adjoining areas, and
assess vulnerability to potential externalities from industrial uses In the exception

are4 such as impacts on water quality. Informed by those analyses, the oounty can
then reacb sustainable conclusions regarding whether the proposed uses are
compatible with adjoining uses, or can be rendered compatible via identified
measures.6

Based on the direction provided, the Compatibility Report enunciates

a methodology for

assessing compatibility:
Based on the effective statutes, administrative rules, court opinions, and plain-language
definitions suoh as the Meniam-Wcbster Dictionary's primary definition for the word
"compatible" ("capable of existing together in harmony"), determination of compatibility
for a rural industrial Goal Exucption should thus addrcss the following:

1-7oor

'

78

LUBA r7l, zo4(zotl).

or LUBA 547,s6g-s7o (zorl),
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Enumeration of potential adverse impacts of the proposed uses;
t

Identification of significant differences in character among the proposod
uses

a

and adjacent land uses;

Assessment

of

whether potential impacts produce adverse effects on

adjacent land uses;
Cataloging of those uses which require no mitigation to be compatible and
those which require mitigation measures to be made compatible with
adjacent land uses;
I

Compilation of existing regulations applicable to the proposed uses which
have the effect of maintaining compatibility; and

I

Where required to promote compatibility, identification of appropriate
mitigation to minimize incompatible impacts with adjacent land uses.

Compatibility Report, at 6-7

After formulating that methodology, the Compatibility Report applies it to each of the five
proposed uses. [t relies on the methodology identified by LUBA and the Court of Appeals to
provide a compatibility analysis of each of the five uses proposed for the expansion area that
satisfies the requirements of substantial evidence review.

As part of that methodology, the Compatibility Report considers the significance of the
following statement from the decision of the Oregon Court of Appeals upholding LUBA's
opinion: "\Me understand LUBA's rejeotion of the county's compatibility determination to $rn
on an application of the substantial evidence standard of review."e Accordingly, the
Compatibility Report addresses the applicable evidentiary standard as follows in evaluating
compatibility: " . . . LUBA provided a framework for analyzing compatibility in a manner that
would satisfy the subskntial evidence standard. That framework is the approach taken in this
supplemental analysis." Compatibil ity Report, at 6.

In identifying and analyzing the range of potential compatibility impacts for operations falling
within each of the five rural industrial uses, the Compatibility Report notes that the potential
impacts of each of the five are generally similar. It also concludes that there is a large amount of
overlap of potential impacts between the existing industrial uses at Port Westward and the five
rural industrial uses proposed for the expansion area, and that the differences among uses is
largely a matter of scale associated with the differenf produotion prooesses. As the Compatibility
Report states:

e

/d. Under ORS l9?.S35(9)(a)(C), the County's decision
"substantial evidence in the whole record-"

will not

be reversed or remanded

ifit

is supported by
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For each of the five Port Westward proposed rural industrial land uses, the range of
potential adverse impacts for operations has been identihed, As demonstrated in Table l,
the potential adverse impacts from the five Port Wesrward uses largely fall into the same
general categories. The differences among uses ane largely a matter of scale and
probabilities associated with the different production processes.

Compatibility Report, at

Table

I

13

in the Compatibility Report delineates potential adverse impacts from the Port's five

proposed uses, and Table2 delineates potential adverse impacts from the existing industrial uses
at Port Westward. Compatibility Report, at l4-15.

In comparing the two tables to one another, the Compatibility Report notes that thore is
"significant overlap among the potential adverse impacts from the five rezone area rural
industrial uses and the existing industrial uses within PWW. The potential offsite impacts from
the five industrial uses are largely the same as those that are already present from the existing
industrial uses." Compatibility Report, at 16. Further, the Compatibility Report notes that
"[t]here is overlap in the lists of potential adverse impacts from the five proposed uses and
adjacent and non-adjacent tree farm and other agricultural uses and forested uses." Id. The
Compatibility Report notes that the prCIposed uses will be subject to much more stringent
enyironrnental regulations than either agricultuml or rrrsidential uses. ,Id.

The Compatibility Report then surveys offsite impacts from the proposed uses, concluding that
they are largely the same as those from existing industrial uses. The Compatibility R.eport notes
that there is even some overlap in potential impacts between the tive rural industrial uses and tree
farm and other adjacent agricultural uses, and that the industrial uses would be subject to more
stringent regulations pertaining to stormwater containment and keatment,
The Compatibility Report also includes a third table, Table 3, that oompares potential adverse
impauls uf cach uf Lhu prupussd uses tu existing industlial uses; existirig agricultulal and forestcd
rrses; and existing residential uses, /d^ at 17. ln evaluating the comparison, the Compatibility
Report states the following:
Given the range of potentialadverse impacts from the rezone area rural industrial uses, it
might initially seem difficult to establish the compatibility of those uses with adjacent
iand uses and non-adjac€nt uses in the study area. However, upon closer analysis, such is
not the case. Firsl, not all potential impacts will be present for a given industrial
operation. Where a particular impact is not present, there is no need to mitigate lhe nonimpact. Mor€over, evon the potential impacts align closely with the potential impacts
fron the existing PWW industrial uses. The County thus has a long record of
compatibility in the form of the successful coexistence of existing industrial and nonindustrial uses in the area, involving largely identical impacts, which s€rves as strong
evidence that the rezone area's five rural industrial uses can indeed be made compatible
with the adjoining uses.
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Approval of the zone change and associated comprehensive plan amendment and Goal
Exception by the County would move the boundary of future industrial development
farther south, but would neither expose new types ofadjacent land uses to induslrial uses,
nor expose those adjacent land uses to a new set of new potential indushial impacts. This
is a signihcant point as pertains to compatibility, as the potential impacts between similar
adacent land uses will likely be substantially the same. As desmibed in Section III, the
study area is primarily composed of industrial, tree farm and other agricultural usesn and
forested land (with a smaller amount of residential uses accessory to primary agricultural
uses). The proximity of these uses and their long-standing operations provide strong
evidence rural industrial uses can safely exist side-by-side with non-industrial uses if
appropriate mitigation is in place (such as buffering, setbacks, other separation, and the
mitigation measures previously imposed by the County with the adoption of Ordinance
2018-r.

Compatibilily Report,

tt

19,

The Report conctudes that there are likely to be impacts on existing adjacent uses, "though not at
a level greater than could potentially be experienced from existing industrial and agricultural
uses at PWW" and that "mitigation measures exist and are available to ensure that compatibility
is maintained between the existing adjacent land uses and each of the rural indushial uses
proposed for the rezone area." Id.

To the extent that arguments are raised asserling that Mackenzie's analysis does not consider
different kinds of crops grown on agricultural land, that consideration does not have bearing on
compatibility analysis. Whether due to seasonal crop rotations or other changes in crops, the use
remains agricultural in nature. In fac! as Riverkeeper points out, some of the former poplar farm
acreage within the Port Wesfward expansion area is now being used for cattle and mint.
Additional changes will undoubtedly occur prior to development. However, the use remains
agricultural in nature, and the analysis in the Compatibility Report witl continue to apply through
such crop changes.

b.

The Compatibility Report identilies mitigation measures to maintain

compatibility with adjacenl uses

In concluding that "mitigation measures exist and are available to ensure that compatibility is
maintained," the Compatibility Report zeroes in on two areas of mitigation: the County's own
authority to regulate land uses and impose approval conditions to ensure that compatibility is
maintained; and 2) the high level of industrial regulation at the Federal and State levels rhar will
apply to development at Port Westward. As to the fonner, the Compatibility Report states the
following:
Columbia County is the land use authority at Porl Westward and throughout
unincorporated portions of the County. Accordingly, the County has adopted its Zoning
Ordinance to implement the County's Comprehensive Plan to ensure that land uses ane
consistent with adopted statewide and local goals. policies and objectives, The underlying
premlse of a zoning ordinance is that it will protect human health and safety by limiting
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incompatibility of surrounding uses. For instance, as pafi of the cunent zone change
application, the County will impose conditions as part of any approval to ensure
compliance both County and S&tewide policieg and future development proposals will
be subject to public lnnd ure review processes that comply with the lerms and limitations
of an exception granted to Goal 3 (e.9., uses must be dock-dependent), and sny other
then-applicable land use regulation (and related regulations) at the state and local level.
Compatib ility Report, at 39
The Compatibility Report continues:

As part of the County's future Conditional Use review process for individual industrial
developments, the Planning Commission has authority to impose additional conditions of
approval to ensure consistency with land use regulations (e.g., requiring documentation
on all required Federal, State, and County permits:
The Commission may attach canditions and reslrictions to atty conditional use
approved. The setbacks and limitations of the underlying disnict shall be applied
lo the condilional ase. Conditions and restriclions moy include a specilic
limilation of uses, landscaping requirements, off-street parking, performance
standards, performance bonds, and olher reasonable conditions, restrictions, and
safeguards that would uphold the intent of the Comprehensive PIan and miligate
any aclverse ffiet upon the aQioining properties whieh may result by reason af the
conditional use being allowed.to

Compalib ilily Report, at 39,

Regarding existing regulatory progfirms that have the effect of mitigating potential adverse
impacts from development in general, and industrial operations in particular, the Compatibility
Report axplains that a significant reason the fivc proposcd uscs for thc cxpansion nrca oun bc
rendered compatible with existing adjacent uses is specifically because the uses are the subject of
stringent regulation at the Federal and State level.
The fundamental reason the existing PWW uses and the five rural industrial uses
identified for the zone change area are compatible with adjoining uses is that industrial
operations arc highly regulated at the Federal and State levels to minimize adverse
impacts to adjacent land uses and waterways. These regulations are adcquate to cnsurc
the adverse impacts from the five rural indushial rlses can be adequately mitigated so as
to be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses, as required for the requested Coal

Exccption.

Id, at 19.In addition, the Compatibility Report notes that Columbia County Zoning Ordinance
(CCZO") Section 683.1 requires uses in thc RIPD zone to identi$ and address "any adverse
impacf'and that a previous condition of approval imposed by the Board would require

'o

cczo

section 1503.2,
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any use siting in the expansion area to go through a conditional use appmval process.ll Id.

As the Compatibility Report explains: "Maintaining compatibility is therefore targely a function
of cost for users to meet the regulatory standards at the time of development, and whether the
total cost of initial and ongoing regulatory compliance is economicaily feasible to allow a
particular use to site at Port Westward. /d.

It also bears mentioning that, in addition to the eight approval conditions previously imposed by
the Board in Ordinance No. 2018-1, Mackenzie has recommended an additional approval
condition to maintain compatibility with adjacent uses o'requiring applicants for future
development proposals in the rezone area to provide evidence of approval of all applicable
Federal, State, and local permits prior to issuance of occupancy permits.';1d. at 52. In a lootnote,
the Compatibility Report explains that, while a condition is not necessary to reguire compliance
with all regulatory prugrams (because oompliance is required whether or not the condition is
imposed), such a condition nevertheless provides additional assurance that compatibility is
maintained:
As noted above, compliance with all applicable regulatory programs is required with or
use condition. However, including such a condition ensures that the
County will have an oversight role in the application [ofl regulatory programs, and in so
doing have the ability to ensure that impacts are mitigated and land use compatibility
maintained.

without such a land

Compatib

ility Report, at

52, n.69.

LUBA previously approved ofa similar approach by the County in imposing Condition No. 5
(limiting the proposed uses to those substantially dependent on a deepwater port):
According to the Pofi, Condition 5 was imposed only to provide additional assurance to
opponents that only uses that are significantly dependent on the port wilt be approved,
The Port argues that Condition 5, read in context with the county's findings and the
exception that it is attached to, is clearly intended to require that applicants demonstrate
that thc proposed use is not only one ofthe five authorized uses, but also a use that is
significantly dependent on the port facilities. We agree with the port.
78 Or LUBA 547, Slip Op.at 41. In this cofltext, although unnecessary, the approval condition
"provide[s] additional assurancen' that compatibility will be maintained.

11

Approval Condition No. I of Ordinance No. 2018-l provided the following:
Prior to an applioation for a building or development for a new use, the applicanUdeveloper shall submit a
Site Design Review and an RIPD Uso Under Prescribed Conditions [application] as required by the
Columbia County Zoning Ordinance.
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c.

The new approval condition proposed in the Compatibility Report prevents

deferral of compliance with compatihility under ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D) and

oAR 660-004-0020

(2)

(d)

Some of the comments submitted to the County infer or explicitly state that approval of the
Port's proposal by the Board will unlawfully defer compliance with compatibility requirements
under ORS 197.732(2)(cXD). That is incorrect. 'ltre County can make a finding that, with the
proper application of regulatory programs, and with the imposition of the County's approval
conditions, compatibility

will

be maintained.

ln particular, the Port notes that thc new condition recommended in the Cornpatibility Report
"requiring applicants for future development proposals in the rezone arsa to provide evidence of
apprcval of all applicable F'ederal, State, and local permits prior to issuance of occupancy
permits," while perhaps redundant (in that it requires something that is already required under
applicable laws and regulations), assures (now) that compatibility will be maintained into the
future (at the time of devetopment and beyond). lf a future developer secures all such permits,
the development will be constructed in a manner so as to be compatible with adjacent uses; if the
developer cannot satisfo that requirement, the development will sirnply not go forward (which
will have the effect of disallowing an incompatible use by preventing the project from
proceeding).

As Mackenzie explains in its February 17,2021letter to the Board:
The compatibility analysis required by oAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) is analogous to the
Tmnsportation Flanning Rule, which calls for analysis of gcncralizcd transportation
impacts for a reasonable worst-case scenario for a range of potential uses, and is later
followed by detailed analysis of a specific development as part of a transportation impact
study during the land use review process. The Port's Compatibility Report provides detail
on existing regulatory programs (bcginning on p. 20) whiuh havu jurisdiutirrn desigued tu
mitigate and regttlate potential adverse impacts from the five propnsed industrial uses in
the zone change area, demonstrating that exiting programs are protective of the most
intense scenario (e.g., oil rather than milk for liquid bulk commodities). The details of a
specific development proposal arc analyzed when they are timely and available, namely
of a land use application (e.g., site design review or conditional use review),
time
and at the
of a permit application. These applioations will be submitted to and
approved by Federal, State, and County agencies prior to oommencing operations.
at the time

Accordingly, as proposed, the Board is able to find the compatibility standard satisfied, without
defening compliance to future proceedings.
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Response to Other Comments Submitted to the County

a. The county is well within

its rights to rely on Federal, state and local
regulatory programs to maintain compatibility under ORS 197.232e)ft)(D)

and oAR 660-004-0020 (2) (d)

The Beaver Drainage Improvement Company (the "BDIC") exists to provide flood control,
drainage, and irrigation water for the lands within the district. The BDIC is obviously concemed
about anything that could get into the waters it manages within the district. Thsy have been and
will continue to be a partner with any development in the district, agricultural or industrial.
To the extent the County has received comments that it is inappropriate for the County to rely on
State and Federal regulatory programs to maintain compatibility with adjacent uses, that
argument is belied by the fact that the authority of the regulating agencies and the County do not
completely overlap. Accordingly, Columbia County (and all counties in Oregon) has always and
will continue to rely on those agencies to carry out their own delegated authority. In the context
of this proceeding, the County's obligation and scope of authority is in making a determination
that the proposed uses are compatible, or can be made compatible via measurEs that will reduce
adverse impacts, The proposed conditions, including requiring that all applicable regulatory
permits be secured prior to occupancy permit issuance, allows the County to o'piggybacki'on the
iurisdictional authority of the regulatory bodies, and utilize their authority (which authority the
County does not have on its own) so as to eliminate or reduce impacts and thereby maintain
compatibility under ORS 197.732(2XoXD) and OAR 6G0-004-0020(2Xd).

b. The dikcs are sufriciently certified to allow for developmenl in the expansion
sreawithout requiring that struetures

be elevated above the

floodplainfor

undiked areas

Regarding questions raised pertaining to dike certification, the issue was resolved as part of the
previous proceedings and is not currently before the Board. To the extent the Board considers iq
the Port relies on its prior submissions to the Board, and the explanation provided by Mackenzie
in its February 17,2021letter to the Board.

From the Mackenzie letter:
The dike system has been provisionally accredited, the same as nearly every dike system
in the Lower Columbia River, providing protection from the lo/o annual chance flood.
This issue is not directly related to compatibility, and has been addressed in the record
associated with Ordinance 2018'1. It is our understanding that the Beaver Drainage
Improvement Company is embarking on the dike recertification process, and white it is
certainly a large task, it is entirely achievable (as evidenced by the Scappoose Drainage
Improvement Company's significant progress in that direction).
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From lhe Porl's Seplember 27,2017 submission to lhe County:
The Port has previously submitted materials regarding thc level of levee protection
provided by the Beaver Diking District. In particular, the Port directs the Board's
attention to the information from the National Levee Database, attached to the Port's
August 30,2017 submission as Exhibit D.

As previously explained, those documents show that the levee has received a certification
as sufficient for protection in the event of a flood, provides context showing that the dike
rating is similar to the vast majority of rated levees in the sunounding are4 and
establishes that the proposed expansion area is suffrciently protected from flooding from
the Columbia River.
The Port additionally concurs with the findings of stafffound in in-line responses to the
testimony of Wanen Nakkela and others regarding the construction of the levee and the
need for fill in the expansion area.

From the Port's Aagust

30,

2017 submission to the Coanty:

Opponents also raise concerns regarding the sufficiency of the dike system sunounding
rcsponse the Port is
submitting applicable informatiott from the National Levee Database for the Board's
consideration, attached hereto as Exhibit D.

thl proposed expansion area (exoept for the Thompson Propcrty). ln

'l'hose documents show that the dike has recently received a rating of "minimally
acceptable" from the Army Corps of Engineers. That maintenance rating is consistent
with the vast majority of federally built and privately maintained levees in Columbia and
Multnomah Counties. The Army Corps of Engineers has three ratings classifications:
o'Overall
Acceptable, Minimally Acceptable and Unacceptable. Regarding
Segrucnt/Systcm Ratings," thc dcsignation of '.Mininrally Acccptablc" mcans that

[o]ne or more items are rated as Minirnally Acceptable or one or more items are

rated as Unacceptable and an engineering determination concludes that the
Unacceptable items would not prevent the segment/system from performing as
intended during the next flood event. Ex. C, p. 10.

Given that definition, combined with the fact that that the dike has received a certification
as sulTicient for protection in the event of a flood (and in the context that the dike rating
is similar to the vast majority of rated levees in the surrounding area), the substantial
evidence establishes that the proposed expansion area is suffroiently protected from
flooding from the Columbia River.
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Neilher the counry's proposedfindings, nor the conpatibility Report, impose
any requirements on the Beaver Drainage Improvement company, but rather

recognize it as an interesled stakeholder with critical oversight of the vast
majority of water discharged from the Drainage District to the columbia
River

To address questions raised regarding ths BDIC, the Port relies on the explanation provided by
Mackenzie in its February 17,202I lctter to the County.
From the Mackenzie letter:
As noted in the compatibility Report (p. 52), the Beaver Drainage Improvement
Company (BDIC) dikes separate the majority of the zone change area from the Columbia
River. We see that the BDIC submifted a letter indicating that its pumps would not be
used as a form of spill control(public record p.461). Regardless, the dikes provide
additional opportunity for hydraulic isolation to prevent waterbome materials from
reaching the river, as may be implemented via isolation gates and localized pumps or
other measurss identified as part of a spill response ptan required by the Clean Water Act,
Oil Pollution Act, Federal Rail Safety Act, Natural Gas Act, Natural Gas Policy Act, and
standards ofthe Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, Oregon Department of
Energy, Oregon Office of the State Fire Marshal, Oregon Department of Tiansportation,
among others. The BDIC would be involved in the development of any spill response
plans involving BDIC facilities.

d

changes to tlrc appearance af the landscape views at port westward and
ofrural industrial development do nol render the port,sfive
proposed uses incompatible with adjacent uses under oRS 197.732(2)(c)(D)
because

and OAR 660-004-0a20@ (d)

The County received several comments regarding potential impacts related to any changes to the
appearancc of Port Westward, as well as additional sounds and odors relatcd to new
development' To that ooncern, the Port points out that, prior to any development, a future port
tenant will be required to go through Site Design and Conditional Use reviews, Condition No,4
requires the following, in part:
c. All development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are
established and maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses on pA-80
zoned land, including natural vegetation and where appropriate, fences, landscaped areas
and other similar types of buffers.

Condition 4 also requires the following:
d. When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or support
shall be lEft in a natural oondition or in resource (farm) production.
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In combination, the two provisions of Condition No. 4 will adequatety mitigate any impacts

related to future development at Port Westward.

Further, this conoem was addressed by Mackenzie to the Board in its letter dated February

202t:

17,

New industrial development in the zone change area will indeed change the visual
character of the landscape compared to existing agricultural conditioni. However, this is
not a new or incompatible impact frorn the zone change, as there are already large areas
zoned for indushial use at Port Westward that have been or could be developed in a
llanner that similarly alters the character. Since the U.S. Army developed Port Westward
for shipping in 1942 there has been significant industrial development at Port Westward
in proximity to the proposed zone change area.

A9c$dingly, development can occur at Port Westward in compliance with ORS
197.732(2)(c)(D) and OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) with the appropriate mitigation measures
discussed in the Port's application materials and the County's proposed upprouaironditions,

e.

Seismic consideration

will

be sufficiently addressed through the applicatian

the Oregon Structural Specialty Code at the time of development,

ind

of

its

proper application will maintain compatibility under ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D)
and OAR 660-004 -0A20@(d)
The C)regon Structural Specialty Code, adopted by the State and applied by the County through
the issuance of conshuction and building permits, assures compliance with all applicabie seismic

conshuction rcquirements and ensures those requirements are addressed

at the time of

development. By imposing a requirement of compliance (now) with regulatory programs (at the
time of development), compatibility with adjacent uses will be maintained and thc Board can
make. such a finding as part of this proceeding. That any development must meet the appticable
building codes is a bedrock principle of the building permit process. See, e.g., ORS 455.bt0.

J:

Response to the reporl af Richard Horner dated November 2, 2020 submiued
by Riverlceeper

Rivcrkeeper submitted a report drafted by Richard llomer "providing my asscssment of the
adequacy of the Port's submission and its conclusions with respect to stormwater management
and anticipated stormwater-related impacts" (the "Horner Rcport"). The fatal flaw with Dr.

Horner's analysis

is that,

instead

of viewing the Port's proposal as one requesting a

Comprehensive Plan amendment, zone change and Goal exception, as allowed undbr Oregon
State law, he appears to misunderstand it as a specific development proposal. Because of ihat
fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of this proceeding at the outset, the Horner Report's
analysis of the Compatibility Report is of negligible evidentiary value to the Board.
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For example, the Horner Report states that

"[a] project put forward for approval to proceed should collect all underlying data
pertinent to the required environmental assessments, conduct those assesiments with the
best available methods, and provide all the information regulators or citizens need to
make a full and confident evaluation of the proposal and its potential environmental
effects. The Port westward project documents do not meet this standard."
Riverkeeper Submission dated January 20,2021, Ex. L While the Port does not object to that
concept in general, and in fact agrees that it is the appropriate means by which the iounty can
and should maintain compatibility with adjoining uses, the problem is tirat there is no "project"
being put fonrard by the Port as part of its.proposal; the "Port Westward projecf', as reierenced
in the Horner Repo4 simply does not exist.12
The Port does agree that,

if

its application is approved, a future development proposal "should

collect all underlying data pertinent to the required environmental assissmenis, conduct those
assessments with the best available methods, and provide all the information regulators or
citizens need to make a full and confident evaluation of the proposal and iti potential
environmental effects." Accordingly, the Porf maintains that requiring compliance with all such
"required environmental assessments" at that point is the bcst means by which to "provide all the

information regulators or citizens need to make a full and confident evaluation of the proposal
and its potentialenvironmental effects" atthe time of actual development. Further, to guarantee
that is exactly what happens, thereby maintaining compatibility, the Compatibiliti Reporr
recommends one additional approval condition, "requiring applicants for future development
proposals in the rezone area to provide evidence ofapproval ofall applicable Federal State,
and
local permits prior to issuance of occupancy permits." compatibitity i?bport, at s2.
Because the Horner Report fundamentally misconceives what the Port's application proposes, it
fails to acknowledge that future development would be subject to additilnal regulation by all
applicable administrative programs (not to mention its blindness to the fact that such
development would be subject to future Conditional Use and Site Design review by the County),
and so its conclusions are based on misconceptions that completety undermine its evidentiiry

value to the Board.

'' This fundamental defect

l.
_
2.

3,

4.

in the Horner Report's analysis rcpcals itsclf throughout, see, e.g.:
The heading at the top of p. 4 of the Horner Report: "The Concept oftompatibilit| as Applied to the
Proposed Development", The Port's application does not propose any developmont at this'time.
Ststement on p. l5 of the Horner Report: "There is no mention in the Compaiibility Report how the
proponent intends to manage wetlands on the site, specifrcally no reference to any plains to fill
or drain."
I'he Port does not intend to undertake any development in the expansion area itself development will be
undertaken by future Port tenants.
Statement at the top of p. l6 of the Horner Rcport: "Development without awareness of these intricate
relationships and measures to counfer their effects is likely to inuease storm runoffdrainage to the
wetlands on the Port Westward site." Such "awareness" is assured by requiring developerito secure and
obtain all necessary permits prior to issuance of occupancy permits whicir is atrcady mandatory but woutd
be additionally required by the irnposition of the recommended approval condition put forwarj in the
Compatibility Report.
Statement on p. l7 ofthe Horner Reponl "However, because ofthe size and naturc ofthe proposed
operation . . . ." The Port has not included a specific "operation" as part ofits proposal.
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Furthst the Horner Report is silent on the proposed approval conditions, and their potential
impact on compatibility. In particular, the following provisions of Condition No. 4 are gennane:
f. Site run-offshall be conholled and any harmful sediment shatl be contained or
otherwise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to irrigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.
g. The industrial use impact on the water table and sloughs shall be monitored for water
quality and surface water elevations to ensure that the area weter can be maintained and
managed for existing users.
These are the kind of measures the Horner Report claims to be missing from the Port's proposal.

However, they are in fact part-and-parcel to the Port's application, and are conditions that the
Pofi continues to support.

However, it is not entirely without value. The one area where the Homer Report is not
misguided, and where its inherent misassumptions do not completely undermine its value, is in
its general discussion of "Best Management Practices" (BMPs) for stormwater management. The
report provides the following narrative at p. l6:
The general view in the stormwater management field is that emphasizing preventive
source and retention controls is preferable to relying on remedial controls. Avoiding the
contact of pollutants with rainfall or runoffand retaining runoff on-site, if complete, arc
100 percent ettbctive, in terms of keeping contaminants out of receiving waters.
Preventive methods are also frequontly lower in cost than treatment. The most common,
and effective, preventive BMPs in the structural subcategory utilize straightforward
methods like coverings (permanent or temporary), to keep rain from falling on and
percolating through contaminant sources, and measures such as site grading and berms to
dircct l'unoff away fluru tltcsc sourocs.

The Port agrees with this assessment. In particular, Dr. Horner's statement that "[a]voiding the
contact of pollutants with rainfall or runoff and retaining runoff on-site, if complete, are 100
percent effeotive, in terms of keeping contaminants out of receiving waters." In processing
regulatory permits, BMPs are applied (and updated over time), which has the effect of
maintaining oompatibility. Howevor, as further assurance, the Port would not be opposed to
another oondition that, while redundant (like the others discussed above), would require
development proposals to apply BMPs when securing all necessary Federal, State and losal
regulatory permits and authorizations.
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Commenls pertaining lo Coal, Dust, and Trffic/Transportation

cpel
To the extent that opponents continue to express concem about the potential impacts from coalrelated operations siting at Port Westward, the Port simply responds by pointing out that the
County previously imposed the following Condition No. 6:
The storage, loading, and unloading of coal is specifically not justified in this exception.
such uses shall not be allowed on the subject property without a separate approved
exception to Goal3.

The Port supported imposition of Condition No. 6 previously, and continues to support approval
of the inelusion of Condition No. 6.

Dust
Regarding impacts related to dust, compatibility will be maintained via the continued application
of Condition No. 4, which provides the following, ln part:
e. conlrols, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed as
needed to be determined by the County to mitigate dust caused by indusffial users that
may emanate from the site and traffic to the site.

This language addresses dust generation and, as applied, will maintain compatibitity. To the
extent the Board wishes to reinforce that the condition adequately addresses compatibility, the
Port would not object to the removal of the portion reading "as needed to be determined by the
County" from the condition.
Mackenzie addresses such concems in its February 17,2021letter to the Board as well, stating
that "[d]evelopment in the zone change arsa would likely result in paving of existing gravel
nradways, thereby reducing dust from those roads. Industrial development would be sublect to
air quality standards and may require Air Contaminant Discharge Permits from the Oregon
Departrnent of Environmental Quality to ensure that dust (and other contaminants) is limited to
specified levels."

Aocordingly, with the dust suppression measures imposed by the County, and the applicable
regulatory programs, the Board can find that impacts related to dust generation are adequately
addressed to maintain compatibility with adjacent uses.
Iraffi clTransportation
Regarding impacts related to transportation and traffrc, the Port notes that Conditions No. 2 and
Condition No. 3 directly appty.Condition No. 2 provides as follows:
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To ensure adequate transportation operation, proposed developments and expansions

requiring site design review or Use Under ltescribed Conditions shall not produce more
than 332 PM peak-hour trips for the entire subject property without conducting a new
Traffic Impact Analysis ('TIA') with recommendations of operational or safety
mitigation consistent with the oregon Transportation Planning Rule 660-012-0060.
Condition No. 3 states:

A traffic study [will] be prepared for each proposed future development within the
subject property to determine the number of trips generated, Iikely travel routes, impacts
on both passengcr car and heavy huck traffic and to ensure that County roadways are
improved as needed to adequately serve future development. These TIA reports would
also be used to ensure that the number oftrips generated and accumulative trips do not
exceed the trip cap [articulated in Condition No. 2].
These conditions will have the effect of maintaining the compatibility with adjacent uses and
their related traffi c/transportation.

V.

Conclusion

Based on the foregoing, an6 based on the Port's previous submissions, the Poft respectfully
requests that the Board approve its application with the conditions recommendett by staff,
including the new condition as described in the Compatibility Report.
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EXHIBIT C

COLUMBIA COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS'
PLANNING STAFF REPORT
November 9,2020
Land use Board of Appeals Remand of Application No.

FILE

NUMBER:

APPLICANTS/
OWNERS:

pA

PA 13-03 IZC l3-0t
Port of Columbia County

Thompson Family

100 E Street

4l44Boardman Ave. E
Milwaukie, OR 97267

Columbia City, OR 97018

LOCATION:
TAX MAP NOS:

13-02 / ZC 13-01

Port Westward Industrial Site

-

Adjacent to the east, south and west

8416-00-00s00
8420-00-00200t300
842 l -00-00300 /301 / 400/500/600
8422-00 -00 400 I s 00 I 600 I 7 00

8423-00-00900
8423 -B0-00 400 I s00I 600 t7 00

ZONING:

Primary Agriculture (PA-80)

SIZE:

Approximately 837 acres:

REQUEST:

Application for a Post Acknowledgement Comprehensive plan
Amendment,Zone Change from PrimaryAgriculture (PA-80) to Resource
Industrial Planned Development (RIPD) and an Exception to statewide
Planning Goal3.

Port owned 786 acres
Thompson family owned 50.9 acres

On February 27,2018, the County approved the Port of Columbia
County's modified application. However, LUBA remanded the decision
"for the county to adopt more adequate findings, supported by substantial
evidence, regarding the compliance with the requirement of OAR 660004 -0020(2)(d)" which requires a compatibility analysis.
On June 18,2020, the Port of Columbia County submitted a request for
the County to initiate remand proceedings. On July 22,2020, the port of
Columbia County submitted a Compatibility Report that provides a
compatibility analysis called for by LUBA and the Court of Appeals in
their decisions in columbia Riverkeeper et al. v. columbia county, 78 or

LUBA 547 (2018) and Columbia Riverkeeper
297 Or App.628 (2019

Port Westward2Dz0 Remand of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC
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EXHIBIT C

REVIEW CRITERIA:
Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) t97.732(2)(c)(D) and
Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) 660-004-0020(2Xd)

BACKGROUND
In 20 13 the Port of Columbia County (formerly the Port of Saint Helens), hereinafter referred to
as the "Port", submitted an application to Columbia County, hereinafter referred to as the
o'County",
requesting amendments to the County's Comprehensive Plan and,ZoningMaps that
would change approximately 957 acres of land adjacent to the Port Westward Industrial park
from agricultural to rural industrial uses. The Port applied for a Comprehensive plan
Amendment to change the subject property's Comprehensive Plan designation from Agriculture
Resource to Rural Industrial, aZoningMap amendment to rezone the subject propertylrom
Primary Agriculture (PA-80) to Resource Industrial Planned Development
6inO; and an
Exception to Statewide Goal 3 Agriculture Lands.
On January 29,2014, the Columbia County Board of Commissioners denied Application No. pA
13-02 / ZC 13-01for the 120 acres associated with tax lots 8420-00-00100 and-g+29-00-00100
and approved the remaining approximate 837 acres by adopting Ordinance No. 2014-1.
Columbia Riverkeeper and 1000 Friends of Oregon filed an appeal of the decision with the
Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). Columbia Rtverkeeper et al. v. Columbia County,
70 Or LUBA 171 Q0l4). LUBA remanded the decision in part and identified areas in which the
record and findings provided insufficient justification for the approval. Columbia Riverkeeper et
al v. Columbia County,277 Or App. 637 (2014).

In response to this remand, on April 18,2017,the Port modified its application to align with the
direction provided by LUBA. Specifically, the Port's modified applicaiion identified five
specific rural industrial uses (Forestry and Wood Products p.o".sring, production, storage, and
transportation; Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing; Liquid Bulk
Commodities processing, storage, and transportation; Natural Gas and derivative pioducls,
processing, storage, and transportation; and Breakbulk storage, transportation, und processing)
to
be allowed under the exception and fuither limited these uses by allowing only those uses that
would be dependent on the existing deep-water port at port westward.
On February 21,2078, the Board of County Commissioners approved the modified application
through the adoption of Ordinance No. 2018-1, a copy of which is attached hereto, labeled as
"Attachment 1" and incorporated herein by this reference. Columbia Riverkeeper and 1000
Friends of Oregon appealed the decision to the LUBA. On Decemb er 27,201d, LUBA denied all
but one of the petitioners' assignments of error. Columbia Riverkeepe,
ol. v Columbia County,
78 Or LUBA 547 (20L8), a copy of which is attached hereto, labeled as"to'Attachment2" and.
incorporated herein by this reference. LUBA agreed with petitioners that there is not substantial
evidence in the record to support Ordinance No. 201 8- I and that "remand is necessary to adopt
more adequate findings regarding compatibility, supported by substantial eviden ce." Id. at 549.
LUBA remanded the County's decision "for the county to adopt more adequate findings,
supported by substantial evidence, regarding the compliance with the requirement of OAR 660004-0020(2)(d)", hereinafter referred to as the "2020 LUBA Remand". Id. at 568. OAR660-004Port westward 2020 Remand of Application No.
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EXHIBIT C
0020(2Xd) requires that:
The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts with other adjacent uses.
The fstatewide planning goal] exception shall describe how the proposed use will
be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses. The exception shall demonstrate
that the proposed use is situated in such a manner as to be compatible with
surrounding natural resources and resource management or production practices.

"compatible" is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or
adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses. (Emphasis added.)
Columbia Riverkeeper appealed LUBA's decision to the Oregon Court of Appeals, and the Port
filed a cross-petition challenging LUBA's conclusion regarding compatibility. The Court of
Appeals affirmed LUBA's decision. Columbia Riverkeeper et al. v. Columbia County,297 Or
App 628 (2019), a copy of which is attached hereto, labeled as "Attachment 3" and incorporated
herein by this reference. Columbia Riverkeeper appealed the Court of Appeals decision to the
Oregon Supreme Court. The Supreme Court denied review of the appeal. Columbia Riverkeeper
et al., v. Columbia County,365 Or 721 (2019), a copy of which is attached hereto, labeled as
"Attachment 4" and incorporated herein by this reference.

SUMMARY OF CURRENT REQUEST
In response to the 2018 LUBA remand, on June 18,2020, the Port submitted a LUBA Remand Request for Review of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01, a copy of which is attached hereto,
labeled as "Attachment 5" and incorporated herein by this reference, and paid the corresponding
required administrative fee. On July 22,2020, the Port submitted a Letter "Re: Port of Columbia
County's application on remand to address compatibilitt'', a copy of which is attached hereto,
labeled as "Attachment 6" and Compatibility Report titled "Port Westward Goal Exception,
Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zone Change Supplemental Analysis: Land Use
Compatibility", prepared by Mackerzie, dated July 21,2020, a copy of which is attached hereto,
labeled as "AttachmentT" and incorporated herein by this reference.
The five specific uses authorizedto operate within the proposed 837-acre expansion of the Port
Westward RIPD zonedareaare limited to the following:
1

2
a
J

4
5

Forestry and wood Products - processing, production, storage and transportation;
Dry Bulk Commodities - transfer, storage, production and processing;
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage and transportation;
Nafural Gas and derivative products processing, storage and transportation; and
Breakbulk storage, transportation and processing.

Figure 1 below shows the subject 837-acre proposed RIPD zoned area on an aerial
photgraph.

Port Westward 2020 Remand of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01
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EXHIBIT C

SCOPE OF REMAND PROCEEDING
The purpose of this remand proceeding is for the County to determine whether the proposed uses
are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered through measrues designed to
reduce adverse impacts pursuant to OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d).

OAR 660-004-0020

-

Goal Z,Part II(c), Exception Requirements

(2) The four standards in Goal2 Part II(c) required to be addressed when taking an
exception to a goal are described in subsections (a) through (d) of this section, including
general requirements applicable to each of the factors:

(d) "The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." The exception shall describe how
the proposed use will be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses. The exception shall
demonstrate that the proposed use is situated in such a manner as to be compatible with
surrounding natural resources and resource management or production practices.
"Compatible" is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse
impacts of any type with adjacent uses.
Similar to OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d), ORS 197.732(2XcXO) requires that proposed uses are
will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce

compatible with other adjacent uses or
adverse impacts.

ORS 197.732 Goal exceptions; criterial rulesl review.
(2) A local government may adopt an exception to a goal

if:

I...1

(c) The following standards are met:
1...1

(D) The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.
This Staff Report will review and evaluate the Compatibility Report and make findings
demonstrating how the five identified deep-water port dependent rural industrial uses (1) will be
compatible with other existing adjacent land uses or (2) will be able to be rendered compatible
by requiring site specific design criteria that will reduce potential adverse impacts to adjacent
land uses.

COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS REQUIRED BY LUBA
LUBA provided direction on the scope of compatibility analysis and findings required to show
whether the proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses. Specifically, LUBA stated
that:

[A]dequate findings regarding compatibility would start by identifying the likely
Port Westward 2020 Remand of Application No. PA 13-02
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EXHIBIT C
adverse impacts of typical uses authorized under the five approved use categories,
evaluating each use category separately, and ifnecessary specific types ofuies
within each use category. As petitioners argue, the potential adversJimpacts of
different types of liquid bulk terminals, €.g., an oil terminal versus afertilizer
export operation, could be different enough to require a separate analysis. The
findings should also address the characteristics ofuses on adjoining areas, and

vulnerability to potential extemalities from industrial uses in the exception
area, such as impacts on water quality. Informed by those analyses, the county can
then reach sustainable conclusions regarding whether the proposed uses are
assess

compatible with adjoining uses, or can be rendered compatible via identified
LUBA 547, 569-570 (2018) (Emphasis added).

measures. 78 Or

Based on the relevant Oregon statues, administrative rules and legal precedent, the Compatibility
Report provided the required compatibility analysis by gathering and evaluating the following
data on the subject 837-acre zone change areaand adjacent lands as follows:

1.

2.

Identifying existing "adjacent land uses" that are wholly or partially within 2,000 feet
the 837-acre zone change area;

of

Identifying the potential adverse impacts of the five specific proposed rural industrial
uses;

3.

Assessing the extent to which the proposed uses

4.

Enumerating existing federal, state and local regulatory requirements that the five
proposed rural industrial uses will need to comply with at time of future development;

will

adversely impact adjacent land uses;

and

5.

Identifying existing mitigation measures in Ordinance No. 2018-01 that will be used to
minimize potentially incompatible impacts with adjacent land uses.

Each Part of this Staff Report

will

evaluate and make findings specific to each of these issues.

PART 1 .IDENTIFYING EXISTING ADJACENT LAND USES WITHIN
THE 837.ACRE ZONE CHANGE AREA

2,OOO

FEET OF

Finding 1: The Compatibility Report defines the Compatibility Study Area as all parcels wholly
or partially within 2,000 feet of the zone change area, which consists of approxim ately 2,200
acres totaling260% of the 837-acre proposed zone change. This 2,000-foot distance covers
properties located within one-third of a mile from the zone change areaand identified with a red
border in Figure 3 below. Staff hnds that this level of examination is a valid assessment tool that
will provide a representative compatibility analysis consistent with the provisions in ORS
197.732(2)(c)(D) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) as required in the LUBA Remand review.
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EXHIBIT C
Discussion - Description of Zone Change Area and Compatibility Study Area: The Port
proposes to rezone the 837-acres from Primary Agriculture (PA-80) to Resource Industrial
Planned Development (RIPD) in order to expand the existing 905-acre Port Westward Industrial
Park by 837 acres. This 92 o/o expansion, in turn, will allow this industrial park's existing deepwater port to be able to accommodate five specific rural industrial uses that rely on this unique
transportation facility along the Columbia River. Figure 4 below on page 9 shows the entire
proposed zone change area (837-acres) is currently zoned PA-80 for agricultural uses. Existing
site development, as shown on the pictures on Pages 9 13, consists of two vacant agricultural
accessory residences addressed at81022 Erickson Dike Road and 80869 Kallunki Road and
other miscellaneous agricultural structures.

-

According to Federal Emergency Management Agency Flood Insurance Rate Map 41009CO050
D, the existing Beaver Dike/levee system is north, east and west of the zone change area and is
located on portions of Erickson Dike Road, Kallunki Road and Quincy Mayger Road. Land
outside the dike is primarily forested while land inside the dike has historically been used for tree
farm and other agricultural uses both of which are identified as Permitted Uses in the provisions
in Section 682 of the RIPD Zone listed below.

Section

680

RESOURCE INDUSTRIAL - PLANNED DEVELOPMENT

RIPD

681 Purpose: The purpose of this district is to implement the policies of the
comprehensive Plan for Rural lndustrial Areas. These provisions are
intended to accommodate rural and nafural resource related industries
which:

.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

Are not generally labor intensive;
Are land extensive;
Require a rural location in order to take advantage of adequate rail
and/or vehicle and/or deep water port and/or airstrip access;
complement the character and development of the surrounding rural area;
Are consistent with the rural facilities and services existing and/or
planned for the arcq' and,
Will not require facility and/or service improvements at significant
public expense.
The uses contemplated for this district are not appropriate for location

within Urban Growth Boundaries due to their relationship with the
site specific resources noted in the Plan and/or due to their hazardous
nature.

682 Permitted
,

1

.2

Uses:

Farm use as defined by Subsection 2 of ORS 215.203 except marijuana
growing and producing.

Management, production, and harvesting of forest products,
including wood processing and related operations.

Port Westward2D20 Remand of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01
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EXHIBIT C

Agriculture uses and tree farms along Hermo Road, Collins Roads #l and #2,
and Erickson Dike Road within the zone change and compatibility study Areas
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EXHIBIT C

View of Port Westward from Hermo Road immediately north of zone change area

These eight pictures taken of properties within the Zone Change and Compatibility Study Areas
coincide with the Zoning Map of these areas in Figure 4 above on page 9. This information
confirms that both of these areas' existing land uses consist of the following:
a

a
a
o

Tree farms and forested PA-80 zonedproperties and the RIPD zoned properties in the
area bordered by the Columbia River, Bradbury Slough, Kallunki Road, Quincy Mayger
Road, Erickson Dike Road and Collins Roads #l and#2;
Forested vacant approximately 180- acres of PF-80 zoned land located south of Quincy
Mayger Road;
Residences accessory to PA-80 uses on PA-80 zoned properties along Kallunki Road,
Quincy Mayger Road and Hermo Road and
One Rural Residential (RR-5) zonedproperty with one residence addressed at79680

Quincy Mayger Road.
Residential and non-residential structures on these PA-80 zoned properties are likewise
considered accessory to these properties' agricultural uses. Similarly, the 180 acres of Primary
Forest (PF-80) zoned properties east of Quincy Mayger Road are heavily forested with no
accessory residential uses. Of the affected 2,200 Compatibility Study Area, only one 0.80-acre
property addressed at79680 Quincy Mayger Road is zoned for rural residential uses.

Finding 2: With these existing predominantly agriculture, forestry and rural industrial land uses
Port Westward2D20 Remand of Application No. PA 13-02lZC 13-01
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EXHIBIT C
occurring on the PA-80 and RIPD zoned properties, Staff finds the overwhelming majority of
these resource related uses meet the Oregon Department of Forestry's definition of "Forestland,,
in the OAR 629-600-00100 (26) as: "...land which is used for the growing and harvesting of
forest tree species, regardless ofhow the land is zoned or taxed or how any state or local .tutut.r,
ordinances, rules or regulations are applied". These resource-related uses are also identified as
Permitted RIPD uses in Section 682 of the county zoningordinance.

3: With the Compatibility Study andZone Change Areas' existing uses being
characterized as predominantly forested, Staff finds that rezoning of the 831-acres from pA-80 to
RIPD will authorize the siting of wood processing and related operations in close proximity to
the surrounding rural area's existing forest operations and to Port Westward Industrial park's
existing unique transportation facility, its deep water port.
Finding

Finding 4: With this Staff Report's pictures showing the Compatibility Study and,Zone Change
Areas'predominant forested land uses, Staff finds the proposed zone change will provide
additional rural industrial development opportunities at Port Westward for the processing,
production, storage and transportation of Forestry and Wood Products all of which will
complement the character and development of this surrounding rural area.
PART 2 - IDENTIFYING THE POTENTIAL ADVERSE IMPACTS OF THE FIVE
SPECIFC PROPOSED RURAL INDUSTRIAL USES
Discussion: The five specific rural industrial uses proposed for the zone
following:

chang

e arca include the

1.

Forestry and Wood Products: The processing, production, storage and transportation of
Oregon's historically leading rural industrial land use. Specific uses include saw mills as
well as pulp and paper mills that produce wood pellets, utility poles, sawdust, log
debarking, logs, lumber and other wood based products all of which may be imported or
exported for international or domestic sale.

2.

Dry Bulk Commodities: The transfer, storage, production of processing of grains, metals,
lumber or other such merchandise that are produced or distributed for sale. Bulk refers to
significant unpackaged quantities generally transported as a single commodity. Dry
describes items transported in solid, and not liquid, form. These types of commodities
require consolidation at a single location before further transportation or distribution.
Processing is usually a value-added task performed before shipping and can be as simple
as removing bark from logs before shipping overseas.

J

Liquid Bulk Commodities: The processing, storage and transportation of petroleum,
ethanol, milk, cooking oil or other edible fluids. Liquid bulk is cargo transported or
stored unpackaged in large volumes and a moved in large quantities by ship or barge,
stored in tanks, and distributed by tanker trucks. Processing could include the mixing of
additive to petroleum.

4

Natural gas and derivative products: The processing, storage and transportation of this
nafural resource that is used to produce a range of chemical products such as fertilizer or

Port Westward,2D2} Remand of Application No.
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EXHIBIT C
methanol suitable for transportation by river. There may be on-site storage of the raw
material or its refined products before shipment. The existing Port Westward Industrial
Park already has abundant existing infrastructure suitable for the processing, storage and
transportation of natural gas.

5.

Breakbulk: The storage, processing and transportation of Breakbulk refers to
transporting cargo as separate pieces, not in containers or single commodity loads.
Typically bags, boxes, crates, drums or barrel or single units (wind turbine blades,
turbines, heat exchangers, automobiles etc.). This use would allow any items meeting
local, state and federal requirements to be stored on site either before or after transfer
across the dock. Processing would include limited work such as modifications or
alterations to allow for safe transportation by river, rail, or roads.

Table 3 (below) of the Compatibility Report presents a visual representation and summary of
Table 1's Potential Adverse Impacts from Port Westward Five Proposed Rural Industrial Uses
and Table 2's Potential Adverse Impacts from Adjacent and Non-Adjacent Land Uses .

Port Westward 2020 Remand of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01
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M.
Table 3: Comparison of Potential Adverse lmpacts

Airborne emissions (particulates, dust, water
droplets, odor, steam, fumes, gas, smoke, heat,

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Noise

x

X

X

X

x

X

X

Rail/truck/ship traffic for raw materials, finished
products, and wastes

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Vehicle and machine

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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etc.)

exhaust emissions

Stormwater runoff which may contain chemicals,
n
colors, or sediment

water

P

Wastewater discha
Fire/explosion
Chemical spills (including oils and hazardous
material s)
Water
Navigation impacts
Dike im

for

a

levee modifications

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Wetland

X

X

X

X

Wildlife im acts

x

X

X

X

X

X
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x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Accumulation of waste materials
Nuisances from waste materials
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Bacteria release (if manure is used for fertilizer )

X
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Finding 5: Staff concurs with Section [V, Characteization of Port Westward Area Uses, of the
Compatibility Report. Based on Table I and the detailed characterization of potential impacts of
the five specific proposed rural industrial uses identified in Section IV of the Compatibility
Report, Stafffinds that the Port correctly identified the likely adverse impacts of the proposed
uses on adjacent uses in the Compatibility Study Area.
PART 3 _ ASSESSING THE EXTENT TO WHCH THE PROPOSED USES WILL
ADVERSELY IMPACAT ADJAENT LAND USES
Discussion: Table 3 of the Compatibility Report not only identifies potential adverse impacts
from the ltve proposed rural industrial categories, but also compares these potential impacts with
(1) the adverse impacts of the adjacent 2,200-acre Compatibility Study Area's existing industrial
uses within Port Westward Industrial Park and (2) the existing agricultural, forested and
accessory residential uses occurring outside this industrial park.
Table 3 reveals that the majority of potential adverse rural industrial impacts align closely with
the adverse impacts associated with existing rural industrial, agricultural, forested and residential
uses of the Compatibility Study Area.

Staffs summary of Table 3's results reveals
a

a

a

a

a

a

Airbome Emissions, Stormwater Runoff, Vehicles and Machinery Exhaust Emissions
(not noted in Table 3 but Staff believes this to be a typographical error). and Water
Usage are present across all existing and proposed land uses;
Noise and Rail/truck/ship traffic for raw materials finished products and wastes,
Chemical Spills, Wetland Impacts, Accumulation Of and Nuisance From Waste Materials
are present across all existing and proposed land uses except Residential,
Process/cooling water discharge, Fire/Explosion and Light are present in all existing and
proposed uses except Agricultural/Forest and Residential;
Navigation Impacts, Dike impacts for any levee modifications and Wildlife Impacts will
only be present in the five new rural industrial uses and are not associated with any
existing land uses;
The Alteration of Soil's Chemistry and Structure and the Release of Bacteria from using
manure as fertilizer are only associated with existing agricultural and forestry uses; and
Although Table 3 indicates the potential for Combustibility will increase only with the
processing, production, storage and transportation of ForestryAMood Products and Dry
Bulk Commodities, Staff considers that "acts or instances of buming" or "Combustion"
should be included in the Fire/Explosion category as an adverse impact of all existing and
proposed land uses.

Finding 6: Staffconcurs with Section IV, Characterization of Port Westward Area Uses, of the
Compatibility Report, as supplemented by the discussion above. Based on Table 3 and the
detailed comparison of impacts provided in Section IV of the Compatibility Report, Staff finds
that the Port correctly identified the extent of likely adverse impacts of the proposed uses to
adjacent uses in the Compatibility Study Area.
Port Westward20z0 Remand of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01
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PART 4 - ENUMERATING EXISTING F'EDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS THAT THE FIVE PROPOSED RURAL
INDUSTRIAL USES WILL NEED TO COMPLY WITH AT TIME OF FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT
Discussion: The Compatibility Report continues and elaborates existing federal, state and local
regulatory programs that are designed to mitigate and regulate potential adverse impacts from the
five proposed uses. The Compatibility Report's Tables 4 and,5, which are provided belo*,
provide effective visualization of the elaborate regulatory requirements that are titled
"ReBulatory Bodies Addressing Potential Adverse Impacts from Proposed Industrial Uses" and
"Regulatory Programs Applicable to Proposed Industrial Use Examples".

Port Westward 2020 Remand of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01
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M.
Table 4: Regulatory Bodies Addressing Potential Adverse lmpacts from Proposed lndustrial Uses

Airborne emissions
(particulates, dust, water
droplets, odor, steam, fumes,
gas, smoke, etc.)

EPA

DEQ

FERC

Noise

Rail/truck/ship traffic for raw
materials, finished products,
and wastes
Vehicle and machinery
exhaust emissions

Stormwater runoff which may
contain chemicals, nutrients,
colors, or sediment
Process/cooling water
discharge

Wastewater discharge

DEQ
FRA

ODOT Rail

USDOT

ODOT

EPA

Coast Guard

EPA

DEQ

NMFS
EPA

DEQ

EPA

DEQ

OSFM
OEM
ODOT Rail

PHMSA
FRA
FERC

Chemical spills (including oils
and hazardous materials)

DEQ

DEQ

EPA67

EPA

Fire/explosion

EPA

DEQ

PHMSA

ODOE

FRA

OSFM

FERC

OEM
ODOT Rail

Coast Guard
Light

Water usage

Columbia County66

Columbia County

Columbia County
Columbia County
Clatskanie Rural
Fire Protection

District
Columbia County
Clatskanie Rural
Fire Protection

District
Columbia County

OWRD

EPA

ODFW

Corps

Wetland impacts

EPA

DSL

USFWS

DEQ

Columbia County

NMFS
USFWS

Wildlife impacts

Corps

ODFW

EPA

Columbia County

NMFS

66

The County may choose to incorporate DEds model noise control rules and enforce them in the event that noise
becomes an issue at a noise sensitive property.
67
EPA regulates emissions from passenger vehicles, trucks, locomotives, and U.S. vessels. The lnternational

Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships {MARPOL) regulates emissions from international vessels.

45
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M,
Regulatory Bodies

Potential Adverse lmpact

(from Table 1)

Federal

State

local

Corps

Navigation impacts

MARAD

Dike impacts for any levee

Corps
FEMA

modifications
Accumulation of waste
materials

Beaver Drainage

District
DEQ

EPA

Columbia County

OSFM

Nuisances from waste
Columbia County

materials
Combustibility

EPA

DEQ

PHMSA

OSFM

Clatskanie Fire

Table 5: Regulatory Programs Applicable to Proposed lndustrial Use Examples

Federal Programs

National Environmental
Policy Act
National Historic
Preservation Act
Rivers and Harbors Act
Clean Water Act
Oil Pollution Act
Toxic Substances Control
Act and Lautenberg
Chemical Safety Act

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Emergency Planning and
Com m unity Right-to-Know

X

X

X

X

X

Pollution Prevention Act

X

X

X

X

X

Safe Drinking Water Act
and Resource Conservation

X

X

X

X

X

and RecoveryAct
Clean Air Act

X

X

X

X

X

Act

46
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M.
Homeland Security Act of

2002

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Hazardous Liquid Pipeline

Act and Natural Gas
Pipeline Safety Act
Protecting Our
I nfrastructure of Pipel ines
and Enhancing Safety Act of
2016 (PIPES) Act
Federal Rail Safety Act
Natural Gas Act and Natural

X

X

X

Gas Policy Act

nterstate Commerce Act
National Flood lnsurance

X

I

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Migratory Bird Treaty Act
Marine Mammal Protection
Act

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Endangered Species Act
Fish and Wildlife

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Program

Coordination Act
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery

Conservation and
Management Act

Oregon Programs
Wetland and Waterway
Removal and Fill permits

X

X

NPDES Permits

X

X

X

X

X

WPCF Permits

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

x

X

X

X

Underground lnjection
Control Program
Onsite Wastewater
Management Program
Section 40L Removaland
Fill Certification
Ballast Water Program
Cleaner Air Oregon
Program

Air Contaminant Discharge
Permits
Title V Operating Permits
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M.
Aboveground Storage

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Hazardous Waste
Noise Control

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

DEQ Emergency Response

X

X

X

X

X

Tanks
U

nderground Storage Tanks

Liquified NaturalGas

X

X

Energy Facilities

X

X

Community Right to Know

X

X

X

X

X

OSFM Emereencv Response

x

X

X

X

X

Fire Code and lnspections

X

X

X

X

X

lncident Response

X

X

X

X

X

Storage Tanks

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ODOT Rail

X

X

X

X

X

Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife

X

X

X

X

X

Oregon Heritage

X

X

X

X

X

Office of Emergency

Management
Water Resources
Department

Columbia County Programs
Zoning Ordinance
Onsite Wastewater
Program

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Stormwater and Erosion
Control Ordinance

X

X

X

X

X

Building Code

X

X

X

X

X

Solid Waste Management
Ordinance

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Enforcement Ordinance
Emergency Planning

Other Local Programs
Clatskanie Rural Fire

Protection District
Beaver Drainage

lmprovement Company

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Although the Port states this list of regulations is not meant to be exhaustive, it does identify a
broad range of existing regulations that are designed to avoid or minimize potentially adverse
impacts of the built environment on the natural environment (land, air, water, plants and animals)
and the quality of life of all inhabitants.
Staff will categorically summarize these regulations which may apply to any or all of the five
proposed industrial uses that will have the effect of maintaining compatibility between the
proposed industrial uses and adjacent land uses as required under ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D) and
OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d). These programs require site-specific mitigation measures consisting
of performing specific actions, evaluating multiple development alternatives, or complying with
numerical standards all of which allow rural industrial facility operators some flexibility on
meeting the applicable standards.

Applicable Federal Regulations - Pages 20 -29 of the Mackenzie Report presents detailed
descriptions of these regulatory requirements designed to protect the Natural and Built
Environments and their inhabitants.

1. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
2. National Historic Preservation Act
3. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - The Rivers and Harbors Act, Clean Water Act, Oil
Pollution Act, Toxic Substances Control Act and Lutenberg Chemical Safety Act,
Emergency Planning and Community RighrTo-Know Act, Pollution Prevention Act,
Safe Drinking Water Acts and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, and the Clean

Air Act

4. U.S. Coast Guard- Homeland Security Actof 2002 and the Oil Pollution Act
5. Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration - Hazardous Liquid Pipeline

Act and Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act, Oil Pollution Act, Protecting Our Infrastructure
of Pipelines and Enhancing Safety Act of 2016 (PIPES) Act, Federal Safety Act
6. Federal Railroad Administration - Federal Rail Safety Act
7. U.S. Maritime Administration - Marine Highway Program and Deepwater Port Act
8. Federal Energv Regulatory Commission - Natural Gas Act and Natural Gas Policy Act,
Interstate Commerce Act
9. Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - National Flood Insurance Program
10. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fish
Migratory Bird
Treaty Act, Marine Mammal Protection Act
11. Federal Agencies (Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service) Providing
Supplemental Review - Endangered Species Act, Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act.
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act
Applicable State of Oregon Regulations

- Pages 30 -38

1. Department

2.

of State Lands - Wetland and Waterway Removal and Fill Permits
Department of Environmental Ouality-Water Quality Permits including Permits for
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System, Water Pollution Control Facilities,
Underground Injection Control Program, Onsite Wastewater Management Program,
Nonpoint Source Program, Section 401 (of the Clean Waters Act) Removal and Fill
Certification, Biosolids Program, Industrial Pretreatment Program, Ballast Water

Port WestwardzDZ0 Remand of Application No. PA 13-02lZC 13-01
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3.
4,
5.
6.
7.
8.

Program, Air Quality, Cleaner Air Oregon Program, Air contamination Discharge
Permits, Title V Operation Permits, Aboveground and Underground Storage Tanks,
Hazardous Waste, Noise Control, Emergency Response.
Department of Energy - Liquefied Natural Gas, Energy Facilities
Office of the State Fire Marshall - Community Right-to Know, Emergency Response,
Fire Code and Inspections, Incident Response, Storage Tanks
Office of Emergency Management
Water Resource Department
Oregon Department of Transportation - ODOT Rail and ODOT Highway
State Agencies Providing Supplemental Review - Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife, Oregon Heritage

Applicable Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Sections

- Pages 39 - 44

Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Section 680, Resource Industrial - Planned
Development (RIPD), a copy of which is affached hereto, labeled as "Attachment 8" and
incorporated herein by this reference, apply to all RIPD development are designed to help
ensure these operations will accommodate rural and natural resource related industries in
ways that complement the character and development of the surrounding rural area.
Specifically, the provisions in Section 683.1(B) will require all adverse impacts from the
proposed uses to be mitigated.

2.

columbia county zoningordinance Section 1503, conditional uses, a copy of
which is attached hereto, labeled as "Attachment 9" and incorporated herein by
this reference, requires the mitigation of any adverse impacts upon the adjoining
properties. Specifically, Section 1503.2 states that:
The [Planning] Commission may attach conditions and restrictions to
any conditional use approved. The setbacks and limitations of the
underlying district shall be applied to the conditional use. Conditions
and restrictions may include a specific limitation of uses, landscaping
requirements, off-street parking, performance standards, performance
bonds, and other reasonable conditions, restrictions, or safeguards that
would uphold the intent of the Comprehensive Plan and mitigate any
adverse effect upon the adjoinine properties which mav result by reason
of the conditional use being allowed. (Emphasis added.)

3

Columbia County ZoningOrdinance Section 1550, Site Design Review, a copy of which
is attached hereto, labeled as "Attachment 10" and incorporated herein by this reference,
states:

The Planning Commission or Director shall make a finding with respect to each
of the following criteriawhen approving, approving with conditions, or
denying an application:

A.

Flood Hazard Areas: See CCZO $1100, Flood Hazard Overlay Zone.

Port Westward2020 Remand of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01
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development in Flood HazardAreas must comply with State and Federal
Guidelines.

B. Wetlands

and Riparian Areas: Alteration of wetlands and riparian areas
shall be in compliance with State and Federal laws.

C.

Natural Areas and Features: To the greatestpractical extentpossible,
natural areas and feafures of the site shall be preserved.

D. Historic

and Cultural sites and structures: All historic and culturally
significant sites and structures identified in the Comprehensive Plan, or
identified for inclusion in the County Periodic Review, shall be protected
they still exist.

E. Lighting: All outdoor

if

lights shall be shielded so as to not shine directly on

adjacent properties and roads.

F.

Energy Conservation: Buildings should be oriented to take advantage
nafural energy saving elements such as the sun, landscaping and land
forms.

G.

Transportation Facilities: Off-site auto and pedestrian facilities may be
required by the Planning Commission, Planning Director or Public Works
Director consistent with the ColumbiaCountyRoad Standards andthe
Columbia CountyTransportation Systems Plan. @mphasis added).

of

Finding 7: Staff concurs with Section V, Existing Regulatory Programs Relevant to the
Port Westward, of the Compatibility Report.

PART 5 - IDENTIFYING EXISTING MITIGATION MEASURES THAT CAN BE USED
TO MINIMIZE POTENTIALLY INCOMPATIBLE IMPACTS WITH ADJACENT
LAND USES.
Discussion: Staff concurs with Section VI, Compatibility Assessment, of the
Compatibility Report that explains how the proposed uses can be rendered compatible
with adjacent uses in the Compatibility Study Area by imposing conditions of approval
of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01. Particularly, Section VI explains:
"Section V fof the Compatibility Report] provides information on the numerous
existing regulatory programs that are anticipated to be applicable to the zone
change arca at the Federal, State, and local level. While the programs do not
guarantee zero impacts (e.g., an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit authorizes
release of some amount of air pollutant), the programs require mitigation to
ensure that emissions are limited to levels that have been scientifically
determined to be acceptable for public health and environmental quality, or by
performing actions such as developing and implementing spill response plans.
Port Westwad2020 Remand of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01
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These provisions are

in keeping with the statute (oRS 197.732-197.736) and
administrative rule (oAR 660-004-0020) which indicate that "'Compatible' is
not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of
any type with adjacent uses."
The net effect of these regulations is to establish a framework that has the result

of maintaining compatibility with adjacent land

uses and adjacent aquatic

resources, due to the numerous water quality and air quality standards detailed
above.

To ensure that compatibility is maintained, the county has the ability to impose
a condition as part of an approval of the Port's proposal that any future uses in
the rezone area comply with all applicable regulatory programs? including all
required federal, state and local permitting. This requirement would be carried
forward and additionally imposed on development proposals, and if it does so
the County can find that this mitigates potential impacts on adjacent land uses
and accordingly maintains compatibility under oRS 197.732 and, oAR 660004-0020. The range of potential adverse impacts identified in Table 1
[of the
Compatibility Report is addressed by the multiple agencies outlined in Table 4

fof the compatibility Report]. Furthermore, Table 5 [of the compatibility

Report] examines how a representative example from each of the five proposed
uses would fall under the regulatory authority of the programs outlined in
Section V fof the Compatibility Report].

The programs noted above (and other regulations that may be applicable to
users even if not identified above) are wholly consistent with meeting the
compatibility rule. To the extent that any development is conditioned so as to
require compliance with all standards and requirements of all applicable
regulatory programs, the county will be assuring compliance with the
compatibility requirement under oRS 197.732(2)(c)(o) and oAR 660-0040020(2xd).

Even though compliance with the aforementioned federal regulatory programs is
mandatory, the Port has also offered that the County Board of Commissionersadd one
additional Condition of Approval to those in Ordinance No.2018-1 that would fully
ensure these compatibility requirements for the five rural industrial use types. This
Condition can be added as Condition 9 and would read as follows:
9) Prior to the Occupancy of any future industrial facility, the applicant shall
submitwritten confirmation to the County that they have obtained all necessary
Permits from the applicable Federal, state and Local Regulatory Agencies.
Furthermore, with the adoption of Ordinance No. 2018-01, the Columbia County Board

of Commissioners went beyond these aforementioned federal, state and local
regulations. Specifically, the County imposed eight Conditions of Approval designed to
ensure that the five proposed rural industrial uses will be compatible with adjacent land
uses.
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8: Staff concurs with Section vI, compatibility Assessment,
Compatibility Report. Therefore, Staff finds that:
tr'inding

of

the

"Based on the totality of the evidence, the five rural industrial uses are appropriately situated to
allow for any appropriate and necessary mitigation to achieve compatibility with adjacent land
uses and natural resources including wetlands and area waterways:

1.

2.
3.

4.

The extensive federal, state, and local regulatory programs applicable to industrial
development address the potential impacts from new development and require
measures to safeguard that offsite effects are limited to acceptable levels as
determined by the regulating agencies and programs.
The five uses' dependence on the deepwater port and requirement to be consistent
with the characteristics identified in the Goal Exception request help to funher
maintain compatibility by precluding objectionable uses and urban uses.
The dike between the zone change area and the Columbia River separates the bulk of
the zone change area (excluding the Thompson property) from the waterway,
allowing for effective stormwater management approaches, and additionally
improving emergency response options in the event of a spill.
The required buffers between development in the zone change area and land zoned
PA-80 separates industrial development from designated agricultural areas to ensure
that the industrial development doesn't diminish the viability of farm use."
Compatibility Report, P age 49.

With imposition of the eight Conditions of Approval in Ordinance No. 2018-1

and

recommended Condition of Approval 9 identified above, Staff finds that the proposed
uses can be rendered compatible with adjacent uses in the Compatibility Study Areas
consistent with the compatibilityrequirements in oRS 197.732(2)(c)(l) and oAR 660-

004-0020(2xd).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:
For the sake of avoiding redundancy, Staff concurs with Section VII, Summary and
Conclusion of the Compatibility Report, which states:

This fCompatibility] report supplements the record for the Port of
Columbia County's application for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment,
Zone Change and Goal Exception for approximately 837 acres adjacent to
the existing Port Westward Industrial Park. In accordance with the
direction provided by LUBA and the Oregon Court of Appeals, to provide
substantial evidence for the County's record, land use compatibility has
been assessed and appropriate mitigation measures identified to
demonstrate compliance with the compatibility standards of ORS 197.732197.736 and OAR 660-04-0020.

The report lists the five proposed use types and details the existing land
uses within and adjacent to the zone change area, and finds that the
Port Westward 2020 Remand of Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01
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majority of existing land use is in agricultural tree farm uses and rural
industrial uses. This report next describes the existing regulatory programs
which would most likely be applicable to future industrial development all
of which have the effect of limiting adverse impacts and thereby maintain
compatibility as provided under oRS 197.732(2)(cXD) and oAR 660-004-

0020(2Xd). Finally, the existing Conditions

of Approval and rhe

recommended condition of Approval provide redundancy to ensure that
the future development is fully protective of and compatible with its
surroundings.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Based on this Staff Report's evaluation, analysis and findings, Staff recommends the
Columbia County Board of Commissioners approve Application No. PA 13-02 and,ZC
l3-01 to amend the Comprehensive Plan and ZoningMaps and approve an exception to
Statewide Planning Goal 3, subject to the eight Conditions of Approval in Ordinance
No. 2018-l and one additional Condition ofApproval recommended in this Staff Report.

Attachments:
#

I

Board of Columbia County Commissioners Ordinance No. 2018 -1, February ZI,20IB

#2

columbia Riverkeeper et al. v. columbia county,78 or LUBA 547 (z0lg)

#3

columbia Riverkeeper et al. v. columbia county,297 orApp 62g (2019)

#

4

#

5

Columbia Riverkeeper et al. v. Columbia County,365 Or 72I (2019) (review denied)

LUBA Remand - Request for Review of Application No. PA 13-02 / ZC 13-01 from
Spencer Parsons with Beery Elsner & Hammond LLP on behalf of the Port, June 18,
2020

#6
#7

#

8

9
# l0
#

Letter "Re: Port of Columbia County's application on remand to address compatibility"
from Spencer Parsons with Beery Elsner & Hammond LLP on behalf of the port, lg/ly ZZ,
2020
Compatibility Report: Port Westward Goal Exception, Comprehensive Plan Amendment
and zone Change Analysis; Land (Jse Compatibility,prepared by Mackenzie, J]dlly 2r,
2020
Columbia County ZoningOrdinance Section 680, Resource Industrial-Planned
Development (RIPD)

columbia county zoningordinance section 1503, conditional uses
columbia county zoningordinance section 1550, site Design Review
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
FOR COLUMBIA COLTNTY, OREGON
In the Matter of Application No. PA l3-02/ZC l3-01 by
the Port of St. Helens for a Comprehensive Plan
Amendment,Zone Change and Goal Exception to
Reclassify 837 Acres of Agricultural Resource to
Resource Industrial and Change the Zoning from Primary
Agriculture - 80 (PA-80) to Rural Industrial - Planned
Development (zuPD) for the Expansion of Port
Westward

ORDINANCE NO. 2OI8.I

The Board of County Commissioners for Columbia County, Oregon, ordains as follows:

I.

SECTION

TITLE

This Ordinance shall be known as Ordinance 2018-1.
SECTION

2.

AUTHORITY

This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to ORS 203.035, ORS 197.17 5, 197.61A,

$7.61s

and 197.732.

SECTION

3.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Ordinance is to approve Application No. PA 13-02 I ZC 13-01of the
Port of st. Helens, as modified on remand from the Land use Board of Appeals, for a
Comprehensive Plan Amendment,Zone Change and Coal 2 Exception to Goal 3 to change the
Comprehensive Plan designation of approximately 837 acres from Agricultural Resource to
Resource Industrial. The approval also changes the zoning of the property from Primary
Agriculture - 80 Acres (PA-80) to Rural Industrial Planned Development (RIPD). The
approved Goal Exception further limits the uses allowed in the expansion area to the following
five uses, which must be significantly dependent on the deepwater poft at Port Westward:

(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Forestry and wood products processing, production, storage, and transportation;
Dry bulk commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing;
Liquid bulk commodities processing, storage, and transportation;
Natural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation; and
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.

The subject property includes the following tax lots (identified by Tax Map ID): 8N4W
1600500;8N4w2000200,300;8N4w21 00300,301,400,500,600;8N4w2200400,s00,
600, 700; 8N4w 23 00900; and 8N4w 23 Bo 400, 500, 600, 700 (NorE: 8N4w 20 00 100 and

8N4W 29 00 100 were included in original application, but not the modified application and are
therefore not part of this approval.)

ORDINANCE NO. 2OI8-I
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SECTION

4.

HISTORY

Planning Staff first deemed Application No. PA n-AZ I ZC l3-0l complete on February
19,2013. Following public notice, the Planning Commission held public hearings on May 6,
2013, and May 20,2013. On June 17,2013,the Planning Commission deliberated and voted 5I to recommend denial of the application to the Board ofCommissioners.

Following public notice, the Board of Commissioners held three public hearings on the
application in Clatskanie on September 18, 2013, October 3,2013, and October 9, 2013. The
Board then closed the hearing, left the record open for written testimony and continued
deliberations to November I 3, 201 3.

After deliberating on November 13,2073, the Board adopted Ordinance No. 2014-l by
unanimous vote, which denied PA l3-02 I ZC 13-01as to the two southemmost river-front tax
lots (8N4W 20 00 100 (96.59 acres) and 8N4W 29 00 100 Q3.03 acres)) and approved the
application as to the remaining tax lots, subject to conditions recommended by staff, as amended
by the Board.
Shortly thereafter, Ordinance No. 2014-l was appealed to the Land Use Board of
Appeals (LUBA). On August 27,2014, LUBA remanded the Counfy's decision, in part,
identifying areas in which the record and findings provided insufficient justification fortaking a
Goal 3 exception and rezoning the exception area to RIPD. (Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia

Coung470 Or LUBA

l7l

Q0l4)).

In response to the remand, the Port of St. Helens (hereinafter, the "Port") submitted a
modified Application No. PA n-Az /ZC 13-01on April 18,2017. The Porr's modified
application excluded the two riverfront tax lots described, above, and relied solely on OAR 660004-0A22G)(a) ai justification for an exception to Goal 3. OAR 660-004-0022(3>(a) allows for
an exception if "[t.lhe use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on
agricultural or forest land." The Port identified the deepwater pofi, with its existing dock
facilities at Port Westward, as the unique resource justilnng an exception to Goal 3. Moreover,
rather than seek an exception for all uses allowable in the RIPD zone, the Port's modified
application limited the uses in the exception area to five rural industrial uses, as described above,
that would be dependent on the deepwater port:
Following public notice, the Board of County Commissioners (hereinafter, the "Board")
held a hearing on the modified application on August 2,2017. The Board closed the hearing, left
the record open for written testimony and continued the meeting to September 13,2017, for
deliberations. On September 13,2017, the Board voted to reopen the record to allow new
evidence from sta in response to concerns raised during the open record period. The Board
then left the record open until September 27,2017, to allow written testimony on the new
evidence and until October 4,2017 for final argument. The Board then continued its
deliberations to October 25,2017.
Prior to the scheduled deliberations, the Board, in its capacity as the Columbia County
Development Agency, which is an entity separate from the County, met with the Port of St.
Helens Board of Commissioners to discuss Port Westward matters unrelated to Application No.
ORDINANCE NO. 2OI8-I
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PA l3-02 / ZC 13-01. However, during that meeting, the Board received information about the
dock at Port westward, which was relevant to Application No. PA l3-02 / zC 13-01. on
October 19,2017, the Board notified interested parties by mail and publication of the ex parte
contact, that the Board would hold a hearing on the ex parte contact on November 8, 2017, and
that deliberations were rescheduled to that date. On November 8,2017, the Board held a hearing
to disclose the ex parte contact with the Port Commission as well as an ex parte Facebook
message received about the dock. The Board left the record open until November 22,2017, for
the applicant's rebuttal and final argumsnt, and continued deliberations to November 29,2An.
On November29,2Al7,the Board deliberated and voted 2-l to approve the modified
application subject to conditions as recommended by staff. The Board then directed staff to
prepare an ordinance to reflect the decision.
SECTTON

5.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Board adopts the following findings and conclusions in support of its decision:

A.

The above recitals.

B.

The Supplemental Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law on the modified application,
attached hereto as Exhibit I and incorporated herein by this reference.

C.

The findings and conclusions in the StaffReport on the modified application, attached
hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated herein by this reference, to the extent those findings
and conclusions are consistent with the Board's decision.

D.

The findings and conclusions in the Supplemental Staff Report on the modified
application, attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated herein by this reference, to the
extent those findings and conclusions are consistent with the Board's decision.

E.

The Supplemental Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law on the original application,
attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and incorporated herein by this reference, to the extent those
findings and conclusions are consistent with the Board's decision.

F.

The findings and conclusions in the Staff Report on the original application, attached
hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated herein by this reference, to the extent those findings
and conclusions are consistsnt with the Board's decision.

sEcTroN

A.

6.

DEC$IION. A.MENDMENT AND AUTHORTZATTON

Based on the evidence in the record, the Board hereby approves Application No. PA 13/ZC 13-01, as modified to address issues on remand from LUBA, to amend the
Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Map and to approve an exception to Goal 3 subject to
A2

the following conditions:
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l)
2)

Prior to an application for a building or deveropment for a new use, the
applicant/developer shall submit a Site Design Review and an RIpD Use Under
Prescribed Conditions as required by the Columbia County ZoningOrdinance.
To ensure adequate transportation operation, proposed developments and expansions
requiring site design review or Use Under Prescribed Conditions shall not pioduce
more than 332 PM peak-hour trips for the entire subject property without conducting
a new Traffic Impact Analysis ("TIA') with recommendations for operational or
safety mitigation consistent with the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule 660-0120060.

3)

A traffic study be qrepared for each proposed future development within the subject
property to determine the number of trips generated, likely travel routes, impactj on
both passenger car and heavy truck traffic and to ensure that County roadways are
improved as needed to adequately serve future development. these tle r"portt

would also be used to ensure that the number of trips generated and accumulative
hips do not exceed the trip cap.

4)

To ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses, the applicant/developer
new industrial uses shall comply with the following:

a.

The habitat ofthreatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and
protected as required by law.

b

Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures,
shall maintain the overall values of the feature.

o,

All development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are

of

established and maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses
on PA-80 zoned land, including natural vegetation and where appropriate,
fences, Iandscaped areas and other similar types of buffers.

d. When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or
support shall be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.

e.

controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed
as needed to be determined by the County to mitigate dust caused by industrial
uses that may emanate from the site and traflic to the site.

f.

Site run-offshall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained or
otherwise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to irrigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.

g.

The industrial use impact on the water table and sloughs shall be monitored for
water quality and surface water elevations to ensure that the area water can be
maintained and managed for existing uses.

ORDTNANCE NO. 2OI8.I
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h.

i.

Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes
transportation to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan
identifying the number and frequency of trains to the subject property and
impacts to rail movements, safety, noise or other identified impacts along the
rail corridor supporting the County's transportation system. The plan shall
propose mitigation to identified impacts.
Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment report
that shall analyze adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonsffate that
impacts from the proposed use are mitigated. The report shall include a
description of the type and nature of the agricultural uses and farming practices,
ifany, which presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use, type of
agricultural equipment customarily used on the property, and wind pattern
information. The report shall include a mitigation plan for any negative impacts

identified.

5)

The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to only
those uses that are substantially dependent on a deepwater port and have
demonstrated access rights to the dock, and those uses with employment densities,
public facilities and activities justified in the exception, specifically:

a. Forestry and wood processing, production, storage, and transporlation;
b. Dry bulk commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing;
c- Liquid bulk commodities processing storage, and transportation;
d. Nafural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation; and
e. Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.

6)

The storage, loading and unloading of coal is specifically not justified in this
exception. Such uses shall not be allowed on the subject property without a separate
approved exception to Goal3.

7)

The Port (applicant) shall institute a plan and ongoing program for sampling ground
and surfrce water quality to establish baseline measurements for a range of
contaminates at the re-zone site and down-gradient. The program should be
designed and managed for assurance that future industrial wastewater discharges are
treated to prevent pollution to the watershed environment. The program shall be
designed to detect leaking tanks.

8)
B.

The Port (applicant) shall prepare a response plan and clean-up plan for a hazardous
material spill event. The plan shall include appropriate government agencies and
private companies engaged in such clean-up activities.

The Board hereby amends the Columbia County Comprehensive Plan to change the
designation of the 837-acre subject property from Agricultural Resource to Resource
Indusffial, and to incorporate the Port Westward Expansion Area Exception Statement,
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attached hereto as Exhibit 6 and incorporated herein by this reference, in Part

XII.

Industrial Siting.

C.

The Board hereby amends the Columbia County ZoningMap to change the zoning of the
subject property from Primary Agriculture - S0 (PA-80) to Rural Industrial- Planned
Development (RIPD).

7.

SECTION

REPEALER

This Ordinance repeals Ordinance No. 20 l4-

8.

SECTION

I.

SEVERABILITY

If any portion of this Ordinance is held invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such
portion shall be deemed as a separate, distinct and independent portion, and such holdings shall
not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this Ordinance.
SECTION

9.

SCRIVENER'S ERRORS

Any scrivener's errors in this Ordinance may be corrected by order of the Board of
County Commissioners.

DATED ni, 4 /fllauy or

2018.

OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
COLUMBIA
OREGON

By:

By:
Office
By:
Henry Heimuller, Commissioner

By

By:
an

First Reading:

Alex Tardif,

-0

Second Reading:
Effective Date:
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SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
In support of its decision the Columbia County Board of Commissioners adopts the
following Supplemental Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law:

1.

The County has Complied with all Procedural Land Use Requirements During the
Course of its Remand Proceedings

a,

The County's Notice Complies with Legal Requirements

The Board finds that the County's notice was sufficiently detailed to apprise interested
parties of the hearing on the Port's modified application on remand, the scope of the County's
review, and the general applicable criteria. The notice provided, in part:

"The purpose of the hearing is to consider the Port of St. Helens' modified
application on remand from the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) for a
Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment, Zone Change, and an Exception to
Statewide Planning Goal 3 pursuant to ORS 197.732(2)(c) for an 837-acre
expansion of the Port Westward Rural Industrial Area (Port Westward). The
applicant seeks to change the Comprehensive Plan Map designation of the
expansion area from Agricultural Resource to Resource Industrial and to change
the zoning from Primary Agriculture (PA-80) to Resource Industrial Planned
Development (RIPD). An exception to Goal 3, which provides for the preservation

of agricultural lands, is required to change the Comprehensive Plan designation
from an agricultural use to an industrial use."

In accordance with ORS 197.763, the notice properly set forth the nature of the application and
the general criteria- a Comprehensive Plan Amendment, Zone Change and Goal 3 Reasons
Exception - to allow industrial uses on land currently zoned Primary Agriculture. The notice also
stated that the staff report, which contained detailed criteria and findings, would be available in
advance ofthe hearing.
In addition, the application at issue here is not a new application but a continuation of an
existing application. The notice therefore properly explained that the County's review would be

limited to whether the modified application addressed the issues remanded by LUBA, as follows:
"Written and verbal testimony at the hearing will be limited to the issues on remand.
Specifically, LUBA remanded the decision for the County to determine: (l) if
applicable, whether the uses cannot be located within an urban growth boundary
due to impacts that are hazardous or incompatible in densely populated areas; (2)
whether areas that do not require a goal exception cannot reasonably accommodate
the use; (3) whether the proposed uses are compatible with adjacent uses or can be
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rendered so through mitigation; and (4) applying the factors articulated in
v. Jackson County, whether a Goal l4 Exception is required."

shffir

As the notice indicates, LUBA remanded the County's previous approval on whether the
originally proposed could not be located within an urban growth boundary due to impacts that
are hazardous or incompatible in densely populated areas. However, the notice indicates the basis
for remand needs to be addressed onty "if applicable." [n its modified application, the port
addressed this issue by choosing not to pursue an exception to Goal 3 under OAR 660-0040022(3)(b) (hazardous or incompatible uses in densely populated areas). Accordingly, the Board
finds that OAR 660-004-0022(3Xb) is no longer applicable and does not serve as a basis for the
uses

Goal 3 exception granted by the Board.

In sum, the County's notice informed interested parties of the application, the issues on
remand and the opportunity to testify in a manner that was understandable and meaningful. It also
provided an opportunity for any interested party to obtain additional information prior to the
hearing. The Board finds that the notice of public hearing met the requiremenrs of ORS 1g7.763.

b.

Proper Use of the Exception process

The Board finds that the Port's request for an exception to Goal 3 is a proper use of the
exception process and that the Port is not limited to the Periodic Review process under to ORS
197.628

to

197.636. The Board also finds proposed expansion area is approximately 7 miles away
from the City of Clatskanie's urban growth boundary, and so is not subject to mandatory periodic

Review.

The Board finds that the Port has proposed a Comprehensive Plan Map amendment and
Zone Change for a specific area adjacent to Port Westward to conditionally allow five specific
rural industrial uses in the new expansion area" in addition to the two uses permitted outright in
the RIPD zone. As detailed below, the Poft's application does not propose "a planning or zoning
policy of general applicability" under ORS 197.732(lXbXA) and OAR 660-004-0005(l)(a).
Rather, the Port has requested authorization for five specific uses conditionally allowed in the
RIPD zone, each limited to the exception area and, as approved, significantly dependent on the use
of the existing deepwater port at Port Westward.

c.

Five ldentified Uses

The Board Finds that the Port is proposing a Comprehensive Plan Map amendment and
ZoneChange, limited to the specific 837 acre area adjacent to Port Westward, to allow five specific
rural uses in that specific area. Because the land is currently zoned PA-80, the Comprehensive
Map Amendment and Zone Change require an exception to Goal 3.
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Opponents have argued that the Port's application constitutes "a planning or zoning policy

of general applicability" which is prohibited under ORS 197.732(t)(b)(A) and OAR 660-0040005(l)(a). The Board finds that its approval of the Port's request does not constitute the
implementation of a planning or zoning policy of general applicability, but rather is a limited
approval authorizing five specific uses conditionally permitted in the RIPD zone, and further
limiting the approval of those uses to the subject expansion area. To be clear, the Board is not
authorizing any conditional uses in the 837 acre area beyond the five uses proposed by the port.
Further, the authorization is geographically limited to the 837 acre expansion area.
To the extent opponents have expressed concern that future rural industrial Port tenant uses
could potentially lack a nexus with the deepwater port at Port Westward, and thereby undermine
the basis for granting the exception, the Board finds that the terms of the Port's application on
remand is self-limiting in that the sole basis the Port has put forward is significant dependence on
the deepwater port at Port Westward. Given that limitation, any potential tenant seeking to locate
in the new expansion area would be limited not only to the five authorized useso but to the five
authorized uses in a form that would be significantly dependent on the deepwater port at port
Westward.
Nevertheless, the Board acknowledges that the opponents' concern is a reasonable one and
notes that Condition 5 has accordingly been imposed for additional clarity. The condition requires

that the five uses authorized be significantly dependent on and have demonstrated access to the
deepwater port at Port Westward. With that condition in place, the Board finds that the only rural
industrial uses the approval authorizes in the new expansion area are those that will be significantly
dependent on actual deepwater port usage at port Westward.
In its remand decision, LUBA held that the applicable law does not prohibit approval of an
exception for more than one rural industrial use. 70 Or LUBA I 71, I 8 I . The Board finds that each
of the approved uses, while somewhat similar in nature, is a discrete and specific use which, in
specific contexts, can have a significant dependence on maritime commerce, which the condition
described above requires. The Board does not agree with opponents that operational subcomponents of use each comprise separate uses, nor that the approved uses amount solely to
'ogoods." The Board notes that each of the five uses are specific to different kinds of goods, but the
approved uses also include the processing, handling andlor storage ofthose goods. The Board

therefore finds that the approved uses each involve the act (or acts) ofgetting the subject goods
processed, transferred, imported andlor exported via deepwater port and accordingly serve as a
valid basis for taking an exception to Goal 3.

2.

Each of the Port's Approved Uses is Significantly Dependent on a Unique Resource
Located on Agricultural or Forest Land

a.

Port westward is a Deepwater Port as Recognized under state Law
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The Board finds that Poft Westward is recognized as a deepwater port under State law.
ORS 777.065 recognizes thai the State of oregon has five deepwater pon facilities (Astoria,
Coos
Bay, Newport, Poftland and st. Helens). oRS 722.065 states the following:

"The Legislative Assembly recognizes that assistance and encouragement of
enhanced world trade opportunities are an important function of the state, and that

development

of new and

expanded overseas markets for commodities exported
from the ports of this state has great potential for diversifying and improving the
economic base of the state. Therefore, development and improyement of port
facilities suitable for use in world maritime trade at the ports of Umatilla" Morrow,
Arlington, The Dalles, Hood River and Cascade Locks and the development of
deepwater port facilities at Astoria, Coos Bay, Newport, Portland and St. Helens
is declared ta be a state economic grsat of high priority. Allagencies of the State
of
Oregon are directed to assist in promptly achieving the creation of such facilities
by processing applications for necessary permits in an expeditious manner and by
assisting the ports involved with available financial assistance or services when
necessary." (Emphases added.)

The Board accordingly finds that Port Westward qualifies as a deepwater port. The port
has noted that Page 95 in the original record provides an explanation that
oregon,s deepwater
ports can accommodate vessel drafts of 40 feet or deeper, and that
the 2008 Oregon Legislative
Committee Services Background Brief in the record of the remand proceedings identifies port
Westward as a deepwater portn stating, "The three ports on the lower Columbia,
Astoria, St.
Helens, and Portland, are deep water ports."

As the Port has explained in its submissions to the County, the deepwater ports on the
Columbia River are those ports with access to the federally maintained 43 fooi navigalion
channel
running 105 nautical miles from the mouth of the Columbia River to the portland/Vancouver
area.
This is supported by Pacific Northwest Waterways Association Columbia Snake River
System

Fact Sheet submitted into the record.
Opponents have suggested that the Board adopt a definition of "deepwater port',
consistent
with the use of that term as applied to off-shore oit and gas transfer and transportation facilities
under 33 U.S.C. 1502(9). The Board declines to adopt such a definition, in the face
of the
substantialevidence in the record as to the meaning and use of the term as outlined
above.

To the extent that opponents have argued that Port Westward is not a deepwater port, the
Board rejects that argument. Based on substantiat evidence submitted into the record
to the
contrary, the Board finds that Port Westward is a deepwater port with access to the federally
maintained 43 fooi navigation channel.
The Board also finds that the 2008 Background Brief on Oregon ports, prepared by
the
Oregon Legislative Committee Services and submitted into the recordo provides
substantial
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evidence that the approved uses are typical uses at port facilities. As the port noted, three of the
uses authorizedby this decision are explicitly identified in that Background Brief as common port
activities: Dry Bulk, Liquid Bulk and Break Bulk. In addition, the "Cowlitz partnership Shoreline
Master Program Updates" document submitted into the record discusses Dry Bulk, Liquid Bulk
and Breakbulk each as potential uses under the chapter titled "Demand for Water Dependent Uses,,

and under the subheading of "Marine Cargo" ,See, Riverkeeper Letter dated August 2,2017, Ex.
22, pp'5-8. The Board finds that the approved uses are commonly associated with port facilities,
as established by the record evidence before the Board.

of

The Board also rejects the argument that the Port is required to demonstrate all "parcels"
the subject property will have independent specific access to the deepwater port at port

Westward. OAR 660-0A4-0022(3)(a) requires a demonstration that the 'ou!g is significantly
dependent upon a unique resource" (underlining added) including "river and ocean ports,,' not that
the proposed "parcels of the subject property''are significantly dependent on the unique resource.
Further, the process ofrezoning property is not required to be conducted separately for individual
lots or parcels, and it is not uncommon for the County to process single rezoning applications

involving more than one such lot or parcel. Consequently, the Board rejects arguments to the
contrary.

b. The Deepwater

Port at Port Westward is a Unique Resource that Provides a
Valid Basis for an Exception under OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a)

The Board finds that OAR 660-004-AA22Q)(a) specifically authorizes taking an exception
to Goal 3 for "river and ocean ports" as proposed by the Port. The Board rejects the argument that

the existence of human-made dock facilities serving the deepwater port at port Westward
disquali$' the deepwater port at Port Westward

as a basis

for a reasons exception to Goal 3. Under

OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), an approved use must be "significantly dependent upon a unique
resource" and the administrative rule provides as examples 'ogeothermal wells, mineral or
aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, natural features, or river or ocean ports." As the Port has
pointed out, in addition to "river and ocean ports," the rule also authorizes explicitly human-made
'owater reservoirs" as a valid basis for granting a "unique resource" reasons exception. The
language of the rule indicates that the necessary human-made dam (or similar detention facility)

for creating a water reservoir would not disqualify a reseruoir, and accordingly the Board
concludes that the presence of a dock at the deepwater port at Port Westward does not disqualify
it as a valid basis for taking an exception under oAR 660-004-0022(3)(a).
The Board also rejects the assertion thatthe pre-existence of human-made dock
improvements at Port Westward disqualify the deepwater port from providing a basis for a
unique resource exception. The Board finds such an argument contradicted by the inclusion of
reservoirs in the list of per se valid examples of unique resources that can provide a basis for a
reasons exception under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a\, which by definition are water supply capacity
improvements and would by necessity predate granting any proposal for a Goal 3 exception
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relying on the reservoir as the "unique resource" justiffing a reasons exception. Based upon the
inclusion of reservoirs in the list of acceptable "unique resources" undEr OAR 660-0044022(3'1@), the Board finds that a potential rural feature put forward as the basis for a'ounique
resource" reasons exception cannot be disqualified on the basis that it is human-made or that its

construction predates the exception request.

c.

The Land Surrounding the Deepwater Port at Port Westward Qualifies for
an Exception under OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa)

Opponents argue that the deepwater port cannot qualify as a unique resource because it is
not on agricultural or forest land. The Board disagrees. As an initial matter, the Comprehensive
Plan designates the RIPD zone as a resource zone, as embedded in its name, "Resource Industrial
Planned Development." The zone is intended to be on resource lands and to coexist with farm and

forest uses. For that reason, CCZO Section 682 establishes as the only outright permitted uses in
the RIPD zone "[f,larm use[s] as defined Subsection 2 of ORS 215.203 except marijuana growing
and producing" and the "[m]anagement, production and harvesting of forest products, including

wood processing and related operations." The Board concludes that such "farm uses" and
"management, production and harvesting of forest products" are agricultural and forest uses and
that the original exception area qualifies as agriculturar or forest land.

Both the original exception area and new expansion area at Port Westward are outside of
an urban groMh boundary. Section XII of the Comprehensive Plan, Industrial Siting, discusses
Port Westward under the heading,'olndustrial Lands Exceptions." In that discussion of the original
exception area, the Comprehensive plan states:

"The site is located 7 miles northeast of the city of Clatskanie. The site totals 905
acres, of which 120 acres contains a 535 MW electric generating plant, a 1,250 foot
dock and
1.3 million banel tank farm, among other related facilities.
Approximately 300 acres contains dredge-filt and is no longer considered resource
land' The remsinder of the 905 aeres (485 acres) is land needed for future

a

indusnial expansion. The site has deep-water port facilities, and access to

Burl ington Northem Rail road." (Emphasis added.)

Given that description of the original exception area in the Comprehensive Plan, the Board finds
that the original exception area qualifies as resource land under the County's acknowledged
Comprehensive Plan.

To the extent opponents have raised an argument that the original exception area is
disqualified under OAR 660-033-0020(l)(c), the opponents have not explained how that
administrative rule prohibits forest lands from providing a valid basis for an exception. As
explained above, the RIPD zone authorizes as outright permitted uses both ,,[f,]arm use[s] as
defined Subsection 2 of ORS 215.203 except marijuana growing and producing" as well as the
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"[m]anagement, production and harvesting

of forest products, including wood processing and
related operations." Opponents have not provided, and the Board is unaware of, an administrative
rule excluding land within acknowtedged Goal 3 exdeption area from qualiffing as "forest land."
Accordinglyn as the RIPD zone allows both forest and agricultural uses as its only outright
permitted uses, the Board finds that OAR 660-033-0020(2Xc) does not disqualify RIPD tands as
a valid basis for a Goal 3 Exception under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a).
Opponents also challenge whether OAR 660-00 a-AA22Q)@)can provide a basis for taking
an exception to Goal 3 based on a claim that the port itself is not "located on agricuttural or forest

land" as required by the administrative rule, but over jurisdictional waters. As an initial matter,
the Board notes that the unique resource here is the deepwater port not just the dock and the
port consists both of submerged land under the jurisdictional waters of the state, as well as the
adjoining upland area unquestionably zoned RIPD and anchoring the existing dock. OAR 660004-0022(3)(a) specifically authorizes granting a reasons exception for rural indushial uses that
are significantly dependent on "river and ocean ports", all of which by definition are necessarily
located at the nexus between navigable'Jurisdictional" waters of the state and adjoining upland
areas.

Opponents also argue that the recently decided 1000 Friends ctf Oregon v. Jackson County

(LUBA No. 2017-066, October 27,2017), categorically prohibits the deepwater port from
qualifying as a unique resource under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) because it is not on agricultural
or forest land. Based on the above, the Board disagrees.
The issue in Jackson County was whether an electrical substation located within an urban
growth boundary could constitute a o'unique resourss" under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) to justify
a solar farm on land zoned for primary agriculture. However, inJackson County,the County did
not approve the exception on that basis and did not make any findings on OAR 660-0040022(3)(a';. Rather, the applicant in that case urged LUBA to employ ORS 197.835(l l)(b) to

affirm the exception on that basis despite nonexistent findings on OAR 66A-0A4-0022(3'l@).
LUBA declined, stating:
"Further, oRS 197.835(l I)ft) is a limited vehicle that allows LUBA to overlook
inadequale findings in cases where the relevant evidence is such that it is
'obvious' or 'inevitable' that the decision complies with the applicable approval
standards. [Internal citation omitted.] oRs lg7.g35(l lxb) is not a vehicle that
would allow LUBA to affirm a reasons exception based on a reasons standard that
the local govemment apparently did not consider. Further, it is certainly not
'obvious' or 'inevitable' that a reasons exception could be justified under oAR
660-004-00 22(3)(a)
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Accordingly, LUBA's statement that "because the Sage Substation is located within the
city's UGB, it cannot possibly constitute a 'resource' for purposes of OAR 660-0M-0022(3)(a),,,
(Slip Op. atp.27) was focused onwhether the evidence was so "obvious" or "inevitable" as to
allow LUBA to juslify a reasons exception that Jaclcson County had not considered. lt was not a
determination on what constitutes resource land, but that it was not obvious that the particular
substation at issue was on resource land because it was within a city's UGB. Reliance on
LUBA's statement for purposes of determining what constitutes resource land is therefore
misplaced.
In any event, this approval is not like the substation in,Iackson County. The deepwater port
at Port Westward is not within a UGB and is approximately 7 miles from the City of Clatskanie's
UGB, the nearest UGB. And as explained above, the upland area portion of the port, at a
minimum, is in the RIPD zone, which is a resource zone where the only uses allowed outright
are agricultural and forest uses. Moreover, the port itself (including that part submerged beneath

jurisdictional waters of the state) is expressly allowed as a basis for an exception. Given those
distinctions, the Board concludes that the approved expansion area adjacent to the deepwater port
"unique resource" qualifies for an exception under oAR 660-004-0022(3)(a).

d.

The Existing Dock is Underutilized as Contemplated by the Original Port
Westward Exception Which Does Not Impose Limitations on Dock Usage

The Board rejects the argument that the level of dock usage is limited under the terms of
the previous exception. Section IV.B. of the original Port Westward Exception Statement in the
Columbia County Comprehensive Plan states the following:

"8. Dock
There is a 1,250-foot dock immediately adjacent to the Columbia River 4O-foot
channel. The dock is of creosoted timber pile construction, protected with a
sprinkler system with 100 pounds of pressure, and has bsen well maintained. Rail
tracks traverse the dock and connect it to the mainland from the downstream end
by a trestle. There are rwo berths capable of storing large cargo vessels, plus

dolphins for log rafting and barge moorage on the Bradbury slough." (Emphasis
added.)
Thus, the original exception contemplated use of the dock by "large cargo vessels.',

The Board also notes that Section V of the exception statement for the existing Port
following as examples of possible anticipated users: "a 200acre oilrefinery, a 150-200-acre coal plant, an 8O-acre petrochemical tank farm, and a230-aqe
Wesnryard exception area gave the

coal gasification plant," all uses that would require significantly more dock usage than the evidence
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shows is currently occurring at the Port Westward dock,l Accordingly, the Board finds that the
original exception authorized large cargo vessels and that the record indicates curent actual dock
traffic is substantially lower than the level contemplated at the time the original exception was
granted.

In addition, the Port has submitted evidence into the record regarding its "Terminal
Manager" position, with an explanation that an essential function of the Port's Terminal Manager
is to coordinate dock traffic. The existence of the position, and the job description of the position
contained in the record, is evidence that the Port has anticipated and planned for substantially
heavier dock usage, by multiple users served by large marine vessels, than currently exists.
To the extent opponents suggest that the Port Westward dock does not have the capacity to
accommodate other Port tenants' use of the dock, the Board disagrees based on evidence in the

record. While the Board does note that the Dock Use Agreement grants Columbia Pacific BioRefinery (CPBR) "first priority" for Berth l, Sections 2(a) and 2(c) sherl light on what that means.
Section 2(a) of the Third Amendment to the Dock Use Agreement states the following:

"CPBR will regularly provide to the Port CPBR's anticipated schedule of vessel
calls at Berth l. CPBR will update the schedule with the Port on a regular basis.
The Port, after good faith consultation with CPBR, shall establish a commercially
reasonable schedule and deadline for nomination procedures at Berth 1, in
accordance with industry standards. In the event CPBR or any other party, in
accordance with Port nomination procedures, nominates the same days, CPBR's
nomination shall have priority."
The Board finds that this language clearly anticipates usage of Berth I by other entities. In so
finding, the Board also relies on section 2(c), which provides the following, in part:
"The Port will establish a Berth Window for other entities using Berth I to set the
duration of the permitted use of Berth I on the vessel's call and will communicate
the Berth Window to the dock user and vessel interests as well as to CPBR. . . ."
The Board notes that this language from the Dock Use Agreement applies exclusively to Befth l,
but that the original exception statement notes that there are two berths at Port Westward "capable
of storing large cargo vessels." The terms of the Dock Use Agreement quoted above apply only to
Berth l. Regarding Befth 2, there is evidence in the record to establish that, between the two berths,
there is existing capacity to accommodate additional port-dependent uses in the new expansion
area. The Board accordingly finds that such capacity exists, and that utilization of that additional
capacity has been anticipated since the original exception was granted.

1

The Board notes that these uses come from the decades-old Exception Statement for the original exception area
and were merely provided as examples of potential uses in that original exception area, and specifically notes that
coal is not authorized under the exception granted for the new expansion area.
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e.

LUBA's Decision Found All uses Allowed in the RrpD Zone supported an
Exception and the Narrowed List of Five Approved uses Fall within that
Scope

The Board finds that the approved uses fall within those uses authorized in the RIpD zone,
and that LUBA has ruled that any such authorized uses are valid. As LUBA stated:

"[W]e agree with the Port that Condition 8.5, CCZO 683.1(A) and CCCp parr XII,
Policy 12, together act to effectively require future conditional use applicants to
demonstrate that a particular proposed industrial use was justified in the exception
decision. Further, viaCCZO 683.1(4), future conditional use applicants will be
required to demonstrate that the proposed use conforms to either CCCP Resource
Development Policies 3(A) through (F) or with Policy 3(G), rhe language of which

of oAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), (b) and (c)." (emphasis/all
added)."70OrLUBA lZl, 185 (2014).
echoes the themes

caps

Condition E.5 in Ordinance No. 2014-1, the condition referenced above, provlded the following:

"The types of industrial uses for the subject property shall be limited to the uses,
density, public facilities & services and activities to, only those that are justified in
the exception.n'

condition

5

of this approval, which is similar, provides the following:

"The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to
only those uses that are dependent on a deepwater port and have demonstrated
access rights to the dock, and those uses with employment densities, public
facilities and activities justified in the exception, specifically:

l.

Forestry and wood processing, production, storage, and transportation

2. Dry Bulk commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
3. Liquid Bulk commodities processing, storage, and transportation
4. Natural gas and derivative products processing, storage, and transportation
5. Breakbulk storage, transpoftation and processing."
Condition 5 is even more specific than the prior condition imposed, because it is directly tied to
the five approved uses (uses significantly dependent upon deepwater access and use). Because of
that, the Board finds that LUBA's holding above regarding former Condition E.5 applies with
equal force to the more specific current Condition 5.

f.

Appropriateness of Forestry and Wood Products Processing, Production,
Storage and Transportation to Allow the County to Meet its Obligations
Under OAR 660-004-001S(4Xa) as an Ailowed Use
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The Board finds that the Processing, Production, Storage and Transportation of Forestry
and Wood Products is an appropriate use under the exception granted. Columbia County Zoning
Ordinance (*CCZO") Section 304.2 allows only the "[p]ropogation or harvesting of forest

products") and Section 305.19 allows only the "primary" processing of forest products and
imposes a requirement that facilities related to such uses "be portable or temporary in nature" and
approved for periods of not greater than one year ata time.
The Board finds that such a use is distinct from the Port's approved use, which is a long-term
use, focused on utilization of the deepwater port at Port Westward and involving the processing,
production, storage and transportation of forestry and wood products. Second, the Board agrees
with the Port thaf, under OAR 660-004-001S(4)(a), inclusion ofthis use as an explicitly authorized
use in the new expansion area is required as pafi of this approval, as any use must be specifically
justified by the exception.

3.

The Approved Expansion Area Has Access to the Deepwater Port and Dock

Facilities at Port Westward
The Board finds that there is existing access to the deepwater port at Port Westward for future
uses in the expansion area. As evidence of such access, Paragraph 4 of the First Amendment of
the Master Lease between PGE and the Port states PGE retains only a "non-exclusivg" easement
for access and use ofthe dock and dock access area. While the same provision requires the written
consent of PGE for use of the dock, it also explicitly states that such consent "shall not be
unreasonably withheld" but can only be "reasonably conditioned."

In reviewing the evidence, the Board concludes that PCE is required under the terms of its
lease with the Port to provide reasonable dock access. This conclusion is supported by the "Dock
Use Agreement" bstween PGE, the Port and CPBR in the record and recognized in the First
Amendment to the Master Lease. PGE's written communications to the Port included in the record
provide further evidence of PGE's commitment to continue providing reasonable access and

comply with the access requirement spelled out

of its lease with the Port. All of the

communications between PGE and the Port in the record provide evidence that access to the dock
currently exists and will continue to exist into the future, and there is no evidence in the record of
past or potential future denial ofdock accsss. Other than general concerns expressed by opponents
and the public that access may possibly be denied by PGE, the Board finds that the contrary
evidence and history outweigh those concems. Given the protections provided in the PGE lease,
as well as PGE's past practices, existing agreements and representations in the record, the Board
finds substantial evidence in the record demonstrates that dock access will be availabte to uses in
the expansion area.

Similarly, the Board rejects the argument of opponents that the Port's Wharf Certification
from DSL for the dock imposes limitations on the level of dock use. The scope of the port's
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authorization from DSL is not an approval criterion for granting a reasons
exception to Goal 3, its
implementing rules or any other applicable [aw. The DSL certification in
the record states that it
is issued for'bharfing purposes" under ORS 780.040(l), which provides
the following:
"The owner of any land lying upon any navigable stream or other like water,
and
within the corporate limits of any incorporated town or within the boundaries of

port, may construct a wharf upon the same, and extend the wharf into the
stream
or other like water beyond low-water mark so far as may be necessary
the
use
for
and accommodation of any ships, boats or vessels engaged exclusively in the
receipt and discharge of goods or merchandise or in the performance of
any

governmental functions upon the stream or other.like water." (Emphasis
added.)

Thus, the Board finds no restriction to be imposed under either the
DSL Wharf Certificate or the
applicable statute.

4.

The Port has Established that its Approved Uses are Compatible With Adjacent
Uses or Will Be So Rendered through the Conditions Imposed to Mitigate
Impacts

The Board finds that the approved uses are compatible with adjacent uses or
will be so
rendered through conditions imposed to mitigate impacts. Condition
I requires Site Design Review
and RIPD Use Under Prescribed Conditions applications to be submitted, as
required by the
CCZO, prior to an application for a building or development for a new use in
the new expansion
area' Condition 2 imposes a trip cap on the entire exception areaof 332pM peak-hour6ips
to limit
traffic impacts. Condition 3 requires a traffic study for each new use in the expansion
area to
determine the anticipated numberoftrips generated, likely travel routes, impacts
on both passenger
car and heavy truck traffic and to ensure that roadways are improved as needed
to adequately serve
future development. The traffic analysis required will identiff impacts on purr.ngg
and truck
traffic, ensure compliance with the trip cap imposed, and require improvements
to roadways as
needed.

In addition to the above, the Board finds that Condition 4 specifically provides
requirements
tailored to address potential compatibility issues. It explicitly addresses compatibility
concems
with adjoining agricultural uses by requiring: evaluations of threatened and endangered
species as
required by law, maintenance of natural resource features, buffers
and screening for any
development adjacent to land zoned PA-80, and the maintenance of undeveloped
areas in their
natural state ifnot developed. The Board notes that Condition 4 explicitly
requires dust suppression
and water run-off controls to be implemented. Condition 4 imposes a requirement
that any
conditional applications include agricultural impact assessment reports for adjacent
agricultural
uses, by which applicants must demonstrate ongoing compatibility,
identify potential impacts and,
if necessary, implement a mitigation plan to maintain compatibility. The proposed condition
also

requires submission of a rail plan to ensure consistency with applicable
law and identification

potential

m

itigation measures.
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The approval conditions require future Port tenants to adopt a plan, and institute a program
consistent with the plan, establishing baseline measurements for contaminates at the expansion
area and down-gradient and assuring that any future industrial wastewater discharges are treated
to prevent pollution. The approval conditions also require future Port tenants to prepare response
and clean-up plans in the event of a hazardous material spill, involving appropriate government
agencies and private companies specializing in such clean-up activities. As before, the conditions
prohibit any uses related to the storage, loading or unloading of coal. The Board finds these
measures are sufficient to maintain compatibility with adjacent uses.

Opponents have argued that the approved uses are so broad as to prohibit maintaining such
compatibility, but have not explained how compatibility is not adequately maintained between one
or more of those approved uses. The Board notes that under ORS 197.732(l)(a) and OAR 660044-0O20(2\(d) "compatible" as a term "is not intended as an absolute term meaning no
interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses." The Board finds no evidence in
the record of any meaningful distinction between the anticipated impacts of the approved uses and
those of existing industrial uses at Port Westward on neighboring uses, and therefore finds that the
approved uses will be similarly compatible with existing adjacent uses.
Opponents have argued, in using liquid bulk processing, storage and transportation as an
example, that it is not possible to make a compatibility determination because the subject liquid
substance is not known. However, as the Port has noted, opponents have failed to explain why the
conditions imposed so as to maintain compatibility might not be effective in doing so for some
liquids. The Board finds that the compatibilify requirements apply equally to different liquids and,

to the extent that the potential damage arising from spills is different, that consideration is not
relevant so long as compatibility with adjacent uses is maintained. Conditions 7 and 8 may be
necessary for some liquids and not necessary for others to maintain compatibility, but the
conditions are tailored to ensure compatibility regardless of the liquid. Instituting the plans as
required by Conditions 7 and 8 may be more onerous for some liquids than for others. However,
those conditions are intentionally designed to maintain compatibility regardless of the applicable
liquid, and to focus on the outcome of the development so as to ensure that compatibility with
adjoining uses is not negatively impacted, irrespective on how onerous it is to comply with the
requirement.

The Board finds that there is substantial evidence of existing and ongoing compatibility
between neighboring industrial and agricultural uses in the record. Specifically, the evidence
previous reported spills at the PGE site, the mitigation measures taken, and the record evidence

of
of

by area farmers to obtain irrigation rights for water originating on Port
Westward industrial property and draining into the Beaver Slough and the McClean Slough
(notwithstanding past and potential future spills) demonstrates adjacent user coexistence with
current industrial uses and the potential hazards related to those uses. The Board notes that the
irrigation water use permit application paperwork for Michael Seely from 2010 in the record was
voluntarily submitted and approved for agricultural use long after other the original siting of both
subsequent efforts
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the neighboring tank farm and ethanol facility (that previously handled petroleum products). This
body of record evidence leads the Board to conclude that current and future uses are and will be
able to successfully maintain compatibility.
The Board also finds that the Timber Reservation Agreement between the Port and Lower
Columbia Tree Farm, LLC in the record, addressing timber on land owned by the Port in the
approved expansion area adjacent to RIPD land, provides further support for a finding of
compatibility. Lower Columbia Tree Farm, LLC sold and leased back the property from the Port
fully aware of the potential incremental future development of the property, as acknowledged in
the agreement. This agreement also constitutes substantial evidence of existing compatibility and
the ability ofthe County to maintain compatibility.

a.

Dike

Opponents have raised concerns regarding the sufficiency of the dike system surrounding
the proposed expansion area. The Board understands this issue to have been raised in the context

of compatibility.
The Port has submitted into the record information from the National Levee Database
showing that the subject dike currently has a rating of "minimally acceptable" from the Army
Corps of Engineers, and that such a maintenance rating is consistent with the majority of federally
built and privately maintained levees in Columbia and Multnomah Counties. The Board finds that
substantial evidence in the record establishes that the proposed expansion area is sufficiently
protected from flooding from the Columbia River.

b.

Rail

Opponents have contended that the County must assess how potential rail use might impact
transportation facilities. However, no function classificationo performance standards or other
benchmarks in the County's Comprehensive Plan, TSP or anywhere else are applicable to this
application addressing rail impacts. This contention has been previously considered and rejected

by LUBA:

facility" as defined at OAR 660-012-0005(3) and
pursuant to OAR 660-012-0020 alocal government transportation system plan

"A railroad

is a "transportation

(TSP) must include a planning element for railroads. Howevero nothing in OAR
664-012-0A20 or elsewhere cited to our attention requires local govemments to
adopt either functional classifications or performance standards for railroads.
OAR 660-012-0060(lXa)-(c) defines "significantly affect" in six different ways.
Each of the six ways to "significantly affect" a transportation facility under OAR
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660-012-0060(a)-(c) relates to either a change or inconsistency with a functional
classification, or a degradation of a performance standard.
ln the present case, Riverkeeper does not identify any functional classification or
performance standard in the county's TSP or elsewhere that applies to railroads

within the county. Therefore, Riverkeeper's arguments under OAR 660-012-0060
do not provide a basis for reversal or remand. People for Responsible Prosperity
v. Ctty of Waruenton,52Ar LUBA l8l (2006) (arguments that an amendment
"significantly affects" the Columbia River as a 'transportation facility' fail under
OAR 660-012-0060(l) where the petitioner identifies no functional classification
or performance standard in the TSP that is applicable to the river); Gunderson
LLC v. City of Porlland,62 Or LUBA 4A3, 414, aff d in part, rev'd in part on
othergrounds,243 OrApp 612,259 P3d 1007 (201l), afld 352 Or 648,290P3d
803 (2012) (city's Freight Master Plan does not provide performance measures
forthe Willamette River for purposes of OAR 660-012-0060(1))." 70 Or LUBA
at208-209.
Opponents reference the 2009 Lower Columbia River Rail Corridor/ Rail Safety Study to
support their argument. That study, however, does not impose such functional classifications or
performance standards that would apply to this application. Because no such applicable functional

classifications or performance standards have been identified, the Board finds that this argument
is unsuppofted.
Nevertheless, the County is addressing potential rail impacts through condition 4(h), which
provides:

"Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes transporlation
to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan identifying the number

and frequency

of rains to the subject property,

impact on the County's

transportation system, and proposed mitigation."

This condition imposes a requirement that development proposals include a rail plan that will
address impacts and propose measures to mitigate any identified impact, that concerns raised
involving rail impacts will be specifically identified and addressed, and that the County will be
able to confirm that it does.

c.

No Rail Spur is Proposed as Part of this Application.

Opponents also raise arguments regarding the possible construction of a rail spur in the
expansion area, contending that the area cannot accommodate such improvements. However, the
Port is not proposing the construction of a rail spur as part ofthis application. Any future developer
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wishing to construct such a rail spur would undertake the necessary studies and permitting as part
of development. Similar to road improvements needed to accommodate users' needs, rail
transportation needs (including any potential improvements within the expansion area) will be
properly identified and addressed at the time of development.

d.

The Questions Raised by the Oregon Department of Agriculture Have Been
Adequately Addressed

The Board received a letter from the Oregon Department of Agriculture raising questions
about four potential compatibility issues: potential dust ueation; water quality impacts; the ability

of area farmers to move their equipment on area roads; and the potential impact on underground
agricultural infrastructure. . As explained in the Staff Reports and elsewhere in these Findings,
under state law the approved uses must be compatible with other adjacent uses or "so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." As the applicable statutes and
administrative rules explain, however: "'Compatibleo is not intended as an absolute term meaning
no interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses." ORS 197.732(l)(a), OAR 660004-0020(2xd).
The approval conditions explicitly address each of these concerns. Condition 4(e) imposes
a requirement that adequate measures be taken to control dust, including the use of hard surfaces

and dust suppression. Condition 4(f) requires control and containment of site-run off and
containment or other adequate treatment of any harmful sediment prior to release offof the new
expansion area to prevent or adequately mitigate potential impacts to irrigation equipment and area
ground and surface water quality. Condition 4(g) requires monitoring water tables and sloughs for
water quality and elevations to ensure that area water is maintained for existing uses. Condition 2
imposes a trip cap of 332 PM peak-hour trips for the entire new expansion area, and a new traffic
impact analysis required prior to any development after that number of trips is reached that
includes recommendations consistent with state law requirements. Condition 3 requires individual
traffic studies for each proposed use in the new expansion area to determine trips generated, travel
routes, identify impacts and require improvements in relation to the identified impacts. In addition,
the information collected under Condition 3 would monitor traffic levels to ensure compliance
with the trip cap imposed via Condition 2. The Board also notes that both the Port's traffic engineer
and the regional ODOT representative have submitted letters into the record discussing projected
traffic levels, and both concur that the proposal would not cause a significant effect on the
surrounding transportation system.
Significantly, from feedback received through the hearing process, Staffrecommended and
the Board added two conditions aimed directly at addressing potential compatibility concems.
Condition 7 requires the development and implementation of a plan and ongoing program for
sampling ground and surface water quality to establish baseline measurements for contaminates at
the new expansion area, and down-gradient. The stated intent of the condition is to protect against
pollution of the watershed environment and as a detection system for leaks in the new expansion
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area. Further, Condition 8 preemptively requires a response and clean-up plan to be in place in the

of

any haz^rdous material spill. The condition requires identification of appropriate
governmental agencies and private companies to be involved in such a clean-up activity.
event

Regarding underground irrigation and/or drainage infrastructure, the Board finds that the
conditions outlined above, and specifically Conditions 4(f), 4(g),7 and 8 are specifically targeted
toward and will effectively ensure compatibility with adjacent uses, including agricultural uses
utilizing inigation and drainage infrastructure, including underground infrastructure. The Board
notes that the record establishes that there are several existing active indushial uses currently
operating within the original exception area, and adjacent to agricultural uses. The Board finds that
the rural industrial uses approved here, which will be required comply with the conditions imposed
to ensure compatibility, will be compatible with the adjacent agricultural uses.

5.

The Uses Approved for the New Expansion Area are Already Permitted in the
Original Exception Area; Therefore, No Additional Exception is Required for the
Original Exception Area

The Board rejects the claim that the uses approved for the new expansion area require a new
Goal 3 exception for the original exception area. As the Port notes in its submissions, the scope of
the uses approved for the expansion area is narrower than and wholly encompassed by the
authorized uses for the existing exception area. The original exception does not place any
restrictions on authorized uses, meaning that all uses allowed in the RIPD zone are authorized.
Because the range of uses authorized in the new expansion area is more restrictive than (and wholly
encompassed by) the uses authorized in the original exception area, the Board finds that no
additional exception is necessary for the original exception area. To the extent that the movement
of goods and materials between the new expansion area and the waterfront dock at Port Westward
constitutes use of the original exception area, the Board finds that such movement to and from the
dock is covered by the exception previously granted for the original exception area.
Further, to the extent oppon€nts have suggested that uses in the new expansion area accessing
the dock would constitute an increase in intensity or uses within the existing exception area in

violation of OAR 660'004-0018(4Xb), the Board concludes that that suggestion is inconsistent
with the text of the exception statement for the existing Port Westward exception area in the
County's Comprehensive Plan. Particularly, Section V of the exception statement for the original
exception area states the following:

"V. Proposed Use ofthe Property
Probable uses would likely be related to the existing services, including the
railroad, the dock and the tank farm.
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Because ofthe distance to Portland and the constraints on the access roads, the
site is not likely to attract any heavy highway users. Uses likely to be located here
are best illustrated by four proposals submitted to the current leaseholder since
I

980.

Proposals have included a 200-acre oil refinery, a 150-200-acre coal plant, an 80acre petrochemical tank farm, and a 230-acre coal gasification plant. These types
of uses NEVER absorb a small amount of acreage each year, but rather occupy
large sites and occur at intervals over a number of years. These four uses, plus the
generating plants, would have occupied virtually the entire site." (Emphasis in

original.)2

Thus, under the exception to Goal 3 granted for the original exception area at Port
Westward, uses were contemplated that would have heavy reliance on the dock, specifically for
transporting liquid and dry bulk commodities. These potential uses contemplated by the original
exception statement granted are broader in nature but similar to the uses approved for the new
expansion area. In addition, the exception statement explicitly identifies the "probable uses" as
uses related to the dock. Accordingly, the Board finds that an additional Coal 3 exception is
unnecessary and would be redundant for movement of goods and materials across the original
exception area for use of the dock consistent with the kind and intensity of use contemplated (but
as yet unfulfilled) for the original exception area at Port Westward.
Similarly, because no exception to Goals I I or 14 is needed for the new expansion area,
the Board rejects the argument that a new exception to Goals I I and/or 14 is necessary for the
original exception area. The Board finds that the Mackenzie Report, which applied LUBA's
Shaffer template to each ofthe five approved uses, provides substantial evidence that the approved
industrial uses are appropriately characterized as rural uses. The report establishes that all five
approved uses will all have low potable water demands and generate low domestic wastewater
flows, obviating the need to extend municipal water or sewer service to the expansion area.
Assertions that the presence of fiber-optic, electrical and natural gas connections in the
existing exception area (all of which are commonly available elsewhere in rural areas) are not
developed, and the Board finds that those asseftions do not constitute substantial evidence that any

of the Port's five proposed uses would require urban levels of public facilities.
The Mackenzie Report establishes that the approved uses

will

generate traffic levels at rates

lower than those associated with urban industrial uses, and opponents have not, nor is the Board
aware of any evidence in the record challenging the Mackenzie Report's findings in that regard.
'Ihe Board notes that Mackenzie's conclusion is consistent with the conclusion of both the Port's
own traffic engineer and the Oregon Department of Transportation. LUBA has previously rejected

2

See

Footnote 1,
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the argument that "industrial uses are inherently urban in nature" as explained in the previous
remand decision. 70 Or LUBA

at2ll.

The Board understands LUBA to acknowledge that rural industrial uses exist underOregon
Iaw. [n Shaffer, LUBA provided an analytical template to aid local governments in determining
whether a particular industrial use is rural or urban in character. As discussed in Section 7 of these
findings, the Board concludes that the five approved uses are all rural in character, and therefore
do not require exceptions to Goals I I and 14.

6.

The Approval is Limited to Rural Uses

In providing direction on how to determine whether a particular use is urban or rural in character,
LUBA indicated that the appropriate analysis is provided in Shaffer and summarized the applicable Shaffer
factors in making such a determination as follows:

"The relevant factors discussed in Shafer that point toward a rural rather than an urban
industrial use include whether the industrial use (l) employs a small number of workers,
(2) is significantly dependent on a site-specific resource and there is a practical necessity
to site the use near the resource, (3) is a type of use typically located in rural areas, and (4)
does not require public facilities or services. None of the Shaffer factors are conclusive in
isolation, but must be considered together. Under the analysis described in Shaffer, if each

of these factors is answered in the affirmative, then it is relatively straightforward to
conclude, without more, that the proposed industrial use is rural in nature. However, if at
least one factor is answered in the negative, then furtheranalysis or steps are necessary. In

that circumstance, the county will either have to (l) limit allowed uses to effectively
prevent urban use ofrural land, (2) take an exception to Goal 14, or (3) adequately explain
why the proposed use, notwithstanding the presence of one or more factors pointing toward
an urban nature, should be viewed as a rural use." 70 Or LUBA 171,211 (2014) (lnternal
citations omitted).

As discussed below, the Mackenzie Report applies the Shaffer factors outlined above to each of
the five approved uses, and clearly establishes that all are rural in character and that, although the
record contains assertions otherwise, the Board finds that evidence in the record clearly supports
such a finding.

a.

Shaffer Factors:

i.

# 1: Employs a Small Number of Workers

Under the first Shaffer factor, employment of a small number of workers is an indicator of
a rural use. The Board finds that each of the approved uses employ a small number of workers.
Extensive analysis in the Mackenzie Report identified the typical number of employees per acre
for the approved uses, with an average of 1.5 employees for acre as compared to an average of
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employees per acre

for urban industrial

uses and 5.9 employees per acre

for

urban

warehousing uses.

Although the Board heard objections to the data Mackenzie collected and used as a basis

for analyzing employee density under Shaffir, the only alternative analysis offered was from a
section of Part XII of the County's Comprehensive Plan forecasting the availability of vacant
buildable industrial land based on assumptions of 1.5 employees peracre for"heavy''industrial
uses and industrial uses outside city Iimits, and 4.0 employees per acre for "light" industrial uses
and uses inside city limits. As an initial matter, the distinction between "heavy" and "light"
industrial does not exist in the RIPD zone (see, generally, CCZO Section 680). Those specific
designations in the Comprehensive Plan simply estimate potential employee capacity of thenexisting vacant buildable lands (in terms of density) in order to forecast the adequacy of the
County's buildable industrial land inventory. Columbia County Comprehensive Plan, Part XII,
Industrial Siting - Industrial Economic Analysis: Summary of Economic Data, Section 5
("Employment Capacity of Vacant Buildable Industrial Sites"). Further, the Board finds that the
distinction between uses inside and outside of city limits is also inapplicable here, as the County's
zoning authority exists exclusively outside of city limits.
The Board finds that those benchmarks are meant to be used forecast the availability of
vacant buildable industrial land, and are not intended to establish a bright-line maximum density
for rural industrial uses, or to establish different "heavy" or "light" industrial densities in the RIPD
zone where the County's RIPD zone does not make such a distinction. Accordingly, the Board
declines to use those numbers for analyzing this Shaffer factor.
Regarding opponents' claim that the employee density of a given industrial use (when
considering whether that industrial use is rural or urban in character) is a county-specific inquiry
and that the Board is limited to looking at data only from within the County's own boundaries, the
Board also disagrees. The Mackenzie Report provides quantitative data that profiles the
employment densities associated with the Port's approved uses. Of the inquiries for development
at Port Westward, the Report shows that the employment density for the approved uses averages
approximately 1.5 jobs peracre (Mackenzie Report, Table l, p. l5), and the examples of these
uses provided in Section IV of the Mackenzie Report have densities ranging from 0.3-2.3 jobs per
acre. Because the employee density numbers provided in the Mackenzie Repofi are based on real
and current tangible information, regarding actual industrial employment densities, and because
the conclusions drawn from the Mackenzie Report are based on that data, the Board finds the
Mackenzie Report persuasive. Accordingly, the Board finds that substantial evidence in the record
supports a conclusion that the employment densities for each approved use equates to a small
number of workers.

ii.

ORDINANCENO.

Significantly Dependent on a Site-specific Resource/Practical
Necessify to Site Near the Resource
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The second Shaffer factor used to identif, a rural use is whether the use is significantly
dependent on a site-specific resource, and there is a practical necessity to site near the resourco.
The Board finds that the approved uses are significantly dependent on a site/specific resource,
and there is a practical necessity to site near the deepwater port at Port Westward. The
Mackenzie Report provides substantial evidence that the five uses are specifically dependent on
the deepwater port at Port Westward and must be sited in the immediate vicinity. The Mackenzie

Report applied this Shafer factor to each of the five approved uses and found each use clearly
linked to the deepwater port at Port Westward (as LUBA and the Port have noted, this Shaffer

factor is very close to the "unique resource" reason OAR 660-00 -0022(3)(a)). Finally,
Condition 5 additionally requires any use sited in the expansion area to be significantly
dependent on the deepwater port at Port Westward. Given that condition, the approval only
authorizes uses that will necessarily be significantly dependent on the deepwater port to site in
the new expansion area.

iii.

#

3: Typically Located in Rural Areas

The third Shaffer factor examines whether the use is typically located in rural areas. The
Board finds that that each ofthe approved uses is typically sited in rural areas. The record contains

opposition testimony asserting that the uses need to be "unique" to or "solely" located in rural
areas to be found to be rural in character, but the Board does not find that argument persuasive.
The Board finds "typically" to have a meaning akin to "commonly" and not "exclusively" in the
application of this Shaffer factor. The third Shaffer factor does not attempt to limit rural industrial
uses to ones occurring only in rural areas, and that argument is rejected by the Board. As the
Mackenzie Report notes, all of the approved uses are land-intensive and require larger sites and
additional buffering. The Board finds that Table 3 of the Mackenzie Report provides substantial
evidence to support its conclusion regarding this Shaffer factor by breaking each of proposed uses
down by those requirements, and establishes that each of the five uses is rural in character.
The Mackenzie Report does note similar examples located in urban areas that still represent
typical rural uses sited in areas that have urbanized over time, or that were sited in urban areas out
of necessity due to lack of proximity to port access in rural areas. Accordingly, the Mackenzie
Report concludes that the approved uses are typically located in rural areas, and the Board finds

the same.

iv.

#4: Does not Require Public Facilities or Services

The fourth Shaffer factor examines whether the use requires public facilities or services.
The Board finds that none of the proposed uses requires public facilities or services. The
Mackenzie Report's Shaffer analysis regarding this factor provides substantial evidence that the
approved uses will have low potable water demands and generate low domestic wastewater flows,
due to low employee counts, and thus will not require extension of municipal sewer systems.
Moreover, as discussed in Section 5 of these Findings, the Report's analysis regarding traffic
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estimates levels at rates lower than those associated with urban industrial uses, which leads to a
conclusion (supported by the conclusions of the Port's traffic engineer and concurred by ODOT)
that traffic levels will not increase above rural levels. There is no specific evidence in the record
that the proposed uses will require public facilities or services.

Also

of fiber-optic, electrical and natural
all commonly found elsewhere in rural areas

as examined in Section 5, claims that the presence

gas connections in the existing exception area

-

-

automatically disqualify the new expansion are sndeveloped. The Board finds the argument alone
does not support a finding that one or more of the approved uses would require urban levels of
public facilities.
Based on the above, the Board concludes that the approved uses are all rural in character
under Shaffer.

7.

Areas that Do Not Require a New Exception Cannot Reasonably Accommodate the
Use

a.

The Original Port Westward Exception Area Cannot Reasonably
Accommodate the Port's Approved Uses

The Board finds that the original exception area lacks the necessary acreage to reasonably
accommodate the Port's approved uses. As noted by the Port, the final portion of the original

exception area outside of the PGE leasehold has been secured by Northwest Innovation Works
LLC. With the commitment of that area, there remains no acreage outside of the PCE leasehold
available for development at Port Westward without taking an additional exception.
The Board also finds that sufficient acreage within the PGE leasehold is unavailable. The

context provided

by:

l)

PGE's formal termination of the (previousty-lapsed) Joint Marketing

Agreement with the Port, together with 2) PGE's letters in the record stating that siting additional

is leasehold is not feasible given the existing encumbrances and inability to site
businesses in the past, and together with 3) the Mackenzie Report analysis of existing
users within

encumbrances establishing that further development is not possible, demonstrates that no future
industrial users will locate within the PGE leasehold. As the Port has explained, "Whether that

failure [to locate other users within the PGE leasehold] is construed as categorical unwillingness
by PGE to sublease acreage, or whether the existing site constraints simply make an otherwisewilling PGE incapable of subleasing acreage, the end result that no additional subtenants have
been or can be sited [there] remains the same." As the Mackenzie Report also states:

"The site is . . . encumbered by a number of easements for roadways, utilities,
drainage facilities, levees, pipelines, and 46 acres of conservation areas, which
serve to divide developable areas into smaller sections less conducive to large-scale
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rural industrial development. See Appendix L Together with the security fencing,
gates, and other infrastructure, these encumbrances serve as baniers to
development." Mackenzie Report, p. 7.
The Board also finds that the above-referenced Appendix I and Figure 4 of the Mackenzie Repoft,
provide substantial evidence that the remainder of the leasehold is undevelopable.
In addition, the Board finds that the economic analysis in the Mackenzie Report addressing

the cost of wetland mitigation provides substantial evidence that, even if the wetlands were
available (which the Mackenzie Report establishes is not), mitigation costs would run in the area
of $77,000-82,000 per acre "above and beyond the acquisition costs" for off-site mitigation areas,
making such mitigation infeasible. The Board disagrees with the argument that the Mackenzie
Report did not consider off-site mitigation. Although the extra cost for the acquisition of land for
off-site mitigation areas was not included in the mitigation costs by Mackenzie, those additional
expenses would not decrease the cost of any mitigation, even if included in the analysis.
The Board does not find arguments challenging the Por-t's wetland mitigation feasibility
analysis persuasive, as those arguments are not suppofted by evidence. The argument that fill and
mitigation activities being considered by the Port at McNulty Creek Industrial Park provides

of undertaking similar measures at Port Westward ignores the Port's
explanation that the only reason it is undertaking those activities is because the cost has made it
economically unfeasible for potential tenants to site there. Of equal or greater importance to
potential future tenants is the uncertain yet significant amount of time such permitting and
mitigation activities add to a development timetable. The Port is investing the time and subsidizing
the siting costs of future tenants at the McNulty Creek Industrial Park, to address a factors
developers have been unwilling to address there. In addition, the Board finds that the argument
ignores the large discrepancy in the cost of undertaking such activities at McNulty Creek Industrial
evidence of the feasibility

Park as compared to the cstimated cost of doing so at Port Westward. Given that discrepancy, and
the evidence demonstrating that the subject area at Port Westward is not available for siting any

of

the approved uses, the Board finds that similar mitigation activities in the existing exception area
at Port Westward are unfeasible.

The Board finds that the supposed alleged "large swaths" of "undeveloped" land in the
western and southern portions of the existing Port Westward property are in fact encumbered both
by wetlands and by the PGE lease, as illustrated in Figure 4 of the Mackenzie Report. The Board
concludes that it is economically unfeasible to fill this large volume of wetlands, in addition to the
fact that PGE's has provided a letter stating that the Port should consider the undeveloped portion
of PGE's leasehold unavailable for siting additional tenants.
Thus, based on the above and the other documents before the Board, the Port has provided
substantial evidence of and established that there is no available acreage at the existing Port
Westward exception area, either inside or outside of the PGE leasehold.
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b.

Other Potential Sites Considered by the Port

The Board also finds that the record contains substantial evidence that there are no
alternative sites to accommodate the approved uses. The Mackenzie Report provides evidence that
the approved uses would be significantly dependent on the deepwater port at Port Westward, and

have substantial minimum acreage requirements. The Board understands and finds that any
approved uses will be located close to one another because ofa shared significant dependence on
access to the deepwater port at Port Westward. The approved uses all require more acreage than
the potential altematives examined by the Port can provide while still providing deepwater port
access. 'fhe Board finds that none of the potential altematives in the record can provide both
adequate acreage and the deepwater port access necessary for the approved uses.
The Board finds that the Mackenzie Report provides substantial evidence of the need of
this scale of land in aggregate, based on the evidence in the record, including the written testimony
submitted by the State Economic Development Agency, Business Oregon. The Board notes that
the record evidence reflects inquiries for deepwater port-dependent uses in recent years have
totaled over 2,800 acres, and that number only reflects inquiries specific to Port Westward. The
Board also notes that distribution of site needs among these potential sitings were typically larger
sites.

Opponents have questionEd both the scope and breadth of the alternative sites examined
as part of the application process. However, as to specific potential alternative sites, the Board
finds that each was addressed by the Port, including the sites raised by the opponents, and the
record contains substantial evidence supporting the Port's conclusion as to each site that none are
viable alternatives. The Board also finds that none of the proposed alternative sites are feasible,

given the uses approved and the deepwater port dependency ofeach ofthe approved uses.

i.

Port of Astoria

l.

North Tongue Point

The Mackenzie Report notes that North Tongue Point is 34 acres in its entirety, and that
l9 acres ofthe 34 acre area is already developed and occupied in part by tenants. The report notes
that the area has some smaller warehouse space available for lease, but that none of the Port's
proposed uses could be sited in any of that available space. The Mackenzie Report also notes that
the southern portion is a vacant parcel of only l5 acres and therefore is insufficient to site the kinds
of uses proposed by the Port. The Report describes a landfill that was discovered on the site
containing heavy metals and PCBs exceeding acceptable levels. Although the insulficient acreage
is alone enough to reject North Tongue Point, the report notes that the environmental
contamination also presents an economic obstacle that makes development infeasible.
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Opponents claim that the Mackenzie Report relies on the opinion of DSL staffto
conclude that the North Tongue Point site is unavailable. The Board finds that assertion
incorrect. In reviewing the Mackenzie Report, the Board finds that it highlights both insufficient
acreage available for development as well as the requirement for time-consuming and expensive
environmental remediation. The Mackenzie Repoft does note that DSL staff concurred that these
factors would serve as barriers to development. The only other evidence in the record is Tongue

Point marketing materials submitted into the record by opponents, which the Board finds do not
provide evidence of sufficient developable acreage for the approved uses.

2.

South Tongue Point

The Mackenzie Report explains that South Tongue Point consists of four parcels with a
grand total of 137 acres. The report identifies three parcels owned by DSL, and a final one owned
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The report notes that Clatsop Community College has a
contracted to purchase the three DSL parcels for its own use, and that the U.S. Army's Joint Base
Lewis-McChord is in the act of repurposing the Army Corps of Engineers' property for an Army
training facility, leaving no available acreage at South Tongue Point. Given those commitments,
the Mackenzie Report concludes that there is no available acreage at the Port of Astoria for siting
any ofthe Port's approved uses.
Opponents argue that these South Point areas are not unavailable, suggesting that
negotiations can break down. However, the Board finds that the record evidence supports a finding
that the property is contractually obligated and unavailable for the approved uses, that there is no
record evidence that the subject areas may become available at some future point, and is therefore
not available as a viable alternative.

ii.

Port of Portland

l.

West Hayden Island

The Mackenzie Report examines availability at the Port of Portland for the Port's proposed
uses, stafting with the undeveloped West Hayden Island in Multnomah County. The Mackenzie

Report explains that the Port of Portland had pursued the development of additional poft facilities
at West Hayden Island in2013, but that the pursuit was halted afterthe Port of Portland determined
that the obstacles to development were insurmountable and withdrew its annexation proposal from
the City of Portland. Appended to the Mackenzie Report is a letter from the Port of Portland to the

City of Portland outlining the basis for that decision. The Mackenzie Report provides the following
in discussing that letter:

"In the letter, the Executive Director

states that '[T]he fPoftland] Planning and
Sustainability Commission (PSC) has recommended annexation, but on terms that
render the development of the 300 acre marine terminal parcel impossible.' The
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letter also states, 'From our conversation, I understand that you believe the Council
unwilling to take action on a modified proposal. Based upon your assessment that
the Council's policy choice is to not bring forward a package that is viable in the
is

market, the Port will not continue with the annexation process at this time and
withdraws its consent to annexation' and '[t]he city, unfortunately, will now have
to deal with the consequences of a severe shortfall in industrial land."'

The letter elsewhere explains that, given the regulatory burdens West Hayden Island faces,
will be economically infeasible. Discussing that point, the Port of Portland Executive

development

Director explains, "The Port is enterprise funded: only 4 percent of our revenues come from taxes.
Any development at WHI must meet basic, sustainable market requirements. The PSC
recommendations put the development cost ofthe property at about double its value in the market."

The Board notes that the letter also specifies that, it is not only the local regulations that
make development of West Hayden Island infeasible:
"Furthermore, the PSC recommendations exceed what is required by Goal 5 by
obligating us to go back at the time of development for further review for any docks
or other in water development that would be integral to the development of a water
dependent use (on top of the lengthy and contentious, federal and state permitting
processes). This type ofapproach does not give us any assurance that we'll have the
opportunity to actually develop the property once annexation occurs."
The Mackenzie Report explains that West Hayden Island is completely undeveloped and lacks any
infrastructure at all, including deepwater access (or any marine access at all). The appended letter
statEs that dredging

for deepwater

access and the installation

of dock facilities would require

"lengthy and contentious, federal and state permitting processes."
As the Port notes in its application materials, the 2014 Regional Industrial Site Readiness
Inventory Update prepared by Mackenzie on behalf of Business Oregon, Metron NAIOP

-

Commercial Real Estate Development Association Oregon Chapter, the Oregon Department

-

of

Land Conservation and Development, and the Port of Portland - estimates that West Hayden Island
is at least seven years away from site readiness for any uses similar to the approved uses. It also
makes clear that such a timeframe only begins running after the Port of Portland and the City of
Portland have re-engaged and successfully navigated the legislative process for annexing and
developing the area. The lnventory Update states:

". . . West Hayden Island . . . is inside the UGB but subject to a lengthy planning
and annexation process that is likely to include significant mitigation
requirements. If approved for development, the West Hayden Island site is at least
seven years away from readiness due to permits, mitigation, and infrastructure
requirements."
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Thus, the Board concludes that West Hayden Island does not present a viable alternative to Port
Westward for the approved uses, because it lacks not only deepwater access but any facilities at

all, and because it has proven to be impossible for the local government agencies involved to
work through differences to facilitate annexation for its development.

2,

Existing Port of Portland Facilities

In addition to finding Hayden Island unavailable for multiple reasons, including but not
limited to the lack of deepwater access, infrastructure or political will, the Mackenzie Report found
the remainder of the Port of Portland's facilities that could accommodate the Port's proposed uses

to be built out and occupied, and lacking needed acreage for siting any of the approved
Accordingly, the Board concludes that the Port of Portland is not a viable alternative.

iii.

uses.

Port of Coos Bay

'I'he Board finds that the Oregon International Port of Coos Bay is not a viable
alternative. The Mackenzie Report explains that Coos Bay serves a completely different
economic area because it is 200 nautical miles from the mouth of the Columbia River and does
not serve Columbia River/M-84 corridor commerce, and because it is 230 road miles from the
Portland metropolitan area. The Mackenzie Report also notes that over 60%o of Oregon's

manufacturing, warehousing, and transportation-based economy is located along the Columbia
River Corridor. For commerce beyond Oregon, the confluence of national or regional waterways
(Columbia River/M-84), freeways (I-5, I-84), and rail networks (Union Pacific and BNSF Class I

rail lines) occurs at the metro area only 50 miles from Port Westward, but 230 road miles from
Coos Bay. Based on that, the Mackenzie Report concludes that properties in Coos Bay are not
economically comparable to Port Westward to serve the Columbia River Corridor economy.
Accordingly, Board concludes that the Oregon International Port of Coos Bay is not a viable
alternative for the approved uses.

iv. Port of Newport
The Mackenzie Report finds that the Port of Newport does not provide a viable
alternative, noting among other things that it does not serve Columbia River/M-84 conidor
commerce and is located I l5 nautical miles from the mouth of the Columbia River and over 200
nautical miles from the Portland metropolitan area. Based on the same reasoning provided for
Coos Bay, the Board concludes that the Port of Newport is not a viable alternative.

v.

Port of Tillamook

The Mackenzie Report similarly finds Poft of Tillamook is not a viable alternative, noting
that, in addition to not serving Columbia River/M-84 corridor commerce, the Port of Tillamook
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entirely lacks maritime access. Based on that, and on the same reasoning eliminating Coos Bay
and Newport from consideration, the Board finds that the Port of Tillamook is not a viable
alternative.

c.

Other Suggested Sites

i.

Non-Deepwater Sites

The North Coast Business Park, East Skipanon Peninsula, Wasser-Williams Site, Port of the

Dalles and Port of Klickitat have all been raised by opponents as potential alternative sites.
However, they were not considered because they all lack deepwater access. Based on that
shortcoming, the Board finds that none are viable altematives. In addition, as explained below the
Port of Klickitat is not an Oregon port and is not subject to Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals.
Accordingly, the Board finds that none of the non-deepwater sites suggested are viable
alternatives.

ii. Out-of-State Sites
Opponents have raised the Millennium Site in Cowlitz County, Washington as a potential
altemative. That site is in a protracted process involving evaluation for the siting of a coal export
facility. The materials submitted to the County by opponents Riverkeeper show an intent to site
only certain uses because ofthe limits ofthe site's aquatic lands lease with the State of Washington
that do not encompass the approved uses. Riverkeeper Exhibit 48, p. 2-30 - 2-31. The materials

submitted also discuss no-action alternatiVes for industrial development unrelated to deepwater
access, and would also not allow the Port's five approved uses.

Equally important, as discussed by the Port and as highlighted by the Washinglon aquatic
lands permit application, the Board finds that the OAR 660-004-A020 "reasonable accommodation
standard" cannot reasonably be interpreted to apply to out-of-state sites, specifically because no
out-of-state sites are subject to Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals at all. As sucho none would
require an exception under Oregon law. If the requirement were interpreted to require
consideration of out-of-state lands, a Goal 3 exception could never be granted, and in fact no Goal
exception to any statewide land use goal to allow a traded sector development could ever feasibly
be granted.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the intent of alternative sites analysis for sites not
requiring an exception applies only to sites subject to the Oregon Statewide Planning Coals,
meaning only sites located within Oregon. A different interpretation would undermine the intent
of the exception process and have disparate application in areas bordering Washington, ldaho and
California. Given that conclusion, the Board finds that Millennium site, as well as all other out-of-
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state sites mised (including but not limited to the Port of Klickitat and the Waser-Williams Site),
are not eligible alternatives.

8.

The Port Has Provided Substantial Evidence of the Need for the Entire Expansion
Area Acreage (837 Acres)

The Mackenzie Report describes the need of rural industrialuses for large, flat, contiguous sites.
The Board finds that this analysis, together with the established need for deepwater access at Port
Westward, supports a conclusion that the approved uses require the acreage approved in the new
expansion area. As the Mackenzie Report explains:

"[T]he Port's proposed uses have low density, correlating to their need for large
sites and consistent with the Shaffer factor speciffing that rural uses employ a
small number of workers. Furthermore, rural industrial uses have a need for flat,
contiguous sites to accommodate their facilities while allowing for efficient
operations.
For uses defined in this report, a large share of physical space is required for the
storage and movement of commodities in a rural industrial setting. Bulk

commodities including aggregates, steel, logs, wood chips liquid bulks and
automobiles, for example, all require extensive space for circulation, storage and
laydown yards. [n the case of uses involving the presence of hazardous materials
or other extemalities, required buffering increases users' overall site needs.
Another contributing factor to large site needs is land banking. Because the
proposed uses' storage needs for products and cargo is quite high, uncertainty
about future space needs leads firms to locate on sites with the flexibility and
scale to accommodate future growth. The PCE leasehold at Port Westward is a
classic example of this kind of land banking, and is clearly explained by PGE in
its 2016 letter in Appendix 2."

The Board adopts that analysis from the Mackenzie Report as its own and, based on that
analysis, finds that the five approved usesjustiff the size ofthe new expansion area for the
approved uses.

9.

The County's Previous Finding Regarding ESEE Consequences Applies to this
Approval on Remand

LUBA previously rejected petitioners' claim that the County did not make

adequate

findings that the long term environmental, social, economic, and energy ("ESEE") consequences
would not be significantly more adverse than if an exception were taken for different otherwiseavailable resource lands. LUBA held that the petitioners had not demonstrated other or different
findings were required. LUBA noted that the petitioners had not specifically identified and
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described altemative sites with fewer ESEE impacts. 70 Or LUBA l7l,2A2 QAlq. On remand,
opponents have raised this issue, although this assignment of error was not sustained by LUBA.
The only altemative sites identified in the record are the Port of the Dalles and the Port of
Klickitat, both upstream of the federally maintained deepwater channel in the Columbia River. In
addition, opponents contend that those sites would have less adverse impacts because they are
surrounded by less productive resource land but do not provide evidence to support that assertion.
Further, as discussed above, both ports lack deepwater access and therefore cannot serve to replace
Port Westward.

To the extent that opponents are re-assefting a previous argument, the Board finds that it
cannot be raised again on remand under Beckv. Tillamooh 313 Or 148, 150-151,831 P2d 678
(1992). o'lssue preclusion" bars re-litigation of an issue in subsequent proceedings when the issue
has been determined by a valid and final determination in a prior proceeding under Nelson v.
Emerald People's Utility Dist.,3l8 Or 99, 103, 862 PZd 1293 (1993). See also, Widgt Creek
Homeowners Association v. Deschutes County, Tl Or LUBA 321 (2015).
However, to the extent ESEE Analysis applies to the Port's modified application, the Board
finds that because neither the Port of the Dalles nor the Port of Klickitat are deepwater ports, those

locations are not appropriate altematives for ESEE consideration. The Board also finds that the
Port of Klickitat is not an Oregon port and therefore not viable for consideration under the
"reasonable accommodation standard" applicable only to land within Oregon and therefore subject
to Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals.
10. The Approved Expansion Area is Presently Provided

with Adequate Facilities,
Services and Transportation Networks to Support the Approved Uses or Will Be
Provided Concurrently with Development as Required by Condition.S.

a. ccZO 1502(lXA) and (B)
Opponents have argued that the ex parte PGE email supports its contention that CCZO
1502 is not satisfied. Flowever, the Board finds that much of the discussion in the PGE email has

nothing to do with facilities, services or transportation networks to support the Port's approved
uses in the new expansion area, but rather existing facilities in the original exception area. As the
Mackenzie Report has made clear, the Poft's proposal does not rely on those existing facilities,
except for the dock, and the Board finds that future Port tenants will be expected to provide their
own needed facilities.
Because the Mackenzie Report concludes that the proposed uses can site without requiring
an urban level of services, and although contrary arguments have been made they are not developed

or supported with record evidence, the Board accordingly finds that the new expansion area is
presently provided with adequate facilities, services and transpoftation networks to support the
ORDINANCENO.
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use, or such facilities, services and transportation networks ore planned
concurrently with the developnent of the property.

to be provided

The Board finds that if the needs of a future Poft tenant requires additional facilities, this
approval ensures that the County will have the opportunity to require the provision of that needed
capacity "concurently with the development of the property."

i.

The Existing Rail Transportation Network is Adequate and Any
Necessary Expansion Will Occur Concurrently with Development

The Board finds that the analysis outlined above applies equally to rail transportation
facilities. Opponents have argued that the County must assess how potential rail use might impact
transportation facilities. However, as LUBA has previously explained, no functional classification,
performance standards or other benchmarks in the County's Comprehensive Plan or TSP are
applicable to this application as pertains to rail impacts. As LUBA previously held:
"[Opponents have] not identified any functional classification or performance
standard in the county's TSP or elsewhere that applies to railroads within the
County. Therefore, [opponents'] arguments under OAR 660-012-0060 do not
provide a basis for reversal or remand. See People for Responsible Prosperity v.
City of Warrenton, 52 Or LUBA l8l (2006) (arguments that an amendment
"significantly affects" the Columbia River as a 'transportation facility' fail under
OAR 660-012-0060(l) where the petitioner identifies no functional classification
or performance standard in the TSP that is applicable to the river); Gunderson LLC
v. City of Portland, 62 Or LUBA 403, 414, aff'd in part, rev'd in part on other
grounds, 243 Or App 612,259 P3d 1007 (201 l), aff d 352 Or 648,290 P3d 803
(2012) (city's Freight Master Plan does not provide performance measures for the
Willamette River forpurposes of OAR 660-012-0060(l))." 70 Or LUBA 171,208209.
Because no such applicable functional classifications or performance standards have been

identified, and because the same arguments were previously raised and rejected by LUBA, the
Board finds that the arguments raised by the opponents rcgarding rail impacts do not provide a
basis for denial.
In addition, the Board notes that Condition 4(h) provides the following

"Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to rcduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes transportation
to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan identifying the number
and frequency of trains to the subject property, impact on the County's
transportation system, and proposed mitigation."

ORDINANCE NO.
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will

impose a requirement that development proposals include a rail plan
addressing impacts and propose measures to mitigate any identified impacts, and will allow rail
impacts to be specifically identified and addressed at the time of development.

This condition

ii.

The Record Contains Substantiol Evidence of Access to the Deepwater
Port and Dock at Port Westward and No Evidence to the Contrary

As described in Section 3, above, the Board has found that PGE is obligated under the
terms of its lease with the Port to provide access to the dock at Port Westward. As noted, although
PGE has reserved a role for itself to reasonably condition dockaccess so as to protect its assets,
PGE must nevertheless provide such dock access to any other Port tenants.

The Board additionally relies on the Dock Use Agreement submitted into the record by the
Port in so concluding, in that it provides evidence of PGE's need to provide reasonable access. As
previously explained, any claims that PCE might not provide access to the deepwater port and
dock facilities at Port Westward appears to be speculative and the Board is not aware of any
evidence

in the record to suggest otherwise. The Board finds that such speculation is directly

contradicted by record evidence of PGE's past behavior, by the fact that PGE has in fact executed
and abided by the terms of the Dock Access Agreement, and by its recent representations to the
Port in the record.

In addition, Paragraph 4 of the First Amendment of the Master Lease between PGE and
the Port reserves for PGE a"non-exclusrye" easement for access to and use of the dock. Paragraph

4 provides that PGE's consent for dock access is required in writing, but also states that PGE's
consent cannot be unreasonably withheld:

"The Dock shall not be used by or on behalf of any p rty other than [the Ethanol Facility]
without such party first obtaining the prior written consent of PGE which shall not be
unreasonably withheld, but may be reasonably conditioned to the extent necessary or
appropriate to protect PGE's interests in the Dock." (Emphasis added.)

To the extent that opponents argue that the PGE Email provides any evidence of an
unwillingness to provide access to the doch the Board disagrees, specifically relying on the
following language from that email: "PGE is willing to assign and transfer both access legs as well
as the connector

to the Port[.]"

Notwithstanding suggestions to the contrary by opponents, the PGE Email does nothing to
contradict that conclusion based on the substantial (and only) evidence in the record to that effect.
Accordingly, the Board finds that the substantial evidence in the record establishes that PGE has
prcviously and intends to continue providing at least the same level dock access to future Port
tenants, and likely additional access.
The Board also relies on the following language from the Dock Use Agreement:
ORDINANCE NO. 20I8-I
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"Cascade is hereby granted the right to use the Dock Area for (i) the purpose of
loading or unloading liquid bulk cargo produced by its proposed production facility
on the Cascade Property (collectively, the "Approved Products"), (ii) access to and
repair of pipelines and necessary piping and material transfer equipment, and (iii)
ingress and egress for all purposes of this Agreement ("Permitted Uses"). Prior to
delivering any other cargo to or transporting any other cargo from the Dock Area,
Cascade shall obtain the prior written consent of the Port and PGE to the proposed
product and the proposed location, storageo and duration and handling procedures.
Except for the facilities existing in the Dock Area on the date hereof, Cascade shall
furnish and maintain all equipment, supplies, and dunnage necessary to its use of
the Dock Area. No foreign flag vessels are to be allowed dockage with out [sic]
prior approval of PGE. Subject to the foregoing, all other terms and conditions of
this Agreement, and the requirement of the Maritime Facilities Security Plan to be
developed among Cascade, PGE, the Port, and the U.S. Coast Guard, the Port
hereby reserves the right to allow non-Cascade vessels to use the Dock Area subject
to the prior written consent of PGE which shall not be unreasonably withheld but
may be reosonably conditioned to the exlent necessary or appropriate to protect
PGE's interests in the Dock Area." (Emphasis added.) August 16, 2017 Port
Submission to Columbia County, Ex.E,p.2.

ln summary, the Board finds that the record evidence establishes that PGE has agreed in
writing to dock use by CPBR, and that it is willing to provide access to the Port and its other future
tenants. The Dock Use Agreement constitutes substantial evidence of PGE's ongoing willingness
to comply with its lease obligation to provide dock access to other Port tenants. The PGE Letter
dated August 1,2017 provides evidence of PGE's willingness to continue to comply with its lease
obligations and provide reasonable dock access, and provides additional substantial evidence that
future Poft tenants siting in the expansion area will be able to utilize the deepwater port and dock
facilities at Port Westward. The PGE Email is consistent with all ofthat evidence regarding PGE's
willingness to comply with its well-established obligation to provide dock access. The Board is
unaware of any record evidence indicating an unwillingness by PGE to provide such access in
breach its contractual obligations to the Port, but notes that the record contains evidence that PCE
is willing to grant access control to the Port in its entirety, in exchange for preserving PGE's access
and maintaining the access road. Given the above, the Board concludes that access to the deepwater
port at Port Westward exists and control of the access legs is likely to be transferred back to the
Port in the near future.

iii.

ORDINANCE NO.

The Existing Roads Provide Adequate Access to the Port for the
Proposed Uses and Any Necessary Expansion of the Road Will Occur
Concurrently with Development
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The Board finds that the same analysis outlined above applies to the level of access the
roads provide to the port at Port Westwafi. CCZO 1502 allows the Board to find that facilities,
services and transpoftation networks exist, and to require that any additional facilities, services
and transportation networks

will

be provided as development occurs. Further, the Board finds that

the traffic trip cap imposed provides an adequate basis for finding that the standard is I ) presently

satisfied and 2) that if development is proposed that exceeds those limits the County

opportunity

will

have the

to require the provision of that needed additional capacity concurrently with

development. Again, the Board is not aware of any record evidence to the contrary.

b.

OAR 660-012-0060(5) Does Not Disqualify the Port's Application

In discussing the PGE Email, opponents re-raise the argument that OAR 660-012-0060(5)
prohibits the Port from relying on the deepwater port and dock facilities at Port Westward as a
basis for seeking a reasons exception under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a). The Port has essentially
responded by stating that, while that may or may not have been true if the approval relied solely
on the dock at Port Westward as the basis for the exception, it is in fact the deepwater port atPort
Westward, which simply happens to include the existing dock facilities.

OAR 660-004-A022(3)(a) explicitly authorizes an exception to Goal 3 for "river or ocean
ports," with or without existing dock facilities, and whether or not the port has deepwater access.
The Board finds that these additional attributes present at Port Westward do not disquali$ Port
Westward as a'oriver or ocean port'n under OAR 660-004-A022(3)(a), and OAR 660-012-0060(5)
does not disquali$ it under OAR 660-0A4-0022(3)(a). The Board finds that it is unnecessary to
determine whether river or ocaan ports are or are not "transportation facilities" under OAR 660012-0060(5) because, whether they are (and OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) provides and exception) or
they are not (and OAR 660-012-0060(5) does not apply), OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) explicitly
authorizes ports such as Port Westward as a valid basis for a Goal 3 exception.

ORDINANCE NO.
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EXHIBIT 2

COLUMBIA COUNTY BOARD OT COMMISSIONERS
Plenntuc SurpRpponr
Iuly26,2017
Major MaB Amendment

Hnlnuvc Dnrs: August 2,2017

FrrpNuunen:

PA 13-02 &ZC 13-01(Modification)

Applrclxt/

Port of St. Ilelens;

Thompson Family

Owunns:

100 E Sheet

4144 Boardman Ave. E

Columbia City, OR. 97018

Milwaukie, OF..97267

Represcntatives: Spencer Parsons

Mackenzie
PO Box 14310
Portland, OF*97293

Beery Elsner & Hammond, LLP
1750 SW Harbor Way, Suite 380
Portland, OR. 97201 -5106

Stre

Loclttox:

Port Westwerd Industrial Site - Adjacent to the east, south and west

TlxMapNos:

8N4W 16 00 500
8N4W 20 00 200, 300
8N4W 21 00 300, 301,400,500, 600
8N4W 22 00 4A0, 500, 600, 700
8N4W 23 00 900
8N4W 23 B0 400, 500, 600, 700

Zonnc:

Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-80)

Srrp Srzrl

Approximately 837 acres

Port owned: 786 acres
Thompson family owned = 50.9 acres

Rrgurs'r: Expand Port Westward Industrial Park. This request is ? modified application in
response- to a remand from a LUBA appeal Consisting of a Comprehensive Plan Amendment
to change property designated Agriculture Resource to Rural Indushial and a Zone Change from
Primary Agriculture-80 (PA'80) to Rural Industrial Planned Development (RIPD). A Statewide
Coal 3 exception is required to allow Industrial Uses on Agricultural Land. The County
approved the original application by Ordinance No. 2014-l; but, the decision was appealed to
LUBA who remanded it back to the County for the parts of the County decision that did not meet
exception standards.
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APPLTCATTON COMPLETE; May 30,

n.{r'i.
'-.} l-

N/A ORS 215.427(6)

APPLICABLE REVIEW CRITERIA:
Qolumbia Cowty Zoning Otdinaneo
Section 680

Section

1502
1502.1(AXl)
1502.1(AX2)

Pase

Rural Industrial - Planned Development (RIPD)

4

Zone Changes (PA/ZC)
Consistency with the Comprehonsive Plan
Consistency with Statewide Flanninq Goals

7

Criteria for a Goal 3 Reasons Exception
Oregon Revised Statute
Oregon Administrative Rule

Section

1502.1(AX3)

Section 1600
1603

l6a4
1608
1610

I

13.26
15

oRs 197.732(2)
oAR 660-004-0420Q)
oAR 660-044-0422Q)

Adequacy of Public Facilities

Administration
Quasi-Judicial Fublic Hearings

l6-22
r6-17
27

28-29

Appeals
Contents of Notice
Personal notice to Adjoining Property Owners

BACKGROUND:
In January of 2014 Columbia County approved an application by the Port of St. Helens (Port), for
an 837 acre tract, to amend the Plan and Zoning Ordinance to change Agricultural land to Rural
Industrial land for an expansion of the Port Westward Industrial Site. The decision was appealed
to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). [n its Final Opinion and Order LUBA
identified areas in which the record and findings provided insufficient justification for taking a
Goal 3 Agricultural exception and re-zoning the exception area to industrial uses. The application
was remanded back to the County to address those deficiencies.
The Port has revised the original application to address the deficiencies identified by LUBA and
submitted this modified application. The original application has been modified to address only
one ofseveral justifications given in State law for granting an exception to agricultural lands that the proposed new use is significantly dependent on a unique resource, that ofa river or ocean
port. Port Westward is located on the Columbia River with a 1500 tbot long dock which
accommodates ocean going marine traffic. By relying on an exception justification of deep water
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port, potential allowed uses have been narrowed significantly from their earlier application. The
Port has narrowed down its list of proposed uses from all those allowed in the proposed RIPD
zone to just the following five uses:
Forestry and Wood processing, production, storage, and transportation
Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation
Nattral gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and hansportation
Breakbulkstorage,transportation,andprocessing.

.
.
.
.
.

The applicant's purpose of this Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment is to expand the Port
Westward Industrial Area to accommodate in the long term, future maritime-related uses
specifically dependent on the river port and docks to import or export material or goods. The
Port Westward Indusfrial Site includes a 1,500 foot long dock, tluee electrical generating
facilities owned and operated by Portland General Electric (PGE), a 1.3 million banel tank farm,
a biomass refinery facility producing ethanol also exporting other fluid products, and a three acre
electrical substation. The subject expansion property borders the existing industrial zoned
property to the south and wraps around to the west and east. To the north is the Columbia River
and Bradbury Slough, open to deep water navigation, The subject expansion properly is
comprised of 17 tax lots, is generally flat, and undeveloped, consists of individual farmland plots
generally used for cottonwood pulp, vacant pastwe and mixed crop hayfield.
The applicant requests an expansion of the Port Westward Industrial Park(PWP) to
accommodate the siting and development of maritime large lot industrial users. The need for
more industrial land at PWIP is because of two restrictions of the present site. First, almost all of
the vacant undeveloped land zoned Rural Industrial is under long term lease to Portland General
Electric (PGE). PGE's intent is to protect 95% of the existing Port Westward area for future
energy production uses and required buffers. Second, much of the vacant land is encumbered by
wetlands, existing oasements and required electrical power generation buffers. From a long
range planning perspective, the County acknowledges preservation of PGE's leased area for
energy production and buffers, while opening up this surrounding subject property to other "port"
related industrial users.
For the subject expansion property, the National Wetlands Inventory NWI) maps identifies only
small plots of wetlands. The site is also identified as within major water fowl habitat according
to the County's Beak maps. The site is located in zone X which designates lands not subject to
flood hazard, per FIRM Map No. 41009C0050 D, dated November 26,2A10. It is protected by
the Beaver Drainage District levee system.
Even though the proposed expansion of the Port Westward Industrial Area seems very large,
approximately 837 acres, various State agencies including the Land Conservation and
Development (DLCD) acknowledge the site's uniqueness and cornparative advantages for water
related industrial use. The rural industrial area has 4,000 feet of deep water Columbia River
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EXHIBIT 2

frontage at the confluence of the Bradbury Slough. This direct access to the Columbia River
gives an approach to the US Department of Transportation's M-84 Marine Highway Conidor and
connects to the M-5 Marine Highway Corddor along the Pacific Coast. The River has a 43-foot
navigation channel, and at Port Westward a self-scouring deepwater port to accommodate vessels
needing deepwater port access. The Port Westward Industrial Park would be well suited to
attract large lot, maritime, rural industrial users to serve the import-export trade in Oregon to the
Pacific Rim counhies and other national ports,

This application is not for a specific use or development, but rather for a zone change to RIPD to
allow the aforementioned five categories of future uses other than agriculture on the subject
properly. Moreover, as explained in this StaffReport, the only uses allowed ouhight in the RIPD
zone are farm uses and management, production and harvesting of forest products. All other uses
can only be allowed if approved by the Planning Commission, at public hearing, through a "Use
Permitted Under Prescribed Conditions" and Site Design review, which would impose any and
all conditions set and approved by the County for this exception to agricultwal lands goal (Goal
3).

REVIEW CRITERTA, FACTS, ANALYSTS & FI}TIDINGS:
Colunbia Countv Zoning Ordinnnce Sectlon 680 Resource lndustrial . Planned
Development (RIPD)

681

Purpose: The purpose of this distrlct is to implement the policies of the
Comprehensive Plan for Rural lndustrial Areas. These provisions are intended
to accommodate ruraland natural resource related industries which:
.1

Are not generally labor intensive;

.2

Are land extensive;

.3

Require a rural location in order to take advantage of adequate rail and/or
vehicle and/or deep water port and/or airstrip access;

.4

Complement the character and development of the surrounding rural
area;

.5

Are consistent with the rural facilities and services existing andlor
planned for the area; and,

,o

Will not require facility and/or service improvements at significant public
expense,

The uses contemplated for this district are not appropriate for location
within Urban Growth Boundaries due to their relationship with the site
specific resources noted in the Plan and/or due to their hazardous nature
Page 4
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Iliscussion Columbia County's

RIPD zone is unique to the stak. There are very few similar
zones in Oregon. In their application, The Port of St. Helens stetes that they have been
approached by several different companies requiring large vacant industial sites of 50 to 300
acres. Possible uses would include maritime and associated industial processing, storage and
transport uses that will benefit from the existing services, the moorage and deep water access,
existing and future docks and the railroad and enerry facilities.

ll

Findlng
The Port of St. Helen's stated goal is to attract companies looking to export,
import, process or manufacture goods with the intent of using the maritime capabilities at this
site already improved with existing facilities. The Port has limited the range of uses that would
be allowed in the exception area to five: (l) forestry and wood processing, production, storage,
and transportation; (2) dry bulk commodities Eansfer, storage, production, and processing; (3)
liquid bulk commodities processing, storage, and transportation; (4) natural gas and derivative
products, processing, storage, and transportation; (5) breakbulk storage, transportation, and
processing. The Port has prepared a detailed analysis to demonstrate that these five use
categories are rural industrial in nature and rely on access and proximity to a deepwater port.
These types of future uses meets the purpose of the zone. This criteria is satisfied.

RIPD

682

Permitted Uses:

1
,2

Farm use as defined by Subsection2 ol ORS 215.203.
Management, production, and harvesting of forest products, including
wood processing and related operations.

Only agricultural and forest production & harvesting, wood processing and related
operations are allowed outright in the RIPD zone. One of the five use categories proposed forest and wood processing, production and storage is allowed ouhight in the RIPD zone. Any
and all other industrial uses, while allowable, must be approved through and meet all of the
conditions imposed under Section 683,1 below.

Finding

zuPD

21.

683

Uses Permitted Under Prescribed Conditions: The following uses may be
permitted subject to the conditions imposed for each use:
1

Production, processing, assembling, packaging, or treatment of
materials; research and developrnent laboratories; and storage and
distribution of services and facilities subject to the following
findings:
A.

The requested use conforms with the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan - specifically those policies regarding rural
Page 5
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industrial development and exceptions to the rural resource land
goals and policies.
B.

The potential impact upon the area resulting from the proposed
uee has been addressed and any adverse impact will be able to
be mitigated considering the following factors:
1

c

Physiological characteristics of the site (i,e., topography,
drainage, etc.) and the suitability of the site for the
particular land use and improvements;

.2

Existing land uses and both private and public facilities
and services in the area;

.3

The demonstrated need for the proposed use is best met
at the requested site considering allfactors of the rural
industrial element of the Comprehensive Plan.

The requested use can be shown to comply with the following
standards for available services:
1

Water shall be provided by an on-site source of sufficient
capacity to serve the proposed use, or a public or
community water eystem capable of serving the proposed
use.

2

Sewage willbe treated by a subsurface sewage system, or
a community or public sewer system, approved by the
County Sanitarian and/or the State DEQ.

.3

Access will be provided to a public right-of-way
constructed to standards capable of supporting the
proposed use considering the existing level of service and
the impacts caused by the planned development.

4

The property is within, and is capable of being served by, a
rural fire district; or, the proponents will provide on-site fire
suppression facilities capable of serving the proposed use,
On-site facilities shall be approved by either the State or
local Fire Marshall.

Discussion: Newuses allowed in an expansion area of Port Westward would need to be
consistent with CCZO Section 583. Industrial development is not allowed on the subject
property under present PA-80 zoning, and therefore a zone change is required. Although many
industrial uses af,e possible under the RIPD zone, further review and approval by the Planning
Commission, in a public hearing format, is required for any proposed indushial use. That review
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is in the form of a Use Under Prescribed Conditions, which requires the mitigation of adverse
impacts among other things and a Site Design Review application. This Planning Commission
review and approval would take place before the issuance of any building permit. These
subsequent land use permits are beyond the scope of this Major Map Amendment, and the
applicable design standards and impacts of any proposed facility would be addressed at the time
those permits are reviewed.

3:

Resource Industrial-Planned Development (RIPD) is the proper zone in Columbia
County to achieve the applicant's the objective of siting large lot maritime and associated
industrial uses. The application is seeking to expand, by 837 acres, the existing RIPD zone at
Port Westward. The Port's stated proposed uses are:
Forestry and Wood processing, production, storage, and tansportation
Dry Bulk Commodities ttansfer, stor&ge, production, and processing
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and hansportation
Nafutal gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.

Fipding

.
'.
.
.

As mentioned, forestry and wood processing, production, storage and transportation is allowed
outright in the RIPD zone. All other proposed uses fit as a subset of those uses allowable in the
RIPD zoning district and would be subject to approval and conditions imposed tluough a Section
683 Use Under Prescribed Conditions review.

Continuingwith Colu$bit County ZoningOrdinancc Scction

.1

1502 Zoqc Changes

Major map Ampndments are defined as Zone Changes which require the
Comprehensive Plan Map to be amended in order to allow the proposed
Zone Change to conform with the Comprehensive Plan. The aPprovalof
this type of Zone Change is a 2 step process:

A.

The Commission shall hold a hearing on the proposed Zone
Change, either concurrently or following a hearing on the proposed
amendment to the Comprehensive Plan which is necessary to
allow the proposed zoning to conform with the Comprehensive
Plan. The Commission may recommend approval of a Major Map
Amendment to the Board of Commissioners provided they find
adequate evidence has been presented at the hearing
substantiating the following :

1,
2,

The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the policies of
the Comprehensive Plan;
The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the Statewide
Planning Goals (ORS 197); and
PageT
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The proper$ and affected area are presently provided with
adequate facilities, services, and transportation n€tworks to
support the use, or such facilities, services and
transportation networks are planned to be provided
concunently with the development of the property.

Final approval of a Major Map Amendment may be given by the
Board of Commissioners. The Commissioners shall hold a hearing
on the proposed Zone Change either concurrently or following a
hearing on the proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment which
is necessary to allow the proposed zoning to conform with the
Comprehensive Plan. The Board may approve a Major Map
Amendment provided they find adequate evidence has been
presented substantiating the following:
1.

2.
3.

The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the policies of
the Comprehensive Plan;
The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the Statewide
Planning Goals (ORS 197); and
The property and affected area are presently provided with
adequate facilities, services, and transportation networks to
support the use, or such facilities, services, and
transportation networks are planned to be provided
concurrently with the development of the property.

Discussion: This zone change request is a Major Map Amendmenl For the original decision by
the Board of Commissioners in January 2014, findings were made with supporting evidence in
the record that the Planning Commission held a public hearings on May 6,2013 and May 20,
2013, and deliberated on June 17,2013. The Board of Commissioners held three public
hearings on the application in Clatskanie on September 18, October 3 and October 9, 2013. In
addition to hearing oral testimony, the Board admitted written evidence and testimony into the
record by leaving the record open until October 16, then until October 30 for the applicant's final
written arguments. This application was properly vetted in accordance with this criteria before
the Board maid its decision in January 2014.
This new Modified application, addressing the issues retumed to the County by the LUBA
remand, is related to the Board's original decision in Ordinance No. 2014-1, and is being
considered by the Board. A hearing before the Board of Commissioners was scheduled for
August 2, 2017 , to consider the modified application. Notice of the hearing was mailed to
entitled parties on June 28,2017 and published in the Chronicle and Clatskanie Chief on July 12,
2017.
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(Continued discussion for Section I 502. 1 (BX I ) (Consistent with the Comprehensive Plan)
THE FOLLOWING POLICIES OF THE COLINTY'S COMPREHENSIVE PLAN APPLY TO
THIS PROPOSAL (THOSE NOT LISTED ARE NOT APPUCABLE):

Part II (Citizen Involvement): requires opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases
of the planning process, Generally, Part II is satisfied when a local government follows the
public involvement procedures set out in State statutes and in its acknowledged
Comprehensive Plan and land use regulations. This has been done for this application
explained fuilher under Part III below.

as

III (Planning Coordination): requires coordination with affected governments and
agencies, For the original application the County provided notice of the hearing with the
opportunity for comments to the state DLCD, ODOT, ODOT Rail, ODFW, Oregon
Department of Agriculture and applicable agencies (e.g. Soil & Water Conservation District,
Roadmaster, and the Clatskanie RFPD), the Clatskanie - Quincy CPAC, and neighboring
properly owners within the notification area. (This list is not intended to be exclusive) Any
and all comments as of the date of this report are presented under COMMENTS RECEIVED
below near the end of this Report. These notifications were sent to invite participation prior
to the Planning Commission and the Board of Cornmissionets public hearings.
Part

For quasi-judiciat Comprehensive Map Amendments and Zane Changes, the County's land
use regulations, ORS 215,06A and ORS I97,6rc require notice to the public and to the
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) and two public headngs, one
before the County Planning Commission and another before the Board of Commissioners.
For this modified application in response to a remand, notice of public hearing with
opportunity to comment was sent to the same agencies and neighboring property olvners
the original application hearing as presented above.

as

Part V (Agriculture): The property contains a large area of Wauna Locola silt loam that is
Class III w, considered high-valued fann soil. Because this soil type, plus others, represents a
significant portion of the subject properly, staff concludes that the vast majority of the soils
on the site are high-value farmlands. See related discussion under Statewide Planning Goals,
Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands).
Two sensitive crops have been identified as being produced in the immEdiate area;
blueberries and mint. Each has a long history of production and need specific conditions to
grow well. Many of the sandy soils found within the subject area have a history of producing
high-yields of high-value crops. The ability to maintain these high-valued agricultural
production units is of prime irnportance for the county to not only sustain, but inuease their
potential production. Their compatibility with potential industry nearby is discussed in
Finding 8 of this report
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The goal of Part V of the Comprehensive Plan is to preserve agricultural land for agricultural
uses. This application would remove agricultural lands from the County's inventory (zoned
PA-80). The County has approxirnately 55,000 acres of agricultural lands with soil
classifications of Class [, II, or III and all this land is zoned for Primary Agricultwe. Most of
the good farm soils and Primary Agriculture (PA-80) zone is located in the diked areas along
the Columbia fuver. The largest block of PA-80 zoned property is in the diked area of
Scappoose and Sauvie Island. Other significant areas include the Deer Island area north to
Goble, the area just downstream of Rainier and the north county Clatskanie area. In this
north county Clatskanie area, the County has zoned 76,927 acres as Primary Agriculture
(PA-80). The north county primary agricultural properties extend from Mayger down stream
along the river to Woodson and the Clatsop County line. Several drainage dishicts serve
these agricultural properties, including Beaver Drainage, Midland Drainage, Marshland,
Webb, Magruder, Woodson stc,. If this Plan Amendment is approved, 837 acres would be
removed from PA-80 zoning, representing 4.9o/o of the total north county Clatskanie
agricultural area. For the County as a whole this loss of farm zoned property is just 1.5 % of
the county's total 55,000 acres of primary agricultural inventory,

Farming is an allowed use in the RIPD zone and there are fields cunently under fatm lease
that are zoned zuPD, and can remain so. But, if zoned RIPD, certain non-agricultural
industrial uses would likely be sited, given the site's proximity to the Port Westward
Industrial Park. As such, this proposal will require an exception to Oregon Statewide
Planning Goal 3, as detailed below under Statewide Goal 3. The applicant's proposed
exception document is attached to this staff report.

Part X @conomy): This goal generally promotes economic strength and diversity in the
County. Though agricultural related practices contribute to the County's economy, indushial
operations do too, In addition, industrial operations typically provide a tax base in greater
proportion to public services provided and result in more permanent jobs. Many residing in
the County commute outside its borders. Industrial land and the jobs it creates helps balance
the jobs to residence ratio (currently in favor of residences). Moreover, future development
resulting from this Major Map Amendment will support maritime exporting, which is itself
an ingredient to economic growth of the state and region.
Good industrial sites are often determined by location factors. This is the case with Port
Westward. As explained by the applicant, proximity to the Columbia River and existing
maritime infrastructure including docks, rail spurs, and private and public utility
infrastructure, as well as the Port's facilities and services, makes the site valuable for
industrial use and economic development.
For these reasons, this proposal is in compliance with the goals and policies of Part
Economy.

X
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Part XII (Industrial Siting): This goal addresses the need for industrial land such

as that

located at Port Westward. This part of the Comprehensive Plan also contains the County's
basis for the original Port Westward area for industrial use rather than farm use. The original
exception in the Plan to Statewide Planning Goal 3 for agricultue lands, per Goal 2, was
justified for Port Westward given as a need (e.g. economics, employment and the site's
unique characteristics) and irrevocable commitment (pre-existing use of the land before the
Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 1984). This Major Map Amendment will allow
expansion of the site, As explained by the applicant, development of additional industrial
uses in this area will create new and continuous employment opportunities, promote
economic growth, and maximize existing public and private investments. In other words,
this is an expansion of a justified and important industrial site in the County; and thus, this
proposal, with a "rsasons exception" from State Goal 3 agricultural lands, is in compliance
with Part XIII Industrial Siting of the Comprehensive Plan.

Part XIII (Transportation): The goal of Part XIII is the creation of an effrcient, safe, and
diverse transportation system to serve the needs of Columbia County residents. 'l'he two
most applicable objectives of Part XIII as it relates to this proposal are: 1) to utilize the
various modes of transportation that are available in the County to provide sewices for the
residents, and 2) to encourage and promote an efficient and economical transportation system
to serye the commercial and industrial establishments of the County.
Three modes of transportation apply to this proposal: waterbome, rail and autoltruck, The
Comprehensive Plan discusses how the Columbia River and its deep water access is one of
the County's most valuable transportation resources. [t also mentions that the Columbia
River is underutilized for this purpose. Expansion of Port Westward for maritime deep water
import-export uses helps the county take advantage of the Columbia River. In addition, only
certain parts of the County have access to firnctional railtoads. The subject property and Port
Westward Industrial Park has access to the Hwy 30 rail line operated by Porlland & Western
Railroad Inc. This Major Map Amendment will provide the ability for rural industrial
expansion of the Port Westward site, which utilizes both the river access and rail route. The
County original decision in January 2014 approving a zone change for this 837 acres was
appealed to LUBA on the grounds that the county failed to adequately consider whether the
proposed zone change would significantly affect rail transportation facilities. LUBA denied
that assignment of error and the Court of Appeals affirmed the LUBA decision. The
adequacies of the rail transportation system serving Port Westward is therefore not a subject
of the remand.

The applicant acquired the services of Lancaster Engineering to provide a Transportation
Impact Analysis (TIA). By knowing that a limited range of uses would be allowed inthe
exception area ofjust five uses of similar characteristics (rural, large lot, low employment)
the subsequent traffic characteristics are not detailed until a specific tenant applies. Lancaster
Engineering states that it is appropriate to establish a "trip cap" on the subject property in
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order to limit the magnitude of traffrc impacts from future development. Since the trip cap
will limit the development potential it also serves as a reasonable "worst case" trafftc
scenario. If 332 or fewer PM peak-hour site trips are generated by future development within
the subject property, the impact intersections will continue to operate acceptably without the
need for operational or safety improvements. Lancaster Engineering recommends that a
traffic study be prepared for each new development and impacts of both passenger car and
heavy tnrck traffrc be commensurate with mitigation measures, established to improve local
roads when needed. Part XIII Transportation can be met with conditions.

Historically, the local roads that provide access to Hwy 30 have been improved sequentially
as new industrial uses are sited at the Port Westward Area. Tluough a Transportation
Improvement Agreement a new industrial site users contribute a proportional fee to the
County for local road improvements. These agreements were the catalyst for past substantial
improvements to Beaver Falls Road, Mayger Road and Kallunki Road with engineering work
on Hermo Road. Hermo Road has been designated as the main local access road to this
expansion property and Port Westward. Hermo Road alignment is finalized and construction
is underway. Although the current local roads serving Port Westward are insufficient to
support new industrial development at the scale proposed by this application, any new
industrial user in the Port Westward Area will be required to address its uses and impacts on
local transportation when the proposal is reviewed under Site Design Review,

Part XIV (Pubtic Facilities & Services): The goal of Part XIV is to plan and develop a
timely, orderly, and effrcient arrangement of public services as a framework for wban and
rural development. The subject properly is located adjacent to the Port Westward area, a
rural industrial park. There are no urban facilities within 6 miles of the proposal. Significant
investrnents have already been made in the Port Westward area's services and facilities,
including water, sewer, new electrical substatiort, natural gas mainlines, and fire protection
services. The area also has existing rail systems and a full-service 1,500 foot dock. There are
also public and private energy transmission facilities in the Port Westward area. There is an
existing framework of facilities for allowing additional rural industrial development in the
area. Staffconcurs that with this existing substantial investment in services and facilities
already in the area, an expansion of industrial land as proposed would be effrcient from a
fac,ilities and services standpoint. This proposal is consistent with Part XIV.

Part XVI (Goal5: Open Space, Scenic & Historic Arers, and Nrtural Resources): The
purpose of this Part is to protect cultural and nahral resources. Three resources apply to this
site: 1) open space, 2) wildlife habitat and 3) wetlands.
The County is not aware of any cultural resoulces on the subject property. An older cultural
site was discovered near the river, was fenced and protective signage was placed to protect
the area for future excavation. This site is on the existing Port Westward Industrial Park. If a
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cultural site is discovered the owner is required to contact the County and the State Historic
Preservation Office.
Open space is not specifically inventoried in the County; though, most of the County is zoned
for resource use in the PF-80, FA-80 or PA-80 zoning dishicts. The primary intent of this
zoning is to conserve resource lands for resource uses, but the resource zones also protect
open space as a secondary function. The subject properly is zoned PA-80 and will be rezoned to RIPD given successful completion of this Major Map Amendment. Given the
zoning designation alone, open space could conceivably be compromised. However, in this
case, the subject property is already bordering RIPD Industrial zoning. Hence, any impact to
open space should be minimal. Open space is already compromised by this adjoining

industrial area

With regards to wildlife, the site is identified as being within major waterfowl habitat.
Potential conflicting uses to waterfowl habitat generally apply to removal of water bodies
(e.g. streams and sloughs) and wetlands. The subject property does contain wetlands,
however there is no evidence this Major Map Amendment itself will compromise water fowl
habitat, though subsequent development if authorized could. Albeit, any development would
be subject to regulation of the County and other applicable agencies such as the Division of
State Lands and Oregon Deparhnent of Fish and Wildlife to address and mitigate any issues
when an application for a particular use is submitted.
Finally, and as already noted, the site does not contain any significant wetlands. However
there are some wetlands associated with crossing sloughs and drainage ways. The intensity
of development possible on RIPD zoned land is greater than PA-80; howevern development
would be subject to regulation of the applicable agencies (e.g, County, Division of State
Lands, and the Army Corps of Engineers) to address and mitigate any wetland impacts. It is
likety that any development, if initially authorized, would require a wetland delineation to
determine wetland boundaries and potential impacts.
As there is no evidence to suggest this Major Map Amendment will compromise the
identified Goal 5 resources on the subject properly, it complies with Part XVL

(Continued discussion) - ZoningOrdinance Section 1502.1(AX2)

OREGON'S STATEWIDE PLANNING GOALS

I

(Citizen Involvement): Goal I requires opportunity for citizens to be involved in all
I is satisfied when a local government
follows the public involvement procedures sEt out in the statutes and in its acknowledged
Comprehensive Plan and land use tegulations.
Goal

phases of the planning process. Generally, Goal
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For quasi-judicial Comprehensive Plan Amendments andZone Changes, the County's land
use regulations, ORS 215.060 and ORS 197.610 rcquire notice to the public and to the
Department of Land Conservation and Developrnent (DLCD) and public hearings before the
County Planning Commission and Board of Commissioners, By complying with these
regulations and statutes, the County complies with Goal l.
The County provided notice to DLCD on February 20,2013 for the initial application in
2014; and, for this modified application, DLCD was re-notified on June 18,2017, Agency
referrals were sent to the Clatskanie-Quincy CPAC, City of Clatskanie, Clatskanic RFPD,

Soil & Water Conservation District, OSU Agricultural Office, Clatskanie P[JD, Oregon
Department of Agriculture, Oregon ODOT and Natural Resources Conservation Service.
Any agency comments which have been received up to the date of this staffreport are under
"COMMENTS RECEMD" below. In addition, property owners withinthe required notice
area were notified of the Board of Commissioners hearing, scheduled for August 2,2017 .

Goal 2 (Land Use Planning), Part I: Goal 2,Part I requires that actions related to land use
be consistent with acknowledged Comprehensive plans of cities and counties. Consistency
with the applicable provisions of the acknowledged Columbia Cotrnty Comprehensive Plan is
demonstrated within.

Qoal2, Part I also requires coordination with affected govemments and agencies and an
adequate factual base. Affected agencies have been notified as explained under Goal 1,
above, The factual basis of this application is included herein. Both County and State laws
and how this Major Map Amendment relates to and complies with them is analyzed. For
these reasons, the County finds that the requirements of Goal Z,Part I are met.

II: Goal Z,Part [I authorizes three different types of
exceptions: (1) physically developed (previously called "built"); (2) inevocably comnitted;
and (3) reasons exceptions. Standards for taking these kinds ofexceptions are set out in
LCDC's rule interpreting the Goal2 exceptions process, OAR 660, Division 4. Besides
addressing how a local government takes these kinds of exceptions in the first instance, the
rule sets out standards that apply when a local govemment proposes to ghange existing types
ofuses, densities or public facilities and services authorized under prior exceptions.
Goal2 (Land Use Planning), Part

In this case, the subject property will be changed from Agriculture Resource to Rural
Industrial and will require a Goal 3 exception. The physically developed and inevocably
committed bases for exceptions are intended to recognize and allow continuation of existing
development. The subject property is not developed; therefore, the reasons exception applies
to this application. The applicant's Goal 3 exception analysis is set forth as attached to this
report and analyzed below,
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Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands):
This proposed plan amendment would rc-zon€ to Rural Industrial and remove 837 acres from
farmland zoning. Goal 3 is to preserve and maintain agricultural lands. An exception to
Goal 3 is necessary to approve this Major Map Amendment. This requires findings for a
ooreasons
exception" pursuant to OAR 660-004-0020(2) and ORS 197.732(2), specifically
related to siting rural industrial development on resource land outside of an urban growth
boundary pursuant to OAR 660-004-0022(3). (discussed after OAR 660-004-0020 below)

State Goal Exceotion Criterin

Exception Criteria - ORS 197.732
197.732 Goal exceptions; crileria; rules; review. (2) A local government may adopt
an exception to a goal if: a) the land is physically developed, or b) the land is irrevocably
committed to another use, or c)...

oRS 1e7.732(2\.c
(2) c) The following standards are met:
(A) Reasons justifiT why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should
not apply;
(B) Areas which do not require a new exception cannot reasonably
accommodate the use;

C) The long term environmental, economic, socialand energy consequences
resulting from the use at the proposed site with measures designed to
reduce adverse impacts are not significantly more adverse than would
typically result from the sam€ proposal being located in areas requiring a
goal exception other than the proposed site; and
(D) The proposed uses are compatible with other adiacent uses or will be so
rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.

(3) "Compatible," as used in subsection (2)c) of this section, is not intended as an
absolute term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type
with adjacent useg.

4:

LCDC adopted more specific rules, to augment the above Statute. They are
incorporated in OAR 660-004-0020 &0022 examined below. Those findings are incorporated
herein as applicable to (A) - (D) above,

Finding
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The following Administrative Rule OAR 660-004-0020 presents how the statute provisions are
to be met and adds specificity to the above noted ORS 197 '732Qs).

660-004-0020
Goal 2, Part ll Cl, Exception Requlrements

(1) lf a jurisdiction determines there are reasons consistent with OAR 660-004-0022
io-use iesource lands for uses not allowed by the applicable Goal or to allow public
facilities or services not allowed by the applicable Goal, the justification shall be set
forth in the comprehensive plan as an exception. As provided in OAR
660-004-0000(1), rules in other divisions may also apply(2) The four standards in Goal 2 Part ll C) required to be addressed when taking an
exception to a goal are described in subsections (a) through (d) of this section,

including general requirements applicable to each of the factors:
(a) "Reasons justiff why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should not
apply." The eiception snatt set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis for
deieimining that state policy embodied in a goal should not apply to specific.
properties or situations, including the amount of land for the use being planned and
why the use requires a location on resource land;

i

exception", the types of reasons that may justify certain types
of uses not allowed on farmland are set forth in OAR 660-0A4-AA22 (refened to in (1) above).
The rule specifically addresses reasons applicable to Rural Industrial Development that are
applicable in this application.

Discussion: For taking

a

o'reasons

OAR 660-0 04-0022(3) Rural lndustrial Development
(3) Rural lndustrial Development: For the siting of industrial development on
iesource tand outside an urban growth boundary, appropriate reasons and facts
may include, but are not limited to, the following:
(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on
agricultural or forest land. Examples of such resources and resource sites include
geothermal wells, mineralor aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, natural features,
or river or ocean ports;

5:

In this Modified Application, the Port's sole Reason for taking an exception to
Goal 3 is OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) - that the use is signiticantly dependent upon a unique

Flnding
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resourcc located on agricultural land, specifically that of a'river port'. In the original decision in
2014, the County approved the Goal 3 exception based on additional reasons set out in OAR
660-004-0022(3), in particular: that 'the use can not be located inside an Urban Growth
Boundary due to its impacts that are hazardous or incompatible in densely populated areas', and
'the use would have a significant comparative advantage due to its location...' LUBA upheld two
of the County's reasons exceptions - that the use is significantly dependent on a unique resource
and that the use would have a significant comparative advantage - but found that the County's
justifications for the third reasons exception insufficient. In any event, the Port in this new
modified application narrows the proposed uses allowed to only uses related to the unique
resource - dependent on deepwater port and dock facilities. Consequently, the remand on the
basis of the "hazardous and incompatible in densely populated areas" reason exception is no
longer relevant.
The subject property is located outside of an urban growth boundary on designated agricultural
lands. lt is adjacent to Port Westward Industrial Area which is strategically located along the
Columbia River and a river port with existing industrial uses and facilities. The location of the
site on the Columbia fuver is extremely important to the local and regional economy and is
consistent with the proper location of river and port dependent industries. No other industrial
site having such qualities is available in Columbia County, making Port Westward a unique
resource.
The reasons set out in the exception document state why the applicable goal of
protecting/preserving agricultural land should not apply to this land immediately adjacent to Port
Westward. They include the fact that this land is uniquely situated by a river port that is already
served by water, sewer and local roads, and the exception site has capability of being served by
US FIwy 30 and a major freight rail conidor, Another factor supportive of a reasons exception
includes the ability for the county to take advantage of their most important transportation asset,
the Columbia River for shipping transport, as stated in the Comprehensive Plan. The
centralization of industrial employment at this shategic location makes good planning sense and
reduces future energy costs associated with industrial sites being haphazardly located along the
river. There is a documented shortage of large lot industrial sites in Oregon. (See Application Mackenzie Regional Industrial Site Readiness, 2014 Inventory Update) By addressing this
shortage and providing vacant land for deepwater river port industrial development, the County
would be capable of securing potential base employment jobs where the wage income is
generated by out-of-county capital. Opening and taking advantage of trade opportunities in the
Pacific Rim is advantageous to the County and region. Stafffinds that the above stated reasons
as further detaiied in the applicant's attached exception document as to why this agricultural land
should be re-designated for industrial purposes are sufficient to address this exception criterion,

Continuing - going back to OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb)

(b) 'Areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
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use". The exception must meet the following requirements:
(A) The exception shall indicate on a map or otherwise describe the location of
possible alternative areas considered for the use that do not require a new
exception. The area for which the exception is taken shall be identified;
(B) To show why the particular site is justified, it is necessary to discuss why other
areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
proposed use. Economic factors may be considered along with other relevant
factors in determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other
areas. Under this test the following questions shall be addressed:

(l) Can the proposed use be reasonably accornmodated on nonresource land that
would not require an exception, including increasing the density of uses on
nonresource land? lf not, why not?
(ii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on resource land that is
already irrevocably committed to nonresource uses not allowed by the applicable
Goal, including resource land in existing unincorporated communities, or by
increasing the density of uses on committed lands? lf not, why not?
(iii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated inside an urban growth
boundary? lf not, why not?
(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated without the provision of a
proposed public facility or service? lf not, why not?
C) The "alternative areas" standard in paragraph B may be met by a broad review of
similar types of areas rather than a review of specific alternative sites. Initially, a
localgovernment adopting an exception need assess only whether those similar
types of areas in the vicinity could not reasonably accommodate the proposed use.
Site specific comparisons are not required of a localgovernment taking an exception
unless another party to the local proceeding describes specific sites that can more
reasonably accommodate the proposed use. A detailed evaluation of specific
alternative sites is thus not required unless such sites are specifically described, with
facts to support the assertion that the sites are more reasonable, by another pady
during the local exceptions proceeding.

6l

Altemative site analysis was one on LUBA's remand issues with the County prior
decision in January 2014, LUBA found that the evidence in the record was insufficient to
establish ttlrlt 445-acres in the PGE leasehold was unavailable or that it would be infeasible to
mitigate the wetlands in the leasehold area to accommodate future uses. LUBA also found the
County's rejection of alternative sites flawed because the County could only reject alternative

Findlnq
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sites from its analysis if it found that the site could not reasonably accommodate any use under
any of the reasons justiffing the exception. The applicant has modified its application to address
these issues.

The applicant has nanowed the potential industrial uses to only "port related" uses. In the
Modified Application the Mackenzie technical reports examine "potential alternative sites" that
are deep water ports with existing dock facilities which would not require an exception to a State
goal. The first and foremost alternative examined is the existing vacant land at Port Westward
within Portland General Electric (PGE) leasehold, PGE wrote a letter to the Port, dated June 16,
2016, which discusses the 854 acre leasehold at port Westward. The letter states they have long
term interest in protecting the electric power generation capabilities at the site by restricting
third-party use within their leasehold. the Mackenzie Report analyzes this leasehold area and
finds that because of encumbrances, there only a few acres of usable area in the southwest corner
of the leasehold for addition of port dependent development. The Mackenzie Report also
analyzes potential deep water ports along the Columbia River, M-84 Marine Highway including
the Port of Astoria and the Port of Portland. They find there is insufficient large lot industrial
marine port property in the state including Columbia County.
There are no non-resource lands available in Columbia County of sufficient size and with a
deepwater port location needed to satisff large industrial users than Port Westward. At the time
of initial zoning, the County zoned all large lots in the the county as either Primary Forest or
Primary Agriculhue; those lots not zoned for resource use were already committed to more
intense development. The attached exception document examines the alternative sites including
Port Westward Industrial Park itself, other Port of St. Helens properties, the Port of Astoria, Port
of Coos Bay and the Port of Portland. This examination concludes that there is a shortage of
readily zoned large lot indushial sites. Areas in Urban Growth Boundaries in Columbia County
do not have adequate industrial lands with water/rail transport availability that are not already in
use. With the inclusion of the Exception Document, staff finds that this alternative sites criteria
is met.

Continuing with OAR 660-004=0020(2)@

c)

"The long-term environmental, economic, social and energy consequences
resulting from the use at the proposed site with measures designed to reduce
adverse impacts are not significantly more adverse than would typically result from
the same proposal being located in areas requiring a goal exception other than the
proposed site." The exception shall describe: the characteristics of each alternative
area considered by the jurisdiction in which an exception might be taken, the typical
advantages and disadvantages of using the area for a use not allowed by the Goal,
and the typical positive and negative consequences resulting from the use at the
proposed site with measures designed to reduce adverse impacts. A detailed
evaluation of specific alternative sites is not required unless such sites are
specifically described with facts to support the assertion that the sites have
significantly fewer adverse irnpacts during the localexceptions proceeding. The
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exception shall include the reasons why the consequences of the use at the chosen
site are not significantly more adverse than would typically re$ult from the same
proposal being located in areas requiring a goal exception other than the proposed
site. Such reasons shall include but are not limited to a description of: the facts used
to determine which resource land is least productive, the ability to sustain resource
uses near the proposed use, and the long-terrn economic impact on the general
area caused by irreversible removal of the land from the resource base. Other
possible impacts to be addressed include the effects of the proposed use on the
water table, on the costs of improving roads and on the costs to special service
districts;

7:

Any proposed use, of a prospective tenant, will need to meet or exceed the
FiUrding
requirements in existing state and federal environmental laws. County review of siting of a
specific industrial development at the newly re-zoned property would be processed and decided
in a public hearing format. tn addition to existing laws, conditions imposed by the County on
this exception area - such as ftaffic impacts, impacts to wetlands, impacts to the air & ground and
impacts to sunounding uses will be reviewed; and, the use will be allowed if the impacts of the
use is minimized through conditions imposed. The applicant's analysis of economic
consequences including better paying wages and a larger tax base, supports the zone change.
This concept is carried forward into the social consequences. Citizens will have more money to
spend locally, thereby creating a higher standard of living. This in turn will benefit other related
industries and businesses. An energy related consequence would include better usage of existing
on site facilities including large grid electrical power and abundant natural gas. This application
supports consolidation of large scale industrial services that tequire a port dock for Columbia
River shipping transport at Port Westward. Based on the analysis in the exception document,
staff finds that the application is adequately supported by consideration of the long term
environmental, energy, social and energy consequences. LUBA did not rule against the County
in the ESEE analysis findings contained in the prior approval. In this Modified application, by
narrowing acceptable uses to only'port dependent' the ESEE exception aryument becomes
stronger in favor of a zone change to rural indusnial. With the inclusion of the attached
exception document the County finds that the ESEE criteria is satisfied in support of an approval,

Continuing with OAR 660-004-0020(2)(.d)

(d) "The proposed use$ are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so
rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts," The exception
shall describe how the proposed use will be rendered compatible with adjacent land
uses. The exception shall demonstrate that the proposed use is situated in such a
manner as to be compatible with surrounding natural resources and resource
management or production practices. "Compatible" is not intended as an absolute
term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses.
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Agrlculturnl Crc$s Adincent to Liquid Sulk $tornge & Transport.

8:

'Ihe adjacent uses to the subject property arp industrial to the north and
agriculture/farnring to the south. fury proposed uses in this new industrial zone will need to be
compatible with both adjoining uses, indushial and farming, The storage, shipping,
productioVprocessing of dry bulk, liquid bulk, wood products and natural gas are uses that are
naturally compatible with agricultural uses if separated with adequate buffers. Agricultural uses
are presently close to bulk liquid storage tanks as can be seen in the photo above, taken from
Hermo Road at Port Westward. There has not been any compatibility uses raised between the
uses. The five uses proposed for the exception which could potentially be sited at the Port
Westward expansion area are sirnilar in nature; most needing large storage areas for movement,
sorting and loading. These large lot sizes are similar in nature to large lots needed for
commercial agricultwal uop fields. The applicant prosented, in the Mackenzie Report Table l,
the nanowed types of uses proposed in the Modified Application by acreage and by number of
employees, This study based on existing industrial sites analysis shows that all of the proposed
ures are rural requiring at least 20-20A acres. Stafffinds that the five proposed uses that need to
be close to a shipping dock for loading and unloading are all compatible with agricultural uses to
the south. In addition, any proposed use would necessatily be restricted by conditions imposed
by this plan amendment. These criteria will be reviewed at site design review prior to releasing a
building permit. During the last hearing process there was a substantial amount of testimony

Finding
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received from the farm commurity pertaining to whether this new industrial zone would allow
uses that are incompatible with crops in neaxby fields. The farm community does not have
problems with the uses already in existence at Port Wesnvard. This new proposal is to continue
more of the same type of uses. As such, some lands that are zoned for industrial use at Port
Westward are leased for agricultural purposes and will continue to be farmed. In addition to the
general finding that these proposed uses are naturally compatible with crop cultivation and
animal husbandry, bEfore a development permit is issued, each new use will be reviewed in a
public hearing format. The applicant has proposed that the following conditions be imposed to
ensure measures are in place to reduce adverse impacts:

l)

The habitat ofthreatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and protected as
required by law.
Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures shall maintain
the overall values ofthe feature.
All development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are established and
maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses, including natural vegetation and
where appropriate, fences, landscaped areas and other similar types of buffers.
When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or support shall
be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.
Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed to mitigate
dust caused by industrial uses that may emanate from the site and traffic io the site.
Site run-off shall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained or otherwise
treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to inigation equipment and area water
quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.
The industrial use impact on the water table shall be monitored to ensure that the water
table can be maintained and managed as it historical is done.
Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating crossing to
reduce crossing delays.
Development applications shall include an agricultural irnpact assessment report that shall
ana\yze adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonstrate that impacts from the proposed
use are mitigated. The report shall inctude a description of the type and nature of the agricultural
uses and farming practices, if any, which presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use,
type of agricultural equipment customarily used on the property, and wind pattern information.
The report shall include a mitigation plan.

2)
3)

4)
5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

Staff recommends the above measures be incorporated into conditions for the siting of any future
industrial use. With the above referenced conditions this criteria can be met.

Ceptinuing with Oregpn's Statewide Planning Goab

Goal4 (Forest Lands): The County finds this goal is not applicable, The subject property is
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not forest land. The applicant submitted an exception to forest lands. The Board may
include it if wanted, but staffdoes not believe it is necessary.

Goal5 (Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources): This goal
'I'here are
addresses the conservation and protection ofboth natural and cultural resources.
no inventoried cultural, historic or scenic resources on the subject property, Tluee natural
resources apply to this site: 1) open space, 2) wildlife habitat and 3) wetlands. These are
addressed under Part XVI of the Comprehensive Plan, As this Major Map Amendrnent
complies with Part XVI of the Comprehensive Plan, it also complies with Statewide Goal 5.
(See discussion Part

XVI,

page 9)

Goal 6 (Air, Water and Land Resources Quality): Goal 6 addresses the quality of air,
water and land resources. [n the context of Comprehensive Plan Amendments, a local
government complies with Goal 6 by explaining why it is reasonable to expect that the
proposed uses authori zedby the plan amendment will be able to satisfr applicable federal and
state environmental standards, ineluding air and water quality standards.
The proposed plan amendment and zone change would allow rural industrial uses teliant on
the river port in addition to resource uses, as allowed cunently, As a matter of county
ordinance, any future development would be required to comply with Federal, State and local
laws, which are intended to minimize environmental impacts. The Clean Water Act and
Clean Air Act are examples. Given the standards to which futrue development would be
subject, including those applicable to Site Design Reviews, Uses Under Prescribed
Conditions and Building Permits, stafffinds that the requirements of Goal 6 are met.

Goal T (Areas Subject to Natural Disnstere and Hazards): Goal T deals with development
in places subject to natural hazards. It requires that jtrisdictions apply "appropriate
safeguards" when planning for development tlere.
In this case, there are no specific identified natural hazards. F-EMA FIRM Map 41009C0050
D, dated November 26,201A, identifies the property in zone X, which is not subject to
floodplain regulations. In addition the property is within Seismic ZoneDl (formerly zone 3),
which applies to building regulations. These would apply at time of development.
The County finds that the requirements of Goal 7 are met.

Goal 8 (Recreational Needs): This goal calls for a govenrment to evaluate its areas and
facilities for recreation and develop plans to deal with the projected demand for them' The
subject property has not been planned for recreational opportunities. This Major Map
Amendment will not compromise the recreational needs of the County citizenry and thus,
meets the requirements of Goal 8.
Goal g (Economlc Development): While Goal 9 applies only to urban and unincorporated
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lands inside urban growth boundaries, this Major Map Amendment, will nonetheless, help
promote the County's economic strength, This is explained under Part X (Economy) and the
Reasons Exception attached to this report. Though technically not applicable, the County
finds that the overall intent of Goal 9 is met.

Goal 10 (Housing)l The County finds that Goal l0 is not applicable, Goal 10 applies inside
urban growth boundaries. tn addition, this Major Map Amendment will not result in a loss or
gain of dwelling units,

lt

(Public Facilities and Services): Goal 1t requires local governments to plan and
efficient arrangement of public facilities and services. It further
provides that urban and rural development "be guided and supported by types and levels of
services appropriate for, but limited to, the needs and requirements of the utban, urbanizable
and rural areas to be seryed."
Goal

develop a timely, orderly and

The applicant's response is: "Port Westward has developed public facilities and services for
rural industrial development. The area also provides access to the Columbia River by
existing docks, and access to rail transport. Rural industrial development in the Port
Westward area is orderly and efficient in that it groups development around existing services
and provides the benefits of a planned development area. Thus the application is consistent
with Statewidc Planning Goal 11."

Staff concurs with the applicant and finds that the proposal complies with Goal I l.

Goal 12 (Transportation): Goal 12 requires local governments to "provide and encourage a
safe, convenient and economic transportation system." Goal 12 is implemented through
LCDC's Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), OAR 660, Division 12. The TPRrequires that
where an amendment to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive plan, or a land
use regulation that would significantly affect an existing or planned transportation facility's
functional capacity, the local government shall put in place measures to assure that allowed
land uses are consistent with the identified function, capacity, and performance standards of
the facility. Transportation issues were discu.ssed earlier under the County Comprdhensive
Plan Part

XIll

Transportation.

Lancaster Engineering, on behalf of the applicant, submitted a preliminary Traffic Impact
Anatysis (TIA) for the proposed Plan Amendment on May 6,2013. Lacaster Engineering,
together with State ODO'I', Columbia County Road Department and the Public Works of
Clatskanie, agree that a "Trip Cap" be established for a worst case scenario. Lancaster
Engineering determined that the study intersections are currently operating satisfaetorily, but
would need operational or safety improvements when the subject new industrial area
produced 332 PM peak-hour bips or more, When this trip cap level of traffic generation is
reached there will be a need for an additional TIA and possible mitigating improvements to
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to acceptable performance

The State ODOT comment expressed concern about the "hip cap" proposed by the August
27,2013 'l[A, the County and ODOT need to determine how the trip cap identified will be
monitored and enforced. ODOT and Lzurcaster recommend a condition be imposed:

"A traffic study be prepared for each future development within the subject
pfoperly to determine the number of trips generated, likely travel routes, impacts
on both passenger car and heavy truck traffic. These TIA analysis would also be
used to ensure that the number of trips generated and accumulative trips do not
exceed the trip cap."
To ensure that all traffic impacts are minimized with each new development on our local
roads, including in the City of Clatskanie; roads will need improvements commensurate with
a new development impact. The County has historically imposed a Traffic Imptovement Fee
on new development in the Port Westward area.
With respect to train kaffic, the State Land Use Board of Appeals and the Court of Appeals
has ruted that the County does not need to evaluate whether the zone change would
significantly affect rail hansportation facilities. A Rail Transport knpact Analysis is not
required before the zone change. However, with the imposition of conditions the County will
require that any new use that proposes rail tra rc shall submit a rail plan identiffing the
number and frequency of trains to the subject properly, its impact and proposed mitigation
measures,

lmpacts on marine transportation are not addressed in the state rules for atwlyzingadverse
impacts or mitigating the Columbia River shipping transport channels.

With the above referenced conditions staff finds that the Transportation Planning Rule
requirements are satisfi ed.

Goal 13 (Enerry Conservation): Goal 13 directs cities and counties to manage and control
land and uses developed on the land to maximize the conservation of all forms of energy,
based on sound economic principles.
Stafffinds that the application is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 13 in that it will
promote consolidation of industrial uses reliant on river dock and shipping commodities
services in the Port Westward area and conserve energy that would otherwise be expended
developing these services elsewhere."
In addition, as already explained in this report, the expansion of the Port Westward site will
help enhance the County's economy, specifically the north part of the County. This will
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provide local jobs and help balance the jobs/dwellings ratio, Currently, many County citizens
travel outside the County to work. Having more local jobs promotes energy conservation as
it tends to result in less vehicle miles traveled.
For the above reasons, the Staff finds that the proposal complies with Goal 13.

Goal 14 (Urbanization): Failure to take an exception to Goal 14 (Urbanization) was one the
errors that LUBA remanded. LUBA held that the County when it found that Goal 14 is not
applicable based on the determination that no urban uses were being permitted, was
insufficient. The proposed amendments did not authorize urban uses on rural lands or
otherwise convert rural land to urban uses. LUBA ruled that the County must apply the
Shaffer factors to determine whether the use is urban or rural. In Shaffer v. Jackson County,
l7 Or LUBA 922,931 (19S9) LUBA rejected the argumentthat industrial uses are inherently
urban in nature, and absent any rule making by LCDC considered the some relevant factors
that point toward rural rather than urban. The $hgffelfggtglg that point toward rural
industrial rather than urban are:
L) employs a small number of workers - The applicant's Mackenzie Report
provides an analysis and presents data ofthe Port's 5 proposed uses by the typical
number of employees per acre is 1.5 jobs per acre. A typical urban industrial
density is 18.I jobs per acre, and typicai urban warehousing density is 5,9 jobs per
acre. The Port's proposed uses have job densities well below those of urban
industries, concluding that the uses employ a srnall number of workers,
2) is signi/icantly dependent on a site-specific resource and there is a practical
necessity to site the use near the resource - The Mackenzie Report analyzes
product examples of each of the 5 proposed uses for its necessity to be in close
proximity to a deep water dock facility at Port Westward. ln exporting Oregon's
products to reduce transportation costs, typically placing storage yards and transloading facilities for shipping at a port are almost always done,
3) is a type of use typically located in rurctl aleas - The Mackenzie Report
examines product examples of each of the 5 proposed uses reliance on a rural
location using three factors: needing proximity/access !o natural resource, needing
a large yard or deck area and whether significant buffering is required, The
proposed uses substantially conelates with these rural factors.
4) does not require public facilities or services - The Mackenzie Report
determines that the Port's 5 proposed uses do not need public water due to their
low employee density. Also public sewer system is not necessary due to low
waste water levels generated by the low number of potential employees. Port
Westward is provided with process water from the Port's water right, and the Port
operates a discharge system for industrial wastewater.
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The application concludes that the Port's 5 proposed uses have job densities well below those
ofurban industries, and are specifically dependent on the resource port dock, and have lot
size characteristics typical with rural industries, and do not need public facilities and services.
The proposed 5 uses at the exception site are rural uses.
The Staff conclude that the uses proposed are rural in nature, meet the Shaffer factors and do
not require an exception to Goal 14.

Goal 15 (Witlamette River Greenway): The County finds that Goal 15 is not applicable.
The site is not near the Willamette River.
Goals 16 - 19 (Coastal State-Wide Planning Goals): These Goals do not apply to Columbia
County as it is not a coastaljurisdiction.

Continuing with Columbia County Zonipg Ordiuance CQZO

ccT,o

1s02.1(A) (3):
3.

The property and affectEd area are presently provided with
adequate facilities, services, and transportation networks
to support the use, or such facilities, services and
transportation networks are planned to be provided
concurrently with the development of the property.

Discussion:

The Port Westward Industrial Park immediately to the north of the subject
property has service facilities available for potential industrial users. These services can easily be
provided to the subject property in association with a particular development, The infrastructure
framework for additional rural industrial development has been well planned by the Port and
other industrial users in the vicinity. Existing facilities include water systems and fire protection
services, county roads to provide access to Hwy 30, rail lines running within the site and through
to connect the mainline Hwy 30 conidor, electuical service new substationo fiber optics, industrial
sized natural gas lines, electric power plants, and a 1500 foot dock with deep water access.
There is no evidence that there will be any inadequacies of facilities, services and transportation
networks for development subsequent to the Major Map Amendment. Any new development
within thE Port Westward Industrial site would not be allowed unless there were facilities that
could adequately accommodate it. When a prospective industry submits plans for development,
the facilities necessary are identified and extended or otherwise provided in co4junction with
development.
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Based on the discussions above on the Comprehensive Plan criteria and as
presented in the application and submittal of noted items, Staff finds that this Major Map
Amendment is consistent with the County's Comprehensive Plan.

Findtng

FindinS.l2: Based on the discussions above on Statewide Goals and as presented in the
application with the submittal of noted items, Staff fins that this Major Map Amendment is
consistent with Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals.

13:

Based on the discussions above in this Report and as presented in the application,
Staff finds that the property and affected area is presently provided with adequate facilities,
services, and transportation networks to support the proposed uses that would be allowed under
prescribed conditions in the RIPD zone, and that this Major Map Amendment will not
compromise such facilities, services and transportation networks, with conditions imposed.

Flnding

Continuing with Columbla Countv ZonlngOrdinrnca Soction 1502 Zone Chrnges

$AZ

3

Alternate Zones: lf the Commission determines that a zone other than
the one being proposed will adequately allow the establishment of the
proposed use, the Commission may substitute the alternate zone for
the proposed zone in either the Major Map Amendment or the Minor
Map Amendment procedures.

Discussion: This Major Map Amendment would bring the subject property to a designation
Rural lndustrial and zoning to Rural Industrial Planned Development (RIPD). This sarne
designation and zoning borders the property, and there is no other adjacent designation and
zoning other than Agricultural Resource and Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-80).

of

14: Staff finds that there are no other Plan designations

nor zoning districts other than
port dependent uses and
proposed
those being proposed which will adequately accommodate the
does not recommend the substitution of another designation or zone for this Major Map

Flnding

Amendment r€quest.

Continuing with Columbir Cognty Zoning Ordinancc Section l60llAdministrqtion

1603

Quasiiudicial Public Hearlngs: As provided elsewhere in this ordinance, the
Hearings Officer, Planning Commission, or Board of Commissioners may
approve certain actions which are in conformance with the provisions of this
ordinance. Zone Changes, Conditional Use Parmits, Major Variances, and
Temporary Use Permits shall be reviewed by the appropriate body and may be
approved using the following procedurEs:
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1 The applicant shall submit an application and any necessary supplemental
information as required by this ordinance to the Planning Department. The
application shall be reviewed for completeness and the applicant notified in
writing of any deficiencies. The application shall be deemed complete upon
receipt of all pertinent information. lf an application for a permit or zone
change is incomplete, the Planning Department shall notify the applicant of
exactly what information is missing within 5 days of receipt of the application
and allow the applicant to submit the missing information. The application
shall be deemed complete for the purposo of this section upon receipt by the
Planning Department of the missing information. [effecffue 7-15'94

.2 Once an application is deemed complete, it ehall

be scheduled for the
earliest poesible hearing before the Planning Commission or Hearings
Officer. The Director will publish a notice of the request in a paper of general
circulation not less than 10 calendar days prior to the scheduled public
hearing. Notices will also be mailed to adjacent individual property owners in
accordance with ORS
leffective 7^15-94

197.763.

[Note: ORS 197.763 requires 20 days notice (or 10 days before the first hearing if there

will be 2 or more hearings), and that notice be provided to property owners within 100'
(inside UGBs), 250' (outside UGBs), or 500' (in farm or forest zones).]

3 At the public hearing, the staff, applicant, and interested parties may present
information relevant to the criteria and standards pertinent to the proposal,
giving reasons why the application should or should not be approved, or what
modifications are necessary for approval. leffective 7-1s-gn

.4 Approval of any action by the Planning Commiseion at the public hearing
shall be by procedure outlined in Ordinance 91-2. leffective 7-15'94

15:

The hearing before the Board of Commissioners is scheduled for August 2,2017,
and the Board may approve or deny the application in accordance with the provisions of the
ZonngOrdinance and state law. The Port of St. Helens submitted this Modified Application on

Finding

April

18, 2017 inresponse to LUBA's remand. The County determined the Application
complete on May 30, 2017 after the Board set the hearing date of Augvst 2, 2017 .

Notice of the hearing was publishe'd in the Cltonicle and Clatskanie Chief on July 12,2017.
Notice was mailed to sunounding properly owners with the notification area on hlrlle28,2017.
The hearing will be conducted in accordance with ORS 197.763 and Section 1603 of the Zoning
Ordinance.

1604 Appeal:

The decision to approve or deny an application in a quasijudicial
hearing may be appealed as provided in Section 1700.
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decision may be appealed to the Land Use Board

of

Appeals (LUBA) as provided in Section 1700.

1608

Contents of Notlce: Notice of a quasijudicial hearing shall contain the following
information:

1 The date, time, and place of the hearing;

2 A description

of the subject property, reasonably calculated to give notice as
to the actual location, including but not limited to the tax account number
assigned to the lot or parcel by the Golumbia County Tax Assessor;

3

Nature of the proposed action;

.4 lntereeted parties may appear and be heard;

5
Flnding

Hearing to be held according to the procedures established in the Zoning
Ordinance.

17: All of the above information
1610

was insluded in the notice.

Personal Notlce to AdJolnlnq Property O{vners: For the purpose of personal
notification, the records of the Columbia County Assessor shall be used and
persons whose names and addresses are not on file at the time of the filing of
the application need not be notified of the action, The failure of the property
owner to receive notice shall not invalidate the action if a good faith attempt was
made to comply with Section 1600.

F'inding 18: Notice was sent to sunounding property owners, within 500 feet, on June 28,2A17,

COMMENTS RECEIVED:

as

of July 26,?017

Clatskanie P[JD: Letter dated May 22,2017 Supports the modified application.
Columbia Pacilic Economic Development District: Letter dated July 14,2017 Supports the
Modified application.
State of Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development: Letter dated July 7,
2017 Supports the modified application with a narrowed list of proposed uses.
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signed by 7 persons in opposition to the application.

Anne Morten: Letter dated July L8,2017 in opposition to the application, loss of farmlnnd.
Columbia SoiI & Water Conservation Dist: Letter dated July 20,2017 in opposition to the
application, loss of farmland to industrial potentially incompatible with existing farms.
Business Oregon: Letter dated July 19 in support of the application, excellent location for trade
sector industries.

Lona Piercc: Letter dated July 26,2017 in opposition to the application, not good for county
residents, loss of farmland.

coNclusroN, & RECOMMENDED

DECISION & CONDITIONS:

Based on the facts, findings and comments herein, the Planning Director recommends approval
of Major Map Amendment, PA 1,3'A2 &ZC B-Al, as modified to address LUBA remand issues,
to re-designate the site from Agriculture Resource to Rural Industrial and to amend the Zoning
Map of the Columbia County Zoningordinance to re-zone the subject property from Primary
Agriculture - 80 (PA-S0) to Rural Industrial - Planned Development (zuPD), and taking an

Exception to Goal 3 Agricultural Lands; with the following conditions:

l)

Prior to an application for a building or development for a new use, the
applicant/developer shall submit a Site Design Review and an RIPD Use Under
Prescribed Conditions as required by the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance.

2)

To ensure adequate transportation operation, proposed developments and
expansions requiring site design review or Use Under Prescribed Conditions shall not
produce more that 332 PM peak-hour trips for the entire subject property without
conducting a new Traffic Impact Analysis with recommendations for operational or safety
mitigation consistent with the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule 660-012-0060.

3)

A traffic study be prepared for each proposed future development within the subject
property to determine the number of trips generated, likely travel routes, impacts on both
passenger car and heavy truck traffic and to ensure that County roadways are improved as
needed to adequately serve future development. These TIA reports would also be used to
ensure that the number of trips generated and accumulative trips do not exceed the trip
cap.

4)

To Ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses the applicant/developer
new industrial uses shall comply with the following:
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a)

The habitat ofthreatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and
protected as required by law.

b)

Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures
shall maintain the overall values of the feature.

c)

All development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are

established and maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses on
PA-80 zoned land, including natural vegetation and where appropriate, fences,
landscaped areas and other similar types of buffers.

d)

When possible the area of the site that is not developed for indusfiial uses or
support shall be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production-

e)

Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be
employed as needed to be determined by the County to rnitigate dust caused by
industrial uses that may emanate from the site and traffic to the site'

0

Site run-offshalt be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained
or otherwise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to inigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are conholled'

g)

The industrial use impact on the water table shall be monitored to ensure that
the water table can be maintained and managed as it historical is done.

h)

Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes transportation
to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan identifring the
number and frequency of trains to the subject property, impact on the County's
transportation systemn and proposed mitigation,

D

Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment
repoft that shall analyze adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonstrate
that impacts from the proposed use are mitigated, The report shall include a
description of the type and nature of the agricultural uses and farming practices, if
any, which presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use, type of
agricultural equipment customarily used on the properly, and wind pattern
information. The report shall include a mitigation plan for any negative impacts
identified.

5)

The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to only
those uses that are justified in the exception, specifically:
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Foresty and Wood processing, production, storage, and tansportation
Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation
Natural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
Breakbulk storage, hansportation, and processing.

6)

The storage, loading and unloading of coal is specifically not justified in this
exception. Such uses shall not be allowed on the subject property without a separate
approved exception to Goal 3.

ATTACHMENTS: ExceptionDocument
Comments received to date
Application and maps in separate document
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BOARD COMMUNICATION
FROM THE LAND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
MEETING DATE: September 6,'2017 Board Staff Meeting

TO:
FROM:

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Todd Dugdale, Director

of

Land Development Services

SUBJECT: PA 13-02 & ZC 13-01 (Modificati
on Substn
17 - Supplemental

es Addressed in
Staff Report &

as

of

Changes to

Conditions of Approval.

DATE:

September 1,2017

SUMMARY: The Board has received 105 written commonts about the comprehensive plan
amendment which proposes the expansion of Port Westward industrial area. Some coinments
are just a single page while others are hundreds of pages in three ring binders or in dlgital form.
ln the attached supplemental staffreport, Staffhas provided a discussion of scveral substantial
issues brought up in this process in an effort to help the Board with possible addititlnnl findings
and conditions which may be attached to the recommended approval of the request. The
decision made by the Board must be supported by findings of fact and conclusions of law.
Most of the testimony in opposition centered around the importance of keeping good agricultural
land protected by an exclusive farm use designation as Primary Agriculture. This objective has
been one of the County's primary ggals for lands with Class I through IV soils. But whenever an
alternative use is proposed tbr sicfi tands, as in this case, State law iequires that an exception be
taken to the agricultural lands preservation goal(Goal 3). The decision whether or not these
agricultural lands should be converted to rural industrial use depends on the adequacy of
findings required by the State for a Goal 3 exception. In providing responses to testimony, Staff
has attempted to consider the value of prime agricultural land in the area to be rezoned, potential
impacts of an expanded rural industrial area and the need to take economic advantage of the
significant regional and state resource represented by the Port Westward deep water port, a
gateway t'o the world maritime corridor whiclt has the potential to enhance trade opportunities,
expand our markets and improve our local, state and regional economic base.

ATTACHMENTS:

L Supplemental

2. Staff

Staff Report

Recommended Changes to Conditions
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ATTACHMENT I

COLUMBIA COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Supplemental Staff Report and Recommended Conditions
September 1,2017
Maior Man Amendment
f,'trn NunnneR: PA l3-02 &ZC 13-01(Modification)

Appltcaxt/
Owunns:

Port of St. Ilelens;
100 E Street
Cotumbia City, OR. 97018

Thompson Family
4144 Boardrnan Ave. E
Milwaukie, OP..97267

Below is a summary review of substantive issues raised in testimony bqfor.e the Board of
Commissioner's at the their public hearing on August 2,2017 and in additional written testimony
received by August 16,2017.In addition,Staff has recommended additional or modifi€d
conditioncfronithose in the StaffReport dated July 26,2017 where deemed necessary to address
the concern expressed.

Issue 1: Right of User Dock Access. Need for future port dependent users to have clear rights
of access to deepwater port.
Cunent POE leise has irrovision for Port user access. "Shall not unreasonably withhold/restrict
access". Need documeritation of right of access for any user prior to land use approval.

Add to condition: (added to Condition #5)
5) The types of industrial uses for the subj ect Plan Amendment shall be limited to
nort and havc
ent on a
only those uses that are
uses with employment
and activities justified in the exception, specifically:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Forestry and Wood pt'ocessing. production, $torage. and tramportation
Dry Buik Commodities transt'er, stottrgc, production, und processing
Liduid Bulk Commodities processing,'storuge. and treursportation
Naiural gas and derivative broelucts, jrrocessing. storage, and transpoftation
Breakbuik storage, transportation, and processing,

Issue 2: Verification of User Deep Water Port Dependency Need to have assurance that all
users ofrezoned property are deepwaterport dependent.

Add conditio n:
s)

uses

for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to
have

f,1"k&

densities, public

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

those uses with employment
to the doch,
snd activities justified in the exception, specifically:

FOrestr.y Artd Wootl processing. ptuc{uction, stotage, and transportation
Dry lSuik Cornmodiiics transt-er, storuge, pruduction, and prncessing
Liiruid Bulk Corurnodities processing, storilgc, and transportntion
Naiural gas and clerivative i:rodrtcts, processing, storage, and transportation
Breakbullc stol?ge, tmnspol'tittioq aud processing'
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Issue 3: Water Quality ard Spillage Incident lntprtcts On Atljtccrrt Agricultrrrul.Lnncl.
abrotrt xljrrini[g- industrial
Numerous members oftthe local f'arilr community eiprcssctl conricrtt
'f he stntc Dupt. Ol'Agriculture
vnlue
liigh
erops.
orr
i,r-,i-*ir.it11Jii pq|t*,irir,t l*ui"iaiing inrpncr$
Jonint*nrJ.f rltit p*,.*nriiirl crrrps riquirc u lorrg terJrr corrrnritrn'ent irr agricultural inlrastructttre
ili';;il;;1.;ilf;;;;*.i-i';;;;ilil:'iioir*inel'isaren.requi'esloguliteddlainlgg an<l.irrigntion
nrunuueni"nr. DrainnsJil'ilil;;;'"i-*i*.t; rt'r,:,t is. runott'aird sccpige ol'wuters lirlnt irrdtlstrial
landsis intc.rconncctell witlr tlre adjncerrt thilnland water uses,
'I'hc tvrres o['futtrrc inclustrial rnalitirrtc uscs in lltc Port Wr:stwartl expansion areaare-likely to
incluili.: tlrose enrclgirrg export nrlrkul cutrrgorics ot'frtrits & vcts. spucialty foo;$.Uapig,chemlcals
r,r,r -ii*,ii[itiliiqui,i rr,iri. iir a".Jcritrert irr tii,r tpplicrnt'sJvl.nc.Kiniic Report, Talle S lvlaritime
Vessel Extrtort V.rlurrrss, ,State ol'Oregon (2005-2015). lt is irnportant fior long !1S
invs$tnlerit$ lt) L"rr: seuur.e from negativc inrpacts of potential spillage or seepage of thcse
concentrated chemicals in large storage/transport units.

jg'

Add conditions:

7)

The Port (applicnnt) shall institute r-plan and.ongoing program

ro"T

tTPl,:F^"

gi.ound and suriaee wstlr quality to cstablish bnseline mensurcmenls tbr a range ol
lontaminrtu* at the re-zone site and down-gradicnt. Thc program should be
*unngert ior rssurance thrt fiture industrial wastewater dischargeo11;|g|;a
"nO
piiv*irt potlution to the watershed enYironment. The program shall
to
are freated
be designed to dctect leaking tanlc.

The Port (applieant) shall prepnre t resp-onseplan and clean'up plan for a
hlzarelous maielial spilf cvent.' Tlie plan shall inctude approprlate government
agencies and private iompanies engaged in such clean-up activities'

S)

Issue 4: Leyee Protection of Proposed Lands To Be Rezoned. Comments were made by.
Warren Nakkela ttrat niiwoutO neeh to be brought in for future industrial siteslbuildings to bling
rnay have
the site to an ground efriuti* uquai to tne clsvition ot'lhe top of the clikE. lVhlle PCE
or
Coclc
lrederal
dcvc.loprnetrl
uy F[lvtA tloodpiain
il i* li"i*u*auiorv 'l'irc
;; ftii
uncl
accfedited
provisionally
is
levei
Beavcr
locrl Fk-roclnlairr Dcvs[illirrgrt Orclinarluc,
iii z.u,i; X our o['rhe 100 ycar lluo<l dlevntion. protectccl by a lcvcc'
;ilir;,t"ti'Tiiiltui ,;'
ti'-tu'TiiiuJir
nut a rcgulirtirry rnturclaru hu( isrinrpty nn issue thrtt pnrsl:cctivc tenant:illltlst
in rheir rit.!*i*"tiit,, prrr.*s. Thc llcavelDrrirtagc Disirict has.trccn ploactive tirr n

il;il

?ilt;tfii

ilile

ruiiiurit*
ne* ai[" accreclitation. Staff does not recommentl tcldccl cilnditions tbr tlris issue.

The second issue made by Nakkela was that the levee sy$tem wns built and rated as an
commercial or industrial uses. staff
usri"iiriii*r i*uo* *n,ii*l"i J.rlgii*.iiu'
'''*o,'n'nendedibr
;; ii;;tiilv uitvi*ucc svstem eortsrrttetittn standards based on the Spe of land
usi. Stltl'rloclt ll(tt recotttttien,[trtkled crlrrtlitionx lbr this issue.

ffi;il;;;t;;i';il

Chip
Issue S: Impncts of rnit transport of bulk commoellties. Written testimony.sttbmitted.by
rail
commodity
bulk
incrcased
u6ouipus*itrti negative impacts of
buut rairedieveral

o*.*

iucltrtlitttl:
t, i:,in.sistcncy wiih the Columbia Co-unty Transportation Plan
proposed
2. lnc,l*,rses ifi ttr* voiume of raii iraini iesuttin! from n proposed rail loop in the
Lnur$r)orl

rezoning area.

i. f,*.ii"niiiirdies

of the impact of rail tral'ftc on conu'nunities along the Columbia River Rail

Conidor.
+. t.tiut, contunrirrlrrt dischirrgc linrits irr Clotral Pirr'tncrs uir cFrality perrrtits translittc inkr cqttally
lriulr 6otcrrrinl lbr incrcascs iir rnil tllllic vt)lunrcs, cspecially ittcreitses in uttit trititts'

i:ii,":r;;;;;-i1 riiiii,rrttic, cspccillly ulir rrails. tfur'crilcp

ttr tttttgle collrnrrrter trnl'l'ic'

b*ittg
6. l:,iuirriuf,*,.,rlu* nriilirirr,,..ir *iirilf of nctual rriil tnrft'ic inrpnctl o['rntrge ol'vrtlunres
1rr',rposetl ttuctlc'.l lre l'irrc rcz.rttt it t g clec i siott.

[rriii';e;p.;rii*r i,t rlrcse seiuccrui irlc contltiucd in the altached memorandum
Supplemental Staff Report
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MEMORANIDUM
From The Land Developmont Services Department
oQtoon

TO

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

FROM:

Todd Dugda.,

RE:

Staff Response to Port of St. Helens Plan/Zoning Amendment Testimony
August ErZAlT \trritten Testimony From Chip BubI

DATE:

nir""to$

August 22,2017

Commissioner Heimulller requested that StaJf provide a tespon$e to testimony from Chip Bubl
regarding bulk cargo rail transport.
In responding to these comments, I oontacted the following to collect and verify information
related !o the contents of the testimony:

Bob Mglbo, ODOT Rail Planner
Jim lrwin, Vice President, Portland Western Railroad
Don Cain" Global ParErers
Paula Miranda" Port of St. Helens
Michael Orman, DEQ Air Quality Section Manager, Northwest Region

I reviewed the following related documents:
2017 Columbia County Transportation System PIan
2014 State Rail Plan
2009 Lower Columbia Rivcr Rsil Conidor Safety Study
I have provided specific $taffrcsponses in bold typo within the text of the testimony by lttlr.
Bubl for easier referenc€. tf the Board has further questions related to these re$ponses or would
like to have copies of the above refetenced documents, please let me know,

Attachments:
Bubl Testimony
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

with Staff Responses
1: Columbia County TSP Rail Related Improvement Projects
2: Summary of Federal Laws Applicable to Railroads
3: Questions/Responses DEQ NW Region Air Quality Program
4:Portof St Helens Resolution Establishing A Global Parhrers Unit Ttain Cap
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****Please Note: StaffResponses Are Noted in Bold Type Below.****
August 8,2017
To: Columbia County Board of Commissioners
Subject: Comments on the merits of rezoning agricultual land in the Beaver Distict

-

transportation impacts

Dear Commissioners Heirnuller, Magruder, and Tardif:
Thank you for actively seeking input on the proposed rezone of agricultrual lands at Port Westward. In Glen

Higgins' comments in Clatskanie last week, he noted that any development on that land, were it to be rezoned,
would have to address the County transportation plan. So here are some concems I have, and have had right
from the beginning in my testimony to the Planning Commission in 2013, about bulk cargo rail ransport to Port
Westward.
Staff Response 1:

The recently updated 2017 Columbia County Transportation Systems Plan (TSP) does not include
planning to lccommodate increases in future rail traffic and only indirectly addresses rail impac8
including impacts from bulk cargo rail tronsport, thrt being in the form of recommendcd improvements
to railroad crossings. A list of TSP recommended road transportation improvement projects with those
related to railroad crossings are highlighted in A$gghmcpt-l.
The industrial development of Port Westward involving the train transport of bulk commodities, hazardous or
not, through the upriver cities along Highway 30 will be profoundly disruptive to the social and economic life of
those communities. One of the major impacts of the rezone will be to facilitate a rail loop at Port Westward to
greatly increase capacity to bring trains in and send them back out.
Staff Response 2:
Bob Melbo, OITOT State Rril Planner, commented that, whereas a rail loop at Port lVestward would
allow greater effrciency of train movement and allow for the potential of.more trains in and out, the
capaeity of the Portland W'estern rail line would dictate the amount of rsil traffic that would be possible'
Signiticant improvements to the rail line would be necessnry to accommodate any maior increases in
train traffic above current capacity. Therefore, it does not follow that the addition of a rail loop at Port
Westwsrd itself would have a ttmajor impact" on rail corridor communities.
The hansportation impacts on Rainier and the South County communities of Columbia City, St. Helens, and
Scappoose of the proposed bulk commodity terminals supplied by rail have never been studied with the rail
traffic volumes now being considered.
Staff Response 3:
It ls correct thnt comprehensive public studies of existing or projected bulk freight rail impacts have not
been done for the Columbia River Corridor or anywhere else in Oregon. Howevcr, Bob Melbo' ODOT
Rail Planner, points out that Portland Western Rsilroad typicatly identifies any improvements to their
line necessary to serve a given bulk commodity project rnd includes provisions in their contracts with
users to cover the cost ofneeded transportation system upgrrdes and/or includcs the costs ofthe
upgrades in the freight rates charged. X'urther, as lddressed in Staff Respons€ 4 below, there have been
seyeral studies dealing the with impact of rail traffic on the road, bike and pedestrian transportetion
systems. It should be noted that any policy arising from r study which proposes to manage or regulate
bulk freight rail traflic directly could not be implemented due to the federal laws applicable to railroads
that preempt local and state laws which would seek to govern railroqd operutions. Ste $1@@99!! for a
summary of Federal laws applicable to railroads and an overview of state and local law preemptions.
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ln addition, the only ffansportation impact planning has been for a small set of roads immediately adjacent to
Port Westward. The 2009 Lower Columbia River Rail Corridor/ Rail Safety Study, on which all the
transportation impacts have been modeled, used a baseline of a maximum of 5.2 local trains per day and 3.2 unit
trains oer week.
Staff Response 4:
There have been several recent studies that have considered rail impacts to the transportrtion system.
The 2009 Columbia River Rail Corridor Safety Study evaluated the impacts of existing and projected rail
volumes on safety along the rail corridor and recommended snfety improvement projects to address those
impacts for years between 2009 and 2018. The study assumed a growth in train traffic of $Ys per year for
that period resulting in the projection of 5.2 local and 3.2 unit trains per week. It focused specifically on
the rail safety implications of longer, more frequent unit trains such as those addressed in this testimony.
It should be noted that these projections of train traflic have not been realized. The 2017 County TSP
notes (Vol. 2, pnge 31) that there are currently an average of 2 train movements (combined local and unit
trains) per day along the Portland Western line. The 2014 Oregon State Rail Plan (page 81) projects less
than 5 trains (combined local and unit trains) per day along the Columbia River Rail Corridor lg-tbg
yesr2035, I{owever, thir may have been based, in part, on the current availability of industrial land
along the corridor. Bob Melbo, ODOT Rail Planner explains that without more specilic information on
projects which would occupy the land current$ proposed for rezoning it would bc difficult to evaluate
rail impacts in nny meaningful way. In addition to the imprcts on safety created by longer unit trains, a
companion traffic analysis for the 2009 Columbia River Rail Corridor $tudy was completed for 20
selected intersections of roads which cross the Portland Western Railroad. Both the City of Scappoose
and the City of St Ilelens included proposed improvements to rail crossings in their Transportation
System PIans(TSPs). As noted in Response #1, the County included rail crossing improvements in its 2017
TSP update. Finrlly, Staff has proposed Condition #4h which would require project developers to
conduct a rail impact study nnd propose mitigation of any negative impacts identified.
The curent baseline on the Global Parblers ethanol/crude oil transport is 2 unit trains in and 2 unittains outpg
dav, But their throughput permit is for over 3200 unit trains per year, almost 9 unit trains in and 9 unit trains
out per day. This is on top of the Teevin Brothers log trains (combined other local rail traffrc) and any other
proposed unit trains that may be in discussion. That said, existing hack capacity, especially the lack of sidings
and no rail loop yet at Port Westward (though likely to be installed with a rezone) would serve to limit their
shipments until those issues could be addressed. In addition, the current DEQ fugitive emissions air quality
permit appears to limit Global to two trains in and two hains out per day. But given the breadth of the
throughput permit DEQ has approved and changes in technology to contain the incidental air contaminants that
are a part of the off-loading of the oil cargo, it could easily be moved up to their throughput limit, if rail conidor
improvements were also made.

StaffResponse 5:
The TSP notes (Vol. 2, page 31) that, on the Corridor rail line as a whole, there are, on flversge 2 trains
per day traveling at speeds between 25 and 30 miles per hour from all rail users.

Staff agked DEQ Northwest Region Air Quality Section staff to respond to the statements relating
contaminants limits in Global Partners air quality permits to potential bulk freight train traffic. The
specific questions to DEQ and DEQ r€sponses are contained in ASg@!& DEQ points out that their
air quality permits relate only to stationary emission sources. They explain that their air quality permits
do not specify '6current baseline on the Global Partners ethanoUcrude oil trensport" 2 unit trnins in and 2
unit trains out per day" , nor do they impose a limit of 3200 unit trains per year". Based on DEQ
respons$ to these comments, it would seem to be inappropriate to relate air quality permits to future
bulk commodity rail traffic.
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Don Cain of Global Partners clarified that currently their train traflic svenrges about 2 unit trains g
week not 2 unit trains in and 2 out per day and they arc limited by customer demand, site storage
capacity end most importantly by an agreement with the Port of St Helens limiting train traffic to a
maximum of between 28$ qnd 456 unit trsins ner vear depending on when rail improvements have been
made to the rail line and when the consent of PGE the leaseholder of hnd on which the rail spur is
located. The Port of St. Ilelens resolntion establishing unit train trip caps is contained in A$ggbgggg-{.
The Port of St. Helens trip cap effective$ limits Global Partners to a maximum of just over I unit train
per dry.

Jin lrwin, Vice President of Portland Western Railroad, noted that the current capacity of the Columbia
River Corridor line is I unit train in and I out per day without signilicrnt improvoments to the line
including the addition of sidings.
Bob Melbo, ODOT State Rail Planner, did agree that the current Columbia Corridor rail line lacks
adequate sidings and added sidings together with the recent upgrade of the rail quality to r Class 2
facitity (25 mph) will could somewhat increase the capacity of the current facility. However, neither the
State nor the X'ederal Government establishes functional design or capacity standards for rail lines.
The recent sale of the PGE tank farm at Port Westward to Global that was approved by the PUC several mouths
ago drives horne the point that they intend to ship fuel ftom the defr:nct ethanol plant at Port Westward they
own and establish a major west coast export facility for what is most likely to be crude oil when oil prices
improve. All this is happening without any real public discussion of its potential transportation (and other)
impacts.

Rainier has been forced to do contingency planning since the train tracks run right down the main street of the
town, But the solutions have left their residents confrxed, unsure of their safety, and fearfi,rl of losing their
downtown.
Staff Response 6:
According to the City of Rainier, planning and project implementation for improving safety along the
Columbia River Rail Corridor has been ongoing since completion of the 2009 Lower Columbia River
RaiI Corridor Study. The City of Rainier expects rail safety projects coming out of that study to be
implemented by next year (2018). Improvements are to include rail snd vehicular traffic separations and
road crossing signalization to improve safety. The City has focused on the safety of rnil operations and
not specifically on volumes of trains.

All

the other river communities (except Clatskanie) are bisected along Highway 30 by the rail line as well, Only
Columbia City has an existing (modest) rail overpass. Scappoose recently did a major traffic flow modeling
study but didn't model the impact of much higher train traffic at all from what I could read in the consultant's
report, St. Helens hasn't projected what the traffic issues would be with much higher train volumes.

Staff Response 7l
Recently updnted St Helens and Scappoose Transportation System Plans (TSPs) do focus on non-rail
modes of transportation since the State standards for these plans contained ir the Transportation
Planning Rule(TPR) do not address rail. That said however, these locrl plans do include rnil crossing
projects aimed at improved traffic movement and safety.
The hesitation of the cities to publically engage with the Port and the Columbia Counfy BOC directly on these
issues is cruious given the potential impacts to their citizens and businesses. The BOC needs to encourage first
responders, city council persons, city managers, and others to say in public what they say in private. You and
the public need their honest perspectives before you make this rezone decision.
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There are no proposals for overpasses anywhere along the route priot to the proposed arrival ofgreatly
expanded train faffic. However, the general public appears to believe that overpasses will be part of the
raiVvehicle management plan (from private conversations with many individuals in the St. Helcns/Scappoose
area).

Staff Response 8:
According to Bob Melbo, ODOT Rail Planner, and Jim lrwinn Vice President of Portlnnd Western
Railroad, there are currently no overpass projects in planning or implementation along the Columbia
River corridor.

I once

and constant tains, where
was the point along that line wherE the public disruption was too great. He looked at me blankly and walked
away. I asked the same of a Port Commissioner during an election town hall type meeting and he responded'ol
don't know. Do you know? There is no valid modeling out there. To make this rezone decision without good
asked the recently retired Port Manager

if you took the continuum of no trains

rail impact modeling is appalling.
Bulk rail hansport also has serious economic consequences for our residents. The last census (2010) and related
data showed that Columbia County had Oregon's 8th highest per capita income, the 5s highest median family
income, and the 3'd highest household income. The reason is obvious to anyone who lives in South County
(where the bulk of our population lives). We are within easy commuting distance to the best job market in the
state. Our banks and credit unions are firll of money from Intel, Nike, Boeing, Portland law firms, hospitals, and
other high-skill public and private employers. They choose to live in Columbia County for quality of life,
schools, and other amenities. But they depend on good access to the metro area for high value employment
options. Private residences pay the bulk of the property taxes in Columbia County. Tangling commuter access
with ill-conceived development that ties up the fiansportation corridor will reduce incomes, add to ow
residents' costs, affect their quality of life, and potentially reduce their safety.
Staff Response 9:
Atthough increased train traffic can increase vehicular traffrc rail crossing delay times, Statc ODOT Rail
Planner, Bob Melbo, points out that for eve4y mil car added to the liner 3 to 4 freight trucks can be
removed from Highway 30. Rather thnn tangle commuter traffic, unit trrins can acturlly have a positive
result for commuters by reducing truck freight trsffic. He also noted that the reported intersection delays
of up to 20 minutes for unit trains is not correct. Unit trains traveling at 25 miles per hour trke on$
between 3 to 5 minutes to pass an intersection. Local trains using rnil sidings tend to create longcr dclays
as they can stop while blocking intersections while adding or dropping rail cars.

In addition,

reliance of rail transport rather than truck transport has environmental advantages. As the
2Ol4 Oregon State Rail Plan (page 75) states:
"fn general, rril is the most efficient form of ground transportation from the standpoint of fuel
consumption and energy use, On a per-ton basis, rail is the most efficient way to move large heavy loadsin fact rail ftrel eflicienry rflnges from 156 to 512 ton-miles per gallon, while truck fuel efficiency ranges
from68 to 133 ton-miles per gallon. Since the primary driver of emissions is fuel consumption, the
reduced use of fuel associated with freight and passenger rail can lead to reduced emissions of carbon
dioxide (CO), particulates(PM) and other pollutants, including NOx.

A thorough

and independent transportation study that looks at the actual impacts of the range of volumes of
freight train traffic being proposed is needed before decisions like this can be thoughtfully made. The Columbia
County Board of Commissioners should not facilitate further development of a rail-driven bulk-loading

infrastructure at Port Westward at this time.

Staff Reeponse 10:
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Bob Melbo, ODOT Rail Planner, snid thrt there have not been any comprehonsive studies of bulk freight
rail lmpacts without reference to a specific project. Prior to rezoning, he ssid that it would be diflicult to
model such a study without more specific informrtion based on projects which would use the rdl line. As
an example, there have been several studies specific to rail impactr of oil terminal projects on the
Washington side of the Columbia Riverwhere detrils of projccts werc known. As noted in Stsff Response
4 above, Staff has proposed Condition tl4h which would require proJect developers to conduct a rsil
impact study and propose mitigation of rny negativc inpacts identified,
The current proposal for rezoning should not be approved. The County is not obligated to make this rezoning
upon request of the landowner but can and should look to the larger issues that flow from this dccision. A
poorly thought-out decision could ultimately tlueaten the jobs, qualrty of life, and safety of most of the residents
of Columbia County.
Thank you again for allowing these comments. I hope they make sense to you. If they don't please contact me
directly. I appreciate all the time and thought you axe giving to this very important decision.
Sincerely,

Chip Bubl
32221Church Road
Warren, OR 97053
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Table l: Firrarrci;rlly Constrained and Aspirational Project List
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us30/
Woodson Road
railroad
crossing

2

3

Woodson
transit stop

lmprove the US 301Woodson
Road intersection and railroad
crosalng, which would include
widening of US 30 to provide
capacity improvements (e.9,,
eastbound and westbound left-tum
lanes) and a wider shoulder on lhe
nordr side of the highway (65 feet
in length) !o allow southbound
trafflc !o clear the railroad crossing
wher a hain approaches, installing
flaohlng rallroad crooeing lights
and gates, and improving railroad
sicnase and merklnss.
lmprove the Woodson transit stop
to include shoulder widening
improved lighting, a sheltered stop
with seating, and route
information. Improvements should
not impact the hishway clear zone,
lmprove the Marshland transit
siop/ to includ€ shouldar widenlng
improved lighting, a sheltered stop
with seating, and route

Marshland
transit stop

railroad

infonnation, Irrprovements should
not impact the hichwav clear zone.
Improve the US 30 / MarsNand
Road (east) railroad croasing, to
include new railroad crossing signe
on Marehland Roa4 and
vegetdtion removal to enhance

crosslrrg

sight distance at the railroad

us30i
Marshland
4

I'ro;e r'l I lcrnt'rrls'

Road (east)

l'r

sl i rrr,r terl

[)ollals]

i

nt,t

lrrnrlinli
\orr

l)rilv

rr
l',rck.rr1'

I r,r (l ic
(2()

lc<'

t.l)

US 30:

$2100,000

State

2

7,3591

Woodaon
Road:270

S5O000

CC

Rider

2

N/A

$50,000

CC

Rider

2

N/A

S5,0m County

2

N/A

2

77L

2

1,830

g'!l!!!lg. --.-

5

US 30 / Point
Adams Road

reilroad
croseing

Swedetown
6

Road from the
Clatskanie UGB
to Cedar Grove
Road,

Improve the US 30 I Potnt Adams
Road railroad crosslng, to include
replacement of the existing flashing
railroad ctoseing lights, and new
shelter grounding equipment and
(l-Lq{try._
lmprove Swedetown Road to Maior
Collecbor standard from the
Clatekanie UGB to Cedar Grove
Road to tnclude wider shoulders,

fi150,000

$4,475,000

State

County
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.\ r,r'r,tgr

lrojlct
Ir)

I't

o

jr.r

l

I)csrtiFlirrn
U530 from the

7

east Clatskanie

UGB to the west
Rainier UGB

l)ro jt,cl lilcrncnts
Improve US 30 from the east
Clatskanie UGB to the west Rainier
UGB, to include centerline rumble
strips with delineation to address

l'strnrrlt.tl

l'r irn.r rr

(.ost (2()15

I rurtl

[)ol

la rs)

irrg

I ),r i

l),rc[,ruc

State

l_t

tfrt

etll4)

Sortrcr

$125,000

I r,t

1

11,476

head-on crashes.
West endr

I

County

$24,450,000

2

2,821I
East end:
880

9

Hermo Road
from Quincy
Mayger Road to
Port Westward.

He'rmo Road
10

railroad
croesing

Kallunki Road /
11

Quincy Mayger
Road railroad
croaslng

72

Alston Mayger
Road / Quincy
Mayger Road
from US3(l to

Kallunki Road.
Delena Mayger
Road from
13

Alston Mayger
Road to Cox
Road

l4

aegmcrrt of Hermo Road frorn
Quincy Mayger Road to Port

Westward. this roadway should be
reconatructed / construded as a
lncal roadway regource route.
Improve the Hermo Road railroad
crossing, to include installation of
flashing railroad cossing lights
and
Improve the railroad crosring at
the Kallunki Road lQuincy N&yger
Road lntersection, to include
irutallation of flashing railroad
unrn;fuig llghh and gates.
lmprove Alston Mayger Road /
Qincy Mayget Road hoMajor
Collector standard, as a regolrrce
routg from US30 to Kallunki
Road, to include wider shoulders,
qnd upgraded bridges.
lmprove Delena Mayger Road to
Local roadway standard from
Alston Mayger Road to Cox Roa4
to include roadway surface

$12,500,000

County

2

N/A

$350,000

State

2

N/A

$350,000

State

2

N/A

$5,000,000

County

2

't,660

$3,200,000

County

2

380

$1,530,000

County

2

880

$1,440,000

Coun$

2

880

enhancements, and wlder

shoulders.

Beaver Falls
Road Bridge

Replace the Beaver Falls Road

(County Btidge

Bridge (County Bridge 076),

__.q26-)_

15

Beaver Falls
Road Brtdge

Replace the Beaver Falls Road

(County Bridge

Bridge (County Bridge 075).

lZA
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\vcr,tgr
l)ro jr'ct

ll)
L6

77

l8

t9

20

2t

ot

23

Itro;ct

I

I'ro cct l lt,r:rents
lmprove the Alston Store transit
Alston $tore
stop, to include a sheltered stop
with seating, and route
traruit stop
inforrnation.
Construct a new park-and-ride
Wonderly Road
along Wonderly Road, to include a
tra$Bit stop
shelter€d stop with seating, and
route informatio'n,
Improve Old Rainiet Road to Maior
Collector roadway standard from
US 30 to Apiary Roa4 Old Rainier
Old Rainier
Road to Minor Arterial roadway
Road from US
standard from Apiary Road to
30 to the Rainier
Larson Road and Old Rainier Road
UGB
to Local roadway standard from
Larson Road to 0re Rainier UGB, to
include wider ghoulders,
lmprove Larson Road to Minor
Arterial roadway standard between
Larson Road
US 30 and Old Rainier Road and to
from US 30 to
Local roadway standard between
Parkdale Road
Old Rainier Road and Parkdale
Road, to
Realigrr Old Rainier Road to &e
west oI the existing Apiary Road
Apiary Road /
intersection, to form a new "T'
Old Rainier
intersection, This roadway should
Road
be conskucted as a Major Collector
intergection
resource route.
Improve Apiary Road to Minor
Apiary Road
Arterial standard (as a resource
route) from OR 47 to Old Rainier
from OR47 to
Road, to indude spot roadway
Old Rainier
surface and shoulder widening,
Road.
,,gdlftpfCv.aq cu:y94e!!Ee$9r.r.:
lmprove the Apiary Road / Fem
Apiary Road /
Hill Road intetsectionn to include
Fem HillRoad
vegetation removal to enhance
intersection
sight distance.
Replacr the existing Longview to
Ralnier Bridge, or support an
Longview to
additional Columbia River
Rainier Bridge

l)r'scription

l).rilr

irrt,r\

Iqtirn,rlt,d

I'r

(o:l

Irrtrrling l'rcl'.rtic

I r.:

I)oll,rrs)

5ltt rcc'

ll{r I.})

$10,000

CC

(20I5

tfir

Rider

2

N/A

$200,000 CCRider

2

N/A

$4,000000

Counf

2

s5

$1,700,000

County

2

N/A

$1,725,ffi0

County

2

1,250

$6,500,000

County

2

t,E0

$21000 County

2

1,250

2

18,000

*

$300,000,000

ODOTI
WSDOT

cro89ing,
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:\
I;st i nt,r

l'rojcct

tf)

l'ro
I

j

)rscri

t'c

t

;r I

i

( ost (2{l I 5

the east Rainier

25

z6

UGB and the
west Columbia
City UGB

GrahamRoad
from US 30 to
Blakely Street.
Graham Road
railroad
crorsing
Troian Park to
Preecott Beadr

C,ggtV Park
US 30

28

/ Neer

City Road
intersection

US 30

29

lrrt';r'r t [:lernents

rrn

US 30 between

24

lcd

/ Nicolai

Road

intersection

r

I

)oll,rrs)

l) ri rr:

l ry

undirrg

I

l',rckagc

US 30

31

/ Nicolai

Road railroad
crossinE

Beaver Homes
Road Bridge

(County Bridge

I r.r

(20

SoLrrcr" ''

{iic
r r)

ftnprove US 30 between the east
Rainier UGB and the wegt

Columbia City UGB, to indude
centerline rumble strips with
delineation to address head-on

$150,000

8,q|0

State

crasheg.

Improve Graham Road to Local
roadway standard from US 30 to
Elakely Sheet, to include wider

$1,000,000

County

2

313

shoulders.

Improve the GrahamRoad railroad
crossing, to include installatiur of
flashing railroad crosstng lights

$50.000

and gates.
Create an off-sheet shared-use path

connectionbetweenTrojanPark
and Prescott Beadr County Park,
Provide capacity imPtovements at
the US 30 / Neer City Road

intersection (e.9,, northbound left-

S400,000

313

State

County

2

$1,E00,000

State

I

hrm
Provide capacity improvements at
the US 30 / Nicolai Road
intersection (e.g., notthb<rund and
southbound left-tum lanes). a
shoulder on the east side of the
highway (75 feet in length) for
westbound traffic to clear the

lmprove the US 30 / Nicolai Road
railroad 6ossing, to indude
improved signage and pavement
markings at the grade crossing,
replacing old traekq
repairing/replacing ctossing
surface, and installing flasiring
. {g{rya.4_crgfsgglClt9 and gates.
Replace the Beaver Homes Road
Bridge {County Bridge 044).

N/A
US30:

$3,5oo,ooo

8,eav
Neer City
Road;30'6

u5 30:
8,eou
Nicolai

State

Road;
1,021

railroad cossing when a train
apptoaches, and improved
alignment of the east and west

30

v c rlgc
l),rily

$400,000

state

$500,000 County

2

r,uzt

2

N/A

044)
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!
Irrndins l,rtk,rgc

I

l.)oll,rrs)

Sortrce'

{20

$500,000

County

l stinr,rlorl
I'ro

jl

il)
32

eI

( csl

I'rrr;t'r I
l-)rscript ion

I'rrr;t'cl l:lrrlcntt

Beaver Homes
Road Bridge

(County Bridge

Replace the Beaver Homes Road
Bridge (County Bridge 045),

(2{) I

i

I'r rrrtar

2

l)ailt'
r,rific
I

'l}

N/A

046)

/ Nicolai
Cutolf Road

US 30

33

intersection

tum

US 30 / Ttde

34

Creek Road
intersec{ion

Anliker Road
35

from Meissner
Road to Nicolai
Road.

36

Canaan Road
hansit stop

crossing norlh
o( Columbia

City
Pittsburg Road
from the St,
Helens UGB to
West lQppler
Road,

Pittrburg Road
39

West lQppler
Road

intersection

State

US30:
1

8,930

Provide capacity improvem€nts at
the US 30 / Tide Creek Road
intersection (e,g., northbound lef ttum lane) and a new bridge wtth
improved horizontal cuwe radaii
and width. Tlre Tide Creek Eridge
is an existing freight pindt point
and with improvements could
accommodate wider loadr.
Improve Anliker Road to Minor
Collector standard from Meissner
Road to Nicolai Road, to include
roadway surface enhancements,

US30:
8,%01

$6,500,000

2

Tide
Creek
Road:489

2

N/A

$50,000 CCRider

2

N/A

$100,000

2

10,598

County

2

1,850

$600,000 County

2

1,850

$4,600,000

State

County

and wider shoulders.

railroad

38

$1,800.000

lane).

Improve the Canaan Road transit
stop, to include a new park-andride, sheltered stop with seatin&
and rout€ informatiqr.
Upgrade the US $ sPur track
crossing north of Columbia City by
replacing the corrtrol circuitry, to
include new activation equipment,
ghunt-enhancing eqripment, track
leads, bafteries, and battery

US 30 at epur

st

Provide capacity improvemerib at
the US 30 / Nicolai Cutoff Road
intersection (e,g,, northbound left-

/

lmprove Pittsburg Road to Majot
Collector standard from the St.
Helens UGB ha West Kappler Road
to include wider shoulders.
Realign the northbound Weet
Kappler Road approach ot
southbound Pittsburg Road
approadr to lorm a single
intersection at Brinn Road, This
roadway should be constructed as
a M.rhrr Collector.

$3,650,000

State
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\ver.rgr

l'rrrjcr't
It)
40

I'rojt'ct
I

)t'ccri

on

Anderson Road
Bridge (County

t r't

Replace Anderson Road Bridge

(County Er{dge 039).

BrldEe lFt9)
Sykes Road
41

42

from the 5t.
Helens UGB to
Weet Kappler
Road
Badrelor Flat
Road, Bennett
Road Hazen
Road and Berg
Road from the
St. Helens UCB
ho

US30

l:lcrncnts'

l:sl i rtr,r tr,rl

l'ri

(

r)st {f{)15

I

)ol larsI

Stttt tct'''

l

lmprove Bachelor Flat Roa4
Bewrett Road. Hazen Road and
Berg Road to Major Collector
roadway atandard from the St.
Heiens UCB to US 3O to incfude
wider shoulders.

rrrttlirr{

l',rt l.,tr;t'

I

r.rtlir

I

2()

r

-l)

$500,000

County

2

N/A

$2,600,000

County

2

NIA

$4,300,000

Courty

2

900

knprove Sykes Road to Maior
Collector standard from the St.
Helens UCB (near Beniamin Lane)
to West Kappler Road, to include
wider shoulders.

l),r il r

nra r v

Improve U530 behueen Old
Portland Rsad and Millard Road.
This project includes increaeing the
tuming radius of the right-tum
43

US30 from OId
Portland Road
to Millard Road

lane onto Bennett Road by

widening and reshiping the
roadway near the intersection,

Funded
($s,5s0,000)

27,ofi

State

resticting accrss to Bennett Road
to right-in, right-out, left-in only,
and adding a traffic signal at the

Millard Road intersection with US
30.

Old Portland
44

Road from the
St. Helens UGB

*-

to US 30
US 30
45

/ Berg

Road

inters€ction

US 30 Local

46

Connectivity
Study

lmprove Old Portland Road to
Major Collector roadway standard
from the St. Helens UGE to US 30,

$2,500,000

County

2

".*. lo*udsd9-!v:d9!-cb9!l*{q-:-

Provide apacity improvements at
the US 30 / Berg Road intersectiqr
(e.g,, left-turn and right-tum lane
on the llcrc Road approoclr).
Study for the feasibility of
improved multi-modal
cormectivity betwem Scappoose
and St. Helens. This could include a
shared-use path in the US 30
corridor.

N14

u530:

S425,000

State

2

27,0581

Berg

-8gr4i9fl-

$17t000 Coung

2

N/A
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,\ vl r,rqt

jlr'l
ll)

l't'o

l'ro

je

l'sli rrr,r tt'J
( ost {?() I 5

r'l

Reeder Road

47

I'roilr I ilt'rnrnts

l')r:scr i1'ti1;n

from
Multnomah
County to the

northem

Improve Reeder Road to Local
roadway standard from
Multsromah County to the nuthem
terminus, to include wider

)o I l,r rs)

lhilr'

nr.r r t

luurlirui I'rclil;ir

I

.\uul(c

(20I l)

'

County

$400,000

r.rifir

2

N/A

2

1,180

2

980

z

N/A

Rider

2

N/A

County

2

N/A

$600,000 County

2

2,419

$480,000 County

2

N/A

shoulders.

terminus

US30l West
48

I

I'ri

Lane Road

railroad

Widen US 30 at the West Lane
Road intcrsection, to include a
slrou lder r:n the east sidc of lhe
highway (75 toet in length) for

$2re,000

State

westbotrnd haffic to clrrar the

crossing

raitroad cossing wlren a hain
approadrcs.

Wikstronr Roarl
fronr Scapptxr.se
49

Vernonia
Highway kr US
30

us30
50

/

fohnson's
Landing Road
railroad
croasing

51

52

US30Ride
Share Parking

Dutch Canyon
Road Bridge
(County Bridge

lmprove Wikstnrnr Road kr Major
C-otlector standard from Scappoose

Vcmonia llighway to US 30, to
includc widcr sh(ruld.:rs.

Upgade the railroad croasing
equipment at the US $ /Ioluuon's
Landing Road crossin6 to include
new constant waming time
activatlon equipment, etandby
and rectifier
Rlde Share parking- p'rovide
parking for 25 spaces next to truck
scale near the County line, Profect
to be coordinated with OD0T,
Mulnomah and Cofumbia Crrunty
Replace the Dutch Canyon Road

Bridge (County Bridge 002).

$3,950,000

County

$100,000

$3U5,000

$600,000

State

CC

002)
Scappoose

53

54

Vemonia
Highway /
Wikshom Road
intersection
Reid Road
Bridge (County

Realign Wikstrom Road tro the
south of the existing Scappoose
Vemonia Highway intersectio& to

form a new "T'intersecdon. Thig
roadway should be constructed as
a
Collector.
Replace the Reid Road Bridgc

sri!Cs_t?9)

(County Eridge 128).
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Chapter 33

The Federal Laws Applicable to Railroads
33-100 Introduction
Cottgress trnt'l the cottrts lcing have recognized a neccl to regulare lailroarl opemrions ar thc fcdcral lcvel.

,'lubnmt.Ltuihrl

.\'tute.r,

Cij

oJ

l54tr.-1d1025(9'l't.ir, l99g).Anumbelof lcderal hwsrLecontrolling,burrhree.o**only

foLlnd to Preernpt state rnd local attcmpts to regr.rlate railroirrJ acuvir.ies are the lnterstare Conrn:erce Commission
"I'ermtnrtuort Act of 1995, tl're Federal Rrrilroad
Satctv Act of l9?0, ancl rhe Noise Controt Actof 1972.

Thc statc and lcrcd issues exatnined in this sccdon are limitcd to those that are primarily r:elated ro land use. The
principtl atising from the statutory and case law is that, if a railroad is engaged in transponation-related
activities, Federal law will preempt state and lcrcal attempts to regulate.
general

33.200 The Interstate Cotnrnerce Commission Termination Act of

1995

The Inte rstate C<.rmnrerce Cornmission Tcrrninntjon Act of 1995 (.'ICC.TA') f49 Li.S.C.,,\. $fi101 et rcq)
rhc Interstate Corntnerce Commission and gave the Surface Transporration Board exclusive jurisdiction
over: (1) transportation by rnil carriers and the remedies providecl with respecr ro rares, clrusificarions, rules
aboJ.ished

(inclrrding car sewice, irrterchanse, and olher <.rpelatine rules), przctices, routes, scrwices, and facilities of such
carriers; and (2) thc constrrrcrion, acquisition, opernrion, abandonment, or discontinuance oIspur, indgsrrial, tearn,
switching, or side ttacks, or fhcjlities, even if the tracks are located, crr intended ro be located, endrely in one state. 49
Lr..r.(. s t0r1t(t).

The ICCTA lrrcctr"lpts sgttc'.rntl krc:tl nVilrtliou, r.a, "tho$r strrtc lan.s tftat rnal. r'castrna[ly bs s{ricl t() hayc- the
F.3d t5{}, 157-l5ll (4'h (';ir. 2{tl{)) (citv rrrr.[inauce legulrrtinu thc ranspt';rt:rrion ol trulk nrtterials. includinl;ethrnol,
crlt pcruril unilatclalh'isstrcd tu rhc rrrilroitcl urrclcr thc rrdinartcc rcgu.latin.g thc transpoltof ethanril tc., thc
lailrt,ad's transloacl t'acilitv, \r'xs prccnrptt.rl bl thu t(.CfA).'l'lrtrs, rtrc 1(lC:'l'A precrnpts rhc stare and local regulation
of m'lttcls dirccdy rcgulated by the Surfacc Transportation Board, such as thc cr:nstructic.rn, opcration, ancl
abatrclontrrcntof raillincs. Ertersonr. Kannt(:i0,\'.Ry. C0.,503F.3c1 1126 (10't'Cir.2007);Fiheryu.KaausCiy 1.ryy,
C0.,267 F.3d 439 (5'r' Cit. ?.00i). V/hether'.r sr'.rt€ or locirl r:egulrrtion is preempted recprires a factrurl oss".sr.nenr r,l
whether the action wotrld have the eft'ect of preventing ur nnreasonably interfering with railroad trflnsportatinn.
'.tnd

e

Emstwil, ilrPftt.

Following is a sr.rn-:mrrty of stttc antl local permitting <lr preclerrrurce requiremens* preempted by the ICCTA
because, by their narure, rhey could be used ro denv a railroad dre abiliry ro perform patt ofits operatjons or ro
pr<rcced with activities fluthorized bv thc Surface T'ransportation Board (nlluted in Emenon, sapra):
Precotrsrtuctitn perrnittirig uf

a

zr

trnnsloacl facilitr. Grcen fu[onntaitr

R.k

Cotp, il.

[1ttnntt,404 F.3cl 638

(2.r

Cir

200s).

r

Environtncntal ontl land use permittrng. Cig

r

Tlre demolition perrnittinu process, .foo Line lt,li. Ca. u, C:iA 0J'Ntinnwpolis,38 F. Supp. 2d 1096 (D.futinn, 1998).

r

oJ

.fubarn a, Unihtl .\'tatet, 154 F.3d 1025 (gth Cir. 1998).

Requiretnent th.rt railro'.rd companies obtain state appr<-rval befbre discc'ot,inuing sration agenrs, abandoning rail
lines, r.,r removingsicle tracks orspurs. Bar/in,glun Nor/lton.S'anta Fe Corp. a. r'hdertu,959 F. Supp. 1288 p,Mont,
19e7).

Iroll<-rwing is a sr:mnratv of arcas of state ancl locll rcgulrriuns directly regulated by the Surthce 'l'ransportation
Boatcl end, thcrc[orc. trc prccn.rprcd by rire ICCTA (vtlwtul in IJ.rten.on, wpta):
33-

I

Thu;\lbcrrrrlc Counq, Lrnd
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State statutes regulating railroad operotions, Fihery

u, Kanw Cig S, W. Co, 2()7 F,3d 439 1S,t' Cir, 2001) (state
and local regu.ladons such as those attempting to limit the durarion thar crossings are blocked are operttional
requiremenrs and are preempted);
I"enlure4 Inc. t. .fnrJ'an Tratttportation Board,299 F.3d 523 (6m Cir. 2002)
(srate starnre regulating railrond opetations preenrpred); C,fXTmnsportation, Inc. v. Cig oJ'P$nouth,283F.3dBl2
(6t" Cir. 2002) (rolding that state law irnposing limitation on duration at which crossing may be blocked by train,
which is rclatcd to train speed, was precnrptcd).

k&

a

State statutes regulating contracts between rail carriers. San

btis Cett. R.k Co, u.,fpringtaldTctminal\1. C0.,369

F. Supp. 2d 112 @.Mass. 2005) (contract betwcen reil carricrs concerning use of, railroad cars and paytnent ratcs
pteempted in light of other ICCTA ptovisions regulating those issues),

r

I

Attempts to condemn milroad tracks or nearby land. Cig o/'Unnln u. ,fnflan Tranrpottation Board,41.4 F.3d 858
18tn Cir. 2005) (artempt to use eminent donrain ro acquire pordon o[ propery abutting a rail line fcrr municipal
bicycle trail preempted); lvit, Cent. Ltd. V. Ciry oJ A[anttfehl,l60 F. Supp. 2d 1,009 {W.D.Wis, 2000) (attempt ro
use state's condemnation statute to condemn an actively trsed railroad track preempted).
State neglige nce and nuisance claims. Fribetg ttpra (state clairns

of negligence and negligence per

se conceming a

railroad's alleged blockages of road leading to plaintiffs business were preempted); &eshingu. IQnat Cig S. \y.
C0.,194 F, Supp. 2d 493 (S.D,Miss. 2001) (state law nuisance and negligcnce claims that would interfere with
o peration o f rail road switc lryard preempted).

Folloving is a sumnrarv of
I

scare and l<lc.al

activities not preempred by rhc ICCTA:

Vcrlr.rntary agteemerts entered into by'the r.rilroad. PCS Pbotpbate Co, u. Nofolk Soilthem Corp.,559 F3d212,227
(4th Cir. 2009) (qLroting the Surface'franspottation Board that "voluntary agreem€nts may be seen as reflecting

the carrier's own determination and admission that the agreemen$ would not unreasonably interfere with
interstate commercc," though this rule is not absolute),

t

Traditional police powers over the development of railtoad properf.v such

I

Zoning tegulations applied to railroad-owned land used for non-railroad purposes by a third pawy. Floida
CoattRzilwal Conpary a. Cig ol'lflcst l>alm Beaclt,266 F,3d 1324 (1l,h Cir. 2001).

as electricnl, plumbing and fire codes,
at least t(, the extent that the regulatit.rns protect the public hedth and saFety, are settled and defined, and can be
obcyed with reasonable certainry, entail no extcndcd or opcn-ended delays, and can be approved or rejectecl
rvithout the exercise oFdiscretion on subiective questions. Gnen Mailntain kk Cory, rt, Vetmonl,4O4 F.3d 638 Qd
Cir. 2005). The regulations mav n<-rt discriminate against rail carriers or unreasonably burden rail carriage,
Southen Notfolk, wpra.

Eat

Miscellaneous laws and acts dctermincd to not havc anything to do with transportation, F,menor, vpra (sttmmary
iudgment for railroad was reversed because the railtoad's acts of depositing old railroad ties and other debris
into a drainage ditch abutting plainriffls property, which allegediy caused the tkroding of plaintiffs'property,
were not preempted because they had nothing to do with transportation); Hi Tedt Tranr, I t .( x, Nav JersE,382
F.3d295 q3ta Cir. 2004) (state regulation of solid waste disposal facility serving railroad was not preempted).

r

State statute requiring railroads to pay for pedestrian crossinus across railroad tracks, Adian @ BliuJield
T,'ilkge aJ'Blisliehl,550 F.3d 533 (6th Ci(. 2008) (determined not ro be preempted by dre ICCTA),

&k

a.

33-300 The Fedeml Ratuoad Safety Act of 1970
Issues regarding state and klcal regtlation of train speed and the durution that railroad crossings arc blocked are
also considered under the Federal Railroad SaFety Act of 1970 ('FRSA'), The FRSA contemplates a comprehensive
and uniform set of safery regr.rlations in all areas of railroad operations. Cbirago'franit ,,lwtltodfl u. Flohr,570 F.2d
1305 (7tr, Cir. 1977).The purpose of the FRSA is to "promore saf'ety in every area olrniltoad operations and reduce
33-2
Thc Albcmnrlc County Lrad Usc Llw Hrndbook
Match 2012
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railroad-relared accidenrs and incidenrs." 49 {1..t'.(:. ll 2010/.

The FRSA includes a preetnption provision that, amont other things, allrrrvs srate and krcal g()vernments to
regulate only those matters on which tlre Secretary olTrnnsportation has nor yet regulated. The Secrerary regr.rlates
train speeds, rvtrich depend on the classification of dre tracks. C.f*Yliawportation, Inc. u. Ciry of l>finouth,z83 F.3d 812
(6d' Cir. 2002) (holding that state lnw imposin.q r limitation on the duration at wlrich a crossing may be blocked by a

train,whichisr:elatedtotrainspeed,rvaspreempced); recalroClXTtanrpartation, Inc.u.CiqoJ'Nlitdrell,105F.Supp.
2d 949 (S.D.Ind. 1999) (granting srunm'.r.y judgnrcnt to railroad and enioining city fronr cnforcing law prohibiting
railrorci frorn bi<rclring crossing for morc thnn 10 nrinutcs); I)ieson a. Iawa, Chicago d* Ea$em Raitnad Corporation,TTT
F. Supp. 2d 1143 (t'.1.1). Icrwa 201i) (parr.ial surnmnry judgrnent for railroad; federal regulatkrns governing the
movement o[tratns, including blocked ctossings as thcy pettained to air brake testing requirements, preempted state
and local laws).

In P$noilb, thc attotneJ' gene ral ar.qued that the crux of the srare stoture was not traio speed, but "the time that
rains mny block highway traffic." The court of appeals was unpersuaded by this contention, expl:rining rhat "the
a(irourt of time a moving ttain spends at a grade crossing is nrathem,atically a frrnction of the length of the train and
the speed at which thc trrin is traveling." The conrt concluded thar the stflture w(,uld require rhe railroad to rnodi$
eithet the speecl ntwhich its ttains travel or tlreil length, md wouJd also restrict chc nilroad's performanceof
federalJy nranclated air brakc tests. The court also coucluded that nunrerous lederal regulations covered the speed at
rvhich trains nrxy travel and, thers, tlre federal regrrlations "substanrially subsume the subject mattcr of thc relevant
strte iaw." Plynoutlt,283 F. 3d at 817.

Congress intcnt{ed that thc ICCTA and the FRSr\ coexist, Whilc thc Surface Transportation Roard must adhere
to federal policies ctrcottragitrg "safc and suitablc worl<ing conditions in thc railroad industry," the ICCTA and its
legislltive history conttin no evidence thnt Congress intended frrr the Surl..rce Transportation Board to srpplant the

Federnl Railroad Adrninistration's nudrority over rril safeq' q11.1.r rhe FRSA. -t1nill u. NorJblk Soafiiarn Raihuq Co.,
248 F.3d 517 (6tr' Cir. 2001). Ratl-rer, the ogencies' complementary e xercisc of their statutory authority accurately
reflecrs Crrnsress's iutent for the ICCTA and the FRSf\ m be construed in pai nuteia,Tytll vtpta.

33-400 The Noise Control Lct of 1972
and local regulation o f, trein noise are evalrrated undcr thc Noise Control hct of 1972
establislres the mrximum noise levels For rail cars engaged in intetstate commerce. The preemption
provisicrn under the NCA has bccn dcscribed as beine "clecicledlv narrow." Ruith4q a. I(annt Ci$ Soutlten lii1. Co,, 185
F.3d 496 (5tt'Cir. 1999).
Issr.res regarding state

('NCr\'), which

N{any cases in this area are bascd on state nuisance claims brought by abutting landowners. Cenerally, if the
noise genenrcd by thc ttain has a tlnnsportation purpclse ancl is rvithin the NCA's noise limits, srrrte and locnl
reb4rladon is ptccmptcd. I*t$itg rrpra (hotding that a tL'iab1c issue of fact existed based on the plaintiffs' Iay opinion
that the railrond's expert's opinion regarding cotnpliance rvns based on $ouncl meflsurements which did not reflect
the trr.re sound leve I ptaintiffi typically he.trd); Jonu y. Urilon Parfir R11,79 Cal,App.zf,h 793 (2000) (rolcling that
plairttiFFs nuisence claim could proceed against th.e railroacl fbr excessive iclling and horn blowing near plaind{fs
home because plainuif hrd ndeqr"ratelv alleged thnt tl-rese activitres did not havc a transportation purpose but were,
iustead, done solely to harass the plaintift).

33-3
Tlru r\iltrnrrlc Counq,Lrnd Usu Lrrv Flandlrook
March 2(ll2
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to me, MCMORRINE, PURCELL, JACOBS
Todd,
Thank you to you and the County Comrnissioners for providing DEQ the opportunity to
respond to comments made in recent public testimony regarding the rezone proposalat
Port Westward in Clatskanie. Please see responses to each of your questions included
below.
lf there is addltional information that DEQ can provide relating to Air Quallty, please feel
free to contact me directly. lf Columbia County has follow up questions regarding
DEQ's regulatory authoriiies in other programs or the region, please contact Jennifer
Purcell, DEQ's North Coast Regional Coordinator, at971-212-5745 or via email at
Purcell. Jennifer@deq.state. or. us.

1.

What is the "DEQ throughput permit" and is the reference to 3200 unit trains per
year correct in the context of the point he is making is that the DEQ permit allows up to
3200 unit trains per year out of Global Partners.

Global Partners has received a Standard Air Gontaminant Discharge Permit
(ACDP) No. 05-0023-ST-0{ for the trans loading (barge and trains) of ethanol and
crude oil products. This is in additlon to the Standard ACDP No. 05-0006-3T-0{
that they ilso have for Ethanol production. DEQ regulates and limlts emissions
from stationary sources. The trans loading permit contains emisslon limits for
criterla pollutahts (permit condition 4.1), and limib the annualthroughput of
crude oil or ethanol (permit condition 2.3). DEQ does not regulate mobile
sources or limit train traffic; therefore, DEQ permits do not speclfy "currsnt
baseline on the Global Partners ethanol/crude oil transport" ol "2 unit trains in
and 2 unlt trains out per day", nor is there a limit of "3200 unit traine per year".

2.

I need verification that the "DEQ fugitive emissions air quality permit" limits Global
Padners to two trains ln and two trains out per day. Or is that just an assumed number
for purposes of the permit and not a regulatory limit which, if exceeded, would be
grounds for revocation?

As mentioned in our response to Question 1, DEQ does not regulate mobile
aources or limit train traffic. ln addition: There is no "DEQ fugitive emissions air
quality permit" permit category. DEQ issues Basic, General, Simple, and
Standard ACDPs, and Title V permits. The type of air permit needed ig based
upon the quantity of emlssioris, the type of equipmgnt a.nd required pollution
cdntrols, and any federal requirements for a specific industry or equipment. For
more information, visit:
http://www.oregon.qov/deq/aq/aqPermib/Pa.ges/default.agox. lf a regulatory limit
vocation. DEQ can
revoke a permit or issue a Cease and Desist order, but these are extreme
measures for particularly egregious violations or immediate public health
concerns. ln the case of a permit violation, DEQ would enter into formal
enforcement actions, which could include notice to correct requirements and/or
penalties.

3.

ls it correct to say that given the "throughput permit" allows up to 3200 unit trains
oer vear and oiven that unit tiain number that Global could "easilv"(with available
iechhology to-contain air contaminants) move from the "fugitive AQ'perrnit number of
unit trains (two in and two out daily) to the "throughput permit" number of unit trains
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if either, actually limits the number of unit trains and what is the maximum number
allowed under existing air quality permits issued by DEQ?

As mentioned earlier in this emall, DEQ does not regulate mobile sources or limit
train traffic. DEQ permits do not limit the number of unit trains. Air quality
permits limit emissions from stationary sources, and require facilities to operate,
maintain and test required vapor recovery and treatmenf equipment to limil
emissions. Emissions limlts are speciflc-to strtlonary facilities and do not apply
to mobile sourc69. ln the qase of Globel Partners, thri air quality permit for tidns
loading addresses operations relating to crude oil and/or ethanbl belng
on-loaded/offloaded from trains and barges to/from tanks.

4,

Any other comments you have on the assertions about the relationship between
the DEQ AQ permits and limits on unit trains at Global Partners and whether other bulk
handling uses subject to DEQ AQ permits in the future, should this land be rezoned for
that purpose, could be limited in the number of unit trains by the air quality permit.

All proposed are subject to a rigorous air permit evaluation on a case-by-caee
basis. DEQ's review is based upon emissibns of criteria pollutants (NOi, SO2,
CO, VOCs, and PM) and Hazardous Air Pollutants for stationary equipment Any
limits on a bulk handling project (or any other type of project with aii emissionC)
would be for throughput storage or trans loading, and not on number of unit
trains transporting the bulk handling material.
Sincerely,

Michael R. Orman, PE"
Air Quality Section Manager, Northwest Region
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
700 NE Multnomah St., Suite 600
Portland, OR 97232
Tel: (503) 229-5160
Cel: (503) 793-9635
*Licensed in Arizona
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RESOLUTION NO.2013-81

A RESOLUTION TO. ADJUST TI.IE RAIL CAR CAP ASSOCIATED
WITH THE PORT LEAD/ WEST PORT LEAD CONSTRUCTION,
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT.

WHEREAS, the Port of St. Helens (the Port) owns the rail lead into Pott
Westward and during the construction and improvement of that lead, an agreement was
entered into by the Port of St Helens and Cascade Grain on 29 August 2007: and
WHEREAS, the Port tead was constructed on Portland General Electric (PGE)
leasehold, which established rail "Safe Harbor" limits associated with this lead, whlch
are currently approximately olght (8) unlt traine per week and two (2) non-unitlrains per
day. And, tnis'iesolution iloei noi lffect nor alter the non-unit traln movements; and
WHEREAS, tho business lines and commodities associated with Port Westward
and the use of the Port Lead have divergified to include both ethanol and petroleum
products; and

WHEREAS, the State Reglonal Solutions Team has worked to identify Fundingto assist with safety improvements within the District,'and in particular for the. Clty of
Rainier in which an bOOt Prgect Managor has been identified to assist in coordination;
and

WHEREAS, the Portland & Westorn Railroad (P&W) has strategio capital rail
plans and improvernents within the County, for the entire "A" llne which upon completion
wlll result in ioughly 20 additionaljobs, and will accommodate increases in rail volume:
and
WHEREAS, the P&W, to facilitate increases in rall volumo, has agreed to focus
on improvements that safely reduce crossing delays and achieve a rail speed of 25
MPH, where safe and appropriate, throughout the District; and

WHEREAS, Both State Representative Brad Witt and State Senator Betsy
Johnson have given assurances to the Port that public and private funding_ has been
identified and s-ecured to complete significant capital improvements to rail in Rainier,
and that that funding is contlngent on the P&Ws increased volume frorn increased
business from Global Partners, and

WHEREAS, the P&W has cornmitted to providing regular and frequent updates
the Capital
to the Port Commission regarding the status of and any changes
lmprovement Plan; and

to

WHEREAS, Cotumbia Pacific Bio-Refinery (CPBR) - Global Partners seekg to
inveet $S0 to $70 millions of dollars on capital improvements at Port Westward resulting
in appioxlmately 30 additional jobs and the return of ethanol productlon' Thls
ipveJtment wouid inolude improv6ments to Hermo Road, the dock, conetruction of
additional etorage facilities, and rail transfer operations; and
Page 1 - RESOLUTION NO. 2013-8{
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WHEREAS, CPBR-Global's capltal improvements will rosult ln more efficient rail
loading and unloadlng operations , which would provide the P&W railroad the business
needed to focus on lmprovements that would increase rail speeds, reduce congestion at
crosoings, and increase capacity; and
WHEREAS, the P&W has informed the Port Commission that the A-Line cannot
accommodate more than 24 unit trains per month to CPBR-Global until rail
improvements, specifically increased rall speed capability (reducing crossing delays)
and additionalsldings are completed, and

WHEREAS, to accommodate both ethanol and petroleum, as well as future

products; and given the above assurances from key stakeholders, now, therefore,

BE lT RESOLVED that the Commission approves and authorizeg the Executive
Director to execute a change to Exhibit B of the Port Lead Agreement providing a new
cap of 50,000 unit train rail cars per year, whioh equates to approximately 38 unit trains
per month; and
BE lT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Executive Director is required to restrlct
the rail cap to 32,000 unit train rail cars per year, which equates to approximately 24
unit trains per month until January 1,2A15 while the improvements described above are
being pursued, and the Port is satisfied that assurances of complotion are in ptace, and

BE lT FURTHER RESOLVED that for the next five years (until December 31,
2418), GPBR-Global wlll provide quarterly updates on site improvernents and P&W will
provide guafterly updates on Rail lmprovements to the Port Executive Director, and
each wlll provide quarterly updates to the Port Commiesion, including updates on:

r
o
.
r
.

CPBR-Global's on-site improvements to rail unloading, storage tanks, and
dock expansion;
P&W's ability to safely achieve 25 MPH capability to help reduce rall
cro$9lng delays on public roads throughout the county where lt is safe to
do so.
P&W's plans to provide additional capacity through sidings, where it is
safe to do so
P&W's strategic plan to reduce rail crossing delays on public roads
Capltal improvement plans to increasE safe passage of trains ln Rainier

BE lT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Executive Dlrector is authorized and directed to
make changes, with PGE's concurrence, to the Safe Harbor consistent with thls
Resolutlon and again prior to any increase above 34 unit trains per month.

Fage 2 - RESOLUTION NO. 2019-81
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day of November, 2013 by the foltowlng

vote:

Ayes :4

Nays:

0

PORT OF ST. HELENS

By:
ATTESTED BY:

$ec
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THIRD AMENDMENT
TO PORT LDAD/WEST PORT LDAD

coNsrRucrroN,

Ttris Third Arnendment

T:ffif#*

to port

MATNTaNANCE

Lead/West Port Lead

Operation and

Maintenance Agrcenrent (this ,.Third Amerrct tnent") is entercd irrto as of
20l7,by and befween PORT OF ST. HELENS, an Oregon municipal
ooPortt'),
And CASCADE KELLY HOLDIN GS, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company ("CPBR'),

,

RDCITALS

A,

The Port and Cascade Gmin Produots LLC have enterecl into that certain poft
Lead/West Port Lead Cotstruction, operation and Mainteuance Agr.eement d;t;d
aiigust zo,
2007-, as amended by a Firsr Asrendrnelrt ro port Lcad/Wost port Lfrd
C;n*il;ii*, O-fl"utl*
and MaintenanceAgreenrent, clated November Zg,Z00,l, a$ ws$ also anrenrl"d

Amendment

to Port

ti a'Sr"ona
Lead/West Port Leatl Corcrruction, Opcrntion nncl trrtaintenauce

Agreernent, dated December 8, 2008 (the,.Agreement").

B' CPBR assutned and was assigned the lights and obligations of Cascade gncler
the Agreement pursuant ro the Asset Purcfiase Agreetent (and u[ uAOrnaa i[u*toj Autra
Decenrber 29,20A9 betweert CPBR and Peter C. MiKittrict in iris capacity as t6e
Tristee for
Cascade under the Unitect_stater bunkruptcy Cocle Chapter. 7. onFebruary ts,
Zoil,-btoOar
Partnom LP acquired CPBR.

C,

CPBR requested the Port to inctease the munber of trains allowed under Exhibit
B of the Agreeurent

D'

Tlre Port atrcl CPBR now desirc to arnend the Agreement to provide for a new

Exhibit B to reflect the agreetl.oltqtgg! approved on Novernbetil3, z0l3
Conrmissioners under Reso|ution 20I3-B

i.

ty ttre port Boar.d of

A.GREEMENT

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties, in consic{emtion of the rnutual covonants set forth

below, egrc€ as follows:

1'

Exhibit B' The otiginal Exhibit B attached to the Agreement shall be rernovecl
and replaced in its entirety with the Exhibit B hele aftached,

.

. 2:

\o=Egtrlred Consents, No person has becorne a Party to the Agrcenrent other

than the Port and CPBR.
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as expreasly qmonded by this Thir.d Amenclment,

in frrll force and effect in accordanca with its temrs.

-

IN Wfn'lESs WHEREOR the pntties havo

elcecutect this

?hinl Arnendrnent to port
of dre date set

LeaeVWsst Port Lead Conshuotion, opelation and ivfalntenan."-agreroert
as

forth above,

CASCADE KELLY HOLDINGS, LLC,
An Oregon lirnited Liability Cornpany

THE PORT OF ST. HELENS
an Oregon Munioipal Corpomtion
-"*

a
a"

\L

4a

Title: f,fre.cr-nvt- Traeziurr-*
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EXHIBIT B
The Port Commission approved and authorlzed the Executivo Director to execute
a
change to this Exhibit (Exhibit B of the Port Lead Agreement) on November
13, 2013
provlding a new cap of 50,000 unit train rail cars pei year, which
equates to approximately
38 unit trains per month, as stated per port Resolution 2oi}-g1.
Maximum rail cars approved:
USER

Cascade Kelly Holdinge

RallCar Cap
_-_l&lal Ra il GarslYear)

Unit Tra n Cap
Max nit

50,000

Gurrent Caps will limit the maximum rail cars in accordance with port Resolution
2013-g1:
USER

Car Caps
(Max Rail

Unit Train Cap
(Max Unit

ea

32,000

Cascade Kelly Holdings
(Note 1)
45,000

24
4Ae

34
(Note 2)
50,000

rail

-

110

-

110

456
38

(Note 3)

(Average of 108

(Average of 108

lailcars/kain)

Note (1): The Poft Executive Director is required to restrict the railcap to 32,000
unit train
rail cars per y€ar, which equates to approxim alely 24 unit trains per month, untilJanuary
1,
2015 while rail lmprovements are being pursued, and the Port is satisfied that
assurances
of oompletion are in place.
Noto (2): Onceimprovements are assured to be completed, and after January
1, 20lE the
Port Executive Dlrector is aulhorized to approve an increase to a maximum railcars
of
45,000, which equatee to approxlmate[ d4 unit trains per month.
Note (3): The Port Executive Dlrector is further authorized to make changes
up to the full
cap of 50,000 rail cars, which equates to approxim ately 38 unit trains per month, but
only
with PGE's consent to increases above the Safe Harbor limits, and consistent with
Resolution 2013-91.
1'bA'1
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Staff Recommended Changes to Conditions of Approval
Based on Evidence and Testimony Received As Of August 16,,2417
September 1,2017
Additions in Bold; Deletions in Strifteout

CONCLUSION, & RECOMMENDED DECISION & CONDITIONS:
Based on the facts, findings and comments herein, the Planning Director recommends approval
of Major Map Amendment, PA 13-02 & ZC 13-01 , as modified to address LUBA remand issues,
to re-designate the site from Agriculture Resource to Rural Industrial and to amend the Zoning
Map of the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance to re-zone the subject property from Primary
Agriculture - 80 (PA-80) to Rural Industrial - Planned Development (RIPD), and taking an

Exception to Goa[ 3 Agricultural Lands; with the following conditions:

l)

Prior to an application for a building or development for a new use, the applicant/developer
shall submit a Site Design Review and an RIPD Use Under Prescribed Conditions as required by
the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance.

2)

To ensule adequate transportation operation, proposed developments and expansions
requiring site design review or Use Under Prescribed Conditions shall not produce more that 332
PM peak-hour trips for the entire subject property without conducting a new Traffic Impact
Analysis with recommendations for operational or safety mitigation consistent with the Oregon
Transportation Plaruring Rule 660-0 I 2-0060.

3)

A traffic study be prepared for each proposed future development within the subject
property to determine the number of trips generated, likely travel routes, impacts on both
passenger car and heavy truck traffic and to ensure that County roadways are improved as needed
to adequately serve future development. These TIA reports would also be used to ensure that the
number of trips generated and accumulative trips do not exceed the trip cap.

4)

To ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses the applicant/developer of new
industrial uses shall comply with the following:
The habitat ofthreatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and
protected as required by law.

a)
b)

Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures
shall maintain the overall values of the feature.

c)

All development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are
established and maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses on
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PA-80 zoned land, including natural vegetation and where appropriate, fences,
landscaped areas and other similar types of buffers.

d)

When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or
support shall be left in a natural condition or in resoulce (farm) production.

e)

Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed

as needed to be determined by the County to mitigate dust caused by industrial uses

that may emanate from the site and traffic to the site,

0

Site run'off shall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained or
otherwise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to inigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.

g)

The industrial use impact on the water table nnd sloughs shall be rnonitored

for water quality and surface water elevations to ensure that the area water table
can be maintained and managed for as-it histo'ricat existing uses. is-dfiic

h)

Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes transportation to
or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan identiffing the number
and frequency of trains to the subject property and impacts to rail movements,
safety, noise or other identified impacts along the rail corridor supporting on
the County's transportation system, The plan shall proposed mitigation to

identified impacts.

D

Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment
repon that shall analyze adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonstrate
that impacts from the proposed use are mitigated. The report shall include a
description of the type and nature of the agricultural uses and farming practices, if
any, which presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use, type ofagricultural
equipment customarily used on the properly, and wind pattern information, The
report shall include a mitigation plan for any negative impacts identitled.
l'r

tild*'J\

The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to only
pendent on a deepwater port and have demonstrated access
those uses that a

to the
and those uses rvith employment densities, public facilities and
justified
activities
in the exception, specifically
I
2
3

4
5

Forestry and Wood processing, production, storage, and transportation
Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation
Natural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.
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The storage, loading and unloading of coal is specifically not justified in this
exception. Such uses shall not be allowed on the subject property without a separate
approved exception to Goal 3.

7)

The Port (applicant) shall institute a plan and ongoing program for sampling ground
tnd surface water quality to establish baseline measurements for s ronge of contaminates at
the re-zone site and down-gradient. The program should be designed and managed for
lssurance that future industrial wastewater discharges are treated to prevent pollution to the
watershed environment. The program shall be designed to detect leaking tanks.

8)

The Port (applicant) shall prepare a response plnn and clean-up plan for a hazardous
material spill event. The plan shall include appropriate government agencies and private
companies engaged in such clean-up activities.
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SUPPLEMDNTAL FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW Q0t4)

I.

Introduction

In support of its decision on PA 13-02 andZC l3-0l,ln the Matter of the Application by
the Port of St. Helens (hereinafter the "Applicantn' or the o'Port") for a Comprehensive Plan
Amendment, Zone Change and Goal 2 Exceptions to Change the Zoning of 957 Acres from
Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-80) to Resource Industrial - Planned Development (RIPD) for the
Expansion of Port Westward, the Board of County Commissioners adopts the findings of fact
and conclusions of law in the Staff Report dated September I I , 201 3, to the extent those findings
are consistent with the Board's decision. As further support for its decision, the Board adopts the
following findings of fact and conclusions of law:

II.

Findings of F'act and Conclusions of Law

A. An Exception is not Justified

for the Two Southern River-Front Parcels

The subject property includes three parcels with river frontage: Tax IDs 8N4W1600-500,
8N4W2000-100 and 8N4W2900-100, also known as the Thompson property and "Thompson
Island." For the reasons that follow, the Board finds that a reasens exception to Goal 3 is not
justified for the two southem river-front parcels (SN4W2000-100 and 8N4W2900-100), which
combined are approximately 120 acres.
As an initial rnatter, the Port has identified tax lot 500, the northernmost of the three
parcels, as critical for future dock expansion. Port Westward is one of a few deepwater ports in
Oregon, and its viability is of state economic importance.r Tax lot 500 is adjacent to the Port's

See ORS 777.A65, which provides:

"Development of port facilities at ceftain pofts as state
economic goal; state agencies to assist ports. The Legislative
Assembly recognizes that assistance and encouragement of
enhanced world trade opportunities are an important function of
the state, and that development ofnew and expanded overseas
markets for commodities exported from the ports of this state has
great potential for diversifoing and improving the economic base of
the state. Therefore, development and improvement of port
facilities suitable for use in world maritime trade at the Ports of
Umatilla, Morrow, Arlington, The Dalles, Hood River and Cascade
Locks and the development of deepwater port facilities at Astoria,
Coos Bay, Newport, Portland and St. Helens is declared to be a
state economic goalof high priority. Allagencies of the State of
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existing dock facility and alongside a deeper channel of the river. The vitality of Port
Westward's deepwater port is of high economic importance for Columbia County because of its
potential to attract traded-sector, global industries. Moreover, the County's Comprehensive Plan
recognizes the Columbia River as one of its most valued, yet largely underutilized,
transportation resource. The County's Transpoftation System Plan, which is incorporated into
the Comprehensive plan, provides: "lndustrial uses shall be encouraged to locate in such a
manner that they may take advantage of the water and rail transportation systems which are
available to the County." The Columbia River is also recognized as a Marine Highway Corridor
- M-84, underscoring the river's importance in serving local, regional and national transportation
needs. (See Exhibit 8 of Application). The expansion of the dock facility is consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan because it will further promote the use of the County key transportation
asset, the Columbia River.

While the Board finds that allowing expansion of dock facilities onto tax lot 500 will
promote the viability of the Port Westward's deepwater port consistent with the Comprehensive
Plan, the Board finds that not to be the case for the two southern river-front parcels. In contrast
to tax lot 500, the two southern parcels are not critical for dock expansion. A slough separates
the two southem parcels from most of the subject property, creating a long and narrow peninsula
of riparian habitat and containing identified wetlands. The parcels are also in a flood plain.
Development on the two southern parcels could have significant impacts on the riparian habitat,
even if such development spans over the parcels as the Port has envisioned. In addition to its
value as riparian habitat, evidence in record also indicates that the southern parcels contain
seining grounds used by early settlers.
The Board recognizes the importance of dock facilities for a viable deepwater port, but
finds that the record lacks evidence of the need to expand into the southern parcels. The Board is
simply not convinced that expanded dock facilities cannot be confined to tax lot 500. Weighing
the Goal 5 (Open Space, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural Resources) values
environmental sensitivity, habitat value and historic value - of the southern parcels against an
undefined need to expand dock facilities into that area, the Board concludes that an exception to
Goal 3 for the two parcels along the river is not justified at this time. Accordingly, the Board
denies the application as to the two southern river-front parcels, identified as 8N4W2000-100

-

and 8N4W2900-100 and totaling approximately 120 acres.

B.

The County will Evaluate the Impact of Increased Unit Trains when
Development is Proposed.

Much testimony in opposition focused on the negative impact of increased unit trains on

Oregon are directed to assist in promptly achieving the creation of
such facilities by processing applications for necessary permits in
an expeditious mann€r and by assisting the ports involved with
available financial assistance or services when necessary."

Page2
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the County's transportation system. With the Portland and Western rail line running through the
middle of many of the County's cities, there is no question that unit trains impact communities
by temporarily cutting offaccess from one side of a community to the other. The result is
increased travel time for movement of people and goods alike. However, rail transport is firmly
part of the County's transportation system and plays an integral role in the County's economic
$owth. The County's Transportation System Plan ("'fSP") provides that the system of rail and
water transportation in the County represents a resource for future economic development. The
TSP recognizes the rail line paralleling the Columbia River as traditionally being the primary
mode of transporting goods through the County, stating that "rail lines within Columbia County
represent a benefit for potential industrial sites in Port Westward[.]" (TSP 4.4). The TSP further
provides: "Industrial uses shall be encouraged to locate in such a manner that they may take
advantage of the water and rail transpoftation systems which are available to the County." (TSP
1.3). The movement of goods is essential for business, especially traded-sector industries, and the

County must leverage all of its transportation infrastructure, including rail, to attract such
industries. Consistent with the TSP, the application attempts to promote and take advantage

of

the rail system.
But to be sure, this is an application to change zoning, to make industrial land available
and to put Columbia County in a more competitive position to attract industrial businesses that
bring income and jobs into the county. [t is not an application for a specific development, and
thus, includes no specific rail transport plans. Preventing industrial land expansion at Port
Westward because of future possible, yet cunently undeterminable, rail use is an overly
restrictive way to address rail impacts. Such a prohibition would preclude all potential industrial
uses whether or not they include a rail component and whether or not mitigation can address
adverse impacts. The County is better served by having industrial land available and addressing
impacts when specific uses are proposed and planned rail use is known.

To address the potential impact of increased rail, the Board has added a condition to
require proposed uses to submit a rail plan identiffing the number and frequency of trains, the
impacts of those trains on the County's transportation system, and how those impacts will be
mitigated. Conditions of approval run with the land and will apply to future uses on the subject
property.
Moreover, because the only uses allowed outright in the RIPD zone are farm uses and
forest-related uses (see CCZO Sec. 682), most uses will only be allowed on the subject property
following a Uses Permitted under Prescribed Conditions review (hereinafter "UPPC"). The
UPPC process involves a public hearing before the Planning Commission and requires
compliance with criteria that includes, among others: conformance with the Comprehensive Plan;
identification and mitigation of adverse impacts on the surrounding area; and availability of
needed infrastructure.2

2

A recuring concern expressed in testimony was that proposed uses would not be
reviewed by the County and would not involve a public hearing if the Port obtains a Regionally
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In sum, the County will review the impacts and mitigation of increased rail usage at the
time a use is proposed and its rail needs are known. [Jnless the use is allowed outright - and
most industrial uses will not be - the County will conduct a UPPC review, which provides for
public participation.

c

An Exception to Goal3 is not Justified for the Storage, Loading or
Unloading of Coal.

The Board also heard numerous objections to the possibility of coal being transported by
rail to Port Westward. As discussed, this application is not for any specific use, such as a coal
terminal but for azone change from agriculture to resource industrial. However, as demonstrated
by testimony and evidence in the record, Kinder Morgan had a lease option on part of the subject
propeffy and planned to develop a coal export terminal. Although Kinder Morgan no longer
intends to locate at Port Westward, the concem remains that industrial zoning at Port Westward
would open the door to another outdoor coal storage facility, especially because coal-handling is
one ofthe proposed uses the Port has identified for the subject property.

The Board finds that evidence in the record supports the objections that coal transport,
storage, loading or unloading on the subject property may negatively impact neighboring
agricultural and industrial uses. Studies done by BNSF Railway indicate that, without
mitigation,3 500 pounds to a ton of coal can escape from a single toaded coal car. (Exhibit 32 of
Columbia Riverkeepers letter dated May 3, 2013). Coal dust emissions from coal transported to
Port Westward by rail is therefore a real concern. In the case of a neighboring mint farm, for
example, coal dust that coats mint leaves cannot be washed offwithout seriously affecting
quality and yield of the mint oil derived from the leaves. (Mike Seely letter dated April l, 2013.)
Similar issues would face neighboring berry farms. With respect to the impact on industry, the
record shows that coal dust could negatively impact existing industrial plants at Port Westward.
News articles submitted by Columbia Riverkeeper identify PGE's concern that coal dust would
interfere with equipment at its natural gas combustion plant at Port Westward, and that PGE
rejected Kinder Morgan's proposal. (See Exhibits l2 and 14, Columbia Riverkeeper letter dated

Significant Industrial Area designation by the State pursuant to Senate Bill766, adopted in 201 l,
codified at ORS 197.722 to 197.728. Port Westward is not currently a Regionally Significant
Industrial Area, but if it should obtain such a designation - which requires a public rulemaking
process - development applications would still be reviewed by the County. ORS 197.724. The
County, however, would review the application under the expedited process prescribed in ORS
197.365 and 197.370, which allows for public comment but does not provide for a public hearing
before County officials. .Id.

3

BNSF has studied coal dust emissions because escaped coal dust can seriously
damage track structure as well as the ballast along rail lines. BNSF studies also indicate that coal
dust emissions can be greatly reduced through the use of certain measures, such as surfectant and
modified chutes. (Exhibit 32 of Columbia Riverkeeper letter dated May 3,2A8).
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May 3,2013).
The Port's application and subsequent testimony and submittals does not adequately
address the negative impacts of coal dust. Any failure to address coal dust impacts, however, is
likely because a coal terminal is not part of this application. Nevertheless, the Board finds that
coal dust emissions could seriously impact neighboring farms and industry. Such impacts must
be addressed before coal-related uses will be allowed on the subject property. In light of the
potential impact of coal dust on the neighboring agricultural land as well as existing industry at
Port Westward, the Board concludes that an exception to Goal 3 is not justified for uses
involving the storage, loading or unloading of coal on the subject property.

D.

Exceptions to Goals 4, 11, and

l4 are Unwarranted.

Columbia Riverkeeper, Leslie Ann Hauer and others (collectively referred to as
"objectors') assert that the proposal requires Goal2 exceptions to Goals 4 (Forest Lands), I I
(Public Facilities), and l4 (Urbanization). For the reasons that follow, the Board finds that
exceptions to Goals 4, I
1

l,

and

l4

are unwarranted.

An Exception to Goal4, Forest Lands, is Unwarranted Because the
Subject Property Contains No Designated Goal 4 Forest Lands.

Columbia Riverkeeper argues that the Port's application failed to include a Goal2
Exception to Goal 4, Forest Lands. Riverkeeper relies on the definition of 'oforest lands" in the
County's Comprehensive Plan, which includes'oforest lands in urban and agricultural areas that
provide urban buffers, wind breaks, wildlife and fisheries habitat, livestock habitat, scenic
corridors and recreational use." Riverkeeper thus posits that "[florest lands on the property
include the Thompson parcel, land currently used for the production and processing of trees, and
forested areas within agricultural areas that provide wildlife and fisheries habitat." (Columbia
Riverkeeper letter dated May 3, 2013 at 5 (internal citations omitted)).

But Riverkeeper's argument misses a critical point. The land in question has not been
designated as a Goal 4 resource by the County's Comprehensive Plan, and therefore does not
require a Goal 4 exception to remove the designation. For land to be a Goal 4 resource, the
County must designate it as Forest-Conseruation in the Comprehensive Plan.a In other words,
land is not Goal 4 Forest Land in Columbia County unless it has been designated as ForestConservation. Once
has been designated as Forest-Conservation, a Comprehensive Plan

a

Land that is designated Forest-Conservation is zoned Primary Forest (PF-80) or
Forest-Agriculture (FA-80). (Columbia County Comprehensive Plan, Part IV., Policy 2). None
of the subject properfy contains PF-80 or FA-80 zoning.
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Amendment would be necessary to change that designation.s Moreover, a Goal 2 exception
would also be required if the proposed amendment does not comply with Coal 4. Since none
the subject property has been designated Forest-Conservation, an exception to Goal 4 is
unwarranted.

of

Even if an exception to Goal 4 were required, the Port properly amended its application to
request such an exception, and the County provided public notice of the requested Goal 4
exception. The Board finds that if an exception to Goal4 is required, the application meets the
criteria for such an exception and adopts the same findings and conclusions the Board relied on

in support of its exception to Goal 3.

t

An Exception to Goal 11, Public Facilities and Services, is
Unwarranted Because the Application Does Not Propose Sewer
f,'acilities.

The Coal 2 Exceptions process requires an exception to Goal I I for establishment or
extension of a new sewer line on rural land. OAR 660-004-0010(lxc) states that the exceptions
process is applicable to "Goal I I 'Public Facilities and Services' as provided in OAR 660-01l0060(9). OAR 660-01l-0060(9) further states, in part:

"A local government

may allow the establishmentof new sewer
systems or the extension of sewer lines not otherwise provided for
in section (4) of this rule, or allow a use to connect to an existing
sewer line not otherwise provided for in section (8) of this rule,
provided the standards for an exception to Goal l l have been met,
and provided the local government adopts land use regulations that
prohibit the sewer system from serving any uses or areas other than
those

justified in the exception." (Emphasis added).

Thus, an exception to Goal I I is only be required for a new or extended sewer system on
rural land. The Port's application is for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zone Change
and does not propose any development, including establishment or extension of sewer systems.
An exception to Goal I I is therefore not required as part of this application. However, when
sewer systems are proposed in the future for the subject property, an exception to Goal I I may be
required atthat time. The RIPD zone is a rural zone, and any proposed sewer facilities will be
subject to the requirements of Goal I l.

s

Statewide Planning Goal 4 requires counties to inventory, designate, and zone
forest lands. Goal 4 defines forest lands as those lands acknowledged as forest lands as of the
date of adoption of the goal amendment. In accordance with Goal 4, Columbia County adopted
Part IV of its Comprehensive Plan. In that effort, it identified forest lands throughout the county,
and then classified and zoned them as such. The subject property does not include any land
acknowledged as forest lands as of the date of adoption of Goal 4.
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3.

An Exception to Goal 14, Urbanization, is Unwarranted because the
Application is Subject to the Exceptions Provisions for Rural
Industrial Development

Objectors challenge the application's compliance with Part IX of the Comprehensive Plan
and Statewide Planning Goal 14, both ofwhich address Urbanization. Because Part D( and Goal
14 prohibit urban development outside of acknowledged urban growth boundaries (UGBs),
objectors argue that industrialdevelopment is therefore prohibited on the subject property, which
is outside of a UGB, without an exception to Goal 14. The Port, on the other hand, argues that
such an exception is not required because rural industrial development receives a special
exemption from Goal 14 pursuant to OAR 660-004-0022(3), which provides specific criteria for
a Goal 2 Exception for Rural Industrial Development.
The Board agrees with the Port and adopts and incorporates herein by this rcference the
reasoning expressed in the Port's written testimony. (Gary Shepherd letter, dated May 27,2013,
at 8-9). In the alternative, the Board also finds that even if a separate exception to Goal 14 were
required, sufficient facts and analysis in the record support such an exception. Specifically, OAR
660-014-0040(2) provides that a county can justiff an exception to Goal 14 to allow urban
development of rural land if urban development is "necessary to support an economic activity
that is dependent upon an adjacent or nearby natural resource." The County's Comprehensive
Plan recognizes the need for large, isolated sites for heavy industry that are supported by
services, including multi-modal transportation. The application here is for the expansion of an
industrial park adjacent to a deep water port on the Columbia River to promote the shipment of
goods and thus meets the criterion.

OAR 660-014-0040(3) provides that to approve such an exception, a county must also
find:
*(a) That Goal2, Part II

(cxl) and (c)(2) are met by showing that
the proposed urban development cannot be reasonably
accommodated in or through expansion of existing urban growth
boundaries or by intensification of development in existing rural

communities;
(b) That Goal2, Part II (c)(3) is met by showing that the long-term
environmental, economic, social and energy consequences
resulting from urban development at the proposed site with
measures designed to reduce adverse impacts are not significantly
more adverse than would typically result from the same proposal
being located on other undeveloped rural lands, considering:

(A) Whether the amount of land included within the boundaries of
the proposed urban development is appropriate, and
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(B) Whether urban development is limited by the air, water, energy
and land resources at or available to the proposed site, and whether
urban development at the proposed site will adversely affect the
air, water, energy and land resources of the surrounding area.
(c) That Goal 2, Part II (cXa) is met by showing that the proposed
urban uses are compatible with adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts considering:

(A) Whether urban development

at the proposed site detracts from

the ability of existing cities and servicE districts to provide
services; and

(B) Whether the potential for continued resource management of
land at present levels surrounding and nearby the site proposed for
urban development is assured.
(d) That an appropriate level of public facilities and services are
likely to be provided in a timely and efficient manner; and
(e) That establishment of an urban growth boundary for a newly
incorporated city or establishment of new urban development on
undeveloped rural land is coordinated with comprehensive plans of
affected jurisdictions and consistent with plans that control the area
proposed for new urban development."

To the extent that the objectors argue that the Port did not address the above criteria the Board
finds that the application addressed all of the above criteria in its exception statement and
supporting testimony. In conclusion, the Board finds that an Exception to Goal 14 was not
required, but if it were, the application meets the criteria under OAR 660-014-0040(3) for the
same reasons that it meets the criteria under OAR 660-004-0020 and 660-004-0022(3) for a
reasons exception to allow industrial use of resource land.

E.

The Application Complies with the Statewide Planning Goals 5,6,7 and 12.

Testimony in the record from multiple sources asserts that the application fails to comply
with Goals 5,6,7 and 12. For the reasons that follow, the Board finds that its approval of the
application subject to conditions complies with all criteria, including Goals 5, 6,7 and 12.

Goal5 (Open Space, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural Resources). As
discussed in the StaffRepoft, the subject properly includes inventoried Goal 5 resources.

Specifically, the County's Comprehensive Plan identifies portions of the property as waterfowl
habitat, wetlands, and fish habitat. The river-front parcels contain the most significant habitat,
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and thus, the Board has denied the application as to the two southern river-front parcels to ensure
protection of those Goal 5 resources. To the extent Goal 5 resources exist on the remainder of

the subject property, the existing Riparian Zone and wetland regulations will continue to apply to
ensure that any development will meet criteria designed to protect those resources. The
application does not propose the removal of the riparian zone or wetland mapping or the removal
of any inventoried Goal 5 resource. The Board thus finds that this objection lacks factual support
and that the application as approved complies with Goal 5.

Goal 7 (Areas Subject to Natural Hazards). Goal 7 provides: "Local govemments will
be deemed to comply with Coal 7 for coastal and riverine flood hazards by adopting and
implementing local floodplain regulations that meet the minimum National Flood lnsurance
Program (NFIP) requirements." In 2010, the County adopted Ordinance 2010-6, "In the Matter

of Amending the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance, Section I100, Flood Hazad Overlay
Zone, to comply with the National Flood lnsurance Program Regulations." The County's Zoning
Ordinance thus currently complies with the Goal 7 requirements relating to floodplains. The
subject property has been zoned to comply with floodplain regulations in accordance with Goal
7, and any development will be required to meet those regulations. The Board finds that the
application as approved is consistent with Goal 7.

Goal6 (Air, Water and Land Resources) and Goal 12 (Transportation) . The Board
finds that the application complies with Coals 6 and 12 for the reasons explained in the Staff
Report and the Port's submittal by Gary Shepherd, dated October29,2013 (and supporting
documents referenced therein).

F.

The Existing RIPD-Z,oned Land at Port Westward is Insufficient to Meet the
County's Industrial Land Needs

The Boand heard testimony that the application should be denied because sufficient
vacant RIPD-zoned land already exists at Port Westward. The Port has argued that the land
referenced is largely under the control of PGE through a991ear lease and is not readily available
for industrial development.6 Those leased lands accommodate power generating facilities and
accompanying uses, including buffers, designated wetlands and wetland mitigation. Objectors
argue that PGE's control of the land does not preclude development of the land. Although PGE

6

As described in the Comprehensive Plan, in 1966, the Federal Government
deeded the old Beaver Army Terminal Ammunition Depots to the Port of St. Helens for
economic development.ln 1967, the Port leased the property for 99 years to Westward
Properties, a subsidiary of Kaiser Aetna. ln 1973, Portland General Electric (PGE) bought Kaiser
Aetna's leasehold and built Beaver Generating Plant. Other energy production uses have located
at Port Westward including Columbia Pacific Bio-Refinery and two natural gas turbine electrical
generators. PGE as leaseholder controls which uses it will allow on the leased property pursuant
to the terms of the 99 year lease.
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does indeed control much of the existing Port Westward properfy through its lease - and its
control of the property does not necessarily render thE land unavailable for development - the
land under lease is still insufficient. As the Port has explained in its testimony, much of the
existing RIPD-zoned land at Port Westward is committed to development or is used as buffers,
wetland mitigation, easements, etc. The Board thus finds that although Port Westward cunently
includes land available for industrial development, that land is not sufficient to meet the
County's shortage of large-lot industrial land.

G.

Although an Alternative Sites Analysis was not Required, the Applicant
Analyzed Alternative Sites in Accordance with the Exception Criteria.

The Board heard testimony that the application failed to meet the criteria for a Goal 2
Reasons Exception because the proposed industrial uses could be located elsewhere in the
County, Portland, and the region. They further argued that the Pon failed to provide an
alternative sites analysis required by OAR 660-004-0020(2XbXC). Under that provision, the
applicant is rcquired to perform a broad review of similar sites unless another party describes
specific sites that can more reasonably accommodate the proposed use. The rule further explains,
a "detailed evaluation of specific alternative sites is thus not required unless such sites are
specifically described, with facts to support the assertion that the sites are more reasonable[.]" In
this case, objectors broadly identified alternative sites, but did not describe facts to demonstrate
that the sites would be more reasonable. Accordingly, the Board finds that the Port was not
required to perform an altemative sites analysis.
But even if objectors had sufficiently described alternative sites, the Port nevertheless
provided an alternative sites analysis that meets the standard of OAR 660-004-0020(2XbXC).
The record includes extensive documentation on the shortage of large lot industrial sites in the
entire region. Reports from both private and public entities, from state and regional interests,
confirm the shortage. The record lacks evidence to support the objectors' claims that other large
lot industrial lands capable of supporting heavy industrial, multi-modal dependent development
projects in an economic and efficient manner exist. The Port's alternative sites analysis
demonstrates that objectors' alternative sites arc not comparable or suitable alternatives
economically, physically, geographically or otherwise. Port Westward and the proposed
expansion land benefits from existing infrastructure and services that need only be extended to a
new development site (rather than developing all new infrastructure) and an existing deep-water
port and multi-modal transportation support. No other property in the County can better and
more efficiently meet the industrial land need. The altemative sites therefore cannot more
reasonably accommodate the proposed use. The Board thus finds that the Port has met the
requirements OAR 660-004-0020(2XbXC).

H.

Large-Scale Industrial Development Can Be Compatible with Farming.

The Board heard testimony that large scale industrial development is inherently
incompatible with farming - that the two cannot coexist. The Board heard testimony from the
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owner of Seely's Mint Farm that his farm could coexist with certain uses but not others. The
Board also heard testimony that large-scale industrial development and farming can be
compatible, and in fact, farms and industrial uses have coexisted at Port Wesfward for decades.

ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D) and OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) require an applicant to show that
proposed uses are compatible with adjacent uses or can be so rendered through measures
designed to reduce adverse impacts. The Board finds that in this case, compatibility can be
ensured in two ways. First, CCZO $ 683.1 requires that future development applications on
RIPD-zoned land demonstrate that the proposed use is compatible with farming and adjacent
uses. Second, the Board has developed conditions ofapproval to address concerns raised by
farmers. For instance, one condition of approval requires development applications to provide an
agricultural impact assessment to demonstrate impacts on adjacent agricultural uses and propose
mitigation. The conditions of approval will run with the land, binding the properly and future
users in a manner that exceeds the requirements of the Zoning Code.

III.

Conclusion

Generally, Comprehensive Plan amendments involve the balancing of competing goals
and policies. For example, County and Statewide planning goals seek to preserve agricultural
land, but also recognize the importance of allowing for rural industrial development on those
lands when appropriate and justified. Such a situation requires the decision maker to balancs
those competing goals and policies. The Board has done that here in reviewing the application,
evidence and testimony.
The Board concludes that the findings in the Staff Report dated September I l, 2013 that
are consistent with the Board's decision and the above supplemental findings are supported by
substantial evidence in the record. Those findings support the Board's conclusion that the
application as approved with conditions complies with the Comprehensive Plan and the
Statewide Planning Goals.
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COLUMBIA COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
PLANNTNG StaTpREPoRT

September ll,2013
M4jor Map Amendment

Hoanrnc Dnre: September 18,2013

Fu,nNuunun:

PA 13-02 &,ZC 13-01

Applrc.lnr/

Port of St. Helens;

Ownrns:

100 E Street

Thompson Family
4144 Boardman Ave. E
Milwaukie, OR.97267

Columbia City, OR. 9701 8

Representative: Gary Shepherd, Port Attorney
Oregon Land Law
PO Box 86159

Portland, OR.97286

Strn

Locluon:

TaxMapNos

Port Westward Industrial Site - Adjacent to the east, south and west
8N4W 16 00 500
20 00 100, 200,300
2l 00 300, 301,400, 500,600
22 00 400, 500, 600, 700

8N4W
8N4W
8N4W
8N4W
8N4W
8N4W

23 00 900
23 80 400, 500, 600, 700
29 00 100

Z,oxtNc:

Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-80)

Srru Sun:

Approximately 957 acres

:

Port owned 786 acres
Thompson family owned

=

171 acres

RsQunsr: Add the above site to a Rural Industrial designation adjacent to the existing Port
Westward Industrial Park. This is a Major Map Amendrnent consisting of a Comprehensive
Plan Amendment to change propefi designated Agriculture Resource to Rural Industrial and a
Zone Change from Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-80) to Rural Industrial - Planned Development
(RrPD).

APPLTCATTON COMPLETE: February

19,2013

ls0-DAy DEADLTNE: N/A ORS 215.427(6)
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APPLICABLE REVIEW CRITERIA:
Columbia Countv Zoning Ordinance

Page

Section 680

Rural Industrial- Planned Development (RIPD)

J

Section 1502

Zone Changes (PA/ZC)
Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan
Consistency with Statewide Plannine Coals
Criteria for a Goal 3 Exception
Adequacy of Publig Facilities

6

Administration

25
26

1502.1(AXl)
1502.1(AX2)

ls02.r(AX3)
Section 1600

Senate

Bill 766

7

t2
14

24

BACKGROUND:
The applicant's purpose of this Major Map Amendment is to expand the Port Westward
Industrial Area to accommodate in the long term, future maritime and large lot industrial users
that will benefit from the moorage and deepwater access, existing services, energy generation
facilities and rail/highway/water transportation facilities. The subject property borders the
existing industrial zoned property to the south and wraps around to the west and east. To the
north is the Columbia River and Bradbury Slough, open to deep water navigation. The subject
property is comprised of l9 tax lots, generally flat, and undeveloped, consisting of individual
farmland plots generally used as cottonwood pulp, vacant pasture and mixed crop hayfield.

An expansion of the Port Westward Industrial Park(PWIP) is needed to accommodate the siting
and development of maritime and large scale industrial users, other than energy production
related uses. The need is for two basic reasons; first, almost all of the vacant and undeveloped
land already zoned industrial, is identified as wetlands; and, second Portland General Electric
(PCE) leases 95% of the existing industrial zoned land for future energy production uses. For
long range planning purposes, the County should acknowledge and preserve PGE's large acreage
for energy production and buffer, while opening up this surrounding subject property to other
'oport" related industrial users.
The National Wetlands Inventory NWI) and County Beak maps only identiff small plots of
wetlands on the subject property. The site is also identified as being within major water fowl
habitat according to the County's Beak maps, and zone X, not in flood hazard, per FEMA FIRM
41009C0050 D, dated November 26,2010.
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Even though the proposed expansion of the Port Westward Industrial Area seems very large, 957
acres, the Stato Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) acknowledges the siteis
uniqueness and comparative advantages. The Port Westward Indusffial Park would be well
suited to attract large lot, maritime, rural industrial users.

This application is not for a specific use or development, but rather for a zone change to RIpD
to
allow future uses other than agriculture. Moreover, as explained in this Staff Repoi, the only
uses allowed outright in the RIPD zone are farm uses and management, productibn and
harvesting of forest products. All other uses can only be allowed if approved by the planning
Commission through a o'Use Permitted Under Prescribed Conditions'i review. if approved the
use will also be subject to Site Design Review.

REVIEW CRITERIA, FACTS, ANALYSIS & FINDINGS:
Development EIPID

681

iat - planned

Puroosq: The purpose of this district is to imptement the policies of the
Comprehensive Plan for Rural lndustrialAreas. These provisions are intended
to accornmodate rural and natural resource related industries which:

.1
.2
.3

Are not generally labor intensive;
Are land extensive;
Require a rural location in order to take advantage of adequate rail and/or
vehicle and/or deep water port andlor airstrip aciess;

'4

Complement the character and development of the surrounding rural

'5

Are consistent with the rural facilities and services existing andlor
planned for the area; and,

.6

Will not require facility and/or service improvements at significant public

alea;

expense.

rle uses contemplated for this district are not appropriate for location
within Urban Growth Boundaries due to their relationship with the site
specific resources noted in the Plan and/or due to their hazardous nature.
Discu&elon Columbia County's RIPD zone is unique to the state; there are very few similar
zones in Oregon. The Port of St. Helens in their application state they have been approached
by
several different companies requiring large vacant industrial sites of 50 to 300 acres- possible
Page 3
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will benefit from the existing
services, the moorage and deep water access, existing and future docks, the railroad and energy
uses would be a combination of maritime and industrial users that

facilities.

Finding

l:

The Port of St. Helens stated goal is to attract companies looking to export, import,
process or manufacture goods with the intent of using the combination rail and maritime
capabilities at this site already improved with existing facilities. These types of future uses meets
the purpose of the zone, this criteria is satisfied.

RIPD

682

Permifted Uses:

.1

Farm useasdefined bySubsection2ofORS 2'15.203.

,2

Management, production, and harvesting of forest products, including
wood processing and related operations.

Finding 2: Only agricultural and forest production & harvesting are allowed outright in the
RIPD zone. Any and all other industrial uses, while allowable, must be approved through
Section 683.1 and meet all of the conditions imposed under Section 683.1 below.

RIPD

683

Uses Permitted Under Prescribed Conditions: The following uses may be
permitted subject to the conditions imposed for each use:
1

Production, processing, assembling, packaging, or treatment of
materials; research and development laboratories; and storage and
distribution of services and facilities subject to the following
findings:

A.

The requested use conforms with the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan - specifically those policies regarding rural
industrial development and exceptions to the rural resource land
goals and policies.

B.

The potential impact upon the area resulting from the proposed
use has been addressed and any adverse impact will be able to
be mitigated considering the following factors:
1

.2

Physiological characteristics of the site (i.e., topography,
drainage, etc.) and the suitability of the site for the
particular land use and improvements;
Existing land uses and both private and public facilities
and services in the area;
Page 4
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.3

c.

The demonstrated need for the proposed use is best met
at the requested site considering all factors of the rural
industrial element of the Comprehensive Plan.

The requested use can be shown to comply with the following
standards for available services:
1

Water shall be provided by an on-site source of sufficient
capacity to serve the proposed use, or a public or
community water system capable of serving the proposed
use.

.2

Sewage will be treated by a subsurface sewage system, or
a community or public sewer system, approved by the
County Sanitarian and/or the State DEQ.

.3

Access will be provided to a public right-of-way
constructed to standards capable of supporting the
proposed use considering the existing level of service and
the impacts caused by the planned development.

,4

The property is within, and is capable of being served by, a
ruralfire district; or, the proponents will provide on-site fire
suppression facilities capable of serving the proposed use.
On-site facilities shall be approved by either the State or

localFire Marshall.

Discussion: Generally, expansion of the Port Westward industrial development would need to
be facilitated by and consistent with CCZO Section 683. Industrial development is not allowed
in the present PA-80 zoning. Although industrial uses are possible under the RIPD zone, further
review and approval by the Planning Commission, in a public hearing format, is required for any
proposed use other than agriculture or management & production of forest products. That review
is in the form of a Use Under Prescdbed Conditions, which requires the mitigation of adverse
impacts among other things, and Site Design Review. The Planning Commission review would
take place before the issuance of any building permit in this zone. These subsequent land use
permits are beyond the scope of this Major Map Amendment, and the applicable design standards
and impacts of any proposed facility would be addressed at the time those permits are applied
for.

Findlng

3:

Resource Industrial-Planned Development (RIPD) is the proper zone in Columbia
County for which the applicant can achieve the objective of siting maritime and large lot
industrial uses. The application would expand, by 957 acres, an existing RIPD zone at Port
Westward.
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Continuing with Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Section 1502 ?,one Changee
1

Major rngp Amendments are defined as Zone Changes which require the
Comprehensive Plan Map to be amended in order to allow the proposed
Zone Change to conform with the Comprehensive Plan. The approvalof
this type of Zone Change is a 2 step process:
A.

The Commission shall hold a hearing on the proposed Zone
Change, either concurrently or following a hearing on the proposed
amendment to the Comprehensive Plan which is necessary to
allow the proposed zoning to conform with the Comprehensive
Plan. The Commission may recommend approval of a Major Map
Amendment to the Board of Commissioners provided they find
adequate evidence has been presented at the hearing
substantiating the following :
1

2.
3.

B

The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the policies of
the Comprehensive Plan;
The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the Statewide
Planning Goals (ORS 197); and
The property and affected area are presently provided with
adequate facilities, services, and transportation networks to
support the use, or such facilities, services and
transportation networks are planned to be provided
concurrently with the development of the property.

Final approval of a Major Map Amendment may be given by the
Board of Commissioners. The Commissioners shall hold a hearing
on the proposed Zone Change either concurrently or following a
hearing on the proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment which
is necessary to allow the proposed zoning to conform with the
Comprehensive Plan. The Board may approve a Major Map
Amendment provided they find adequate evidence has been
presented substantiating the following:
1

2

3

The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the policies of
the Comprehensive Plan;
The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the Statewide
Planning Goals (ORS 197); and
The property and affected area are presently provided with
adequate facilities, services, and transportation networks to
support the use, or such facilities, services, and
transportation networks are planned to be provided
concurrently with the development of the property.
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Discussion: This Zone Change is a Major Map Amendment. The Planning Commission held a
public hearings on May 6,?013 and May 20,2013,and deliberated on June 17,2013, The
Planning Commission voted 5-l to recommend denial of the application. Chairman Guy
Letourneau signed the Planning Commission's final order, which was then forwarded to the
Board. The Board of Commissioners hearing is scheduled for September 18, 2013 at the
Clatskanie High School. The Comprehensive Plan designation for the approximate 957 acr:e
subject property is AGRICULTURE RESOURCE, which will need to be changed to RURAL
INDUSTRIAL in order for the PA-80 to RIPD Zone Change to be possible in conformance with
the Comprehensive Plan.

(Continued discussion)
THE FOLLOWTNC POLICIES OF THE COLTNTY'S COMPREHENSIVE PLAN APPLY TO
THIS PROPOSAL (THOSE NOT LTSTED ARE NOT APPLICABLE):

Part II (Citizen Involvement): requires opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases
of the planning process. Generally, Part II is satisfied when a local government follows the
public involvement procedures set out in State statutes and in its acknowledged
Comprehensive Plan and land use regulations. This has been done for this application and
explained further under Part III below.
Part

III

(Planning Coordination): requires coordination with affected governments and
agencies. The County provided notice of the hearing with the opportunity for comments to
the state DLCD, oDoT, oDoT Rail, oDFW, oregon Department of Agriculture and
applicable agencies (e.g. Soil & Water Conservation District, Roadmaster, and the Clatskanie
RFPD), the clatskanie - Quincy cPAc, and neighboring property owners within the
notification area. (This list is not intended to be exclusive) Any and all comments as of the
date of this report are presented under COMMENTS RECEIVED below near the end ofthis
Report. These notifications were sent to invite participation prior to the Planning
Commission and the Board ofCommissioners public hearings.
The County is responsible for coordinating the plans of cities in its jurisdiction. However, in
this case, the subject property is not within any city's Urban Growth Boundary.
For quasi-judicialComprehensive Map Amendments andZone Changes, the County's land
use regulations, ORS 215.060 and ORS 197 .610 require notice to the public and to the
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) and two public hearings, one
before the County Planning Commission and another before the Board of Commissioners.

Part V (Agriculture): The property contains a large area of Wauna Locola silt loam is
class III w, considered high-valued farm soil. Because this soiltype, plus others,
representing a significant portion ofthe subject property, staffconcludes that the vast
majority of the soils on the site are high-value farmlands. See related discussion under
Statewide Planning Goals, Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands).
PageT
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Two sensitive crops have been identified as being produced in the immediate area:
blueberries and mint. Each has a long history of production and need specific conditions to
do well. Many of the sandy soils found within the subject area have a history of producing
high-yields of high-value crops. The ability to maintain these high-valued agricultural
production units is of prime importance for the county to not only sustain, but increase their
potential production. Their compatibility with potential industry nearby is discussed in
Finding 9 of this report
The goal of Part V of the Comprehensive Plan is to preserve agricultural land for agricultural
uses. This application would remove agricultural lands from the County's inventory (zoned
PA-80). The County has approximately 55,000 acres of agricultural soil classifications of
Class I, II, or I[[; all is zoned for Primary Agriculture. Most of the good farm soils and
Primary Agriculture (PA-80) zone is located in the diked areas along the Columbia River.
'Ihe largest block of PA-80 zoned property is in the diked area of Scappoose and Sauvie
Island. Other significant areas include the Deer Island area north to Goble, the area just
downstream of Rainier and the north county Clatskanie area. In this north county Clatskanie
area, the county has zoned 16,927 acr€s as Primary Agriculture (PA-80). The north county
primary agricultural properties extends from Mayger down stream along the river to
Woodson and the Clatsop County line. Several drainage districts serve these agricultural
properties, including Beaver Drainage, Midland Drainage, Marshland, Webb, Magruder,
Woodson etc.. lf this Plan Amendment is approved 957 acres would be removed from PA80 zoning, representing 5.6% of the total north county Clatskanie agricultural area. For the
county as a whole this loss ol' farm zoned property is just 1.7 % of the county's total 55,000
acres of primary agricultural inventory.

Farming is an allowed use in the RIPD zone and there are fields currently under farm lease
that are zoned RIPD, and can remain so. But, if zoned RIPD, certain non-agricultural
industrial uses would likely be sited, given the site's proximity to valuable Port Westward
Industrial Park. As such, this proposal will require an exception to Oregon Statewide
Planning Goal 3, as detailed below under Statewide Goal 3. The applicant's proposed
exception document is attached to this staff report.

Part X (Economy): This goal generally regards economic strength and diversity in the
County. Though agricultural relatcd practices contribute to the County's economy, industrial
operations do too. In addition, industrial operations typically provide a tax base in greater
proportion to public services provided and result in more permanent jobs. Many residing in
the County commute outside its borders. Industrial land and the jobs it creates helps balance
the jobs to residence ratio (currently in favor of residences). Moreover, it is likely that the
future development resulting from this Major Map Amendment will be for maritime
exporting, which is itself an ingredient to economic growth of the state and region.
Good industrial sites are often determined by location factors. This is the case with Port
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Westward. As explained by the applicant, proximity to the Columbia River and existing
maritime infrastructure including docks, rail spurs, and private and public utility
infrastructure, as well as the Port's facilities and services, makes the site valuable for
industrial use and economic development.
For these reasons, this proposal is in compliance with the goals and policies of Part X
Economy.

Part XII Qndustrial Siting): This goal addresses the need for industrial land such as that
located at Port Westward. This part of the Comprehensive Plan also contains the basis for the
original Port Westward zoning for industrial use rather than farm use. Generally, the original
exception in the Plan to Statewide Planning Goal 3 for agriculture lands, per Goal 2, was
justified for Port Westward given need (e.g. economics, employment and the site's unique
characteristics) and irrevocable commitment (pre-existing use of the land before the
Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 1984). This Major Map Amendment will allow
expansion of the site and as explained by the applicant, development of additional industrial
uses in this area will create new and continuous employment opportunities, promote
economic growth, and maximize existing public and private investments. In other words,
this is an expansion of a justified and important industrial site in the County and thus, this
proposal is in compliance with Part XIII Industrial Siting of the Comprehensive Plan.
Part XIII (Transportation): The goal of Part XIII is the creation of an efficient, safe, and
diverse transpoftation system to serve the needs of Columbia County residents. The two
most applicable objectives of Part XIII as it relates to this proposal are: l) to utilize the
various modes of transportation that are available in the County to provide services for the
residents, and2) to encourage and promote an eflicient and economical transportation system
to serve the commercial and industrial establishments of the County.
Three modes of transportation apply to this proposal: waterborne, rail and auto/truck. The
Comprehensive Plan discusses how the Columbia River and its deep water access is one of
the County's most valuable transportation resources. [t also mentions that the Columbia
River is underutilized for this purpose. In addition, only certain parts of the County have
access to functional railroads. The subject property and Port Westward Industrial Park has
access to the Hwy 30 rail line operated by Portland & Western Railroad Inc. This Major Map
Amendment will provide the ability for rural industrial expansion of the Port Westward site,
which utilizes both the river access and rail route. Given the County's overall dependance on
automobiles and trucks for transportation, the ability to use other modes oftransportation
lessens the burden on the roads. Though roads will continue to be a means of accessing the
site as well, there are other existing options for addressing the impacts on local roads.

Early in the application process, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) expressed
concern that a Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA) was not presented in the application.
The applicant immediately acquired the services of Lancaster Engineering to provide a TlA.
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At the time of the Planning Comrnission hearing, Lancaster's TIA was in draft form.
Comments and concems from the City of Clatskanie, Columbia County and the State ODOT
have now been incorporated into the TIA. The August 27,2Al3 Transportation lmpact
Analysis includes operational analysis on five intersections: Highway 30 at Nehalem Street,
Nehalem Street at 5th street, Highway 30 at Van Street, Highway 30 at Beaver Falls Road and
Highway 30 at Old Rainier Road (Alston/IVlayger Road). These study intersections are
operating at acceptable levels and will continue to do so through the year 2033 planning
horizon or under a trip cap of 332 PM peak-hour trips for the subject property is reached.
Without knowing what industry will site on the subject property and its subsequent traffic
characteristics, Lancaster Engineering states that it is appropriate to establish a'otrip cap" on
the subject property in order to limit the magnitude of traflic impacts from future
development. Since the trip cap will limit the development potential it also serves as a
reasonable "worst case" traffic scenario. lf 332 or fewer PM peak-hour site trips are
generated by future development within the subject property, the impact intersections will
continue to operate acceptably without the need for operational or safety improvements.
Lancaster Engineering recommends that a traffic study be prepared for each new
development and impacts of both passenger car and heavy truck traffic be commensurate
with mitigation measures, established to improve local roads when needed. The City of
Clatskanie also has impacts on local roads.
Historically, the local roads that provide access to Hwy 30 have been improved sequentially
as new industrial uses are sited at the Port Westward Area. Through a Transportation
Improvement Agreement all new industrial site users contribute a proportional fee to the
County for local road improvements. These agreements were the catalyst for past substantial
improvements to Beaver Falls Road, Mayger Road and Kallunki Road with engineering work
on Hermo Road. Although the current local roads serving Port Westward are insufficient to
support new industrial development at the scale propbsed by this application, any new
industrial user in the Port Westward Area will be rcquired to pay a Transportation
Improvement Fee to address its uses and impacts on local transportation.

Part XIV (Public Facilities & Services): The goal of Part XIV is to plan and develop a
timely, orderly, and efficient arrangement of public services as a framework for urban and
rural development. The subject property is located adjacent to the Port Westward arsa, a
rural industrial park. There are no urtan facilities within 6 miles of the proposal. Significant
investments have already been made in the Port Westward arsa's services and facilities,
including water, sewer, new electrical substation, natural gas mainlines, and fire protection
services. The area also has existing rail systems and a full-service 1,250 foot dock. There are
also public and private energy transmission facilities in the Port Westward area. There is an
existing framework of facilities for allowing additional rural industrial development in the
area. Staff concurs that with this existing substantial investment in services and facilities
already in the area, an expansion of industrial land as proposed would be effrcient from a
facilities and services standpoint. This proposal is consistent with Part XIV.
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Part XVI (Goal 5: Open Space, Scenic & Historic Areas, and Natural Resources): The
purpose of this Part is to protect cultural and natural r€sources. Three resources apply to this
site: l) open space, 2) wildlife habitat and 3) wetlands.
The County is not aware of any cultural resources on the subject property. An older cultural
site was discovered near the river, fenced and protective signage placed to protect the area for
future excavation. This site is on the existing Port Westward tndushial Park. No cultural
sites are anticipated to be discovered on the subject property; however, if a site is discovered
the owner is required to contact the County and the State Historic Preservation Office.
Open space is not specifically inventoried in the County; though, most of the County is zoned
for resource PF-80, FA-80 or PA-80; and, the primary intent of this zoning is to conserve
resource lands for resource uses, but the resource zones also protect open space as a
secondary function. The subject properly is zoned PA-80 and will be re-zoned to RIPD given
successful completion of this Major Map Amendment. Civen the zoning designation alone,
open space could conceivably be compromised. However, in this case, the subject property is
already bordering RIPD lndustrial zoning. Hence, any impact to open space should be
minimal. open space is already compromised by this adjoining industrial area

With regards to wildlife, the site is identified as being within major waterfowl habitat.
Potential conflicting uses to waterfowl habitat generally apply to removal of water bodies
(e.g. streams and sloughs) and wetlands. The subject properly does contain wetlands,
however there is no evidence this Major Map Amendment itself will compromise water fowl
habitat, though subsequent development if authorized could. Albeit, any development would
be subject to regulation of the County and other applicable agencies such as the Division of
State Lands and Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife to address and mitigate any issues
when an application for a particular use is submitted.
Finally, and as already noted, the site does not contain any significant wetlands, however
there are some wetlands associated with crossing sloughs and drainage ways. The intensity
of development possible on RIPD zoned land is greater than PA-80; however, development
would be subject to regulation ofthe applicable agencies (e.g.County, Division of State
Lands, and the Army Corps of Engineers) to address and mitigate any wetland impacts. It is
likely that any development, if initially authorized, would require a wetland delineation to
determine wetland boundaries and potential impacts.
As there is no evidenc€ to suggest this Major Map Amendment will compromise the
identified Goal 5 resources on the subject property, it complies with Part XVI.
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(Continued discussion) - Zoning Ordinance 1502.1(AX2)
OREGON'S STATEWIDE PLANNINC

GOALS

(similar to Comprehensive Plan Goals)

I (Citizen Involvement): Coal I requires opportunity for citizens to be involved in all
phases of the planning process. Generally, Goal I is satisfied when a local government
follows the public involvement procedures set out in the statutes and in its acknowledged
Comprehensive Plan and land use regulations.
Goal

For quasi-judicial Comprehensive Plan Amendments and Zone Changes, the County's land
use regulations, ORS 2 I 5.060 and ORS 197 .610 require notice to the public and to the
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) and public hearings before the
County Planning Commission and Board of Commissioners. By complying with these
regulations and statutes, the County complies with Goal l.

The County provided notice to DLCD on February 2A,2013. Agency referrals were sent to
the Clatskanie-Quincy CPAC, Clatskanie RFPD, Soil & Water Conservation District, OSU
Agricultural Office, Clatskanie PUD, Oregon Department of Agriculture, Oregon ODOT,
Natural Resources Conservation Service, and the County Roadmaster and Assessor. Any and
all agency comments are under "COMMENTS RECEIVED" below. [n addition, property
owners within the required notice arca were notified of the Planning Commission hearing.
The first hearing was scheduled for April I , 20 I 3; however due to a lack of quorum, that
meeting was rescheduled. For this matter, before the Planning Commission, a second,
rescheduled and corrected notice was sent to property owners and afftcted parties on April
10, 2013. The first hearing before the Planning Commission was scheduled for May 6,2013
and continued through May 20,2Al3. The hearing before the Board of County
Commissioners is set for Wednesday, September 18,2013 at 6:30 PM. The staff finds that
Goal I has been satisfied.
The County has received comments characterizing the location the hearing "unprecedented"
because it will be held in Clatskanie rather than the Board's usual meeting location in St.
Helens. Such statements are a mischaracterization. The Board frequently holds hearings in
the community near the subject property, such as The Great Vow Zen Monastery conditional
use, which was held near its location in Clatskanie;the Port Westward Urban Renewal public
hearings, which were held near Clatskanie; re-zoning at the Vemonia Airport, which was
held in Vernonia, just to name a few. Contrary to the criticisms, the Board holds hearings in
the community near the subject property to encourage more public involvement, especially by
those who are most affected by the proposal. Also, the Board is holding their meeting in the
evening rather than at their normally scheduled l0 am, to make it easier for people to attend
and testify.
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Goal2 (Land Use Planning)o Part I: Goal 2,Part I requires that actions related to land use
be consistent with acknowledged Comprehensive plans of cities and counties. Consistency
with the applicable provisions of the acknowledged Columbia County Comprehensive Plan is
demonstrated within.
Goal 2, Part I also requires coordination with affected govemments and agencies and an
adequate factual base. Affected agencies have been notified as explained under Goal l,
above. The factual base supporting this application is described herein. Both County and
State laws and how this Major Map Amendment relates to and complies with them is
analyzed. For these reasons, the County finds that the requirements of Goal 2,Part I are met.

Goal 2 (Land Use Planning), Part II: Goal 2, Part II authorizes three different types of
exceptions: (l) physically developed (previously called "built"); (2) inevocably committed;
and (3) reasons exceptions. Standards for taking these kinds ofexceptions are set out in
LCDC's rule interpreting the Goal2 exceptions process, OAR 660, Division 4. Besides
addressing how a local government takes these kinds of exceptions in the first instance, the
rule sets out standards that apply when a local govemment proposes to chanqe existing types
of uses, densities or public facilities and services authorized under prior exceptions.
In this case, the subject property will be changed from Agriculture Resource to Rural
Industrial and will require a Goal 3 exception. The physically developed and irevocably
committed bases for exceptions are intended to recognize and allow continuation of existing
development. The subject property is not developed; therefore, the reasons exception apply
to this application. The applicants Goal 3 exception analysis is set fo*h as attached to this
report and analyzed below.

Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands):
This proposed plan amendment would re-zone to Rural Industrial and remove 957 acres from
farmland zoning. Goal 3 is to preserve and maintain agricultural lands. An exception to
Goal 3 is necessary to approve this Major Map Amendment. This requires findings for a
"reasons exception" pursuant to OAR 660-004-0020(2) and ORS 197.732(2), specifically
related to siting rual industrial development on resouroe land outside of an urban growth
boundary pursuant to OAR 660-004-0022(3).

Exception Criteria - ORS 197.732
197.732 Goal exceptions; criteria; rules; review. (1) A local government may adopt
an exception to a goal if: a) the land is physically developed, or b) the land is irrevocably
committed to another use, or
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ORS 197.732(2).c
(2) c) The following standards are met:
(A) Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should
not apply;

(B)Areas which do not require a new exception cannot reasonably
accommodate the use;
C) The long term environmental, economic, social and energy consequences
resulting from the use at the proposed site with measures designed to
reduce adverse impacts are not significantly more adverse than would
typically result from the same proposal being located in areas requiring a
goal exception other than the proposed site; and
(D) The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so
rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.
(3) "Compatible," as used in subsection (2)c) of this section, is not intended as an

absolute term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type
with adjacent uses.

Findinq

4:

LCDC adopted rules more specific, to augment the above Statute. They are
incotporated in OAR 660-004-0020 & 0022 examined below. Those findings are incorporated
herein as applicable to (A) - (D) above.

The following Administrative Rule elaborates on how the provisions are to be met and adds
specificity on the above ORS 197.73z(Z.c).

OAR 660-004-0022(3) Rural lndustrial Development
(3) Rural lndustrial Development For the siting of industrial development on
resource land outside an urban growth boundary, appropriate reasons and facts
may include, but are not limited to, the following:
(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on
agricultural or forest land. Examples of such resources and resource sites include
geothermalwells, mineral or aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, natural features,
or river or ocean ports;

5:

tr'inding
The subject properry is located outside of an urban groMh boundary on designated
agricultural lands. It is adjacent to Port Westward Industrial Area which is strategically located
Page 14 of 28
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along the Columbia River and a river port with existing industrial uses and facilities. The
location of the site on the Columbia River is extremely important to the local and regional
economy and to promote the proper location of river and port dependent industries. No other
industrial site having such qualities is available in Columbia County, making Poft Westward a
unique resource.

(b) The use cannot be located inside an urban growth boundary due to impacts that
are hazardous or incompatible in densely populated areas; or
Findinq

6:

The applicant wants to be able to promote large lot industrial users that can take
advantage of the unique situation at Port Wesfward, close to both ship and rail transpoftation.
The Exception Document examines other industrial facilities in the City of St. Helens urban area,
the City of Astoria and others in the region; and, it concludes that the only Port of Portland may
have some large lot industrial land available. However, Port Westward is less than half the
distance to the Pacific Ocean than Port of Portland and other rural attributes give Port Westward
in Columbia County a comparative advantage. This criteria is met based on the attached
Exception Document and substantial evidence in the record.

c)

The use would have a significant comparative advantage due to its location
(e.9., near existing industrial activity, an energy facility, or products available from
other rural activities), which would benefit the county economy and cause only
minimal loss of productive resource lands. Reasons for such a decision should
include a discussion of the lost resource productivity and values in relation to the
county's gain from the industrial use, and the speciflc transportation and resource
advantages that support the decision.
Findins 7: An expanded industrial zone at Port Westward would take advantage of the
existing facilities and infrastructure already installed by private investments and public
incentives. It would take advantage of location on a deep river port and rail access. The
Exception Document analyzes the details of significant comparative advantages of Port
Westward, including a prime location factor, existing facilities factor, current economic
conditions factor, industrial land shortages and the opportunity & value of expanded large lot
industrial areas. The county acknowledges these factors as being substantial evidence that the
location of industrial uses at Port Westward has a comparative advantage for industries needing
large vacant industrial sites with maritime opportunities. The lost resource, farm land, is
specifically detailed in the exception document. The economic benefit of industrial land verse
farm land is overwhelming in favor of industrial whsn comparing employment wages per acre
and revenue liom local property taxes, etc.. In addition, the area proposed for re-zoning accounts
for a small fraction of the overall amount of land zoned for agricultural use in this north county
Clatskanie agricultural area. Of the 16,927 acres zoned primary agriculture in the north county
Clatskanie area, the subject 957 acres, is only 5.6% of the total. The impact of converting some
of this agricultural land to industrial use is minimized considering that 16,000 acres are left in
agricultural use in this north county Clatskanie diked arEa.
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660-004-0020
Goal 2, Part ll G), Exception Requirements
(1) lf a jurisdiction determines there are reasons consistent with OAR 660-004-0022
to use resource lands for uses not allowed by the applicable Goal or to allow public
facilities or services not allowed by the applicable Goal, the justification shall be set
forth in the comprehensive plan as an exception. As provided in OAR
660-004-0000(1), rules in other divisions may also apply.
(2) The four standards in Goal 2 Part ll C) required to be addressed when taking an
exception to a goal are described in subsections (a) through (d) of this section,
including general requirements applicable to each of the factors:
(a) "Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should not
apply." The exception shallset forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis for
determining that a state policy embodied in a goalshould not apply to specific
properties or situations, including the amount of land for the use being planned and
why the use requires a location on resource land;

8:

The reasons set out in the exception document state why the applicable goal of
protecting/preserving agricultural land should not apply to this land immediately adjacent to Port
Westward. They include the fact that this land is uniquely situated by a river port that is already
served by water, sewer and local roads, and the exception site has capability of being served by
US Hwy 30 and a major freight rail corridor. Other factors supportive of good reasons include
the ability for the county to take advantage of their most important transportation asset, the
Columbia River for shipping transport. The centralization of industrial employment at this
strategic location makes good planning sense and reduces future energy costs of having industry
site haphazardly along the river. There is a documented shortage of large lot industrial sites in
Oregon. By answering this shortage and providing vacant land for industrial development the
county would be capable of securing potential base employment jobs where the wage income is
generated by out-of-county capital. Opening and taking advantage of trade opportunities in the
Pacific Rim is advantageous to the county and region. The stafffinds that there are sufficient
reasons why this agricultural land should be used for industrial purposes and incorporates the
attached exception document that more fully explains the reasons.

Finding

Continuing with OAR 660:004-0020

(b) "Areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
use". The exception must meet the following requirements:
(A) The exception shall indicate on a map or otherwise describe the location of
possible alternative areas considered for the use that do not require a new
exception. The area for which the exception is taken shall be identified;
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(B) To show why the particular site is justified, it is necessary to discuss why other
areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
proposed use. Economic factors may be considered along with other relevant
factors in determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other
areas. Under this test the following questions shall be addressed:
(l) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on nonresource land that
would not require an exception, including increasing the density of uses on
nonresource land? lf not, why not?
(ii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on resource land that is
already irrevocably committed to nonresource uses not allowed by the applicable
Goal, including resource land in existing unincorporated communities, or by
increasing the density of uses on committed lands? lf not, why not?
(iii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated inside an urban growth
boundary? lf not, why not?
(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated without the provision of a
proposed public facility or service? lf not, why not?
C) The "alternative areas" standard in paragraph B may be met by a broad review of
similar types of areas rather than a review of specific alternative sites. lnitially, a
local govemment adopting an exception need assess only whether those similar
types of areas in the vicinity could not reasonably accommodate the proposed use.
Site specific comparisons are not required of a local government taking an exception
unless another party to the local proceeding describes specific sites that can more
reasonably accommodate the proposed use. A detailed evaluation of specific
alternative sites is thus not required unless such sites are specifically described, with
facts to support the assertion that the sites are more reasonable, by another party
during the local exceptions proceeding.
tr'inding 9: There are no non-resource lands available in Columbia County at the scale needed
to to satisfy large industrial users or that have the competitive advantages as Port Westward. At
the time of initial zoning, the County zoned all large lots in the the county as either Primary
Forest or Primary Agriculture because they were not already committed to more intense
development. For altematives, the attached exception document examines the Port Westward
Industrial Park itself, other Port of St. Helens properties, the Port of Astoria, Port of Coos Bay
and the Port of Portland. This examination concludes that there is a shortage of readily zoned
industrial sites. Testimony at the Planning Commission hearing took issue with the Port's
alternative locations and proposed specific alternatives to taking an exception on the subject
properfy adjacent to the Port Westward. The original exception document has been modified to
address the issue raised in testimony. Areas in Urban Growth Boundaries in Columbia County
do not have extensive industrial lands with water/rail transport availability that are not already in
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use. With the inclusion of the Exception Document, the county finds that this criteria is met.

Continuing with OAR 660-004.0020

c)

"The long-term environmental, economic, social and energy consequences
resulting from the use at the proposed site with measures designed to reduce
adverse impacts are not significantly more adverse than would typically result from
the same proposal being located in areas requiring a goal exception other than the
proposed site." The exception shall describe: the characteristics of each alternative
area considered by the jurisdiction in which an exception might be taken, the typical
advantages and disadvantages of using the area for a use not allowed by the Goal,
and the typical positive and negative consequences resulting from the use at the
proposed site with measures designed to reduce adverse impacts. A detailed
evaluation of specific alternative sites is not required unless such sites are
specifically described with facts to support the assertion that the sites have
significantly fewer adverse impacts during the local exceptions proceeding. The
exception shall include the reasons why the consequences of the use at the chosen
slte are not significantly more adverse than would typically result from the same
proposal being located in areas requiring a goalexception other than the proposed
site. Such reasons shall include but are not limited to a description of: the facts used
to determine which resource land is least productive, the ability to sustain resource
uses near the proposed use, and the long-term economic impact on the general
area caused by irreversible removal of the land from the resource base. Other
possible impacts to be addressed include the effects of the proposed use on the
water table, on the costs of improving roads and on the costs to special service
districts;

Finding

I0:

Any proposed use, of a prospective tenant, will need to meet or exceed the
existing state and federal environmental laws. Reviews of siting an industry at the newly rezoned property would be processed and decided in a public hearing format. In addition to
existing laws, conditions imposed by the County on this exception area - such as traffic impacts,
impacts to wetlands, impacts to the air & ground and impacts to surrounding uses will be
reviewed; and, the use will either be not allowed or the impacts minimized through conditions
imposed. The analysis of economis consequences including better paying wages and a larger tax
base, supports the zone change. This concept is carried forward into the social consequences, in
that citizens will have more money to spend locally, thereby creating a higher standard of living,
which will in turn benefit other related industries and businesses. An energy related consequence
would include better usage of existing facilities on site inctuding large grid electrical power and
abundant natural gas. This application supports consolidation of large scale industrial services at
Port Westward. Based on the analysis in the exception document staff finds that the application
is supported by consideration of the long term environmental, energy, social and energy
consequences.
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continuing with oAR 660-004-0020
(d) "The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so
rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.'The exception
shall describe how the proposed use will be rendered compatible with adjacent land
uses, The exception shall demonstrate that the proposed use is situated in such a
manner as to be compatible with surrounding natural resources and resource
management or production practices. "Compatible" is not intended as an absolute
term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses.

Findlng

1l:

The adjacent uses to the subject property are industrial to the north and
agriculture/farming to the south. Any proposed uses in this new industrial zone will need to be
compatible with both adjoining uses, industrial and farming. These criteria will be reviewed at
site design review prior to releasing a building permit. There has been a substantial amount of
testimony received from the farm community penaining to whether this new industrial zone
would allow uses that are incompatible with crops in nearby fields. Most testimony expressed a
fear that the most despicable industrial uses may site next to them. The farm community does
not have problems with the uses already in existence at Port Westward. As such, some lands that
are zoned for industrial use at Port Westward are leased for agricultural purposes and can remain
so. It is impossible for the applicant to show how every possible industrial use could or would be
considered compatible with adjoining farm uses, even with an exhaustive list of mitigating
measures. For this reason and to be in compliance with this criteria, staffbelieves that before a
development permit is issued, each new use should be reviewed for compatibility with adjacent
farm uses. The applicant has proposed that the following conditions be imposed to ensure
measures are in place to reduce adverse impacts:

)
2)

I
The habitat of threatened and endangered spccies shall be evaluated and protected as
required by law.
Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures shall maintain
the overall values ofthe feature.
All development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are established and
maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses, including natural vegetation and
where appropriate, fences, landscaped areas and other similar types of buffers.
When possible the arsa of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or support shall
be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.
Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed to mitigate
dust caused by industrial uses that may emanate from the site and traffic to the site.
Site run-off shall be controlled and any harmful sedirnent shall be contained or otherwise
treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to irrigation equipment and area water
quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.
The industrial use impact on the water table shall be monitored to ensure that the water
table can be maintained and managed as it historical is done.
Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating crossing to

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)
8)
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reduce crossing delays.

9)

Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment report that shall
analyze adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonstrate that impacts from the proposed
use are mitigated. The report shall include a description of the type and nature of the agricultural
uses and farming practices, if any, which presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use,
fype of agricultural equipment customarily used on the property, and wind pattern information.
The report shall include a mitigation plan.

Staffrecommends the above measures be incorporated into conditions for the siting of any future
industrial use. With the above referenced conditions this criteria can be met.

Continuing with Oregon's Statewide Plannine Goals

Goal 4 (Forest Lands): The County finds this goal is not applicable. The subject property is
not forest land. The applicant submitted an exception to forest lands. The Board may
include it if wanted, but staffdoes not believe it is necessary.

Goal5 (Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources): This goal
addresses the conservation and protection ofboth natural and cultural resources- There does
not appear to be any inventoried cultural, historic or scenic resources on the subject properfy.
Three natural resources apply to this site: l) open space, 2) wildlife habitat and 3) wetlands.
These are addressed under Part XVI of the Comprehensive Plan. As this Major Map
Amendment complies with Part XVI of the Comprehensive Plan, it also complies with
Statewide Goal 5. (See discussion Part XVI , page 9)

Goat 6 (Air, Water and Land Resources Quality): Goal 6 addresses the quality of air,
water and land resources. In the context of Comprehensive Plan Amendments, a local
government complies with Goal 6 by explaining why it is reasonable to expect that the
proposed uses authorized by the plan amendment will be able to satisfu applicable federal and
state environmental standards, including air and water quality standards.
The proposed plan amendment and zone change would allow rural industrial uses in addition
to resource uses, as allowed currently. As a matter of county ordinance, any future
development would be required to comply with Federal, State and local laws, which are
intended to minimize environmental impacts. The Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act are
examples. Given the standards to which future development would be subject, including
those applicable to Site Design Reviews, Uses Under Prescribed Conditions and Building
Permits, staff finds that the requirements of goal 6 are met.

Goal 7 (Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards): Goal 7 deals with development
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in places subject to natural hazards. It requires thatjurisdictions apply "appropriate
safeguards" when planning for development there.
In this case, there are no specific identified natural hazards. FEMA FIRM Map 41009C0050
D, dated November 26,2010, identifies the property in zone X, which is not subject to
floodplain regulations. In addition the property is within Seismic Zone Dl (formerly zone 3),
which applies to building regulations. These would apply at time of development.
The County finds that the requirements of Goal 7 are met.

Goal 8 (Recreational Needs): This goal calls for a government to evaluate its areas and
facilities for recreation and develop plans to deal with the projected demand for them. The
subject property has not been planned for recreational opportunities. This Major Map
Amendment will not compromise the recreational needs of the County citizenry and thus,
meets the requirements of Goal 8.

Goal9 (Economic Development): While Goal9 applies only to urban and unincorporated
lands inside urban growth boundaries, this Major Map Amendment, will nonetheless, help
promote the County's economic strength. This is explained under Pan X (Economy) and the
Reasons Exception attached to this report. Though technically not applicable, the County
finds that the overall intent of Goal 9 is met.

Goal 10 (Housing): The County finds that Coal l0 is not applicable. Goal l0 applies inside
urban growth boundaries. In addition, this Major Map Amendment will not result in a loss or
gain of dwelling units.
Goal 11 (Public Facilities and Services): Goal 1l requires local govemments to plan and
develop a timely, orderly and e{Iicient arrangement of public facilities and services. It further
provides that urban and rural development "be guided and supported by types and levels of
services appropriate for, but limited to, the needs and requirements of the urban, urbanizable
and rural areas to be seryed."
The applicant's response is: "Port Westward has developed public facilities and services for
rural industrial development. The area also provides access to the Columbia River by
existing docks, and access to rail transport. Rural industrial development in the Port
Westward area is orderly and efficient in that it groups development around existing services
and provides the benefits of a planned development area. Thus the application is consistent
with Statewide Planning Goal I 1."

Staff concurs with the applicant and finds that the proposal complies with Goal I l.

Goal 12 (Transportation): Goal l2 requires local govemments to'oprovide and encourage a
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safe, convenient and economic transportation system." Goal

l2 is implemented through

LCDC's Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), OAR 660, Division 12. The TPR requires that
where an amendment to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive plan, or a land
use regulation that would significantly affect an existing or planned transportation facility's
functional capacity the local government shall put in place measures to assure that allowed
land uses are consistcnt with the identified function, capacity, and performance standards of
the facility.
Transportation issues were discussed earlier under the County Comprehensive Plan Part XIII

Transportation. In current zoning PA-80, resource farm uses and some limited residential
uses are allowed. Other potential uses include schools and churches. Aside from schools and
churches, these land uses are not intense and would have a minimal traffrc/transportation
impact. If the proposal were approved and the subject property zoned RIPD, industrial uses
could be sited and could potentially have a significant impacts on the surrounding
transportation network. But, restrictions are in place by the RIPD zone that the new
industrial uses must be rural and land extensive. They are generally not labor intensive as
with high traflic volume generators from the working force (except for perhaps during
construction). With this "rural" industrial zone a typical build-out traffic impact of the
zoning district would be significantly less than in a typical urban industrial property.
Lancaster Engineering, on behalf of the applicant, submitted a preliminary Traffic Impact
Analysis ('flA) for the proposed Plan Amendment on May 6,2013. Comments from State
ODOT, Columbia County and the City of Clatskanie were incorporated into the present
August 27,2013 Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA) for the proposed Port Westward
expansion. A traflic analysis is difficult when a specific industrial uses are not identified for
the subject property. Lancaster Engineering, together with State ODOT, Columbia County
Road Department and the Public Works of Clatskanie, agree that a "Trip Cap" be established
for a worst case scenario. Lancaster Engineering determined that the study intersections are
currently operating satisfactorily, but would need operational or safety improvements when
the subject new industrial area produced 332 PM peak-hour trips or more. When this trip
cap level of traffic generation is reached there will be a need for an additional TIA and
possible mitigating improvements to the intersections to bring them to acceptable
performance. The Report analyzes intersections with state regulated highways. Specifically
the'flA analyzes five intersections, including Highway 30 at Nehalem Street, Nehalem at 5'h
Street, Highway 30 at Van Street, Highway 30 at Beaver Falls Road, and Highway 30 at Old
Rainier Road (Alston Mayger Road.
The State ODOT comment and concern about ths 'trip cap" proposed by the August 27,2013
TIA, the County and ODOT needs to determine how the rip cap identified will be monitored
and enforced. ODOT and Lancaster recommends a condition be imposed:

"A traffic study

be prepared for each future development within the subject
property to determine the number of trips generated, likely travel routes, impacts
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on both passenger car and heavy truck traffic. These TIA analysis would also be
used to ensure that the number of trips generated and accumulative trips do not
exceed the trip cap."
To ensure that all traffic impacts are minimized with each new development on our local
roads, including in the City of Clatskanie; roads will need improvements commensurate with
a new development impact. The County has historically imposed a Traffic Improvement Fee
on new development in the Poft Westward area.

With the above referenced conditions the Transportation Planning Rule requirements is
satisfied.

Goal 13 (Energy Conservation): Goal l3 directs cities and counties to manage and control
land and uses developed on the land to maximize the conservation of all forms of energy,
based on sound economic principles.

The applicant's response is: "The application is consistent with Statewide Planning Coal l3
in that it will promote consolidation of industrial services in the Porl Westward area and
conserve energy that would otherwise be expended developing these services elsewhere."

In addition, as already explained in this report, the expansion of the Port Westward site will
help enhance the County's economy, specifically the north part of the County. This will
provide localjobs and help balance the jobs/dwellings ratio. Currently, many County citizens
travel outside the County to work. Having more localjobs promotes energy conservation as
it tends to result in less vehicle miles traveled.
For the above reasons, the County finds that the proposal complies with Goal 13.

Goal 14 (Urbanization): The County finds that Coal l4 is not applicable. The proposed
amendments do not authorize urban uses on rural lands or otherwise convert rural land to
urban uses.
Goal 15 (Willamette River Greenway): The County finds that Goal l4 is not applicable.
The site is not near the Willamette River.

Goals 16 - 19 (Coastal State-Wide Planning Goals): These Goals do not apply to Columbia
County as it is not a coastaljurisdiction.

Continuing with Columbia County Zonine Ordinance CCZO
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cczo

r502.1(A) (3):
3

The property and affected area are presently provided with
adequate facilities, services, and transportation networks
to support the use, or such facilities, services and
transportation networks are planned to be provided
concurrently with the development of the property.

Discussion: The Port Westward Industrial Park immediately to the north of the subject
property has a full service of facilities available for potential indushialusers. These facilities

can

easily be provided to the subject properry in association with a particular development. The
infrastructure framework for additional rural industrial development has been well planned by the
Port and other industrial users in the vicinity. Existing facilities include water systems and fire
protection services, county roads to provide access to FIwy 30, rail lines running within the site
and through to connect the mainline Hwy 30 corridor, electrical service new substation, fiber
optics, industrial sized natural gas lines, electric power plants, and a 1250 foot dock with deep
water access.
There is no evidence that there will be any inadequacies of facilities, seruices and transportation
networks for development subsequent to the Major Map Amendment. Any new development
within the Port Westward Industrial site would not be allowed unless there were facilities that
could adequately accommodate it. When a prospective industry submits plans for development,
the facilities necessary are identified and extended or otherwise provided in conjunction with
development.

Finding

12:

Finding

13:

Based on the discussions above on the Comprehensive Plan criteria and as
presented in the application and submittal of noted items, this Major Map Amendment is
consistent with the County's Comprehensive PIan.
Based on the discussions above on Statewide Coals and as presented in the
application with the submittal of noted items, this Major Map Amendment is consistent with

Orcgon's Statewide Planning Goals.

l4:

Based on the discussions above in this Report and as presented in the application,
property
the
and affected area is presently provided with adequate facilities, services, and
transportation networks to support any use allowed by the RIPD zone, and that this Major Map
Amendment will not compromise such facilitieso services and transportation networks, with
conditions imposed.

Finding

Continuinq with Columbig Countv Zg[ing Ordinance Section 1502 Zone Changss
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1502 .3

Alternate Zones: lf the Commission determines that a zone other than
the one being proposed will adequately allow the establishment of the
proposed use, the Commission may substitute the alternate zone for
the proposed zone in either the Major Map Amendment or the Minor
Map Amendment procedures.

Discussion: This Major Map Amendment would bring the subject property to a designation of
Rural Industrial and zoning to Rural Industrial - Planned Development (RIPD). This same
designation and zoning borders the properly on three sides, and there is no other adjacent
designation and zoning other than Agricultural Resource and Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-80),

Finding

15:

Staffdoes not recommend the substitution of another designation or zone for this
Major Map Amendment request.

Contlnuing with Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Section 1600 Administration
1605

Zone Change - Maior Map Amendment: The hearing for a major map
amendment shall follow the procedure established in Section 1505,
1502. 1, 15021A and 1502 18. This hearing cannot result on the
approval of a major map amendment. The Commission may make a
recommendation to the Board of Coun$ Commissioners that such a
zone change be granted. Approval by the majority of the Commission
is necessary in order to make recommendation to the Board of
Commissioners. The Board of Commissioners hearing on the
proposed zone change-major map amendment will be on the record
unless a majority of the Board votes to allow admission of new
evidence.

Discussion:

The Planning Commission made a recommendation for denial of this application
for a Major Map Amendment. The Board of County Commissioners, who have the decision
making authority, will hold a hearing on September 18, 2013 at the Clatskanie High School.

Continuing witb Senate Bill 766
Public testimony at the Planning Commission raised concerns over the potential affect of Senate
Bill 766 if the subject property is re-zoned to RIPD, specifically, the concern that SB 766 would
remove the local review of future industrial uses at the site. SB 766, which was passed in 201I
to advance job creation on industrial lands, provides two separate programs: one for the
designation of o'industrial development projects of state significance" and another for the
designation of "regionally significant industrial sites." An applicant must apply to the State
Economic Recovery Council (ERRC) for either ths state or regional significance desigrration.
Page 25
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The impact on local govemment is different for each designation. For the industrial development
projects of state significance, review of compliance with land use regulations, including local
regulation, is done at the state level by ERRC. Land use review of development of regionally
significant industrial sites, on the other hand, remains with the local governrnents. Although
review of a regionally significant site remains with the local govemment, the review process in
general differs in that it is expedited, as provided in ORS 197.365 and 197.370. and appeal to the
Oregon Court of Appeals rather than LUBA.
Here, the subject property has not been designated as either a state or regionally significant site.
The applicant has stated that it will apply for the regionally significant designation for Port
Westward. ERRC will be designating only five to fifteen regionally significant sites in the state.
As explained, even if Port Westward receives such a designation, the County will be reviewing
future industrial uses for compliance with land use regulations.

AGENCY COMMENTS RECEIVED:
City of Clatskanie: Several comments, have no objection to its approval as submitted.
Clatskanie-Quincy CPAC: (no response)
Clatskanie RFPD: No objection.
Soil & Water Conservation District: Comment # 87 on list, opposed the application negative
affects on farming and riparian areas.

Lower Columbia Watershed Council: (no response)
Oregon ODOT: Several comments, agrees with a trip cap, but would like to discuss monitoring
and enforcement of the trip cap.
Oregon ODOT Rail: Letter dated March 5,2A13, pertaining to rail extensions safety. See
attached comments #8.

Oregon Department of Agriculture: Comment# 25 Excellent farm soils, good for high yields.
Oregon DLCD: Comment #91 generally supportive of Plan Amendment, must made adequate
findings
Natural Resources Conservation Service: (no response)
County Rondmaster: No objection. Future developers will incur all costs for needed road
improvements.
County Assessor: (no response)
County Sanitarian: (no response)
County Building Official: Has no objection to its approval as submitted.
City of Clatskanie: Strongly in favor of approval.
The Planning Division forwarded 198 comments to the Board. The cover index "Port of St. Helens
Comments Submitted", 7 pages, lists by number the comments received in chronologic order.
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coNclusroN, & RECOMMENDED DECISION & CONDITIONS:
Based on the facts, findings and comments herein, the Planning Director recommends approval of
this Major Map Amendment to re-designate the site from Agriculture Resource to Rural Industrial
and to amend the Zoning Map of the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance to re-zone the subject

property from PrimaryAgriculture - 80 (PA-80) to Rural Industrial - Planned Development (RIPD),
with the following conditions:

l)

Prior to an application for development of a new use, the applicant/developer shall
submit a Site Design Review and an RIPD Use Under Prescribed Conditions as required by
the Colum bia County Zoning Ordinance.

2)

To ensure adequate transportation operation, future developments proposed for the
subject property shall not produce more that 332 PM peak-hour trips without conducting a
new Traffic Impact Analysis with recommendations for operational or safety mitigation.

3)

A traffic study be prepared for each proposed future development within the subject
property to determine the number of trips generated, likely travel routes, impacts on both
passenger car and heavy truck traffic. These TIA reports would also be used to ensure that
the number of trips generated and accumulative trips do not exceed the trip cap.

4)

To ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses the applicant/developer ofnew
industrial uses shall comply with the following:
The habitat of threatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and
protected as required by law.
Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures
shall maintain the overall values of the feature.
AII development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are
established and maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses,
including natural vegetation and where appropriate, fences, landscaped areas and
other similar types of buffers.
When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or
support shall be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.
Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed
to mitigate dust caused by industrial uses that may emanate from the site and traflic

A)
B)

C)
D)

E)

to the site.

F)

Site run-offshall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained or

otherwise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to inigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.
The industrial use impact on the water table shall be monitored to ensure that
the water table can be maintained and managed as it historical is done.
Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays.

C)

H)

Page?7
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I) Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment rcport
that shall anrlyze adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonstrate that
impacts from the proposed use are mitigated. The report shall include a description
of the type and nature of the agricultural uses and farming practices, if any, which
presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use, type ofagricultural equipment
customarily used on the property, and wind pattem information. The report shall
include a mitigation plan for any negative impacts identified.
5) The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to the uses,
density, public facilities & services and activities to, only those that are justified in the
exception.

ATTACHMENTS:

Exception Document
Comments received under separate cover
Vicinity map, aerial map with boundaries
Application and maps in separate document
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PORT WESTWARD EXPANSION AREA EXCEPTION STATEMENT

A. Introduction
In 2013 the Port of St. Helens (the Port), on behalf of itself and the Thompson family (Guy R.
Thompson, Elizabeth Boswell, Robert Thompson, David Thompson and Rodger Thompson),
submitted an application to Columbia County (the County) seeking a Major Comprehensive Plan
Map Amendment to reclassify land adjacent to the existing Port Westward Industrial Park (Port
Westward) from Agricultural Resource to Resource [ndustrial. The application also sought to

rezone that land from Primary Agriculture-80 Acres (PA-80) to Resource Industrial-Planned
Development (RIPD) for inclusion in the Port's industrial park at Port Westward. The subject 837acre tract is directly adjacent to the existing Port Westward lndustrial Park, which is already zoned

RIPD. Because of its current agricultural zoning, the County was required to take an exception to
Statewide Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands) as part of the rezone and accompanying
comprehensive plan amendment. The application was approved by Columbia County

in 2014,

granting an exception to Goal 3, rezoning the subject area to RIPD and authorizing those uses
permitted in the RIPD zone under the County's regulations.
That decision was appealed to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). LUBA remanded

the decision, in part, identif,ing areas in which the record and findings provided insuflicient
justification for taking a Goal 3 exception and rezoning the exception area to RIPD. In response to
the remand, the Port modified its land use application consistent with the direction provided by
LUBA. As approved, the exception granted on remand relies solely on OAR 660-004-0020(3Xa)
as justification for taking an exception to Goal 3, which allows for the exception if "[t]he use is
significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or forest land. Examples of
such resources and resource sites include . . . river or ocean ports." Specifically, the Port has
identified the deepwater poft, with its existing dock facilities at Port Westward, as the unique
resource justifying an exception to Goal 3.
Similarly, as suggested by LUBA, on remand the number of approved uses in the exception area
was reduced, from all uses authorized under Columbia County Zoning Ordinance (*CCZA")
Section 680 to the following five:

r
.
r
r
o

Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation

Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation
Nafural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing

l) provides a comprehensive
analysis supporting a Coal 3 exception under OAR 66A-004-A022(3)(a);2) supports the conclusion
The record includes a technical report (the "Mackenzie Report") that:

ORDTNANCE NO. 2OI8-I
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that the narowed list of five approved uses listed above are in fact rural industrial uses; and 3)

provides an in-depth altemative sites analysis in light of the single OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a)
justification for the Coal 3 exception put forward on remand, namely the deepwater port at Pott
Westward.

B. Backsround
The Port of St. Helens owns the Port Westward Industrial Park (Port Westward), a 905-acre rural
industrial exception area with 4,000 feet of deepwater frontage along the Columbia River. In the
1970s, Columbia County adopted an exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands)

for Port Westward, and planned and zoned it for rural industrial uses. Port Westward is zoned
Rural Industrial Planned Development (RIPD). Current uses at Port Westward include a 1,500 foot
long dock, three electrical generating facilities owned and operated by Portland General Electric
(PGE), a 1.3 million-banel tank farm, a biomass refinery facility, and an electrical substation.
Port Westward includes necessary infrastructure facilities within its boundaries for the Port's rural
industrial tenants. The site is served by private water systems that utilize wells and draw from the

river. The rural property has a small private sewage system, and tenants also manage their own
sanitary wastes via private onsite septic systems. The Port also operates and maintains a discharge
system for tenants' process water. Taken together, these facilities provide sufficient service for
rural industrial users, but preclude urban industrial uses that have a higher demand for public
utilities. Electric power, natural gas, and high-speed telecommunications are readily available on
site.

Port Westward is served by county road connections to nearby state and interstate highways, a rail

line and, most importantly, it adjoins a self-scouring deepwater port with access to a 43-foot
navigation channcl in the Columbia River, par-t of the M-84 Marine Highway corridor.
Development and irnprovement of the Port of St. Helens' deepwater port has been declared to be
an economic goal of high priority by the State of Oregon (.9ea e.g., ORS 777.065).
The Port has three existing tenants at Port Westward. Clatskanie Public Utility District leases 3
acres for an electrical substation, the Columbia Pacific Bio-Refinery ethanol facility holds 43
acres, and the remainder is leased by Portland Ceneral Electric (PGE) with agreements that run
through 2A66 and 20961 . PGE currently operates three power plants on 147 acres of its 862-acre
leasehold. The remainder of its leasehold includes dedicated wetland mitigation areas, areas held
for future PGE expansion (including future wetland mitigation needs), and necessary buffering of
its operations.

1 PCF.

holds I l6 acres in fee title, but the Port has a reversionary interest in that acrcage which is effective upon completion of

PGE's lease.
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PGE and the Port previously had a Joint Marketing Agreement to coordinate facilitating additional

future development within the PGE leasehold. However, it did not lead to any additional
development and the Joint Marketing Agreement was allowed to lapse. It was formally terminated
by PGE in2007. The Port and PGE have entertained potential suitors to sublease portions of its
leasehold in the past, but such commitments have been precluded by potential conflicts with PGE's
own use of its leasehold, restrictions imposed by PGE to protect its interests at Port Westward, and
by existing encumbrances and physical site constraints including wetlands and the cost related to
development of those wetlands. Because of the inability to site additional rural industrial users
within the PGE leasehold, and because of a lack of additional available land at Port Westward, the
Port determined that it was necessary to expand the industrial park at Port Westward and undertook
this process with Columbia County.

C. Procedural Historv

l.

Columbia Countv's Oriqinal Decision

ln 2014, the Port received approval from the Columbia County Board of Commissioners (the
Board) for a comprehensive plan amendment, zone change and Statewide Planning Goal 2
"Reasons" exception to Goal 3 for 837 acres of land zoned Primary Agriculture-80 (PA-80)
directly adjacent to the Poft Westward site to the south and west (the Expansion Area). The Board's
approval excluded two riverfront lots originally proposed to be included in the Expansion Area,
based on concerns of potential impacts on riparian habitat. The approval rezoned the exception
area to RIPD as an expansion of the Port Westward site (also zoned RIPD). The RIPD zone only
allows farm and forest use and temporary forest product processing uses as outright permitted uses,
but it allows as conditional uses those industrial uses that fall within the areas of "[p]roduction,
processing, assembling, packaging, or treatment of materials; research and development
laboratories; and storage and distribution of services and facilities". See CCZO Section 682.
The stated purpose of the 837-acre expansion area was not to accommodate the use(s) of one or
more identified future Port tenants, but rather to address the industrial land deficit at Port Westward
in anticipation of as-yet unidentified potential future Port tenants and their need for industriallyzoned large lots near the deepwater port with its existing 1,500 foot dock, as well as the other
facilities available at Port Westward.
The Board's approval included several conditions, including a requirement for site design review
for any new use in the exception area, a trip cap of 332 p.m. peak hour trips, other requirements
intended to ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses (including the submission of a
rail plan for any new use that includes rail transportation) and, finally, a prohibition on the storage,
loading or unloading of coal. See Columbia County Ordinance No. 2014-1.
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The findings supporting the original decision justified the Goal 3 exception based on all three

the reasons provided under OAR 660-004-0022(3). Specifically, the Board found that

of

the

industrial uses allowed in the RIPD zone would be maritime-related uses significantly dependent
on the river port and docks to import or export materials or goods (consistent with OAR 660-0040022(3)(a)); that the uses cannot be located within an urban growth boundary due to impacts that
are hazardous or incompatible with dense populations (consistent with

OAR 660-004-0022(3Xb));

and that the uses allowed in the RIPD zone would have a significant comparative advantage due

to the location of the site and its proximity to the deepwater access, rail and highway connections,
energy facilities and other amenities existing at the Port Westward site (consistent with OAR 660004-0022(3)(c)). See Columbia County Ordinance No. 2014-l and findings in support of same.

2.

LUBA Appeal

The County's approval was appealed to LIJBA and on August 27,2014, LUBA issued a Final
Opinion and Order remanding the County's decision, in part. LUBA's opinion addressed the
petitioners' Assignments of Error as follows:
Proposed Uses

LUBA rejected the petitioners' argument that, as a matter of law, the County was required to
restrict its Goal 3 Exception to particular uses under OAR 660-004-0022(l),660-004-0022(3) and
660-004-002AQ). Similarly, LUBA rejected the claim that the County did not effectively limit the
authorized uses to those justified by the approval under OAR 660-004-0018(a)(a). Regarding this

argument LUBA held:

"ll{)e

agree with the Porl thal the county has sfficient measures in place to ensure

that ANY industrial uses approved in the exceplion area will be limited to those
justifed by one or more of the three reasons odvanced. . . . [W]e agree with the
Port that Condition 8.5, CCZO 683.1(A) and CCCP Part XII, Policy 12, together
act to effectively require future conditional use applicants to demonstrate that a
particular proposed industrial use was justified in the exception decision. Further,
via CCZO 683.1(4), future conditional use applicants will be required to
demonstrate that the proposed use conforms to eitherCCCP Resource Development

Policies 3(A) through (F) or with Policy 3(C), the language of which echoes the
themes of OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), (b) and (c)." 70 Or LUBA l7l, 185 (2014)
(Emphasis added).

"SigniJicantly Dependent on a Unique Resource'including "River or Ocean Portsu
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LUBA also rejected the petitioners' assertion that a Coal 3 Exception was not justified for uses
"significantly dependent" on access to the deepwater port at Port Westward undEr OAR 660-0040020(3)(a), because some uses may not be port-dependent; the County did not limit uses to portdependent ones; some record evidence indicated that the existing dock is underutilized; and
petitioners' claim that the single riverfront lot approved as part of the County's decision would not
be adequate to establish the non-riverfront lots are "significantly dependent" on river access.

LUBA explained: "[T]he county advanced three reasons to justiff the exception area, and the fact
that not all uses allowed in the exception area will be port-dependent uses for OAR 660-0040022(3)(a) is not erroneous, as long as all uses fall within one or more olthe three reasons." 70 Or
LUBA at 187. However, on remand the exception granted is not based on either OAR 660-0040022(3Xb) or (3)(c). As analyzed in depth in the Mackenzie Report, each ofthe five approved uses
(narrowed from the scope of possible uses originally approved) are closely tied to the deepwater
port at Port Westward for viability and, as approved, any use in the Expansion Area must be
significantly dependent upon and have established access to the dock at the deepwater port.
"Impacts that are Hazurdoas of Incompatible in Densely Populated Arens"

LUBA sustained the petitioners' claim that the County's findings were inadequate to justify any
uses under OAR 660-004-0022(3Xb), "use[s] that cannot be located inside an urban growth
boundary due to impacts that are hazardous or incompatible in densely populated areas." Howcver,
the exception granted on remand does not approve uses relying on OAR 660-004-0022(3)(b).
"S ignifi c ant Comparative A dvanlage

"

justified for any
uses under the "significant comparative advantage" reason provided at OAR 660-004-0022(3)(c)
until a specific use was identified by the Port, noting the presence of "deep-water access, existing
dock facilities, access to railroad, highways and interstates, and the presence of utilities and power
generating facilities" and concluding, "[W]e disagree with petitioners that the county must identifu
a specific industrial use in orderto invoke OAR 660-004-AA22Q)(c)." 70 Or LUBA l7l, 190
(2014). Additionally, LUBA rejected arguments that the "significant comparative advantage"
needed tocome from the expansion site itself (and not from the existing Port Westward site), as
well as petitioners' challenge to the County's findings that locating rural industrial uses in the
expansion site would "benefit the county economy" and o'cause only minimal loss of productive

LUBA rejected the petitioners' assertion that a Goal 3 Exception could not

be

resources.".Id.
Nevertheless, the exception granted on remand relies only on OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), and so

OAR 660-0A4-0022(3)(c) no longer applies to the approval.
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Vacant Port Westward Lands

LUBA sustained the petitioners' challenge to the sufficiency of the County's findings that "areas
that do not require an exception cannot reasonably accommodate the use" under OAR 660-0040020(2Xb), in particular as to the ability of acreage within the existing Port Westward site to
accommodate the proposed uses. LUBA held that the County's finding that the unused acreage
within the PGE leasehold is unavailable for rural industrial development was not supported by the
record evidence. LUBA concluded that, to make such a finding, the record would need evidence
either that PGE is categorically unwilling to sublease part of its leasehold, or that those unused
acres "cannot otherwise be reasonably made available for development through acquisition or
termination ofthe leasehold interest." T0Or LUBA at 195.
Regarding wetlands within the PGE leasehold and elsewhere on Port Westward, LUBA held that
the mere presence of wetlands does not make it unbuildable if development can occur with the
appropriate permits and mitigation. 70 Or LUBA at196. However, LUBA did note that OAR 660004-0020(2)(bXB) provides that "economic factors may be considered along with other relevant

factors in determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other areas" and,
explaining fufther, noted that the cost of obtaining such permits and undertaking the work may be
"so prohibitive that the cost alone or in combination with other factors could allow the county to
conclude that the vacant lands within [the] Port Westward site cannot reasonably accommodate
any industrial use.".ld. Because the County had not made such findings, LUBA remanded on this
point.
The Mackenzie Report has addressed this issue at length on remand and, to the extent any wetland
areas within the PGE leasehold are in fact othenvise available (which the Mackenzie Report
establishes is not the case), it provides substantial evidence that the cost of developing such an

area would be economically infeasible. More significantly, the Mackenzie Report provides
substantial evidence that the PGE leasehold is currently so encumbered that it is in fact unavailable
for siting the Port's proposed uses and includes a letter from PGE stating that the remainder of its
leasehold is unavailable for development.
Other Alternative Sites

LUBA sustained the petitioners' challenge to the sufficiency of the County's findings regarding
other altemative sites not requiring an exception under OAR 660-004-0020(2XbXB). LUBA held
that the Port was required to do a separate reasonable accommodation analysis for each nonoverlapping reason used to justify the exception under OAR 660-004-0022(3). According to
LUBA's decision, an alternative site rejected because it cannot reasonably accommodate one
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particular use that falls under one "reason" may still be a viable alternative site
accommodate another use that falls under another reason. 70 Or LUBA at 197-98.

if it is able to

This concern has been addressed by narrowing the authorized uses to the five rural industrial uses
listed above, in combination with the reliance on Port Westward's deepwater port as the single
reason advanced for taking a Goal 3 exception under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a).

LUBA also rejected the County's finding that altemative sites cannot reasonably accommodate
the proposed uses because no individual site is large enough to accommodate in the same place all

of the large-lot industrial uses that could be accommodated in the 837

acre exception area, and

further held that the analysis rejecting the 450 acres at the Rainier site needed more analysis and/or
record evidence. 70 Or LLIBA nl, D8-99.

As discussed at length in the Mackenzie Report, consistent with OAR 660-004-AA22(3)(a), the
approval on remand is limited to five specific uses significantly dependent on the deepwater port
at Port Westward. Therefore, the Rainier site, and any other sites without deepwater access, is not
a viable alternative.

[,UBA also held that alternative sites considered could not be excluded from consideration solely
on the basis of the presence of wetlands or other environmental issues on those sites, short of
making findings that due to regulatory, cost or other relevant factors it is unreasonable to expect
such sites to be developed for the proposed uses. 70 Or LUBA at 198.
As noted, the application as modified is tied solely to the deepwater port at Port Westward under
OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), and therefore sites without deepwater access are not viable altematives,
including those previously excluded solely because of the presence of wetlands.
ESEE Analysis

LUBA rejected petitioners' claim that the Counfy did not make adequate findings that the long
term environmental, social, economic, and energy consequences would not be significantly more
adverse than if an exception were taken for different otherwise-available resource lands (the
County's "ESEE" analysis). LUBA accepted the Counfy's incorporation of its compatibility
analysis findings under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(c) into its ESEE analysis findings, and concluded
that the petitionerc had not demonstrated other or different findings were required. LUBA noted
that the petitioners had not specifically identified and described alternative sites with fewer ESEE
impacts. 70 Or LUBA at202.

On remand, opponents have raised this issue, although this assignment of error was not sustained
by LUBA. The only ESEE alternative sites identified in the record are the Port of the Dalles and
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the Port of Klickitat, both upstream of the federally maintained 43-foot deepwater channel running

105 nautical miles from the mouth

of the Columbia River to the Portland/Vancouver

area.

Opponents contend that those sites would have less adverse impacts because they are surrounded
by less productive resource land, but do not provide evidence to support that assertion. Further,

both ofthose alternative ports lack deepwater access and therefore cannot serve to replace Port
Westward.
Because neither the Port of the Dalles nor the Port of Klickitat are deepwater ports, those locations
are not appropriate alternatives for ESEE consideration. In addition, the Port of Klickitat is not an

Oregon port and therefore not viable for consideration under the "reasonable accommodation
standard" applicable only to land within Oregon and subject to Oregon's Statewide Planning
Goals-

Compatibility Analysis (o&s 197.732(2)(c)(D); Goal2; Part II(c); oAR 660-004-0020(2)(d)

LUBA susfained petitioners' claim that the County's findings regarding Goal 2's compatibility
standard, under ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) were inadequate. LUBA
held that such findings could not be defened to a subsequent permit proceeding when the specific
use is identified (thus requiring the Port

to identify specific proposed uses). 70 Or LUBA at205-

206.
Transportation Analy sis

LUBA previously rejected the claim that the County failed to adequately consider whether the
proposed zone change would "significantly affect" transportation facilities under OAR 660-0120060 of the Transportation Planning Rule, concluding that the rule did not require the County to
evaluate whether the zone change significantly affects the rail system itself. 70 Or LUBA at 208209.

Applicobility of Goal 14
LUBA remanded the County's decision regarding its treatment of Goal 14. LUBA held that Goal
14 could apply to some of the broad array of potential uses authorized in the RIPD zone, and that

valid Goal 3 exception allows only for o'rural" industrial uses. 70 Or LUBA at2ll. LUBA found
that a Goal 3 exception does notooexempt" industrial uses from Goal 14 and so Goal 14 would
apply to any "urban" industrial uses. 70 Or LUBA at208-212. LUBA also ruled that the County's
findings regarding Goal 3 did not satisff the requirement for specific findings necessary for a Goal
14 exception, and that as a matter of legal practicality the County erred by adopting a Goal 14
a

exception on a contingency basis. 70 Or LUBA
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LUBA emphasized in its analysis ofthe applicability of Goal l4 that, inShaferv. JacksonCounty,
17 Or LUBA 922,931 (1989), it had explicitly rejected an argument that industrial uses are
inherently urban in nature, ruling instead that a case-by-case analysis of any proposed use was
required to make such a determination. 70 Or LUBA at2ll. However, because the approvaldid
not identify particular uses to which the Shaffer factors could be applied, LUBA remanded the
decision, stating:
"Remand is necessary for the county to address whether any of the proposed uses

allowed in the exception area under the Shaffer factors or other applicable
considerations constitute the urban use of rural land. If so, the county must either
limit allowed uses to rural uses or take an exception to Goal 14, addressing the
criteria at OAR 660-012-0040." 70 Or LUBA at21l.
As discussed below, the Mackenzie Report provides a thorough Shaffer analysis for each of the
five approved uses, and provides substantial evidence that the uses authorized havE accordingly
been limited to ones that are rural in nature, and therefore are appropriate for siting at Port
Westward.

Applicahility of Gool 1I (Public Fucilities) and Needfor a Goal

II

Exception

Finally, LUBA rejected petitioners' assertion that the County needed to but did not approve an
exception to Goal I l, finding that the assertion was premature. LUBA explained that the argument
would be ripe after addressing the Goal 14 issues identified above and, after that has happened
review the County decision to make sure that the County has 'oeither limit[ed] the exception to
exclude such [urban] uses or adopt[ed] an exception to Goal 14." 70 Or LUBA at2ll.

As discussed in the Mackenzie Report, no uses are proposed which require an urban level of
facilities or services under the Port's modified application. Further, as no services provided at Port
Westward rise to the level of urban services, and none are planned by the Port, the level of available
services act to prevent urban industrial uses in the exception area. As the Mackenzie Report has
made clear, the County's approval does not rely on existing facilities, except for the dock.

D. Matters

Addressed in the Remand Decision

Based on LUBA's direction outlined above, on remand the Port has responding by addressing
those issues raised as summarized below.

l.

Reason Justifring a Goal 3 Exception

OAR 660-004-0020(2Xa) states
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"(2) The four standards in Coal 2 Part II(c) required to be addressed when taking
an exception to a goal are described in subsections (a) through (d) ofthis section,
including general requirements applicable to each of the factors:
(a) 'Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should
not apply.' The exception shall set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis
for determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should not apply to specihc
properties or situations, including the amount of land for the use being planned and
why the use requires a location on resource land."
Furtheq OAR 660-0

A4

-0022(3)(a) provides:

"(3) Rural Industrial Development: For the siting of industrial development

on

resource land outside an urban growth boundary, appropriate reasons and facts may
include, but are not limited to, the following:

(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located

on

agricultural or forest land. Examples of such resources and resource sites include
geothermal wells, mineral or aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, natural features,
or river or ocean polts."

In its decision, LUBA explained (in discussing application of the Shafer factors):

"[]n

the present case whether a particular use is an urban or rural use under the
Shoffir factors may depend in part on the reason under which it was justified.
Because the "significantly dependent" on a unique resource language of OAR 660004-A022(3)(a) closely parallels one of the relevant factors the county can apply to
determine whether proposed uses are urban or rural, it may be somewhat easier for
the county to conclude that none of the proposed uses allowed in the exception area
are urban uses, if the proposed uses are narrowed to those that are justified solely
under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) rather than the broader universe of uses justified
under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(b) and (c)." 70 Or LUBA at2l4.
Taking up that suggestion from LUBA, on remand the narowed scope of five approved uses is
justified by a single reason under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a). That provision authorizes an
exception to Goal 3 for rural industrial uses that are "significantly dependent upon a unique
resource located on agricultural or forest land. Examples of such resources and resource sites
include . . . river or ocean ports." The unique resourcs the Port identified to justifr a Goal 3
exception is the deepwater port at Port Westward.
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The Mackenzie Report provides analysis as to the uniqueness of the deepwater port with its
existing dock facilities at Porl Westward. As the report establishes, the Port's proposed uses are
highly dependent upon immediate proximity to a deepwater port. The Report states that the
deepwater port access is "necessary for transferring materials from one mode to another, for both
domestic and foreign transport (e.g., rail to marine), and for accommodating low-margin industrial
operations which rely upon deepwater access to maintain an economically viable business in
current market conditions."
Table 2 ofthe Mackenzie Report illustrates that each ofthe Port's five proposed uses are dependent
upon deepwater access. As the Mackenzie Report explains:

with foreign trade markets and marine-served domestic markets for products
that are shipped by marine vessel are, by definition, reliant on deepwater poft
facilities. Table 2 demonstrates that each of the five proposed uses for PWW
involve foreign import/export operations and are thus dependent upon a deepwater
port. 'Ihe proposed uses will achieve a significant operational advantage due to
deepwater port access with nearby storage yards. As the proposed uses are lowmargin businesses, port proximity is necessary to minimize operational costs for
both import/export and domestic shipping operations. An extemal benefit of these
firms' locations near port facilities is that locating their yards close to the port
minimizes impacts on offsite transportation infrastructure."
'oUses

Regarding the reliance on the deepwater poft and dock fbcilities at Port Westward, the Mackenzie
Report concludes:

"[T]he uses identified in the Port's modified land use application are highly driven
by foreign trade and the associated ocean marine transport, and Oregon's largest
trading partners are along the Pacific Rim. Table 5 lists the state's top export
partners in 2016. This list accounts for 90Yo of Oregon's export value. Among the
top 20 export partners, l4 are Pacific Rim countries, including Canada and Mexico.
'fhese l4 markets account for 82Yo of all of Oregon's export value."
As evidenced by these passages, the identified reason for taking a Goal 3 exception for its five
proposed uses is firmly established. The deepwater port at Port Westward constitutes a unique
resource, and river ports are explicitly identified as a sufficiently unique resource to justify an
exception to Goal 3 under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a). However Port Westward's port has additional
qualities that distinguish the site from otherwise qualified sites under the "unique resource"
language of OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a). That is Port Westward is a self-scouring deepwater port
(meaning it does not require dredging) with existing dock facilities, the development of which is
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a declared priority for the State of Oregon under ORS 777.065. Therefore, the OAR 660-0040022(3)(a) "unique resource" requirement is clearly satisfied.

2.

Nanowed List of Proposed Uses

LUBA's decision required that the range of potential uses in the expansion area be narrowed
beyond the scope of all uses authorized in the RIPD zone, to facilitate application of the Shafer
factors in determining whether the proposed uses are rural or urban industrial uses, and also to
allow for an adequate compatibility analysis under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd).
The narrowed list of the five approved uses listed above (Forestry and Wood Products processing,
production, storage, and transportation; thy Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and
processing; Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation; Natural Gas and

derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation; and Breakbulk storage, transportation,
and processing to be authorized for siting in the exception area) are each described in detail in the
Mackenzie Report. To avoid siting any uses in the proposed exception area that are urban in
character, and thereby implicating Coals 14 and ll, each of the Shalfer factors has been applied
to each of the proposed uses in the Mackenzie report.

Application of the Shaffer Factors to the Narrowed List af Proposed Uses
In its decision, LUBA summarized the applicable Shaffer factors as follows

"The relevant factors discussed in Shaffer that point toward a rural rather than an
urban industrial use include whether the industrial use (l) employs a small number
of workers, (2) is significantly dependent on a site-specific resource and there is a
practical necessity to site the use near the resource, (3) is a type of use typically
located in rural areas, and (4) does not require public facilities or services. None of
the Shaffer factors are conclusive in isolation, but must be considered together.
Under the analysis described in Shaffir, if each of these factors is answered in the
affirmative, then it is relatively straightforward to conclude, without more, that the
proposed industrial use is rural in nature. However, ifat least one factor is answered
in the negative, then further analysis or steps are necessary. In that circumstance,
the county will either have to (l ) limit allowed uses to effectively prevent urban use
of rural land, (2) take an exception to Goal 14, or (3) adequately explain why the
proposed use, notwithstanding the presence of one or more factors pointing toward
an urban nature, should be viewed as a rural use." 70 Or LUBA al2Ll (internal
citations omitted).
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A significant portion of the Mackenzie Report is dedicated to applying the applicable Shffir
factors to the Port's five proposed uses. Shaffer established several factors to apply when
determining whether a particular industrial use is rural or urban in nature. For each ofthe five uses
approved, the Mackenzie Report provides a thorough analysis establishing that those uses are
categorically rural.

i.

# l: EmBloys

a Small Number of Workers

Under the first Shaffer factor, employment of a small number of workers is an indicator of a rural
use. The approved uses employ a small number of workers. Extensive analysis in the Mackenzie
Report identified the typical number of employees per acre for the approved uses, with an average
of 1.5 employees for acrE as compared to an average of l8.l employees per acre for urban

industrial uses and 5.9 employees per acre for urban warehousing uses.
suggested utilizing a section of the County's Comprehensive Plan
forecasting the availability of vacant buildable industrial land based on assumptions of 1.5
employees per acre for "heavy'' industrial uses and industrial uses outside city limits, and 4.0
employees per acre for "light" industrial uses and industrial uses inside city limits. However, the
distinction between "heavy" and "light" industrial does not exist in the RIPD zone (see, generally,
CCZO Section 680). Those specific designations in the Comprehensive Plan simply estimate
potential employee capacity of then-existing vacant buildable lands (in terms of density) in order
to forecast the adequacy of the County's buildable industrial land inventory. Columbia County
Comprehensive Plan, Part XII, Industrial Siting - Industrial Economic Analysis: Summary of
Economic Data, Section 5 ("Employment Capacity of Vacant Buildable Industrial Sites'). Further,
the Board finds that the distinction between uses inside and outside of city limits is also
inapplicable, as the County's zoning authority exists exclusively outside of city limits.

An alternative analysis

The densities discussed above were meant to be used solely to forecast the availability of vacant
buildable industrial land, and are not intended to establish a bright-line maximum density for rural
industrial uses either inside or outside of city limits, nor are they intended to establish different
"heavy" or "light" industrial densities in the RIPD zone where the County's RIPD zone does not
make such a distinction.
The Mackenzie Report provides quantitative data that profiles the employment densities associated
with the Port's approved uses. Of the inquiries for development at Port Westward, the Report

jobs per acre
(Mackenzie Repoft, Table I, p. l5), and the examples of these uses provided in Section IV of the
Mackenzie Report have densities ranging from 0.3-2.3 jobs per acre. The employee density
numbers provided in the Mackenzie Reporl are based on real and cunent tangible information,
regarding actual industrial employment densities, and provides substantial evidence that the
densities for each approved use is likely to employ a small number of workers.
shows that the employment density for the approved uses averages approximately
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ii. # 2: Significantly Deoendent

on a $ite-Spqcific Resource/Practical

Necessitv to Site Near the Resource
The second Shaffer factor used to identift a rural use is whether the use is significantly
dependent on a site-specific resource, and there is a practical necessity to site near the resource.
The approved uses are significantly dependent on a site/specific resource, the deepwater port,
and there is a practical necessity to site near the deepwater port at Port Westward. The

Mackenzie Report provides substantial evidence that the five uses are specifically dependent on
the deepwater port at Port Westward and must be sited in the immediate vicinity. The Mackenzie
Report applied this Shaffer factor to each of the five approved uses and found each use clearly
linked to the deepwater port at Port Westward (as LUBA and the Poft have noted, this Shffir
factor is very close to the "unique resource" reason OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a)). In addition,
Condition 5 requires any use sited in the expansion area to be significantly dependent on the
deepwater port at Port Westward, and therefore the exception granted only authorizes uses that
will necessarily be significantly dependent on the deepwater port to site in the new expansion
area.

iii.

ll 3: Typicall.v Located in Rural Areas

The third Shaffer factor examines whether the use is typically located in rural areas. Opponents
have claimed that the uses need to be "unique" to or "solely" located in rural areas to be found to
be rural in character. However "typically'' has a meaning akin to "commonly" and not
"exclusively" in the application of this Shaffer factor. The third Shffir factor does not attempt to
limit rural industrial uses to ones occurring only in rural areas. As the Mackenzie Report notes, all
of the approved uses are land-intensive and require larger sites and additional buffering. Table 3
of the Mackenzie Report provides substantial evidence to support its conclusion regarding this
Shffir factor by breaking each of proposed uses down by those requirements, and establishes that
each

ofthe five uses is rural in character.

The Mackenzie Report notes for the record the existence of similar examples located in urban
areas, but explains that those still represent typically rural uses sited in areas that have urbanized
over time, or uses that were sited in urban areas out of necessity due to lack of proximity to port
access in rural areas, and concludes that the approved uses are typically located in rural areas.
lv.

The fourrh Shffir factor examines whether the use requires public facilities or services. The
Mackenzie Report's Shaffer analysis regarding this factor provides substantial evidence that the
approved uses will have low potable water demands and generate low domestic wastewater flows,
due to low employee counts, and thus will not require extension of a municipal sewer system.
Moreover, the Mackenzie Report's analysis regarding traffic levels establishes rates lower than
those associated with urban industrial uses, leading to a conclusion (supported by the conclusions
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of the Port's traffic engineer as well as of ODOT) that traffic levels will not increase to urban
levels. There is no evidence in the record to contradict that conclusion, or to support the claim that
will necessarily require public facilities or services.

the proposed uses

The Mackenzie Report also disposes of claims that the presence of fiber-optic, electrical and
natural gas connections in the existing exception area - which are all commonly found elsewhere
in rural areas - automatically disqualiff the new expansion area.

3.

Alternative Sites Anajysis

OAR 660-004-0020(2Xa)

states

:

"(2) The four standards in Goal 2 Parl ll(c) required to be addressed when taking
an exception to a goal are described in subsections (a) through (d) ofthis section,
including general requirements applicable to each of the factors:
(a) 'Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should
not apply.' The exception shall set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis
for determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should not apply to specific
properties or situations, including the amount of land for the use being planned and
why the use requires a location on resource land;"
As discussed above, the Port has identified the deepwater port at Port Westward as the applicable
reason for taking an exception to Goal 3, consistent with OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a).

OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb) provides

"(b) 'Areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate
the use'. The exception must meet the following requirements:

(A) The exception shall indicate on a map or otherwise describe the location of
possible alternative areas considered forthe use that do not require a new exception.
The area for which the exception is taken shall be identified;

(B) To show why the particular site is justified, it is necessary to discuss why other
areas that do not require a n€w exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
proposed use. Economic factors may be considered along with other relevant
factors in determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other
areas. Under this test the following questions shall be addressed:
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(i) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on nonresource land that
would not require an exception, including increasing the density of uses on
nonresource land? If not, why not?

(ii)

Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on resource land that is

already irrevocably committed to nonresource uses not allowed by the applicable
Goal, including resource land in existing unincorporated communities, or by
increasing the density of uses on committed lands? If not, why not?

(iii)

Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated inside an urban growth
boundary? If not, why not?

(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated without the provision of a
proposed public facility or service? If not, why not?"

OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) requires consideration of potential alternative sites that would not
require a new exception. This requirement, together with the single reason selected by the Port
under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), above, mean that the potential altemative sites to be considered
must: 1) not require a new exception; and 2) provide deepwater port access. The alternatives
analysis provided in the Mackenzie Report is therefore divided into two pafts, the first being an
analysis of industrial land availability at Port Westward, and the second being an analysis of
industrial land availability at other locations not requiring an exception where the Port's five
proposed uses could potentially be sited with deepwater port access.
Vacant Port Westward Acreage
The Mackenzie Report includes several maps of Port Westward, including the PGE leasehold area
LUBA ruled the Port had not established could not accommodate rural industrial uses. As LUBA
noted in its opinion, within PGE's 862 acre leasehold, 80 acres are dedicated mitigation areas, 60

acres are within the floodplain, 30 acres are developed with a security station and other
infrastructure, and 100 acres are dedicated to utility easements and roads. 40 Or LUBA at 176.
After deducting those 27Q acres, and the 147 acres actively in use by PGE, from the 862 total acres,
LUBA concluded that there are, approximately 445 acres remaining in PGE's leasehold available
for potential rural industrial development. 40 Or LUBA at 176. Based on that conclusion, LUBA
held that, under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb), the County erred in finding that the remaining 445
acres could not reasonably accommodate rural industrial uses "absent evidence that PGE is
categorically unwilling to sublease part or all of its leasehold to other industrial users, or that the
leased acreage cannot otherwise be reasonably made available for development through
acquisition or termination of the leasehold interest. . . ." 40 Or LUBA at 195.
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Building on that information Mackenzie undertook a comprehensive investigation of the
availability of a*eage within the PGE leasehold.
"The site is also encumbered by a number of easements for roadways, utilities,
drainage facilities, levees, pipelines, and 46 acres of conservation areas, which
serve to divide developable areas into smaller sections less conducive to large-scale
rural industrial development. See Appendix l. Together with the security fencing,
gates, and other infrastructure, these encumbrances serve as barriers to
development."
Mackenzie noted that PGE now operates three power generation facilities, not two, and that the
remainder of Port Westward is heavily encumbered by wetlands, conservation easements,
transmission lines, necessary buffering and other restrictions to developing sites for the uses
proposed by the Port. The third power generation facility has become operational since the Port's
original application was submitted to the County, demonstrating that growth is not hypothetical
and that PGE in fact intends to utilize its leasehold area. This conclusion is evidenced by the June
16,2016letter from PGE to the Port, in which PGE states that it is in fact unwilling to sublease
any rnore of its leasehold. As the letter states:

"Maintaining and protecting PGE's assets at Port Westward is imperative to the
company's current and future operations. Protecting the long-term interests of the
electric generation capabilities at the site requires PGE to maintain adequate land
buffers around the facilities for security and reliability purposes, thus restricting
third-party use on the 854-acre leasehold.ln addition, it is important to our future
operations there is adequate space in our leasehold for building future generating
plants. This limits the physical space, location and other related dynamics that
might otherwise make the area available to third-parties. Given the company's
investment at Port Westward and the critical nature of the site to support reliable
electric service, third-party compatibility is a high bar which some proposed
industrial facilities in the past could not meet. Due to this high bar, PGE supports
the Port's effort to bring additional industrial land outside the buffer into Port
We stw ard." (Emphases added).

LUBA previously found that the existence of a Joint Marketing Agreement between the Port and
PGE for additional devclopment at Port Westward implies that areas within the PGE leasehold
were available for development. 70 Or LUBA at 194. However, as Mackenzie notes in its report,
that marketing agreement did not lead to the siting of any additional businesses at Port Westward.
ln 2007, PGE sent a letter to the Port formally terminating the joint marketing agreement, which
by its terms had previously lapsed, and it has not entered into another one with the Port. That letter

from PGE is included in Appendix 2 to the Mackenzie Report. Taken together, the two PGE letters
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make it clear that, as far as PGE is concerned, future development within its leasehold area by any
other user is not feasible.
Outside of the leasehold area, after accounting for all encumbrances and existing uses, Mackenzie
identified one small area in the southeast corner of Port Westward. However, Mackenzie
determined that that area was insufficient in size to accommodate the approved uses.

"As evident in Figure 4, there are few developable portions of PWW that are not
encumbered by wetlands, conservation easements, power generation facilities,
transmissions lines, the ethanol plant, and long-term leases. The southeast comer
of the Poft's existing PWW property could perhaps provide one last small
development site outside PGE's lease area, though, as described below, this would
be insufficient to satisfo the overall demand for rural industrial sites and is too small
to effectively site one of the five uses proposed by the Port."
Further, that last area has since been contractually committed to another party for development
and is no longer available.
As the Port has explained, "Whether that failure [to locate other users within the PGE leasehold]
is construed as categorical unwillingness by PGE to sublease acreage, or whether the existing site
constraints simply make an otherwise-willing PGE incapable of subleasing acreage, the end result
that no additional subtenants have been or can be sited [there] remains the same."

LUBA also held that the mere presence of wetlands was not

a sufficient basis for determining that

the PGE leasehold is unavailable for rural industrial development under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb),

without first making the requisite findings under OAR 660-004-0020(2XbXB) that economic
factors made the leasehold unable to reasonably accommodate the rural industrial uses. That
regulation provides as follows, in part:
"Economic factors may be considered along with other relevant factors in
determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other areas."

Mackenzie reviewed the impediment to future development at Port Westward, in light of the
allowance for considering economic factors in determining whether existing acreage at the Port
could accommodate the uses proposed by the Port. Even assuming that sufficient acreage would
be available, Mackenzie concluded that such economic factors would not allow for development
at Port Westward without taking an exception to Goal 3 for additional acreage unencumbered by
wetlands concluding:
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"After deducting the approximately 40 acres of wetlands that lie within
conservation easements, filling the remaining 439 acres of wetlands to create
developable area would require at least 658 acres of land, which is not feasible
within the boundaries of the existing PWW exception area. Significantly, wetland

mitigation costs serve as a nearly-insurmountable hurdle to utilization of the
remaining acreage at PWW, as wetland creation costs run on the order of $77,000$82,000 per acre. Filling the wetland acreage noted above, and acquiring the
requisite mitigation acreage, would cost on the order of $50 million above and
beyond the acquisition costs-assuming that the Corps and DSL granted
authorization to fill the wetlands." (lnternal citation omined).
Therefore, presuming that those areas encumbered by wetlands could somehow be made available
(contrary to PGE's representations and Mackenzie's conclusion that those areas are in fact not

available), Mackenzie nevertheless determined that the economic barriers to developing those
wetlands would be insurmountable.

The "undeveloped" land in the western and southern portions of the existing Port Westward
property are in fact encumbered both by wetlands and by the PGE lease, as illustrated in Figure 4
of the Mackenzie Report. The Port has provided substantial evidence that it is economically
infeasible to fill this large volume of wetlands, in addition to the fact that PGE's has provided a
letter stating that the Port should consider the undeve loped portion of PGE's leasehold unavailable
for siting additional tenants. Accordingly, there is no available acreage at the existing Polt
Westward exception area, either inside or outside of the PGE leasehold.

Aher Alternative Sites
LUBA remanded the County's decision regarding its analysis of alternative sites otherthan the
PGE leasehold under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb). As explained above, the rule requires findings
that the "areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the [approved]
use[s]." LUBA concluded that doing such an analysis authorizing all potential uses allowed in the

RIPD zone, combined with justification of three separate reasons for taking the exception to Goal
3 for all of those uses, made undertaking an alternative sites analysis for those sites impossibly
complicated. 40 Or LUBA at 197-98. As LUBA explained, "[I]f the county had limited the
proposed uses to port-dependent uses that require deep-water access, then the county could easily
reject alternative sites that do not provide deep-water access." Id. at 198 Q0l4).

In response, the approved uses have been narrowed down to five specific uses that are each portdependent, and that also is limited one reason under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) justifuing the
exception, the deepwater port at Port Westward.
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LUBA also found that the Counfy's decision did not adequately establish that other alternative
sites cannot accommodate the entire scope of rural industrial uses (as conditionally allowed in the

justified by all three OAR 660-004-0022(3) "rcasons" originally put forward),
on the basis that no alternative site is large enough to accommodate in one place the multiple largelot industrial uses that proposed exception area could accommodate. LUBA reasoned that "if one
or more alternative sites can reasonably accommodate one or more of the proposed large lot
industrial uses, then the county cannot reject such sites solely on the basis that they cannot provide
837 acres for multiple large lot uses at a single location." 40 Or LUBA at 198.
RIPD zone and

as

However, the approval on remand is now limited to five uses that are, as explained above and
detailed in the Mackenzie Report, highly dependent on the deepwater port at Port Westward under
thejustification provided under OAR 660-004-0020(3)(a). Therefore, the exception, as approved,
obviates the need to look at scattered large lot sites that are not located in close proximity
deepwater ports with existing dock facilities.
The Mackenzie Report undertook an assessment of altemative sites that potentially meet those
criteria. It first assesses other Port of St. Helens propefties ostensibly available for the kinds of
uses proposed by the Port. However, because none of the other sites currently have deepwater
access or related dock facilities, Mackenzie concludes that none of the Port's other sites provide
viable alternatives.

Next, in the report Mackenzie examines the state's other public deepwater ports, with a particular
focus on those deepwater ports along the M-84 Marine Highway/Columbia River conidor with
deepwater access (the Port of Astoria and the Port of Portland).
Port of Astoria

As detailed in the Mackenzie Repoft, the Port of Astoria has deepwater facilities, but

lacks

suffrcient available land for the kinds of uses proposed by the Port. The Port of Astoria is divided
into two areas, the Central Waterfront and Tongue Point. The Central Waterfront is fully occupied
and has no vacant land. Tongue Point itself is divided into two distinct areas, North Tongue Point
and South Tongue Point.
North Tongue Point is 34 acres in its entirety. The northern 19 acre portion is partially occupied
by tenants, and has some developed smaller warehouse space available for lease. However, none
of the Port's proposed uses could be sited at those available spaces because of their small sizss.
The southern portion is a vacant parcel, but is only l5 acres in size and thus is insufficient to site
the kinds of uses proposed by the Poft. In addition, a landfill was discovered on the site containing
heavy metals and PCBs exceeding acceptable levels. Together with the insufficient acreage, the
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environmental contamination presents an economic obstacle that makes development infeasible,
as detailed in the Mackenzie Report.
South Tongue Point consists of four parcels totaling approximately 137 acres, three owned by the
Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL), and one owned by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
However, according to the Mackenzie Report, Clatsop Community College has a purchase-andsale agreement in place and is in the process of acquiring the three DSL parcels for its own use,
and the U.S. Army's Joint Base Lewis-McChord is actively pursuing repurposing the Army Corps

of Engineers' property for an Army training facility.
In light of the insufficient acreage, and in context of the other factors, the record establishes that
there is no acreage at the Port of Astoria considered available for siting the Port's proposed uses.
Port of Portland
The Mackenzie Report next examines the availability at the Port of Portland for the Port's proposed

uses. The repoft notes that the Port of Portland recently (2013) pursued the development
additional port facilities at West Hayden Island, but that that pursuit was halted after the Port

of
of

Portland determined that the obstacles to development were insurmountable and withdrew its
annexation proposal from the City of Portland. A letter from the Port of Portland to the City of
Portland explaining that decision is appended to the Mackenzie Report. ,See Appendix 5 to the
Mackenzie Report. In detailing the letter, the Mackenzie Report provides the following:

"ln the letter, the Executive Director

states that

'[T]he [Portland] Planning

and

Sustainability Commission (PSC) has recommended annexation, but on terms that
render the development of the 300 acre marinE terminal parcel impossible.' The
letter also states, 'From our conversation, I understand that you believe the Council
is unwilling to take action on a modified proposal. Based upon your assessment that
the Council's policy choice is to not bring forward a package that is viable in the
market, the Port will not continue with the annexation process at this time and
withdraws its consent to annexation' and '[t]he city, unfortunately, will now have
to deal with the consequences of a severe shonfall in industrial land."'

The letter elsewhere explains that, given the regulatory burdens West Hayden Island faces,
development will be economically infeasible. As the Executive Director explains, "The Port is
enterprise funded: only 4 percent of our revenues come from taxes. Any development at WHI must
meet basic, sustainable market requirements. The PSC recommendations put the development cost

of the property at about double its value in the market."
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Further, as the Executive Director makes clear,

it is not only the local

regulations that make

development of West Hayden Island infeasible:

"Furthermore, the PSC recommendations exceed what is required by Goal 5 by
obligating us to go back at the time of development for further review for any docks
or other in water development that would be integral to the development of a water
dependent use (on top of the lengthy and contentious, federal and state permitting
processes). This type ofapproach does not give us any assurance that we'll have the
opportunity to actually develop the property once annexation occurs."
Mackenzie noted that West Hayden Island is completely undeveloped and lacks any infrastructure
at all, including deepwater access or related dock facilities. As highlighted in the Port of Portland's
letter, dredging for deepwater access and the installation of dock facilities would require "lengthy

and contentious, federal and state permitting processes." The 2Al4 Regional Industrial Site
Readiness Inventory Update (the Inventory Update), prepared by Mackenzie on behalfof Business
Oregon, Metro, NAIOP - Commercial Real Estate Development Association Oregon Chapter, the
Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Developmen! and the Port of Portland, estimates
that West Hayden Island is at least seven years away from site readiness for the kinds of uses
proposed from the Port, and states that that clock would not start running until after the Port of
Portland and the City of Portland re-engaged and successfully navigated the legislative process for
developing the area. As stated in the Inventory Update:

". . . West Hayden Island . . . is inside the UGB but subject to a lengthy planning
and annexation process that is likely to include significant mitigation
requirements. If approved for development, the West Hayden Island site is at least
seven years away from readiness due to permits, mitigation, and infrastructure

requirements."
Thus West Hayden Island does not present a viable altemative to Port Wesfward, because it lacks
the deepwater access, the very reason the Port advances under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) for taking

an exception to Coal 3, as well as any infrastructure whatsoever. Accordingly, the Mackenzie
Report concludes that West Hayden Island is not economically or practically feasible as an
alternative for siting the uses proposed by the Port. Because the remainder ofthe Port of Portland's
facilities are built out and occupied, the Mackenzie Report concludes that the Poft of Portland is
not a viable alternative.
In addition to finding Hayden Island unavailable for multiple reasons, including but not limited to
the lack of deepwater access, infrastructure or political will, the Mackenzie Report found the
remainder of the Port of Portland's facilities that could accommodate the Port's proposed uses to
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be built out and occupied, and lacking needed acreage for siting any of the approved uses.
Accordingly, the Port of Portland is not a viable alternative.
Non-Columbla River Ports
Port ofCoos Bay
Regarding the non-Columbia River/M-84 corridor ports, the Mackenzie Report first addresses
the Oregon International Port of Coos Bay. It notes that it is 200 nautical miles from the mouth
of the Columbia River, does not serve M-84/Columbia River conidor commerce and is 230 road,

miles from the Portland metropolitan area. The Mackenzie Report also specifically discusses the
fact that that over 60Yo of Oreson's manufacturing, warehousing, and transportation-based
economy is located along the Columbia River Corridor. For commerce beyond Oregon, the
confluence of national or regional waterways (Columbia River/M-84), freeways (I-5, I-84), and
rail networks (Union Pacific and BNSF Class I rail lines) occurs at the metro area only 50 miles
from Port Westward but, as notedn is 230 road miles from Coos Bay. Based on that, the
properties in Coos Bay are not economically comparable to Port Westward to serve the
Columbia River Corridor economy and so the Oregon International Port of Coos Bay is not a
viable alternative for the approved uses.

Port of Newport
The Mackenzie Report finds that the Port of Newpor"t does not provide a viable alternative,
noting among other things that it does not serve Columbia River/lv1-84 corridor commerce.
Based on the same reasoning provided for Coos Bay, the Port of Newport is not a viable
alternative.

Port of Tillamook
The Mackenzie Report similarly finds Port of Tillamook is not a viable altemative, noting that, in

addition to not serving Columbia River/M-84 comidor commerce, the Port of Tillamook entirely
lacks maritime access. Based on that fact, and on the same reasoning eliminating Coos Bay and
Newport from consideration, the Port of Tillamook is not a viable altemative.

Other Sites Considered

Finally, the Mackenzie Report addresses other potential alternative sites that were previously
raised, both public and non'public, noting that the viability of each site is impacted by the Port's
modification of its application to limit the reason put forward to justifu the exception to the
deepwater port and existing dock facilities at Port Westward as a o'unique resource" under OAR
660-004-0022(3)(a). The Mackenzie Report addresses those raised alternatives, noting that none
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provide deepwater access or existing dock facilities, and the report therefore concludes that none
are viable alternatives.
Non-Deepwater Sites
The North Coast Business Park, East Skipanon Peninsula, Wasser-Williams Site, Port ofthe Dalles
and Port of Klickitat have all been raised by opponents as potential alternative sites. However, they
are not viable altematives because they all lack deepwater access. In addition, as explained below
the Port of Klickitat is not an Oregon port and is not subject to Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals.

Out-of-State Sites
Opponents have raised the Millennium Site in Cowlitz County, Washington as another non-Oregon

potential alternative. That site is in a protracted process involving evaluation for the siting of a
coal export facility. The materials submitted to the County by the opponents show an intent to site
only certain uses because of the limits ofthe site's aquatic lands lease with the State of Washington

that do not encompass the approved uses. The materials submitted also discuss no-action
alternatives for industrial development unrelated to deepwater access, and would also not allow
the approved uses.

Equally important, as discussed by the Port and as highlighted by the Washington aquatic lands
permit application, the OAR 660-004-0020 "reasonable accommodation standard" cannot
reasonably be interpreted to apply to out-of-state sites, specifically because no out-of-state sites
are subject to Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals at all. As such, none would require an exception
under Oregon law. The intent of alternative sites analysis for sites not requiring an exception
applies only to sites subject to the Oregon Statewide Planning Goals, meaning only sites located
within Oregon. A different interpretation would undermine the intent ofthe exception process and
have disparate application in areas bordering Washington, ldaho and California. Given that
conclusion, the Millennium site, as well as all other out-of-state sites raised (including but not
limited to the Port of Klickitat and the Waser-Williams Site), are not viable alternatives.
ESEE Analysts

LUBA previously rejected the claim that Columbia County did not make adequate findings that
the long term environmental, socialo economic, and energy (.'ESEE") consequences would not be
significantly more adverse than if an exception were taken for different otherwise-available
resource lands. LUBA held that the petitioners had not demonstrated other or different findings
were required. LUBA noted that the petitioners had not specifically identified and described
alternative resource sites with fewer ESEE impacts. 70 Or LUBA at202. On remand, opponents
have raised this issue, although this assigament of error was not sustained by LUBA.
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The only additional alternative ESEE sites identified in the record on remand are the Port of the
Dalles and the Port of Klickitat, both upstream of the federally maintained deepwater channel in

the Columbia River. In addition, opponents contend that those sites would have less adverse
impacts because they are surrounded by less productive resource land but do not provide evidence
to support that assertion. Further, as discussed above, both ports lack deepwater access and
therefore cannot serve to replace Port Westward.
To the extent ESEE Analysis applies to the modified approval, because neither the Port of the
Dalles nor the Port of Klickitat are deepwater ports, neither are not appropriate alternatives for
ESEE consideration. In addition, the fact that the Port of Klickitat is not an Oregon port and is
therefore not viable for consideration under the "reasonable accommodation standard" applicable
only to lands Oregon subject to Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals.

4.

Comnatibilitv Analysis for the Narrowed Field of Proposed Uses

Under ORS 197.732Q)@)(D), Goal2, Part II(c) and OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd), the County is
required to make a determination that the proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses
or

will

be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.

OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) states, in part:
"The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts."

The rule further explains that "'compatible' is not intended as an absolute term meaning no
interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses."
LUBA concluded that, absent the proposal of specific rural industrial uses, it is impossible to make
adequate compatibility findings, which is a prerequisite for taking an Exception to Goal 3, stating,
"The time to discover whether the proposed use is compatible or can be made compatible with
adjacent uses, and therefore qualifies for a goal exception under OAR 66A-004-0020(2Xd), is
before the local govemment adopts the comprehensive plan text, map and zoning changes that
authorize the proposed use." 40 Or LUBA at206.
Five specific rural industrial uses have been approved, and therefore the County is accordingly
of determiningo ensuring and maintaining continued compatibility with other adjacent
uses, or that the approved uses can be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse
impacts, thereby ensuring compliance with OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd). As part of the approval of
this exception, such measures designed to reduce any adverse impacts have been taken.
capable
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Condition

I of the approval requires Site Design Review and RIPD Use Under Prescribed

Conditions applications to be submitted, as required by the CCZA, prior to an application for a
building or development for a new use in the new expansion area. Condition 2 imposes a trip cap
on the entire exception area of 332 PM peak-hour trips to limit traffic impacts. Condition 3 requires
a traffic study for each new use in the expansion area to determine the anticipated number of trips
generated, likely travel routes, impacts on both passenger car and heavy truck traffic and to ensure
that County roadways are improved as needed to adequately serve future development. The traffic
analysis required will identify impacts on passenger and truck traffic, ensure compliance with the
trip cap imposed, and require improvements to county roadways as needed.

In addition, Condition 4 specifically provides requirements tailored to address potential
compatibility issues. The condition explicitly addresses compatibility concerns with adjoining
agricultural uses by requiring: evaluations ofthreatened and endangered species as required by
law, maintenance olnatural resource features, buffers and screening for any development adjacent
to land zoned PA-80, and the maintenance of undeveloped areas in their natural state if not
developed. Condition 4 also requires dust suppression and water run-off controls to be
implemented, and that any conditional applications include agricultural impact assessment reports
for adjacent agricultural uses, by which applicants must demonstrate ongoing compatibility,
identify potential impacts and, if necessary, implement a mitigation plan to maintain compatibility.
The condition also requires submission of a rail plan to ensure consistency with applicable law and
identification of potential mitigation measures.
The approval conditions further require future Port tenants to adopt a plan, and institute a program
consistent with the plan, establishing baseline measurements for contaminates at the expansion
area and down-gradient and assuring that any future industrial wastewater discharges are treated

to prevent pollution. They also require future Port tenants to prepare response and clean-up plans
in the event of a hazardous material spill, involving appropriate government agencies and private
companies specializing in such clean-up activities. The conditions prohibit any uses related to the
storage, loading or unloading of coal. These measures are sufficient to maintain compatibility with
adjacent uses.
Opponents have argued generally that the approved uses are so broad as to prohibit maintaining
such compatibility, but have not explained how compatibility is not adequately maintained

between one or more of those approved uses. Under ORS 197.732(l)(a) and OAR 660-0040020(2Xd) "compatible" as a term "is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or
adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses." The County has received no substantive evidence
in the record of any meaningful distinction between the anticipated impacts of the approved uses
and those ofexisting industrial uses at Port Westward on neighboring uses, and therefore finds that
the approved uses will be similarly compatible with existing adjacent uses.
The substantial evidence in the record establishes that there is existing and ongoing compatibility
between neighboring industrial and agricultural uses at Port Westward. This body of record
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evidence suppofts a conclusion that current and future uses are and will be able to successfully
maintain compatibility.

The record also contains information from the National Levee Database showing that the dike
surounding the Port Westward area cumently has a rating of o'minimally acceptable" from the
Army Corps of Engineers, and that such a maintenance rating is consistent with the majority of
federally built and privately maintained levees in Columbia and Multnomah Counties.
The Oregon Department of Agriculture submitted a letter into the raising questions about four
potential compatibility issues: potential dust creation; water quality impacts; the ability of area
farmers to move their equipment on area roads; and the potential impact on underground
agricultural infrasffucture. Under state law the approved uses must be compatible with other
adjacent uses or "so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." As the
applicable statutes and administrative rules explain, however: "'Compatible' is not intended as
an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses."

ORS 197.732(l)(a), oAR 660-004-0020(2Xd).

The approval conditions explicitly address each of these concerns. Condition 4(e) imposes a
requirement that adequate mcasures be taken to control dust, including the use of hard surfaces
and dust suppression. Condition 4(f) requires control and containment of site-run off and
containment or other adequate treatment of any harmful sediment prior to release off of the new
expansion area to prevent or adequately mitigate potential impacts to irrigation equipment and area
ground and surface water quality. Condition 4(g) requires monitoring water tables and sloughs for
water quality and elevations to ensure that area water is maintained for existing uses. Condition 2
imposes a trip cap of 332 PM peak-hour trips for the entire new expansion area, and a new traffic
impact analysis required prior to any development after that number of trips is reached that
includes recommendations consistent with state law requirements. Condition 3 requires individual
traffic studies for each proposed use in the new expansion area to determine trips generated, travel
routes, identify impacts and require improvements in relation to the identified impacts. In addition,
the information collected under Condition 3 would monitor traffic levels to ensure compliance
with the trip cap imposed via Condition 2. The Board also notes that both the Port's traffic engineer
and the regional ODOT representative have submifted letters into the record discussing projected
traffic levels, and both concur that the proposal would not cause a significant effect on the
surrounding transportation system.

Significantly, from fEedback received through the hearing process, Staff recommended and the
Board included two additional conditions aimed directly at addressing potential compatibility
concerns. Condition 7 requires the development and implementation of a plan and ongoing
program for sampling ground and surface water quality to establish baseline measurements for
contaminates at the new expansion area, and down-gradient. The stated intent of the condition is
to protect against pollution of the watershed environment and as an early detection system for any
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leaking tanks in the new expansion area. Further, Condition 8 preemptively requires a response
and clean-up plan to be in the event of any hazardous material spill. The condition requires
identification of appropriate governmental agencies and private companies to be involved in such
a clean-up activity.

Regarding underground irrigation and/or drainage infrastructure, the conditions outlined above,
and specifically Conditions 4(f), 4(e),7 and 8 are specifically targeted toward and will effectively
ensure compatibility with adjacent uses, including agricultural uses utilizing irrigation and
drainage infrastructure, including underground infrastructure. The record establishes that there are
several existing active industrial uses currently operating within the original exception area, and
adjacent to agricultural uses. With the conditions imposed, the approved uses sited in the
Expansion Area will be compatible with the adjacent agricultural uses.
In response to LUBA's conclusion, the Port has narrowed the scope of its proposed rural industrial
uses to the five discussed above, so as to allow for an adequate compatibility analysis for the
proposed uses consistent with the requirements ofOAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) and LUBA's holding.
Tra nsporlatio n Anoly sis

Notwithstanding LUBA's prior holding, opponents have claimed that potential rail use impacts
to other transportation facilities must be assessed. However, no function classification,
performance standards or other benchmarks in the Counfy's Comprehensive Plan, TSP or
anywhere else are applicable to this application addressing rail impacts. The contention has been
previously considered and rejected by LUBA:

"A railroad is a 'transportation facility'

as defined at

OAR 660-012-0005(3) and

pursuant to OAR 660-012-0020 alocal government transportation system plan

(TSP) must include a planning element for railroads. However, nothing in OAR
660-012-0020 or elsewhere cited to our attention requires local governments to
adopt either functional classifications or performance standards for railroads.
OAR 660-012-0060(lXa)-(c) defines 'significantly affect' in six different ways.
Each of the six ways to 'significantly affect' a transportation facility under OAR

660-012-0060(a)-(c) relates to either a change or inconsistency with a functional
classification, or a degradation of a performance standard.
In the present case, [opponents do] not identifu any functional classification or
performance standard in the county's TSP or elsewhere that applies to railroads

within the county. Therefore, [opponents'] arguments under OAR 660-012-0060
do not provide a basis for reversal or remand. People for Responsible Prosperity
v. City of Warrenton,52 Or LUBA 181 (2006) (arguments that an amendment
'significantly affects' the Columbia River as a 'transportation facility' fail under
OAR 660-012-0060(l) where the petitioner identifies no functional classification
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or performance standard in the TSP that is applicable to the river); Gunderson
LLC v. City of Portland, 62 Or LUBA 403, 414, aff'd in part, rev' d in part on
other grounds,243 OrApp 612,259 P3d 1007 (201l), af'd352 Or 648, 290P3d
803 (2012) (city's Freight Master Plan does not provide performance measures

for the Willamette River for purposes of OAR 660-012-0060(l))." 70 Or LUBA
at208-209.
Opponents reference the 2009 Lower Columbia River Rail Corridor/ Rail Safety Study to support

their argument. That study, however, does not impose such functional classifications or
performance standards that would apply to this application. Because no such applicable functional
or performance standards have been identified, that argument is unsupported.
Nevertheless, potential rail impacts are addressed through Condition 4(h) of the approval, which
provides:

classifications

"Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes transportation
to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan identifying the number

and frequency

of

trains

to the subject property, impact on the Count5l's

transportation system, and proposed mitigation."
Development proposals are thereby required to include a rail plan that will address impacts and
propose measures to mitigate any identified impact, that concerns raised involving rail impacts

will

be specifically identified and addressed, and that the County

will

be able to confirm that these

requirements are satisfi ed.
Regarding the possible construction of a rail spur in the expansion area, and concerns that the ar€a
cannot accommodate such improvements, the exception granted does not propose the construction
of a specific rail spur. Any future developer wishing to construct such a rail spur would undertake
the necessary studies and permitting as pad of development. Similar to road improvements needed

to accommodate users' needs, rail transportation needs (including any potential improvements
within the expansion area) will be properly identified and addressed at the time of development.

E. Conclusion
Based on the evidence contained in the record and in particular the analysis provided in the
technical report produced by Mackenzie, the Port of St. Helens has demonstrated compliance with

all applicable laws and regulations for taking an exception to Goal 3 and rezoning the Port
Westward Expansion area from PA-80 to RIPD. The uses proposed are rural in nature, are
significantly dependent on close proximity to a deepwater port, and are (or can be rendered
compatible) with adjacent uses. As evidenced by the analysis contained in the record, including
that provided by the Mackenzie Report, there are no viable alternative sites available for the Port's
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proposed uses, and therefore an exception to Goal 3 is justified for the expansion of Port Westward,
with the following requirements imposed as conditions of approval:

l)

Prior
an application for building or development for new use, the
applicanVdeveloper shall submit a Site Design Review and an RIPD Use Under Prescribed
Conditions as required by the Columbia County ZoningOrdinance.

2)

To ensure adequate transportation operation, proposed developments and expansions

to

a

a

requiring site design review or Use Under Prescribed Conditions shall not produce more
than 332 PM peak-hour trips for the entire subject property without conducting a new

Traffic Impact Analysis ("TIA') with recommendations for operational or

safety

mitigation consistent with the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule 660-012-0060.

3)

A traffic

study be prepared for each proposed future development within the subject
property to determine the number of trips generated, likely travel routes, impacts on both
passenger car and heavy truck traffic and to ensure that County roadways are improved
as needed to adequately serve future development. These TIA reports would also be used
to ensure that the number of trips generated and accumulative trips do not exceed the trip

cap.

4)

To ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses, the applicant/developer of new
industrial uses shall comply with the following:

a.

The habitat ofthreatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and protected
as required by law.

b.

Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures, shall
maintain the overall values ofthe feature.

c. All development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are
established and maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses on

PA-80 zoned land, including natural vegetation and where appropriate, fences,
Iandscaped areas and other similar types of buffers.

d.

When possible the area ofthe site that is not developed for industrial uses or support
shall be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.

e.

Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed as
needed to be determined by the County to mitigate dust caused by industrial uses
that may emanate from the site and traffic to the site.
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f.

Site run-off shall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained or
othenpise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to irrigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.

g.

The industrial use impact on the water table and sloughs shall be monitored for
water quality and surface water elevations to ensure that the area water can be
maintained and managed for existing uses.

h.

Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes transportation
to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan identifying the number
and frequency of trains to the subject property and impacts to rail movements,
safety, noise or other identified impacts along the rail corridor supporting the
County's transportation system. The plan shall propose mitigation to identified
impacts.

i.

5)

Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment report
that shall analyze adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonstrate that
impacts from the proposed use are mitigated. The report shall include a description
of the type and nature of the agricultural uses and farming practices, if any, which
presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use, type ofagricultural equipment
customarily used on the property, and wind pattern information. The report shall
include a mitigation plan for any negative impacts identified.

The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to only those
uses that are substantially dependent on a deepwater port and have demonstrated access

rights to the dock, and those uses with employment densities, public facilities and
activities justified in the exception, specifically:

a. Forestry and wood processing, production, storage, and transportation;
b. Dry bulk commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing;
c. Liquid bulk commodities processing, storage, and transportation;
d. Natural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation; and
e. Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.

6)

The storage, loading and unloading of coal is specifically not justified in this exception.
Such uses shall not be allowed on the subject property without a separate approved
exception to Goal 3.
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7)

The Port (applicant) shall institute a plan and ongoing program for sampling ground and
surface water quality to establish baseline measurements for a range of contaminates at
the re-zone site and down-gradient. The program should be designed and managed for
assurance that future industrial wastewater discharges are treated to prevent pollution to
the watershed environment. The program shall be designed to detect leaking tanks.

8)

The Port (applicant) shall prepare a response plan and clean-up plan for a hazardous
material spill event. The plan shall include appropriate government agencies and private
companies engaged in such clean-up activities.
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78 Or LUBA 547 (Or Luba), zor8 WL ro4S469Z
Land Use Board of Appeals
State

of Oregon

COLUMBIA RIVERKEEPER, Petitioner,
and

looo FRIENDS OF OREGON, Intervenor-Petitioner,
vs.

COLUMBIA COIINTY, Respondent,
and
PORT OF ST. HELENS, Intervenor-Respondent.
LUBANo.20l8-020
REMANDED December 27, zot9
Appeal from Columbia County.

**1

Scott N. Hilgenberg and Maura Fahey, Portland, filed

a

petition for review, and Maura Fahey argued on behalf ofpetitioner.

With them on the brief was Crag Law Center.
Meriel L. Darzen, Bend, filed a petition for review and argued on behalf of intervenor-petitioner. With her on the brief was
1000 Friends ofOregon.
No appearance by Columbia County.
Spencer Q. Parsons, Portland, frled the response brief and argued on behalf of intervenor-respondent. With him on the brief
were Christopher D. Crean and Beery Elsner & Hammond, LLP.
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BASSHAM, Board Member; RYAN, Board Chair, participated in the decision.

ZAMUDIO, Board Member, concurued in the decision.

*548 l.

6.3.4 Goal 2 - Land Use Planning - Exceptions/ Exception Rule - Reasons

7.6 Goal 3 -

Agricultural Lands/ Goal 3 Rule - Exceptions to.

Where the challenged decision is limited to a single site in a remote rural area, is based on a single unique r€source,
and limits its authorization to five categories of rural industrial uses that are significantly dependent on that resource,
nothing in OAR 660-004-0020 or -0022 precludes a county from justifying an amount ofland for a range ofdeepwater
port-dependent rural industrial uses based on the best availabte evidence regarding the types and land needs oflikely

industrial uses, without knowing exactly which industrial uses will locate in the exception area or exactly how much
acreage each use will require. Although the typical reasons exception involves only a single proposed use, the size of
which is generally known, and in such cases it is relatively easy to determine "the amount of land for the use being
plannedo' for purposes of OAR 660-004-0020(2)(a), a county may take a reasons exception to allow more than one use,
or even a range ofuses, the exact nature and size ofwhich may not be known.
2.6.3.4 Goal 2 - Land Use Planning - Exceptions/ Exception Rule - Reasons.
7.6 Goal 3 -

Agricultural Lands/ Goal

3 Rule - Exceptions to.

Goal 3 does not generally allow industrial uses on agricultural land. Goal 2 delines an "exception" in part as a
comprehensive plan amendment to allow a use that "[d]oes not comply with some or all goal requirements applicable
to the subject property or situations[.1" Goal 2 does not allow establishment of a zoning policy of general applicability.
Where a local government authorizes five broad categories of industrial and commercial uses distinguished by a general
type of good or commodity (dry bulk, liquid bulk, breakbulk, etc.), and each use is limited by the requirement that the
use be significantly dependent on a deepwater port, that does not mean that as a consequence the county has approved
an exception that establishes a "zoning policy of general applicability," contrary to the Goal 2, ORS 197.732(lXbXA)
and OAR 660-004-0005(1Xa) definition of "exception."

**2

3.6.3.2 Goal 2 - Land, Use Planning - Exceptions/ Exception Rule - Developed.

6.3.3 Goal 2 - Land Use Planning - Exceptions/ Exception Rule - Committed.
6.3.4 Goal 2 - Land Use Planning - Exceptions/ Exception Rule - Reasons.
7.6 Goal 3 -

Agricultural Lands/ Goal 3 Rule - Exceptions to.

8.7 Goal 4 - Forest Lands/ Goal 4 Rule - Exceptions to.

The county did not err in concluding that the "unique resource" at issue, a deepwater river port whose upland portions
are located within the existing exception area, is still "located on agricultural or forest land" for purposes of OAR
660-004-0022(3)(a). Although (Agricultural Land" for purposes of Goal 3 and its implementing administrative rule does
not include land areas subject to exceptions to Goal 3, it does not necessarily follow that agricultural land, as that term
is used in OAR 660-004-0022 or other parts of the Goal 2 exception rule is subject to the same restriction. At least for
the limited purpose of evaluating the need for and compliance with exception standards to allow new or changed uses
contrary to the resource goals, land within an exception area potentially remains "agricultural landtt subject to Goal 3,
and where the original exception did not take an exception to Goal 4 the site potentially remains "forest land."

"549 4. 1.6.2 Administrative Law - Substantial Evidence - Definition Of.
6.3.1 Goal 2 - Land, Use Planning - Exceptions/ Exception Rule - Generally

7.6"Goal3*:Agricultural LandslGoal 3 Rde. Exceptions" to
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NATURE OF THE DECISION
Petitioner appeals

a

decision approving comprehensive plan amendments, zone changes, and an exception to Statewide Planning

Goal 3 (Agricultural Land) to expand an existing rural industrial site onto adjacent farmland.

REPLY BRIEF
Petitioner Columbia Riverkeeper (Riverkeeper) and intervenor-petitioner 1000 Friends of Oregon (1000 Friends) move to file a
oint reply *550 brief to respond to new matters raised in intervenor-respondent Port of St. Helens' (the Port's) response brief.

j

There is no opposition to the motion and it is allowed.

FACTS
The county's decision is on remand from LUBA. Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia County, 70 Or LUBA l7 1 , aff d, 267 Or
App 637 ,342 P3d I 8 I (20 I 4) (Riverkeeper I). The proposed exception area is an 837-acre area (consistin g of 17 parcels) that is
planned and zoned for exclusive farm use (EFU) (PA-80), and which consists predominantly of Class III high-value farm soils.
The proposed exception area is adjacent to the existing Port Westward site, which is a 905-acre rural industrial exception area

with 4,000 feet of frontage along the Columbia RiveE served by a 1,250-foot dock and rail connections. The Port Westward site
is one of five deepwater ports in the state of Oregon, i.e., capable of handling ocean-going vessels, and one of three deepwater
ports located along the Columbia River. The Port Westward river frontage is self-scouring, a condition that eliminates the need
for dredging to accommodate docking of deep-draft vessels.
Port Westward is a former military site, and in the 1970s the county adopted built and inevocably committed exceptions to
Goal 3 in order to plan and zone the site for rural industrial uses. Port Westward is zoned Rural Industrial Planned Development
(RIPD), which allows a broad and open-ended range of uses, not limited to industrial uses that depend on access to a port.
The Port leases 862 acres of Port Westward to Pacific Gas and Electric (PGE) under fwo 99-year leases. PGE has constructed
and operates three electrical generating plants on a portion of its leasehold. The leasehold site also includes a I .3-million banel
tank farm, a biomass refinery facility, and an elechical substation. A significant portion of the leasehold site is occupied by
roads, rail lines, transmission lines and other infrastructure. Approximately half of the Port Westward site, and almost all of the

remaining undeveloped area, consists of wetlands.

In2073, the Port applied for

a reasons

exception and comprehensive plan and zoning amendments to rezone the proposed 837-

acre exception area to RIPD, as an expansion of the Port Westward site. The Port did not propose any specihc industrial uses

for the exception area, but sought amendments that would allow any of the broad array of uses authorized in the RIPD zone. In
2014,the county approved the reasons exceptions under three separate "reasons" set out in *551 OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a),
(b) and (c).1 On appeal, LUBA remanded the2014 reasons exception on a number of grounds, including failure to adequately
justify the broad range of uses allowed under the RIPD under one or more of the three reasons set forth at OAR 660-004-0022(3)
(a), (b) and (c).

**4

On remand, the Port modified the application to seek a reasons exception only under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), for uses
that are "significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or forest land," which includes as a listed
example "river or ocean ports." See n l. The modified application also narrowed the range of industrial uses allowed in the
exception area to five categories of uses allowed in the RIPD zone that are intended to be significantly dependent on the
deepwater port: (l) Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage and transportation; (2) Dry Bulk Commodities
transfer, storage, production and processing; (3) Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation; (4) Natural
Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation; and (5) Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.2
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The county board ofcommissioners conducted hearings on the modified application and, on February I 8, 20 1 8, issued a decision
approving the application. This appeal followed.

*552 FIRST AND NrNTH ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR (RMRKEEPER)
FIFTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (1000 FRTENDS)
In these assignments oferror, petitioner Riverkeeper and intervenor-petitioner 1000 Friends (together, petitioners) argue that
the counfy failed to justify why Goal 3 should not apply to the exception area, specifically by failing to justifu "the amount of
land for the use being planned" as required by OAR 660-004-0020(2Xa).3 According to Riverkeeper, the Port failed to identify
how many acres it needs to accommodate the proposed five categories of uses, and to justify why 837 acres are necessary to
accommodate those uses.

Relatedly, 1000 Friends argues that because no particular use or uses are proposed, the county does not know how much land
be needed. 1000 Friends argues that there is no evidence that a single industrial use would require 837 acres of land, and
that the county is instead justifuing the amount of land based on the assumption that a number of different industrial uses, likely

will

will be sited in the exception area. However, petitioners argue, that approach is
inconsistentwithStatewidePlanningGoal2(LandUsePlanning),ORS 197.732(lXbXA)andOAR660-004-0005(lxa),which
all define an "exception" in part as a comprehensive plan amendment that is "applicable to specific properties or situations and
does not establish a planning or zoning policy ofgeneral applicability."
occupying anywhere from 50 to 100 acres,

The Port responds that the county justified the size of the exception area based on the Mackenzie Report, at Record 3079-133.

The Mackenzie Report discussed acreage requirements in several di{ferent ways. First, it concluded that three of the five use
categories (ForestryAMood products, Dry Bulk, and Breakbulk) require large yard or deck storage areas, and the two others
(Liquid Bulk and Natural Gas) *553 require large buffer areas, Record 3100. Section IV of the Mackenzie Report surveys a
representative sample of uses within the five use categories that are located at other ports and terminals along the river, noting
the amount ofacreage each use occupies. Record 3104-07. The acreage associated

with the sample uses range from 25 acres for
an ethanol plant to 262 acres for a multi-function marine transport terminal, with an average acreage of around 77 acres. The
Mackenzie Report concludes that all five use categories require relatively large, flat, contiguous development sites.4 Further, the
Mackenzie Report concludes that all five use categories require access to a deepwater port. Record 3099. However, petitioners
are correct that the Mackenzie Report does not attempt to estimate the minimum or typical acreage requirements of any use
category or uses within each category. The Mackenzie Report does not, for example, estimate the minimum or typical acreage
requirements for a sawmill or a nafural gas terminal.

**5

Instead, the Mackenzie Report estimates acreage needs, for individual uses and in the aggregate, in a more general way.

The main evidence on this point is an inventory of recent site inquiries to locate industrial uses at Port Westward, an inventory
maintained by the Port and Business Oregon. The Mackenzie Report notes:

"As illustrated in Figure l2 and Figure 13, since 2007 there have been over 40 active prospects seeking land at Port Westward
totaling over 2,800 acres ofrural industrial land. These prospects have been heavily concentrated in energy production (solar,
biomass, other); chemicaliliquid bulk (ethanol , fertilizer, methanol, crude oil, other) processing and transport; and dry bulk
products (iron, coal, grain) transport. While sitings have been prohibited by regulatory (e.g., PA-80 zoning) and physical
constraints (e.g., wetlands and existing leaseholds), this velocity is reflective of the site's economic potential.

*554.,*****
"Within these sectors, the site need profile is consistent with what we observed across existing hrms in peer locations, previously
reviewed in Section IV. Site needs ranged from 10 to over 300 acres in size. The most common request was for sites between
50 and 100 acres, as illustrated in Figure 13. Overjust a l0-year period, an interval that included the worst economic downturn
in a generation, there were I I potential deals at Port Westward of 100 acres or larger.
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"Collectively, this prospect list represents over 2,800 acres of potential demand over a lO-year period. This amounts to more
than three times the size ofthe zone change area. Because the data to calculate this rate was observed over a period that included
a severe recession and tepid recovery we can assume that this rate of business activity represents a conservative assessment of
future velocity, all else being equal. At this rate of demand velocity, capturing l5% of similar inquiries would fully absorb the
[proposed exception area of 857 acres] over a Z}-year period. Given observed market interest and recent activity in similarly
configured ar€as, we would consider this to be a completely feasible scenario. * 'r *" Record 3ll5-17.
Appendix 3 of the Mackenzie Report includes a list of the 40 prospects and the requested acreage, along with proposed
investment amounts and number ofjobs, where known.S

In sum, the Mackenzie Report provides evidence that (l) the five use categories all require large areas for storage or buffering,
(2) both similar uses on other sites, and acreage requests ofrecent prospects, show that the proposed uses commonly require 50
to I 00 acres, and (3) the aggregate total acreage ofrecent prospects to site industrial uses at Port *555 Westward significantly
exceeds the size ofthe proposed 857-acre exception area. Based on this evidence, the county found that the "the amount ofland
for the use being planned" is justified for purposes of OAR 660-004-0020(2)(a). Record 45.

**6 I

1000 Friends is correct that the typical reasons exception involves only a single proposed use, the size ofwhich is

generally known, and in such cases it is relatively easy to determine "the amount of land for the use being planned" for purposes

of OAR 660-004-0020(2)(a). However,

as we

held in Columbia Riverkeeper I, a county may take a reasons exception to allow

more than one use, or even a range of uses, the exact nature and size of which may not be known. 70 Or LUBA at I 8 I . In our view,

that is even more likely when the reasons exception is intended to exploit a "unique resource" under OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a).
In such circumstances, the amendment is not necessarily driven by a particular land use proposal, but rather by the existence of
a unique resource that can be exploited to support what can be an array of rural industrial economic activity, which may have
varying land size needs. Some of the unique resources listed in OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), by their nature, can be exploited only

by a limited set of industrial uses (e.g., mining operations for mineralor aggregate resources), and the amount of land needed for
such uses is intrinsically limited by the size ofthe resource. Other listed unique resources can, by their nature, support a variefy

of rural industrial uses. For example, one of the unique resources listed in OAR 660-004 -0022(3)(a) is ""geothermal wells,"
which provide a source of energy that could potentially power a range of rural industrial uses, with varying land needs. We see
no reason why the county cannot justify an amount of land for a range of industrial uses dependent on that energy resource,
based on evidence regarding the dependence

ofthose industrial uses on that energy resource, likely or typical land needs ofthe

identif,red range of uses and the economic demand for such uses, without knowing the precise industrial uses to be located or
the exact amount of land each industrial use would need.

Similarly, with respect to the unique resource of deep water "river or ocean ports," such resources can support a potentially wide
ofrural industrial uses that are dependent on shipping goods by water to intrastate, national and international markets.

range

We see nothing in OAR 660-004-0020 or -0022 that would preclude a county from justifuing an amount of land for a range
ofdeepwater port-dependent rural industrial uses based on the best available evidence regarding the types and land needs of

likely industrial uses, without knowing exactly which industrial uses will locate in the exception area or exactly how much
acreage each use will require. We disagree with petitioners that such an approach establishes a "planning or zoning policy
of general applicability," and thus does not qualifr as an *556 "exception" as dehned at ORS 197.732(l)(b)(A) and OAR
660-004-0005(1)(a). The challenged decision is limited to a single site in a remote rural area, is based on a single unique
resource, and limits its authorization to five categories of rural industrial uses that are significantly dependent on that resource.
Such an exception decision does not represent a "planning or zoning policy of general applicability."

**7

Further, petitioners have not established that the county's justification for the size of the 837-acre exception area is not

supported by substantial evidence or adequate findings. A reasonable person could rely on the Mackenzie Report to conclude
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range of rural industrial uses at Port Westward that are dependent on deepwater

shipping, that aggregate land demand is well in excess of 837 acres, and that individual industrial uses will require large,
flat contiguous sites of varying acreage, with the most common need for sites from 50 to 100 acres in size. Petitioners have
not established that in the context of a justifuing an exception based upon the unique resource of a deepwater port that OAR
660-004-0020(2)(a) requires the county to limit the analysis to a single proposed use, or to determine exactly which industrial
will locate at the site or exactly how many acres each industrial use will require.

uses

Riverkeeper's ftrst and ninth assignments of error and 1000 Friends' fifth assignment of error are denied.

sEcoND ASSTGNMENT OF ERROR (RTVERKEEPER)
SECOND ASSTGNMENT OF ERROR (1000 FRTENDS)
Goal 2 defines an "exception" in part as a comprehensive plan amendment to allow a use that "[d]oes not comply with some
or all goal requirements applicable to the subject properfy or situations[.]" Goal 3 does not generally allow industrial uses on
agricultural land. However, Riverkeeper argues that the county erred in authorizing some rural industrial uses that are in fact
allowed on agricultural lands under Goal 3 and ORS chapter 215, which govem lands zoned for EFU. Relatedly, 1000 Friends
argues that the county erred in approving an overly broad range of indusffial uses.6

*557 As noted, the count5r's decision authorizes five categories of rural industrial uses, based on five distinct types of
commodities: (l) Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage and transportation; (2) Dry Bulk Commodities
transfer, storage, production and processing; (3) Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation; (4) Natural
Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation; and (5) Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.
Petitioners argue that these five use categories in fact represent I 8 categories of industrial uses. This calculation is achieved by
breaking each ofthe five use categories into components. For example, in petitioners' view, Category 1 actually consists offour
separate industrial use categories: (a) forestry and wood productsprocessing, (b) forestry and wood prodlcts production, (c)
forestry and wood products storage, and (d) forestry and wood products transportation. From that premise, Riverkeeper argues

that the county erred in authorizing the use category offorestry and wood processing, because Goal 3 and ORS 215 already
allow, in limited circumstances, certain uses such as forest product processing on agricultural land. See, e.g., ORS 215.283(2)
() (allowing temporary or portable facilities for the primary processing of forest products grown on the subject property

or contiguous land). Similarly, Riverkeeper argues that the county erred in authorizing the use category of forest products
transportation, because ORS 215 and OAR 660-0012-0065, an administrative rule that implements Goal 12 (Transportation),
allow construction of certain transportation facilities on resource land without taking an exception to the resource goals.

**8 Relatedly,

1000 Friends argues that the 18 use categories that petitioners have identified are expanded further by the
broad nature of the hve types of commodities at issue. For example, 1000 Friends argues that ""forestr5r and wood products

processing" could include anything from primary log milling to secondary or tertiary furniture making, and that "liquid bulk
transportation" could encompass transshipments of any liquid in bulk, including milk, petroleum products, or liquid fertilizer.
We understand 1000 Friends to contend that each type of wood product orbulk liquid involves a distinct type of industrial
use, and that the broad array of industrial uses potentially allowed demonstrates that the county has strayed too far from the
permissible scope of an exception, and has impermissibly adopted a "zonirtg policy of general applicability," contrary to the

*558 definition of "exception" in GoaI2, ORS 197.732(lXbXA)

and OAR 660-00a-0005(l)(a).

2 The Pon

responds, and we agree, that petitioners have not demonstrated reversible error in the manner that the county
categorized the authorized uses. Any conceivable industrial use that is dependent on a deepwater port will involve the storage
and transportation ofgoods, and those functions are not properly viewed as separate use categories. Processing and production
of goods could constitute distinct operations in separate facilities, or they could be vertically integrated operations within a
single facility. But regardless ofhow finely the land use categories are sliced, petitioners have not established that the county
approved any category of land use within the exception area that is allowed without an exception on agricultural land. The
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ORS 215.283 uses that Riverkeeper cites to, such as temporary or portable forest products processing facilities allowed in
limited circumstances on EFU-zoned lands, are clearly not the same as the permanent forest products processing and production
facilities authorized in the county's decision. Further, while ORS chapter 215 and OAR 660-012-0065 allow a limited set of
transportation facilities on resource or rural lands without taking an exception, the "transportation" function at issue here is
transshipping goods and commodities on and offships, via a deepwater port and dock facility. Nothing cited to us in ORS chapter
215 or OAR 660-012-0065 authorizes on resource lands such transportation uses or facilities without taking an exception to
the resource goals.
1000 Friends is correct that by authorizing five categories ofuses distinguished by a general type ofgood or commodity (dry
bulk, liquid bulk, breakbulk, etc.), the county has lumped together within each general category a diverse range of specific goods

and commodities. However, we disagree with 1000 Friends that as a consequence the county has approved an exception that
establishes a "zoning policy of general applicability," contrary to the Goal2, ORS 197.732( I XbXA) and OAR 660-004-0005( l)
(a) definition of "o'exception." 1000 Friends argues thatin Hood River Valley Residents v. Hood River County,75 Or LUBA 452

(2017), LUBA commented that allowing all uses in an industrial zone within an exception area "comes close" to establishing
a zoning policy of general applicability. Id. at 461. According to 1000 Friends, in the present case the county's five broad
categories allow so many different and distinct sub-categories ofuses that, in effect, the county has authorized in the exception
area almost

all uses allowed in the RIPD zone.

**9

However, Hood River Valley Residents does not support 1000 Friends' argument. ln Hood River Valley Residents, the
county interpreted *559 language in its comprehensive plan adopting an irrevocably committed exception for land formerly
occupied by a sawmill. 75 OR LUBA at 458. The county had zoned the property for industrial use, under an industrial zone that
also, by reference, allowed all uses authorized under the county's commercial zone. Id. at 455. The specific issue was whether

it

is consistent with the exception language to approve a commercial use--a hotel--on the site, without taking a new exception. 1d

at 455-56. LUBA rejected the county's interpretation and held that the committed exception did not extend to authorize all uses
allowed in the industrial and commercial zones, such as the proposed hotel, in part because such a broad interpretation would
"come close" to establishing a zoning policy of general applicability. Id. at 461.

In the present case, the five categories ofuses authorized by the county's decision are only a subset ofthe universe ofindustrial
uses allowed in the county's RIPD zone. Not only are the uses allowed limited by the hve specihed commodity types but, as
discussed below, each use is also limited by the requirement that the use be significantly dependent upon the deepwater port.
In any case, even if the county had authorized all of the industrial uses allowed in the RIPD zone, which would put the present
circumstances closer to those at issue in Hood River Valley Residenfs, we did not state that interpreting a comprehensive plan
exception area designation to allow all uses in an industrialzone (plus all uses allowed in a commercial zone) establishes a
zoning policy of general applicability, only that it "comes close" to establishing such a general zoning policy. The present much
more limited range of uses allowed by the challenged decision is even further from establishing a zoning policy of general
applicability.
The second assignment oferror (Riverkeepers) and the second assignment oferror (1000 Friends) are denied.

THIRD ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (RIVERKEEPER)
FrRST AND THrRD ASSTGNMENTS OF ERROR (1000 FRTENDS)
As noted, OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) provides that an appropriate reason for taking an exception to site industrial development on
resource land includes circumstances where "[t]he use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural

or forest land," with the listed example of 'o"river or ocean ports." ^See n L Under these assignments of error, petitioners argue
that the county misconstrued OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) and approved a decision that is prohibited by law because, among other
reasons, (1) the proposed uses are not all significantly *560 dependent upon the unique resourse, a deepwater port, (2) the
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unique resource at issue is not "located on agricultural or forest land," and (3) the exception area does not in fact have guaranteed
access to the deepwater port.

A. Significantly Dependent on a Unique Resource

**10 Petitioners contend that the county failed to adopt findings that each of the authorized industrial

uses are

signihcantly

dependent upon the deepwater port. As noted, petitioners argue that the county actually authorized at least I 8 distinct uses, rather
than the hve use categories discussed in the findings. Petitioners' count

of I 8 uses is derived by breaking up the listed components
ofthe five identified uses into separate us€s, €.g., forestry andwoodproductsprocessing,forestry andwoodproductsproduction,
forestry and wood products storage, etc. Petitioners do not appear to dispute that storage and loading/offloading of goods
and commodities onto ships are uses that are significantly dependent upon the deepwater port. However, petitioners contend
that other components, processing and production, could be accomplished elsewhere and need not be located in proximity to
the deepwater port. According to petitioners, with respect to these components the county cites only considerations such as

"operational advantages" and minimization of costs to explain why these separate components are signihcantly dependent on
the port. Record 3098. Petitioners argue that such considerations are insufficient.
The county rejected petitioners' argument that "operational subcomponents" ofthe five identified uses "each comprise separate

uses[.]" Record 19. The county and the Mackenzie Report on which the county relied focus on whether each of the hve identified
uses, and not their

individual components, are dependent on deepwater access. The county concluded, based on the Mackenzie

Report, that the five identified uses are "highly dependent upon immediate proximity to a deepwater port[,]" quoting a statement
in the Mackenzie Report that the five uses are "low-margin industrial operations which rely upon deepwater access to maintain
an economically viable business in current market conditions." Record 163. The findings continue:

"Table 2 of the Mackenzie Report [at Record 3099] illushates that each of the Port's five proposed uses are dependent upon
deepwater access. As the Mackenzie Report explains:
"'Uses with foreign trade markets and marine-served domestic markets for products that are shipped by marine vsssel are, by
definition, reliant on deepwater port facilities. Table 2 demonstrates that each ofthe five proposed uses for fthe Port *561
Westward expansion] involve foreign import/export operations and are thus dependent upon a deepwater port. The proposed
uses

will

achieve a significant operational advantage due to deepwater port access with nearby storage yards. As the proposed

proximity is necessary to minimize operational costs for both imporVexport and domestic
shipping operations. An external benefit ofthese firms' locations near port facilities is that locating their yards close to the port
minimizes impacts on offsite transportation infrastructure."D' Id.
uses are low-margin businesses, port

**11 The Port argues,

and we agree, that petitioners have not demonstrated that the county erred in concluding that the five
identified uses are ""significantly dependent" on the deepwater port, notwithstanding that some components of the uses could
theoretically be separated from the others and located elsewhere. As the Mackenzie Report notes, import/export uses of this

kind are low-margin operations, and proximity to a deepwater port represents a signihcant operational and cost advantage.
That advantage clearly extends to the import/export operation as a whole. Stated differently, an otherwise integrated import/
export operation that is allowed to locate only storage yards and loading/unloading facilities at the port, but is forced to locate
processing and other components ofthe operation elsewhere, could be at a significant economic disadvantage, a disadvantage

that may preclude siting any facilities entirely at Port Westward. We conclude that the county did not err in evaluating the five
identified uses as a whole, including components such as processing or production of goods and commodities transshipped via
the port, to determine whether the use as a whole is signihcantly dependent on the deepwater port.
The county's findings acknowledge concems that it is possible that a conditional use permit application for a specihc use could
be submitted that, in fact, does not involve the import or export of goods and commodities via the deepwater port and thus
would not be "significantly dependent" on the port. OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa). The county rejected that concem, finding that
because the challenged exception authorizes only uses that are significantly dependent on the port, and all proposed uses must
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be consistent with the exception, that "any potential tenant seeking to locate in the new expansion area would be limited not

only to the five authorized uses, but to the five authorized uses in a form that would be significantly dependent on the deepwater
port at Port Westward." Record 19. However, to address the opponents' concems, the county imposed Condition 5, quoted
below, explaining:

*562 "[T]he Board

acknowledges that the opponents' concern is a reasonable one and notes that Condition 5 has accordingly
been imposed for additional clarity. The condition requires that the five uses authorized be significantly dependent on and
have demonstrated access to the deepwater port at Port Westward. With that condition in place, the Board finds that the only
rural industrial uses the approval authorizes in the new expansion area are those that will be significantly dependent on actual
deepwater port usage at Port Westward." Id.

Condition 5 states:
"The types of indushial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to only those uses that are substantially dependent
on a deepwater port and have demonstrated access rights to the dock, and those uses with employment densities, public facilities
and activities justified in the exception, specifically:[Listing the five authorized types of land uses]." Record 15.

**12 1000Friendsargues,however,thatCondition5isinsufficienttoensurethatonlyusesthataresignificantlydependenton
will be approved. 1000 Friends argue that Condition 5 simply requires an applicant to show that the proposed
use is one of the five authorized uses, not that the proposed use is also dependent on the port. The Port responds that the
county found that, even without Condition 5, all potential industrial tenants will have to demonstrate that the proposed use is
the port facilities

consistent with the reasons exception, which explicitly authorizes only uses that are significantly dependent on the deepwater

port. According to the Port, Condition 5 was imposed only to provide additional assurance to opponents that only uses that
are significantly dependent on the port will be approved. The Port argues that Condition 5, read in context with the county's
findings and the exception that it is attached to, is clearly intended to require that applicants demonstrate that the proposed use
is not only one ofthe five authorized uses, but also a use that is significantly dependent on the port facilities.

All industrial uses in the RIPD zone are essentially conditional uses, and are allowed only if the county
reviews an application for the proposed use and determines that the use confonns to the "exceptions to the rural resource land
goals[.]" Columbia County Zoning Ordinance (CCZO) 683.1.A. Even if the county had not imposed Condition 5, it appears
We agree with the Port.

that any applicant for a proposed industrial use within the exception area would be required to show that the use is consistent
with the adopted exception statement, which is part of the county comprehensive plan, and which explicitly allows only uses

that are significantly dependent on the port facility. In this context, it is reasonably *563 clear that Condition 5 is a "belt
and suspenders" condition intended as additional assurance that applicants

will

have to demonstrate that proposed uses will be

significantly dependent on the port.
1 000 Friends argues that requiring an applicant to demonstrate that the proposed use is "significantly dependent"
on the port facility as required by Condition 5 represents an impermissible defenal of findings of compliance with OAR
660-004-0022(3)(a). ,See Riverkeeper I, 70 Or LUBA at 205 (where the county does not find that authorized uses will
be compatible with adjacent land uses, as required by OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d), but instead relies on a demonstration of
compatibility as part of permit approval, the county impermissibly defers hndings of compliance with OAR 660-004-0020(2)
(d)). However, we disagree that Condition 5 represents a deferral of findings of compliance with OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a).
The county adopted several pages offindings intended to establish that uses authorized under the exception are limited to those
that are significantly dependent on the port facility. Record I 8-2 I . The county imposed Condition 5 only because opponents,
including petitioners, expressed concerns that there were inadequate safeguards to prevent approval of industrial uses that are
not in fact signif,rcantly dependent on the port facility. That the county agreed to impose additional safeguards does not mean
that the county deferred findings of compliance with OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) to the permit stage.

Nonetheless,

B. Located on Agricultural or Forest Land
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As noted, OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a)provides that an appropriate reason to take an exception to the resource goals includes
uses that are significantly dependent upon a unique resource "located on agricultural or forest land." The unique resource
identified by the county is the deepwater port, which includes the submerged land under the jurisdictional waters of the state,

plus the dock facilities and related upland facilities. However, petitioners argue that the upland components of the port facilities
are located in the existing exception area at Port Westward that is zoned RIPD, and therefore are not "located on agricultural or
forest land." Therefore, petitioners argue the port facilities do not qualifu as a "unique resource."
The county rejected that argument:

"As an initial matter, the [Columbia County] Comprehensive Plan designates the RIPD zone

as a resource zone, as embedded

in its name, 'Resource Industrial Planned Development.' The zone is intended to be on resource lands and to coexist with farm
and forest uses. For that reason, CCZO Section 682 establishes as the only outright permitted uses in the RIpD zone '[f]arm

use[ [s] as defined [by] Subsection 2 of *564 ORS 2 I 5.2 I 3 except marijuana growing and producing' and the '
fmlanagement,
production and harvesting offorest products, including wood processing and related operations.' The Board concludes that such

'farm uses' and 'management, production and harvesting of forest products' are agricultural and forest uses and that the original
exception area qualifies as agricultural or forest land." Record 22.
In addition, the county noted that the exception document for the Port Westward exception site found that 300 acres of the site
had been filled with dredged materials and "is no longer considered resource land,." Id. The county inferred from this statement
that the original exception document continued to view the unfilled remainder of the site as "resource land.', Id.

On appeal, petitioners argue that, as a matter of state law, land that is subject to an exception to Goal 3 is no longer
"agricultural [] land" for any purpose, including OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a). Petitioners cite to OAR 660-033-0020(l)(c), part
of the administrative rule implementing Goal 3, which for purposes of that division defines the term "Agricultural
[Land" to
exclude ""land within acknowledged exception areas for Goal 3 or 4." Because the Port Westward site has been acknowledged to
be committed to industrial uses, petitioners argue that the dock and related upland facilities are not located on "agricultural

land"
for purposes of OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), even if the RIPD zone is labeled as a "resource" zone and continues to allow farm
uses as a permitted use. The county's findings acknowledge that argument, but respond that even if petitioners are correct on that
point the Port Westward exception was applicable only to Goal 3, not to Statewide Planning Goal 4 (Forest Lands), and there
is no equivalent rule applicable to forest lands stating that forest lands excludes lands subject to an exception. Record 22-23.

**14 3Itisclearthat"AgriculturalLand"forpurposesofGoal 3anditsimplementingadministrativeruledoesnotincludeland.
areas subject to exceptions to Goal 3. See Goal3 (definition of "AgriculturalLand").7 *565 However, it does not necessarily
follow that "agricultural [] land"

as that

term is used in OAR 660-004-0022 or other parts of the Goal 2 exception rule is subject

to the same restriction. A goal exception under OAR chapter 660, division 004 can be, indeed in many cases will be, only a
partial exception to a goal, to allow a specific use or type ofuse that is contrary to the goal. OAR 660-004-0018(l) provides:

"* *

i( Exceptions to one goal or a portion of one goal
do not relieve a jurisdiction from remaining goal requirements and
do not authorize uses, densities, public facilities and services, or activities other than those recognized or justified by the
applicable exception. Physically developed or irrevocably committed exceptions under OAR 660-004-0025 and 660-004-002g
and 660-014-0030 are intended to recognize and allow continuation ofexisting types ofdevelopment in the exception area.
Adoption of plan and zoning provisions that would allow changes in existing types of uses, densities, or services requires the
application of the standards outlined in this ru1e."

OAR 660-004-0018(2)(a) provides that forphysically developed and irrevocably committed exception areas all plan and zoning
designations must limit uses to those that are same as the existing uses on the site. OAR 660-004-0018(3) provides that uses that
do not qualifu under OAR 660-004-001 8(2), e.g.,different types ofuses than those thatjustified the exception, can be approved
only under the provisions for a reasons exception. See Ooten v. Clackamas County,7o Or LUBA 338,346 (2014), affd, Z70

or App 214, 346 P3d
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The Port Westward exception area is aphysically developed and irrevocably committed exception area, based on the existence

of

industrial development that predated the Statewide Planning Goals. Under OAR 660-004-0018(l), the Port Wesfward exception
is intended to allow continuation of those preexisting types of industrial development, but plan and zoning amendments that

would allow changes in existing types of uses potentially require that the changes be justified as a new "reasons" *566
exception to the applicable goals. For example, if the Port wanted to change the use of Port Westward from industrial to
commercial or residential use, that change in use would almost certainly require that the county adopt a new reasons exception
to Goal 3 (and perhaps also Goal 4), because the original built and committed exception did not take an exception to any goal
for commercial or residential uses.

In other words, the fact that Port Westward is an area subject to an exception to Goal 3 does not mean that Goal 3 no longer
applies at all to the site, at least for purposes of OAR chapter 660, division 004. At least for the limited purpose of evaluating
the need for and compliance with exception standards to allow new or changed uses contrary to the resource goals, land within
an exception area potentially remains "agricultural land" subject to Goal 3.8 In addition, the original Port Westward exception
did not take an exception to Goal 4 and the Port Westward site potentially remains "forest land" for that reason alone. For these
reasons, the county did not err in concluding that the "unique resource" at issuen the deepwater river port whose upland portions

are located within the existing Port Westward exception area, is still "located on agricultural or forest land" for purposes

of

oAR 660-004-0022(3)(a).
C. Access to the Unique Resource

**15 ThecountyfoundthattheproposedexpansionofthePortWestwardexceptionareahasaccesstothedeepwaterportand
dock facilities at Port Westward. Record 2T.Petitioners argue that this finding is not supported by substantial evidence.

According to petitioners, the Port's lease with PGE grants PGE

a non-exclusive easement to use the Port's dock facilities, and
further provides that access to the docks by other users across PGE's leasehold is subject to PGE's consent. The lease provides
that PGE's consent "shall not be unreasonably withheld," and can only be "reasonably conditioned." Record 27. Petitioners
argue that there is no evidence in the record that PGE is likely to consent to allow new tenants within the expanded exception

area to fully access the dock facilities.

*567 The Port responds,

and we agree, that the county's finding that tenants

within the proposed exception

area

will

have access

to the docks is supported by substantial evidence. In addition to the lease itself, which requires PGE to consent to reasonable
access, the findings note that the record includes communications

with PGE evincing PGE's commitment to continue providing

reasonable access to other users. A reasonable person could conclude based on the lease terms and representations in the record

that tenants in the expanded exception area will have reasonable access to the dock facilities. Dodd t. Hood River Comty,3l7
Or 172, 179,855 P2d 608 ( l993) (substantial evidence is evidence a reasonable person would rely on in making a decision).
Riverkeeper's third assignment of erroE and 1000 Friends'first and third assignments of error, are denied.

FOURTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (RIVERIGEPER)
FOURTH ASSTGNMENT OF ERROR (1000 FRTENDS)
ORS 197.732(Z)(c)(O) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) require a finding that the proposed uses are "compatible with other
adjacent uses or will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts."g ln Riverkeeper

I

we held that the

county failed to establish compliance with OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d), in part because the proposed exception at issue in that
appeal authorized an open-ended universe of industrial uses in the exception area, and the county made no attempt to describe
the proposed uses or identify their adverse impacts, and thus could not meaningfully address whether the proposed uses are
compatible with adjacent uses or will be rendered compatible through identified measures. Instead, as noted, above, the county
essentially punted that evaluation to the permit approval stage.
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On remand, as noted, the county narrowed the range ofauthorized uses to hve categories ofuses, discussed above, and adopted
findings that *568 attempt to identify likely adverse impacts of the five categories of uses, and explain how the proposed uses

will

with adjacent uses through identified measures. On appeal, petitioners argue that the county again
failed to meaningfully address the compatibility standard, and again impermissibly deferred a determination of compliance with
the compatibility standard to the development approval stage.
be rendered compatible

**16

The county's findings, at Record 28-30 and 177-80, take the position that potential adverse impacts of the five proposed

will be similar to the impacts of the existing industrial uses located at Port Westward, and that
substantial evidence in the record establishes that the existing industrial uses are and have been compatible with adjacent
categories of industrial uses

agricultural uses. The findings address specific arguments made regarding specific potential adverse impacts, particularly
regarding impacts on water quality from industrial pollution or hazardous waste. The findings discuss a number of conditions

I (requiring site design and conditional use approval),
Conditions 2 and3 (requiring traffrc studies and compliance with a traffic cap), and Condition 4 (requiring a range of measures,
including buffers, dust-control, stormwater facilities, water quality monitoring, and an "agriculfural impact assessment" with
a mitigation plan for any negative impacts identified). In addition, the county imposed Conditions 7 and 8, which require the
imposed to prevent or address the identified impacts, including Condition

Port to develop a plan and ongoing program to establish baseline measurements for a range of industrial contaminants and
manage future industrial wastewater discharges to prevent pollution, and further to require the Port to prepare a plan to deal

with

a hazardous

material spill.

Riverkeeper argues that the record does not support the county's fundamental premise that potential adverse impacts of the five
proposed categories of industrial uses would be similar to the impacts of the existing industrial uses located at Port Westward. On

this point, the findings state only that there is ""no evidence in the record of any meaningful distinction between the anticipated
impacts of the approved uses and those existing industrial uses at Port Westward[.]" Record 29. However, Riverkeeper argues
that this finding effectively shifts the burden to opponents, and that ifthe Portwants to rely upon the supposed similarity between
the impacts ofthe proposed uses and the existing industrial uses, it is incumbent on the Port to present evidence on that point.
Riverkeeper argues that the few existing industrial uses at Port Westward (three electrical generating plants, tank farm,

a

biomass

refinery facility, and an elecftical substation) differ significantly from the proposed five categories of uses, and there is simply
no evidence in the record indicating that the impacts of the existing uses would be similar to likely impacts of the proposed uses.

*569 In addition, Riverkeeper

argues that the county's findings fail to address detailed testimony by an expert hydrologist
regarding probable adverse impacts on water quality from industrially polluted water, given the area's high water table and

mixing of ground and surface water during winter months. Finally, Riverkeeper argues that the county failed to address whether
the proposed uses are compatible with existing PGE operations, noting PGE testimony that it retains the right under its lease to
withhold consent to any improvements within its leasehold that would have a material adverse impact on PGE's operations.

**17

1000 Friends similarly argues that the county failed to provide any analysis of the likely potential adverse impacts

of

the five authorized use categories, and further that those use categories are still too broad and open-ended to allow meaningful

if

the county had separately evaluated the impacts of the five use categories, instead of lumping
them together. With respect to impacts on adjacent agricultural practices, 1000 Friends argues that the decision provides no
analysis or findings, but relies almost entirely on Condition 4, which requires development applicants to provide an agricultural
analysis of impacts even

impacts analysis. Finally, 1000 Friends contends that the findings fail to identify non-agricultural resource uses on adjacent
lands, specifically fishing and aquatic-related natural resource uses that may be impacted by spills of contaminants and other

industrial pollution.

4 In response, the Port does not cite to any evidence supporting the countyrs hnding that the likely adverse impacts of the
proposed uses are similar to the impacts of the existing industrial uses at Port Wesfward. The hndings simply state that there is no
evidence that the impacts would be different. However, the absence of evidence that the impacts would be different is not a basis
to conclude that the impacts would be similar. The unsupported presumption that the impacts would be similar is the foundation
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for much of the county's subsequent analysis. Because that presumption is not supported by substantial evidence, we agree with
petitioners that remand is necessary to adopt more adequate findings regarding compatibility, supported by substantial evidence.
5 We also agree with petitioners that adequate findings regarding compatibility would start by identifying the likely adverse
impacts of typical uses authorized under the five approved use categories, evaluating each use category separately, and if
necessary specific types of uses within each use category. As petitioners argue, the potential adverse impacts of different types

of liquid bulk terminals , e.g., an oil terminal versus a fertilizer export operation, could be different enough to require a separate
analysis. The findings should also address the characteristics ofuses on *570 adjoining areas, and assess vulnerability to
potential externalities from industrial uses in the exception area, such as impacts on water quality. Informed by those analyses,
the county can then reach sustainable conclusions regarding whether the proposed uses are compatible with adjoining uses,
or can be rendered compatible via identified measures. We generally agree with petitioners that because the county failed to
conduct the required analyses, its determinations regarding compatibility with adjoining agricultural practices are conclusory
and the resulting over-reliance on conditions such as Condition 4, which require applicants to submit an agricultural impacts
analysis, thus represents an impermissible deferral of demonstrating compliance with OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd).

**18 Riverkeeper's and 1000 Friends'fourth

assignments oferror are sustained.

F'IFTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (RIVERKEEPER)
OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) requires

a

showing that 'oareas that do not require

a

new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the

*571 LUBA rejected the county's alternative
sites analysis for multiple reasons, noting that it was "highly problematic" to attempt to reject all altemative sites to justifu an

use," considering relevant factors including economic costs.l0 ln Riverkeeper

I,

a broad and open-ended set ofindustrial uses, based on three separate but overlappingjustifications. 70 Or LUBA
at 199. On remand, the Port limited the range of industrial uses to five categories, and focused on a single justification: uses that
are significantly dependent upon a unique resource, the deepwater port. To demonstrate that no alternative sites can reasonably

exception for

accommodate the proposed uses, the Port submitted an altemative sites analysis that focused on industrial lands near deepwater
port facilities along the river, concluding that no altemative sites could reasonably accommodate the proposed uses. The county
considered and rejected alternative sites suggested by opponents on various grounds, including lack ofaccess to a deepwater
port, lack of sufficient available acreage, and location elsewhere than on the Columbia River corridor. The county ultimately

relied upon the Port's analysis to find compliance with OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb).

On appeal, Riverkeeper argues that the Port's alternative sites analysis suffers from many of the same flaws identified in
Riverkeeper L Riverkeeper first argues that the county erred in rejecting alternative sites with no access to a deepwater port. The
Port responds, and we agree, that because the exception is justified based solely on the "unique resource" of a deepwater port-in this case, a self-scouring deepwater port that requires no dredging in order to accommodate ocean-going cargo vessels--the
county properly limited its analysis to alternative sites with access to a deepwater port. We agree with the Port that the county
is not required to *572 evaluate non-deepwater ports, or the possibility of dredging non-deepwater ports to accommodate
ocean-going vessels.

As we understand it, there are three existing deepwater ports along the Columbia River: Port of Astoria, Port of Portland and
the existing Port Westward exception area. The county rejected all three sites as alternatives, for reasons we discuss below.
The county also considered and rejected the two deepwater ports located along the Oregon coast (Coos Bay and Newport), and
a coastal port that currently lacks any maritime access (Tillamook).

All

three coastal ports were rejected in part because they

cannot serve commerce needs along the Columbia River corridor, which the analysis notes is a region that represents 60 percent

of Oregon's manufacturing, warehousing and transportation-based economy, with a concentration of river, rail and highway
transportation networks. Riverkeeper argues, however, that the county erred in rejecting the coastal altemative sites for that
reason. According to Riverkeeper, while "comparative advantage due to its location" is a basis for a reasons exception under
OAR 660-004-0022(3)(c) (seenl), such locational considerations are not a factor under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), which is
only concerned with proximity to and the characteristics of a unique resource, not comparative advantages due to location.
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Thus, Riverkeeper argues, it is error under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) to reject an alternative site simply because it does not
serve the same economic region as the prefened site.

**19 The Port responds that OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) allows consideration of "economic factors"

along with other relevant
factors, and argues that it is not error to reject altemative sites that cannot serve the Columbia River corridor and its economic
region. We agree with the Port. Part of what makes the Port Westward site a unique resource is its status as one ofthree deepwater
ports along a primary maritime artery connecting national and international markets with the Portland Metropolitan area, the
state's largest economic area. The three coastal ports are located hundreds ofmiles away from that economic area and serve

very different and more isolated regional markets. We conclude that in conducting an altemative sites analysis for industrial
usesjustified based on proximity to the "unique resource" ofa river or ocean port under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), the county
is not required to evaluate other port sites in the state (or elsewhere) that serve entirely different economic markets.

With those preliminaries, we turn to Riverkeeper's challenges to the findings rejecting the three alternative sites located on the
Columbia River: Port of Astoria, Port of Portland and the existing Port Westward exception area.

*573 D. Port of Astoria
The county found that the only vacant industrial land at the Port ofAstoria is at Tongue Point, which has north and south subareas. The county found that North Tongue Point has no vacant parcels larger than 15 acres, insuffrcient to accommodate even
one ofthe large-scale industrial uses authorized at the preferred site. South Tongue Point has four vacant parcels totaling 137
acres, but the county found that three parcels are subject to a recent purchase and sale agreement with a community college,
and the other, owned by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, is in the process of being repurposed for an army training facility.
The county found that these parcels are not available, and thus cannot reasonably accommodate any ofthe proposed uses.

Riverkeepers argue that the county erred

in finding that the four South Tongue Point parcels

are not available, citing to

Riverkeeper I, where we held that the county erred in rejecting any alternative site simply because it was not owned or controlled

by the Port. 70 Or LUBA at 195. We held that the mere fact that an altemative site is owned or currently leased by a third party
is an insufficient basis to conclude, without more, that the site is unavailable. However, we agree with the Port that evidence
that three ofthe parcels are subject to a recent purchase and sale agreement, and the other is a federally owned property that is
subject to other development plans, is a sufficient basis to conclude that these parcels are not available for purchase or lease.

Riverkeeper also argues, with respect to the Port of Astoria and the Port Westward altemative sites, that the county erred in
rejecting altematives as too small, based on inability to provide at least 837 acres for industrial development. Riverkeeper
contends that the county is required to evaluate individual industrial uses, not the aggregate sum that can be accommodated on
the proposed 857-acre exception area. Further, Riverkeeper repeats its arguments that the county must identifu the minimum
acreage necessary for each individual industrial use, and can reject only those alternative sites that fall below the identihed
minimum acreage.

**20

However, as far as we can tell the county did not reject alternative sites because they were less than 857 acres in size

and thus too small to accommodate all of the proposed uses in the aggregate. The county rejected the l5-acre North Tongue

Point site as being too small, because it cannot accommodate even one of the authorized large-scale uses, which the county
found all require large storage areas or large buffer areas, and which the county found commonly require 50 to 100 acres. The
county did *574 not reject any or all ofthe four South Tongue Point parcels, totaling I 57 acres, for being too small; indeed, the
county presumed that those parcels, if available, could accommodate at least some of the proposed uses. Record 41 ("there is no

available acreage at the Port of Astoria for siting any of the Port's approved uses"). In sum, Riverkeeper has not demonstrated
that the county erred in rejecting the Port of Astoria as an altemative site under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb).

E. Port of Portland
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The alternative sites analysis found that the main Port of Portland facilities are built out and have no remaining available land for
the proposed uses. The analysis also rejected West Hayden Island, a large undeveloped site (which in 2013 the Port of Portland
attempted, but failed, to have annexed into the city and zoned for a proposed new marine terminal) with no port facilities or
deepwater access. The county concluded that no Port of Portland facilities can reasonably accommodate the proposed uses.
Riverkeeper directs only scattershot challenges to the county's findings. For example, Riverkeeper argues that the county erred

in citing the lack of "political will" to annex and develop West Hayden Island as one reason why that site cannot accommodate
the proposed use. However, the county rejected that site for a number of other reasons, among them the current lack of deepwater
access, which are largely unchallenged. As explained above, because the proposed exception is based on the unique resource
of an existing deepwater port, the county is not required to evaluate altemative sites that are not deepwater ports or that require
dredging to become a deepwater port. Riverkeeper has not demonstrated that the county erred in rejecting the Port of Portland
site as an alternative site.
F. Port Westward

In Riverkeeper d we remanded the county's decision regarding the existing Port Westward exception area as an alternative site,
noting evidence that approximately 445 acres ofthe 862-acre PGE leasehold appeared to be vacant and potentially developable
for at least some of the proposed uses, and that the record failed to establish that the Port is unable to acquire a sublease from
PGE or otherwise obtain the right to develop those vacant areas.
Since our 2014 decision PGE has constructed a third power plant on its leasehold, and the last vacant area of Port Westward
not within the PGE leasehold is no longer available. On remand, the Port submitted a letter from PGE stating that the

Port should consider the undeveloped *575 portion of its leasehold unavailable for siting additional tenants.ll In addition,
the Port submitted additional evidence regarding the availability of vacant lands within the PGE leasehold, concluding that
the undeveloped portion of PGE's leasehold is encumbered with a number of roadways, utilities, drainage facilities, levees,
pipelines, conservation areas, wetland areas, and areas reseryed for buffers or expansion of PGE facilities, in a manner that

effectively precludes siting any large-scale industrial use. Nearly all of the remaining vacant land in the PGE leasehold,
representing 439 acres and approximately half of PGE's leasehold, consists of wetlands. Record 3088-89. The evidence included
estimates of the cost of wetland mitigation (creating new wetlands) in the area of $77 ,000 to $82,000 per acre, above and beyond
the cost of acquiring off-site mitigation areas, and testimony that filling and mitigating the hundreds of acres of wetlands on the
site would require acquiring 658 acres of mitigation and cost in the order of $50 million. Record 3089. Based on this evidence,
the county found that development of any significant portion of the existing wetland areas is economically unfeasible, and that
given the other constraints and encumbrances on the remainder of PGE's leasehold that there is no contiguous site available to

develop even one of the authorized large-scale industrial uses, even if PGE were willing to sublease any portion of its leasehold.

**21

Riverkeeper argues that the county places too much reliance on the PGE letter and PGE's current unwillingness to
consider subleasing any part of its leasehold, Riverkeeper notes that we stated in Riverkeeper I that "absent evidence that PGE
is categorically unwilling to sublease part or all of its leasehold to other industrial users" the fact that land otherwise available
within the leasehold is not currently controlled by the Port is not a suffrcient basis to conclude that the vacant PGE lands are
not available. *576 70 Or LUBA at 195. According to Riverkeeper, the PGE letter falls short of demonstrating a "categorical
unwillingness" to sublease land during the remainder of its 99-year lease, stating only that a "high bar" exists to PGE granting
its consent to site third-party industrial uses within its leasehold. Petition for Review 38-39; Record 3 136.
The Port argues, and we agree, that the PGE letter is a suffrcient basis to conclude that the vacant PGE lands are not available
because PGE is unwilling to sublease any portion of its leasehold. We disagree with Riverkeeper that that unwillingness must
be stated in stronger or more categorical terms to support that conclusion. We also disagree with Riverkeeper's suggestion that
the Port must consider terminating PGE's long-term leases (which would presumably entail paying PGE a signihcant amount of
compensation) or otherwise offer extraordinary financial inducements to overcome PGE's expressed unwillingness to sublease
the remaining vacant lands within its leasehold.
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In addition, the county also found that, regardless of PGE's willingness to sublease portions of its leasehold, the vacant lands are
so encumbered that no large-scale industrial use ofthe types proposed could be feasibly or economically developed. Riverkeeper
disputes the flrndings regarding wetland areas, arguing that the evidence the Port submitted is insufficient to establish that

it is economically unfeasible to convert wetlands to developable land, including mitigation costs. Riverkeeper argues that
much of the existing development at Port Westward historically involved hlling some wetlands, and any future expansion of
PGE facilities will probably also involve filling some wetlands, which demonstrates that the existence of wetlands is not an
insuperable bar to development.

Riverkeeper argues that it must be possible to cobble enough land together, avoiding wetlands and existing encumbrances, to
site at least one ofthe proposed large-scale industrial uses. Riverkeeper is correct that the presence ofwetlands at an altemative
site, in itself, would not generally be suffrcient to render land unavailable, for purposes of OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b). Generally,

it is possible to obtain needed

state and federal agency approvals to filljurisdictional wetlands, usually subject to requirements
to provide mitigation at a one to one and a half (l:1.5) acre ratio. But filling and mitigating wetlands is expensive, and economic

costs are one of the factors the country can consider in determining whether an altemative site can reasonably accommodate a
proposed use. OAR 660-004-0020(2XbXB). In the present case, the undisputed evidence is that the vacant land within the PGE
leasehold consists largely ofjurisdictional wetlands. Even if PGE's unwillingness to sublease property could be overcome, and

contiguous *577 site for a single large-scale industrial use such as that authorized could be found given other encumbrances
on the property, the undisputed evidence is that development of any large-scale site would likely require providing ofF-site
a

mitigation, at a cost of $77,000 to $82,000 per acre. In other words, development of even a single large-scale industrial use on
the order of 50 acres could require several million dollars for wetland mitigation alone, not counting land acquisition costs.

**22

We agree with the Port that the record supports the county's conclusion that the Port Westward site cannot reasonably
accommodate any of the proposed uses, given PGE's expressed unwillingness to sublease any part of its leasehold, the pervasive
extent ofvarious encumbrances, the pervasive extent ofwetlands, and the consequent difficulty and high cost ofdeveloping any
large-scale industrial site. Record 171. Riverkeeper has not demonstrated that the county erred in rejecting the Port Westward
site under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb).

Riverkeeper's fifth assignment of error is denied.

SIXTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (RIVERKEEPER)
OAR 660-012-0060 is part of the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), which implements Statewide Planning Goal

12

(Transportation). OAR 660-0 l2-0060(5) provides that:
"The presence of a transportation facility or improvement shall not be a basis for an exception to allow residential, commercial,
institutional or industrial development on rural lands under this division or OAR 660-004-0022 and 660-004-0028."
Riverkeeper contends that the Port Westward dock facility constitutes a ""transportation facility" for purposes of OAR
660-012-0060(5), and therefore as a matter oflaw the presence ofthe dock facilify cannot constitute a basis for a reasons
exception for industrial development on rural land under OAR 660-004-0022.
The county rejected that argument, stating:
"[O]pponents re-raise the argument that OAR 660-012-0060(5) prohibits the Port from relying on the deepwater port and dock
facilities at Port Westward as a basis for seeking a reasons exception under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a). The Port essentially
responded by stating that, while that may or may not have been true if the approval relied solely on the dock at Port Westward
as the basis for the exception, it is in fact the deepwater port atPort Westward, which simply happens to include the existing

dock facilities.

*578 *OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) explicitly authorizes an exception to Goal 3 for 'river or

ocean ports,' with or without
existing dock facilities, and whether or not the port has deepwater access. The Board finds that these additional attributes
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present at Port Westward do not disqualiff Port Westward as a 'river or ocean port' under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), and OAR

660-012-0060(5) does not disqualifu it under OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa). The Board finds that it is unnecessary to determine
whether river or ocean ports are or are not 'transportation facilities' under OAR 660-0012-0060(5) because, whether they are
(and OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) provides an exception) or they are not (and OAR 660-0012-0060(5) does not apply), OAR
660-004-0022(3)(a) explicitly authorizes ports such as Port Westward as a valid basis for a Goal 3 exception." Record 50
(emphasis in original).

Thus, the county reads OAR 660-012-0060(5) in context with OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) to apply only when the exception is
based solely on an existing transportation facility. The counfy concluded that, even ifthe existing dock facility is a "transportation

facility" for purposes ofOAR 660-0 l2-0060(5),

facility but rather
on the natural upland and aquatic features of the port, with the combination of flat developable upland in proximity to deep water
and self-scouring features, aspects ofa deepwater river port that is the "unique resource"justifuing an exception under OAR
660-004-0022(3)(a). We understand the county to conclude that an exception could be justified under OAR 660-004-0022(3)
(a) based on that unique resource, even if there were no existing dock facilities, but only a proposal to construct dock facilities
the exception is based not (or not solely) on the existing dock

to take advantage ofdeepwater access.

**23

On appeal, Riverkeeper argues that a "river or ocean port[]" as that term is used in OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) is also
a "[t]ransportation facility" for purposes of OAR 660-012-0060(5), and that there is no meaningful distinction between the

dock facility and the other features of the river port for purposes of OAR 660-012-0060(5). Riverkeeper notes that OAR
660-012-0005(30) defines "ft]ransportation facility" in relevant part as a "physical facility" that moves goods, including
facilities identified in OAR 660-012-0020.12 OAR 660-012-0020(2)(e) requires that a local government transportation system
plan include "[a]n aiq rail, water and pipeline transportation plan which identifies where public use airports, *579 mainline
and branchline railroads and railroad facilities, landl port facilities" are located or planned. (Emphasis added.) We understand
Riverkeeper to that argue even if the exception is based on the river r' * * port[]" as a whole (OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a)),
and not on the existing dock facility, the river port is itself a type of "ft]ransportation facility" and hence subject to OAR
660-0 l 2-0060(s).

Riverkeeper is correct that a "port facility" that must be identified in a local government transportation system plan pursuant
to OAR 660-012-0020(2)(e) is included by cross-reference within the definition of "[t] ransportation facility" at OAR
660-012-0005(30). The Port responds in part that the county's air,rail, water and pipeline transportation plan included in its
transportation system plan does not, in fact, identifu Port Westward among the port facilities discussed in the plan. However, we
disagree with the Port that the fact the county did not actually identifu Port Westward as a port facility in its transportation plans
means that, as a consequence, that the Port Westward port facilities is not a "port

(e) or, by cross-reference, at least potentially a

"[t] ransportation facility" for

facility" for purposes of OAR 660-012-0020(2\

purposes of OAR 660-012-0005(30).

Riverkeeper acknowledges that its argument casts OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), which expressly allows a reasons exception for
industrial uses based on the existence ofa "river or ocean port," into apparent conflict with OAR 660-0 12-0060(5), which under
Riverkeeper's interpretation prohibits taking an exception based on the presence ofa river or ocean port. However, Riverkeeper
argues that any conflict must be resolved in favor of OAR 660-012-0060(5), which was adopted more recently. According to

Riverkeeper, the Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) clearly intended, by the express cross-reference
to OAR 660-004-0022, that OAR 660-0 l2-0060(5) would limit or prohibit some exceptions that could otherwise be approved
under OAR 660-004-0022. Riverkeeper argues that LCDC is presumably aware of its own adminishative rules, was presumably
aware that

o'river

or ocean ports" are types

of"ft]ransportation facilities," and thus presumably intended to prohibit any exception

on rural land that is based upon the existence of a river or ocean port.

**24 However, it does not necessarily follow

that OAR 660-012-0060(5), read in context, is properly interpreted to prohibit the

establishment or expansion ofan industrial area based on an existing river or ocean port authorized under OAR 660-004-0022(3)

(a), as Riverkeeper argues.

It is important to note that the list of appropriate reasons to approve industrial uses at OAR
a *580 county can, theoretically, come up with a new but still suffrcient reason to

660-004-0022(3) is non-exclusive, and that
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(appropriate reasons and facts may

include, but are not limited to, the three listed reasons). Thus it is entirely possible to read OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa) and OAR
660-0 l2-0060(5) in context together in a manner that offers no conflict. Read in this context, OAR 660-0 I 2-0060(5) is intended
to prohibit only an exception based on the existence

ofa transportation facility for

reasons that are not otherwise specifically

listed as an appropriate reason for an exception set out in OAR 660-004-0022.

This view is supported by two other rules viewed in context. The first is OAR 660-004-0022(3)(c), which provides
that an appropriate reason to site industrial uses on resource land includes comparative advantage due to location. OAR
660-004-0022(3)(c) expressly authorizes consideration ofthe ""specific transportation" advantages that support the exception,
which presumably would allow the county to consider advantages provided by proximity to an existing transportation facility.
See n l. Second, as already noted, a specific provision of the TPR, at OAR 660-012-0065(3Xm), authorizes replacement of
existing docks without taking a goal exception, where the replacement does not significantly increase the dock capacity. The
clear implication is that dock replacement that significantly increases dock capacity requires a goal exception. However, no
such goal exception would be possible under Riverkeeper's broad interpretation of OAR 660-012-0060(5).
Moreover, it is difficult to understand why LCDC would intend OAR 660-012-0060(5) to effectively prohibit the expansion or
improvement of an existing dock facility or port facility (or any similar transportation facility). OAR 660-012-0060(5) is part
of an administrative rule that, broadly speaking, is intended to ensure that when local governments adopt comprehensive plan
amendments that signihcantly impact transportation facilities, measures ars put in place to protect the function and performance
of transportation facilities. OAR 660-012-0060(l). One of the common measures to protect the function and performance of
affected transportation facilities is to require improvements to those transportation facilities.13 OAR 660-012-0060(2). Read in

this *581 immediate context, OAR 660-012-0060(5)

is

probably intended to protect transportation facilities from an otherwise

inappropriate exception based on nothing but the presence of a transportation facility. An easy-to-imagine example is an
exception to allow commercial or industrial uses on rural or resource land that are rendered economically feasible due only

to the presence of an adjoining public highway. Conversely, it makes no policy sense to interpret OAR 660-012-0060(5) to
effectively prevent local governments from adopting an exception necessary to improve or expand existing docks, ports or
similar transportation facilities, where that exception is otherwise authorized by a reason that LCDC has specifically deemed
to be appropriate. We highly doubt that LCDC intended, in promulgating OAR 660-012-0060(5), to effectively preclude the
expansion of port facilities or the industrial uses and areas that support port facilities. Accordingly, we conclude that OAR
660-012-0060(5), read in context, does not prohibit a reasons exception for an industrial use based on a river port that is a
unique resource for purposes of OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a).

**25 Riverkeeper's sixth

assignment of error is denied.

*5E2 SEVENTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (RTVERKEEPER)
OAR 660-012-0070 sets out standards for reasons exceptions needed to approve "transportation facilities and improvements"
on rural land that cannot be approved without an exception under OAR 660-012-0065. OAR 660-012-0070(2) provides:
"When an exception to Goals 3,4, 71, or 14 is required to locate a transportation improvement on rural lands, the exception
shall be taken pursuant to ORS 197.732( 1)(c), Goal 2, and this division. The exceptions standards in OAR chapter 660, division
4 and OAR chapter 660, division 14 shall not apply. Exceptions adopted pursuant to this division shall be deemed to fulfi1l the
requirements for goal exceptions required under ORS L97 .732(l)(c) and Goal 2."
Under the seventh assignment of error, Riverkeeper argues that the county erred in approving "transportation improvement[s]"

without applying the standards for a reasons exception at OAR 660-01 2-0070. According to Riverkeeper, because
five authorized industrial uses involves the ""transportation" of goods and commodities, i.e., loading and offloading
goods and commodities, the exception standards at OAR 660-012-0070 apply rather than the exception standards at OAR
on rural land
each of the

660-004-0022.
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The Port responds initially that no issue was raised below regarding OAR 660-012-0070 and thus the issue raised under the
seventh assignment of error is waived, under ORS 197.763(l). On the merits, the Port argues that the decision does not approve

any transportation facility or improvement, but rather simply approves five types of industrial uses which, like all industrial
uses, necessarily involve some transportation of goods and commodities.
Riverkeeper responds that it is entitled to raise new issues on appeal because the county's notices did not describe the five
authorized uses, and thus did not "reasonably describe" the proposed action. ORS 197.335(4Xb).14 Ho*"u"r, even if ORS
I 97.835(4Xb) would allow Riverkeeper to raise new issues on appeal regarding OAR 660-01 2-0070, we agree with the Port that
the challenged decision does not approve any *583 "transportation facilities or improvements" within the meaning of OAR
660-0 I 2-0070. As noted, OAR 660-012-0005(30) defines "transportation facility" as a "physical facility that moves or assist[s]
in the movement ofpeople or goods[.]" The decision approves a reasons exception to authorize five categories ofindushial uses,
and those uses necessarily involve shipping ofgoods and commodities offand on the site, but the decision does not approve
any physical facility to move or assist in the movement of those goods and commodities, such as a dock facility. Riverkeeper
argues, nonetheless, that moving the goods or commodities between the industrial sites and the existing dock facilities

will

require some kind of intemal road, pipeline, etc. However, we disagree that internal improvements needed to move goods or
commodities from one location to another location within the Port Westward indushial site constitutes a "transportation facility
or improvement" for purposes of OAR 660-012-0070.

**26 Riverkeeper'seventh

assignment oferror is denied.

EIGHTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (RIVERKEEPER)
As noted, the existing Port Westward exception area is an irrevocably committed and physically developed exception site,
zoned RIPD. OAR 660-004-0018(2) provides that "all plan and zone designations" must meet several requirements, including
that the "rural uses, density, and public facilities" allowed under the plan and zoning designation "will not commit adjacent
or nearby resource land to uses not allowed by the applicable goal as described in OAR 660-004-0028." OAR 660-004-0028
sets out the standards for determining whether land is irrevocably committed to uses not allowed by the applicable goals, by
uses or development on adjoining or surrounding uses. OAR 660-004-0018(l) provides that "fa]doption ofplan and zoning
provisions that would allow changes in existing types ofuses, densities, or services requires the application ofthe standards
outlined in this ruIe."
Riverkeeper argues that the challenged decision approves industrial uses within the proposed exception area that will intensiff
use of the existing docks within the existing Port Westward exception area. Because the decision authorizes increased use of
the dock facility within an existing exception area, Riverkeeper contends that OAR 660-004-0018 requires the county to adopt
a new reasons

exception for the Port Westward exception area, to authorize the more intensive dock usage.

The county rejected that argument in its findings, noting that the uses allowed in the new exception area are much more restrictive

than

the *584

uses allowed in the RIPD zone that applies to the Port Westward exception area, and thus the decision does

not authorize any "changes in existing t5rpes of uses, densities, or services" within the Port Westward exception area. OAR
660-004-00 I 8( 1); Record 33. The hndings also note that the exception statement for the Port Westward site contemplated heavy
reliance on the dock to transport liquid and bulk commodities, similar to those approved in the new exception area, and concludes
that the fact that uses within the new exception area will rely upon the dock facility does not result a change in or intensification

of the dock usage that would require a new reasons exception. Record 33-34 (citing language in the Port Westward exception
statement discussing proposals for a 200-acre oil refinery 150-200 acre coal plant, and a230-acre coal gasihcation plant).
The Port argues, and we agree, that Riverkeeper has not demonstrated that the county is required to adopt a reasons exception
for the existing Port Westward exception area. The uses and facilities allowed in the RIPD zone on the existing Port Westward
exception area do not o'commit" adjacent resource land(i.e., the proposed exception area) to uses not allowed by the resource
goals, contrary to OAR 660-004-0018(2)(b). There is no dispute that the existing dock facilities at Port Westward are
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underutilized, apparently because actual development at Port Westward (e.g., the PGE power plants) does not use the docks,
for the most part. The county found that the proposed increased use of the docks is within the level of intensity contemplated
by the original exception and the RIPD zone. Riverkeeper might be correct that a new reasons exception would be required if
intensified dock usage (from either exception area) required an expansion ofthe dock facilities.l5 Ho*eve., the present decision
does not authorize or require dock expansion, and no party argues that that the existing docks have insufficient capacity to handle
cargo associated with the proposed uses. Accordingly, Riverkeeper's arguments under OAR 660-004-0018 do not provide a

basis for reversal or remand.

**27

Riverkeeper's eighth assignment of error is denied.

*585 CONCLUSION
As explained under Riverkeeper's and 1000 Friends' fourth assignments of error, the decision must be remanded for the county
to adopt more adequate findings, supported by substantial evidence, regarding compliance with the compatibility requirement

of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd). All other assignments of error are denied.
The county's decision is remanded.

Zamudio
Board Member, concurring
In my view, this case presents a close call and I concur based on the facts that the exception is based on a single unique resource,
the river port, the exception authorizes only those uses that are significantly dependent on the river port, and the exception area

is uniquely situated by the river port. I write separately to emphasize that exceptions are and should remain ""exceptional."
1000 Friends of Orcgon v. LCDC,69 Or App 717,731,688 P2d 103 (1984). Goal 3 preservation of agricultural lands for
existing and future needs is essential to statewide land use planning. ORS 215.243. A reasons exception is, by design, a nanow
yet flexible passageway for avoiding compliance with Goal 3.16 See Riverkeeper 1,70 Or LUBA at l8l-82 (explaining that
a reasons exception is a more limited vehicle than physically developed and irrevocably committed exceptions). In this case,
LUBA recognizes flexibility in justifuing a reasons exception but does not create a broader passage around Goal 3 protections.

I

agree with petitioners that the evidence in the record and the county's reasoning supporting the reasons exception are slim.
With respect to the amount of land included in the 837-acre exception area, the county relied heavily on inquiries to the Port
to conclude that port-dependent industrial uses require large acreage lots and that the total acreage to meet the demand for
industrial uses at Port Wesfward significantly exceeds the proposed 837-aqe exception area. The evidence is that the exception
area will feasibly be fully utilized over a2l-year period based on market "demand velocity." Record 3117. It is not clear to
me that a reasons exception was intended to be used as a mid-range planning tool to meet *586 market demand. However, I
ultimately agree with the majority that market demand may justifu the amount of land included in the exception area.

LCDC has determined that general housing market demand is not a sufficient reason to justi$ a goal exception for rural
residential development on resource lands. OAR 660-004-0022(2) ("For rural residential development the reasons cannot be
based on market demand for housing except

***

fwhere] the rural location of the proposed residential development is necessary

to satisfr the market demand for housing generated by existing or planned rural industrial, commercial, or other economic
activity in the area;'); see also Still v. Marion County,42 Or App 115,122,600 P2d 433 (1979),rev den,288 Or 493 (1980) (in the
context ofa needs exception, the court observed that "Goal # 3 was enacted to preserve agricultural land from encroachment by
urban and suburban sprawl by subordinating the free play of the marketplace to broader public policy objectives"). LCDC has not
imposed a similar limitation on reasons exceptions for rural industrial development on resource lands. OAR 660-004-0022(3).
Thus, a local govemment is not prohibited from relying on market demand, as the county did here, to establish the amount of
land planned for resource-dependent rural industrial development. In my opinion, the evidence and reasoning supporting the
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""substantial evidence in

the record."lT See ORS 191 .732(6)(a)("Upon review of a decision approving or denying an exception: The Land Use Board

of

Appeals * * * shall be bound by any finding of fact for which there is substantial evidence in the record of the local govemment
proceedings resulting in approval or denial ofthe exception[.]").

**28 In this case, the county

was required to determine that the approved uses are "significantly dependent upon a unique
resource" and could not defer that analysis to the permitting process. OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa); Riverkeeper I, 70 Or LUBA at
206 ("[I]t is clearly impermissible to defer to a subsequent permit proceeding a determination th at a Goal 2 exception standard is

met[[.]" (Emphasis in original.)). As I understand it, the county did not find that the five categories of approved *587

uses are

in-and-of-themselves significantly port-dependent. Instead, the county found that a subset ofthose uses can be port-dependent.
Record 19. The county plans to assure significant port dependence through (l) adopting the exception as part ofthe county's
comprehensive plan, (2) imposing Condition 5 of the challenged decision, and (3) the conditional use permitting process. While
close call, I agree with the majority that the county's findings and reasoning justify the reasons exception and the
county did not impermissibly defer that determination to a later permit proceeding.

it is a very

Finally, I write separately to note the potential mischief that could arise from LUBA accepting the county's conclusion that
the area of existing exception land within PGE's leasehold "cannot reasonably accommodate the proposed usei[s]." OAR
660-004-0020(2)(b). My concern is that an applicant or local govemment could avoid meaningful consideration of altemative
sites ifallowed to exclude areas that are either contractually obligated or in different ownership, and thereby obtain approval for
a preferred location

for an exception. For example, a company could create different entities to hold interests in property and

then submit evidence that a less desirable potential alternative site is otherwise committed and cannot reasonably accommodate

the proposed use. While I do not think that fype of mischief is necessarily present in this case, it is a potential problem that
merits scrutiny in reviewing such an alternative site analysis.

Footnotes

I

OAR 660-004-0022(3) provides:
"Rural Industrial Development: For the siting of industrial development on resource land outside an urban growth boundary
appropriate reasons and facts may include, but are not limited to, the following:

"(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or forest land. Examples ofsuch resources and
resource sites include geothermal wells, mineral or aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, natural feafures, or river or ocean ports;
"(b) The use cannot be located inside an urban growth boundary due to impacts that are hazardous or incompatible in densely populated
areas; or

"(c) The use would have a significant comparative advantage due to its location (e.g., near existing industrial activity, an energy
facility, or products available from other rural activities), which would benefit the county economy and cause only minimal loss of
ofthe lost resource productivity and values in
relation to the county's gain fiom the industrial use, and the specific transportation and resource advantages that support the decision."
We understand "breakbulk" to refer to cargo that is loaded off and on ships as individual items (e.g., barrels or automobiles) rather
productive resource lands. Reasons for such a decision should include a discussion

2

than in large intermodal containers, or

3

as bulk commodities such as oil or grain. Record 3092.
OAR 660-004-0020(2) provides, in relevant part:
"The four standards in Goal 2 Part II(c) required to be addressed when taking an exception to a goal are described in subsections (a)
through (d) ofthis section, including general requirements applicable to each ofthe factors:
"(a) 'Reasons justifo why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should not apply.' The exception shall set forth the facts

and assumptions used as the basis for determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should not apply to specific properties or
situations, including the amount ofland for the use being planned and why the use requires a location on resource land[.]"

4

The Mackenzie Report states:

"For uses defined in this report, a large share ofphysical space is required for the storage and movement ofcommodities in a rural
industrial setting. Bulk commodities including aggregates, steel, logs, wood chips, liquid bulks, and automobiles, for example, all
require extensive space for circulation, storage and laydown yards. In the case ofuses involving the presence ofhazardous materials

or other externalities, required buffering increases users' overall site needs. Another contributing factor to large site needs is land
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banking' Because the proposed uses'storage needs for products and cargo is quite
high, uncertainty about future space needs leads
firms to locate on sites with the flexibility and scale to accommodate future growth.
The pGE leasehold at port westward is a classic
example of this kind of land banking, and is clearly explained by PGE
in its 2016 letter in Appendix 2.,' Record 3 I 10.
We note that some ofthe prospects listed in Appendix 3 are for uses that,
under the county's decision,

cannot be sited in the proposed
exception area' Examples include two proposals for 150-acre and 200-acre
coal terminals. The challenged decision prohibits siting
a coal terminal in the exception area. Record 183. others include
uses that, by their nature, do not appear to fall within any ofthe
five use categories (e.g., a proposal to site a solar farm) and/or do not appear
to require access to the unique resource. The total
number ofacres listed in Appendix 3 (2,789 acres) thus appears to significantly
overstate the total number ofacres associated with
recent prospects that could have been sited in the exception area.
Ifcoal terminals and other uses that cannot be lawfully sited in the
exception area are excluded from the acreage total, the total falls to less than
2,000 acres, which is roughly two times the size ofthe
857-acre exception area, not three times the size, as the Mackenzie
Report states. However, petitioners do not make any arguments
on this point, or dispute the accuracy of the total acreage estimates
in the Mackenzie Report, so we consider it no further.
The Port argues, initially, that these issues were not raised with sufficient
specificity during the proceedings below, and are thus
waived under oRS 197'763(1) (an issue that is the basis for an appeal to LUBA
must be raised during local proceedings, with
suffrcient specificity suffrcient to afford the decision maker and the parties
an adequate opportunity to respond); oRS 197.g35(3).
However, we agree with petitioners that the issues raised under the petitioners'
second assignments of error were raised with sufficient
specificity below.

"Agricultural Land-in westem oregon is land of predominantly Class I, II,
III and IV soils and in eastem oregon is land of
predominantly Class I, II, ilI, IV V and VI soils as identified in
the Soil Capability Classification System of the United States Soil
Conservation Service, and other lands which are suitable for farm use taking
into consideration soil fertility, suitability for grazing,
climatic conditions, existing and future availability ofwater for farm inigation pulposes,
existing land-use patterns, technological
and energy inputs required, or accepted farming practices. Lands in
other classes which are necessary to permit farm practices to be
undertaken on adjacent or nearby lands, shall be included as agricultural
land in any event.
"More detailed soil data to define agricultural land may be utilized by local govemments
if such data permits achievement of this goal.

"Agricultural land does not include land within acknowledged urban growth
boundaries or land within acknowledged exceptions

to Goals 3 or 4.

8

"Farm Use-is as set forth in ORS 215.203.
"High-Value Farmlands-are areas of agricultural land defined by statute and Commission
ruIe.,,
Petitioners cite to I 000 Friends of oregon v. Jockson Counh, (Jackson Counh,),76
or App 270 (2017), rcv,d and rcnt,d, 2g2 or App
173' 423 P3d 793, rev allowed, 363 or 727 (20 I 8), to support
..agricultural
their argument
land" for purposes of

9

oAR 660-004-0022(3)(a). However,

that land within an exception area is not

as the Port note s, Jacl<son

County did, not involve OAR 66 0-004-0022(3)
(a)' and did not concern land within an exception area. Further, the particular
holding that petitioners rely upon was reversed by the
Court of Appeals. 292 Or App at I 84.
OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) provides:

"'The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered through
measures designed to reduce adverse
impacts'" The exception shall describe how the proposed use will be rendered
compatible with adjacent land uses. The exception shall

demonstrate that the proposed use is sifuated in such a manner as to be compatible
with surrounding nafural resources and resource
management or production practices. 'Compatible' is not intended as an
absolute term meaning no interference or adverse impacts
ofany type with adjacent uses.',

t0

-

OAR 660-004-0020(2 Xb) provides:
"'Areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
use." The exception must meet the following

requirements:

"(A) The exception shall indicate on

a map or otherwise describe the location ofpossible altemative
areas considered for the use that
do not require a new exception. The area for which the exception is taken
shall be identified;

'(B) To show why the particular site is justihed, it is necessary to discuss why other areas that
do not require a new exception cannot
reasonably accommodate the proposed use. Economic factors may be
considered along with other relevant factors in determining
that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other areas. Under this
test the following questions shall be addressed:
"(i) can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on nonresource land that would not require
an exception, including increasing
the density ofuses on nonresoluce land? Ifnot, why not?
"(ii) can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on resource land that is already irrevocably
committed to nonresource uses
not allowed by the applicable Goal, including resource land in existing unincorporated
communities, or by increasing the density of
uses on committed lands? If not, why not?
"(iii)

Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated inside an urban growth
boundary?
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use be reasonably accommodated without the provision of a proposed public facility or service? If not, why not?
"(C) The 'altemative areas' standard in paragraph B may be met by a broad review of similar types of areas rather than a review of
specific altemative sites. Initially, a local govemment adopting an exception need assess only whether those similar types of areas in
the vicinity could not reasonably accommodate the proposed use. Site specific comparisons are not required of a local govemment

"(iv) Can the proposed

taking an exception unless another party to the local proceeding describes specific sites that can more reasonably accommodate the
proposed use. A detailed evaluation ofspecific altemative sites is thus not required unless such sites are specifically described, with
facts to support the assertion that the sites are more reasonable, by another party during the local exceptions proceeding."

l1

The PGE letter states, in relevant part:

"Maintaining and protecting PGE's assets at Port Westward is imperative to the company's current and future operations. Protecting
the long{erm interests ofthe electric generation capabilities at the site requires PGE to maintain adequate land buffers around the
facilities for security and reliability purposes, thus restricting third-party use on the 854-acre leasehold. In addition, it is important
to our future operations there is adequate space in our leasehold for building future generating plants. This limits the physical space,
location and other related dynamics that might otherwise make the area available to third-parties. Given the company's investment
in Port Westward and the critical nature of the site to support reliable electric service, third-party compatibility is a high bar which
some proposed industrial facilities in the past could not meet. Due to this high bar, PGE supports the Port's efforts to bring additional

t2

l3

industrial land outside the buffer into Port Westward." Record 3 I 35.
OAR 660-0 I 2-0005(30) provides the following definition for purposes of OAR 660-012:
"'Transportation Facilities'means any physical facility that moves or assist[s] in the movement of people or goods including facilities
identified in OAR 660-012-0020 but excluding electricity, sewage and water systems."
OAR 660-012-0060 provides in relevant part:
"(1) If an amendment to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive plan, or a land use regulation (including a zoning map)
would significantly affect an existing or planned transportation facility, then the local government must put in place measures
section (2) of this rule, unless the amendment is allowed under section (3), (9) or (10) of this rule. * * *"

as

f:tj._a;r

"(2) If a local govemment determines that there would be a significant effect, then the local govemment must ensure that allowed
land uses are consistent with the identified function, capacity, and performance standards of the facility measured at the end of the
planning period identified in the adopted TSP through one or a combination of the remedies listed in (a) through (e) below[.] * * *
"(a) Adopting measures that demonstrate allowed land uses are consistent with the planned function, capacity, and performance
standards of the transportation facility.

"(b) Amending the TSP or comprehensive plan to provide transportation facilities, improvements or services adequate to support the
proposed land uses consistent with the requirements of this division; such amendments shall include a funding plan or mechanism
consistent with section (4) or include an amendment to the transportation hnance plan so that the facility, improvement, or service

will

be provided by the end ofthe planning period.
"(c) Amending the TSP to modifi the planned function, capacity or performance standards of the transporlation facility.
"(d) Providing other measures as a condition of development or through a development agreement or similar funding method,
including, but not limited to, transportation system management measures or minor transportation improvements. * * *"

l4

ORS 197.835(4)(b) provides that a petitioner may raise new issues to LUBA where:

"The local govemment made a land use decision or limited land use decision which is different from the proposal described in the
notice to such a degree that the notice ofthe proposed action did not reasonably describe the local government's final action."

l5

The existing dock facilities at Port Westward can handle two ocean-going vessels. We note that OAR 660-012-0065(3)(m) authorizes
the replacement ofdocks without taking b new exception to the resource goals where the replacement does not significantly increase

the capacity of the facility. That suggests, by negative implication, that expanding the existing docks to increase capacity would
require a new exception to the resource goals. The present application does not include any proposal to expand the existing dock

16

facility, although one portion ofthe proposed exception area (tax lot 500) fronts on the river next to the existing dock facility and the
Port has deemed tax lot 500 as "critical for future dock expansion." Record 1 14.
The parties in this appeal did not provide any legislative history regarding the legislature's intent in allowing a reasons exception,

17

or LCDC's intent in adopting rules goveming reasons exceptions. Perhaps such legislative history would illuminate the scope and
function of reasons exceptions.
I am troubled by the county's reasoning that the approved categories ofindustrial uses require large lots to allow "land banking" for
future expansion. However, land banking for rural industrial uses may be analogous to acreage needs supporting 160-acre minimums

for livestock rangeland or 2- to 5-acre lots for rural residential development in that the nature of the use supports a certain size lot
regardless ofwhether the entire lot is physically occupied by the use at any given time.

78 Or LUBA 547 (Ot Luba), 2018 WL 10454697
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Attorneys and Law Firms

and
Maula C. Fahey, Portland, argued the cause for petitioner-

looo Friends of Oregon,

cross-respondent. Also on the briefs was Crag Law Center.

Intervenor-Petitioner-below,

Spencer Q. Parsons argued the cause for respondent-cross-

v.

petitioner. Also on the brief was Beery Elsner & Hammond,
LLP.

COLUMBIA COUNTY,
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No appearance for respondent-cross-respondent.

and

Before Lagesen, Presiding Judge, and DeVore, Judge, and

Port of Columbia County,

Sercombe, Senior Judge.

Respondent Cross-Petitioner.
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Synopsis

Background: County riverkeeper sought review ofdecision
of the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA), remanding to
the county board of commissioners its decision approving
deepwater port's petition seeking reasons exception to
statewide planning goal, and related zoning changes, for area

of agricultural land adjacent to deepwater port located

on

river. Deepwater port cross-petitioned for review.

*630 This judicial review proceeding arises from a final
order of the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). In
that order, LUBA remanded a decision of the Board
of Commissioners for Columbia County (the county).
The county's decision approved a reasons exception to
Statewide Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural LandFand related

comprehensive plan and zoning changes-for an area

of

agricultural land adjacent to Port Westward, a deepwater port
on the Columbia River. The county granted the exception

to allow for the expansion of the port. LUBA concluded
that the county's hndings in support of the exception were
inadequate in one respect, but that the decision was otherwise

Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Lagesen,

P. J.,

sound. Columbia Riverkeeper (Riverkeeper) petitions for
judicial review, contending that LUBA ened by concluding

held that:

that the county properly determined that two other applicable

Court of Appeals would review for determination of whether
LUBA's decision was substantially or procedurally unlawful;
board's decision suffrciently limited allowed uses to those

justified in reasons exception,

as required

by administrative

ru1e;

board's alternative sites analysis was suffrcient
requirements of applicable administrative rule; and

to

requirements for the reasons exception were satisfred; the
Port of Columbia County (the port) cross-petitions for review,
contending that LUBA erred when it determined that some

of the county's findings were inadequate. We

meet

I. LEGAL AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND

LUBA did not misunderstand its role in applying substantial

A. Legal Standards at Issue

evidence standard of review.
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conclude

that neither party has demonstrated that LUBA ened. We
therefore affirm on the petition and cross-petition.
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We start with the legal standards applicable to the county

Port Westward, the port applied to the county for exceptions

decision at the heart of this **1186 proceeding. Here, the
port seeks authorization for industrial uses on land designated

to Goal 3, along with corresponding amendments to the
comprehensive plan and zoning changes, for an 837-acre
area of land adjacent to Port Westward. In its application,
the port requested that a broad array of *632 industrial

agricultural in the county's comprehensive plan. To obtain
that authorization, the port must demonstrate justification for
an exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3, which requires
counties to preserve and maintain agricultural lands for farm

uses be allowed on the site, contending that several

different

3 applied to the property in

question.

exceptions to Goal

exception-the type at issue in this

The county approved three exceptions, including a reasons

a "reasons exception" under ORS 197.732(2)(c) and
OAR 660-004-0020(2). Four standards must be met to permit

exception, as well as the corresponding plan and zone
amendments. However, the matter was appealed to LUBA

a reasons exception

and LUBA remanded to the county on a number of grounds,

use. One type of allowable

case-is

"(A)

Reasons

to a state-wide land use goal:

justify why the state policy embodied in the

including that the county had failed to justify the reasons
exception for the wide range of uses proposed.

applicable goals should not apply;

*631 *(B) Areas that do not require a new exception
cannot reasonably accommodate the use;

"(C) The longterm environmental, economic, social

and

energy consequences resulting from the use at the proposed
site with measures designed to reduce adverse impacts are
not significantly more adverse than would typically result
from the same proposal being located in areas requiring a
goal exception other than the proposed site; and

"(D) The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent
uses or

will

be so rendered through measures designed to

application sought only a reasons exception to permit a
limited set of industrial uses on the land. Specifically, the port
sought a reasons exception under OAR 660-004-0020(2) and

OAR 660-004 -0022{3)(a) for five particular uses:

"(l)

Forestry and Wood Products processing, production,

(2) Dry Bulk Commodities
transfer, storage, production and processing; (3) Liquid
storage and transportation;

Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and hansportation;
(4) Natural Gas and derivative products, processing,
storage, and transportation; and (5) Breakbulk storage,
transportation, and processing."

reduce adverse impacts."

ORS 197.732(2)(c); Statewide Planning Goal 2: Part
II (Exceptions); OAR 660-004-0020(2) (restating and
amplifying statutory standard).

On remand, the port modified its application. The modified

Relying primarily

on

analysis contained

in a

report

denominated the "Mackenzie Report," the port sought to
demonstrate that the reason the policies underlying Goal 3

1

should not apply to preclude the requested uses is because

**1187 those uses are "significantly dependent on [the]

OAR 660-004-0022 elaborates on the various types ofreasons
that can justifu the conclusion that "the state policy embodied

unique resource" ofa deepwater port. OAR 660-004-0022(3)

in the applicable goals" should not apply to preclude

(a).2

a

particular use. Jee generally OAR 660-004-0022. Under
that rule, one identified reason to allow "siting of industrial
development" on resource land outside an urban growth
boundary is proximity to a "unique r€source," such as-as
is the case here-a port: "The use is significantly dependent
upon a unique resource located on agricultural or forest land.
Examples of such resources and resource sites include ***

river or ocean ports[.]" OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a).

a

"Uses with foreign trade markets and marine-served
domestic markets for products that are shipped by
marine vessel are, by definition, reliant on deepwater
port facilities. Table 2 demonstrates that each of the
five proposed uses for [the Port Westward expansion]
involve foreign import/export operations and are thus
dependent upon a *633 deepwater port. The proposed

will achieve a significant operational advantage due
to deepwater port access with nearby storage yards. As the
proposed uses are low-margin businesses, port proximity
uses

B. County Proceedings
This proceeding began in20l3. Port Westward is

the Mackenzie Report explained:

deepwater

port on the Columbia River. It is a self-scouring site, which
means that the property can accommodate deep-draft vessels

without being dredged. To lay the groundwork for expanding

is necessary to minimize operational costs for both

impor/

export and domestic shipping operations. An external
beneht of these firms' locations near port facilities is that
locating their yards close to the port minimizes impacts on
offsite transportation infrastructure."
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that do not require a new exception cannot

reasonably

the use[s]," OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b), as
well as the requirement that the "proposed uses are
compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered
accommodate

access

to the

deepwater port

Westward."
Addressing the requirements

The county agreed that a reasons exception should be
granted for the five proposed uses. The county looked

require a new exception."

660-004-0022(3), as noted, a rule establishing
particular exception requirements for the siting of industrial
development on rural resource land. The county determined
that the deepwater port at Port Westward was the type of
"unique resource" that would permit an exception to Goal
3 for uses that are "significantly dependent" on a deepwater
port: "[T]he approved uses each involve the act (or acts)
ofgetting the subject goods processed, transferred, imported
and/or exported via deepwater port and accordingly serve as
valid basis for taking an exception to Goal 3." However, the
county noted that opponents of the exception had legitimate
concems as to whether some of the approved uses when
implemented might, in fact, lack the requisite dependence on
a

at Port Westward. With

that condition in place, the Board finds that the only
rural industrial uses the approval authorizes in the
new expansion area are those that will be significantly
dependent **1188 on actual deepwater port usage at Port

through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts," OAR
660-004-0020(2xd).

to OAR
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Further, the port contended, the other criteria for a reasons
exception were met, including the requirement that "[a]reas

ir,

of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb),
the county determined that the proposed uses could not be
"reasonably accommodated" instead by "areas that do not

It

concluded that the relevant

to consider for purpose of its analysis were the five
other deepwater ports in Oregon, rejecting arguments that
it must look to out-of-state sites, or to ports that were not
deepwater ports. The county then found that the Port of
areas

Portland and the Port of Astoria were not viable alternative
sites to accommodate the proposed uses because of space

limitations and other constraints. It determined that the other
three deepwater ports in Oregon-the Port of Coos Bay,
the Port of Newport, and the Port of Tillamook-were not
viable alternative sites that could reasonably accommodate
the same uses because those sites were located too far from the

Columbia River/Tvl-84 marine highway corridor commerce.
Addressing the Port ofCoos Bay, the county explained:

a deepwater port. To account for those concems, the county

explained that, even though

it did not construe

the port's

application to seek approval for any nondependent usesit characterized the port's application as "self-limiting"-i1
would impose measures to safeguard against uses that did not
actually depend on a deepwater port:

"To the extent opponents have expressed concem

that

"The Board finds that the Oregon Intemational Port of
Coos Bay is not a viable altemative. The Mackenzie Report

explains that Coos Bay serves a completely different
economic area because it is 200 nautical miles from
the mouth of the Columbia River and does not serve
Columbia *635 River/M-84 corridor commerce, and
because it is 230 road miles from the Portland metropolitan

future rural industrial Port tenant uses could potentially
lack a nexus with the deepwater port at Port Westward,

area. The Mackenzie Report also notes that over 600/o

*634 and thereby undermine the basis for granting the
exception, the Board finds that the terms of the Port's

based economy is located along the Columbia River
Corridor. For commerce beyond Oregon, the confluence

application on remand is self-limiting in that the sole basis
the Port has put forward is signihcant dependence on the

of national or regional waterways (Columbia River/l\4-84),

of

Oregon's manufacturing, warehousing, and transportation-

to the five authorized

freeways (I-5, I-84), and rail net-works (Union Pacihc
and BNSF Class I rail lines) occurs at the metro area
only 50 miles from Port Westward, but 230 road miles
from Coos Bay. Based on that, the Mackenzie Report

uses, but to the five authorized uses in a form that would

concludes that properties in Coos Bay are not economically

be significantly dependent on the deepwater port at Port

comparable to Port Westward to serve the Columbia River

Westward.

Corridor economy. Accordingly, [the] Board concludes that
the Oregon International Port of Coos Bay is not a viable
alternative for the approved uses."

deepwater port at Port Westward. Given that limitation,
any potential tenant seeking to locate in the new expansion
area would be limited not only

"Nevertheless,

the Board

acknowledges

that

the

opponents' concern is a reasonable one and notes that
Condition 5 has accordingly been imposed for additional
clarity. The condition requires that the five uses authorized

be significantly dependent on and have
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The county explained that, because ofsimilar reasoning based

on location, the Port of Newport and the Port of Tillamook
also were not sites that could reasonably accommodate the
proposed uses. The Port of Tillamook, the county added,
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was not suitable for an additional reason:
maritime access."

it ..entirely

lacks
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LUBA rejected Riverkeeper's first two assertions but

agreed

with the third. Regarding Riverkeeper's challenges to

Addressing the requiremenrs of OAR 660_004_0020(2Xd),
the county determined that the ..proposed uses are compatible

with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered through
measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.,' It found
that the approval contained numerous conditions that could
mitigate any adverse impacts from the proposed uses.
Addressing the opponents' argument that the proposed
uses were too poorly defined to conduct a meaningful
compatibility analysis, the county found that there was no

the

board's "significantly dependent,' determination, LUBA
rejected the argument that, because certain components ofthe
five uses might not, on their own, be significantly dependent

on a deepwater port, that meant that the hves uses as a
whole were not significantly dependent. In particular, LUBA
pointed to the analysis in the Mackenzie Report explaining
how the five uses, including their components, were ..highly
dependent" on proximity to a deepwater port because of the
low-margin operations involved:

evidence that the proposed uses would impact adjacent uses
differently from the industrial uses currently permitted at port

"The port argues, and we agree, that petitioners have not
demonstrated that the county erred in concluding that the

Westward:

five identified uses are 'significantly dependent' on the
deepwater port, notwithstanding that some components of

"Opponents have argued that the approved uses are so
broad as to prohibit maintaining such compatibilify, but
have not explained how compatibility is not adequately
maintained between one or more of those approved uses.
The Board notes thar under ORS 197.732(l)(a) and OAR
660-004-0020(2)(d) 'compatible' as a term ,is not intended
as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse
impacts of any type with adjacent uses., The Board finds
no evidence in the record of any meaningful distinction
*636 between the anticipated impacts
of the approved
uses and those

of existing industrial uses at port Westward

on neighboring uses and therefore finds that the approved
uses

will be similarly compatible with existing

adjacent

uses."

Thereafter,

the county adopted Ordinance No.

201g_l

granting the port's application with conditions.

C. LUBA Proceedings
Riverkeeper appealed

the uses could theoretically be separated from the others
*637 and, located elsewhere. As the Mackenzie
Report

notes, import/export uses

of this kind are low_margin

operations, and proximity to a deepwater port represents a
significant operational and cost advantage. That advantage

clearly extends to the import/export operation as a whole.
Stated differently, an otherwise integrated import/export
operation that is allowed to locate only storage yards and

loading/unloading facilities at the port, but is forced to
locate processing and other components of the operation
elsewhere, could be at a signihcant economic disadvantage

***

that may preclude siting any facilities entirely at port
Westward. We conclude that the county did not en in
evaluating the five identified uses as a whole, including
components such as processing or production of goods
and commodities transshipped via the port, to determine
whether the use as a whole is significantly dependent on
the deepwater port."

to LUBA, as did **11g9

1000

Friends of Oregon.3 Pertinent to this proceeding, Riverkeeper
contended that, for numerous reasons, the county erred in
concluding that (l) the hve proposed uses were ..signihcantly

dependent" on the 'hnique resource" of a deepwater port;
(2) other sites that did not require an exception could not
reasonably accommodate the five proposed uses; and (3) the
proposed uses were compatible with adjacent uses, or could
be made compatible with measures designed to address the
impacts of the uses. Riverkeeper contended that, in reaching
those conclusions, the county erroneously interpreted the
applicable rules, and also that its determinations were not
supported by substantial evidence.

LUBA also rejected the contention that the board's inclusion
(requiring a demonstration that any use
allowed in the exception area is, in fact, significantly
dependent on the deepwater port) meant that the county

of Condition 5

was, in effect, impermissibly defening its finding regarding
significant dependence until a later date. LUBA elaborated:

"However,

we

a

disagree that Condition

of

frndings

deferral

of

5 represents

compliance

with

OAR

660-004-0022(3)(a). The county adopted several pages of
findings intended to establish that uses authorized under

the exception are limited to those that are significantly
dependent on the port facilify, Record lg-21. The county
imposed Condition 5 only because opponents, including
petitioners, expressed concerns that there were inadequate
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safeguards to prevent approval of industrial uses that are

of the proposed

not in fact significantly dependent on the port facility. That

uses based on the types

the county agreed to impose additional safeguards does not

mean that the county deferred findings of compliance with

OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) to the permit stage."
Addressing whether there were other sites not requiring
an exception that could reasonably accommodate the five
proposed uses, LUBA first rejected Riverkeeper's argument
that the county erred by limiting its consideration to the
other deepwater port sites in Oregon. LUBA explained that,
"because the exception is justified based *638 solely on
the 'unique resource' of a deepwater port-in **1190 this
case, a self-scouring deepwater port that requires no dredging

in order to accommodate

ocean-going cargo vessels-the

county properly limited its analysis to alternative sites with
access to a deepwater

port."

LUBA next addressed Riverkeeper's contention that the
county erred when it concluded that the three coastal ports
could not reasonably accommodate the uses proposed for

the expansion area because of their location outside the
Columbia River corridor; Riverkeeper argued that it "is
error under OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa) to reject an altemative

site simply because it does not serye the same economic
region as the preferred site." Rejecting that argument, LUBA
explained that, under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb), the county
was permitted to consider economic factors in determining

whether other sites could reasonably accommodate the

uses would not adversely affect adjacent

of impacts from past industrial uses,
LUBA explained that the inference was not reasonable absent
evidence that the impacts of the proposed uses would be
comparable to the impacts of existing uses:

*639 "[T]he Port

does not cite to any evidence supporting

the county's finding that the likely adverse impacts of the

proposed uses are similar to the impacts of the existing

industrial uses at Port Westward. The findings simply
state that there is no evidence that the impacts would
be different. However, the absence of evidence that the
impacts would be different is not

a

basis to conclude that the

impacts would be similar. The unsupported presumption

that the impacts would be similar is the foundation for
much of the county's subsequent analysis. Because that
presumption is not supported by substantial evidence, we
agree with petitioners that remand is necessary to adopt
more adequate findings regarding compatibility, supported

by substantial evidence."
(Emphasis in original.)
Board member Zamudio concurred in the decision "based
on the facts that the exception is based on a single unique
resource, the river port, the exception authorizes only those
uses that are significantly dependent on the river port, and
the exception area is uniquely sifuated by the river port." She
wrote separately to address several ofher concerns with the
county's decision.

proposed uses and, further, that

"[p]art of what makes the Port Westward site a unique
resource is its status as one of three deepwater ports
along a primary maritime artery connecting national and
international markets within the Portland Metropolitan
area, the state's largest economic area. The three coastal
ports are located hundreds of miles away from that
economic area and serve very different and more isolated
regional markets. We conclude that in conducting an
alternative site analysis for industrial uses justified based
on proximity to the 'unique resource' of a river or ocean
port under OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a), the county is not
required to evaluate other port sites in the state (or
elsewhere) that serve entirely different economic markets."

D. Issues and Arguments on Judicial Review

As noted, Riverkeeper has petitioned for judicial review
of LUBAs final order, and the port has cross-petitioned.
Riverkeeper assigns error to LUBAs determinations that (1)
the county correctly determined that the five proposed uses

are significantly dependent on the unique resources of

a

deepwater port and (2) the county correctly concluded that
there were no other sites that could, without an exception,
reasonably accommodate the proposed uses. The port assigns
error to LUBA s conclusion that the county's determination
regarding the compatibility ofthe proposed uses with adjacent
uses was not supported by adequate findings or substantial
evidence.

LLIBA did not, however, accept the county's decision in every
respect. It determined that the county's analysis regarding
the compatibility between the proposed uses and adjacent
uses was not supported by adequate findings or substantial

In the order on review, LUBA did not engage in

evidence. Observing that the county inferred that the impacts

factfinding under ORS 197.835(2), and, before us, neither

**1I9I II. STANDARD OF REVIEW
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is *640 "unlawful in

substance or procedure." ORS
197.850(9)(a); Central Oregott Lsndwatch y. Deschutes
County,285 Or App. 267, 269,396 P.3d 968 (2017). To
the extent that the parties' assignments of error challenge
LUBA s determinations as to whether substantial evidence
supports the county's order, we review to assess whether
LUBA correctly understood its role in conducting its review
for substantial evidence. Root v. Klantath County,260 Or.
App.665,670,320 P.3d 631 (2014).
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party contends that LUBA s order is unconstitutional. We
therefore review LUBA s order to determine whether it

Dilr'tl

_

Riverkeeper presented to it. As for Riverkeeper's remaining

to rest on a characterization of
the county's decision that LUBA was not required to
arguments, they appear

accept, given the plain terms of the decision. Riverkeeper's
arguments appear to rest on the proposition that the county's

exception allows for the five proposed uses in the broadest of
terms. If that were the case, then Riverkeeper might be right

that the county's "significant dependence" determination
could not be sustained on this record. But, the county's
decision, as LUBA recognized, is not so broad.
Specifically, the county construed the port's application to
be "self-limiting," that is, to seek approval only for those
uses that were in fact dependent on a deepwater port. With

III. ANALYSIS

the application so construed, the county then found that the
evidence demonstrated that those uses were dependent on a

A. Riverkeeper's Petition

deepwater port based on the analysis in the Mackenzie Report

l. Significant dependence
In its first assignment of error, Riverkeeper argues that
LUBA erred in upholding the county's determination that

explaining how the five proposed uses involved "low-margin"

the five proposed uses identified in the port's application are

import and export operations that were "highly dependent"
on access to a deepwater port. The county evaluated each
of the five approved uses "as a whole" in determining

significantly dependent on the unique resource ofa deepwater

significant dependence on

port. Specifically, Riverkeeper contends that LUBA ened

interpreted the allowed use categories to require each use to
be dependent upon port transportation services.

in three different ways: (l) by misconstruing its arguments;
(2) by misconstruing the "significant dependence" standard
articulated in OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a); and (3) by rejecting
the argument that the county impermissibly deferred a finding

of significant dependence until a later time. The cenhal
thesis of Riverkeeper's arguments is that the approved
uses are broad and contain subcategories of uses that, in
and of themselves, could not be found (on this record,
anyway) to be significantly dependent on a deepwater port.

In Riverkeeper's view, OAR

660-00a-0022(3)(a) required

the county to separately analyze those subcategories ofuses

to determine whether they were signif,rcantly dependent on
a deepwater port; further, the fact that the record would
not support the conclusion that those subcategories are
significantly dependent on a deepwater port means that

a

deepwaterport, that is, the county

Finally, the county adopted an exception statement in
its comprehensive plan that limited the allowed uses in

the exception area to the five categories of uses that
are significantly dependent on the deepwater port at Port
Westward. The exception statement determined that "each

of

the five proposed uses for [Port Westward] involve foreign
import/export operations and are thus dependent **1192
upon a deepwater port." In addition, to ensure that any uses
eventually allowed would comport with the county's naffow
construction of the port's application (and the evidence
that supported the approval of the application, as narrowly
construed), the county imposed Condition 5.

the county erred in approving the application. Riverkeeper
also contends that the county's imposition of Condition 5,
requiring that the five uses allowed, in fact, be significantly
dependent on a deepwater port, demonstrates that the county
impermissibly deferred making a "signihcant dependence"

When the county's decision is understood in that manner,
fuverkeeper's arguments do not demonstrate any error
in LUBAs rejection of Riverkeeper's arguments *642
regarding the county's interpretation and application of OAR
660 -00 4 -0022(3)(b). Under OAR 660-004-00 I 8(4)(a), when

determination.

a local government takes a reasons exception, "plan and zone

designations must limit the uses, density, public facilities and

Riverkeeper's arguments do not demonstrate that LUBA s
order is "unlawful in substance." As to Riverkeeper's first
point, having reviewed the record, we ars not convinced
*641 that LUBA misunderstood the arguments that

WfSTLAW O2l2i') 'i ht:rrl:trr i{r:r,tltrt
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services, and activities to only those that are justified in the
exception." ORS 197.732(1)(b) and the equivalent part of
Statewide Planning Goal 2: Part II define an "exception"
as "a comprehensive plan provision" that applies to specific
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properties and avoids a goal requirement by meeting the
standards for taking an exception. See Waste Not of Yamhill
Cowtty v. Yamhill Comrty, 240 Or. App. 285, 288, 246
P.3d 493 (2010) ("When a city or county wishes to adopt
a property-specific plan provision that is inconsistent with
a goal requirement, it approves an exception to that goal
requirement as part of the comprehensive plan.").

D A r- t.

(a) and (b) indicate that a local govemment may limit its
of alternative sites to ones that are near the
proposed exception area. That provision states, in full:
consideration

"(2) The four standards in Goal 2 Part II(c) required to be
addressed when taking an exception to a goal are described

in subsections (a) through (d) of this section, including
general requirements applicable to each ofthe factors:

That is precisely what the county did in adopting an
exceptions statement that approved the five categories of
rural induskial uses-each of which has a storage and
transportation component-while limiting those uses to ones
that are "substantially dependent on a deepwater port and
have demonstrated access rights to the dock." The exceptions

"(a) 'Reasons justifu why the state policy embodied in the
applicable goals should not apply.' The exception shall
set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis for

determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should
not apply to specific properties or situations, including the

**1193 amount of land for the

use being planned and

why

statement requires that any allowed use be integrated with
the port operations through demonstrated access rights for the

the use requires a location on resource land;

required storage and transportation components ofthe use and
that the use be "substantially dependent" on Port Westward.

"(b) 'Areas that do not require a new exception cannot
reasonably accommodate the use.' The exception must

That is suffrcient to comply with the demands of OAR

meet the following requirements:

660-004-0018(4)(a) and to rebut Riverkeeper's contention
that the use allowances were too broad or insuflicient in form.

"(A) The exception shall indicate on a map or otherwise
describe the location of possible alternative areas
considered for the use that do not require a new exception.

2. Alternative sites analysis

The area for which the exception is taken shall

Riverkeeper next challenges LUBA s determination that the
county correctly determined that there was no alternative
site that could accommodate the proposed uses without a
goal exception, OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb). As we understand
Riverkeeper's argument, it contends that the county excluded
from consideration other coastal ports that did not serve the
Columbia River corridor, and yet the county never adequately
explained why proximity to the Columbia River corridor was
relevant to the inquiry ofwhether other sites could reasonably
accommodate

the *643

proposed uses. Riverkeeper further

s

decision upholding the county's

contends that LUBA

determination that it need not take into account the ocean ports
is inconsistent with OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) because, in its
view, "[n]othing in the text of [the rule] limits the'reasonable

accommodation' analysis to sites located within the same
geographic area or economic market." Riverkeeper asserts
that LUBA impermissibly relied on findings and conclusions
not contained in the county's decision when it addressed the
fact that it is permissible under the rule to rely on economic
factors when evaluating the viability ofa proposed alternative
site.

Riverkeeper's contentions do not convince us that LUBAs
decision is "unlawful in substance" in upholding the county's

be

identified;

'(B) To

show why the particular site is justified,

it

is

necessary to discuss why other areas that do not require

a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
proposed *644 use. Economic factors may be considered
along with other relevant factors in determining that the use
cannot reasonably be accommodated in other areas. Under

this test the following questions shall be addressed:

"(i) Can the proposed use be reasonably

accommodated

on nonresource land that would not require an exception,
including increasing the density of uses on nonresource
land?

If not, why not?

"(ii) Can the proposed

use be reasonably accommodated

is already irrevocably committed
nonresource uses not allowed by the applicable
Goal, including resource land in existing unincorporated
communities, or by increasing the density of uses on
committed lands? If not, why not?
on resource land that

to

"(iii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated
inside an urban growth boundary? If not, why not?

determination regarding coastal ports. First, contrary to
Riverkeeper's arguments, the terms of OAR 660-004-0020(2)
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"(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated
without the provision of a proposed public facility or

flAi-t
I '-l -.1 l.

further that the local govemment may take into account
"economic factors" in evaluating whether altemative sites are

service? If not, why not?

ones that could reasonably accommodate a particular use.
OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb). Here, the county found, based on

"(C) The 'alternative areas' standard in paragraph B may

the analysis in the Mackenzie Report, that the coastal ports
were not "economically comparable" to Port Westward, given

be met by a broad review of similar types of

areas

rather than a review ofspecific alternative sites. Initially,
a local government adopting an exception need assess

only whether those similar types of areas in the vicinity
could not reasonably accommodate the proposed use.

Site specific comparisons are not required

of a local

govemment taking an exception unless another party to
the local proceeding describes specific sites that can more

reasonably accommodate the proposed use. A detailed
evaluation of specific altemative sites is thus not required

their distance from the Columbia River Corridor market that

Port Westward seryes and, based on that finding, did not
conduct further analysis regarding the coastal ports' abilify to
accommodate the uses proposed for the requested exception
ur"u.5

*646 Riverkeeper has not

persuaded us that that analysis

contravenes the requirements

of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb).

Essentially, assuming that the county was obliged to consider

support the assertion that the sites are more reasonable, by

the ocean ports although they are outside the "vicinity"
of Port Westward, the county's finding that the coastal

another party during the local exceptions proceeding."

ports were not "economically comparable" to Port Westward

unless such sites are specifically described,

OAR 660-004 -0020(2)(a),

(b )

with facts to

effectively foreclosed on this record a conclusion that those

(emphasis added).4

proposed alternative sites are ones that "can more reasonably

*645 The italicized wording in OAR 660-004-0020 (2)
(a) and (b) explains that a local govemment need initially
examine generally whether "similar types of areas in the

vicinity" could reasonably accommodate the proposed

use

or u$es, and need not examine specific locations. The use
of the word "vicinity" suggests that a local government
may, consistent with the rule, limit its consideration of
altemative sites to those that are near the proposed exceptions
area. The common meaning of "vicinity" in this context is

"[t]he quality or state of being near: neamess, propinquity,
proximity" or, along the same lines, "[a] surrounding area or
district: locality, neighborhood." Websterb Third New Int'l
Dictionary 2550 (unabridged ed. 2002). Although the rule
specifies that a local government must conduct a "site specific

comparison"

if

aparty to the proceeding suggests a specihc

site for consideration, the terms of the rule do not compel
the conclusion that that obligation extends to consideration
of specif,rc sites outside of the "vicinity" of the proposed
exceptions.

**1194 In any event, even if

a

party's proposal of a specific

site can operate to require consideration of sites outside the
"vicinity" of a proposed exception area, a local govemment's

obligation to conduct a site-specific comparison between
the proposed exceptions area and another site proposed
by a party to the proceeding arises only when another
party to the proceeding "describes specific sites that can
more reasonably accommodate the proposed use." OAR
660-004-0020 (2Xb)(C) (emphasis added). The rule specifies

WEfTLAW i')ti?r 'fi;t:il:;trr
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accommodate" the proposed uses. For that reason, the
countSr's decision not to engage in further analysis of those
sites' capacity to accommodate the proposed uses was not
inconsistent with the requirements of the rule. Therefore,
we reject Riverkeeper's contention that LUBA s decision to
uphold the county's altemative sites analysis is "unlawful in
substance."

B. The Port's Cross-Petition
In its cross-petition, the port assigns error

to LIIBA s

conclusion that the county's determination that the proposed
uses are "compatible with other adjacent uses or will be
so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse
impacts" was not supported by adequate findings. The port
contends that LUBA misinterpreted the county's findings on
the point and, based on that misinterpretation, erroneously

concluded that the count5r's findings were not adequate to

support its conclusion regarding the compatibility
proposed uses with adjacent uses.

of

the

We are not convinced. We understand LUBAs rejection
of the county's compatibility determination to tum on an
application of the substantial evidence standard of review.

LUBA, in essence, determined that the county's compatibility
determination was not supported by substantial evidence
because it turned, by it terms, on a finding that there is "no
evidence" that the impacts of the proposed uses would be
different from the impacts of the existing uses: "The Board
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finds no evidence in the record of any meaningful distinction
between the anticipated impacts of the approved uses and

*647 those existing industrial uses at Port Westward

on

neighboring uses, and therefore finds that the approved uses

will be similarly compatible with existing adjacent uses." But,
as LUBA correctly recognized, an absence ofevidence about
the differences between impacts from current and proposed
uses is not,

by itself, a basis on which to logically infer that

the impacts are the same.
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the port correctly points out that the county's compatibility
determination was based on more expansive findings than that
on which LUBA focused, the county nonetheless expressly
tethered its compatibility determination to its factual finding

that there was "no evidence" that impacts of the proposed
uses would be different from those of the existing uses. Under
those circumstances, LUBA s decision to remand does not
reflect a misunderstanding of its role on substantial evidence

review, or otherwise demonstrate legal error.

As noted above, our task in evaluating LUBA s application
of the substantial evidence standard of review is to determine

IV. CONCLUSION

whether LUBA correctly understood its role in applying that
standard. Root,260 Or. App. at670,320 P.3d 63

1.

We may not

For the foregoing reasons, the parties have not convinced us

displace its decision unless "there is no evidence to support

that LUBA erred in any respect.

the finding or if the evidence in the case **1195 is 'so at
odds with LUBA s evaluation that a reviewing court could

Affirmed on petition and cross-petition.

infcr that LUBA had misunderstood or misapplied its scope
review.

"'

of

Citizens Jbr Responsibilitv tt Lane County, 2 1 8 Or.

App. 339,345, 180 P.3d 35 (2008) (quoting Youngerv. Ciq:67

Portland, 305 Or. 346, 359, 7 52 P.zd262 (1988). Although

All Citations
297 Or.App.628,443 P.3d 1184

Footnotes

1
2

3

For each of the four criteria listed in OAR 197.732(2)(c), OAR 660-004-0020(2) describes in greater detail the analysis
a local government must undertake in determining whether the criteria are met.
OAR 660-004-0022(3) provides, in relevant part:
"Rural lndustrial Development: For the siting of industrial development on resource land outside an urban growth

boundary, appropriate reasons and facts may include, but are not limited to, the following:
"(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or forest land. Examples of
such resources and resource sites include geothermal wells, mineral or aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, natural
features, or river or ocean ports."
1000 Friends of Oregon is not a party to this judicial review proceeding. Before LUBA, the arguments of Riverkeeper
and 1000 Friends had significant overlap. References to arguments made by Riverkeeper below at times encompass

4

overlapping arguments by'1000 Friends.
We note that the exception statement is part of a "comprehensive plan," defined by ORS 197.01 5(5) to be "a generalized,
coordinated land use map and policy statement **" that interrelates all functional and natural systems and activities

5

relating to the use of lands ***. *** 'Comprehensive' means all-inclusive, both in terms of the geographic area covered
and functional and natural activities and systems occurring in the area covered by the plan." We need not decide whether
the alternative lands evaluated in a plan's exception statement are necessarily confined to the same geographic area as
the plan so as to qualify the plan as "comprehensive" and its provisions as interrelated.
Under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(a) and (b), alternative lands are those that can "reasonably accommodate the proposed
use." The "proposed use" is the use specified in the reasons exception, and the suitability of land as an alternative
depends upon whether it can satisfy that specified land use need. Where the need is for port-related land on the Columbia
River, as may be the case here, the evaluated alternative lands would seem to be confined to those proximate to a port
on the river that could "reasonably accommodate the proposed use."
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NorE: Pleose attach all supplemental inlormation, wrltten nerrotive,
maps and slfc plans that you would ltke to lnclude lnto the record,
ADDMONATCOMMTNIII:

Supplement to the Mackenzie Report "Port Westward Goal Exception, Comprehensive Plan

Amendment, and Zone Change Altematives Analysis" {April 10, 2017) addressing ORS 197.732(2XcXD) and OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd)
to be submitted under separate cover in one to two weeks.

CTRTIFICATION:
I hereby

certiry that I am the propertv owner, or authorized representative, and that all of the above statements, and all other

documents submitted, are accurate and true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Spencer Q. Parsons
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2534 Sykes Road, Ste C
St Helens, OR 97051
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Phone: (503)397-3537 I Fax: (503)397-4851

TITLE PLANT RECORDS REPORT
Report of Requested lnformation from
Title Plant Records
Port Of St. Helens
P.O. Box 598
St. Helens, OR 97051

Customer Ref.
Order

No.:

473817000137

Effective Date: February 13, 2017 al08:00 AM
Fee(s):

The information contained in this report is furnished by Ticor Title Company of Oregon (the "Company") as an
information service based on the records and indices maintained by the Company for the county identified below.

THIS IS NOT TITLE INSURANCE NOR IS IT A PRELIMINARY TITLE REPORT OR A COMMITMENT FOR
TITLE INSURANCE. No examination has been made of the Company's records, other than as specifically set
forth herein. Liability for any loss arising from errors and/or omissions is limited to the lesser of the fee paid or the
actual loss to the customer, and the Company will have no greater liability by reason of this report. THIS REPORT
("THE REPORT") IS SUBJECT TO THE LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY STATED BELOW, WHICH LIMITATIONS
OF LIABILITYARE A PART OF THIS REPORT
Countv and Time Period
This report is based on a search of the Company's title plant records for County of Columbia, State of Oregon, for
the time period from February 13,1997 through February 13,2017 (with the through date being "the Effective
Date").

Ownership and Propertv Description
The Company reports the following, as of the Effective date and with respect to the following described property
("the Property"):

Owner. The apparent vested owner of the Property

is:

Port of Saint Helens, a Municipal Corporation

Premises. The Property is:

(a) Street Address:
80997, 81200 and 81566 KallunkiRoad, Saint Helens, OR 97051

(b) Legal Description:
SEE EXHIBIT'A'ATTACHED HERETO AND MADE A PART HEREOF
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Encumbrances
THE FOLLOWING LIST OF ENCUMBRANCES (CHECK THE APPLICABLE BOX):
M INCLUDES NON.MONETARY AND MONETARY ENCUMBRANCES.

tr INCLUDES ONLY MONETARY ENCUMBRANCES.
For the above stated time period, the company
@nces
Property appears to be

reports that, as of the Effective Date, the

subject to the following encumbrances, not necessarily shown in order of priority:

EXCEPTIONS

1'
2.

Regulations, including levies, liens, assessments, rights of way and easements
of Beaver Drainage
lmprovement.
Any adverse claim based upon the assertion that:

a)

Said Land or any part thereof is now or at any time has been below the highest
of the high watermarks
a.n-d Bradbury Slough, in the event the boundary of said Coiumbia
River a-nd Bradbury
Slough has been artificially raised or is now or at any time has been below the
hith watermark, if said
Columbia River and Bradbury Slough is in its naturai state.
Some portion of said Land hasbeen created by artificial means or has accreted
to such portion so
created.
Some portion of said Land has been brought within the boundaries thereof by
an avulsive movement
of Columbia River and Bradbury Slough, or hal been formed by accretion to anytucn portion.

of Columbia River

b)

c)
3'

The rights of the public and governmental bodies for fishing, navigation and commerce
in and to any
portion of the Land herein described, lying below the high iater
liie of the Bradbury Slough and Columbia
River.

The right, title and interest of the State of oregon in and to any portion lying below
the high water line of
Bradbury Slough and Columbia River.

4'

The rights of the public and governmenlal bodies for flshing, navigation and commerce
in and to any
portion of the Land herein described, lying below the high iater line
of the Columbia River and araOOury

Slough.

The right, title and interest of the State of Oregon in and to any portion lying below
the high water line of
Columbia River and Bradbury Slough.

5'

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including
the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:
Granted to: John Drainage District
Purpose: 20 foot right of way for dike and levee
Recording Date: April 5, 191S
Recording No: Book 21,pageS2O
Affects: Exact location not disclosed

6

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including
the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:
Granted

to: Columbia Agricultural

Purpose: levee and wagon road

Co.
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Recording Date: March 22,1916
Recording No: Book 23, page 82
Affects: Exact location not disclosed
7

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto as reserved in a document,
including the terms and provisions thereof;
Reserved by: Columbia Agricultural Co.

Purpose: right of way
Recording Date: August 16, 1920
Recording No: Book 29, page 609
Affects: Exact location not disclosed
8

Easement(s)for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto as reserved in a document,
including the terms and provisions thereof;
Reserved by: William Johnson and Jennie Johnson
Purpose: right of way
Recording Date: January 21, 1922
Recording No: Book 32, page 384
Affects: Exact location not disclosed

9

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:
Granted

to:

Beaver Drainage District

Purpose: right of way to build, construct, reconstruct and repair levees, embankments, revetments,
canals, ditches and other incidental works appurtenant to the said Beaver Drainage District
Recording Date: November9, 1937
Recording No: Book 61, page 394
Affects: Exact location not disclosed
10

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:
Granted

to: United States of America

Purpose: right of way and levees
Recording Date: December 16, 1937
Recording No: Book 61, page 571

Affects: Exact location not disclosed
11

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:
Granted

to:

Beaver Drainage District

Purpose: right of way to build, construct, reconstruct and repair levees, embankments, revetments,
canals, ditches and other incidental works appurtenant to the said Beaver Drainage District
Recording Date: January5, 1938
Recording No: Book 61, page 623
Affects: Exact location not disclosed
12.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:
Title Plant Records Report
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Granted

to:

United States of America

Purpose: right of way and levees
Recording Date: August 13, 1939
Recording No: Book 64, page 471

Affects: Exact location not disclosed

13.

A lease with certain terms, covenants, conditions and provisions set forth therein.
Dated:
Lessor:
Lessee:
Recording Date
Recording No:

August 10, 1967
The Port of St. Helens, a municipal corporation
Westward Properties, lnc., a California corporation
August 17,1967
Book 166, page 154

Memorandum of Lease recorded May 9, 1974 in Book 196, page 117, Deed Records of Columbia County,
Oregon.
Amendment to Lease, including the terms and provisions thereof
Recording
Recording

Date:
No.:

June 8, 2006

2006-007492

Amendment of Master Lease, including the terms and provisions thereof
Recording
Recording

Date:
No.:

September 4,2008
2008-008607

Amendment to Master Lease, including the terms and provisions thereof
Recording

Date:

RecordingNo.:
14.

July7,2O10
2010-005597

Right of First Refusal, including the terms and provisions thereof, as contained in Memorandum Lease,
ln favor

of: Portland General Electric Company

Recoded: May9,1974
Recording No.: Book 196, page 117
15

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto as reserved in a document,
including the terms and provisions thereof;
Reserved by: Port of St. Helens

Purpose: right of re-entry
Recording Date: May 9,1974
Recording No: Book 196, page 122
Affects: Parcel 2 only - Exact location not disclosed

Amendment, including the terms and provisions thereof
Recording
Recording

Date:
No.:

June 8, 2006
2006-007553
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16.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:

to: The Port of St. Helens, Portland General Electric Company and KB Pipeline Company
Purpose: right of way
Granted

Recording Date: June 27,2000
Recording No: 00-06319
Affects: see drawing attached to this easement for location
17

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:
Granted to: Beaver Drainage lmprovement Company, an Oregon District lmprovement Non Profit
Corporation
Purpose: right of way
Recording Date: February 16, 2005
Recording No: 2005-002243

18.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, including the terms and
provisions thereof, as granted in a document:

to: Oregon Department of Energy
Purpose: conservation easement
Recording Date: February 22, 2005
Granted

Recording No: 2005-00241 9
19.

Covenants, conditions and restrictions but omitting any covenants or restrictions, if any, including but not
limited to those based upon race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familial status, marital status,
disability, handicap, national origin, ancestry, or source of income, as set forth in applicable state or
federal laws, except to the extent that said covenant or restriction is permitted by applicable law, as set
forth in the document

Between: Port of St. Helens, a municipal corporation of the State of Oregon and Columbia County, a
political subdivision of the State of Oregon
Recording Date: October 17,2005
Recording No: 2005-013779
20

Subject to an Easement over, on and across the ammunition spur tract between Stations 10+30 and
13+83, also between Stations 8+10 and 8+25.

21

Roadway permit granted to Columbia County, including the terms and provisions thereof, as disclosed and
described Deed from United States of America to Port of St. Helens, recorded March 3't, 1966 in Book
161, page 122,Deed Records of Columbia County, Oregon.

22.

An unrecorded lease with certain terms, covenants, conditions and provisions set forth therein as
disclosed by the document

Entitled: Memorandum of Sublease
Lessor: Portland General Electric Company, an Oregon corporation
Lessee: Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No: 2006-007491

Title Plant Records Report
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Said Lessor's interest was subsequently assigned to the Port of St. Helens, a municipal corporation of the
State of Oregon by the following:

Amended of Lease, including the terms and provisions thereof,
Recording Dated: June 8, 2006
Recorded No.: 2006-007492
Records of Columbia County, Oregon

Assignment of the Lessee's interest under said lease,
Assigned to: Cascade Kelly Holdings LLC
Recording Date: December 23, 2009
Recording No: 2009-01 1493

23.

Memorandum of Rail Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No.: 2006-007493
Records of Columbia County, Oregon.
Re-Recording Date: July 6, 2006
Re-Recording No: 2006-008865
First Amendment, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Recorded: February 10, 2009
Recording No.: 2009-001518
24.

Title Plant Records Report
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24.

Memorandum of Natural Gas Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No.: 2006-007494
Records of Columbia County, Oregon

25.

Memorandum of Electrical Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No.: 2006-007495
Records of Columbia County, Oregon

26.

Memorandum of Road Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of SL Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No.: 2006-007496
Records of Columbia County, Oregon

27.

Memorandum of Telecommunications Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No.: 2006-007 497
Records of Columbia County, Oregon

28.

Memorandum of Pipe Line Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No.: 2006-007498
Records of Columbia County, Oregon

29.

Amendment of Deed, including the terms and provisions thereof

Between: Portland General Electric and Port of St. Helens
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No.: 2006-007553

30.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, as granted in a document:

Granted to: Clatskanie People's Utility District

Purpose: right of way
Recording Date: June 26,2006
Recording No: 2006-008436
Affects: see drawing attached to document
Title Plant Records Report
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31

Memorandum of Grain Transfer Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No.: 2006-008863
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
32

Memorandum of Storm Water Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: June 8, 2006
Recording No.: 2006-008864
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
33.

Memorandum of Prime Landlord's Consent and Agreement, including the terms and provisions thereof,
Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Recording Date: March 28,2007
Recording No.: 2007-004298
Records of Columbia County, Oregon.

34.

Covenants, conditions and restrictions but omitting any covenants or restrictions, if any, including but not
limited to those based upon race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familial status, marital status,
disability, handicap, national origin, ancestry, or source of income, as set forth in applicable state or
federal laws, except to the extent that said covenant or restriction is permitted by applicable law, as set
forth in the document
Executed by: Port of St. Helens, a municipal corporation of the State of Oregon
Recording Date: August 2, 2007
Recording No: 2007-010161

35.

Memorandum of Fire Suppression Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
For: fire suppression
Recording Date: September 21, 2007
Recording No: 2007 -012217
Records of Columbia County, Oregon

36.

Memorandum of Stormwater Pipe Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
For: stormwater pipe
Recording Date: September 21,2007
Recording No.: 2007-012218
Records of Columbia County, Oregon
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37.

Memorandum of Pipeline easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company

For: pipeline
Recording Date: September 21, 2007
Recording No.: 2007-012219
Records of Columbia County, Oregon

38.

Memorandum of Vapor Recovery Easement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Port of St. Helens, an Oregon municipal corporation and Portland General Electric Company,
an Oregon corporation and Cascade Grain Products, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company

For: vapor recovery
Recording Date: October 12,2007
Recording No.: 2007-013014
Records of Columbia County, Oregon

39.

A lease with certain terms, covenants, conditions and provisions set forth therein.

Dated:
July 11,2007
Lessor:
The Port of St. Helens
Lessee:
Clatskanie Peoples'Utility
Recording Date: May 16,2008
RecordingNo:

District

2008-0049't5

**"Affects: Parcel 3***

40.

Easement(s)for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, as granted in a document:

to: Clatskanie People's Utility District
Purpose: right of way

Granted

Recording Date: March 26,2008
Recording No: 2008-002965

Affects: Parcel

41.

1

Development and Maintenance Agreement, including the terms and provisions thereof,

Between: Columbia County, a political subdivision of the State of Oregon and Port of St. Helens, a
municipal corporation of the State of Oregon and Portland General Electric Company, an Oregon
corporation
Recording Date: August 27, 2008
Recording No.: 2008-008403
Records of Columbia County, Oregon.

42.

Construction Permit, including the terms and provisions thereof
Recording
Recording

43.

Date:
No.:

August 27,2008
2008-008405

Covenants, conditions and restrictions but omitting any covenants or restrictions, if any, including but not
limited to those based upon race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familialstatus, marital status,
disability, handicap, national origin, ancestry, source of income, gender, gender identity, gender
expression, medical condition or genetic information, as set forth in applicable state or federal laws,
Title Plant Records Report
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except to the extent that said covenant or restriction is permitted by applicable law, as set forth in the

document
Recording
Recording

44.

Date:
No:

August 27,2008
2008-008406

A financing statement as follows

Debtor:
Port of St. Helens
Party: State of Oregon, acting by and through its Department
Date: February 10,2009

Secured
Recording

RecordingNo:

45.

of Transportation

2009-001520

A deed of trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below,

Amount:
$1,865,000,000.00
Dated:
February 15,2013
Trustor/Grantor: Cascade Kelly Holdings, LLC, an Oregon limited liability company
Trustee:
Ticor Title Company
Beneficiary: Bank of America, N.A.
Recording Date: February 19,2013
RecordingNo.:

2013-001229

***Affects Parcel 2 and lncludes Additional Property***
The Deed of Trust set forth above is purported to be a "Credit Line" Deed of Trust. lt is a requirement that
the Trustor/Grantor of said Deed of Trust provide written authorization to close said credit line account to
the Lender when the Deed of Trust is being paid off through the Company or other Settlement/Escrow
Agent or provide a satisfactory subordination of this Deed of Trust to the proposed Deed of Trust to be
recorded at closing.
First Amendment to Line of Credit, the terms and provisions of said deed of trust as therein provided
Executed

by:

Cascade Kelly Holdings LLC, an Oregon limited liability company and Bank of

America, N.A.
Recording Date: March 14,2014
Recording No:
2014-001320
46.

Covenants, conditions and restrictions but omitting any covenants or restrictions, if any, including but not
limited to those based upon race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familial status, maritalstatus,
disability, handicap, national origin, ancestry, source of income, gender, gender identity, gender
expression, medical condition or genetic information, as set forth in applicable state or federal laws,
except to the extent that said covenant or restriction is permitted by applicable law, as set forth in the

document
Recording
Recording

47.

Date: March 28, 2013
No: 2013-002514

Easement Agreement, including the terms and provisions thereof
Granted to:
Purpose:
Recording Date:

January 12,2015

Recording No:

2015-000188

Port of St. Helens
pipeline
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48.

Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, as granted in a document:
Granted to:
Purpose:
Recording Date
Recording No:

Affects:
49.

Clatskanie Peoples' Utility District
right of way for utilities

October 13,2015
2015-008722
Exact location not disclosed

Unrecorded easements for railroad tracks as disclosed by Survey issued by David Evans & Associates,
lnc., dated February 7, 2013 as Project #GLPA0000-0001.

General lndex Liens aqainst Named Partv
For the above stated county and time period, and as of the Effective Date, with respect to the following named
party or parties:
Port of St. Helens, Portland General Electric Company, Cascade Grain Products, LLC, Cascade Kelly
Holdings, LLC and Clatskanie Peoples' Utility District

the Company reports that the following matters in its general index (index of matters that are not property specific
but may give rise to a lien on any real property of the debtor in the county) may be unsatisfied, including such
matters as judgments, federal tax liens, state warrants or orders and county tax warrants:
None

Recorded Documents

flf no information appears in this section, the section is intentionally omitted.]
End of Reported Information
There will be additional charges for additional information or copies. For questions or additional requests, contact:
Denise Blanchard
FAX
Den ise. Blanchard@ticortitle.com

Ticor Title Company of Oregon
2534 Sykes Road, Ste C
St Helens, OR 97051
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EXHIBIT ''A"
Legal Description

PARCEL

1

A parcelof land in Sections 15, '16, 21,22 and 23, Township 8 North, Range 4 West, Willamette Meridian,
Columbia County, Oregon, described as follows:
Beginning at the East quarter corner of said Section 21; thence South 89'37' West, 1780.20 feet to the centerline
of a county road; thence North 16'36' West, 1188.39 feet along the said centerline; thence North 45'39'West,
1928.31feet; thence North 5'23'West,1472.77 feet; thence North 6"09' East, 385.00 feet; thence North 55"05'
West, 128.00 feet; thence Northwesterly to the low water line of the Columbia River; thence Northeasterly and
Southeasterly in the low water line, 11,300 feet, more or less, to the East line of said Section 22, which is 2,400
feet North of the East quarter corner of said Section 22; thence South along the said East line, 1 109.60 feet to the
Northeasterly right of way line of a railroad spur to the ammunition storage area; thence South 45"39' East,
2141.95 feet along said right of way; thence along a 5679.65 foot radius curve to the left, through a central angle
of 5'00' for a distance of 495.64 feet; thence South 50'39' East 300.00 feet; thence along a 769.02 foot radius
curve to the left, through a central angle of 66"42'10" for a distance of 895.28 feet; thence North 62'38'50" East
95.00 feet to the Northwesterly right of way of the Spokane Portland and Seattle Railway; thence Southwesterly
367.60 feet along said Northwesterly right of way; thence from a tangent of South 81"13'10" West along a 869.02
foot radius curve to the right, through a central angle of 48'07'50'for a distance of 730.00 feet; thence North
50"39'West 300.00 feet; thence along a 5779.65 foot radius curve to the right, through a central angle 5'00'for a
distance of 504.37 feet; thence North 45'39'West 865.95 feet; thence West 86.95 feet to a point 300.00 feet
North and 760.00 feet East of the West quarter corner of said Section 23; thence North 85.16 feet; thence North
45"39' West 1707.40 feet; thence South 89"37'West, 1795.60 feet; thence South 0"04' East 454.00 feet; thence
South 89"37' West 960.00 feet; thence South 0'04' East, 1148.00 feet; thence South 89"37' West, 2113.80 feet to
the point of beginning.

EXCEPTING THEREFROM the following described property, conveyed to Portland General Electric by instrument
recorded November 9, 1974 in Book 196, page 122, Deed Records of Columbia County, Oregon, now known as
Parcels 1 and 2 of Partition 2007-28, recorded September 25,2007 as Fee Number 2007-012334, Records of
Columbia County, Oregon.
ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM the following described property:

A parcel of land in the Southwest quarter of Section 15, Township 8 North, Range 4 West, Willamette Meridian,
Columbia County, Oregon, being more particularly described as follows:
Commencing at a lz inch, inside diameter iron pipe, 2 feet above ground level, which marks the most Easterly
corner of an 120.47 acre, more or less, parcel of land recorded in Book 196, page 122, Deed Records of
Columbia County, Oregon; thence South 64001'20" East for a distance of 1 139.29 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar
monument and the point of beginning of the parcel to be described; thence North 43047'31" West for a distance of

2703j1 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence North 46012'29" East for

a distance of 794.99 feet to a 5/8 inch

rebar monument; thence South 40028'00" East for a distance of 404.17 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence
South 35048'19" East for a distance of '1226.73 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence South 44o57'31" East
for a distance of 621.68 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence South 50017'46" East for a distance of 696.83
feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence South 64o30'35" West for a distance of 729.59 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar
monument and the point of beginning.
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EXHIBIT "A"
Legal Description
ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM the following described parcel:
A parcel of land located in the Southeast and Southwest quarters of Section 15 and the Northeast and Northwest
quarters of Section 22, Township 8 North, Range 4 West, Willamette Meridian, Columbia County, Oregon,
described as follows:
Beginning at the West quarter corner of said Section 22; thence North 31025'41" East, 3915.8'1 feet to 7." iron pipe
marking the most Easterly corner of that parcel of land described in Deed Book 196, page 122; thence South
60o01'20" East, 1 139.29 feet to a 5/8" iron rod with yellow plastic cap inscribed 'PLS 2180' marking the most
Southerly corner of the "Cascade Grain Lease Boundary''; thence along the Southeasterly line of said "Cascade
Grain Lease Boundary'' North 64030'35" East, 518.93 feet to the point of beginning; thence continuing along said
Southeasterly line North 64030'35" East, 210.66 feet to a 5/8" iron rod with yellow plastic cap inscribed 'PLS 2180"
marking the most Easterly corner of said "Cascade Grain Lease Boundary; thence leaving said Southeasterly line
South 57'38'37", East, 514.97 feet; thence South 46o12'14" West, 323.25 feet; thence North 43047'46" West,
566.17 feet to the point of beginning.
PARCEL 2

A parcel of land in the Southwest quarter of Section 15, Township 8 North, Range 4 West, Willamette Meridian,
Columbia County, Oregon, being more particularly described as follows:
Commencing ala/. inch, inside diameter iron pipe, 2 feet above ground level, which marks the most Easterly
corner of an 120.47 acre, more or less, parcel of land recorded in Book 196, page 122, Deed Records of
Columbia County, Oregon; thence South 64001'20" East for a distance of 1 139.29 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar
monument and the point of beginning of the parcel to be described; thence North 43047'31" West for a distance of
2703.11 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence North 46012'29" East for a distance of 794.99 feet to a 5/8 inch
rebar monument; thence South 40028'00" East for a distance of 404.17 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence
South 35048'19" East for a distance of 1226.73 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence South 44057'31" East
for a distance of 621.68 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence South 50017'46" East for a distance of 696.83
feet to a 5/8 inch rebar monument; thence South 64o30'35" West for a distance of 729.59 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar
monument and the point of beginning.
PARCEL 3:

A parcel of land located in the Southeast and Southwest quarters of Section 15 and the Northeast and Northwest
quarters of Section 22, Township 8 North, Range 4 West, Willamette Meridian, Columbia County, Oregon,
described as follows:
Beginning attheWestquartercornerof said Section 22:lhence North 31025'41" East,3915.81 feetto /."ironpipe
marking the most Easterly corner of that parcel of land described in Deed Book 196, page 122; thence South
60001'20" East, 1139.29 feet to a 5/8" iron rod with yellow plastic cap inscribed.PLS 2180" marking the most
Southerly corner of the "Cascade Grain Lease Boundary''; thence along the Southeasterly line of said "Cascade
Grain Lease Boundary''North 64030'35" East, 518.93 feet to the point of beginning; thence continuing along said
Southeasterly line North 64o30'35" East, 210.66 feet to a 5/8" iron rod with yellow plastic cap inscribed "PLS 2180"
marking the most Easterly corner of said "Cascade Grain Lease Boundary; thence leaving said Southeasterly line
South 57038'37", East, 514.97 feet; thence South 46012'14" West, 323.25 feet; thence North 43047'46" West,
566.17 feet to the point of beginning.
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Ticor Title Company of Oregon
Order No. 473817000137

LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
''CUSTOMER'REFERS TO THE RECIPIENT OF THIS REPORT.
CUSTOMER EXPRESSLY AGREES AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT, IF NOT
IMPOSSIBLE, TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT OF LOSS WHICH COULD ARISE FROM ERRORS OR
OMISSIONS IN, OR THE COMPANY'S NEGLIGENCE IN PRODUCING, THE REQUESTED REPORT, HEREIN
'THE REPORT." CUSTOMER RECOGNIZES THAT THE FEE CHARGED IS NOMINAL IN RELATION TO THE
POTENTIAL LIABILITY WHICH COULD ARISE FROM SUCH ERRORS OR OMISSIONS OR NEGLIGENCE.
THEREFORE, CUSTOMER UNDERSTANDS THAT THE COMPANY IS NOT WILLING TO PROCEED IN THE
PREPARATION AND ISSUANCE OF THE REPORT UNLESS THE COMPANY'S LIABILITY IS STRICTLY
LIMITED. CUSTOMER AGREES WITH THE PROPRIETY OF SUCH LIMITATION AND AGREES TO BE
BOUND BY ITS TERMS.

THE LIMITATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS AND THE LIMITATIONS WILL SURVIVE THE CONTRACT:

ONLY MATTERS IDENTIFIED IN THIS REPORT AS THE SUBJECT OF THE REPORT ARE WITHIN ITS
SCOPE. ALL OTHER MATTERS ARE OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THE REPORT.
CUSTOMER AGREES, AS PART OF THE CONSIDERATION FOR THE ISSUANCE OF THE REPORT AND TO

THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TO LIMIT THE LIABILITY OF THE COMPANY,

ITS

LICENSORS, AGENTS, SUPPLIERS, RESELLERS, SERVICE PROVIDERS, CONTENT PROVIDERS AND ALL
OTHER SUBSCRIBERS
SUPPLIERS, SUBSIDIARIES, AFFILIATES, EMPLOYEES, AND
SUBCONTRACTORS FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LIABILITIES, CAUSES OF ACTION, LOSSES, COSTS,
DAMAGES AND EXPENSES OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ATTORNEY'S FEES, HOWEVER
ALLEGED OR ARISING, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THOSE ARISING FROM BREACH OF
CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, THE COMPANY'S OWN FAULT AND/OR NEGLIGENCE, ERRORS, OMISSIONS,
STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF WARRANTY, EQUITY, THE COMMON LAW, STATUTE OR ANY OTHER
THEORY OF RECOVERY, OR FROM ANY PERSON'S USE, MISUSE, OR INABILITY TO USE THE REPORT
OR ANY OF THE MATERIALS CONTAINED THEREIN OR PRODUCED, SO THAT THE TOTAL AGGREGATE

OR

LIABILITY OF THE COMPANY AND ITS AGENTS, SUBSIDIARIES, AFFILIATES, EMPLOYEES, AND
SUBCONTRACTORS SHALL NOT IN ANY EVENT EXCEED THE COMPANY'S TOTAL FEE FOR THE
REPORT.

CUSTOMER AGREES THAT THE FOREGOING LIMITATION ON LIABILITY IS A TERM MATERIAL TO THE
PRICE THE CUSTOMER IS PAYING, WHICH PRICE IS LOWER THAN WOULD OTHERWISE BE OFFERED
TO THE CUSTOMER WITHOUT SAID TERM. CUSTOMER RECOGNIZES THAT THE COMPANY WOULD
NOT ISSUE THE REPORT BUT FOR THIS CUSTOMER AGREEMENT, AS PART OF THE CONSIDERATION
GIVEN FOR THE REPORT, TO THE FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND THAT ANY SUCH
LIABILITY IS CONDITIONED AND PREDICATED UPON THE FULL AND TIMELY PAYMENT OF THE
COMPANY'S INVOICE FOR THE REPORT.
THE REPORT IS LIMITED IN SCOPE AND IS NOT AN ABSTRACT OF TITLE, TITLE OPINION, PRELIMINARY
TITLE REPORT, TITLE REPORT, COMMITMENT TO ISSUE TITLE INSURANCE, OR A TITLE POLICY, AND
SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON AS SUCH. THE REPORT DOES NOT PROVIDE OR OFFER ANY TITLE
INSURANCE, LIABILITY COVEMGE OR ERRORS AND OMISSIONS COVERAGE. THE REPORT IS NOT TO
BE RELIED UPON AS A REPRESENTATION OF THE STATUS OF TITLE TO THE PROPERTY. THE
COMPANY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS AS TO THE REPORT'S ACCURACY, DISCLAIMS ANY
WARRANTY AS TO THE REPORT, ASSUMES NO DUTIES TO CUSTOMER, DOES NOT INTEND FOR
CUSTOMER TO RELY ON THE REPORT, AND ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR ANY LOSS OCCURRING BY
REASON OF RELIANCE ON THE REPORT OR OTHERWISE.
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Ticor Title Company of Oregon
Order No. 473817000137

IF CUSTOMER (A) HAS OR WILL HAVE AN INSURABLE INTEREST IN THE SUBJECT REAL PROPERTY,
(B) DOES NOT W|SH TO LrMrT LTABTLTTY AS STATED HERETN AND (C) DESTRES THAT ADDITTONAL
LIABILITY BE ASSUMED BY THE COMPANY, THEN CUSTOMER MAY REQUEST AND PURCHASE A POLICY
OF TITLE INSURANCE, A BINDER, OR A COMMITMENT TO ISSUE A POLICY OF TITLE INSURANCE. NO
ASSURANCE IS GIVEN AS TO THE INSURABILITY OF THE TITLE OR STATUS OF TITLE. CUSTOMER
EXPRESSLY AGREES AND ACKNOWLEDGES IT HAS AN INDEPENDENT DUTY TO ENSURE AND/OR
RESEARCH THE ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THE COMPANY OR ANY PRODUCT
OR SERVICE PURCHASED.

NO THIRD PARTY IS PERMITTED TO USE OR RELY UPON THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THE
REPORT, AND NO LIABILITY TO ANY THIRD PARTY IS UNDERTAKEN BY THE COMPANY.

CUSTOMER AGREES THAT, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL THE
COMPANY, ITS LICENSORS, AGENTS, SUPPLIERS, RESELLERS, SERVICE PROVIDERS, CONTENT
PROVIDERS, AND ALL OTHER SUBSCRIBERS OR SUPPLIERS, SUBSIDIARIES, AFFILIATES, EMPLOYEES

AND SUBCONTRACTORS BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT,

PUNITIVE,

EXEMPLARY, OR SPECIAL DAMAGES, OR LOSS OF PROFITS, REVENUE, INCOME, SAVINGS, DATA,

BUSINESS, OPPORTUNITY, OR GOODWILL, PAIN AND SUFFERING, EMOTIONAL DISTRESS,
NON-OPERATION OR INCREASED EXPENSE OF OPERATION, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION OR DELAY,
COST OF CAPITAL, OR COST OF REPLACEMENT PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, REGARDLESS OF
WHETHER SUCH LIABILITY IS BASED ON BREACH OF CONTRACT, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, THE

COMPANY'S OWN FAULT AND/OR NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF WARRANTIES, FAILURE
OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE, OR OTHERWISE AND WHETHER CAUSED BY NEGLIGENCE, ERRORS,
OMISSIONS, STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, THE COMPANY'S
OWN FAULT AND/OR NEGLIGENCE OR ANY OTHER CAUSE WHATSOEVER, AND EVEN IF THE COMPANY
HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE LIKELIHOOD OF SUCH DAMAGES OR KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN OF
THE POSSIBILITY FOR SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF THE LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
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July 22,2020

SENT VIA EMAIL
Karen Schminke, Columbia County Land Development Services Director
Matt Laird, Columbia County Land Development Services Planning Manager

Re:

Port of Columbia County's application on remand to address compatibility

Dear Ms. Schminke and Mr. Laird:
The Port of Columbia County ("Port") has filed with Land Development Services a request that
Columbia County initiate remand proceedings for File No. PA l3-02lZCl3-0I.

As you are aware, the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals ("LUBA") remanded the Board of
Commissioners' approval (Ordinance No. 2018-1) for additional compatibility findings under
ORS 1 97. 73 2(2XcXo) and oAR 660-004-00 20(2)(d).
On remand, the Port submits for the County's evaluation the enclosed "Port Westward Goal
Exception, Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zone Change Supplemental Analysis: Land
Use Compatibility" ("Compatibility Report"), which provides the compatibility analysis called
for by LUBA and the Court of Appeals in their decisions Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia
County,78 Or LUBA 547 (2018) and Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia County,297 Or App
628

(20tr.l

The single remaining issue to be addressed is whether the five port and dock dependent uses
identified by the Port are compatible with existing adjacent uses or can be made compatible by
the imposition of mitigation measures by the County. As the Compatibility Report explains, all
of the proposed uses can be rendered compatible with the existing adjacent uses in the Port
Westward Area.

As a reminder, the following five uses are those that the Port has identified for the Port
Westward expansion area:

1

o

Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation

.

Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing

r

Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation

Columbia Riverkeeper's Petition for Review of the Court of Appeals decision was denied by

the Oregon Supreme Court. 365 Or 721 (2019).
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a

Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation

a

Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing

Any use looking to site in the expansion area would additionally need to be dependent of Port
Westward's deepwater port and existing dock facilities in order to qualify for siting in the
expansion area.

The Port

of St. Helens has again retained

Beery, Elsner

&

Hammond, LLP ("BEH") for

representation through the remand process. BEH is submitting the accompanylng materials in
support of the Port's application on remand to address compatibility.

With these materials, compatibility has been addressed in a manner consistent with the direction
provided by LUBA and the Court of Appeals.
Thank you, and please do not hesitate to contact us if questions arise while you are reviewing the
if you need any additional information throughout the process.

materials or
Sincerely,

Spencer Q. Parsons
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Applicable Criteria on Remand

oRS 1e7.732(z)(c)(o)
oAR 660-004-0020(2xd)
Introduction and Background
In2013, the Port of Columbia County (the "Port") applied for approval from Columbia County
(the "County") to rezone land adjacent to the Port Westward Industrial Park from Primary
Agriculture-80 Acres ("PA-80") to Resource Industrial-Planned Development ("RIPD"), for
incorporation into the Industrial Park. The application requested a Comprehensive Plan
Amendment and Goal Exception to allow rural industrial development on resource land, and was
approved by Columbia County in early 2014.That decision was appealed to the Oregon Land
Use Board of Appeals ("LUBA"). LUBA remanded the case in part and identified specific areas
for the County to revisit in its record and findings.l

ln response, the Port modified its land use application to align with the direction provided by
LUBA in its 2014 decision by limiting the number of uses permitted in the exception area to five
identified rural industrial uses, each of which would be required to be dependent on the
deepwater port and dock at Port Westward. The Port's legal team retained Mackenzie to address
the specific concems raised by LUBA, and Mackenzie prepared the Port Westward Goal
Exception, Comprehensive Plan Amendment, and Zone Change Alternatives Analysls report,
dated April 70,2017 (the "2017 Mackenzie Report"). The amended land use application was
approved by the County in February of 2018 (Ordinance No. 2018-1). Columbia Riverkeeper
("Riverkeeper") and 1000 Friends of Oregon ("1000 Friends") appealed the County's 2018
decision to LUBA. In December of 2018, LUBA denied the majority of the appellants'
arguments but sustained one, remanding the case for the County to address whether the five
identified uses will be "compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered through
measures designed to reduce adverse impacts" per ORS 197.732(2)(c)@)2 and OAR 660-0040020(2xd).3

1

Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia County,78 Or

2

oRS 197.732(2)(c)(D) provides the following:

LUBA

547 (2018).

"(2) A local government may adopt an exception to a goal if:
**,1.
(c) The following standards are met:
,1. *

t
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Riverkeeper appealed LUBA's decision to the Oregon Court of Appeals on several grounds, and
the Port filed a cross-petition challenging LUBA's conclusion regarding compatibility. The
Court of Appeals affirmed LUBA's decision.a Riverkeeper petitioned the Oregon Supreme Court
to review the decision, but the Supreme Court denied review.s
In response to the 2018 LUBA remand, the Port has requested that Columbia County take up the
Port's application again, to address compatibility with adjoining uses consistent with the
direction of LUBA and the Court of Appeals. Mackenzie was again retained for the specific and
limited purpose of providing a comprehensive compatibility analysis between the five rural

industrial uses (Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation;
Dry Bulk Commodities ffansfer, storage, production, and processing; Liquid Bulk Commodities
processing, storage, and transportation; Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage,
and transportation; and Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing)6 and the existing
adjacent land uses.

Compatibility Standard
Mackenzie's

Port

Westward Goal Exception, Comprehensive Plan Amendment, and Zone
Change Supplemental Compatibility Analysrs (the "Compatibility Report") provides an analysis
of compatibility based on the framework identified by LUBA and the Court of Appeals. The
Compatibility Report establishes the compliance of each of the five identified uses with ORS
197.732(2)(cXD), and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d), examining the statute and administrative rule,
their application by the LUBA and Oregon Court of Appeals decisions, and makes
determinations regarding compatibility as applied to the five identified rural industrial uses.

The Compatibility Report cites ORS I97.732(1)(a) as a limit on the reach of "compatible:"
"'Compatible' is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of
any type with adjacent uses." As the Compatibility Report explains, "[B]oth the enabling
legislation and the administrative rule are clear that some degree of interference or adverse

(D) The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.
3

oAR 660-004-00

20

(2)(d) provides the following

:

"The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." The exception shall describe how
the proposed use will be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses. The exception
shall demonstrate that the proposed use is situated in such a manner as to be compatible
with surrounding natural resources and resource management or production practices.
"Compatible" is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse
impacts of any type with adjacent uses."
a

Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia County, 297 Or App 628, 443 P .3d I 1 84 (2019).
Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia County,365 Or App 721,453 P.3d 551 (2019).
6
Under the Port's proposal, all uses are required to bi dependent on the deepwater port and
existing dock at Port Westward.
s
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impacts' on adjacent land uses may be permitted by a proposed use and yet still be deemed

compatible as provided under the applicable statute and administrative ruIe.,,

The compatibility Report also examines oAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) which includes language
that
is identical to the language in ORS 197.732(1)(a). The CompatiUifity Report highlights thut
Uott
the statute and the administrative rules are clear: the intent is not to create an absoluie prohibition
o-f uses that may impact adjacent uses, but to ensure that impacts are adequately
mitigated to
allow the continuation of existing uses along with the new use.

Jhe Compatibility Report next tums to LUBA's discussion of the requirement in its 2014

decision:

That language contemplates that the county has identified the proposed use, has
determined that the use has adverse impacts incompatible witti adjacent uses, but
has identified and imposed specific measures in the exception decision to reduce
impacts and thus render the proposed use compatible. lo or LUBA 17r,204

Q0t4).

ffe Compatibility Report then addresses LUBA's elaborated analysis of the requirement in its
2018 decision, focusing on the following passage from LUBA,s decision:
[A]dequate findings regarding compatibility would start by identifying the likely
adverse impacts of typical uses authorized under the five upp.ou"d rr.- categories,
evaluating each use category separately, and ifnecessary specific types ofu-ses
yttli" each use category. As petitioners argue, the potentiil adverse impacts of
different types of liquid bulk terminals, e.g., an oil ierminal versus a fertilizer
export operation, could be different enough to require a separate analysis. The
findings should also address the characteristics ofuses on udioining areas, and
assess vulnerability to potential extemalities from industrial uses in the exception
area, such as impacts on water quality. Informed by those analyses, the couniy can
then reach sustainable conclusions regarding whether the proposed uses are
compatibl"e with adjoining uses, or can be rendered compatibie via identified
measures.'

The Compatibility Report next evaluates the Oregon Court of Appeals decision upholding
LUBA's opinion, which provides the following conclusion: "...LIJBA;s decision to remand does
not reflect a misunders"tanding of its role on substantial evidence reviewo or otherwise
demonstrate legal error.'o As the Compatibility Report explains, the Court of Appeals
frames
LUBA's decision regarding compatibility in the following manner: "We understind LUBA,s
rejection of the county's compatibility determination to turn on an application of the substantial

7

78 or LUBA 547,569-s7o (2018).
'297 Or App 629, 647.
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evidence standard of review."e The Compatibility Report also explains that the Supreme Court
denied Riverkeeper's petition for review.l0

The Compatibility Report accordingly relies on the methodology identified by LUBA and the
Court of Appeals to provide a compatibility analysis of each of the five uses proposed for the
expansion area that satisfies the requirements of substantial evidence review.

Application of Compatibility Standard
Characteristics of Five Uses and Existing Adjoining Uses and Assessment of Potential
Impacts from Industrial Uses Sited in the Expansion Area

As described in2017 Mackenzie Report, the five rural industrial uses proposed for the expansion
area include the following, all of which must be dependent on the deepwater port and dock at
Port Westward:
Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation

Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing

Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation
Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing
The Compatibility Report discusses LUBA's rejection of a challenge to the validity of the five
identified uses. In its decision, LUBA stated the following:
In the present case, the five categories ofuses authorized by the county's decision are
only a subset of the universe of industrial uses allowed in the county's RIPD zone. Not
only are the uses allowed limited by the five specified commodity types but, as discussed
below, each use is also limited by the requirement that the use be significantly dependent
upon the deepwater port. . . . The present much more limited range of uses allowed by the
challenged decision is even further from establishing a zoning policy of general
applicability.l l

In the context of compatibility, the narrowed scope of

uses also provides the County the
opportunity to evaluate and weigh potential impacts on adjacent uses. The Compatibility Report
provides such an analysis, examining identified potential impacts, noting potential impacts that
are unique to individual uses, impact overlaps between the five uses, and impacts that would be
common with existing uses in the Port Westward area.
e

Id.tJnder ORS 197.835(9)(a)(C), the County's decision will not be reversed or remanded if it is
supported by "substantial evidence in the whole record."
'o 365 or 72r (2org).

"

78

or LUBA

547,559 (20r 8).
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Characteristics of the Expansion Area and Existing Uses
The expansion area, as summarized in the Original Report, consists of 837 acres adjacent to the
existing Port Westward Industrial Park ("PWW") facility, reaches east to the Bradbury Slough
and deepwater Columbia River access on the north. Of the 837 acres, approximately 51 acres are
owned by the Thompson family, while the remaining 786 acres are owned by the Port.

If approved, the expansion

area would be rezoned from Primary Agriculture-80 Acres (PA-80) to
Resource Industrial-Planned Development (RIPD) to accommodate both agricultural uses as well

as rural industrial development within the scope of the five uses identified by the Port and
dependent on the port and existing dock at Port Westward. As detailed in the 2017 Mackenzie
Report, and outlined in the Compatibility Report, the zone change requires a Comprehensive
Plan Map Amendment and an Exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands).

As the Compatibility Report explains, the expansion area is largely undeveloped

beyond
agricultural uses, except for a residence at 8L022 Erickson Dike Road, and a residence at 80869
Kallunki Road, both of which are owned by the Port and are unoccupied, and miscellaneous
agricultural buildings. The Thompson property is largely forested and outside the dike, while the
Port's property is largely planted as tree farms and some smaller portions in agricultural use
inside the dike.
Characteristics of Adjacent Area and Existing Uses

The Compatibility Report details the characteristics of areas adjacent to the expansion area as
well, outlining the zoning designations and land use classifications of the adjacent lands.

Land north of the zone change area is primarily within the existing Port Westward 905-acre
industrial park and is zoned RIPD. This site is developed with a Clatskanie Public Utility District
electrical substation, the Columbia Pacific Bio-Refinery ethanol facility, and Portland General
Electric's (PGE) three power generation facilities. As detailed inthe2017 Mackenzie Report and
acknowledged through the appeals process, the PGE leasehold includes most of the RIPD zoned
land and is unavailable for additional development. Port Westward contains considerable
wetlands (479 acres, or 53Yo of the existing industrial park), some of which are naturally
occurring and some of which have been created as part of wetland mitigation activities. The site
also contains a 1,500-foot dock on the Columbia River, roadways, rail lines, utilities, drainage
facilities, levees, and pipelines. Much of the undeveloped portions of the property are in
agricultural use with farming activities, plus small sections that are forested or wetland areas not
being farmed.

As for other adjacent areas, land between the expansion area and the Columbia River to the west
is undeveloped, forested and largely outside the dike. Land south of the zone change area is
agricultural and primarily used for tree farms, plus some agricultural properties growing other
crops. Land east of the zone change area is primarily in agricultural use, with a handful of large
properties that include accessory residences. Two areas denoted as "Non-Port Property" on the
maps included in the Compatibility Report are in agricultural production. There are also two
residences, one on Hermo Road and one on Erickson Dike Road.
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As noted above, the Compatibility Report identifies potential adverse impacts applicable to the
existing uses adjacent to the expansion area. It divides the existing adjacent uses generally into
industrial and non-industrial uses, and then evaluates which of those (and their potential impacts)
closely align with those noted for the five proposed uses. It notes that the adjacent agricultural
and forest/tree farm uses have a shorter list of potential impacts, with some overlap though most
likely on a smaller scale; that residential uses have minimal impacts; and that adjacent wetlands
and waterways do not themselves create impacts. The Compatibility Report notes that the
developable portion of the expansion area, like the existing Port Westward industrial park, is
behind the Beaver Dike, and the dike itself can perform emergency backstop containment
function in that the dike pumps can be turned off.
Compatibility Assessment

In identifying and analyzing the range of potential compatibility impacts for operations falling
within each of the five rural industrial uses, the Compatibility Report notes that the potential
impacts of each of the five are generally similar. It also concludes that there is a large amount of
overlap of potential impacts between the existing industrial uses at Port Westward and the five
rural industrial uses proposed for the expansion area, and that the differences among uses is
largely a matter of scale associated with the different production processes.
The Compatibility Report then surveys offsite impacts from the proposed uses, concluding that
they are largely the same as those from existing industrial uses. The Compatibility Report notes
that there is even some overlap in potential impacts between the five rural industrial uses and tree
farm and other adjacent agricultural uses, and that the industrial uses would be subject to more
stringent regulations such as those pertaining to stormwater containment and treatment.

The Compatibility Report provides an analysis of existing regulatory programs designed to
mitigate potential adverse impacts from development in general and industrial operations in
particular, and relates them back to "compatibility" in the context of the County's duty to
regulate land uses under Statewide Planning Goal2. The Compatibility Report explains that a
significant reason the County can know the five proposed uses for the expansion area can be
rendered compatible with existing adjacent uses is specifically because of the high level of
regulation that the uses will be subject to in order to be sited in the expansion area at Port
Westward. It also explains that, in requiring that all of the applicable programs are applied to a
particular use, the County will be fulfilling its obligation to ensure that compatibility is
maintained. As the Compatibility Report explains, demonstrating compliance with all applicable
regulatory programs will additionally serve the function of demonstrating compliance with the
compatibility standard under ORS 197.732(2)(c)(O) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d).
The Compatibility Report explains how the approved land uses in the Port Westward expansion
area will require substantial review from local, State and Federal agencies to ensure compliance
with regulatory emission and impact standards. Regulatory permits from these agencies are
generally required prior to commencement of any of the industrial operations proposed by the
Port for the expansion area. Further, such permits typically regulate impacts for a defined period
of time, and then require the operator to gain all applicable renewals, which requires the operator
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to monitor and report on the effectiveness of its current mitigation measures for permit renewal.

Any new and/or updated standards promulgated by an administrative agency with regulatory
authority over a particular use or regulatory field may become applicable to the use at the time of
permit renewal.
Regulatory oversight is typically a standard and essential part of industrial siting to mitigate
potential environmental, economic, and social impacts on the area and includes opportunities for
public input. For each of the listed uses, several permits and/or licenses will be required prior to
development to ensure the development meets the applicable regulatory standards. Because
siting any of the Port's proposed land uses in the expansion area will require substantial review
from Federal, State, and local jurisdictions to ensure compliance with regulatory emissions and
impact standards, and to uphold the existing integrity of the environment, compliance will also
ensure compatibility with adjacent uses.

Permit requirements will need to be met prior to the construction of proposed projects, and
complied with (and monitored) going forward. This process provides for ongoing review and
refinement by experts in the applicable regulatory fields, and thereby ensures ongoing
compatibility with adjacent uses.
Conclusion

As the Compatibility Report

establishes, the regulatory agencies with permitting authority
independently impose stringent requirements. In other words, those programs already apply.
However, by explicitly requiring that the applicable agencies' authority is applied to any of the
uses siting in the Port Westward expansion area, the County will be ensuring compatibility with
surrounding uses will be maintained, as it is required to do. Accordingly, the Compatibility
Report (in addition to the approval conditions previously imposed by the County) recommends
one additional approval condition reinforcing the requirement for future development proposals
in the rezone area to provide evidence of approval of all applicable Federal, State, and local
permits prior to issuance of occupancy permits. The Compatibility Report concludes that in
imposing such a condition, the County will be reinforcing for itself an oversight role in the
application of the regulatory programs, thereby ensuring that impacts are mitigated and land use
compatibility is maintained.
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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

ln 2013, the Port of Columbia Countyl (the Rort) applied for approval from Columbia County (the county)
to rezone land adjacent to the Port Westward lndustrial Park (PWW) from Primary Agriculture-80 Acres
(PA-80) to Resource lndustrial-Planned Development (RIPD), for incorporation into the existing industrial
park. Figure L is an aerial photo of PWW and the zone change area, while Figure 2 is a map of the area's
existing zoning designations.
The application, which relied upon concurrent requests for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment and a Goal

Exception for rural industrial development on resource land, was approved by Columbia County in early
the decision was appealed to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). LUBA
remanded the case in part and identified areas in which the record and findings provided insufficient
justification for the approval.2
201"4. However,

ln response to the remand, the Port modified its land use application to align with the direction provided
by LUBA in its decision, identifying five specific rural industrial uses to be allowed under the exception,
and further limiting them by only allowing uses that would be dependent on the existing deepwater port
and dock at Port Westward. The Port's legal team engaged Mackenzie to address the concerns raised by
LUBA and Mackenzie prepared the Port Westward Goal Exception, Comprehensive Plon Amendment, and
Zone Change Alternatives Analysis report, dated April LO,2OI7. The amended land use application was
approved by the County in February 2018 (Ordinance No 2018-1). Columbia Riverkeeper (Riverkeeper)
and 1000 Friends of Oregon subsequently appealed the County's 2018 decision to LUBA. ln December
2018, LUBA denied the majority of the appellants' arguments but sustained one argument, remanding the
case to address whether the identified rural industrial uses are "compatible with other adjacent uses or
will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts" per ORS 797.732(21(c)(D) and
oAR 660-004-0020( 2xd).3
Riverkeeper appealed LUBA's decision to the Oregon Court of Appeals, and the Port filed a cross-petition
challenging LUBA's conclusion regarding compatibility. The Court of Appeals affirmed LUBA's decision.a
Riverkeeper again appealed the Court of Appeals decision to the Oregon Supreme Court, but the Supreme
Court denied review.s ln response to the 2018 LUBA remand, the Port has requested that the County take
up the remand and is providing additional information regarding compatibility with adjoining uses. ln
support of this effort, Mackenzie was retained to analyze compatibility among the five proposed dockdependent rural industrial uses approved by Columbia County and recognized by LUBA (Forestry and
Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation; Dry Bulk Commodities transfer,
storage, production, and processing; Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation;
Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation; and Breakbulk storage,
transportation, and processing) and existing adjacent land uses.
As part of prior proceedings in 2OI7-2078, the Port limited its request to the five rural industrial uses
identified above, and further restricted uses to those that would be dependent on the deepwater port at

1

Prior to 2019, the Port of Columbia County was known as the Port of St. Helens.
Columbia Riverkeeper, et ol. v. Columbio County, 70 Or. LU BA ttL (2Ot4), aff d without opinion , 267 Or App. 637
(2014).

2

3

Columbia Riverkeeper, et ol. v. Columbio County,78 Or. LUBA 547 (2018).
Columbio Riverkeeper, et ql. v. Columbiq County,297 Or. App. 628 (2019).
s
Columbia Riverkeeper, et sl. v. Columbio County,355 Or. 721 (2OL9l.
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Port Westward. LUBA and the appellate courts concluded that the record contained sufficient evidence
to support the validity of those uses, remanding solely for the County to address the issue of compatibility.
This report is thus limited to an analysis of compatibility among the zone change area's
uses and existing adjacent land uses.

five

identified

The report is structured as follows:

'
.

Section ll provides regulatory context for compatibility and lays out the analytical approach.
Section lll describes the zone change area and adjacent land uses.
Section lV characterizes the range of potential impacts associated with the five proposed uses
well as the potential impacts from adjacent land uses.
Section V details existing regulatory programs that serve
proposed industrial uses and adjacent land uses.

as

to maintain compatibility among the

Section Vl assesses compatibility in light of existing regulatory programs and the conditions of
approval already imposed by the columbia county Board of commissioners.
Section Vll provides a summary and conclusion.

4
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II.

COMPATIBITITY ANAIYSIS APPROACH

This section defines the term "compatible" as used in the context of a Goal Exception and outlines the
compatibility analysis approach required to demonstrate compliance with applicable land use regulations.

Definition of Compatibility
Below is information on the framework through which the Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS), Oregon
Administrative Rules (OAR), LUBA, and the courts provide direction on how compatibility should be
analyzed for a Goal Exception.

Stdtutes and Administrative Rules
ORS 197.732-797.736, which addresses Goal Exceptions, stipulates that a local government may grant an
exception if several conditions are met, including that "The proposed uses are compatible with other
adjacent uses or will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." ORS
t97.73211)(a) notes that "'Compatible'is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or
adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses."

Similarly, OAR 660-004-0020 outlines the evidentiary requirements for obtaining a Statewide Planning
Goal Exception and refers to Part ll of Statewide Planning Goal 2 (Land Use Planning) which states that "A
local government may adopt an exception to a Goal when ... the proposed uses are compatible with other
adjacent uses or will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." Based on
this Goal language, OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) specifies that:
The exception shall describe how the proposed use will be rendered compatible with adjacent
uses. The exception shall demonstrote

thot the proposed use

is

land
situoted in such o manner os to be

compatible with surrounding notural resources and resource management or production proctices.
"Compqtible" is not intended as an obsolute term meanina no interference or adverse impocts of
anv type with adiacent uses. [emphosis added]

The underlined language is identical to ORS L97.732(11(a); thus, both the enabling legislation and the
administrative rule are clear that some degree of "interference or adverse impacts" on adjacent land uses
may be permitted by a proposed use and yet still be deemed compatible as provided under the applicable
statute and administrative rule.
LUBA
The 2014 LUBA opinion, in reference to the provision in OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) allowing for "measures
designed to reduce adverse impacts," states that:
Thot language contemplotes that the county has identified the proposed use, hos determined that
the use hos odverse impacts incompatible with adjacent uses, but has identified and imposed
specific measures in the exception decision to reduce impacts and thus render the proposed use

compatible.6

6

Columbia Riverkeeper, et al. v. Columbio County,70 Or LUBA t7t,2O4 (2014).

5
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The 2018 LUBA opinion's discussion of compatibility notes that:
[A]dequate findings regarding compotibility would stort by identifying the likely odverse impacts of
typicol uses authorized under the five approved use categories, evaluoting each use category
seporately, and if necessary specific types of uses within each use category. As petitioners orgue,
the potential adverse impacts of different types of tiquid bulkterminals, e.g., qn oil termino! versus
a fertilizer export operqtion, could be different enough to require o separate anolysis. The
findings
should olso oddress the characteristics of uses on adjoining oreos, ond ossess vulnerability to
potentiol externolities from industrial uses in the exception area, such os impocts on water quolity.
lnformed by those onolyses, the county con then reach sustoinoble conclusions regarding whether
the proposed uses are compotible with adjoining uses, or can be rendered compotible vio identified
meosures.T

To summarize, LUBA has interpreted the administrative rule to stipulate that a determination of
compatibility must be based on substantial evidence at the time of approval of a Goal Exception. More
specifically, LUBA has provided clear guidance on an appropriate process to evaluate compatibility,
identify and evaluate such evidence in the record, and make appropriate findings addressing
compatibility.

Oregon Court of Appeals
After reviewing the 2018
"'.,LUBA's decision

LUBA case, the Oregon Court of Appeals affirmed LUBA's analysis, indicating that
to remand does not reflect a misunderstanding of its role on substantial evidence

review, or otherwise demonstrate legal error." The Court of Appeals framed LUBA's decision regarding
compatibility as follows; "We understand LUBA's rejection of the county's compatibility determination to
turn on an application of the substantial evidence standard of review,"8 As discussed above, LUBA
provided a framework for analyzing compatibility in a manner that would satisfy the substantial evidence
standard. That framework is the approach taken in this supplemental analysis.

Oregon Supreme Court
As

the Oregon Supreme Court denied review,e the compatibility approach proposed by

LUBA and

endorsed by the Court of Appeals continues to apply.

Compatibility Summary and Analysis Approach
Based on the effective statutes, administrative rules, court opinions, and plain-language definitions such

the Merriam-Webster Dictionary's primary definition for the word "compatible" ("capable of existing
together in harmony"),lo determination of compatibility for a rural industrial Goal Exception should thus
address the following:
as

Enumeration of potential adverse impacts of the proposed uses;

7

Columbio Riverkeeper, et ol. v. Columbia County,78 Or. LUBA 547 (201g).
Columbio Riverkeeper, et ol. v. Columbia County,297 Or. App. 628, 647 (ZO7g).
e
Columbia Riverkeeper, et ol. v. Columbia County,365 Or. 72I (Z}1rgl.
8

10

compatible . Merriam-webster.com. Accessed July !,2o20,from https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/compatible
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ldentification of significant differences in character among the proposed uses and adjacent land
uses;
t

Assessment of whether potential impacts produce adverse effects on adjacent Iand uses;

I

Cataloging of those uses which require no mitigation to be compatible and those which require
mitigation measures to be made compatible with adjacent land uses;

Compilation of existing regulations applicable to the proposed uses which have the effect of
maintaining com patibility; and

Where required to promote compatibility, identification of appropriate mitigation to minimize
incompatible impacts with adjacent land uses.

Compatibility Study Area and Def inition of Adjacent
While both ORS 197 and OAR Chapter 660, Division 4 utilize the term "adjacent," neither the statute nor
the administrative rule define it in the context of ORS L97.732 or OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd). The term is
also not defined in the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance.
ln some contexts, the word is construed to mean abutting or touching, while in other contexts the word
may refer to proximity or closeness. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary's primary definition for the word
"adjacent" is threefold, including "not distant: nearby," "having a common endpoint or border," or

"immediately preceding or following."11
The Port would be justified in identifying a compatibility study area that includes only those parcels which
immediately abut the zone change area. However, the Port's analysis goes beyond this narrow approach,
looking to other administrative rules for guidance. Although not directly germane to Goal Exceptions, in
the context of Urban Reserves OAR 660-021-0010 defines "adjacent land" as "abutting land" and "nearby
land" as "land that lies wholly or partially within a quarter mile [1,320 feet] of an urban growth boundary."
Using these definitions as a starting point, for the purposes of compatibility analysis the Port has included
all those parcels that touch the zone change area, plus all parcels that would touch the zone change area

if not for an intervening road right-of-way, and defined those as "adjacent". ln addition, the Port has
included in its study area all contiguous parcels which are wholly or partially within 2,000 feet of the zone
change area.12 See Figure 3. Ultimately, the Board of Commissioners may determine that the scope of
"adjacent" land uses is significantly less than that addressed in this analysis, but the study area addressed
in this analysis has been enlarged to provide adequate information for the County to make an informed
determination regarding compatibility.

Adjacent. M e rri o m-We bster. co m. Accessed July t, 2O2O, from https://www. m erria mwebster.com/d ictiona ry/adjace nt
12
A 2,000-foot measure is more than fifty percent greater than the quarter-mile measure used in the OAR 660021-0010 definition of nearby land.
11
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III. PORT WESTWARD ZONE CHANGE AREA AND SURROUNDINGS
This section describes the Port Westward zone change area and nearby land uses.l3 The compatibility
study area has been classified into multiple categories including industrial uses, agricultural and tree farm
uses, forested uses, residential accessoryto primaryagricultural uses, and rural residential use.1a

Proposed Zone Change Area
The zone change area, which consists of 837 acres adjacent to the existing PWW facility, has Bradbury
Slough waterfront access on the east and deepwater Columbia River access on the north. Approximately
6% of the zone change area is owned by the Thompson family, an area largely outside the dike, while the
remaining 94%is owned by the Port and largely inside the dike. See Figure 1. The zone change area is

currently zoned Primary Agriculture-8O Acres (PA-SO) and is proposed to be rezoned to Resource
lndustrial-Planned Development (RIPD) to accommodate future rural industrial development. See Figure
2. As detailed in the Port's request, this zone change necessitates a comprehensive plan map amendment
and an Exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands). Nearby zoning includes RIPD to the
north and east (existing PWW) and PA-80 to the west, south, and east.
The zone change area is presently undeveloped, except for a vacant agricultural accessory residence at

81022 Erickson Dike Road, a vacant agricultural accessory residence at 80869 Kallunki Road, and
miscellaneous agricultural buildings. The area outside the dike is largely forested, while the area inside
the dike has historically been utilized for tree farm and other agricultural uses.

Adjacent Land Usesls
Land adjacent to the zone change area is in a variety of uses, as depicted in Figure 4.

Adjacent land north of the zone change area is primarily within the existing PWW 905-acre rural
industrial park, and already zoned Resource lndustrial-Planned Development by Columbia County.
A minorfraction of this area is developed as industrialuse already. The remainderof the adjacent
land north of the zone change area is largely undeveloped and is in agricultural use with the
exception of a forested section adjacent to the Thompson property. This area contains
considerable wetlands, some of which are naturally occurring and some of which have been
created as part of wetland mitigation activities by the existing industrial developments at PWW,
e.9., conservation areas for Portland General Electric's (PGE) three Natural Gas power generation
facilities,
Adjacent land east and south of the zone change area is primarily in agricultural tree farm use,
except for a handful of accessory residences on large lot properties primarily in agricultural use.16

13

The extent of the County's zoning authority is limited to land uses rather than waterways such as the Columbia
River (which are subject to separate Federal and State water quality and maritime commerce regulations), so
waters of the United States and waters of the State have not been cataloged here.
1a
Wetland areas have been classified based on their existing land use (e.g., farm or forest use).
1s
See Section ll for discussion of the definition of "adjacent."
16
Residences on property zoned PA-80 are not outright permitted uses but instead require administrative review
and satisfaction of approval criteria, e.g., residences accessory to agricultural use or located on lots-of-record.
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Land west of the zone change area, between the zone change area and the Columbia River,
undeveloped and is largely forested.

is

Two areas denoted as "Non-Port Property" in Figure 4 (between the existing PWW and the zone
change area) are in agricultural use growing crops. There are also two associated accessory
residences, one on Hermo Road and one on Erickson Dike Road, the owners of which have not
objected to the Port's proposal.
ln summary, land adjacentto the zone change area falls into several general categories:
The majority is in agricultural use, including tree farms;
Sizeable areas are forested;
Considerable areas are in rural industrial use; and
An insignificant fraction (approximately O.I5% of the adjacent area) is in residential use accessory

to primary agricultural use.

Non-Adjacent Land Uses within the Study Area
As the Port has included more than the adjacent parcels in its compatibility study area, Figure 4 also
illustrates the land uses for those non-adjacent parcels within the study area.

Non-adjacent land to the north consists of the balance of PWW, which is the developed portion
of the industrial park. This area is developed with the Clatskanie Public Utility District electrical
substation, the Columbia Pacific Bio-Refinery ethanol facility, and PGE's Natural Gas power
generation facilities, all industrial uses. PWW has a 1,500-foot dock on the Columbia River that
serves industrial uses at Port Westward, plus roadways, rail lines, utilities, drainage facilities,
levees, and pipelines.

Non-adjacent land to the east is primarily in agricultural and forested use, except for a small
number of accessory residences on large lot agricultural properties. There is also one (1) residence
on Quincy Mayger Road on property zoned Rural Residential-2 Acre Minimum (RR-2).
Non-adjacent land to south is primarily used for tree farms and other agricultural cropland, plus
few accessory residences on large lot agricultural properties.

a

Non-adjacent land to the southwest, abutting the Columbia River, is undeveloped and forested
ln summary, non-adjacent land in the study area falls into several general categories:

The majority is in agricultural use (including tree farms);
Sizeable areas are forested;
A small fraction (approximately L35% of the non-adjacent land in the study area) is in residential
use accessory to primary agricultural use; and
I

A single rural residential use is present.
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IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF PORT WESTWARD AREA USES
This section describes the five proposed rural industrial uses and assesses potential impacts on adjacent
and non-adjacent parcels within the study area.

Potential Adverse Impacts from Proposed Rural lndustrial Uses
As described in Mackenzie's 2O!7 Port Westward Goal Exception, Comprehensive Plon Amendment, and
Zone Change Alternotives Anolysis report, the five rural industrial uses proposed by the Port for the zone
change area are identified below. Significantly, each of these uses is subject to conditional use approval
by the County, and as conditioned by Columbia County in Ordinance 201.8-7, the industrial uses "...shall
be limited to only those uses that are substantially dependent on a deepwater port...,"
The use descriptions below (and the product examples in Table 1) are copied from the 201.7 report.
Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation
(J

This has historically been one of Oregon's leading rural industrial land uses. Several uses
within this category include sawmills, pulp and paper mills, wood pellet production, utility

pole production, sawdust, or log debarking. Semi-finished wood products range from
assembly-required flat-pack furniture to base and crown molding for wholesale uses or
wood flooring production. Other possibilities include bulk import, export, or domestic
transfer of logs, lumber, or other wood-based products.
Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
o

Examples include grain, metals, or lumber. Commodities refers to merchandise, product,
or substance produced or distributed for sale to or for use by others. Bulk refers to
significant unpackaged quantities generally transported as a single commodity. Dry
describes items transported in solid, not liquid form. These commodities require
consolidation at a single location before further transportation or distribution. For
example, sawdust or grain would be carried in a semi-truck, consolidated and stored, and

then loaded on a ship for further transport. Processing is usually a value-added task
performed before shipping and can be as simple as removing bark from logs before
shipping overseas.
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation

Examples include petroleum, ethanol, milk, cooking oil, or other edible fluids.
Commodities refers to merchandise, product, or substance produced or distributed for
sale to or for use by others. Liquid bulk is cargo transported or stored unpackaged in large
volumes in a fluid state. These commodities are moved in large quantities by ship or
barge, stored in tanks, and distributed bytankertrucks. Processing could, as an example,
include the mixing of additives to petroleum.
I

Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
o

Naturalgas is a resource with abundant existing infrastructure at Port Westward. Natural
gas is a raw material used to produce a range of chemical products such as fertilizer or
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methanol suitable for transportation by river. There may be on-site storage of the raw
material or its refined products before shipment.
Breakbul k storage, tra nsportation,

a

nd processi ng

Breakbulk refers to a system of transporting cargo as separate pieces, not in containers
or single commodity loads, but typically by the use of bags, boxes, crates, drums, barrels,
or single units (e.g., wind turbine blades, turbines, heat exchangers, automobiles, etc.).
This use would allow for any items meeting local, state, and federal requirements to be
stored on site either before or after transfer across the dock. Processing would include
limited work such as modifications or alterations to allow for safe transportation by river,
rail, or roads.
For each of the five Port Westward proposed rural industrial land uses, the range of potential adverse
impacts for operations has been identified. As demonstrated in Table 1, the potential adverse impacts
from the five Port Westward uses largely fall into the same general categories. The differences among
uses is largely a matter of scale and probabilities associated with the different production processes. For
instance, potential fuel spills for Dry Bulk would generally be limited to those volumes contained in
vehicles or machinery, whereas Liquid Bulk carries the risk of fuel spills from storage tanks and loading
and unloading to and from the zone change area. By contrast, Dry Bulk may generate higher volumes of
particulates (dust) than Liquid Bulk.
Table 1: Potential Adverse lmpacts from Port Westward Rural lndustrial Uses
Use

All five rural
industrial uses
proposed and
evaluated by the
Port

Product
See

Examples

below

Potential Adverse lmpacts from lndustrial Operations
Airborne emissions (particulates, dust, water droplets,

.

r
.
.
r
.
r
r
.
.
r
'
.
.
.
.
.

odor, steam, fumes, gas, smoke, heat, etc.)
Noise

Rail/truck/ship traffic for raw materials, finished
products, and wastes
Vehicle and machinery exhaust emissions

Stormwater runoff which may contain chemicals,
nutrients, colors, or sediment
Process/cooling water discharge

Wastewater discharge
Fire/explosion
Chemical spills (including oils and hazardous materials)
Light

Water usage
Navigation impacts
Dike impacts for any levee modifications

Wetland impacts

Wildlife impacts
Accumulation of waste materials
Nuisances from waste materials
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Use

Forestry/Wood
Products

ProductExamples PotentialAdverselmpactsfromlndustrialOperations

.
.

.
.
r
r
r
.
r
r
Dry Bulk

Sawmills

r

Pulp and paper

mills

.

lmpacts common to all five proposed uses, as noted
above

Combustibility

Wood pellets
Wood chips

Utility poles
Sawdust
Flat-pack

furniture
Flooring
Logs

Lumber
Grain

Metals
Lumber

.
.

lmpacts common to all five proposed uses, as noted
above
Dust combustibility

Potash

Aggregates
Sawdust
Liquid Bulk

r
r
r
.
r
r
.

Natural Gas

Petroleum
Ethanol

r

lmpacts common to all five proposed uses, as noted
above

Methanol
Ammonia

Milk
Liquid fertilizers
Liquid chemicals

Natural gas

lmpacts common to all five proposed uses, as noted

Fertilizer

above

Methanol
Breakbulk

.
.
r

Bagged, boxed, or

lmpacts common to all five proposed uses, as noted

crated materials

above

Drums or barrels
Single units {wind

turbine blades,
turbines, heat

r
r

exchangers, etc.)

Automobiles
Containerized

agriculture
products

.

Steel slabs
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Potential Adverse lmpacts from Adjacent and Non-Adjacent Land Uses
To evaluate compatibility among the five identified uses and currently existing land uses within the study

it is necessary to

describe the potential adverse impacts from other existing adjacent and nonadjacent land uses. Table 2 demonstrates that existing industrial uses within the study area have potential
adverse impacts which entirely align with those noted for the proposed uses. The adjacent tree farm and
other agricultural uses and the forest uses have a shorter list of potential adverse impacts, some of which
overlap with industrial impacts, though likely at a smaller scale. However, in many cases impacts from
agricultural uses are exempt from many regulatory programs applicable to the industrial uses that could
be sited in the rezone area (e.g., stormwater standards and spill response plans) or otherwise are
regulated at a lower standard than industrial uses. The adjacent accessory residential uses have minimal
area,

adverse impacts.
Table 2: Potential Adverse lmpacts from Adjacent and Non-Adjacent land Uses

land Use

.
.
.
!

Existing industrial uses within the Port

Westward lndustrial Park

.
r
'
'
.
r
.
.
.

Potential Adverse lmpacts
Airborne emissions (particulates, dust, water
droplets, odor, steam, fumes, gas, smoke, etc.)
Noise
RaiUtruck/ship traffic for raw materials, finished

products, and wastes
Stormwater runoff which may contain chemicals,
nutrients, colors, or sediment
Process/cooling water discharge

Wastewater discharge
Fire/explosion
Chemical spills (including oils and hazardous

materials)
Light

Water usage
Wetland impacts
Accumulation of waste materials
Nuisances from waste materials
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Land Use

Potential Adverce lmpacts
Airborne emissions (particulates, dust, water
droplets, odor, smoke, etc.)
Noise

Agricultural uses (including tree farms) and
forest uses

'

Truck traffic for raw materials, finished products, and

.
r

Vehicle and machinery exhaust emissions

.
r
r
.
.
r
r

wastes

Stormwater runoff which may contain chemicals,
nutrients, or sediment
Chemical spills (e.9., fuels, hydraulic fluid, pesticides,
herbicides, fungicides)

Water usage
Wetland impacts
Accumulation of waste materials
Nuisances from waste materials

Alteration of soil chemistry and structure
Bacteria release (if manure is used for fertilizer)
Airborne emissions (dust, smoke, etc.)
Vehicle exhaust em issions

Residential accessory to primary
agricultural uses and rural residential uses

Stormwater runoff which may contain chemicals
(e.g., herbicides), nutrients, or sediment
Wastewater discharge
Water usage

Similarities and Differences Among lmpacts of proposed, Adjacent, and NonAdjacent Land Uses
Comparing the lists in Table 1 and Table 2 reveals significant overlap among the potential adverse impacts

from the five rezone area rural industrial uses and the existing industrial uses within pWW. The potential
offsite impacts from the five proposed industrial uses are largely the same as those that are already
present from the existing industrial uses.
There is also overlap in the lists of potential adverse impacts from the five proposed uses and adjacent
and non-adjacent tree farm and other agricultural uses and forested uses. Notably, the industrial uses are
subject to more stringent environmental regulation than non-industrial uses. For instance, industrial uses
need to comply with Federal, State, and County regulations requiring on-site containment and treatment
of stormwater runoff, whereas agricultural operations may generate unregulated nonpoint runoff.17
The list of potential adverse impacts from residential uses is shorter than the list for the rezone area,s
rural industrial uses. However, as above, the industrial uses are subject to more stringent environmental
regulations than non-industrial uses. For instance, even less stringent than agricultural uses discussed

lTU.S.Environmental ProtectionAgency,PollutedRunoff:NonpointSource(NpS)
from https://www.epa.gov/nps/nonpoi nt-source-agricu lture

pollution.Accessed Julyl,2o2O

16
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above, residential uses are generally only required to demonstrate compliance upon installation of an onsite wastewater treatment system and do not have ongoing monitoring requirements.18

Table 3 provides a comparison of the potential adverse impacts from each of the five proposed rural
industrial uses; the existing industrial uses within PWW; agricultural uses and forested uses; and
residential uses.

18

OAR Chapter 340 Division 71, Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems. Accessed July 1, 2020 from
https://secu re.sos.state.or.us/oard/displayDivision Rules.action?selectedDivision=1479
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Table 3: Comparison of Potential Adverse lmpacts

Airborne emissions (particulates, dust, water
droplets, odor, steam, fumes, gas, smoke, heat,

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

etc.)
Noise

Rail/truck/ship traffic for raw materials, finished
products, and wastes
Vehicle and machinery exhaust emissions
Stormwater runoff which may contain chemicals,
nutrients, colors, or sediment
Process/cool ing water discharge

X

X

X

x

X

x

Wastewater discharge
Fire/explosion
Chemical spills (including oils and hazardous
materials)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Lieht

x

x

X

X

X

X

Water usage
Navigation impacts

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

Dike impacts for any levee modifications

X

X

X

X

X

Wetland impacts

X

X

X

X

X

Wildlife impacts

X

X

X

X

X

Accumulation of waste materials
Nuisances from waste materials
CombustibiliW
Alteration of soil chemistrv and structure
Bacteria release (if manure is used for fertilizer)

x

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X
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X
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patibility

Eva

luation

Given the range of potential adverse impacts from the five rezone area rural industrial uses, it might
initially seem difficult to establish the compatibility of those uses with adjacent land uses and nonadjacent uses in the study area. However, upon closer analysis, such is not the case. First, not all potential
impacts will be present for a given industrial operation. Where a particular impact will not be present,
there is no need to mitigate the non-impact. Moreover, even the potential impacts align closely with the
potential impacts from the existing PWW industrial uses. The County thus has a long record of
compatibility in the form of the successful coexistence of existing industrial and non-industrial uses in the
area, involving largely identical impacts, which serves as strong evidence that the rezone area's five rural
industrial uses can indeed be made compatible with adjoining uses.
Approval of the zone change and associated comprehensive plan amendment and Goal Exception by the
County would move the boundary of future industrial development farther south, but would neither
expose new types of adjacent land uses to industrial uses, nor expose those adjacent land uses to a new
set of new potential industrial impacts. This is a significant point as pertains to compatibility, as the
potential impacts between similar adjacent land uses will likely be substantially the same. As described in
Section lll, the study area is primarily composed of industrial, tree farm and other agricultural uses, and

forested land (with a smaller amount of residential uses accessory to primary agricultural uses). The
proximity of these uses and their long-standing operations provide strong evidence that rural industrial
uses can safely exist side-by-side with non-industrial uses if appropriate mitigation is in place (such as
buffering, setbacks, other separation, and the mitigation measures previously imposed by the County with
the adoption of Ordinance 2018-1).
Based on the potential adverse impacts from the five proposed uses cataloged in Table 1, the potential
exists for adjacent non-industrial uses to experience some degree of susceptibility to those impacts,
though not at a level greater than could potentially be experienced from existing industrial and
agricultural uses at PWW. Accordingly, the five identified rural industrial uses will likely require some
mitigation of their impacts in order to maintain compatibility. However, as discussed below, adequate
mitigation measures exist and are available to ensure that compatibility is maintained between the
existing adjacent land uses and each of the rural industrial uses proposed for the rezone area.

The fundamental reason the existing PWW uses and the five rural industrial uses identified for the zone
change area are compatible with adjoining uses is that industrial operations are highly regulated at the
Federal and State levels to minimize adverse impacts to adjacent land uses and area waterways.le These

regulations are adequate to ensure the adverse impacts from the five rural industrial uses can be
adequately mitigated so as to be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses, as required for the
requested Goal Exception. To provide even more protection, the Zoning Ordinance requires uses in the
RIPD zone to identify and address "any adverse impact"2o and the County's prior approval of the zone
change requires the five industrial uses to go through conditional use review. Maintaining compatibility is
therefore largely a function of cost for users to meet the regulatory standards at the time of development,
and whether the total cost of initial and ongoing regulatory compliance is economically feasible to allow
a particular use to site at Port Westward. Accordingly, Section V outlines applicable regulatory programs.

1e

Furthermore, in large part specifically to help maintain compatibility with neighboring properties, the Port
selected a narrow list of uses after evaluating and rejecting other uses with objectionable impacts.
20
Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Section 683.1
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EXISTING REGULATORY PROGRAMS RELEVANT TO PORT WESTWARD

This section provides detail on existing regulatory programs designed

to mitigate and regulate potential
adverse impacts from development in general and industrial operations in particular. This listing is not
intended to be exhaustive; some users may be subject to additional regulations requiring compliance with

programs and permits not described below. The programs below apply to the stationary sources
associated with the land use. This list does not examine the regulations that apply to mobile sources, as
those are already highly regulated by other rules (e.g. Federal and Oregon vehicle air quality standards)
which are not specific to the five rural industrial uses.
As these regulatory programs may be applicable to the five proposed industrial uses, their application

will

have the effect of maintaining compatibility among the proposed rural industrial uses and adjacent land
uses as required under ORS 197.732 and OAR 560-004-0020.

The proposed land uses in the Port Westward zone change area will require substantial review from
Federal, State, and local agencies to ensure compliance with regulatory emission and impact standards to
satisfy regulatory objectives. Permits from these agencies are generally required prior to commencement
of industrial operations and usually expire after several years. Through the course of each permit,
operators must typically monitor and report on the effectiveness of current mitigation measures. At the
time of permit renewal, the operations would become subject to any new permit standards and
regulations in effect since the last permit cycle, which may then lead to implementation of new best
practices.
The programs described below require mitigation consisting of either performing specific actions (e.g.,

preparing and promulgating an emergency response plan or evaluating multiple development
alternatives) or of complying with numerical standards, which allow the facility operator some flexibility
on how to meet the standards (e.9., selecting from among several technologies to comply with emissions
limits).

Applicable Federal Regulations
Federal environmental and other regulatory rules are enforced by multiple agencies as they carry out
numerous programs. The discussion below provides information on programs that may affect industrial
operations in the zone change area.

All Federal Agencies
Nationol Environmental Policy Act
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA, 42 USC S 4321-) requires Federal agencies to factor in
environmental considerations and to provide opportunity for public comment prior to making decisions,
such as when establishing new policies or procedures. NEPA is also triggered prior to issuance of Federal
agency permits, which in the zone change area would be necessary for a variety of actions (e.g., Federal
wetland permits) as further described below.21

21

A project would only avoid being subject to NEPA if no Federal permits are required.

20
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NEPA is under the umbrella of the White House Council on Environmental Quality, but individual agencies
with the most relevant expertise and overarching regulatory authority generally take the lead, with other
agencies in supporting roles. NEPA requires the anticipated environmental effects from proposed actions
to be identified. There are generally three tiers of analysis:

'

lf the proposed actions are on a list of activities that Federal agencies have identified as not having
significant impacts on the environment, then a Categorical Exclusion determination is issued.22

For more complex situations, an Environmental Assessment is required to determine if the
proposed action will or will not result in significant environmental impact. The result of this
analysis is either a Finding of No Significant lmpact or a requirement for an environmental impact
statement.

For major Federal actions, an Environmental lmpact Statement is required. This requires
of environmental consequences, evaluation of alternatives to minimize adverse
impacts, and identification of mitigation measures to eliminate significant impacts.

estimation

The lead Federal agency will issue a decision only after concluding the analysis described above.

Notional Historic Preservation Act
Section 105 of the National Historic Preservation Act (54 USC 5 306108) requires Federal agencies to
account for impacts on historic properties and archaeological sites prior to making decisions. Agencies
must consult with interested parties such as state or tribal historic offices, tribes, and local governments.
Similar to NEPA, this act is triggered prior to issuance of Federal agency permits (e.g., Federal wetland
permits). lf historic or cultural elements are present, applicants may need to modify their development
proposals to avoid or minimize impacts.

U.S. Army Corps

ol Engineers

Rivers ond Harbors Act
Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act (33 USC SS 403 and 404) requires that a permit be obtained from
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) prior to constructing structures that affect the course, location,
condition, or capacity of navigable waters of the United States. This program was instituted to mitigate
for navigational impacts. At Port Westward, such a permit would be necessary along the Thompson
property's Columbia River shore (within the zone change area), for instance, to construct a dock, reinforce
the bank, install a jetty, fill or dredge the shoreline. A Section L0 permit would also be required outside

the zone change area if the Port were to undertake these activities on its waterfront property within
PWW. Consistent with NEPA, permitting through Section 10 includes coordination with interested parties
regarding historic resources, water quality, tribal claims and concerns, and wildlife and habitat impacts
(among other factors). Mitigation measures may be imposed to achieve the lowest level of impact
necessary to achieve the intended purpose.
Section 14 of the Rivers and Harbors Act (33 USC S 408) requires authorization from the Corps prior to
alterations to federally authorized "Civil Works" projects. At Port Westward, any proposed modifications

22

Council on Environmental Quality, Categorical Exclusions. Accessed July 16, 2O2O,from https://ceq.doe.gov/
nepa-practice/categorical-excl usions. html
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to the levee system (e.g., running utilities across a dike) would require Corps approval, which would be
granted only upon demonstration that the actions taken are not "injurious to the public interest." As part
of the permit review process, the Corps examines multiple considerations, as outlined in its procedural

guidance:

Foctors that may be relevant to the public interest depend upon the type of USACE project being
oltered and may include, but are not limited to, such things as conservotion, economic
development, historic properties, culturol resources, environmental impacts, water supply, water
quolity, flood hozards, floodploins, residual risk, induced damages, navigation, shore erosion or
o

cc retio n,

a n

d rec reation.23

The Corps may require mitigation prior to issuing a permit; this mitigation could consist of modifying the
project to reduce adverse impacts or performing compensatory actions to address impacts on habitat,
cultural resources, air quality, or other elements.2a

Clean Woter Act
Under Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 (Clean Water Act, or CWA, 33 USC
5 1344), the Corps regulates dredging and fill of waters of the United States, which includes the Columbia

River, some of its tributaries, and many wetlands.2s For wetlands, a jurisdictional determination
(necessitating field visits by a wetland scientist and review of a wetland determination report by Corps
staff) would be required to identify whether any individual wetland is subject to corps regulations. ln
general, to obtain a Section 404 permit, applicants must demonstrate that the discharge of dredged
or fill
material would not significantly degrade the nation's waters and there are no practicable alternatives less
damaging to the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not have other significant adverse
environmental consequences.
While wetland alterations affecting less than a half-acre may be approvable via a Nationwide permit,
activities exceeding that threshold (or of any size at Corps staff's discretion) would be subject to the more
rigorous lndividual Permit review process, which requires a robust alternatives analysis. Most impacts
trigger a requirement to perform mitigation, with some minor exceptions (e.g., projects impacting less
than 0.1 acres of wetlands that also meet other conditions). Mitigation for wetland impacts can be
satisfied in three different ways:

'

On-site wetland restoration, creation, enhancement, and preservation/conservation;

'
I

Off-site wetland restoration, creation, enhancement, and preservation/conservation; or

23

Payment to a wetland mitigation bank (though this would not presently be an option at port
Westward since Columbia County does not currently have a mitigation bank).

Engineer Circular (EC) 7165-2-220, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 10 September 2018. Accesse

from https://www.publications.usace.army
24

d

.mil/Portals/76/Publications/EngineerCirculars/EC_116

July

1,2O20,

5-2-Z2o.pdf

lbid.
Effective June22,2020, the definition of "waters of the United states" was clarified through Corps and EpA
administrative rulemaking. 85 FR22250, accessed July !,2o2o, from https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/
2020/04/2L/2020-02500/the-navigable-waters-protection-ru
le-definition-of-waters-of-the-united-states
2s
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Environmentd I Protection Agency
Cleon Water Act
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has jurisdiction over programs established to carry out the
Clean Water Act (except for Section 404, noted above, in which both the Corps and EPA have a regulatory
role). Taken together, the EPA's programs established under the CWA will result in mitigation consisting
of pollution control practices, spill prevention and response plans, and facility design features that
minimize impacts on water resources.
Section 301 (33 USC S 131-1-). This section prohibits discharge of pollutants to waters of the United
States unless a person has obtained a permit (for instance, via Sections 402 or 404, described

below).
Section 303 Water Quality Standards and lmplementation Plans (33 USC S 1313). This section
requires the EPA and states to prepare and periodically review water quality standards.
I

Section 306 National Standards of Performance (33 USC 5 1316). Based on this section, the EPA
creates water quality standards for various industry sectors (e.g., timber products processing),
requiring effluent reductions based on best available technology at the time of permit issuance.
Section 307 National and Local Pretreatment Standards (33 USC S 1317). This section establishes

standards for wastewater flows to publicly owned treatment works (POTW, or municipal
wastewater facility), which require pretreatment at a facility prior to discharging into a municipal
wastewater collection system that then conveys flows to a POTW. ln Oregon, the EPA has
delegated authority of this program to the state Department of Environmental Quality (DEq.
These rules would only apply if a POTW system were implemented at Port Westward.
Section 311 Oil and Hazardous Substance Liability {33 USC S 1321). This section regulates
discharges of oil and other hazardous substances into waters of the United States to ensure the
effects are not harmful to the public health or welfare or the environment. The EPA is the lead
agency for responding to oil spills in inland waters (whereas the Coast Guard is the lead agency
for spills at deepwater ports and tidal waters such as Port Westward). Mitigation for impacts
addressed in this program often includes requiring facilities that store or use certain quantities of
oil (those that may cause "substantial harm") to identify ways to prevent spills and to prepare a
Facility Response Plan to identify how to respond in the event of a spill (per 40 CFR 112).
Section 316 Thermal Discharges (33 USC S 1326). This section authorizes granting of variances
from Section 30L or 306 thermal standards if the variance is still protective of fish and wildlife.
Additionally, cooling water intake structures that withdraw more than two (2) million gallons per

day are subject

to design requirements to minimize environmental impacts, particularly

on

waterborne organisms.
Section 319 Nonpoint Source Management Programs (33 USC S 1329). This section established
funding for the EPA to issue grants for states to improve programs designed to reduce pollution
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from nonpoint sources such

as agricultural runoff, sediment, nutrients, pesticides, vehicle oil, etc.
ln Oregon, this grant funding is provided to DEQ.26

Section 401 State Certification of Water Quality (33 USC A 1341). Before Federal agencies issue
permits resulting in discharge to waters of the United states, states must certify that water quality
requirements of the CWA are met. Within the zone change area, these provisions would be
triggered prior to wetland alterations if the Corps has taken jurisdiction of the affected wetlands
or for EPA or other Federal permits. The EPA has established regulations for this process as
outlined 40 CFR t2I, and in Oregon the 401 Certification review is performed by the DEQ. The
EPA allows DEQ to impose conditions of approval as needed to mitigate for incompatible impacts
such as effluent quality standards and monitoring requirements to ensure the system's ongoing
performance meets standards even beyond permit issuance.
I

Section 402 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES,33 USC $ 1342). The EPA
requires that point sources obtain a permit from the EPA or the state (in this case, Oregon DEQ)

before discharging pollutants into waters of the United States. Point sources include pipes,
ditches, and similar channels but exclude agricultural runoff. Within the zone change area, for
example, these provisions may apply to wastewater treatment facilities or industrial facilities that
discharge process water or stormwater to the Columbia River. Permits place specific limits on the
quantity and concentration of an array of pollutants (e.g., heavy metals, nutrients, toxic
compounds, bacteria, etc.) as specified in Section 301, which typically necessitates operators to
install a treatment system prior

to discharge. NPDES permits have

regular monitoring and

reporting requirements. As these permits have a discrete timespan, operators need to periodically
reapply and meet updated permit standards, such as by implementing new available technology.
Section 404 Permits for Dredged or Fill Material (33 USC S 1344). The EPA disseminates guidelines
and criteria utilized by the Corps (and some states, but not including Oregon) in the administration
of dredging and fill of waters of the United States.

Section 405 Sewage Sludge and Disposal Program (33 USC S 1345). The EPA has established
programs and standards for the management of biosolids (sewage sludge) from POTWs. As Port
Westward does not have a POTW and the Port is not proposing land application of biosolids within
the zone change area, this section does not directly affect the zone change area.

Oil Pollution Act
The aim of the Oil Pollution Act (33 USC S 2701), which amended the Clean Water Act, is to minimize
damage from oil spills by requiring measures to prevent, prepare for, and respond to spills to avoid
discharge to waters. The EPA has issued rules that require onshore oil facilities to prepare emergency
response plans pursuant to the Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Rule (40 CFR 112).
The EPA has oil spill response authority in the lnland Zone, while the Coast Guard has authority in the
Coastal Zone including waters subject to tide such as the portion of the Columbia River at Port Westward.
The EPA may either perform cleanup itself or direct the spiller's response.

26

As noted in Section lV, industrial development at Port Westward would not be permitted to allow nonpoint
runoff, in contrast to agricultural operations which may generate nonpoint runoff.
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Toxic Substances Control Act and Loutenberg Chemical Safety Act
Under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA, 15 USC S 2501), as amended by the Frank R. Lautenberg
Chemical Safety for the 21-st Century Act, the EPA requires testing of chemicals proposed for production
or storage to assess exposure to humans and the environment, and can place limits on chemicals
determined to pose an unreasonable risk of injury. More germane to the zone change area, EPA requires
import and export operations to certify that chemicals comply with TSCA and requires chemical
operations to maintain records and submit reports to EPA regarding the chemicals, which can be disclosed
to local governments, emergency responders, and health professionals (even if the information includes
confidential operational data).

Emergency Plonning and Community Right-to-Know Act
This EPA's Office of Emergency Management implements and provides guidance on this program pursuant

$ 11001, which requires that states create emergency planning committees. lt also requires
industries to report information on use and storage of hazardous chemicals to local governments and to
report any accidental releases of hazardous or toxic chemicals, with information available to the public
through the EPA's Toxics Release lnventory. ln Oregon, this program is largely overseen by the Office of
to 42

USC

the State Fire Marshal.

Pollution Prevention Act
As part of the Pollution Prevention Act (PPA, 42 USC 5 13101) the EPA implements programs including
source reduction to minimize the amount of chemicals in use, thereby reducing the volume of any
accidental release. Following source reduction, industries are required to recycle pollutants. For those
businesses required to file toxic chemical release forms under the Emergency Planning and Community
Right-to-Know Act, the PPA requires reporting of toxic reduction and recycling.

Safe Drinking Water Act and Resource Conservotion and Recovery Act
The EPA has established the Underground lnjection Control (UlC) program in 40 CFR 144 pursuant to
provisions of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA, 42 USC S 300) and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA, 42 U.S. Code $ 6901). This program specifies the rules through which UlCs (e.g.,
drywells for stormwater disposal) may be constructed and utilized. Mitigation (e.g., water quality
treatment) may be required in order to protect groundwater quality, particularly for underground drinking
water supplies. The EPA has delegated authority to DEQto administer this program within Oregon.
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act also authorizes the EPA to set standards to regulate solid
waste, including hazardous waste, and specifies rules for underground storage tank safety. ln Oregon,
RCRA provisions are implemented through DEQ.

Clean

Air Act

Under the Clean Air Act (CAA, 42 USC 5 7401- et seq.), the EPA establishes air quality standards, including
those for six common pollutants: ground-level ozone, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, lead, sulfur
dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide. The EPA also regulates emissions of hazardous air pollutants that cause
health effects such as cancer. Taken together, the CM regulations require pollution controls and
compliance with emissions standards. For each of these regulatory areas, new sources (such as those that
would be constructed in the zone change area) are subject to more stringent regulations than existing
sources. Similar to NPDES permits, Clean Air Act operating permits have regular monitoring and reporting
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requirements and require periodic renewal. The EPA has delegated authority to DEQ to administer this
program within Oregon.
CAA Section 112(r) requires facilities using certain quantities of an extensive list of regulated substances2T

to submit a Risk Management Plan to the EPA (not DEQ) every five years to outline steps to reduce the
likelihood of chemical accidents and share information with first responders on how to respond to an
accident.

U.S. Coast Guard
Homeland Security Act of 2002
ln addition to its high-profile search and rescue mission, the U.S. Coast Guard has ten other missions
identified in the Homeland Security Act of 2OO2 (6 USC $ 468). Those most relevant to the Port Westward
zone change area include marine safety; marine environmental protection; and ports, waterways and
coastal security. The Coast Guard is the lead agency for responding to incidents (including spills of oils or
hazardous materials) in waterways, and consequently coordinates and prepares for emergency response
efforts. The Coast Guard reviews and approves security plans for ships and marine facilities (including
ports), including anti-terrorism measures.

Oil Pollution Act
The Oil Pollution Act (33 USC S 2701"), which amended the Clean Water Act, grants authority to the Coast
Guard to require oil transport vessels (and large ships carrying fuel for their own use) to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to spills. The Coast Guard requires vessel operators to obtain certificates to demonstrate
adequate financial resources to respond to a spill, if one should occur. The Coast Guard has oil spill
response authority in the U.S. Coastal Zone which includes areas subject to tide such as the Columbia

River near Port Westward. The Coast Guard may either perform cleanup itself or direct the spiller's
response.

Pipeline and Hazordous Materials Sofety Administration
Hazordous Liquid Pipeline Act and Notural Gas Pipeline Sof ety Act
The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) within the U.S. Department of
Transportation is responsible for overseeing pipeline safety pursuant to the Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Act
and the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act (both at 49 USC S 60101). PHMSA issues regulations on pipeline
design and construction, testing, maintenance, and accident reporting.

Oil Pollution Act
The Oil Pollution Act (33 USC 5 270L) grants authority to PHMSA to regulate pipelines that transport oil
and other hazardous materials. PHMSA requires operators to design and construct pipelines to meet
specific safety standards and to develop emergency response plans.

2i U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, List of Regulated Substances under the Risk Management Plan (RMP)
Program. Accessed luly !,2O2O, from https://www.epa.gov/rmp/list-regulated-substances-under-risk-

management-plan-rmp-program
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Protecting Our lnfrastructure of Pipelines ond Enhancing Sofety Act of 2015 (PIPES) Act
The PIPES Act reauthorized PMHSA's pipeline safety program and required PMHSA to develop standards
for underground natural gas storage operations. This Act also required PMHSA inspectors to provide
reports to pipeline operators following inspections, so that operators can expediently make any necessary
changes to improve safety.

Federal Rail Safety Act
Under the Federal Rail Safety Act (49 USC 5 20106), as amended, PHMSA and the Federal Railroad
Administration require railroad operators to prepare oil spill response plans, to share information with
local emergency responders, and to utilize rail cars meeting the latest safety standards.

Federal Rdilroad Admi nistration
Federal Rail Safety Act
Under the Federal Rail Safety Act (49 USC 5 20105), as amended, PHMSA and the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) require railroad operators to prepare oil spill response plans, to share information

with local emergency responders, and to utilize rail cars meeting the latest safety standards. The

FRA

also

issues rail safety regulations and enforces them via inspections. Violators are subject to fines.

U.S. Maritime Administrdtion

Marine Highway Progrom
The U.S. Maritime Administration (MARAD), part of the U,S. Department of Transportation, manages the
Marine Highway Program to encourage increased use of navigable waters. The M 84 Marine Highway
Corridor (of which the Columbia River is a part) is included in this program. As part of this program, MARAD
regulates the Columbia River M-84 Corridor and awards grant funding for qualifying projects at ports.

Deepwater Port Act
Pursuant to the Deepwater Port Act (33 USC 5 1501), MARAD licenses offshore port structures not
applicable in this context. This act defines deepwater ports more narrowly than the state of Oregon; for
the purposes of this act, deepwater ports are those which are beyond state seaward boundaries. As a
result, this act is not applicable to Port Westward, but may have a nexus to vessels in maritime commerce
that call at Port Westward.
Fede

ral Energy

Regu

latory Commission

Natural Gos Act and Natural Gas Policy Act
Under the Natural Gas Act (15 USC I7I7l and Natural Gas Policy Act (15 USC S 3341), the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) is charged with reviewing applications for the construction and operation
of natural gas terminals, storage facilities, and pipelines. As part of this process, FERC coordinates with
multiple agencies including the U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Department of Transportation, and state and local
governments to ensure that the facility meets standards and that the operator has an appropriate
emergency response plan in place. lf FERC approves a natural gas facility, it then operates under FERC
regulatory oversight throughout the course of the facility's operation. As part of this oversight, FERC can
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require operators to perform safety improvements. The NEPA review associated with these facilities
would also address alternatives analysis, pollution prevention measures, and the like.

lnterstate

Com

merce Act

As part of the lnterstate Commerce Act (49 USC S 1), FERC regulates rates (tariffs) for both oil and natural
gas pipelines. Safety regulations for these pipelines are issued by the U.S. Department of Transportation
(USDOT) Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, not by FERC.

Federal Emergency Manogement Agency

National Flood lnsurance Program
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) administers the National Flood lnsurance Program
(NFlP,42 USC S 50), which among other provisions requires preparation of Flood lnsurance Rate Maps
(FlRMs). FEMA also promulgates regulations that communities wishing to participate in the NFIP are
obligated to meet or exceed.28 FEMA does not have direct regulatory authority over the application of the
NFIP in permitting and development, as that is under the purview of the local government (Columbia
County, in the case of the zone change area). However, if an applicant wishes to amend a FIRM, it must
submit technical documentation to FEMA to demonstrate compliance with the NFIP and other laws
including the Endangered Species Act and may need to modify the project design to comply.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Migrqtory Bird Treaty Act
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 USC S 703) prohibits 'taking" of certain migratory bird species without
a permit from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). Taking is broadly defined as including:
...pursue,

hunl take, capture, kill, attempt to take, cdpture, or kill,

possess, offer for sole,
purchase,
barter, barter, offer to
purchase, deliver for shipment, ship, export,
import, cduse to be shipped, exported, or imported, deliver for transportation, transport
or cluse to be transported, corry or couse to be corried, or receive for shipment,
tronsportation, corrioge, or export, any migratory bird, ony port, nest, or egg of any such
bird, or any product, whether or not monufactured, which consists, or is composed in
whole or part, of any such bird or any port, nest, or egg thereof...ze
sell, offer to

Therefore, construction activities and facility operations need to avoid takings (e.g., by limiting certain
actions to non-migration periods) or first obtain USFWS approval. lf unpermitted takings occur, violators
are subject to fines.

28

2s

Federal flood insurance is only available within communities that participate in the NFIP.
15 USC 5 703(a). Accessed July !,2020from https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=(title:16 section:703

edition:prelim)
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U.S. Fish dnd Wildlife Service and Notional Marine Fisheries Service

Marine Mammol Protection Act
The Marine Mammal Protection Act (16 USC 5 1361) prohibits "taking" of marine mammals without a
permit from USFWS or the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), with the applicable agency
dependent on species. The term take is defined as "to harass, hunt, capture, or kill, or attempt to harass,
hunt, capture, or kill any marine mammal."30 Therefore, construction activities and facility operations
need to avoid takings (e.g., by altering practices) or first obtain USFWS and/or NMFS approval. lf
unpermitted takings occur, violators are subject to fines.

Federal Agencies Providing Supplemental Review
Multiple agencies including USFWS, NMFS, Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and the U.S. Forest
Service (USFS) provide additional review of Federal permits to ensure the proposed Federal actions do
not impact sensitive natural resources. The administering Federal agency (e.g., the Corps) then
incorporates the comments from the reviewing agencies into its decision on the requested permit. For
instances where specific coordination requirements are not specified in other statutes, the National
Environmental Policy Act (described above) would still require coordination with these agencies when
reviewing Federal actions. While the reviewing agencies' comments are generally not binding, they help
the lead agencies comply with Federal environmental laws by providing recommendations on courses of
action.

Endangered Species Act
Under the Endangered Species Act (16 USC 5 1531), USFWS has created a list of endangered species.
Federal agencies are required to coordinate with USFWS and NMFS to ensure that Federal actions
(including permit decision) will not further threaten listed species, either th rough direct effects or through
habitat impacts. An example of how this could affect the zone change area is that if a project requires a
Federal permit, the stormwater management system must be designed to meet both the NMFS Standard
Local Operating Procedures for Endangered Species (SLOPES) standards and the County stormwater
standards.

Fish and

Wildlife Coordination Act

For projects that impound, divert, control, or modify water bodies and wetlands (including navigation and
drainage projects), the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (15 USC S 661) requires other Federal agencies

to consult with USFWS and NMFS prior to issuing permits to minimize damage to wildlife. An applicant
may need to modify the project design to address concerns raised by the reviewing agencies.

Mognuson-Stevens Fishery Conservotion ond Manageme nt Act
Pursuant to the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (16 USC 5 1801), Federal
agencies are required to coordinate with NMFS prior to taking actions (including issuing permits) that may
impact essential fish habitat. An applicant may need to modify the project design to address concerns
raised by the reviewing agencies.

30

16 USC 5 1362(13). Accessed July t,202O from https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=(title:16 section:1362

edition:prelim)
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Applicable Oregon Regulations
Similar to the Federal level, state regulatory programs are administered by multiple agencies.

Department ol State Lands
Wetlond ond Waterway Removal ond Fiil permits
Pursuant to oregon's Removal-Fill Law (oRS 196.795-990), the Department of State Lands (DSL) regulates
alterations of waters of the state, which include streams, ponds, wetlands, and ditches. Regulated
activities include removal or intentional movement of rock, gravel, sand, silt, other inorganic substances,
and large woody debris from the bed or banks of a waterway, or deposition of material, These regulations
are similar to Corps regulations of waters of the United States, but state rules are in some ways more
stringent than Federal rules.
DSL permits are required for projects that involve 50 cubic yards of fill and/or removal (cumulative)
within
the jurisdictional boundary.3l Furthermore, there are two areas within and near the zone change
area that

would require

DSL permits for projects of any size (even smaller than 50 cubic yards), namely (1) in the
wetland mitigation sites northwest of Portland General Electric's generating facilities, and (2) abutting the
east end of the zone change area in Dobbins Slough/ohns Slough due to its designation as Essential
Salmonid Habitat.

Similar to Corps permits, to obtain many DSL fill-removal permits, applicants must generally perform
an
alternatives analysis to justify wetland/waterway alterations and demonstrate alteration of construction

to minimize impacts on aquatic habitat. DSL requires mitigation for the adverse impacts to the extent
practical, with a minimum of l-.5 acres of new wetland creation for every acre filled.32

Department of Environme nto I euatity
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEq oversees permit programs addressing air quality,
water quality, and solid waste disposal.33 prior to review of any DEe permit, the state requires submittal
of a Land Use Compatibility Permit (LUCS) signed by the local government (in this case, Columbia County)
to indicate whether the proposed use is compatible with applicable comprehensive plan provisions and
zoning standards.3a

As part of its rulemaking process, DEe regularly evaluates and refines its programs and standards to
safeguard public health and the environment. For instance, the NPDES Lzoo-z permit (noted below) is
currently under review, with the proposed draft rule anticipated to be issued for public comment in fall
2020 and the final rule anticipated in spring 2021.

31

oregon Department of State Lands, A Guide to the Removal-Fill permit process, 2019.
from http://www.oregon.gov / dsl/ / / _Fill_cuide.pdf
32

Accesse

d

July

L,2o2o

lbid.

:: pgq

also manages an Environmental Cleanup Program but since the zone change area is not a brownfield,
the
cleanup program is not applicable at this location.
3a
Oregon Department of Environmental euality, Land Use Compatibility Statement. Accessed July 1, 2020 from
https://www.oregon. gov/deq/permits/pages/LUCS. aspx
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Woter Quality
DEQ issues water quality permits based both on Federal authority delegated by the EPA (e.g., the
Underground lnjection Control Program) and on authority granted by Oregon statute. Water quality
permits must be obtained prior to discharge of pollutants to water or to the ground. These permits

generally limit allowable quantities and types of pollutant discharges (e.g., sediment, chemicals, etc.) and
may require certain equipment or practices to limit pollution. Several permit types also require regular
monitoring and reporting; the agency then makes these data available to the public.
NPDES Permits

Pursuant to Section 402 of the Clean Water Act, DEQ is authorized by the EPA to issue permits as part of
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System. These permits are required for point source (pipes,
ditches, and similar channels but excluding agricultural runoff) discharges to waters of the United States
and State of Oregon. Within the zone change area, for example, these provisions may apply to wastewater

treatment facilities or industrial facilities that discharge process water or stormwater to the Columbia
River. Permits place specific limits on the quantity and concentration of an array of pollutants (e.g., heavy

metals, nutrients, toxic compounds, bacteria, etc.) as specified in CWA Section 301, which typically
necessitates operators to install a treatment system prior to discharge. NPDES permits have regular
monitoring and reporting requirements. As these permits have a discrete timespan, operators need to
periodically reapply and meet changing permit standards such as by implementing best available
technology.
Types of NPDES permits that would be needed for future activities within the zone change area include
1200-C Construction Stormwater General Permit, for construction activities that disturb more
than one acre; and
t20O-Z Stormwater Discharge General Permit, for ongoing industrial operations
WPCF Permits

Water Pollution Control Facility (WPCF) permits are similar to NPDES permits but are instead required for
discharge to the ground rather than to surface water. DEQ issues WPCF permits for wastewater lagoons,
onsite sewage disposal systems (described below), underground injection control systems (described
below), and land irrigation of wastewater. ln each case, operators must install any requisite technology
to meet allowable release standards.
Underground lniection Control Program
Pursuant to the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act and Oregon's Groundwater Act (OAR Chapter 340,
Division 40), DEQ s UIC Program regulates injection wells that may be used for disposal or storage of
liquids (e.g., stormwater management drywells), to ensure that such facilities are built and operated in a
mannerthat is protective of groundwater supplies. Priorto construction, applicants need to obtain a UIC
permit from DEQ to demonstrate that adequate separation from groundwater is provided and that
appropriate pre-treatment facilities are in place to improve water quality prior to injection, with required
pre-treatment levels varying depending on the source of the injected fluid. DEQ may also require periodic
sampling and reporting, and may require closure of non-compliant UlCs.
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Onsite Wastewater Management Program
DEQ publishes rules (OAR Chapter 340, Divisions TL and 73) regarding the design, construction, and
maintenance of onsite sewage systems (e.g., septic systems) to maintain public health and protect water
quality. These rules require an applicant to obtain a permit prior to construction and to build the system
to specific standards to minimize impacts. Owners of certain types of systems (e.g., sand filters) are
required to file an annual operation and maintenance form by a certified onsite maintenance provider. ln
Columbia County, individual onsite systems are permitted through the County rather than through DEQ.

Nonooint Source Program
DEQ's Nonpoint Source Program encourages reduction of pollution from nonpoint sources. Pursuant to
CWA Section 319, DEQ provides grant funding for qualified partners to implement programs to decrease

nonpoint source pollution.3s
Section 401 Removal and Fill Certification

For projects that require Federal permits that may result in discharge to waters of the United States,
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act requires states to certify that water quality requirements of the CWA
are met. As noted above, these provisions would be triggered within the zone change area if a Corps
wetland fill permit or other Federal permit is needed to accommodate a project. DEQ may impose
conditions of approval to mitigate for incompatible impacts such as effluent quality standards and
monitoring requirements. Without DEQ s 40l certification, the Federal permit cannot be issued.
Biosolids Program

Pursuant to Clean Water Act Section 405 and state rules, DEQ manages the state's program for
management of biosolids (sewage sludge) from municipal wastewater facilities. Port Westward does not
have a municipal wastewater facility and the Port is not proposing land application of biosolids within the
zone change area, so this section does not directly affect the zone change area unless those circumstances
change in the future.
lndustrial Pretreatment Program
The EPA has delegated management of the CWA National and Local Pretreatment Standards to DEQ. The

state also has its own supplemental regulations. As noted above, these standards are applicable to
wastewater flows to publicly owned treatment works (POTW), so they would only apply if a POTW system
were implemented at Port Westward.
Ballast Water Program

DECs rules for ballast water stipulate that regulated vessels must provide reports to the state before
entering state waters and comply with management practices outlined in ORS 783.620 through 783.640
to minimize introduction of nuisance species. DEQ can issue fines for noncompliance. At Port Westward,

3s

As noted in the EPA discussion, industrial development at Port Westward would not be permitted to allow
nonpoint runoff but would instead need to collect and treat stormwater prior to discharge; by contrast,
agricultural operations may generate unregulated nonpoint runoff.
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this program would only apply to the zone change area if a dock were constructed in the future along the
Thompson property's Columbia River shore.

Air Quality
DEQ issues air quality permits based both on Federal authority delegated by the EPA (for new sources and
hazardous air pollutants) and on authority granted by Oregon statute. Air quality permits generally limit
allowable quantities and types of air pollution emissions (e.g., particulates, toxics, Clean Air Act pollutants,

etc.) and may require certain equipment or practices to limit pollution. DEQ also requires regular air
quality monitoring and reporting; the agency then makes these data available to the public.
Cleaner Air Oreson Program

The Cleaner Air Oregon (CAO) Program, established in 2018, strengthened air quality standards for
industrial operations. Based on the purposes outlined in OAR 340-245-0005, this program is intended to
protect health, analyze health risk based on science, use a science-based approach to address risks, and
reduce air toxic exposure while supporting businesses. With the exceptions of minor sources of pollutants,

new businesses are required to first undergo CAO risk assessment, which may require operators to
institute additional emission controls to comply with the state's Risk Action Levels. Following the CAO risk
assessment, operators then apply for applicable permits (further described below), which incorporate the
results of the assessment.

Air Contaminant Discharge Permits
(ACDPs) are required for new sources of air pollution or major
modifications to existing sources.36 DEQ has established four tiers of ACDPs, which increase in complexity
as one moves through the following list (the type of emission source determines the applicable permit
tier).37 The following list provides examples of activities that would require each type of ACDP but does
not replicate the entire inventory of applicable activities promulgated by DEQ. With each of these ACDP's,
an operator may need to install pollution control technology as mitigation to ensure compliance with
numerical emissions standards.

Air Contaminant Discharge Permits

1..

Basic ACDP. Facilities that fall under this permit threshold include:

o

Natural gas and propane fired boilers

of

10

or more million British Thermal

Units

(MMBTU)/hour but less than 30 MMBTU/hour heat input that may use less than 10,000
gallons per year of #2 diesel oil as a backup fuel.
Rock, concrete or asphalt crushing, both stationary and portable, more than 5,000
tons/year but less than 25,000 tons/year crushed.

2.

General ACDP. Facilities that fall under this permit threshold include:
o

Boilers (>10 million BTU/hour heat input for oil fuels and >30 million BTU/hour heat input
for natural gas and propane fuels).

36

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, lnstructions for Using Air Contaminant Discharge Permit
Application Forms, January 2L,2020. https://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterPermitsDocs/acdp-applguidelines.pdf
37 lbid.
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Rock crushers (>25,000 tons of rock crushed per year); sawmills, planing mills, millwork,

o

plywood manufacturing and veneer drying (>25,000 board feet per 8-hour shift).
Simple ACDP. Facilities that fall under this permit threshold include:

3

o

Building paper and buildingboard mills.

o

Natural gas and oil production and processing and associated fuel burning equipment.

Standard ACDP. Facilities that fall under this permit threshold include:

4

o

All sources that DEQ determines have emissions that constitute a nuisance.
o

All sources having the potential to emit 25 tons or more of all hazardous air pollutants
combined in a year.

Title V Operatins Permits

lndustrial operations deemed major sources of air pollutants (as defined in OAR 340-200-0020) are
required by the Federal Clean Air Act to obtain Title V operating permits. For new facilities (such as any
future facilities in the zone change area), operators need to first obtain the applicable ADCP authorizing
construction, then apply for Title V operating permits.3s Title V permits require additional air quality
monitoring and reporting (compared to ACDPs) to demonstrate compliance with air quality standards.
Tanks
DEQ has standards for both aboveground storage tanks (AST) and underground storage tanks (UST).

Abovesrou nd Storase

Ta n ks

While AST's are largely regulated by EPA, DEQ does require that spills of oil or hazardous materials be
reported to the DEQ emergency response program.3e DEQ also has authority over ASTs with 10,000 gallon
or greater capacity if petroleum is received from pipelines or vessels.ao Operators would need to utilize
appropriate tank designs and containment measures to reduce the potential for harmful spills.
U

ndersround Storage Tanks

The EPA has certified that DECIs underground storage tank program meets or exceeds Federal
standards.al Therefore, DEQ is the lead agency for UST's in Oregon, and requires tank owners and
operators to meet both state and Federal standards. DEQ rules specify tank installation and operating
standards, require DEQ registration of tanks and annual operating certificates, specify measures for

38

OAR Chapter 340, Division 218, Oregon Title V Operating Permits. Accessed July 1, 2020 from
https://secu re.sos.state.or.us/oard/displayDivision Rules.action?selectedDivision=1540
3e
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, Above Ground Storage Tanks. Accessed July !,2Q2Ofrom
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/tanks/Pages/Above-G
round-Storage-Tanks.aspx
40
lbid.
al Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality, Underground Storage Tank Program. Accessed July 1, 2020 from
https://www. oregon.gov/deq/ta nks/Pa ges/UST.aspx
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addressing leaks, mandate operator training, require licensed UST contractors, and establish liability for

future leaks.

Hozardous Waste
The five proposed uses for the zone change area have the potential to generate hazardous waste. DEQ
regulates hazardous waste generators; hazardous waste treatment, storage or disposal facilities; and
hazardous waste recycling facilities to maintain public health and environmental quality. Waste
generators need to characterize their waste to determine if it is hazardous under Federal law (RCRA) or
state law (OAR Chapter 3401, and then provide annual reporting to DEQ. Additionally, DEQ rules specify
hazardous waste accumulation limits; personnel training standards for waste handling; emergency
management planning; shipping methods; allowable storage and treatment requirements; and spill
containment procedures. DEQ also provides hazardous waste training to educate operators about how to
properly manage hazardous waste.

Noise Control
Pursuant to ORS Chapter 467, DEQ has issued noise control regulations adopted as OAR 340 Division 35,
and these model rules can be adopted by local jurisdictions (including Columbia County) to address noise
events. These rules stipulate that new industrial uses cannot generate sounds that exceed specified levels

or that increase ambient noise levels by more than 10 decibels in an hour, as measured at a "noise
sensitive property." Additional standards address impulsive sounds and sound frequency. Operators may
need to implement noise reduction measures to comply with these standards.

Emergency Response
to OAR 340 Divisions 141 and 142, DEQ coordinates with Federal, state, and local partners to
prevent
help
accidental discharges of oil or other hazardous wastes and to respond to spill events. DEQ
Pursuant

requires ship and pipeline operators to prepare oil spill prevention and response plans, which DEQ then
circulates during a public comment period. DEQ also requires reporting of spills of oils and other hazardous
materials.

Department of Energy
Among other programs, the Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE) participates in decisions regarding the
siting of liquified natural gas facilities and energy facilities.

Liquified Naturol Gas
ODOE is the state agency charged with evaluating requests for liquified natural gas (LNG) import/export
facilities on behalf of the state. ODOE provides input to FERC, which has the ultimate decision-making
authority regarding siting new facilities pursuant to Federal law. ODOE also coordinates with FERC and
the U.S. Coast Guard to ensure that the operator has an appropriate emergency response plan in place
and that the operator has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with ODOE regarding safety planning
and cost recovery for any needed emergency preparation.

Energy Facilities
ODOE

staff support the Energy Facility Siting Council

(EFSC)

which regulates the siting of energy facilities

as defined in ORS 469.300(11)(a), which includes certain pipelines transporting petroleum or LNG; certain
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fuel processing facilities; a nd

LN G

storage facilities over 70,000

ga

llons (excluding im port/export facilities).

The EFSC only issues site certificates once adequate evidence has been provided by an applicant to
confirm that appropriate mitigation measures are in place to meet standards for safety, noise control,
wildlife protection, offsite impacts, etc. EFSC's review process involves coordination with state, local, and
tribal agencies and notice to nearby property owners.

Oflice of the Stdte Fire Marshol
The Office of the State Fire Marshal (OSFM) manages multiple programs applicable to industrial safety

Community Right to Know
OSFM implements Oregon's Community Right to Know program. This program requires industries to
provide annual reporting on use and storage of hazardous chemicals (and associated Safety Data Sheets)
and to report any accidental releases of hazardous or toxic chemicals.a2 OSFM also collects hazardous
material incident reports from emergency providers. The information reported to OSFM is available for
review by the public. Confidential information (e.g., exact quantities of hazardous materials) is made
available to emergency hresponders but not to the general public.

Emergency Response

the State Emergency Response Commission, which establishes emergency planning
districts and reviews local emergency response plans. The agency has also established the Oregon Fire
Service Mobilization Plan to identify the state response role during large emergency response events.
OSFM oversees

Fire Code and lnspections
Deputy State Fire Marshals perform plan review on new structures to confirm compliance with the Oregon
Fire Code, including standards for emergency access, fire hydrants and water supply, building information
signs (denotihg construction type and fire-resistance rating, fire protection systems, occupancy type, and
hazards), fire suppression systems, and emergency responder radio coverage.a3 Deputy State Fire
Marshals also perform inspections of industrial structures following construction.aa

Incident Response
OSFM trains emergency response personnel in how to respond to hazardous materials incidents. OSFM
also has lncident Management Teams that can be deployed for large or complex events.

Storage Tanks
The Oregon Fire Code specifies standards for the installation of tanks storing flammable/or combustible
liquids. Aboveground tanks over L,000 gallons also need permits from OSFM prior to installation. Per OAR
837-030-0100 through 837-030-0280, bulk storage sites for liquid petroleum gas (LPG) are subject to
annual permits and inspections, and operators are required to submit plans for OSFM review prior to

42

OAR Chapter 837, Division 85, Community Right-to-Know Survey and Compliance Programs. Accessed July 1,
2020 f rom https://secure.sos.state.or, us/oard/displayDivisionRules.action?selected Division=3815
43
lOLg Oregon Fire Code. Accessed July 1, 2020 from https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/OFC2019P1
44
Office of the State Fire Marshal, Deputy State Fire Marshals. Accessed July 1, 2020 from

https://www.oregon.gov/osp/programs/sfm/Pages/Deputy-State-Fire-Marshals.aspx
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changes to the storage site and notify OSFM within two weeks of any new tank installations, whether
above ground or underground. Any deficiencies noted by OSFM inspectors must be remedied within 60
days or fewer.

Ollice of Emergency Management
The Oregon Office of Emergency Management (OEM) has a role both in preparing for and in responding
to significant emergencies.as OEM provides grants to local agencies to assist in disaster and emergency
preparation and publishes the Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan which addresses natural
hazards, preparedness, emergency operations, and recovery, including emergency operations procedures
relating to such topics as firefighting and hazardous materials.46 While local responders (e.g., Clatskanie
Rural Fire Protection District) would have responsibility for addressing emergencies at PWW and in the
zone change area, if an emergency were large then OEM may also participate in the response.

Woter Resources Departme nt
The Oregon Water Resources Department (OWRD) manages water rights within the state. lf industrial
uses in the zone change area wish to install new systems to utilize surface water or groundwater, they
would first need to obtain water rights from OWRD, a process which requires demonstration that
measures are in place to ensure that water is not wasted.
lf industrial uses in the zone change area wish to utilize groundwater, they would need to utilize a certified
well constructor to ensure that the well was installed per state standards and properly reported to the
state. lf the user later wishes to abandon the well, again the work would need to be performed by a
certified well constructor, with reporting provided to OWRD.

Oregon Department of Transportotion
ODOT Roil
The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) Rail and Public Transit Division (ODOT Rail) inspects
track and performs inspections of railroad equipment and track in conjunction with the FRA to maintain
safety of infrastructure and rail cars. ODOT Rail requires carriers to prepare emergency response plans

per ORS 824.082, which specifies that rail carriers need
transporting hazardous materials by rail.

to provide notice to the state in advance of

State Agencies Providing Supplemental Review
Additional state agencies provide supplemental review and comment on permit applications under review
by other agencies. The reviewing agencies' comments help the lead agencies comply with Federal and
state environmental laws by providing recommendations on courses of action.

a5

Oregon Office of Emergency Management. Accessed July 12,2020 from https://www.oregon.gov/oem
Oregon Office of Emergency Management, State of Oregon Emergency Management Plan, Volume lll:
Emergency Operations Plan, April 2017. Accessed July 12, 2020 from
https://www.oregon. gov/oem/Docum ents/2017_O R_EO P_com pl ete. pdf

a6
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Oregon Department of Fish ond Wildlife
Oregon Department

of Fish and Wildlife

(ODFW) comments on water rights applications to

OWRD.47

ODFW comments on impacts to endangered species (and sensitive or threatened species) and
may require mitigation (e.g., design changes) for impacts.as
ODFW provides comments to Columbia County on whether mitigation would be appropriate or
necessary to mitigate for habitat impacts for development in wetlands and riparian corridors.ae

.

ODFW comments on DEQ Section 40L Removal and Fill Certifications.so

.

ODFW comments on DEQ NPDES water quality permit applications.

.

ODFW comments on DSL wetland

fill permit applicationssl and

EFSC

energy facility applications.s2

Oregon Heritage
Oregon Heritage is the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) within Oregon Parks and Recreation
Department.
SHPO comments on Federal permit applications under Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act, which requires Federal agencies to account for impacts on historic properties
and archaeological sites prior to making decisions.s3
Similarly, SHPO also comments on Federal permit applications falling under NEPA provisions.

lf historic or cultural elements are present, applicants may need to modify their development
proposals to avoid or minimize impacts.sa

a7

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, The Water Quality and Quantity Program. Accessed July 1, 2020 from

https://www.dfw.state.
48

or.

usfish/water/

Wildlife Habitat Mitigation Policy. Accessed July !,2O2Ofrom
https://secure.sos.state.or. us/oard/displayDivision Rules.action?selectedDivision=2989
ae
Columbia County Zoning Ordinance section 1170
s0
Oregon Department of State Lands, An lntroduction to Water-Related Permits and Reviews lssued by Oregon
State Agencies, August 2012. Accessed July 1, 2020 from https://www.oregon.gov/DSL/WWDocuments/
wate r_related_pe rm its_user_guide_20 12. pdf
s1
lbid.
s2
Oregon Department of Energy, Oregonians' Guide to Siting and Oversight of Energy Facilities, September 2017
OAR Chapter 635, Division 415, Fish and

Accessed July L,2O2O from https://www.oregon.gov/energy/facilities-safetyfacilities/Documents/FactSheets/EFSC-Public-G uide.

pdf

Oregon Heritage, Begin Project Review Process. Accessed july 1, 2020 from
https://www. oregon. gov/oprd/O H/Pages/ProjectReview.aspx.
s4
lbid.
s3
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Applicable Columbia County Programs
County regulations and programs that directly or indirectly serve to maintain compatibility with adjoining
uses are identified below.

Zoning Ordinance
Columbia County is the land use authority at Port Westward and throughout unincorporated portions of
the County. Accordingly, the County has adopted its Zoning Ordinance to implement the County's
Comprehensive Plan to ensure that Iand uses are consistent with adopted statewide and local goals,
policies, and objectives. The underlying premise of a zoning ordinance is that it will protect human health
and safety by limiting incompatibility of surrounding uses. For instance, as part of the current zone change
application, the County will impose conditions as part of any approval to ensure compliance with both
County and statewide policies, and future development proposals will be subject to public land use review
processes that comply with the terms and limitations of an exception granted to Goal 3 (e.9., uses must
be dock-dependent), and any other then-applicable land use regulations (and related regulations) at the
state and local level.
Specific provisions applicable to the RIPD zone (to be applied in the zone change area) require that new
developments provide setbacks "necessary to adequately protect adjacent properties." As part of the
County's future Conditional Use review process for individual industrial developments, the Planning
Commission has authority to impose additional conditions of approval to ensure consistency with land
use regulations (e.g., requiring documentation on all required Federal, State, and County permits):
The Commission may ottach conditions and restrictions to any conditionol use approved. The
setbqcks ond limitotions of the underlying district sholl be opplied to the conditional use. Conditions
ond restrictions moy include o specific limitation of uses, londscaping requirements, off-street

porking, performance standards, performance bonds, and other reosonable conditions,
restrictions, or sofeguords that would uphold the intent of the Comprehensive Plon ond mitigate
ony odverse effect upon the odjoining properties which may result by reason of the conditionql use
being allowed.ss

ln order to grant the Conditional Use, the applicant must provide evidence of compliance with applicable
zoning provisions and the following approval criteria:

ss

the site;

A.

The use is listed as a Conditional Use in the zone which is currently applied to

B.

The use meets the specific

c.

The chorocteristics of the site are suitoble for the proposed use considering size, shope,
locotion, topogrophy, existence of improvements, and naturol features;

D.

The site ond proposed development is timely, considering the odequocy of tronsportation
systems, public facilities, ond services existing or plonned for the area qffected by the use;

E

The proposed use will not olter the character of the surrounding area in a manner which
substantially Iimits, impairs, or precludes the use of surrounding properties for the primory
uses listed in the underlying district;

criteria established in the underlying zone;

Columbia County Zoning Ordinance section 1503.2
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G.

The proposal sotisfies the gools ond policies of the Comprehensive Plon which apply to the
proposed use;

The proposol

will not create any hozardous conditions.s6

The Zoning Ordinance also requires Site Design Review for new industrial developments; this application
requires submittal of information on proposed conditions including such aspects as building and paved
areas, natural features, stormwater facilities, lighting, erosion control, waste management areas, noise
sources, measures to protect water bodies and habitat, landscaping, and grading, As part of the process,
the Planning Commission has the authority to impose conditions of approval as needed to comply with

the following approval criteria:
A.

Flood Hazard Areos: See CCZO 51700, Flood Hazord Overlay Zone. All development in
Flood Hozard Areos must comply with State ond Federal Guidelines.

B.

Wetlands and Riporion Areos: Alterotion
complionce with State ond Federal lows.

c.

Naturol Areos ond Feotures: To the greatest procticol extent possible, noturol qreos ond
features of the site shall be preserved.

D.

Historic and Cultural sites ond structures: All historic and culturally significant sites and
structures identified in the Comprehensive Plan, or identified for inclusion in the County
Periodic Review, sholl be protected if they still exist.

E.

of wetlands ond riparian oreos sholl be

in

Lighting: All outdoor lights sholl be shielded so as to not shine directly on odjacent
properties ond roods.

F.

Energy Conservotion: Buildings should be oriented to take odvantage of notural energy
saving elements such as the sun, landscoping and land forms.

G.

Transportqtion Facilities: Off-site outo and pedestrion focilities may be required by the
Plonning Commission, Plonning Director or Public Works Director consistent with the
Columbio County Rood Standords ond the Columbio County Tronsportotion Systems
Plon.sT

As required by the Toning Ordinance and referenced in Ordinance 2018-1, new uses in the zone change
must meet the following standards for RIPD Use Under Prescribed Conditions:
A.

The requested use conforms with the goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan specifically those policies regarding rural industrisl development and exceptions to the
rural resource lond goals ond policies.

B.

potentiol impoct upon the area resulting from the proposed use hos been oddressed
and ony adverse impact will be oble to be mitigated considering the following foctors:
The

1

Physiologicol chqracteristics of the site (ie., topogrophy, droinage, etc.) ond the
site for the particular lond use ond improvements;

suitability of the

s6
s7

Columbia County Zoning Ordinance section 1503.5
Columbia County Zoning Ordinance section 1563
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C,

.2

Existing lond uses ond both privote ond public facilities and services in the areo;

.3

The demonstrated need for the proposed use is best met ot the requested site
considering oll factors of the rural industriol element of the Comprehensive Plan.

The requested use can be shown to comply with the following stondords for avoiloble
services:

Woter sholl be provided by on on-site source of sufficient capocity to serve the
proposed use, or o public or community woter system capable of serving the

.1

proposed use.
2

Sewoge will be treated by o subsurface sewage system, or a community or public
sewer system, approved by the County Sonitorion and/or the State DEQ.

3

Access will be provided to o public right-of-way constructed to stondords capoble
of supporting the proposed use considering the existing level of service and the

impocts caused by the plonned development.

property is within, and is copoble of being served by, a rurol fire district; or,
proponents
the
will provide on-site fire suppression facilities copable of serving
the proposed use. On-site facilities sholl be opproved by either the Stote or locol

4

The

Fire Morshall.sg

The Zoning Ordinance contains floodplain management standards that are developed to mitigate impacts
to floodplains and to promote compatibility within the frequently flooded areas, applicable to areas
subject to a one percent or greater chance of flooding in any given year. Based on the floodplain
boundaries identified on Flood lnsurance Rate Map 41009C0050D, these standards would apply to the
Thompson Property but not to the remainder of the zone change area.

The Zoning Ordinance also contains provisions regulating impacts to wetlands and riparian corridors,
including obtaining applicable permits from state and Federal agencies (e.g., wetland fill permits from DSL
and the Corps) prior to issuance of County permits. The County's 1995 Wildlife and Sensitive Lands
(adopted in the Comprehensive Plan) maps do not indicate the presence of Natural Areas, Non-Game
Areas, or Sensitive Plants Areas within or adjacent to the zone change area. However, they do classify as
Major Waterfowl Habitat the entire zone change area and portions of the adjacent area. Additionally, they
indicate that portions ofthe adjacent area south ofthe zone change area (but not the zone change area
itself) are classified as Columbia White-tailed Deer - Marginal Habitat. As part of its review, the County
consults with ODFW to determine if mitigation would be appropriate or necessary to mitigate for habitat
impacts.
On

site

W

astew ate

r

P

rog ra m

The County's Public Health Department requires onsite sewage systems (e.g., septic systems) to meet
state rules issued by DEQ, specifically OAR 340 Divisions 71 and 73. These regulations require applicants
to design and construct systems in a manner demonstrated to protect water quality and properly manage
human waste. Onsite systems cannot be constructed until an applicant obtains permits from the County.se

s8

Columbia County ZoningOrdinance section 683.1
While the existing Port Westward lndustrial Park has a small private sewer system, future tenants have the
option to either connect to the existing system or to manage their own sanitary wastes via private on-site systems,

se
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Stormwater ond Erosion Control Ordinance
The Columbia County Stormwater and Erosion Control Ordinance was enacted to achieve the following

objectives:

r

Prevent water quality degradation of the county's water resources;

r

Prevent damage to property from increased runoff rates and volumes;

r

Protect the quality of waters for drinking water supply, contact recreation, fisheries, irrigation,
and other beneficial uses;

r

Establish sound developmental policies which protect and preserve the county's water and land
resources;

Protect county roads and rights-of-way from damage due to inadequately controlled runoff and
erosion;

r

Protect the health, safety, and welfare of the inhabitants of the county;

.

Maintain existing instream flows; and

'

Preserve and enhance the aesthetic quality of the county's water resources.60

This ordinance is applicable to all building permits and grading permits disturbing more than 2,000 square

feet or for drainage modifications in streams, stormwater facilities, or wetlands.6l For industrial
developments, this ordinance requires conveyance structures sized for design-year storms; flow control
at stormwater outfalls; cut-fill balance in the regulated floodplain; erosion control measures; stormwater
detention; and water quality treatment (e.g., swales, oil-water separators, etc.).
These provisions are implemented by requiring engineered stormwater plans
County prior to issuance of building permits.

to be approved by the

Building Code
To maintain safety of buildings and structures, the Columbia County Building Division enforces current
versions of building codes issued by the Oregon Building Codes Division. Applicable codes for development
in the zone change area include:
Oregon Structural Specialty Code
Oregon Zero Energy Ready Commercial Code
Oregon Mechanical Specialty Code
t

Oregon Electrical Specialty Code

50

Columbia County Stormwater and Erosion Control Ordinance No. 2001-10, Effective February 26,2002.
By contrast, Farm Use activities (per ORS 2!5.203) are specifically excluded from the Stormwater and Erosion
Control Ordinance.
61
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Oregon Plumbing Specialty Code62
Prior to issuance of permits, applicants must demonstrate that structures comply with applicable codes.
Once permits have been issued, applicants may commence construction and must obtain interim and final
inspections by County staff to ensure construction is undertaken consistent with code standards.

Solid Woste Management Ordinance
The Columbia County Solid Waste Management Ordinance was enacted

to

achieve several County

objectives, including the following which are applicable to the zone change area:
Provide for safe and sanitary accumulation, storage, collection, transportation, disposal, and
utilization of wastes and solid wastes.
Prohibit accumulation of wastes or solid wastes on private property in such a manner as to create
a public nuisance, a hazard to health or a condition of unsightliness to provide forthe abatement
of such conditions where found.
Provide for a coordinated countywide solid waste management plan in cooperation with federal,
state and local agencies responsible for the prevention, control or abatement of air, water and
ground pollution and prevention of litter.
I

Promote energy and resource conservation through reduction, reuse, recycling and resource
recovery.s3

This ordinance establishes solid waste franchises to collect, transport, and properly dispose of waste.
Other provisions prohibit unauthorized dumping; require rigid, leak-proof solid waste containers that also

prevent wind-blown material from escaping; and prohibit storage or collection of waste on private
property that "...is offensive or hazardous to the health and safety of the public or which creates offensive
odors or a condition of unsightliness."

Enforcement Ordinance
The Columbia County Enforcement Ordinance establishes the County's authority to enforce adopted
statutes, administrative rules, ordinances, orders and resolutions, both those adopted at the County level
and at the state level. Based on this ordinance, the County can declare violations of the above as
nuisances, issue citations, impose daily fines, and compel compliance with the adopted regulations.6a

Emergency Planning
The County's Department of Emergency Management coordinates with multiple parties including the
state, nearby local governments, the Port, fire districts, and facility operators to develop emergency plans
for a variety of risks, whether those emergencies are natural disasters or caused by human activities. The
Department is also a member of the Regional Disaster Preparedness Organization which includes four
counties in Oregon plus Clark County, Washington and improves preparedness for large-scale disasters

62

Oregon Building Codes Division, Codes and Standards. Accessed July 1, 2020 from

https://www.oregon. govlbcd/codes-stand/Pages/adopted-cod

es. aspx
Columbia County Solid Waste Management Ordinance, updated through October 2010.
64
Columbia County Enforcement Ordinance, integrated through March 4,202O.
53
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and emergency incidents. Finally, the Department helps coordinate responses to emergencies and
performs training activities to help people prepare for how to respond in a safe and effective manner.

Other Local Programs
Clatskanie Rural Fire Protection District
ln addition to compliance with building codes, industrial development must also satisfo provisions of the
Oregon Fire Code,ss including standards for emergency access, fire hydrants and water supply, building

information signs (denoting construction type and fire-resistance rating, fire protection systems,
occupancy type, and hazards), fire suppression systems, and emergency responder radio coverage. ln the
Port Westward area, the Fire Code is administered by the Clatskanie Rural Fire Protection District. To
maintain adequate building safety, Fire Code provisions apply on a continuing basis even following a
building's final construction inspection by the County Building Division. The Fire District can compel
operating or design changes to comply with the Fire Code and minimize fire risk.

Beaver Drai nage lmprovement Company
The Beaver Drainage lmprovement Company manages nearly 12.5 miles of dikes and associated
stormwater conveyance and pumps within the Beaver Drainage District, which includes the zone change
area. Accordingly, the District has an interest in ensuring that stormwater is properly managed and that
any alterations to the dikes themselves are approved by the District and the Corps.
The District's dikes have the added benefit of isolating the zone change area (with the exception of the
Thompson property) from the Columbia River, which can provide additional mitigation against pollutant
transport to the river in the event of a spill.

Summary of Applicable Regulations
Based on the assessment of Federal, State, and local regulatory programs described above, Table 4
identifies which agencies address the potential adverse impacts for the five proposed industrial uses
identified in Table 1.

6s

2019 Oregon Fire Code. Accessed July t,2o2ofrom httpsr//codes.iccsafe.org/content/OFC2019P1
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Table 4: Regulatory Bodies Addressing Potential Adverse lmpacts from Proposed lndustrial Uses

Airborne emissions
(pa rticulates, dust, water
droplets, odor, steam, fumes,

EPA
FERC

DEQ

gas, smoke, etc.)

Noise

Rail/truck/ship traffic for raw
materials, finished products,
and wastes

Vehicle and machinery
exhaust emissions
Stormwater runoff which may
contain chemicals, nutrients,
colors, or sediment
Process/cooling water
discharge

Wastewater discharge

DEQ
FRA

USDOT
EPA

Coast Guard
EPA67

EPA

NMFS

ODOT
DEQ

DEQ

DEQ

EPA

DEQ

Columbia Countv

OSFM
OEM

Columbia County
Clatskanie Rural
Fire Protection

PHMSA
FRA

ODOT Rail

EPA

DEQ

PHMSA

ODOE

FRA

OSFM

FERC

OEM
ODOT Rail

Coast Guard

Light

Water usage

Columbia County

DEQ

FERC

Chemical spills (including oils
and hazardous materials)

ODOT Rail

EPA

EPA

Fire/explosion

Columbia Countv66

District
Columbia County
Clatskanie Rural
Fire Protection

District
Columbia County

EPA

OWRD
ODFW

Corps

Wetland impacts

EPA

DSL

USFWS

DEQ

Columbia County

NMFS
USFWS

Wildlife impacts

Corps
EPA

ODFW

Columbia County

NMFS

66

The County may choose to incorporate DEQs model noise control rules and enforce them in the event that noise
becomes an issue at a noise sensitive property.
67
EPA regulates emissions from passenger vehicles, trucks, locomotives, and U.S. vessels. The lnternational
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) regulates emissions from international vessels.
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Regulatory Bodies

Potential Adverse lmpact
{from Table 1}

State

Federal

Local

Corps

Navigation impacts

MARAD

Dike impacts for any levee

Beaver Drainage

Corps
FEMA

modifications
Accumulation of waste
materials
Nuisances from waste
materials

District
DEQ

EPA

Columbia County

OSFM

Columbia County

Combustibility

EPA

DEQ

PHMSA

OSFM

Clatskanie Fire

Applicable Regulations as Applied to Proposed lndustrial Uses
Table 5 demonstrates how the regulations described above would likely apply to representative examples
for each of the five proposed rural industrial uses for the zone change area. This table further illustrates
how the proposed uses are adequately regulated by programs that require mitigation measures leading

to compatibility.
Table 5: Regulatory Programs Applicable to Proposed lndustrial Use Examples

FederalPrograms
National Environmental
Policy Act
National Historic
Preservation Act
Rivers and Harbors Act
Clean Water Act
Oil Pollution Act
Toxic Substances Control
Act and Lautenberg
Chemical Safetv Act

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

x

Emergency Planning and

Community Right-to-Know
Act
Pollution Prevention Act
Safe Drinking Water Act
and Resource Conservation
and Recoverv Act
Clean Air Act

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Homeland Security Act of

2002

X

X

Hazardous Liquid Pipeline
Act and Natural Gas
Pipeline Safety Act
Protecting Our
I

nfrastructure of Pipel ines

and Enhancing Safety Act of
2016 (PIPES) Act
Federal Rail Safetv Act
Natural Gas Act and Natural

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

Program

Migratory Bird Treatv Act
Marine Mammal Protection
Act
Endangered Species Act
Fish and Wildlife

Coordination Act
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
Conservation and

X

X

Gas Policy Act

lnterstate Commerce Act
National Flood lnsurance

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

Management Act
Oregon Programs
Wetland and Waterway
Removal and Fill permits

X

X

NPDES Permits

X

X

X

X

X

WPCF Permits

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Underground lnjection
Control Program
Onsite Wastewater
Management Program
Section 401 Removal and
Fill Certification

Ballast Water Program
Cleaner Air Oregon
Program

Air Contaminant Discharge
Permits

Title V Operating Permits
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Aboveground Storage

X

x

nderground Storage Tanks
Hazardous Waste
Noise Control

X

X

X

X

X

X

DEQ Emergency Response

X

X

Tanks
U

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Liquified Natural Gas

X

Energy Facilities

Community Right to Know

X

X

X

X

X

OSFM Emergencv Response

X

X

X

X

X

Fire Code and lnspections

X

X

X

X

X

lncident Response

X

X

X

X

X

Storage Tanks

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ODOT Rail

X

X

X

X

X

Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife

X

X

X

X

X

Oregon Heritage

X

X

x

X

X

Zoning Ordinance
Onsite Wastewater
Program

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Office of Emergency

Management

Water Resources
Department

Columbia County Programs

Stormwater and Erosion
Control Ordinance
Building Code
Solid Waste Management
Ordinance

Enforcement Ordinance

X

X

X

X

X

Emergency Planning

X

X

X

X

X

Other Local Programs
Clatskanie Rural Fire

Protection District
Beaver Drainage
lmprovement Company

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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VI. COM PATI BI LITY ASSESSM ENT
This section synthesizes the above information to demonstrate how the five proposed uses can and will

be made compatible with adjacent land uses and natural resources under the applicable land use
standards.

Regulatory Programs
Section V provides information on the numerous existing regulatory programs that are anticipated to be
applicable to the zone change area at the Federal, State, and local level. While the programs do not
guarantee zero impacts (e.g., an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit authorizes release of some amount of
air pollutant), the programs require mitigation to ensure that emissions are limited to levels that have

been scientifically determined to be acceptable for public health and environmental quality, or by
performing actions such as developing and implementing spill response plans. These provisions are in
keeping with the statute (ORS 197.732-197.7361and administrative rule (OAR 660-004-0020) which
indicate that "'Compatible' is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse
impacts of any type with adjacent uses."
The net effect of these regulations is to establish a framework that has the result of maintaining
compatibility with adjacent land uses and adjacent aquatic resources, due to the numerous water quality
and air quality standards detailed above.

to impose a condition as part of an
approval of the Port's proposal that any future uses in the rezone area comply with all applicable
regulatory programs, including all required Federal, state and local permitting. This requirement would
be carried forward and additionally imposed on development proposals, and if it does so the County can
find that this mitigates potential impacts on adjacent land uses and accordingly maintains compatibility
under ORS I97J32 and OAR 660-004-0020.68 The range of potential adverse impacts identified in Table 1
is addressed by the multiple agencies outlined in Table 4. Furthermore, Table 5 examines how a
representative example from each of the five proposed uses would fall under the regulatory authority of
the programs outlined in Section V.
To ensure that compatibility is maintained, the County has the ability

The programs noted above (and other regulations that may be applicable to users even if not identified
above) are wholly consistent with meeting the compatibility rule. To the extent that any development is
conditioned so as to require compliance with all standards and requirements of all applicable regulatory
programs, the County will be assuring compliance with the compatibility requirement under ORS 197.732
(2XcXD) and oAR 660-004-0020(2Xd).

Existing Conditions of Approval
Going beyond the regulations stated above, the Columbia County Board of Commissioners itself imposed
several conditions of approval when enacting Ordinance 2018-1 to approve the Port's zone change

68

Even without such a condition, compliance with the applicable regulatory programs is still mandatory. The
approval condition would simply exercise the County's land use authority to require documentation of compliance
with all applicable regulatory programs to a given use to ensure that compatibility with adjacent land uses is
maintained.
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request. Below is a list of those conditions, which further help maintain compatibility for all future land
use applications and development in the zone change area:
1)

Prior

to on opplicotion for a

building

or

development

for a new use, the

applicant/developer shall submit o Site Design Review and on RIPD Use Under Prescribed
Conditions as required by the Columbio County Zoning Ordinonce.
2)

To ensure adequate trqnsportotion operotion, proposed developments ond expansions
requiring site design review or Use Under Prescribed Conditions shall not produce more
thon ii2 PM peok-hour trips for the entire subject property without conducting a new
Troffic lmpact Analysis ("TlA") with recommendations for operational or sofety mitigation
consistent with the Oregon Tronsportotion Plonning Rule 660-012-0060.

3)

A troffic study be prepored for each proposed future development within the subject
property to determine the number of trips generated, likely trovel routes, impocts on both
possenger cor and heavy trucktroffic ond to ensure thot County roadwoys are improved
os needed to odequotely serve future development. These TIA reports would also be used
to ensure thot the number of trips generoted ond occumulotive trips do not exceed the
trip cop.

4)

To ensure

compotibility with odjoining agricultural uses, the opplicont/developer of new

industriol uses shall comply with the following:
o

The habitat of threatened and endangered species shall be evoluated ond
protected os required by low.

b.

Alterotions of importont noturol feotures, including plocement of structures,
shall maintoin the overoll values of the feature.

c

All development adjocent to Iand zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are
estoblished and maintoined between the industriol uses ond odjacent land uses
on PA-80 zoned lond, including natural vegetotion ond where oppropriate,
fences, londscaped areos ond other similar types of buffers.

d.

When possible the area of the site thot is not developed for industrial uses or
support sholl be left in o natural condition or in resource (form) production.

e

Controls, including suppression and requiring hord surfaces, shqll be employed os
needed to be determined by the County to mitigote dust coused by industriql uses
thot moy emonote from the site and traffic to the site.

f,

Site run-off sholl be controlled and any harmful sediment shqll be contained or
otherwise treoted before being released to ensure potentiol impocts to irrigotion
equipment and oreo woter quolity (both ground and surface) are controlled.

s.

The industrial use impoct on the water table ond sloughs sholl be monitored for
water quality ond surface wqter elevations to ensure thot the oreo woter con be
mointained ond managed for existing uses.

h.

Roilroad crossings sholl be monaged consistently with federal law reguloting
crossing to reduce crossing deloys. Any proposed use that includes transportotion
to or from the subject property by roil sholl submit o rail plan identifying the
number and frequency of trains to the subject property ond impacts to roil
movements, safety, noise or other identified impocts along the roil corridor
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supporting the County's transportotion system. The plan sholl propose mitigation
to identified impocts.
,.

Development opplicotions shall include an agricultural impoct ossessment report
thqt sholl onalyze odjocent agricultural uses ond practices ond demonstrote thot

impocts from the proposed use ore mitigated. The report shall include o
description of the type ond noture of the agricultural uses ond farming practicet
if ony, which presently occur on odjacent londs zoned for form use, type of
agricultural equipment customorily used on the property, and wind pattern
informotion. The report shall include a mitigation plan for any negotive impacts
identified.
s)

for the subject Plon Amendment shqll be limited to only those
thot ore substontially dependent on o deepwater port and have demonstroted qccess
rights to the dock, ond those uses with employment densities, public focilities and octivities
justified in the exception, specifically:
The types of industrial uses

uses

o.

Forestry and wood processing, production, storage, ond tronsportotion;

b.

Dry bulk commodities tronsfer, storoge, production, ond processing;

c.

Liquid bulk commodities processing, storoge, and tronsportotion;

d.

Naturol gos and derivative products, processing, storage, ond transportotion;
ond

e.
6)

Breokbulk storoge, tronsportation, ond processing.

The storoge, looding ond unloading of coal is specifically not justified in this exception.
Such uses sholl not be allowed on the subject property without a seporate approved

exception to Goal 3.
7)

The Port (applicont) sholl institute o plon and ongoing progrom for sompling ground ond
surface water quality to establish boseline measurements for a range of contaminotes ot
the re-zone site and down-grodient. The program should be designed and managed for
ossurance that future industrial wostewater dischorges are treated to prevent pollution
to the watershed environment. The progrom sholl be designed to detect leaking tanks.

8)

The Port (qpplicqnt) sholl prepore a response plan and cleon-up plon for o hozqrdous
moterial spill event. The plan sholl include oppropriote government ogencies and privote

companies engoged in such clean-up activities.

These conditions of approval require an applicant to perform many steps that lead to compatibility:
Apply for and obtain land use approval for the proposed project after demonstrating compliance
with applicable criteria in the Zoning Ordinance;
Comply with applicable standards of the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) and demonstrate that
appropriate transportation infrastructure is in place;
Provide evidence demonstrating compatibility with adjacent land;

Limit activities to the specific uses outlined above and rely on the deepwater port;
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.

Monitor water quality; and

.

Plan for hazardous material spills.

These requirement for full analysis of impacts and implementation of appropriate mitigation measures
assure that future development in the zone change will be compatible with adjacent uses.

Additional Recommended Condition of Approval
To fully ensure compatibility and have adequate measures

identified in the record, it would be appropriate
for the Board of Commissioners to consider an additional Condition of Approval requiring applicants for
future development proposals in the rezone area to provide evidence of approvalof allapplicable Federal,
State, and local permits prior to issuance of occupancy permits.6e

Compatibility Analysis Findings and Determination
Based on the totality of the evidence, the five rural industrial uses are appropriately situated to allow for
any appropriate and necessary mitigation to achieve compatibility with adjacent land uses and natural
resources including wetlands and area waterways:

The extensive Federal, state, and local regulatory programs applicable to industrial development
address the potential impacts from new development and require measures to safeguard that

offsite effects are limited to acceptable levels as determined by the regulating agencies and
programs.
I

The five uses' dependence on the deepwater port and requirement to be consistent with the
characteristics identified in the Goal Exception request help to further maintain compatibility by
precluding objectionable uses and urban uses.
The dike between the zone change area and the Columbia River separates the bulk of the zone

change area (excluding the Thompson property) from the waterway, allowing for effective
stormwater management approaches, and additionally improving emergency response options in
the event of a spill.

The required buffers between development in the zone change area and land zoned PA-80
separates industrial development from designated agricultural areas to ensure that the industrial
development doesn't diminish the viability of farm use.
Ultimately, compatibility will be accomplished via overlapping programs and measures that protect area
residents, land uses, and aquatic resources.

6e

As noted above, compliance with all applicable regulatory programs is required with or without such a land use
condition. However, including such a condition ensures that the County will have an oversight role in the
application regulatory programs, and in so doing have the ability to ensure that impacts are mitigated and land use
compatibility maintained.
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VII.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This report supplements the record for the Port of Columbia County's application for a Comprehensive
Plan Amendment, zone change, and Goal Exception for approximately 837 acres adjacent to the existing
Port Westward lndustrial Park. ln accordance with the direction provided by LUBA and the Oregon Court
of Appeals, and to provide substantial evidence for the County's record, land use compatibility has been

assessed

and appropriate mitigation measures identified

compatibility standards of

to

demonstrate compliance with the

ORS 797.732-197.736 and OAR 660-004-0020.

The report lists the five proposed uses and details the existing land uses within and adjacent to the zone
change area, and finds that the majority of existing land is in agricultural tree farm uses and rural industrial
uses. The report next describes the existing regulatory programs which would most likely be applicable to

future industrial development, all of which have the effect of limiting adverse impacts and thereby
maintain compatibility as provided under ORS L97.732(21(cXD) and OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd). Finally, the
existing Conditions of Approval and the recommended Condition of Approval provide redundancy to
ensure that the future development is fully protective of and compatible with its surroundings.
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680

RESOURCE INDUSTRIAL . PLANNED DEVELOPMENT

RIPD

681 Purpose: The purpose of this district is to implementthe policies of the Comprehensive
Plan for Rural lndustrialAreas. These provisions are intended to accommodate rural
and natural resource related industries which:

1
.2
.3

Are not generally labor intensive;
Are land extensive;
Require a rural location in order to take advantage of adequate rail andior
vehicle and/or deep water port and/or airstrip access;

.4
.5
.6

Complement the character and development of the surrounding rural area;

Are consistent with the rural facilities and services existing and/or planned for
the area; and,

Will not require facility and/or service improvements at significant public
expense.

The uses contemplated for this district are not appropriate for location within
Urban Growth Boundaries due to their relationship with the site specific
resources noted in the Plan and/or due to their hazardous nature.

682

Permitted Uses
1

.2

Farm use as defined by Subsection 2 of ORS 215.203 except marijuana growing
and producing.

Management, production, and harvesting of forest products, including wood
processing and related operations.

[Amd. Ordinance 2015-4, eff. 11-25-15]

683 Uses Permitted Under Prescribed Conditions: The following uses may be permitted
subject to the conditions imposed for each use:
1

Production, processing, assembling, packaging, or treatment of materials;
research and development laboratories; and storage and distribution of services
and facilities subject to the following findings:

A.

The requested use conforms with the goals and policies of

B

The potential impact upon the area resulting from the proposed use has
been addressed and any adverse impact will be able to be mitigated
considering the following factors:

the
Gomprehensive Plan - specifically those policies regarding rural industrial
development and exceptions to the rural resource land goals and policies.
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c

Physiological characteristics of the site (ie., topography, drainage,
etc.) and the suitability of the site for the particular land use and
improvements;

.2

Existing land uses and both private and public facilities and services
in the area;

.3

The demonstrated need for the proposed use is best met at the
requested site considering allfactors of the rural industrial element
of the Comprehensive Plan.

The requested use can be shown to comply with the following standards
for available services:
Water shall be provided by an on-site source of sufficient capacity to
serve the proposed use, or a public or community water system
capable of serving the proposed use.

2

.3
.4
.5

2

Sewage will be treated by a subsurface sewage system, or a
community or public sewer system, approved by the County
Sanitarian and/or the State DEQ.

3

Access will be provided to

,4

The property is within, and is capable of being served by, a ruralfire
district; or, the proponents will provide on-site fire suppression
facilities capable of serving the proposed use. On-site facilities shall
be approved by either the State or local Fire Marshall.

a public

right-of-way constructed to
standards capable of supporting the proposed use considering the
existing level of service and the impacts caused by the planned
development.

Accessory buildings may be allowed if they fulfill the following requirements

A.

lf attached to the main building or separated by a breezeway, they shall
meet the front and side yard requirements of the main building.

B

lf detached from the main building, they must be located behind the main
building or a minimum of 50 feet from the front lot or parcel line, whichever
is greater.

C.

Detached accessory buildings shall have a minimum setback of 50 feet
from the rear and/or side lot or parcel line.

Signs as provided in Chapter 1300
Off street parking and loading as provided in Chapter 1400.

Home occupations consistent with ORS 215.448. Home occupations do not
include commercial activities carried on in conjunction with a marijuana crop.
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A temporary caretaker/watchman residence that is necessary to and

in

conj u nction with a perm itted use. The tem porary caretaker/watch man resid ence

shall be:

A.

Temporary in nature and restricted to a manufactured dwelling or mobile
home. The temporary residence shall be initially allowed for one (1) year
and shall b elgibile for annual renewal pursuant to Section 1505.7 until
such time as the associated permitted use ceases.

B.
C.

Approved for potable water and on-site sewage disposal

Removed or made to conform with applicable zoning and building
regulations when the associated permitted use ceases.

D.

a signed and recorded Waiver of Remonstrance
regarding past, current and future lawful permitted uses on adjacent and
nearby properties.

Accompanied by

[AddedbyOrdinanceNo.2009-8eff.1422/09;

684

Amd.Ordinance20lS-4,ett-11-25-15]

Prohibited Uses:

.1

Marijuana growing and producing.

[Amd. Ordinance 2015-4, eff. 11-25-15]

685 Standards:

1

The minimum lot or parcel size for uses allowed under Section 682 shall be 38
acres.

2

The minimum lot or parcel size, average lot or parcel width and depth, and
setbacks for uses allowed under Section 683, shall be established by the
Planning Commission, and will be sufficient to support the requested rural
industrial use considering, at a minimum, the following factors:
A.

Overall scope of the project. Should the project be proposed to be
developed in phases, all phases shall be considered when establishing the
minimum lot size.

.3

B

Space required for off street parking and loading and open space, as
required.

C.

Setbacks necessary to adequately protect adjacent properties

Access shall be provided to a public right-of-way of sufficient construction to
support the intended use, as determined by the County Roadmaster.

[Amd. Ordinance 2015-4, eff. 11-25-15]

686 Review Procedures: The Planning Commission shall review, in accordance with
Section 1600, all requests made pursuant to Section 683 to assure that:

1

The use conforms to the criteria outlined in Section 681
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.2
.3

The conditions outlined in Section 683 can be met.

The Design Review Board or Planning Commission reviewed the
request and found it to comply with the standards set out in Section
1550 and the minimum lot or parcel size provisions set out in Section
684.
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CU
CONDITIONAL USES:
1

Status:Approval of a conditional use shall not constitute a change of zoning classification
and shall be granted only for the specific use requested; subject to such reasonable
modifications, conditions, and restrictions as may be deemed appropriate by the
Commission, or as specifically provided herein.

2 Conditions: The Commission may attach conditions and restrictions to any conditional
use approved. The setbacks and limitations of the underlying district shall be applied
to the conditional use. Conditions and restrictions may include a specific limitation of

uses, landscaping requirements, off-street parking, performance standards,
performance bonds, and other reasonable conditions, restrictions, or safeguards that
would uphold the intent of the Comprehensive Plan and mitigate any adverse effect
upon the adjoining properties which may result by reason of the conditional use being
allowed.
3

Conditional Use Permit: A Conditional Use Permit shall be obtained for each
conditional use before development of the use. The permit shall stipulate any
modifications, conditions, and restrictions imposed bythe Commission, in addition to
those specifically set forth in this ordinance. On its own motion, or pursuant to a
formal written complaint filed with the Planning Department, upon proper notice and
hearing as provided by Sections 1603 and 1608 of this ordinance, the Commission,
(or Board on appeal) may, but is not required to, amend, add to or delete some or all
of the conditions applied to Conditional Use Permits issued by the Planning
Commission or Board of Commissioners. The powergranted bythis subsection may
only be exercised upon a finding such amendment, addition or deletion is reasonably
necessary to satisfy the criteria established by Section 1503.5 below.

.4

Suspension or Revocation of a Permit: A Conditional Use Permit may be suspended or

revoked by the Commission when any conditions or restrictions imposed are not
satisfied.

A.
B.

A Conditional Use Permit shall be suspended only after a hearing before the
Commission. Written notice of the hearing shall be given to the property
owner at least 10 days prior to the hearing.

Asuspended permit may be reinstated, if in the judgmentof the Commission,
the conditions or restrictions imposed in the approval have been satisfied.

c.

A revoked permit may not be reinstated. A new application must be made to
the Commission.

5 Granting a Permit: The Commission may grant a Conditional Use Permit after conducting
a public hearing, provided the applicant provides evidence substantiating that all the

requirements of this ordinance relative

to the proposed use are satisfied

and

demonstrates the proposed use also satisfies the following criteria:
A.

The use is listed as a Conditional Use in the zone which is currently applied
to the site;

B.

The use meets the specific criteria established in the underlying zone;

c.

The characteristics of the site are suitable for the proposed use considering

size, shape, location, topography, existence of improvements, and natural
features;
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The site and proposed development is timely, considering the
adequacy of transportation systems, public facilities, and services
existing or planned for the area affected by the use;

E

The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding
area in a manner which substantially limits, impairs, or precludes
the use of surrounding properties for the primary uses listed in the
underlying district;

F

The proposal satisfies the goals and policies of

the

Comprehensive Plan which apply to the proposeduse;

G.
6

The proposalwill not create any hazardous conditions.

Design Review: The Commission may require the Conditional Use be
subject to a site design review by the Design Review Board or Planning
Commission.
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Section

1550

SITE DESIGN REVIEW

[Amended by Ordinance 98-9, eff. I 1/25/98; amended by Ordinance No. 2003 - 5, effective December 1 5, 2003].

The Site Design Review process shall apply to all new development, redevelopment, expansion, or
improvement of all community, governmental, institutional, commercial, industrial and multi-family residential
(4 or more units) uses in the County.

1551.

Types of Site Design Review:
A.

Type 1 : Projects, developments and building expansions which meet any of the following
criteria:
1

2.
3.
B.

are less than 5,000 sq.ft., and are less than 10% of the square footage of an existing
structure.
lncrease the number of dwelling units in a multi-family project.
lncrease the height of an existing building

lype 2: Projects, developments and building expansions which meet any of the following
criteria:
have an area of 5,000 sq.ft. or more, or are
an existing structure.

1oo/o

or more of the square footage of

2.
3.

Change the category of use (e.9., commercial to industrial, etc.)

4

Any project meeting any of the Type 2 criteria shall be deemed a Type 2 Design

New off-site advertising signs or billboards.

Reviewapplication.

1552 Design Review Process: The Planning Director shall review and decide all Type 1 Site Design
Review applications. The Planning Commission shall review all Type 2 Design Review
applications. Applications shall be processed in accordance with Sections 1600 and 1700 of this
ordinance.
1553 Pre-application Conference: A pre-application conference is required for all projects applying for
a Site Design Review, unless the Director or his/her designate determines it is unnecessary. The
submittalrequirementsforeach application are as defined in this section and thestandards of the
applicable zone, and will be determined and explained to the applicant at the pre- application
conference.

1554 Pre-application Conference Committee: The committee shall be appointed by the Planning
Director and shall consist of at least the following officials, or their designated staff members.
Only affected officials need to be present at each pre-application conference.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

The County Planning Director.
The County Director of Public Works.
The Fire Marshalof the appropriate Rural Fire District.

The County BuildingOfficial.
TheCountySanitarian.
A city representative, for projects inside Urban Growth Boundaries.
Otherappointees bythe Planning Director, such as an Architect, Landscape Architect, real

estate agent, appropriate officials, etc.
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1555 Submittal documents: The following documents, when applicable, are required for a Site Design
Review. Thescopeofthedrawingsanddocumentstobeincludedwillbedeterminedatthepreapplication conference bythe Pre-application Conference Committee, and a Site Design Review
Submittal Checklist will be given to the applicant, documenting which items are deemed not
applicable or not necessary to determine compliance with County and State standards, with a
short explanation given for each item so determined.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
l.
J.
K.
L.
M.

History.
Project narrative.
Existing site plan.
Proposed site plan.
Grading plan.
Drainage plan.
Wetland mitigation plan. Goal 5 Resource Protection Plans (streams, wetlands, riparian
areas, natural areas, fish and wildlife habitat).
Landscaping plan.

Architecturalplans.
Sign drawings.

Access, parking and circulation plan.
lmpactassessment.
Site Design Review Submittal Checklist.

1556 Site Plan Submittal and Analysis: The applicant shall submit an application and any necessary
supplemental information as required by this ordinance to the Land Development Services
Department. The Planning Director or designate shall review the application and check its
completeness and conformance with this ordinance. Once a Type 2 application is deemed
complete, itshall bescheduled forthe earliest possible hearing beforethe Planning Commission.
A staff report shall be prepared and sent to the applicant, the Planning Commission, and any
interested party requesting a copy.

1557 Planning Director Review: All Type 1 design review applications will be processed by the
Planning Director or designate according to Sections 1601 , 1602 and 1609 of this ordinance.
lf the Director determines that the proposed development meets the provisions of this ordinance,
the director may approve the project and may attach any reasonable conditions.

1558

Planning Commission Review: The Planning Commission shallhold a public hearing forallType 2
Design Review applications according to Sections 1603, 1604 and 1608 of this ordinance. lf
the Planning Commission determines that the proposed development meets the provisions of

this ordinance, it may approve the project. The Planning Commission may attach any
reasonable conditions to its approval of a site plan.

1559 Compliance: Conditions placed upon the development of a site are also placed upon any building
permits issued for the same site. These conditions shall be met by the developer prior to an
occupancy permit being issued by the Building Official, or as an alternative, a bond shall be
posted equal to 125o/o of lhe estimated cost of the unfinished work, to ensure completion within
1 year of occupancy. lf all improvements are not completed within the 1-year bond period, the
County may use the bond to complete the work.
1560

Existing Site Plan: The degree of detail in the existing site plan shall be appropriate to the scale
of the proposal, or to special site features requiring careful design. An existing site plan shall
include the following, unless it is determined bythe Planning Directorthat the information is not
applicable or is not necessary to determine compliance with County and State standards, and
a short explanation will be given for each item so determined:
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A.

A vicinity map showing location of the property in relation to adjacent properties, roads,
pedestrianways and bikeways, and utility access. Site features, manmade or natural,
which cross property boundaries are to be shown.

B.

A site description map at a suitable scale (i.e. 1"=100'; 1"=50'; or 1"=20')showing parcel
boundaries and gross area, including the following elements, when applicable:

1.

Contour lines at the following minimum intervals:

a.
b.
c.

2 foot intervals for slopes O-20%;
5 or 10 foot intervals for slopes exceeding 20%;

ldentification of areas exceeding 35% slope.

2.

ln special areas, a detailed slope analysis may be required. Sources for slope
analysis include maps located at the U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service
office.

3.

Potential natural hazard areas, including potential flood or high ground water,
landslide, erosion, and drainage ways. An engineering geologic study may be
required.

4

Wetland areas, springs, wildlife habitat areas, wooded areas, and surface features
such as mounds and large rock outcroppings.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Streams and streamcorridors.
Location, species and size of existing trees proposed to be removed.

Significantnoisesources.
Existing structures, improvements, utilities, easements and otherdevelopment.
Adjacent property structures and/or uses

1561 Proposed Site Plan:A complete application for design review shall be submitted, including the
following plans, which may be combined, as appropriate, onto one or more drawings, unless it
is determined by the Planning Director that the information is not applicable or is not necessary
to determine compliance with County and State standards, and a short explanation will be given

for each item sodetermined:
A.

Site Plan: The site plan shall be drawn at a suitable scale (i.e. 1"=100', 1"=50', or 1"=20')
and shall include thefollowing:

The applicant's entire property and the surrounding area to a distance sufficient to

determine the relationships between the applicant's property and proposed
development and adjacent properties and developments.

2.

Boundary lines and dimensions of the property and all proposed property lines
Future buildings in phased development shall be indicated.

3.
4.

ldentification information, including names and addresses of project designers.

Naturalfeatures which will be utilized in the site plan.
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Location, dimensions and names of all existing or platted roads or other public ways,

5

easements, and railroad rights-of-way on or adjacent to the property, city limits,
section lines and corners, and monuments.

6.

Location and dimensions of all existing structures, improvements, or utilities to
remain, and structures to be removed, all drawn to scale.

7.
8.

Historic structures, as designated in the Comprehensive Plan

Approximate location and size of storm water retention or detention facilities and
storm drains.

9.

Location and exteriordimensions of all proposed structures and impervious surfaces.

10.

Location and dimension of parking and loading areas. pedestrian and bicycle
circulation, and related access ways. lndividual parking spaces shall be shown.

1"1

.

12.

Orientation of structures, showing entrances and exits.
All exterior lighting, showing type, height, wattage, and hours of use.

13. Drainage,

Stormwater and Erosion Control, including possible adverse effects on

adjacent lands.

14.

Service areas forwaste disposaland recycling.

15.

Noise sources, with estimated hours of operation and decibel levels at the property
boundaries.

16. Goal 5

Resource Protection Plans. lndicate how project will protect streams,
wetlands, riparian areas, natural areas, and fish and wildlife habitat from negative
impacts.

17.

A landscaping plan which includes, if applicable

a.

Location and height of fences, buffers, and screening;

b.

Location of terraces, decks, shelters, playareas, and common open spaces;

c.

Location, type, size, and species of existing and proposed shrubs and trees;
and

d.
B.

A narrative which addresses soil conditions and erosion control measures.

GradingPlans: Apreliminarygradingplanindicatingwhereandtowhatextentgradingwill
take place, including general contour lines, slope ratios, slope stabilization proposals, and
natural resource protection proposals.

C.

ArchitecturalDrawings:

1.
2.
3.

Buildingelevationsandsections;
Building materials (color and type);
Floor plan.
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D.

Signs: (see also Zoning Ordinance Section 1300)

1.

Freestanding sign

a.
b.
2.

Location of sign on siteplan;
Elevation of sign (indicate size, total height, height between bottom of sign and
ground, color, materials, and means of illumination).

On-Building Sign
a

Building elevation with location of sign (indicate size, color, materials and
means of illumination);

b.
1562

Plot plan showing location of signs on building in relation to adjoining property

Landscaping: Buffering, Screening and Fencing:

A.

General Provisions

Existing plant materials on a site shall be protected to prevent erosion. Existing
trees and shrubs may be used to meet landscaping requirements if no cutting or
filling takes place within the dripline of the trees or shrubs.

2.

All wooded areas, significant clumps or groves of trees, and specimen conifers, oaks

or other large deciduous trees, shall be preserved or replaced by new plantings of
sim ilar size orcharacter.

B.

BufferingRequirements:
Buffering and/or screening are required to reduce the impacts on adjacent uses
which are of a different type. When different uses are separated by a right of way,
buffering, but not screening, may be required.

2.

A buffer consists of an area within a required setback adjacent to a property line,
having a width of up to 10 feet, except where the Planning Commission requires a
greater width, and a length equal to the length of the property line adjacent to the
abutting use oruses.

3.

Buffer areas shall be limited to utilities, screening, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and

landscaping. No buildings, roads, or parking areas shall be allowed in a buffer area.

4.

The minimum improvements within a buffer area shall include:
a

One row of trees, or groupings of trees equivalent to one row of trees. At the
time of planting, these trees shall not be less than 10 feet high for deciduous
trees and 5 feet high for evergreen trees, measured from the ground to the top
of the tree after planting. Spacing of trees at maturity shall be sufficient to
provide a year-round buffer.

b.

ln addition, at least one S-gallon shrub shall be planted for each 100 square feet

of required bufferarea.
c.

The remaining area shall be planted in grass or ground cover, or spread with
bark mulch or other appropriate ground cover (e.9. rou nd rock). Pedestrian and
bicycle paths are permitted in buffer areas.
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C.

ScreeningRequirements:
1

Where screening is required, the following standards shall apply in addition to those
required for buffering:
a.

A hedge of evergreen shrubs shall be planted which will form a four-foot high
continuous screen within two years of planting; or,

b.

An earthen berm planted with evergreen plant materials shall be provided which
willform a continuous screen sixfeet in heightwithin two years. The unplanted
portion of the berm shall be planted in lawn, ground cover or bark mulch; or,

c.

A five foot or taller fence or wall shall be constructed to provide a continuous
sight obscuring screen. Fences and walls shall be constructed of any materials
commonly used in the construction of fences and walls such as wood, brick, or

other materials approved by the Director. Corrugated metal is not an
acceptable fencing material. Chain link fences with slats may be used if
combined with a continuous evergreen hedge.
2

3

When the new use is downhillfrom the adjoining zone or use being protected, the
prescribed heights of required fences, walls, or landscape screening along the
common property line shall be measured from the actual grade of the adjoining
property at the common property line. This requirement may be waived by the
adjacent property owner.
lf four or more off-street parking spaces are required, off-street parking adjacent to

a public road shall provide a minimum of four square feet of landscaping for each
lineal foot of street frontage. Such landscaping shall consist of landscaped berms
or shrubbery at least 4 feet in total height at maturity. Additionally, one tree shall be
provided for each 50 lineal feet of street frontage or fraction thereof.

4.
5.

Landscaped parking areas may include special design features such as landscaped
berms, decorative walls, and raised planters.

Loading areas, outside storage, and service facilities must be screened from
adjoining properties.

D.

Fences andWalls:
Fences, walls or combinations of earthen berms and fences or walls up to four feet
in heightmaybeconstructedwithin a requiredfrontyard. Rearand sideyardfences,
or berm/fence combinations behind the required front yard setback may be up to six

feet in height.
2

The prescribed heights of required fences, walls, or landscaping shall be measured
from the lowest of the adjoining levels of finished grade.

3.

Fences and walls shall be constructed of any materials commonly used in the
construction of fences and walls such as wood, brick, or other materials approved
by the Director. Corrugated metal is not an acceptable fencing material. Chain link
fences with slats may be used if combined with a continuous evergreen hedge.

4

Re-vegetation: Where natural vegetation or topsoil has been removed in areas not
occupied by structures or landscaping, such areas shall be replanted to prevent
erosion.
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1563

StandardsforApproval:
The Planning Commission or Director shall make a finding with respect to each of the

following criteria when approving, approving with conditions, or denying an
application:
A.

Flood Hazard Areas: See CCZO 51100, Flood Hazard Overlay Zone. All
development in Flood Hazard Areas must comply with State and Federal
Guidelines.

B.

Wetlands and Riparian

shall be in compliance

Areas: Alteration of wetlands and riparian areas
with State and Federal laws.

c.

Natural Areas and Features: To the greatest practical extent possible, natural
areas and features of the site shall be preserved.

D

Historic and Cultural sites and structures: All historic and culturally significant
sites and structures identified in the {€84 Comprehensive Plan, or identified
for inclusion in the County Periodic Review, shall be protected if they still exist.

E.

Lighting: All outdoor lights shall be shielded so as to not shine directly on
adjacent properties and roads.

F.

Energy Conservation: Buildings should be oriented to take advantage of
natural energy saving elements such as the sun, landscaping and land forms.

G

Transportation Facilities: Off-site auto and pedestrian facilities may be required
by the Planning Commission, Planning Director or Public Works Director
consistent with the Columbia County Road Standards and the Columbia County
Transportation Systems Plan.

1564

Final Site PlanApproval
lf the Planning Director or Planning Commission approves a preliminary site plan, the

applicant shall finalize all the site drawings and submit them io the Director for review.
lf the Director finds the final site plan conforms with the preliminary site plan, as
approved bythe DirectororPlanning Commission, the Director shall give approval to
the final site plan. Minor differences between the preliminary site plan and the final
site plan may be approved by the Director. These plans shall be attached to the
building permit application and shall become a part of that permit.
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EXHIBIT D

SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS
OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW
In support of its decision the columbia
county Board of commissioners
adopts the
following Supplemental Findings
of Fact and concrusions of Law:

1'

The county has complied with
all Procedural Land use Requirements
During the
Course of its Remand proceedings

a'

The county's Notice compries
with Legal Requirements

The Board finds that the county's
notice

was sufficientry detailed to apprise
parties of the hearing on
interested
the Port's
application onl",nurrd, the scope
-ooifi"o
of the county,s
review' and the general appricable
criteria. The notice provided, in part:

"The purpose of the hearing is
to consider the port of St. Helens,
modified
application on remand from
the Land Use Board of Appeals
(LUBA)
for a
comprehensive plan Map Amendment,
zon.
cturrge,
and
an
Exception
to
statewide pranning Goar 3 pursuant
to oRS rg7.732(2)(c) for an g37_acre
expansion of the Port westward
Rural Industrial Area (port westward).
The
applicant seeks to change the
comprehensive plan Map designation
of the
expansion area from Agricultural
Resource to Resource Industrial
and
to change
the zoning from Primary Agriculture
(PA-80) to Resource Industrial planned
Development (RIPD)' An
exception to Goal 3, which provides
for the preservation
of agricultural lands, is required to
change ttr. co-i."hensive plan

from an agricultural use to an industrial
use.,,

designation

In accordance with oRS 197'763,
the notice properly set forth
the nature of the application
the general criteria- a comprehensive
and
Plan Ameniment, ii,on ct unge
and
Goal 3 Reasons
Exception - to allow industrial
uses on land curren tly zoned.primary
Agriculture.
The notice also
stated that the staff report,
which contained detailed criteria
and
findings,
would
be available in
advance ofthe hearing.
In addition' the application at issue
here is not a new application
but a continuation of an
existing application' The notice
therefore properly exprained
it
ut
trre
county,s review wourd be
limited to whether the modified
application addressed th. i..u.,
remanded by LUBA, as follows:
"written and verbal testimony at
the hearing will be limited
to the issues on remand.
Specifically, LUBA remanded the
decision for the county to determine:
(1) if
applicable' whether the uses
cannot be located within an
urban
growth
boundary
due to impacts that are hazardous
or incompatible in densely populated
areas; (2)
whether areas that do
not require a goal exception
cannot reasonably accommodate
ur", are compatible with adjacent uses
or can be

the use; (3) whether the proposeo
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rendered so through mitigation; and (4)
applyrng the factors articulated in shaffer
v' Jacl<son county,whether a Goar 14
Exception is required.,,

As the notice indicates, LUBA remanded
the county's previous approval on whether
the
within an urban growth boundary due to impacts
that
arehazatdous or incompatible in densely
populated areas. However, the notice
indicates the basis
for remand needs to be addressed only "if
applicable." In its modified application, the port
addressed this issue by choosing not
to pursue an exception to Goal 3 under oAR
660-004_
0022(3)(b) (hazardous or incompatible
uses in densely poiulated areas). Accordingly,
the
Board
finds that oAR 660-004-0022(3)(b) is no
longer uppii*ur" and does not serye as a
basis for theGoal 3 exception granted by the Board.
uses originallyproposed could not
be located

In

sum' the county's notice informed interested
parties of the application, the issues on
remand and the opportunity to testify
in a mannerthat was understandable and
meaningful. It also
provided an opportunity for any interested
party to obtain additional information prior
to the
hearing' The Board finds that the notice
ofpublic hearing met the requirements of oRS 1g7.763.

b.

proper Use of the Exception process

The Board finds that the Port's request
for an exception to Goal 3 is a proper use of
the
exception process and that the Port is
not limited to the periodic Review process
under to oRS
197 '628 to 197 '636' The Board also
finds proposed expansion area is approximately
7 miles away
from the city of clatskanie's urban growth
boundary, and so is not subject to mandatory periodic
Review.
The Board finds that the Port has proposed
a comprehensive plan Map amendment
and
zone change for a specific arca adjacent
to Port westward to conditionally allow five
specific
rural indushial uses in the new expansion
area, in addition to the two uses permitted
outright in
the RIPD zone' As detailed below, the
Port's application does not propose ..a planning
or zoning
policy of general applicabilitv" under oRS
r97.732(lxbxA) and oAR ooo_oo+_0005(l)(a).
Rather' the Port has requested authorization
for nu. ,p."iti" ur", conditionally allowed in
the
RIPD zone' each limited to the exception
area and, as approved, significantly dependent
on
the
use
of the existing deepwater port at port Westward.

c.

Five Identified Uses

The Board Finds that the Port is proposing
a comprehensive plan Map amendment
and
zone change, limited to the specific 837
acre area adjacent to port westward,
to allow five specific
rural uses in that specific area. Because the
land is currently zoned pA-go, the comprehensive
Map Amendment and'zonechange require
an exception to Goal 3.
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opponents have argued that the Port's
application constitutes
general applicabilify" which is prohibited

,,a

planning or zoning policy
of
under oRS 1g7.732(lxbxA) and oAR
660-0040005(l)(a)' The Board finds that its
approval of the Port's request does not
constitute
the
implementation of a planning or zoning
policy of general applicability, but rather
is
a
limited
approval authorizing five specific uses
conditionaliy permitted in the RlpD zone,
and further
limiting the approval of those uses to the
subject expansion area.

To be clear, the Board is not
authorizing any conditional uses in
the 837 acrearea beyond the five uses proposed
by the port.
Further' the authorization is geographically
limited to the g37 acre expansion area.
To the extent opponents have expressed
concern that fufure rural industrial port
tenant uses
could potentially lack a nexus with
the deepwater port at port westward,
and thereby undermine
the basis for granting the exception,
the Board finds that the terms of the port,s
application on
remand is self-limiting in that the sole
basis the Port has put forward is significant
dependence on
the deepwater port at Port westward.
Given that limitation, u.ry potential tenant
seeking to locate
in the new expansion area would be limited
not only to the five authorized uses, but
to the five
uses in a form that would be significantiy
dependent on the deepwater porr at port

#::ffT

Nevertheless' the Board acknowledges
that the opponents' concern is a reasonable
one and
notes that condition 5 has accordingly
been imposed for additional clarity.
The condition requires
that the five uses authorized be significantly
dependent on and have demonstrated
access to the
deepwater port at Port westward.

with that condition in place, the Board finds that
the only rural
industrial uses the approval authorizes
in the new .*panrion area arethose that
will
be
significantly
dependent on acfual deepwater port
usage at port Westward.
In its remand decision, LUBA held that
the applicable law does not prohibit
approval of an
exception for more than one rural industrial
use. 70 0r LUBA l7l,lgl. The Board
finds that each
of the approved uses, while somewhat similar
in nature, is a discrete and specific use
which, in
specific contexts, can have a significant
dependence on maritime commerce,
which the condition

described above requires' The Board
does not agree with opponents that
operational subof use each comprise separate uses, nor that
the approved uses amount solely to
'ogoods'" The Board notes that
each of the five uses are specific to
different kinds of goods, but the
approved uses also include the processing,
handling und/o, storage of those goods.
The Board
therefore finds that the approved uses
each involve ihe act (or acts) ofgetting
the subject goods
processed' transferred, imported
and/or exported via deepwater port
and accordingly serve as a
valid basis for taking an exception to Goal
3.
components

2'

Each of the Port's Approved uses is
significandy Dependent on a unique Resource
Located on Agricultural or Forest

Land

a. port westward

oRD|NANCE NO. 2021_g
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The Board finds that Port westward
is recognized as a deepwater port under
state law.
oRS 777'065 recognizes that the State
of oregon has f,rve deepwater port facilities (Astoria,
coos
Bay, Newport, portrand and St.
Herens). oRS 777.065 states the following:

"The Legislative Assembly recognizes that
assistance and encouragement of
enhanced world

trade opporfunities are an important
function of the state, and that
development of new and expanded
overseas markets for commodities
exported
from the ports of this state has great potential
for diversifying and improving the
economic base of the state. Therefore,
development and improvement of port
facilities suitable for use in world
maritime trade at the ports of umatilla,
Morrow,
Arlington' The Dalles, Hood River and
cascade Locks and, the development
of
deepwater portfacirities at Astoria,
coos Bay, Newport, p";r;;;;;;la'"ir.
ua*,
is declared to be a state economic goal
of higi priority. Allagencies of the state
of
oregon are directed to assist in promptly
achieving the creation of such facilities
by processing applications for necessary
permits in an expeditious manner
and by
assisting the ports involved with
available financial assistance or services
when
necessary.,,
(Emphases added.)

The Board accordingly finds that
Port westward qualifies as a deepwater port.
The port
has noted that Page 95 in the original
record provides an explanation that
oregon,s deepwater
ports can accommodate vessel
drafts of 40 feei or deeper, and that
the 200g orJgon Legislative
committee services Background Brief
in the record or tt, remand proceedings identifies port
westward as a deepwater port, stating,
"The three ports on the lower columbia,
Astoria, St.
Helens, and portland, are deep water
ports.,,

As the Port has explained in its submissions
to the county, the deepwater ports on the
columbia River are those ports with access
to the federally maintained 43 foot navigation
channel
running 105 nautical miles from the mouth
of the columbia River to the portland/vancouve
r area.
This is supported by Pacific Northwest
waterways Association columbia Snake
River System
Fact Sheet submitted into the record.
opponents have suggested that the Board
adopt a definition of ..deepwaterport,,consistent
with the use of that term as applied to
off-shore oil and gas transfer and transportation
facilities
under

33

u's'c'

r502(g)' The Board declines to adopl
such a definition,

in the face
substantial evidence in the record as
to the meaning and use of the term
as outlined above.

of

the

To the extent that opponents have argued
that Port westward is not a deepwater port,
the
Board rejects that argument' Based
on substantial evidence submitted into the
record
to the
contrary' the Board finds that Port westward
is a deepwater port with access to the
federally
maintained 43 foot navigation channel.
The Board also finds that the 2008
Background Brief on oregon ports, prepared
by the
oregon Legislative committee services
and submitted into the record, provides
substantial
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evidence that the approved
uses are typical uses at port facilities.
As the port noted, three of the
uses authorizedby this decision
are explicitly identified in that
Background Brief as common port
activities: Dry Bulk' Liquid Bulk
and Break Bulk. In addition,
partnership shoreline
the.,clwlitz
Master Program updates" document
submitted into the record discusses
Dry Bulk, Liquid Bulk
and Breakbulk each as potential
uses under the chapter titled
"Demand
for
water
Dependent lJses,,
and under the subheading
of "Marine cargo" ,see, Riverkeeper
Letter
dated
August
2, 2017, Ex.
22' pp'5-8' The Board finds that
the approved uses are commonly
associated
with
port
facilities,
as established by the record
evidence before the Board.
The Board also rejects the argument
that the Port is required to demonstrate
all ..parcels,,
of the subject property will have independent
specific access to the deepwater port
at poit
westward' oAR 660-0 04-0022(3)(a)
requires a demonsrration that
,,use
the
is significantly
dependent upon a unique resource'(underrining
added)
ports,,,not that
the proposed "parcels of the
subject property''are significantly
dependent
on
the
unique
resource.
Further' the process ofrezoning property
is not required to be conducted
separately
for
individual
lots or parcels' and it is not
un.orn non for the county to process
single rezoning applications
more than one such lot or parcel.
consequently, the Board rejects
arguments to the

i";;;;,,.il;il

;"

::rff

b'

The Deepwater Port at Port westward
is a Unique Resource that provides
a
Valid Basis for an Exception under
OAR 660-0 0a-0022e)@)

The Board finds that oAR 660-0
04'0022(3xa) specifically authorizes
taking an exception
to Goal 3 for "river and ocean ports"
as proposed by the port. The
Board
rejects the argument that
the existence of human-made

ooct facilities serving the deepwater port port
at
westward
disqualify the deepwaterport at Port
westward as a basis for a reasons
exception
to
Goal 3. under
oAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), an approved
use must b. "rignifi.antly dependent
upon
a unique
resource" and the administrative
rule provides u, .*uripl"s ..geothermal
wells,
mineral
aggregate deposits' water reservoirs,
or
nafural features, o. ,iue. or ocean ports.,,
As the port has
pointed out' in addition to
"river and ocean ports," the rule also
authorizes explicitly human-made
"water reservoirs" as a valid basis
for granting a "unique resource,, reasons
exception. The
language of the rule indicates
that the necessary human-made
dam (or similar detention facility)
for creating a water reservoir would
not disqualify areservoir, and accordingly
the Board
concludes that the presence of
a dock at the deepwut*port
ui;;'*;;;;:':*,
disqualify
it as a varid basis for taking an exceprion
under oan oio-o 0a-0022(3)(a).
The Board also rejects the assertion
that thepre-existence
improvements at Port westward

of humarn-made dock
disqualify the deepwat*o;; from providing
a basis for a
unique resource exception' The
Board finds such an argumant
contradicted
by
the inclusion of
reservoirs in the list ol
ael se valid'examples of unique resources that canprovide
a basis for a
reasons exception under oAR
660-004-0022(3)(a), which by
definition
are water suppry capacity
improvements and would by necessity
predate granting uny proporul
for a Goal 3 exception
oRD|NANCE NO. 2021_3
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relying on the reservoir
as the 'hnique resource" justifring
a reasons exception.
inclusion of reservoirs
Based upon the
in the list of acceptabre
"uniquJ."ro*.".,,
under oAR 660-0040022Q)@)' the Board
finds that a potentiar
rura r.utu.. iut rorrurd as the
ouri, ro, a .,unique
bas i s that it i s human-mad
::T,ffi
e or th at

,JiffiTJ;fJ':1fiilj
c'

:".r:ff

fil;;:

i

ts

The Land surrounding
the Deepwater
an Exception under

port at port westward
euarifies for
OAR 660_0 0a,-Oi)i9rru,

Opponents argue that
the deepwater port cannot
quali$z as a unique resource
not on agricultural or forest
because it is
land' The Board disagrees.
i:
*
initial matter, the comprehensive
Plan designates the RIpD
zone u' u
e zone,as embedded in its name, ,.Resource
Planned Development'"
Indushial
The zone is'"ro*.
intended to be on .r*r..
rands and to coexist
forest uses' For that reason'
with farm and
ccioi".tion 6g2 establishes the
only outright permitted uses
the RIPD zone "[f]arm
u'"1'1 uti"r*". subsection
in
1
z oions 2rs.203"*."pi
and producing" and
marijuana growing
the "[mjanag"t'nt, production
and harvesting of
wood processing and related
incruding
oi.*rionr." rr* nou.J concrudes forest products,
"management' production
that such .,farm uses,, and
and h"';;ng of forest
o-.oou*,, are agricurturar and forest uses
that the originar exception
and
area quarifies as agricultural
or forest land.
Both the original exception
area and new expansion
area at port westward
an urban growth boundary'
are outside of
Section XII of the confrenr"rr"" pran,
Industriar siting, discusses

:.Tff :TT il"o;jfi,ff3;:n
'

l**;* "*ff ffi :",,,

rn that di s cus

s

i

on o r the ori ginar

"The site is located 7 miles
northeast of the city of
clatskanie. The site totals g05
acres' of which 120 acres
contains a 535 Mw erectric
generatingp rant,al,250
dock and a 1'3 million barrel
foot
tank farm, u.orr* other rerated
Approximatety 300 acres
facilities.
contains dredge-fill ;nd
"(4ss x no longer considered resource
rand' The remainder of
the 905. acres
;;;;; is hnd needed for
industriar expansion. The
future
site has- deep_*rr..
oJn facilities, and access to
Burlington Northem Railroad.,,
(Emphasis added.)

Given that description
of the original exception
area in the comprehensive pran,
the Board finds
exception
as resource land under
the counry,s acknowledged

**"n""'*.s

ffillillit#l

To the extent opponents
have raised an argument
that the original exception
disqualified under oAR
area is
660-o::-oozoir{c), the ""00"".",.
have not exprained how
that
from provi;*;'varid basis
ro, un
As

::ff;H:""J#,;:?Hg*,*;"lf*
denned
ecti on i r oRS
.203 ;"T, H;,J.?:,
s ubs

o

2ts

"*."ption

fifr lT*T:J.:t;1ryffi *j,;:
;
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"[m]anagement' production
and harvesting of forest
products, incruding
related operations'"
wood processing and
opponents rru* no,
orovided, uno ihe Board is unaware
rule excluding land within
of an administrative
ackn"*tto*a"oat : excepl;;ur"u
from quarifying as .,forest
Accordingly' as the RIPD
rand.,,
utl;;s both forest and agricurturar
permi*ed uses, the
'ont
uses
ar-it.
oory outright
Board finds that oT
a valid basis for a
does not disqualify RI'D
Goar 3 Exceprion*i.. fg:orr-oororrx.)
lands as

oAR

660-;ii)o6rrrrlrrl

opponents also challenge
whether oAR 660-0 04-0022(3)(a)
an exception to Goal
can provide a basis for
3 based on a claim that
taking
the port itsetiis-not .,located
Iand" as required by the
on
agricurtural
or forest
administratiu"-*rr, buiover jurisJictionar
the Board notes rhat
warers.
initial matter,
the unique ,.*urr. here
is th"
port _not just the dock _
submerged land under
and the
the jurisdiJtionar waters
of the state, as welr as the

d;;;;;",

;;;

ffi;l#$tl"Tt :t
004_002;(3;.r;,;

j,l.Tlr"T*iliiIqffi

tr"J:*::H;:,T:*:li,_"*,,*f #,TI
p"nr;, oi*t irt, by

are significantry dependent
on ,,river urr? o.run
located at the nexus
berween

areas.

definition
"'*utr.Ill1*:,:,""t::1":,iT
*"r*"ui"
-'-owvrvlurisdictionar,,
jur^urur0''ar-'waters

r
necessarly
of the state and adl0rnrng
uprand

opponents also argue
that the recently decided
1000 Friends of oregon
(LIrBA No' 2017-066, october
v. Jacrrson county

,r,iiii),

"ategorica,yprohibits
from
::1'*,*#"#:::""T;::*:*tX
j#f l,o.,uu,.ii,""i*agricu,,ura,
the deepwaterport

The issue inJackson
counlywas whether an
erectrical substation located
within an urban
could constitu;e u..unriu.
resource,,under oAR

fl:IJl;Hrffrv

notapprove,n"o.,f r,lrooliffi

660_0 04_0022Q)(a) to

ff T:ilT,jtr1'*ffi ;:i;"{,';",riy*ecountydid

0022Q)@). Rarher, the
appricanr;;;;;*e

iffrT:fi'".f,'i,"*,';;

justify

urged

L'BA

o*t' i'*n''nonexistent

to emproy oRs 197.835(l
l)(b) to
findings on oAR 660-004-0022(3)(a).

"Further' oRS 1g7'g35Q
I)(b) is a limited vehicre
that arows LUBA to
inadequatefindings in
overrook
cases'where thn- r"t"ront
evidence
is such that it is
'obvious' or,inevitable,
that rO" Ou*r)
standards.[rntemal citation
oi :tr;i,;;r[r:,,!rr3"r:N:;:::n:i:i:::,
would allow LUBA to affirm"rr,n*j
u."uron"oception bu."i
or,,r"urons standard thaf
the local government
apparentry did not consider.
Furthr., it l, certainry not
'obvious' or'inevirableithat
could
be justified under
660-004-0022(3)(a)."
oAR
srip op.";";r;;;;;.eption
r, i.rnon"rrs added.)
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Accordingly, LUBA's statement that "because the Sage Substation is located
within the
city's UGB, it cannot possibly constitute a 'resource' for purposes of OAR 660-004-00
22(3)(a),(Slip Op. atp.27) was focused onwhether the evidence was so "obvious"
"inevitable"
or
as to
allow LUBA to justify a reasons exception that Jackson County had not considered.
It was not a
determination on what constitutes resource land, but that it was not obvious
that the particular
substation at issue was on resource land because it was within a city's
UGB. Reliance on
LUBA's statement for purposes of determining what constitutes resource land is therefore
misplaced.

In any event, this approval is not like the substation in Jacl<son County. The deepwater port
at Port Westward is not within a UGB and is approximately 7 miles from
the City of Clatskanie,s
UGB, the nearest UGB. And as explained above, the upland area portion of the port,
at a
minimum, is in the RIPD zone, which is a resourc e zonewhere the only uses allowed
outright
are agricultural and forest uses. Moreover, the port itself (including that part
submerged beneath
jurisdictional waters of the state) is expressly allowed as
a basis for an exception. Given those
distinctions, the Board concludes that the approved expansion area adjacent
to the deepwater port
"unique resource" qualifies for an exception under oAR 660-0 0a-0022(3)(a).

d.

The Existing Dock is Underutilized as Contemplated by the Original port
Westward Exception Which Does Not Impose Limitations on Dock Usage

The Board rejects the argument that the level of dock usage is limited under
the terms of
the previous exception. Section IV.B. of the original Port Westward Exception
Statement in the
Columbia County Comprehensive plan states the following:

"B. Dock
There is a 1,250-foot dock immediately adjacent to the Columbia River 4g-foot
channel. The dock is of creosoted timber pile construction, protected with
a

sprinkler system with 100 pounds of pressure, and has been well maintained.
Rail
tracks traverse the dock and connect it to the mainland from the downstream
end
by a hestle. There are two berths capable of storing large cargovessels, plus
dolphins for log rafting and barge moorage on the Bradbury Slough.,' (Emphasis
added.)

Thus, the original exception contemplated use of the dock by "large cargo
vessels.,,

The Board also notes that Section V of the exception statement for the existing port
Westward exception area gave the following as examples of possible anticipated
users: ,,a 200acre oil refinery a 150-200-acre coal plant, an 80-acre pehochemical tank
farm, and a 230-acre
coal gasification plant," all uses that would require significantly more dock
usage than the evidence

oRDTNANCE NO. 2021-3
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shows is currently occurring at the Port Westward dock.l Accordingly,
the Board finds that the
original exception authorized large cargo vessels and that the record
indicates current actual dock
traffic is substantially lower than the level contemplated at the time the
original exception was

granted.

In addition, the Port has submitted evidence into the record regarding its

.,Terminal
Manager" position, with an explanation that an essential function
of the port,s Terminal Manager
is to coordinate dock traffic. The existence of the position, and
the job description of the position
contained in the record, is evidence that the Port has anticipated
and planned for substantially
heavier dock usage, by multiple users served by large marine
vessels, than currently exists.
To the extent opponents suggest that the Port Westward dock does
not have the capacity to
accommodate other Port tenants'use of the dock, the Board
disagrees based on evidence

in the

record' While the Board does note that the Dock Use Agreement grants
Columbia pacific BioRefinery (CPBR) "first priority'' for Berth 1, Sections 2(a) and2(c)
shed light on what that means.
Section 2(a) of the Third Amendment to the Dock Use Agreement
states the following:

"CPBR will regularly provide to the Port CPBR's anticipated schedule
of vessel
calls at Berth l. CPBR will update the schedule with the Port on a regular
basis.
The Port, after good faith consultation with CPBR, shall establish
a commercially
reasonable schedule and deadline for nomination procedures
at Berth l, in
accordance with industry standards. In the event CPBR or any
other party, in
accordance with Port nomination procedures, nominates the same
days, CpBR,s
nomination shall have priority.,,
The Board finds that this language clearly anticipates usage of Berth
1 by other entities. In so
finding, the Board also relies on section 2(c), which provides the following,
in part:
"The Port will establish a Berth Window for other entities using Berth I
to set the
duration of the permitted use of Berth I on the vessel's call and will communicate
the Berth Window to the dock user and vessel interests as well
as to CpBR.
. . .,,

The Board notes that this language from the Dock Use Agreement
applies exclusively to Berth l,
but that the original exception statement notes that there are two
berths at port Westward ,,capable
of storing large cargo vessels." The terms of the Dock Use Agreement quoted
above apply only to
Berth l ' Regarding B erthZ,there is evidence in the record to establish
that, between the two berths,
there is existing capacity to accommodate additional port-dependent
uses in the new expansion
area' The Board accordingly finds that such capacity exists, and that
utilization of that additional
capacity has been anticipated since the original exception was granted.

1

The Board notes that these uses come from the decades-old
Exception statement for the original exception area
and were merely provided as examples of potential uses in that original
exception area, and specifically notes that
coal is not authorized under the exception granted for the new expansion
area.
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LUBA's Decision Found All uses Allowed
in the RrpD Zone supported an
Exception and the Narrowed List
of Five Approved uses FaIl within that

Scope

The Board finds that the approved
uses fall within those uses authorized
in the RIpD zone,
and that LUBA has ruled that any
such authorized uses are valid. As
LUBA
stated:

"[w]e

agree with the Port that condition
E.5, cczo6g3.1(A) and cccp part XII,
Policy 12' together act to effectively require
future

conditional use applicants to
particular proposed industrial use
was justified in the exception
decision' Further, via cczo 683.1(4),
future conditional use applicants will be
required to demonstrate that the proposed
use conforms to either CCCp Resource
Development policies 3(A) through
(F) or with poricy 3(G), the language
of which
echoes the themes of oAR 660-004-0022(3)(a),
@i and (c).,, (emphasis/all caps
added)." 70 OTLUBA t7l, 185 (2014).
demonstrate that

a

condition E'5 in ordinance No' 2014-1,
the condition referenced above, provided
the following:
"The types of industrial uses for the
subject property shall be limited to the
uses,
density, public facilities & services
and activitiesto, only those that are justified
in
the exception."
condition 5 of this approval, which is
similar, provides the following:
"The tlpes of industrial uses for the subject
Plan Amendment shall be limited to
only those uses that are dependent on
a deepwater port and have demonstrated
access rights to the dock, and
those uses with employment densities, public
facilities and activities justified in the
exception, specificalry:
l

'

2.

3'
4.
5.

Forestry and wood processing, production,
storage, and transportation
Dry Burk commodities transfer, storage,
production, and processing
Liquid Burk commodities processing,
storage, and transportation
Naturar gas and derivative products p.o."rrirg,
storage, and transportation
Breakbulk storage, transportation and p.o..rri-ing.,,

condition 5 is even more specific than the
prior condition imposed, because it is
directly tied to
the five approved uses (uses significantly
dependent upon deepwater access
and use). Because of
that' the Board finds that LUBA's holding
above regarding fo*", condition
E.5 applies with
equal force to the more specific current
condition
5.

f'

Appropriateness of Forestry and
wood products processing, production,
storage and rransportation to Allow
the county to Meet iis ouugations
Under OAR 660-004-001S(4)(a) as an
Ailowed
Use
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The Board finds that the Processing, Production,
Storage and Transportation of Forestry
and wood Products is an appropriate use
under the exception granted. columbia county zoning
ordinance (*cczo') section 304.2 allows only
the ;'Jp]ropogation or harvesting of forest
products") and section 305.19 allows only
the 'primary" processing of forest products and
imposes a requirement that facilities related to
such ur", "b" portable or temporary in nafure,, and
approved for periods of not greater than one year
ata time.
The Board finds that such a use is distinct from
the Port's approved use, which is a long-term
use' focused on utilization of the deepwater port
at Port westward and involving the processing,
production, storage and transportation of
forestry and wood products. Second,
with the Port that' under oAR 660-004-0018(4)(a),

il;;;;;;;r#

inclusion of this use as an explicitly authorized
use in the new expansion area is required
as part of this approval, as any use must be
specifically
justified by the exception.

3'

The Approved Expansion Area Has Access to
the Deepwater port and Dock
Facilities at port Westward

The Board finds that there is existing access
to the deepwater port at port westward for future
uses in the expansion area. As evidence of
such access, Paragraph 4 of the First Amendment
of
the Master Lease between PGE and the Port
states PGE retains only a ,,non-exclusive,, easement
for access and use of the dock and dock access
area. while the same provision requires the written

of PGE for use of the dock, it also explicitly states that
such consent ..shall not be
unreasonably withheld" but can only be ,,reasonably
conditioned.,,
consent

In reviewing the evidence, the Board concludes
that PGE is required under the terms of its

lease with the Port to provide reasonable
dock access. This conclusion is supported by the ,,Dock

Use Agreement" between PGE, the Port and
GPBR in the record and recognized in the First
Amendment to the Master Lease. PGE's written
communications to the port included in the record
provide further evidence of PGE's commitment
to continue providing reasonable access and
comply with the access requirement spelled out
of its lease with the port. All of the
communications between PGE and the Port in the
record provide evidence that access to the dock
currently exists and will continue to exist into the
fufure, and there is no evidence in the record of
past orpotential future denial ofdock access.
other than general concerns expressed by opponents
and the public that access may possibly be denieO
Uy eCr, the Board finds that the contrary
evidence and history outweigh those concerns.
Given the protections provided in the pGE lease,
as well as PGE's past practices, existing agreements
and representations in the record, the Board
finds substantial evidence in the record demonstrates
that dock access will be available to uses in
me expanslon area.

Similarly, the Board rejects the argument of opponents
that the port,s wharf certification
from DSL for the dock imposes limitations on the level
of dock use. The scope of the port,s
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authorization from DSL is not an approval criterion
for granting a reasons exception to Goal 3, its
implementing rules or any other applicable
law. The DSL certification in the record states that it
is issued for "wharfing purposes" under
oRS 780.040(l), which provides the following:

"The owner of any land lying upon any navigable
stream or other like water, and
within the corporate limits of any incorporated town
or within the boundaries of

any port, may construct a wharfupon the
same, and extend the wharf into the stream
or other like water beyond low-water mark so far
as may be necessary for the use

and accommodation of any ships, boats or vessels
engaged exclusively in the
receipt and discharge of goods or merchqndise
or in the performance of

govemmental functions upon the stream
or other like water." (Emphasis added.)

Thus' the Board finds no restriction to be imposed
under either the DSL wharf certificate or the
applicable statute.

4'

The Port has Established that its Approved
Uses are Compatible With Adjacent
uses or will Be So Rendered through the
Conditions rmposed to Mitigate rmpacts

The Board finds that the approved uses are compatible
with adjacent uses or will be

so

rendered through conditions imposed to mitigate
impacts. condition I requires site Design Review

and RIPD use Under Prescribed conditions
appiications to be submitted, as required by the
cczo' prior to an application for a building or development for a
new use in the new expansion
area' condition 2 imposes a trip cap on the
entire exception area of 332pM peak-hour trips to limit
traffrc impacts' condition 3 requires a traffic study
for each new use in the expansion area to
determine the anticipated number of trips generated,
likely travel routes, impacts on both passenger
car and heavy truck traffic and to ensure that roadways
are improved as needed to adequately serve
future development' The traffic analysis required
will identify impacts on passenger and truck
traffic, ensure compliance with the trip cap imposed,
and require improvements to roadways as

needed.

In addition to the above, the Board finds that condition
4 specifically provides requirements
tailored to address potential compatibility issues.
It explicitly addresses compatibility concerns
with adjoining agricultural uses by requiring: evaluations
of threatened and endangered species as
required by law, maintenance of nafural resource
features, buffers and screening for any
development adjacent to land zoned PA-80, and
the maintenance of undeveloped areas in their
natural state ifnot developed. The Board notes that
condition 4 explicitlyrequires dust suppression
and water run-off controls to be implemented.
condition 4 imposes a requirement that any
conditional applications include agricultural impact
assessment reports for adjacent agricultural
uses' by which applicants must demonstrate ongoing
compatibility, identify potential impacts and,
if necessary, implement a mitigation plan to maintain compatibility.
The proposed condition also
requires submission of a rail plan to ensure consistency
with applicable law and identif,rcation of
potential mitigation measures.
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The approval conditions require future Port
tenants to adopt a plan, and institute a program
consistent with the plan, establishing baseline
measurements for contaminates at the expansion
area and down-gradient and assuring that
any future industrial wastewater discharges are treated
to prevent pollution' The approval conditions
also require fufure port tenants to prepare response
and clean-up plans in the event of ahazardous
material spill, involving appropriate government
agencies and private companies specializing
in such .leurlup activities. As before, the conditions
prohibit any uses related to the storage, loading
or unloading of coal. The Board
measures are sufficient to maintain compatibility
with adjacent uses.

finds these

opponents have argued that the approved uses
are so broad as to prohibit maintaining such
compatibility, but have not explained how compatibility
is not adequately maintained between one
or more of those approved uses. The Board notes
that under oRS 197.73 2(l)(a) and oAR 660004-0020(2)(d) "compatible" as a term "is
not intended as an absolute term meaning no
interference or adverse impacts of any type
with adjacent uses.,, The Board finds no evidence in
the record of any meaningful distinction between
the anticipated impacts of the approved uses and
those of existing industrial uses at Port westward
on neighboring uses, and therefore finds that the
approved uses will be similarly compatible
with existinjadjacent uses.
opponents have argued, in using liquid bulk processing,
storage and transportation as an
example' that it is not possible to make a compatibility
determination because the subject liquid
substance is not known' However, as the Port
has noted, opponents have failed to explain
why the
conditions imposed so as to maintain compatibility
mighi not be effective in doing so for some
liquids' The Board finds that the compatibility requiremJnts
apply equally to different liquids and,
to the extent that the potential damage arising from
spills is different, that consideration is not
relevant so long as compatibility with adjacent
uses is maintained. conditions 7 and,g may be
necessary for some liquids and not necessary
for others to maintain compatibility, but the
conditions are tailored to ensure compatibility
regardless of the liquid. Instituting the plans
as
required by conditions 7 and 8 may be more
onerous for some liquids than for others. However,
those conditions are intentionally designed
to maintain compatibility regardless of the applicable
liquid' and to focus on the outcome of the developmen,
,o u, to ensure that compatibility with
adjoining uses is not negatively impacted, irrespective
on how onerous it is to comply with the
requirement.

The Board finds that there is substantial evidence
of existing and ongoing compatibility
between neighboring industrial and agricultural
uses in the record. Specifically, the evidence
of
previous reported spills at the PGE site, the
mitigation
subsequent efforts

by

area farmers

measures taken, and the record evidence

of
to obtain irrigation rights for water originating on port

westward industrial property and draining into the
Beavei Slough and the Mcclean Slough
(notwithstanding past and potential future
spills) demonstrates adjacent user coexistence with
current industrial uses and the potential hazards
related to those uses. The Board notes that the
irrigation water use permit application paperwork
for Michael Seely from 2010 in the record was
voluntarily submitted and approved for agricultural
use long after other the original siting of both
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the neighboring tank farm and ethanol facility (that
previously handled petroleum products). This
body of record evidence leads the Board to conclude
that current and future uses are and will be
able to successfully maintain compatibility.

The Board also finds that the Timber Reservation
Agreement between the port and Lower
columbia Tree Farm, LLC in the record, addressing
timber on land owned by the port in the

approved expansion area adjacent to RIPD land, provides
further support for a finding of
compatibility' Lower Columbia Tree Farm, LLC sold
and leased back the property from the port
fully aware of the potential incremental future development
of the property, as acknowledged in
the agreement' This agreement also constitutes substantial
evidence of existing
' --o compatibility
and
----the ability of the County to maintain compatibility.

a.

Dike

opponents have raised

concems regarding the sufficiency of the dike system
surrounding
the proposed expansion area. The Board understands
this issue to have been raised in the context

of compatibility.

The Port has submitted into the record information from
the National Levee Database
showing that the subject dike currently has a rating
of "minimally acceptable,, from the Army
Corps of Engineers, and that such a maintenance rating
is consistent with the majority of federally
built and privately maintained levees in columbia and Multnomah
counties. The Board finds that
substantial evidence in the record establishes that
the proposed expansion area is sufficiently
protected from flooding from the Columbia River.

b.

Rail

opponents have contended that the Countymust assess
howpotential rail use might impact
transportation facilities. However, no function classification,
perfonnance standards or other
benchmarks in the county's comprehensive Plan, TSP
or anywhere else are applicable to this
application addressing rail impacts. This contention has
been previously considered and rejected
by LUBA:

"A railroad is a "transportation facility''as defined at oAR 660-0r2-0005(3)
and
pursuant to oAR 660-012-0020 alocalgovemment
transportation system plan
(TSP) must include a planning element for railroads.
However, nothing in oAR

660-012-0020 or elsewhere cited to our attention requires
local governments to
adopt either functional classifications or performance
standards for railroads.
oAR 660-012-0060(lxa)-(c) defines "significantly affect,, in
six different ways.
Each of the six ways to "significantly affect" a transportation
facility under OAR
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660-012-0060(a)-(c) relates to either a change or inconsistency
with a functional
classification, or a degradation of a performance standard.

In the present case, Riverkeeper does not identify any functional
classification or
performance standard in the county's TSP or elsewhere
that applies to railroads
within the county. Therefore, Riverkeeper's arguments under OAR
660-012-0060
do not provide a basis for reversal or remand. Peoplefor
Responsible prosperity
v. city of warrenton,52 or LUBA lgl (2006) (arguments that
an amendment
"significantly affects" the Columbia River as a 'transportation
facility' fail under
OAR 660-012-0060(l) where the petitioner identifies no functional
classification
or performance standard in the TSP that is applicable to
the river) ; Gunderson
LLC v. city of portland,62 or LUBA 403,4r4,afpd in part, rev'd part
in
on
other grounds,243 or App 612,259 p3d 1007 (2011), aff d352or
64g, 2g0p3d,
803 (2012) (city's Freight Master Plan does not provide performance
measures
for the willamette River for purposes of oAR 660-012-0060(l))."
70 or LUBA
at208-209.
Opponents reference the 2009 Lower Columbia River Rail
Corridor/ Rail Safety Study to
support their argument. That study, however, does not impose
such functional classifications or
performance standards that would apply to this application.
Because no such applicable functional
classifications or performance standards have been identified,
the Board finds that this argument
is unsupported.
Nevertheless, the County is addressing potential rail impacts
through condition 4(h), which
provides

"Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law
regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes
transportation
to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan
identifying the number
and frequency of trains to the subject property, impact on the
county,s
transportation system, and proposed mitigation.',
This condition imposes a requirement that development proposals
include a rail plan that will
address impacts and propose measures to mitigate any identified
impact, that concerns raised
involving rail impacts will be specifically identified and addressed,
and that the County will be
able to confirm that it does.

c.

No Rail spur is proposed as part of this Apprication.

Opponents also raise arguments regarding the possible construction
of a rail spur in the
expansion area, contending that the area cannot accommodate
such improvements. However, the
Port is not proposing the construction of a rail spur as part of
this application. Any future developer
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wishing to construct such a
rail spur would undertake the
necessary studies and permitting
of development' similar to
as part
i-provements n"ro"a to accommoout.
'oud
transportation needs (including
users, needs, rair
any potential improvements
within the expansion area) will
properly identified and
be
addressed aithe time of development.

d'

The Questions Raised by
the oregon Department of
Agriculture Have Been
Adequately Addressed

The Board received a letter
from the oregon Department
of Agricurture raising questions
about four potential compatibility
issues: potential dust creation;
water quality impacts; the ab'ity
of area farmers to move their
equipment on area roads;
and
the
potential
impact on undergrourid
agricultural infrastructure'
' As explained in the tr"tr *.o".rs and elsewhere
under state law the approved
in these Findings,
uses must be compatibre
with other adjacent uses or ..so
through measures
rendered

designed to reduce adverse
impacts.,, As the applicable
administrative rules explain,
stafutes and
however: "'compatible' is
not intended u, u,.uurotute
term
meaning
adverse impacts of anv tlpe
with adjacent uses." oRS 1e7.73
2(I)(a),oAR
ilrtffi;T8,:lor
660-

The approval conditions
explicitly address each of these
concerns.
a requirement that adequate
*"u'u'., be taken to controliust, incruding condition 4(e) imposes
the use of hard surfaces
and dust suppression'

condition

4(f) requires control and containment
of site-run off and
containment or other adequate
treatment of any harmful
sediment
prior to rerease off of the
expansion area to prevent
new
or adequately mitigate potentiar
impacts
to
inigation equipment and area
ground and surface water
quality. conoition-+(d

*qil

-onitoring,at.. taut"s and sloughs for
muintained for existing uses.
condi tion2
entire new expansion area,
impact analysis required prioi
and a new haffic
to uny d"u.lopment after thut nu,,,b.r
of trips is reached that
includes recommendations
consistent wittr state law
rrquir.-"rrts.
condition
3 requires individuar
traffic sfudies for each proposed
use in the new expansion
area
to
determine
trips generated, havel
routes' identify impacts and
require improvements in reration
to the identified impacts. In
the information collected
addition,
under coniirior, 3 would
monitor traffic revels to ensure
with the trip cap imposed via
compliance
condition 2. The Board also notes
that both the port,s traffic
and the regional oDor
engineer
representative have submitted
retters into the record discussing
projected
the proposar wourd not cause
a signincant errect
water quality and elevations
to ensure that area wat".
imposes a ttip cap of 332PM
peak-hour trips for the

:'#:#:Hx:.1"i,1";,;:::J*t

i,

on the

Significantly' from feedback received
through the hearingprocess,
Staffrecommended and
the Board added two conditions
aimed directly uluao."rrin* potentiar
compatibility
condition 7 requires the development
concerns.
and implementation oi a pran
and ongoing program for
sampling ground and surface
water quality to establish baserine
measurements for contaminates
the new expansion area'
at
anddown-gradi"nr- tt stated
intent of the condition is to protect
pollution of the watershed
"
against
tn"i,onri"nt and as a detection ,ru"for leaks in the new expansion
oRD|NANCE NO. 2021_3
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area. Further, Condition 8 preemptively requires a response and clean-up plan to be in place in the

event of any hazardous material spill. The condition requires identification of appropriate
governmental agencies and private companies to be involved in such a clean-up activity.

Regarding underground irrigation and/or drainage infrastructure, the Board finds that the
conditions outlined above, and specifically Conditions 4(f), 4(g),7 and 8 are specifically targeted
toward and will effectively ensure compatibility with adjacent uses, including agricultural uses

utilizing irrigation and drainage infrastructure, including underground infrastructure. The Board
notes that the record establishes that there are several existing active industrial uses currently,
operating within the original exception area, and adjacent to agricultural uses. The Board finds that
the rural induskial uses approved here, which will be required complywith the conditions imposed
to ensure compatibility, will be compatible with the adjacent agricultural uses.

5.

The Uses Approved for the New Expansion Area are Already Permitted in the
Original Exception Area; Thereforeo No Additional Exception is Required for the
Original Exception Area

The Board rejects the claim that the uses approved for the new expansion area require a new
Goal 3 exception for the original exception area. As the Port notes in its submissions, the scope of
the uses approved for the expansion area is narower than and wholly encompassed by the

authorized uses for the existing exception area. The original exception does not place any
restrictions on authorized uses, meaning that all uses allowed in the RIPD zone are authorized.
Because the range of uses authorized in the new expansion area is more restrictive than (and wholly
encompassed by) the uses authorized in the original exception area, the Board finds that no
additional exception is necessary for the original exception area. To the extent that the movement
of goods and materials between the new expansion area andthe waterfront dock at port Westward
constitutes use of the original exception area, the Board finds that such movement to and from the
dock is covered by the exception previously granted for the original exception area.
Further, to the extent opponents have suggested that uses in the new expansion area accessing
the dock would constitute an increase in intensity or uses within the existing exception area in
violation of OAR 660-004-0018(4Xb), the Board concludes that that suggestion is inconsistent
with the text of the exception statement for the existing Port Westward exception area in the
County's Comprehensive Plan. Particularly, Section V of the exception statement for the original
exception area states the following:
o'V.

Proposed Use of the Property

Probable uses would likely be related to the existing services, including the
railroad, the dock and the tank farm.
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Because of the distance to Portland and the
constraints on the access roads, the
site is not likely to attract any heavy highway
users. Uses likely to be located here
are best illustrated by four proposals
submitted to the current leaseholder since
1980.

Proposals have included a 200-acre oil refinery,

a

150-200-acre coal plant, an g0-

acre petrochemical tank farm, and a230-acre
coal gasification plant. These types
of uses NEVER absorb a small amount of acreage
each year, but rather occupy

large sites and occur at intervals over a number
of years. These four uses, plus the
generating plants, would have occupied
virtually the entire site.,, (Emphasis in

original.)2

----r-^--

Thus' under the exception to Goal 3 granted for
the original exception area at port
westward, uses were contemplated that would have
heavy reliance on the dock, specifically for
transporting liquid and dry bulk commodities.
These potential uses contemplated by the original
exception statement granted are broader in nafure
but similar to the uses approved for the new
expansion area' In addition, the exception statement
explicitly identifies the . probable uses,, as
uses related to the dock. Accordingly, the Board
finds that an additional Goal 3 exception is
unnecessary and would be redundant for
movement of goods and materials across the original
exception area for use of the dock consistent
with the kind and intensity of use contemplated (but
as yet unfulfilled) for the original exception
area atport westward.
similarly, because no exception to Goals I I or 14
is needed for the new expansion area,
the Board rejects the argument that a new exception
to Goals il and/or 14 is necessary for the
original exception area. The Board finds that the Mackenzie
Report, which applied LUBA,s
shaffer template to each of the five approved uses, provides
substantial evidence that the approved
industrial uses are appropriately characterized
as rural uses. The report establishes that all
five
approved uses will all have low potable water
demands and generate low domestic wastewater
flows, obviating the need to extend municipal water
or sewer service to the expansion area.
Assertions that the presence of fiber-optic, electrical
and natural gas connections in the
existing exception area (all of which are commonly
available elsewhere in rural areas) are not
developed, and the Board finds that those assertions
do not constitute substantial evidence that any
of the Port's five proposed uses would require urban
levels of publicfacilities.
The Mackenzie Report establishes that the approved
uses will generate traffic levels at rates
lower than those associated with urban indushial
uses, and opponents have not, nor is the Board

aware of, any evidence in the record challenging
the Mackenzie Report,s findings in that regard.
The Board notes that Mackenzie's conclusion
is consistent with the conclusion of both the port,s
own traffic engineer and the oregon Department
of Transportation. LUBA has previously rejected
2

See Footnote 1.
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the argument that "industrial uses are inherently urban in
nature" as explained in the previous
remand decision. 70 Or LUBA at2ll.
The Board understands LUBA to acknowledge that
rural industrial uses exist under oregon

law' In Shaffer, LUBA provided an analytical template to
aid local governments in determining
whether a particular industrial use is rural or urban in character.
As discussed in Section 7 of these
findings, the Board concludes that the five approved uses
are all rural in character, and therefore
do not require exceptions to Goals ll and,14.

6.

The Approval is Limited to Rural Uses

In providing direction on how to determine whether a particular
use is urban or rural in character,
LUBA indicated that the appropriate analysis is provided in siafferand
summarized the applicable shaffer
factors in making such a determination as follows:

'

"The relevant factors discussed in Shaffer that point toward
a rural rather than an urban
industrial use include whether the industrial use (l) employs
a small number of workers,
(2) is significantly dependent on a site-specific resource and
there is a practical necessity
to site the use near the resource, (3) is a type of use typically
located in rural areas, and (4)
does not require public facilities or services. None of the
shafferfactors are conclusive in
isolation, but must be considered together. Under the analysis
described in Shaffer,if each
of these factors is answered in the affirmative, then it is relatively straightforward
to
conclude, without more, that the proposed industrial use is
rural in nature. However, if at
least one factor is answered in the negative, then firrther analysis
or steps are necessary. In
that circumstance, the county will either have to (l) limit allowed
uses to effectively
prevent urban use of rural land,, (2) take an exception
to Goal 14, or (3) adequately explain
why the proposed use, notwithstanding the presence of one or
more factors pointing toward

an urban nature, should be viewed as a rural use." 70

or LUBA

citations omitted).

l7l,2ll

(2014)1tnte-ul

As discussed below, the Mackenzie Report applies the Shafferfactors
outlined above to each of
the five approved uses, and clearly establishes that all are
rural in character and that, although the
record contains assertions otherwise, the Board finds that
evidence in the record clearly supports
such a finding.

^.

ShafferFactors:

i. # l: Employs a Small Number of Workers
Under the first Shaffer factor, employment of a small number
of workers is an indicator of
a rural use' The Board finds that each of the approved
uses employ a small number of workers.
Extensive analysis in the Mackenzie Report identified the
tlpical number of employees per acre
forthe approveduses, with an average of 1.5 employees foracre as comparedto
an average of
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employees per acre for urban indushial
uses and 5.9 employees per acre
warehousing uses.

for

urban

Although the Board heard objections to the
data Mackenzie collected and used as a basis
for analyzing employee density under shaffer,the
only alternative analysis offered was from a
section of Part XII of the county's
comprehensive Plan forecasting the availability
of vacant
buildable industrial land based on assumptions
of 1.5 employees per acre for ,.heavy,, industrial
uses and industrial uses outside city
limits, and 4.0 e-ploy"e, per acre for,.light,, industrial
uses
and uses inside city limits. As an initial
matter, tne aistinction between ,.heavy,, and ..light,,
industrial does not exist in the RIPD zone
(see, generally, cczo section 6g0).
Those specific
designations in the comprehensive Plan
simply estimate potential employee capacity of
thenexisting vacant buildable lands (in terms
of density) in order to forecast the adequacy of the
county's buildable industrial land inventory.
columbia county comprehensive plan, part XII,
Industrial siting - Industrial Economic Analysis:
summary of Economic Data, Section 5
("Employment capacity of vacant Buildable
Industrial Sites'). Further, the Board finds that
the
distinction between uses inside and outside
of city limits is also inapplicable here, as the county,s
zoning authority exists exclusively outside
of city limits.
The Board finds that those benchmarks
are meant to be used forecast the availability
of
vacant buildable industrial land, and are
not intended to establish a bright-line maximum
density
for rural industrial uses, or to establish different
"heavy''or "light,, indushial densities in the RIpD
zone where the county's RIPD zone
does not make such a distinction. Accordingly,
the Board
declines to use those numbers for anaryzingthis
shafferfactor.
Regarding opponents' claim that the employee
density of a given industrial use (when
considering whether that industrial use is
rural or urban in character) is a county-specihc
inquiry
and that the Board is limited to looking
at dataonly from within the county,s own boundaries,
the
Board also disagrees' The Mackenzie Report
provides quantitative data that profiles
the
employment densities associated with the
Port's approved uses. of the inquiries for development
at Port westward, the Report shows that
the employment density for the approved
uses averages
approximately 1'5 jobs per acre (Mackenzie
Report, Table 1, p. l5), and the examples
of these
uses provided in section rv of the
Mackenzie Report have densities ranging from
0.3-2.3 jobs per
acre' Because the employee density numbers
provided in the Mackenzie Report are based
on real
and current tangible information, regarding
actual industrial employment densities, and
because
the conclusions drawn from the Mackenzie
Report are based on that data, the Board
finds the
Mackenzie Report persuasive. Accordingly,
the Board finds that substantial evidence in
the
record
supports a conclusion that the employment
densities for each approved use equates to
a small
number of workers.

ii'

# 2: Significantly Dependent on a Site-Specific
Resource/practical
Necessity to Site Near the Resource
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The second Shaffer factor used to identify a rural use is whether the use is significantly
dependent on a site-specific resource, and there is a practical necessity to site
near the resource.
The Board finds that the approved uses are significantly dependent on a site/specific resource,
and there is a practical necessity to site near the deepwater port at Port Westward.
The
Mackenzie Report provides substantial evidence that the five uses are specifically
dependent on
the deepwater port at Port Westward and must be sited in the immediate
vicinity. The Mackenzie

Report applied this Shaffer factor to each of the five approved uses and found each
use clearly
linked to the deepwater port at Port Westward (as LUBA and the port have noted, this
Shaffer
factor is very close to the "unique resource" reason OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a)). Finally,

Condition 5 additionally requires any use sited in the expansion area to be significantly
dependent on the deepwater port at Port Westward. Given that condition, the approval
only
authorizes uses that will necessarily be significantly dependent on the deepwater port
to site in
the new expansion area.

iii.

#

3: Typically Located in Rursl Areas

The third Shaffer factor examines whether the use is typically located in rural areas.
The
Board finds that that each of the approved uses is typically sited in rural areas. The record
contains

opposition testimony asserting that the uses need to be "unique" to or "solely" located in
rural
areas to be found to be rural in character, but the Board does not find that
argument persuasive.
The Board finds "typically" to have a meaning akin to "commonly" and not "exclusively"
in the
application of this Shaffer factor. The third Shaffer factor does not attempt to limit rural industrial
uses to ones occuring only in rural areas, and that argument is rejected by the Board.
As the
Mackenzie Report notes, all of the approved uses are land-intensive and require larger
sites and
additional buffering' The Board finds that Table 3 of the Mackenzie Report provides
substantial
evidence to support its conclusion regardingthis Shaffer factorby breaking each
ofproposed uses
down by those requirements, and establishes that each of the five uses is rural in character.
The Mackenzie Report does note similar examples located in urban areas that
still represent
typical rural uses sited in areas that have urbanized over time, or that were sited in urban
areas out

of necessity due to lack of proximity to port access in rural areas. Accordingly, the Mackenzie
Report concludes that the approved uses are typically located in rural areas, and the
Board finds
the same.

iv.

#4: Does not Require Public Facilities or Services

The fourth Shaffer factor examines whether the use requires public facilities or services.
The Board finds that none of the proposed uses requires public facilities or services. The
Mackenzie Report's Shaffer analysis regarding this factor provides substantial evidence
that the
approved uses will have low potable water demands and generate low domestic wastewater
flows,
due to low employee counts, and thus will not require extension of municipal sewer
systems.
Moreover, as discussed in Section 5 of these Findings, the Report's analysis regarding
traffic
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estimates levels at rates lower than those associated
with urban industrial uses, which leads to a
conclusion (supported by the conclusions of the Port's
haffic engineer and concurred by oDoT)
that traffic levels will not increase above rural levels.
There is no specific evidence in the record
that the proposed uses will require public facilities
or services.

Also as examined in Section 5, claims that the presence
of fiber-optic, electrical and natural
gas connections in the existing exception
area - all commonly found elsewhere in rural
areas automatically disqualify the new expansion are undeveloped.
The Board finds the argument alone
does not support a finding that one or more of
the approved uses would require urban levels of,
public facilities.
Based on the above, the Board concludes that
the approved uses are all rural in character

under Shaffer.

7'

Areas that Do Not Require a New Exception Cannot
Reasonably Accommodate the

Use

a-

The originar port westward Exception Area cannot
Reasonabry
Accommodate the port's Approved Uses

The Board finds that the original exception area lacks
the necessary acreage to reasonably
accommodate the Port's approved uses. As noted

by the Port, the final portion of the original
exception area outside of the PGE leasehold has been
secured by Northwest Innovation works
tLC' with the commitment of that area,there remains no acreage outside
of the pGE leasehold
available for development at Port westward without
taking an additional exception.
The Board also finds that sufficient acreage within
the PGE leasehold is unavailable. The
context provided by: 1) PGE's formal termination
of the (previously-lapsed) Joint Marketing
Agreement with the Port, together with 2) PGE's letters
in the record stating that siting additional
users within is leasehold is not feasible given the
existing encumbrances and inability to site
businesses in the past, and together with 3) the
Mackenzie Report analysis of existing
encumbrances establishing that further development is
not possible, demonstrates that no future
industrial users will locate within the PGE leasehold.
As the port has explained, .,whether that
failure [to locate other users within the PGE leasehold]
is construed as categorical unwillingness
by PGE to sublease acreage' or whether the existing site
constraints simply make an otherwisewilling PGE incapable of subleasing acreage, the end result that
no additional subtenants have
been or can be sited [there] remains the same."
As the Mackenzie Report also states:

"The site is ' . . encumbered by a number of easements
for roadways, utilities,
drainage facilities, levees, pipelines, and, 46 acres of
conservation
areas, which

serve to divide developable areas into smaller sections
less conducive to large-scale
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rural industrial development. see Appendix 1. Together with the security fencing,
gates, and other infrastructure, these encumbrances serve as barriers
to
development." Mackenzie Report, p. 7.
The Board also finds that the above-referenced Appendix I and Figure 4
of the Mackenzie Report,
provide substantial evidence that the remainder of the leasehold is
undevelopable.

In addition, the Board finds that the economic analysis in the Mackenzie Report
addressing
the cost of wetland mitigation provides substantial evidence that, even if
the wetlands were
available (which the Mackenzie Report establishes is not), mitigation
costs would run in the area
of $77,000-82,000 per acre "above and beyond the acquisition costs" for off-site
mitigation areas, making such mitigation infeasible. The Board disagrees with the argument
that the Mackenzie
Report did not consider off-site mitigation. Although the extra cost for
the acquisition of land for
off-site mitigation areas was not included in the mitigation costs by Mackenzie,
those additional
expenses would not decrease the cost of any mitigation, even if included
in the analysis.
The Board does not find arguments challenging the Port's wetland mitigation
feasibility
analysis persuasive, as those arguments are not supported by evidence.
The argument that fill and

mitigation activities being considered by the Port at McNulty Creek Industrial park
provides
evidence of the feasibility of undertaking similar measures at Port
Westward ignores the port,s
explanation that the only reason it is undertaking those activities is because
the cost has made it
economically unfeasible for potential tenants to site there. of equal or greater
importance to
potential future tenants is the uncertain yet significant amount of
time such permitting and
mitigation activities add to a development timetable. The Port is investing
the time and subsidizing
the siting costs of future tenants at the McNulty Creek Industrial park, to address
a factors
developers have been unwilling to address there. In addition, the Board
finds that the argument
ignores the large discrepancy in the cost ofundertaking such activities
at McNulty Creek Industrial
Park as compared to the estimated cost of doing so at Port Westward.
Given that discrepancy, and
the evidence demonstrating that the subject area atPort Westward is not
available for siting any of
the approved uses, the Board finds that similar mitigation activities in the
existing exception area
at Port Westward are unfeasible.

The Board finds that the supposed alleged "large swaths" of "undeveloped', land
in the
western and southern portions of the existing Port Westward property are
in fact encumbered both
by wetlands and by the PGE lease, as illustrated in Figure 4 of the Mackenzie Report.
The Board
concludes that it is economically unfeasible to fill this large volume of wetlands,
in addition to the
fact that PGE's has provided a letter stating that the Port should consider
the undeveloped portion
of PGE's leasehold unavailable for siting additional tenants.
Thus, based on the above and the other documents before the Board, the port
has provided
substantial evidence of and established that there is no available acreage at
the existing port
westward exception area, either inside or outside of the pGE leasehold.
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b.

Other potential Sites Considered by the port

The Board also finds that the record contains substantial
evidence that there are no

alternative sites to accommodate the approved uses.
The Mackenzie Report provides evidence that
the approved uses would be significantly dependent
on the deepwater port port

at
westward, and
have substantial minimum acreage requirements. The
Board understands and finds that any
approved uses will be located close to one another
because ofa shared significant dependence on
access to the deepwater port at Port westward.
The approved uses all require more acreage than
the potential altematives examined by the Port can provide
while still providing deepwater port
access' The Board finds that none of the potential
alternatives in the record can provide both,
adequate acreage and the deepwater port access
necessary for the approved uses.

The Board finds that the Mackenzie Report provides
substantial evidence of the need of
this scale of land in aggregate, based on the evidence
in the record, including the written testimony
submitted by the state Economic Development Agency,
Business oregon. The Board notes that
the record evidence reflects inquiries for deepwater port-dependent
uses in recent years have
totaled over 2,800 acres, and that number only reflects inquiries
specific to port Westward. The
Board also notes that distribution of site needs among
these potential sitings were typically larger

sites.

Opponents have questioned both the scope and breadth
of the altemative sites examined
of the application process. However, as to specific potential
alternative sites, the Board
finds that each was addressed by the Port, including the
sites raised by the opponents, and the
record contains substantial evidence supporting the Port's
conclusion as to each site that none are
viable alternatives' The Board also finds that none of the proposed
alternative sites are feasible,
given the uses approved and the deepwater port
dependency ofeach ofthe
as part

approved uses.

i.

port of Astoria

1. North Tongue point
The Mackenzie Report notes that North Tongue Point
is 34 acres in its entirety, and that
ofthe 34 acre area is already developed and occupied in part
by tenants. The report notes
that the area has some smaller warehouse space available
for lease, but that none of the port,s
proposed uses could be sited in any of that available
space. The Mackenzie Report also notes that
the southern portion is a vacant parcel of only 15 acres
and therefore is insufficient to site the kinds
of uses proposed by the Port. The Report describes a landfill that
was discovered on the site
containing heavy metals and PCBs exceeding acceptable
levels. Although the insufficient acreage
19 acres

is

alone enough

to reject

North Tongue Point, the report notes that the environmental
contamination also presents an economic obstacle that
makes development infeasible.
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Opponents claim that the Mackenzie Report relies on the opinion of DSL staff to
conclude that the North Tongue Point site is unavailable. The Board finds that assertion
incorrect. In reviewing the Mackenzie Report, the Board finds that it highlights both insufficient
acreage available for development as well as the requirement for time-consuming and expensive

environmental remediation. The Mackenzie Report does note that DSL staff concurred that these
factors would serve as barriers to development. The only other evidence in the record is Tongue
Point marketing materials submitted into the record by opponents, which the Board finds do not
provide evidence ofsufficient developable acreage for the approved uses.

2.

South Tongue Point

The Mackenzie Report explains that South Tongue Point consists of four parcels with a
grand total of 137 acres. The report identifies three parcels owned by DSL, and a final one owned
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The report notes that Clatsop Community College has a
contracted to purchase the three DSL parcels for its own use, and that the U.S. Army's Joint Base
Lewis-McChord is in the act of repurposing the A.my Corps of Engineers'property for an Army
training facility, leaving no available acreage at South Tongue Point. Given those commitments,
the Mackenzie Report concludes that there is no available acreage at the Port of Astoria for siting
any ofthe Port's approved uses.
Opponents argue that these South Point areas are not unavailable, suggesting that
negotiations can break down. However, the Board finds that the record evidence supports a finding
that the property is contractually obligated and unavailable for the approved uses, that there is no
record evidence that the subject areas may become available at some future point, and is therefore
not available as a viable alternative.

ii.

Port of Portland

1.

West Hayden Island

The Mackenzie Report examines availability at the Port of Portland for the Port's proposed

with the undeveloped West Hayden Island in Multnomah County. The Mackenzie
Report explains that the Port of Portland had pursued the development of additional port facilities
at West Hayden Island in20L3,but that the pursuit was halted after the Port ofPortland determined
uses, starting

that the obstacles to development were insurmountable and withdrew its annexation proposal from
the City of Portland. Appended to the Mackenzie Report is a letter from the Port of Portland to the

City of Portland outlining the basis for that decision. The Mackenzie Report provides the following
in discussin g that letter:

"In the letter, the Executive Director

states that '[T]he [Portland] Planning and
Sustainability Commission (PSC) has recommended annexation, but on terms that
render the development of the 300 acre marine terminal parcel impossible.' The
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letter also states, 'From our conversation, I understand that you believe the Council
is unwilling to take action on a modified proposal. Based upon your assessment that

the Council's policy choice is to not bring forward a package that is viable in the
market, the Port will not continue with the annexation process at this time and
withdraws its consent to annexation' and '[t]he city, unfortunately, will now have
to deal with the consequences of a severe shortfall in industrial land."'

The letter elsewhere explains that, given the regulatory burdens West Hayden Island faces,
development will be economically infeasible. Discussing that point, the Port of Portland Executive
Director explains, "The Port is enterprise funded: only 4 percent of our revenues come from taxes.
Any development at WHI must meet basic, sustainable market requirements. The PSC
recommendations put the development cost of the property at about double its value in the market."
The Board notes that the letter also specifies that, it is not only the local regulations that
make development of West Hayden Island infeasible:
"Furthermore, the PSC recommendations exceed what is required by Goal 5 by
obligating us to go back at the time of development for further review for any docks
or other in water development that would be integral to the development of a water
dependent use (on top of the lengthy and contentious, federal and state permitting
processes). This type of approach does not give us any assurance that we'll have the
opportunity to actually develop the property once annexation occurs."
The Mackenzie Report explains that West Hayden Island is completely undeveloped and lacks any

infrastructure at all, including deepwater access (or any marine access at all). The appended letter
stites that dredging for deepwater access and the installation of dock facilities would require
"lengthy and contentious, federal and state permitting processes."
As the Port notes in its application materials, the 2014 Regional Indushial Site Readiness
Inventory Update - prepared by Mackenzie on behalf of Business Oregon, Metro, NAIOP
Commercial Real Estate Development Association Oregon Chapter, the Oregon Department of
Land Conservation and Development, and the Port of Portland - estimates that West Hayden Island
is at least seven years away from site readiness for any uses similar to the approved uses. It also
makes clear that such a timeframe only begins running after the Port of Portland and the City of
Portland have re-engaged and successfully navigated the legislative process for annexing and
developing the area. The Inventory Update states:

". . . West Hayden Island . . . is inside the UGB but subject to a lengthy planning
and annexation process that is likely to include significant mitigation
requirements. If approved for development, the West Hayden Island site is at least
seven years away from readiness due to permits, mitigation, and infrastrucfure

requirements."
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Thus, the Board concludes that West Hayden Island does not present a viable alternative to port
Westward for the approved uses, because it lacks not only deepwater access but any facilities at

all, and because it has proven to be impossible for the local government agencies involved to
work through differences to facilitate annexation for its development.

2.

Existing Port of Portland Facilities

In addition to finding Hayden Island unavailable for multiple reasons, including but not
limitedto the lack of deepwater access, infrastructure orpolitical will, the Mackenzie Report found
the remainder of the Port of Portland's facilities that could accommodate the port's proposed
uses
to be built out and occupied, and lacking needed acreage for siting any of the approved uses.
Accordingly, the Board concludes that the Port of Portland is not a viable altemative.

iii.

Port of Coos Bay

The Board finds that the Oregon International Port of Coos Bay is not a viable
alternative. The Mackenzie Report explains that Coos Bay serves a completely different
economic area because it is 200 nautical miles from the mouth of the Columbia River and does
not serve Columbia River/M-84 corridor commerce, and because it is 230 road miles from the
Portland metropolitan area. The Mackenzie Report also notes that over 600lo of Oregon,s
manufacturing, warehousing, and transportation-based economy is located along the Columbia

River Corridor. For commerce beyond Oregon, the confluence of national or regional waterways
(Columbia River/M-84), freeways (I-5, I-84), and rail networks (Union pacific and BNSF
Class I
rail lines) occurs at the metro area only 50 miles from Port Westward, but 230 road miles from
Coos Bay. Based on that, the Mackenzie Report concludes that properties in Coos Bay are not
economically comparable to Port Westward to serve the Columbia River Corridor economy.
Accordingly, Board concludes that the Oregon International Port of Coos Bay is not a viable
alternative for the approved uses.

iv.

Port of Newport

The Mackenzie Report finds that the Port of Newport does not provide a viable
alternative, noting among other things that it does not serve Columbia RiverAvl-84 corridor
commerce and is located 115 nautical miles from the mouth of the Columbia River and over
200
nautical miles from the Portland metropolitan area. Based on the same reasoning provided for
Coos Bay, the Board concludes that the Port ofNewport is not a viable alternative.

v.

Port of Tillamook

The Mackenzie Report similarly finds Port of Tillamook is not a viable alternative, noting
that, in addition to not serving Columbia River/M-84 corridor commerce, the port of Tillamook
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entirely lacks maritime access. Based on that, and
on the same reasoning eliminating coos Bay
a1d NeJvnort from consideration, the Board finds
that the port of Tillamook is not a viable
alternatlve.

c.

Other Suggested Sites

i.

Non-Deepwater Sites

The North coast Business Park, East skipanon
Peninsula, wasser-williams site, port of the
Dalles and Port of Klickitat have all been raised
by opponents as potential alternative sites. _
However, they were not considered because they
all lack deepwater access. Based on that
shortcoming, the Board finds that none are viable
alternatives. In addition, as explained below the
Port of Klickitat is not an oregon port and is not
subject to oregon's Statewide planning Goals.
Accordingly, the Board finds that none of the non-deepwater
sites suggested are viable

alternatives.

ii.

Out-of-State Sites

opponents have raised the Millennium Site in cowlitz
county, washington as a potential
alternative' That site is in a protracted process involving
evaluation for the siting of a coal export
facility' The materials submitted to the county by opponents
Riverkeeper show an intent to site
only certain uses because ofthe limits of the site's aquatic
lands lease with the State of washington
that do not encompass the approved uses. Riverkeeper
Exhibit 4g, p. 2-30 -2-31. The materials
submitted also discuss no-action alternatives for industrial
development unrelated to deepwater
access, and would also not allow the port,s
five approved uses.

Equally important, as discussed by the Port and as
highlighted by the washington aquatic
lands permit application, the Board finds that the
oAR 660-004-0020..reasonable

accommodation
standard" cannot reasonably be interpreted to apply
to out-of-state sites, specifically because no
out-of-state sites are subject to oregon's Statewide Planning
Goals at all. As such, none would

require an exception under oregon law.

If

the requirunent were interpreted to require
consideration of out-of-state lands, a Goal 3 exception
,o,rld n.u", be granted, and in fact no Goal
any statewide land use goal to allow a traded sector
development could ever feasibly
::::t^:::to
De granted.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the intent of alternative
sites analysis for sites not
requiring an exception applies only to sites subject
to the oregon Statewide planning Goals,
meaning only sites located within oregon. A different
interpretation would undermine the intent
of the exception process and have disparate application
in areas bordering washington, Idaho and
califomia' Given that conclusion, the Board finds that Millennium
site, as well as all other out-of-
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state sites raised (including but not limited to the Port of

Klickitat and the Waser-Williams Site),

are not eligible alternatives.

8.

The Port Has Provided Substantial Evidence of the Need for the Entire Expansion
Area Acreage (837 Acres)

The Mackenzie Report describes the need of rural industrial uses for large, flat, contiguous sites.
The Board finds that this analysis, together with the established need for deepwater access at Port
Westward, supports a conclusion that the approved uses require the acreage approved in the new
expansion area. As the Mackenzie Report explains:

"[T]he Port's proposed uses have low density, correlating to their need for large
sites and consistent with the Shaffer factor specifying that rural uses employ a
small number of workers. Furthermore, rural industrial uses have a need for flat,
contiguous sites to accommodate their facilities while allowing for efficient
operations.
For uses defined in this report, a large share of physical space is required for the
storage and movement of commodities in a rural industrial setting. Bulk

commodities including aggregates, steel, logs, wood chips liquid bulks and
automobiles, for example, all require extensive space for circulation, storage and
laydown yards. In the case of uses involving the presence of hazardous materials
or other externalities, required buffering increases users' overall site needs.
Another contributing factor to large site needs is land banking. Because the
proposed uses' storage needs for products and cargo is quite high, uncertainty
about future space needs leads firms to locate on sites with the flexibility and
scale to accommodate future growth. The PGE leasehold at Port Westward is a
classic example of this kind of land banking, and is clearly explained by PGE in
its 2016 letter in Appendix 2."

.

The Board adopts that analysis from the Mackenzie Report as its own and, based on that
analysis, finds that the five approved uses justify the size of the new expansion area for the
approved uses.

9.

The County's Previous Finding Regarding ESEE Consequences Applies to this
Approval on Remand

LUBA previously rejected petitioners' claim that the County did not make adequate
findings that the long term environmental, social, economic, and energy ("ESEE") consequences
would not be significantly more adverse than if an exception were taken for different otherwiseavailable resource lands. LUBA held that the petitioners had not demonstrated other or different
findings were required. LUBA noted that the petitioners had not specifically identified and
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described alternative sites with fewer
ESEE impacts. 70 }TLUBA 17r,202
Q014).On remand,
opponents have raised this issue,
although this assignment of error was not
sustained by LUBA.
The only alternative sites identified in
the record

port

are the
of the Dalles and the port of
Klickitat' both upstream of the federally maintained
deepwater channel in the columbia River. In
addition' opponents contend that those
sites would have less adverse impacts
because they

are
surrounded by less productive resource
land but do not provide evidence to support
that assertion.
above, both ports lack deepwater access
and therefor.

.un'ot

i;XT;ft1T:ssed

serve to replace

To the extent that opponents are re-asserting
a previous argument, the Board finds
that it
cannot be raised again on remand under
Beck v. riilamook,3l3 0r 14g, 150-151, g31 pzd,67g
(1992)' "Issue preclusion" bars re-litigation
of an issue in subsequent proceedings when
the issue
has been determined by a valid and
final determination in a prior proceeding unde
r Nelson v.
Emerald People's utility Dist., 318
or 99, r03, g62 pzd, r2g3 (1993). see arso, widgi creek
Homeowners Associationv. Deschutes
county,Tr }TLUBA 32r (2015).
However' to the extentESEE Analysis
applies to the port's modified application,
the Board
finds that because neither the Port of
the Dalles nor the port of Klickitat are
deepwater ports, those
locations are not appropriate altematives
for ESEE consideration. The Board also finds
that the
Port of Klickitat is not an oregon port
and therefore not viable for consideration
under the
"reasonable accommodation standardapplicable onlyto land within oregon and
therefore subject
to Oregon's Statewide planning Goals.
10' The Approved Expansion Area is
Presently provided with Adequate tracilities,
services and rransportation Networks
to support the Approved uses or will Be

Provided concurrentty with Deveropment
as-Required by condition 5.

a.

CCZO tsO2(rxA) and (B)

opponents have argued that the ex parte
PGE email supports its contention that
cczo
1502 is not satisfied' However, the
Board finds that much of the discussion
in the pGE email has
nothing to do with facilities, services or
transportation networks to support the port,s
approved
uses in the new expansion area, but
rather existing facilities in the original
exception area. As the
Mackenzie Report has made clear, the Port's
proposal does not rely on those existing
facilities,
except for the dock' and the Board finds
that future Port tenants will be expected
provide
to
their
own needed facilities.
Because the Mackenzie Report concludes
that the proposed uses can site without
requiring
an urban level of services, and although
contrary arguments have been made they
are not

developed
or supported with record evidence, the Board
accordingly finds that the new expansion
area is
presently provided with adequate facilities,
services and transportation networks to
support the
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use, or such facilities, services and transportation networks are planned
concurrently with the development of the property.

to be provided

The Board finds that if the needs of a future Port tenant requires additional facilities, this
approval ensures that the County will have the opportunity to require the provision of that needed
capacity "concurrently with the development of the property."

i.

The Existing Rail Transportation Network is Adequate and Any
Necessary Expansion Will Occur Concurrently with Development

The Board finds that the analysis outlined above applies equally to rail transportation
facilities. Opponents have argued that the County must assess how potential rail use might impact
transportation facilities. However, as LUBA has previously explained, no functional classification,
performance standards or other benchmarks in the County's Comprehensive Plan or TSP are
applicable to this application as pertains to rail impacts. As LUBA previously held:

.

"fOpponents have] not identified any functional classification or performance
standard in the county's TSP or elsewhere that applies to railroads within the
County. Therefore, [opponents'] arguments under OAR 660-012-0060 do not
provide a basis for reversal or remand. See People for Responsible Prosperity v.
City of lf/arrenton, 52 Or LUBA 181 (2006) (arguments that an amendment
"significantly affects" the Columbia River as a 'transportation facility' fail under
OAR 660-012-0060(1) where the petitioner identifies no functional classification
or performance standard in the TSP that is applicable to the river); Gunderson LLC
v. City of Portland, 62 Or LUBA 403, 414, aff'd in part, rev'd in part on other
grounds,243 Or App 612,259 P3d1007 (2011), affd 3S2Or 648,290 p3d 803
(2012) (city's Freight Master Plan does not provide performance measures for the
willamette River for purposes of oAR 660-012-0060(1))." 70 or LUBA t7L,2o8209.

Because no such applicable functional classifications or performance standards have been
identified, and because the same arguments were previously raised and rejected by LUBA, the
Board finds that the arguments raised by the opponents regarding rail impacts do not provide a
basis for denial.

In addition, the Board notes that Condition 4(h) provides the following:
"Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes transportation
to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan identifying the number
and frequency of trains to the subject property, impact on the county's
transportation system, and proposed mitigation."
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This condition will impose a requirement that
development proposals include a rail plan
addressing impacts and propose measures to
mitigate any identified impacts, and will allow rail
impacts to be specifically identified and
addressed at the time of development.

ii.

The Record contains substantiar Evidence of
Access to the Deepwater
Port and Dock at port westward and No Evidence
to the

contrary

As described in section 3, above, the Board has
found that pGE is obligated under the
terms of its lease with the Port to provide
access to the dock at port westward. As noted,
although
PGE has reserved a role for itselfto reasonably
condition dock access so as to protect its assets,
PGE must nevertheless provide such dock
access to any other port tenants.
The Board additionally relies on the Dock
use Agreement submitted into the record by the
Port in so concluding, in that it provides evidence
of pGE's need to provide reasonable

access. As
previously explained, any claims that PGE
might not provide access to the deepwater port and
dock facilities at Port westward appears to be
speculative and the Board is not aware of any
evidence in the record to suggest otherwise.
The Board finds that such speculation is directly
contradicted by record evidence of PGE's past
behavior, by the fact that pGE has in fact executed
and abided by the terms of the Dock Access
Agreement, and by its recent representations to the
Port in the record.

In addition, Paragraph

4 of the First Amendment of the Master Lease
between pGE and
the Port reseryes for PGE a"non-exclusive"
easement for access to and use of the dock. paragraph
4 provides that PGE's consent for dock access
is required in writing, but also states that pGE,s
consent cannot be unreasonably withheld:
"The Dock shall not be used by or on behalf
of an y party other than [the Ethanol Facility]
without such party first obtaining the prior written
consent of pGE which shall not be
unreasonably withheld, but may be reasonably
conditioned to the extent necessary or
appropriate to protect PGE's interests in the Dock.',
(Emphasis added.)

To the extent that opponents argue that the PGE Email
provides any evidence of an
unwillingness to provide access to the dock,
the Board disagrees, specifically relying on the
following language from that email: "PGE is willing
to assign and transferboth access legs as well
as the connector to the port[.]"
Notwithstanding suggestions to the contrary
by opponents, the pGE Email does nothing to
contradict that conclusion based on the substantial
(and only) evidence in the record to that
effect.
Accordingly, the Board finds that the substantial
evidence in the record establishes that pGE has
previously and intends to continue providing
at least the same level dock access to future port
tenants, and likely additional access.
The Board also relies on the following ranguage
from the Dock use Agreement:
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"Cascade is hereby granted the right to use the Dock Area for (i) the purpose of
loading or unloading liquid bulk cargo produced by its proposed production facility
on the Cascade Property (collectively, the "Approved Products"), (ii) access to and
repair of pipelines and necessary piping and material transfer equipment, and (iii)
ingress and egress for all pulposes of this Agreement ("Permitted Uses"). prior to
delivering any other cargo to or transporting any other cargo from the Dock Area,
Cascade shall obtain the prior written consent of the Port and PGE to the proposed
product and the proposed location, storage, and duration and handling procedures.
Except for the facilities existing in the Dock Area on the date hereof, Cascade shall
furnish and maintain all equipment, supplies, and dunnage necessary to its use of
the Dock Area. No foreign flag vessels are to be allowed dockage with out
[sic]
prior approval of PGE. Subject to the foregoing, all other terms and conditions of
this Agreement, and the requirement of the Maritime Facilities Security plan to be
developed among cascade, PGE, the port, and the U.S. coast Guard, the port
hereby reserves the right to allow non-Cascade vessels to use the Dock Area subject
to the prior written consent of PGE which shall not be unreasonably withheld but
may be reasonably conditioned to the extent necessary or appropriate to protect
PGE's interests in the Dock Area." (Emphasis added.) August 16, 2017 port
Submission to Columbia County, Ex.E,p.2.

In summary, the Board finds that the record evidence establishes that PGE has agreed in
writing to dock use by CPBR, and that it is willing to provide access to the Port and its other future
tenants. The Dock Use Agreement constitutes substantial evidence of PGE's ongoing willingness
to comply with its lease obligation to provide dock access to other Port tenants. The pGE Letter
d6ted August 7,2017 provides evidence of PGE's willingness to continue to comply with its lease
obligations and provide reasonable dock access, and provides additional substantial evidence that
future Port tenants siting in the expansion area will be able to utilize the deepwater port and dock
facilities at Port Westward. The PGE Email is consistent with all of that evidence regarding pGE's
willingness to comply with its well-established obligation to provide dock access. The Board is
unaware of any record evidence indicating an unwillingness by PGE to provide such access in
breach its contractual obligations to the Port, but notes that the record contains evidence that pGE
is willing to grant access control to the Port in its entirety, in exchange for preserving pGE's access
and maintaining the access road. Given the above, the Board concludes that access to the deepwater

port at Port Westward exists and control of the access legs is likely to be transfened back to the
Port in the near future.

iii.

The Existing Roads Provide Adequate Access to the port for the
Proposed uses and Any Necessary Expansion of the Road will occur
Concurrently with Development
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The Board finds that the same analysis outlined
above applies to the level of access the
roads provide to the port at Port westward.
cczo 1502 allows the Board to find

that facilities,
services and transportation networks exist,
and to require that any additional facilities, services
and transportation networks will be provided
as development occurs. Further, the Board
finds that
the traffic trip cap imposed provides an
adequate basis for finding that the standard is l) presently
satisfied and2) that if development is proposed
that exceeds those limits the county will have the

opportunity

to require the provision of that needed additional capacity
concurrently with

development' Again, the Board is not aware
of any record evidence to the contrary.

b. oAR 660-012-0060(5)

Does Not Disquarify the

port's Application

In discussing the PGE Email, opponents re-raise
the argument that oAR 660-012-0060(5)
prohibits the Port from relying on the
deepwater port and dock facilities at port Westward
as a
basis for seeking a reasons exception under
OAR 660_0 04_0022(3)(a). The port has essentially
responded by stating that, while that may
or may not have been true if the approval relied
solely
on the dock at Port westward as the basis
for the exception, it is in fact the deepwater port atport
westward, which simpry happens to include the
existing dock facilities.

oAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) explicitly authorizes an exception
to Goal 3 for..river or ocean
ports"' with or without existing dock facilities,

and whether or not the port has deepwater access.
The Board finds that these additional attributes
present at port westward do not disqualifr port
westward as a "river or ocean port" under oAR
660-0 04-0022(3Xa), and oAR 660-012-0060(5)
does not disqualify it under oAR 660-0
04-0022(3)(a). The Board finds that it is unnecessary
to
determine whether river or ocean ports are
or are not "transportation facilities,,under oAR
660012-0060(5) because, whether they are (and
oAR 660-004-00 22(3)(a)provides and exception) or
they are not (and oAR 660-012-0060(5) does
not apply), oAR 660-0 04-0022(3)(a) explicitly
authorizes ports such as port westward as
a valid basis for a Goal 3 exception.
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BOARD COMMUNICATION
FROM THE LAND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
MEETING DATE: September 6,'z}n Board Staff Meeting

TO:

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

FROM:

Todd Dugdale, Director

SUBJECT: PA 13-02 & ZC

of

Land Development Services

13-01

Staff Briefing onS
Issues Addressed in T
August 1612017 - Supplemental Staff Report &
Conditions of Approval.

DATE:

as

of

Changes to

September 1,2017

SUMMARY: The Board has received 105 written comments about the comprehensive plan
amendment which proposes the expansion of Port Westward industrial area. Some comments
are just a single page while others are hundreds of pages in three ring binders or irt digital form.
In the attached supplemental staff report, Staff has provided a discussion of several substantial
issues brought up in this process in an effort to help the Board with possible additional findings
and conditions which may be attached to the recommended approval of the request. The
decision made by the Board must be supported by findings of fact and conclusions of law.
Most of the testimony in opposition centered around the importance of keeping good agricultural
land protected by an exclusive farm use designation as Primary Agriculture. This objective has
been one of the Counfy's primary goals for lands with Class I through IV soils. But whenever an
alternative use is proposed for such lands, as in this case, State law requires that an exception be
taken to the agricultural lands preservation goal(Goal 3). The decision whether or not these
agricultural lands should be converted to rural industrial use depends on the adequacy of
findings required by the State for a Goal 3 exception. In providing responses to testimony, Staff
has attempted to consider the value of prime agricultural land in the area to be rezoned, potential
impacts of an expanded rural industrial area and the need to take economic advantage of the
significant regional and state resource represented by the Port Westward deep water port, a
gateway to the world maritime conidor which has the potential to enhance trade opportunities,
expand our markets and improve our local, state and regional economic base.

ATTACHMENTS:

L

Supplemental Staff Report
Changes to Conditions

2. Staff Recommended
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ATTACHMENT I

COLUMBIA COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Supplementnl Staff Report and Recommended Conditions
September 1,2017
Major Mae AmeJrdment

Ftt s Nur{non: PA 13-02 &,ZC 13-01 (Modification)

AprlrcaNr/

Port of St Helens;

OwNnns:

100 E Street

Columbia City, OR. 9701 8

Thompson Family
4144 Boardman Ave. E
Milwaukie, OR.97267

Below is a summary review of substantive issues raised in testimony before the Board of
Commissionet's at the their public hearing on August 2,2017 and in additional written testimony
received by August 16,2017. [n addition, Staff has recommended additional or modified
conditions from those in the Staff Report dated July 26,2An where deemed necessary to address
the concern expressed.

1: Riglt of User Dock Access. Need for future port dependent users to have clear rights
of access to deepwater port.
Current PGE lease has provision for Port user access. "Shall not unreasonably withholdlrestrict
access". Need documentation of right of access for any user prior to land use approval.
Is-sue

Add to condition: (added to Condition #5)
5) The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to
only those uses that are dependent on a deepwater port and havq
demonstrated access rights to the dock, and those uses wiitr emptoyment
densities, public facilities and activities justified in the exception, specifically:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Forestry and Wood processing, production, sterage) and transportation
Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transpdrtation
Natural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing,

Issue 2: Verification of User Deep Water Port Dependency. Need to have assurance that all
users ofrezoned property are deepwater port dependent.

Add condition:
5)

f,ree

The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to
only those uses that are dcpendent on n deopw.rter porl and have
demonstrated access rights to the dockn nnd those uses with employment
densities, public facilities and activities justified in the exception, specifically:

1, Forestry and Wood proeessing, production, storage, and transportation
2. Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, s.nd processing
3. Liquid BuIk Commodities processing, $torage, ancl. transportation
4. Natural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
5, Breakbulk storageo transportationo and processing.
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Issue 3:

Water Quality and Spillage Incident Imprcts On Adjacent Agriculturll Land.

Numerous rnembers ofthe local farm community eipressed conCern about adjoiniug industrial
uses and their potential devastating impacts on high vslue crops. The State Dept- Of Agriculture
commented thit peremial crops requir-e a long term commitrnent in agricultural infrastructure
and a long term finansial assuiance. farmingJhis areal-equlres regulated drainage andinigation
managem-ent. Drainage is interconnected; that is, runoff aird seepage of waters from industrial
lands-is interconnected with the adjacent farmland water uses.
The types of future industrial maritime uses in the Port Westward expansion areaare.likely to
inctuli those emerging export marlcet categories of fmits & veg. specialty foods,.basic chemicals
and chemical/tiquidbilk, as described in tiie applicant's MacK-enzie Re_po1l, Table 8 Maritime
Vessel Export Volumes, State of Oregon (2005-2015). It is im_portant for long term farm
investmenis to be secure from negative impacts of potential spillage or seepage of these

concentrated chemicals in large storage/transport units.

Add conditions:
The Port (applicant) shall institute a plan and ongoing program for sampling gi.ound and surface water quality to establish baseline measurements fo-r-a- range of
Contaminates at the re-zone site and down-gradient. The program should be
designed and managed for assurance that future industrial wastewater dischar_gesare ireated to prevent pollution to the watershed environment. The program shall
be designed to detect leaking tanks.

7)

8)

The Port (applicant) shall prepare a response plan and clean-up plan for a
hazardous maieriat spill event. The plan shall include appropriate government
agencies and private companies engaged in such clean-up activities.
Levee Protection of Proposed Lands To Be Rezoned. Comments were made by .
Nakkela
that fill would need to be brought in for future industrial sites/buildings to bring
Wanen
the site to an ground elevation equal to the elevition of the top of the dike. WhilePGEmay have
chosen to fiilTheir sites, it is notinandatory by FEMA floodpiain development Federal Code or
local Floodplain Development Ordinance.-The Beaver levee is provisionally accredited and
as beiirg in Zone X out gf tlre 100 year flood elevation, protected by a levee.
mapped by
This issue is rrot a regulatory manclate but is simply an issue tllat prospective tenants rnust
evaluate in their site ietectitin process. The Beaver Drainage Disirict has _b.ee1 proactive for a
new dike accreditation. Staff does not recommend added conditions for this issue.
Issue

4:

frut

The second issue made by Nakkela was that the levee system was built and rated as an
agricultural levee and is riot designed or recommended for commercial or industrial uses. Staff
his not been able to identis any-ievee system constntction standards based on the type of land
use. Staff does not recommend added conditions for this issue.
Issue 5: Impacts of rail transport of bulk commodities. Written testimony.gubmittedby Chip
Bubl raised several concerns a6out possible negative impacts of increased bulk commodity rail
transport including:
l. Cdnsistency with the Columbia County Transportation Plan
2, Increases iri the volume of rail traffic r-esulting from a proposed rail loop in the proposed
rezoning area,
3. Lack-of studies of the impact of rail traffic on communities along the Columbia River Rail

Corridor,

4. High contaminant discharge limits i! Oto,bal Prutners ail quality petmits translate into equally
high fiotential for increases ii rail traffic volumes, especinlly increases in unit trains.
S."Inireases in rail traftic, especially unit trains, threaten to iangle cornmuter traffic.
6. Comprehensive rail irnpait study of actual rail traffrc impacts of range of volumes being
proposed needecl before rezoning decision.
Stah responses to these ooncerni are contained in the attached memorandum dated August 22,zAn.
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MEMORANDUM
From The Land Development Services Department

+
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TO

BOARD OF COTINTY COMMISSIONERS

FROM:

Todd Dugdut",

RE:

Staff Response to Port of St. Helens PlanlZoning Amendment Testimony
August 8r2gl7 Written Testimony From Chip Bubl

DATE:

Oirr"to$

August 22,2017

Commissioner Heimulller requested that Staff provide a response to testimony from Chip Bubl
regarding bulk cargo rail transport.

In responding to these comments, I contacted the following to collect and
related to the contents of the testimony:
Bob Melbo, ODOT Rail Planner
Jim Irwin, Vice President, Portland Westem Railroad

veriff information

Don Cain, Global Parbrers
Paula Miranda, Port of St. Helens
Michaei Orman, DEQ Air Quatrty Section Manager, Northwest Region

I reviewed the following related documents:
2017 Columbia County Transportation System Plan
2014 State Rail Plan
2009 Lower Columbia River Rail Conidor Safety Study
I have provided specific Staff responses in bold type within the text of the testimony by Mr.
Bubl for easier reference. If the Board has fuither questions related to these responses or would
like to have copies of the above referenced documents, please let me know.

Attachments:
Bubl Testimony
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

with Staff Responses
1: Columbia County TSP Rail Related Improvement Projects

2: Summary of Federal Laws Applicable to Railroads
3: Questions/Responses DEQ NW Region Air Quality Program
4: Port of St Helens Resolution Establishing A Global Partners Unit Train Cap
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****Please Note: StaffResponses Are Noted in Bold Type Below.*'r't€XHlBlT E
August 8,2017

To: Columbia County Board of Commissioners
Subject: Comments on the merits of rezoning agricultural land in the Beaver District

-

transportation impacts

Dear Commissioners Heimuller, Magruder, and Tardif:

Thank you for actively seeking input on the proposed rezone of agricultural lands at Port Westward. In Glen
Higgins' comments in Clatskanie last week, he noted that any development on that land, were it to be rezoned,
would have to address the County hansportation plan, So here are some concenrs I have, and have had right
from the beginning in my testimony to the Planning Commission in 2013, about bulk cargo rail tansport to Port
Westward.
Staff Response 1:
The recently updated 2017 Columbia County Transportation Systems Plan (TSP) does not include
planning to accommodate increases in future rail trafric and only indirectly addresses rail impacts
including impacts from bulk cargo rail transport, that being in the form of recommended improvements
to railroad crossings. A tist of TSP recommended road transportation improvement projects with those
related to railroad crossings are highlighted in Attachment 1.
The industrial development of Port Westward involving the hain transport of bulk commodities, hazardous or
not, through the upriver cities along Highway 30 will be profoundly disruptive to the social and economic life of
those commr.rnities. One of the major impacts of the rezone will be to facilitate a rail loop at Port Westward to
greatly increase capacity to bring trains in and send them back out.
Staff Response 2:

Bob Melbo, ODOT State Rail Planner, commented that, whereas a rail loop at Port Westward would
allow greater efficiency of train movement and allow for the potential of more trains in and outr the
capacity of the Portland Western rail line would dictate the amount of rail traffic that would be possible.
Signilicait improvements to the rail line would be necessary to accommodate any maior increases in
train traflic above current capacity. Therefore, it does not follow that the addition of a rail loop at Port
Westward itself would have a oomajor impact" on rail corridor communities.
The transportation impacts on Rainier and the South County communities of Columbia City, St. Helens, and
Scappoose of the proposed bulk commodity terminals supplied by rail have never been studied with the rail
traffrc volumes now being considered.
Staff Response 3:

It is correct that comprehensive public studies of existing or projected bulk freight rail impacts have not
been done for the Columbia River Corridor or anywhere else in Oregon. However, Bob Melbo' ODOT
Rail Planner, points out that Portland Western Railroad typicaly identifies any inprovements to their
line necessary to setre a given bulk commodity project and includes provisions in their contracts with
users to cover the cost of needed transportation system upgrades and/or includes the costs of the
upgrades in the freight rates charged. Further, as addressed in Staff Response 4 below, there have been
several studies dealing the with impact of rail traflic on the rond, bike and pedestrian transportation
systems. It should be noted that any poticy arising from a study which proposes to manage or regulate
bulk freight rail traffic directly could not be implemented due to the federal laws applicable to railroads
that preempt local and state laws which would seek to govern railroad operntions. See$1@g@!! for a
summsry of Federal laws applicable to railroads and an overview of state and local law preemptions.
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In addition, the only transportation impact planning has been for a small set of roads immedEM$,8itj&ent to
Port Westward. The 2009 Lower Columbia River Rail Conidor/ Rail Safety Study, on which all the
transportation impacts have been modeled, used a baseline of a maximum of 5.2 local trains per day and 3.2 unit
trains per week.
StaffResponse 4:
There have been several recent studies that have considered rail impacts to the transportation system.
The 2009 Columbia River Rail Corridor Safety Study evaluated the impacts of existing and projected rail
volumes on safety along the rail corridor and recommended safety improvement projects to address those
impacts for years between 2009 and 2018. The study assumed a growth in train traffic of 8o/o per year for
that period resulting in the projection of 5.2 local and 3.2 unit trains per week It focused rpecilicatty oo
the rail safety implications of longerr more frequent unit trains such ns those addressed in this testimony.
It should be noted that these projections of train traffic have not been realized. The 2017 County TSp
notes (Vol. 2' page 31) that there are currently an average of 2 train movements (combined locai and unit
trains) per day along the Portland Western tine. The 2014 Oregon State Rail Plan (page 8l) projects less
than 5 trains (combined local and unit trains) per day along the Columbia River nail Corriaor io thg
vear 2035. However, this may have been based, in part, on the current availability of industriatland
along the corridon Bob Melbo, ODOT Rail Planner explains that without more specific information on
projects which would occupy the land currently proposed for rezoning, it would be difficult to evaluate
rail impacts in any meaningful way. In addition to the impacts on safety created by longer unit trains, a
companion traffic analysis for the 2009 Columbia River Rail Corridor Study was completed for 20
selected intersections of roads which cross the Portland Western Railroad. Both the City of scappoose
and the City of St Helens included proposed improvements to rail crossings in their Transportation
System Plans(TSPs). As noted in Response #1, the County included rail crossing improvements in its 2017
TSP update. Finally, Staff has proposed Condition #4h which would require piolect developers to
conduct a rail impact study and propose mitigation of any negative imprcts identilied.
The current baseline on the Global Parbrers ethanoUcrude oil transport is 2 unit trains in and 2 unit trains out per
day' But their throughput permit is for over 3200 unit trains per year, almost 9 unit trains in and 9 unit trains
out per day. This is on top of the Teevin Brothers log trains (combined other local rail traffic) and any other
proposed unit trains that may be in discussion. That said, existing track capacity, especially the lack olsidings
and no rail loop yet at Port Westward (though likely to be instalied with arezone)would serve to limit their
shipments until those issues could be addressed. In addition, the current DEQ fugitive emissions air quality
permit appears to limit Global to two trains in and two tains out per day. But given the breadth of thi
throughput permit DEQ has approved and changes in technology to contain the incidental air contarninants that
are a part of the off-loading of the oil cargo, it could easily be moved up to their throughput limit, if rail corridor
improvements were also made.
StaffResponse 5:
The TSP notes (Vol.2, page 3l) that, on the Corridor rail line as a whole, there are, on average 2 trains
per day traveling at speeds between 25 and 30 miles per hour from all rail users.

Staff asked DEQ Northwest Region Air Qualify Section staff to respond to the statements relating
contaminants limits in Global Partners air quality permits to potential bulk freight train traffic. The
specilic questions to DEQ and DEQ responses are contained in Attachment 3. DEQ points out that their
air quality permits relate only to stationary emission sources. They explain that their air quality permits
do not specify ('current baseline on the Global Partners ethanoUcrude oil transport" 2 unit trains in and 2
unit trains out per dayt' , nor do they impose a limit of 3200 unit trains per yeart'. Based on DEe
responses to these comments, it would seem to be inappropriate to relate air quality permits to future
bulk commodity rail traffic.
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Don Cain of Gtobal Partners clarified that currently their train traffic overages about filfiHtrahs g
week not 2 unit trains in and 2 out per day and they are limited by customer demand, site storage
capacity and most importantly by an agreement with the Port of St lfelens limiting train traflic to a
maximum of between 288 and 456 unit trains ner vear depending on when rail improvements have been
made to the rail line and when the consent of PGE the leaseholder of land on which the rsil spur is
located. The Port of St. Ifelens resolution establishing unit train trip caps is contained in Attachment 4.
The Port of St. Helens trip cap effectively limits Global Partners to a maximum of just over I unit train
per day.

Jim lrwin' Vice President of Portland Western Railroad, noted that the current capacity of the Columbia
River Corridor line is I unit train in and I out per day without significant improvements to the line
including the addition of sidings.
Bob Melbo' ODOT State Rail Planner, did agree that the current Columbia Corridor rail line lacks
adequate sidings rnd added sidings together with the recent upgrade of the reil quality fo a Class 2
facility (25 mph) will could somewhat increase the capacity of the current facility. However, neither the
State nor the Federal Government establishes functional design or capacity standards for rail lines.
The recent sale of the PGE tank farm at Port Westward to Global that was approved by the PUC several months
ago drives home the point that they intend to ship fuel from the defunct ethanol plant at Port Westward they
own and establish a major west coast export facility for what is most likely to be crude oil when oil prices
improve. All this is happening without any real public discussion of its potential nansportation (and other)
impacts.
Rainier has been forced to do contingency planning since the train tracks run right down the main street of the
town. But the solutions have left their residents confirsed, unsure of their safety, and fearful of losing their
downtown.
Staff Response 6:
According to the Cify of Rainier, planning and project implementation for improving safety along the
Columbia River RaiI Corridor has been ongoing since completion of the 2009 Lower Columbia River
RaiI Corridor Study. The City of Rainier expects rail safety projects coming out of that study to be
implemented by next yerr (20f8). Improvements are to include rail and vehicular traffic separations and
road crossing signalization to improve safety. The City has focused on the safety of rail operations and
not specifically on volumes of trains.

All

the other river communities (except Clatskanie) are bisected along Highway 30 by the rail line as well. Only
Columbia City has an existing (modest) rail overpass. Scappoose recently did a major taffic flow modeling
study but didn't model the impact of much higher train traffic at all from what I could read in the consultant's
report. St. Helens hasn't projected what the traffic issues would be with much higher train volumes.
Staff Response 7:
Recently updated St Helens and Scappoose Trangportation System Plans (TSPs) do focus on non-rail
modes of transportation since the State standards for these plans contained in the Transportation
Planning Rul(TPR) do not address rail. That said however, these local plans do include rail crossing
projects aimed at improved traffic movement and safety.

The hesitation of the cities to publically engage with the Port and the Columbia County BOC directly on these
issues is curious given the potential impacts to their citizens and businesses. The BOC needs to encourage first
responders, city council persons, city managers, and others to say in public what they say in private. You and
the public need their honest perspectives before you make this rezone decision.
ORDINANCE NO.
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There are no proposals for overpasses anywhere along the route prior to the proposed arrival of greatly
expanded train ftaffic. Howevet, the general public appears to believe that overpasses will be part of the
raiVvehicle management plan (from private conversations with many individuals in the St. Helens/Scappoose
area).

Staff Response 8:
According to Bob Melbo, ODOT Rail Planner, lnd Jim lrwin, Vice President of Portland Western
Railroadr there are currently no overpass projects in planning or implementation along the Columbia
River corridor.
I once asked the recently retired Port Manager if you took the continuum of no trains and constant trains, where
was the point along that line where the public disruption was too great. He looked at me blankly and walked
away.I asked the same of a Port Commissioner during an election town hall type meeting and he responded "[
don't know. Do you know? There is no valid modeling out there. To make this rezone decision without good
rail impact modeling is appalling
Bulk rail transport also has serious economic consequences for our residents. The last census (2010) and related
data showed that Columbia County had Oregon's 8th highest per capita income, the 5tr highest median family
income, and the 3'd highest household income. The reason is obvious to anyone who lives in South County
(where the bulk of our population lives). We are within easy commuting distance to the best job market in the
state. Our banl$ and credit unions are firll of money from Intel, Nike, Boeing, Portland law firms, hospitals, and
other high-skill public and private employers. They choose to live in Columbia County for quality of life,
schools, and other amenities. But they depend on good access to the metro area for high value employment
options. Private residences pay the bulk of the properfy taxes in Columbia County. Tangling commuter access
with ill-conceived development that ties up the transportation corridor will reduce incomes, add to oru
residents' costs, affect their quality oflife, and potentially reduce their safety.
StaffResponse 9:
Although increased train traffic can increase vehicular traffic rail crossing delay times, State ODOT Rail
Planner, Bob Melbo, points out that for every rail car added to the liner 3 to 4 freight trucks can be
removed from Highway 30. Rather than tangle commuter traffic, unit trains can actually have a positive
result for commuters by reducing truck freight traflic. IIe also noted that the reported intersection delays
of up to 20 minutes for unit trains is not correct. Unit trains traveling at 25 miles per hour trke only
between 3 to 5 minutes to pass an intersection. Local trains using rail sidings tend to create longer delays
as they can stop while blocking intersections while adding or dropping rail cars.

In addition, reliance of rail transport rather than truck transport

has environmental advantages. As the
2014 Oregon State Rail Plan (page 75) states:
t'In general, rail is the most efficient form of ground transportation from the standpoint of fuel
consumption and energT use. On a per-ton basis, rail is the most efficient way to move large heavy loadsin fact rail fuel elficiency ranges from 156 to 512 ton-miles per gallon, while truck fuel efficiency ranges
from68 to 133 ton-miles per gallon. Since the primary driver of emissions is fuel consumption, the
reduced use of fuel associated with freight and passenger rail can lead to reduced emissions of carbon
dioxide (CO), particulates(PM) and other pollutants, including NOx.

A thorough and independent transportation study that looks at the actual impacts of the range of volumes of
freight train trafFrc being proposed is needed before decisions like this can be thoughtfully made. The Columbia
County Board of Commissioners should not facilitate further development of a rail-driven bulk-loading
infrastructure at Port Westward at this time.
Staff Response 10:
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Bob Melbo, ODOT Rail Plannor, said that there have not been any comprehensive studffldHElE freight
rail impacts without reference to a specilic project. Prior to rezoning he said that it would be diflicult to
model such a study without more specifrc information based on projects which would use the rail line. As
an example, there have been several studies specific to rail impacts of oil terminal projects on the
Washington side of the Columbia Riverwhere details of projects were known. As noted in StaffResponse
4 above, Staff has proposed Condition #4h which would require project developers to conduct a rail
impact study and propose mitigation of any negative impacts identified.
The currentproposal for rezoning should not be approved. The County is not obligated to make this rezoning
upon request of the landowner but can and should look to the larger issues that flow from this decision. A
poorly thought-out decision could ultimately threaten the jobs, quality of life, and safety of most of the residents
of Columbia County.
Thaok you again for allowing these comments. I hope they make sense to you. If they don't, please contact me
directly. I appreciate all the time and thougbt you are giving to this very important decision.
Sincerely,

Chip Bubl
32221Church Road
Waren, OR97053
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ra

ffic

(20 l 4)

Improve the US 30 I Woodson
Road intersection and railroad
crossing, which would include
widening of US 30 to provide
capacity improvements (e, g,,

us30/

eastbound and westbound

railroad
crossing

2

Woodson
lransit stop

US30:

left-tum

lanes) and a wider shoulder on the
north side of the highway (65 fret

Woodson Road

in length) to allow southbound
traffic to clear the railroad crossing
when a hain approaches, installing
flashing railroad crossing lights
and gates, and improving railroad
crossine siearage and
Improve the Woodson transit stop,
to include shoulder widening,
improved lighting, a sheltered stop
with seating, and route

$2,400,000

State

2

7,3591

Woodson
Roadr 270

$50,000

CC

Rider

2

N/e

$50,000

CC

Rider

2

N/A

$5,000 County

2

N/A

2

27t

2

1,930

information. Improvements should
not imoact the hiehwav clear zone.
Improve the Marshland hansit
stop, to include shoulder widening,
3

Marshland
transit stop

us30 /
Marshland
4

Road (east)

railroad
crossing

improved lighting, a sheltered stop
with seating, and route

information. Improvements should
clear zone.
not
Improve the US 30 / Marshland
Road (east) railroad crossing, to
include new railroad crossing signs
on Marshland Roa4 and
vegetation removal to enhance
sight distance at the railroad
Improve the US 30 / Point Adams

US 30 / Point
5

Adams Road

Road railroad crossing, to include
replacement of the existing flashing

railroad cossing lights, and new
shelter grounding equipment and

railroad
crossing

Swedetown
6

Road from the
Clatskanie UGB
to Cedar Grove
Road.

Improve Swedetown Road to Maior
Collector standard from the
Clatskanie UGB to Cedar Grove
Roa4 to include wider shoulders,

$350,000

fi4,475,000

State

County
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I

US 30 from the
east Clatskanie

7

UGB to the west
Rainier UGB
Beaver Falls
Road from the
Clatskanie UGB
to Delena Road

8

Hermo Road
from Quincy
Mayger Road to

9

Port Westward.

Hermo Road
railroad

10

crossing

Kallunki Road

/

Quincy Mayger
Road railroad

1t

l)roit ct Llkrnrelrts r
Improve US 30 from the east

)escrip tion

Clatskanie UGB to the west Rainier
UGB, to indude centerline rumble

Mayger Road
from US 30 to

Kallunki Road.
Delena Mayger
Road frorn
Alston Mayger
Road to Cox

13

14

Cost (2015
Dolla rs)

I und

ry

ins

l'ackagc

sottrcr..,,

$125,000

1rr

State

t)aill'
ific

I ra

(201 4)

11,476

head-on crashes,

Improve Beaver Falls Road to
Major Collector standard from the
Clatskanie UGB to Delena Road, to
include wider shoulders, upgraded
bridges, and additional zuardrail.
Improve and extend the existing
segment of Hermo Road from
Quincy Mayger Road to Port
Westward. This roadway should be
reconstructed / constructed as a
resource route.
Local
Improve the Hermo Road railroad
crossing, to include installation of
flashing railroad crossing lights

and
lmprove the railroad crossing at
the Kallunki Road / Quincy Mayger
Road intersection, to include

West end

County

$244s0,000

2

2,8271
East end:
880

County

$1e500,000

2

N/A

$350,000

State

2

N/A

$350,000

State

2

N/A

installation of flashing railroad
and

fmprove Alston Mayger Road /
Quincy Mayger Road to Major

Alston Mayger

Road/Quinry

I'r'i rrr;r

sbips with delineation to address

crossing

L2

l:stinratcd

Collector standar4 as a resource
route, from US 30 to Kallunki
Road, to include wider shoulders,
and upgraded bridges.
lmprove Delena Mayger Road to
Local roadway standard from
Alston Mayger Road to Cox Road,
to include roadway surface

Road

enhancement& and wider
shoulders.

Beaver Falls
Road Bridge
(County Bridge

Replace the Beaver Falls Road

Bridge (County Bridge 076).

$6,000,000

County

2

1,650

$3,200,000

County

2

380

$1,530,000

County

2

880

$1,440,000

County

2

880

0761

15

,

Beaver Falls
Road Bridge
(County Bridge

Replace the Beaver Falls Road

Bridge (County Bridge 075).
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Alston Store

lmprove the Alston Store transit
stop, to indude a sheltered stop

transit stop

with seating, and route

l:stinratcd

I'r'inr,rr1,

('ost (2015

Iundirri;

l ),r

ily

I'acli.t1;t'

l'ra f fi c

I rr:f

(20 r"r)

$10,000 CCRider

2

N/A

$200,000

CCRider

2

NiA

$4,000,000

County

2

535

$i,700,000

County

2

N/A

$1,725,000

County

2

1,250

$6,500,000

County

2

1,250

$25,000 County

2

l,x0

2

18,000

[)<rllars)

Sou r(e t''

information.

t7

Wonderly Road
traruit stop

18

Old Rainier
Road from US
30 to the Rainier
UGB

t9

from US 30 to

Larson Road
Parkdale Road

Apiary Road
20

/

Old Rainier
Road
intersection

Apiary Road
2L

from OR 47 to
Old Rainier
Road.

Apiary Road
22

23

/

Fem Hill Road
intersection

Construct a new park-and-ride
along Wonderly Road, to inciude a
sheltered stop with seating, and
route information,
Improve Old Rainier Road to Major
Collector roadway standard hom
US 30 to Apiary Road, Old Rainier
Road to Minor Arterial roadway
standard ftom Apiary Road to
Larson Road, and Old Rainier Road
to Local roadway standard ftom
Larson Road to the Rainier UGB, to
include wider shoulders
Improve Larson Road to Minor
Arterial roadway standard between
US30 and Old Rainier Road, and to
Local roadway standard between
Old Rainier Road and Parkdale
Road. to include wider shoulders.
RealignOld Rainier Road to the
west of the existing Apiary Road
intersectiorL to form a new "T''
intersection. This roadway should
be constructed as a Major Collector
resource route.
Improve Apiary Road to Minor
Arterial standard (as a resource
route) from OR 47 to Old Rainier
Road, to include spot roadway
surface and shoulder widening,
and imoroved curve delineation.
lmprove the Apiary Road / Fem
Hill Road intersectio& to include
vegetation removal to enhance
sight distance.

Longview to

Replace the existing Longview to
Rainier Bridge/ or support an

Rainier Bridge

additional Columbia River

$300,000,000 oDoT/

''*

WSDOT

crossing.
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Table l: Financially Constrained and Aspirational Project List
A Vo

I:stintrtt
I'roicct
I I-)

l\'o jr.ct
l)escri P t ion
US 30 between
the east Rainier

24

UGB and the
west Columbia
City UGB
Graham Road

z5

from US 30 to
Blakely Sheet.
Graham Road

26

railroad
crossing

27

Troian Park to
Prescott Beadr
County Park
US 30

28

/ Neer

City Road
intersection

US 30 /

29

Nicolai

Road
intersection

d

Cost (2()15
t't'o je ct

[:lenrents'

Improve US 30 between the east
Rainier UGB and the west
Columbia City UGB, to indude
centerline rumble strips with
delineation to address head-on

Dollars)

l'ri

I:rrndinq

I'ackagc

Tlaf f ic

r':|:t

(201 4)

Sttttrct'*'t

$150,000

rag('

Dail1,

ur a 11'

8,930

State

crashes.

lmprove Graham Road to Local
roadway standard from US 30 to
Blakely Street, to include wider

$1,000,000

County

2

313

2

313

2

N/A

shoulders.

Improve the Graham Road railroad
crossing, to include installation of
flashing railroad crossing lights

$350,000

State

and qates.
Create an off-sheet shared-use path

connection between Trojan Park
and Prescott Beadr County Park.
Provide capacity improvemenb at
the US 30 / Neer City Road
intersection (e,9., northbound left-

$400,000 County

US 30:

$1,800,000

8,e071

State

Neer City
Road:306

tumlane).
Provide capacity improvements at
the US 30 / Nicolai Road
intersection (e.9., northbotrnd and
southbound left-turn lanes), a
shoulder on the east side of tlxe

highway (75 feet in length) for
westbound traffic to clear the
railroad crossing when a train
approaches, and improved
alignment of the east and west

US 30:
8,9011

$3,500,000

State

1

Nicolai
Road:
7,021

approadres.

US 30

30

/ Nicolai

Road railroad
crossing

lmprove the US 30 / Nicolai Road
railroad crossing, to indude
improved srgnage and pavement
markings at the grade crossin&
replacing old tracks,
repairing/replacing crossing
surfacg and insta[ing flashing
railroad crossing liehts and

$400,000

State

2

r,027

2

N/A

Beaver Homes
31

Road Bridge
(County Bridge

Replace the Beaver Homes Road

Bridge (County Bridge 0,14).

$600,000 County

044)
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Table l: Finarrcially constrained and Aspiratiorrar project List
r\ ve r,r gr'

l'r'o

ject

ll)

I'rojr-ct

l)escli

r0n

r

ect l:lcntents'o

l.stinratc<l

l'r'i

Clost (2{}l

l'urrclirrg

5

lJo llars)

rrr a

l)aily

ry

SOf t f Ce,

l)acka1;c

,,

.l

r.rffic

r'r.x

(2()14)

2

N/A

Beaver Homee
32

Road Bridge
(County Bridge

Replace the Beaver Homes Road

Bridge (County Bridge 046).

$500,000 County

0461

/ Nicolai
Cutoff Road

US 30

33

intersection

US 30

34

35

/ Tide

Creek Road
intersection

Anliker Road
from Meissner
Road to Nicolai
Road.

36

Canaan Road

kansit stop

spur
railroad
crossing north
of Columbia
US 30 at

J/

City

38

Pitbburg Road
from the 5t.
Helens UGB to
West Kappler
Road.

39

Pittsburg Road
West Kappler

/

Road
intersection

Provide capacity improvemenb at
the US 30 / Nicolai Cutoff Road
intersection (e.9., northbound leftttrm lane).
Provide capacity improvements at
the US 30 / Tide Creek Road
intersection (e.g., northbound lefttum lane), and a new bridge with
improved horizontal curve radaii
and width. The Tide Creek Bridge
is an existing freight pinch point,
and with improvements could
accommodate wider loads.
Improve Anliker Road to Minor
Collector standard from Meissner
Road to Nicolai Road, to include
roadway surface enhancemmts,
and wider shouldersImprove the Canaan Road tsansit
stop, to include a new park-andride, sheltered stop with seating,
and route information.
Upgrade the US 30 spur track
crossing north of Columbia Cify by
replacing the control circuitry, to
include new activation equipment,
shunt-enhancing equipment, track
leads, batterieg and battery

lmprove Pittsburg Road to Major
Collector standard from the $t.
Helens UCB to West Kappler Road
to include wider shoulders.
Reatign the northbound West
Kappler Road approach or
southbound Pittsburg Road
approach to form a single
intersection at Brinn Road, This
roadway should be constructed as
Collector,

$1,800,000

US 30:

State

8,930

US30:
8,9301

$6,500,000

State

2

Tide
Creek
Road:489

County

2

N/A

Rider

2

NIA

2

10,598

County

2

1,850

$600,000 County

2

1,850

$4,600,000

$50,000

CC

$100,000

$3,6'50,000

State
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Table l: Financially Constrained and Aspirational Project List
Avcrilgc

l'rojcct

It)
40

I'uricct
Descri tion

cct

Anderson Road
Bridge (County
Bridee 039)

I'r'i nra

( osl

(2015

I'rrnrling I'irckrrlt:

)o

rs)

Helens UGB to

lmprove Sykes Road to Major
Collector standard from the 5t.
Helens UGB (near Benjamin Lane)

West Kappler

to West Kappler Road, to include

Road
Bachelor Flat
Roa4 Bennett
Road, Hazen
Road, and Berg
Road from the
St. Helens UGB
to US30

wider shoulders.

r'-'y,

'I'r.rffic

:lri

(20r 4)

$500,000 County

2

N/A

$e600,000

County

2

N/A

$4,300,000

County

2

900

1

27,058

2

N/A

I

(County Bridge 039).

ftom the St.

42

tst

Replace Anderson Road Bridge

Sykes Road

4t

Ii lt'rrr c n

l).rily

Lstinratcd
l l:r

Sotr f cc'''t

rf

Improve Badrelor Flat Roa{
Berurett Road, Hazen Road, and
Berg Road to Maior Collector

roadway standard from the St.
Helens UCB to US 30, to include
wider shoulders.
Improve US 30 between Old
Portland Road and Millard Road.

43

US30 from Old
Portland Road
to Millard Road

This project includes increasing the
tuming radius of the right-tum
lane onto Bennett Road by
widening and restriping the
roadway near the intersectio&
restricting access to Bennett Road
to

Funded
($s,ss0,000)

State

right-in, right-out, left-in only,

and adding a traffic signal at the
Millard Road intersection with US
30.

44

Old Portland
Road from the
St. Helens UGB

to US 30
US 30

45

/ Berg

Improve Old Portland Road to
Major Collector roadway standard
from the St. Helens UGB to US 30,
to rnclude wider shoulders.
Provide eapaaly improvements at
the US 30 I Berg Road intersection
(e,g., left-tum and right-tum lane

Road

intersection

US 30 Local

M

Connectivity
Study

$e500,000

County

US 30:

$425,000

State

2

Road
on the
Study for the feasibility of

improved multi-modal
connectivity between Scappoose
and St. Helens. This could indude
shared-use path in the US 30

a

$175,000 County

2

27,0581

Berg
Road:874

N/A
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Table l: Financially Constrained and Aspirational project List
Avcrage
I)r'o

iect

It)

l'rojcct
Descri

on

Itrn ec[ [:.lcrnentsr

Reed.er Road

Multnomah County to the northem

County to the

hlghway (75 feet ln lengtlr) for
westbound trafflc to clear the
railroad aossing when a train

railroad

Wikctrorn Road

Inprove Wlksh<m Road to Major
Collector standard from Scappoose
Vomonia Highway to US 30, to
include wider shoulders.

from Scappoose

Vemonia
Highwny to US
30

Johnson's
50

Landing Road
railroad
crossing

51

52

US 30 Ride
Share Parking

Upgrade the railroad cossing
eguipment at the US 30 / Iohnson's
Landing Road cossing, to indude
new constant waming time
activation equipment, standby
and rectifier.
Ride Share parking- provide
parking for 25 spaces next to truck
scale near the County line. Project
to be coordinated with ODOT,
Multnomah and Columbia Ccrunty

Dutch Canyon
Road Bridge
(County Bridge

Scappoose
53

Vernonia
Highway I
Wikshom Road
intersection

54

l)a

I'lcl<agc

-l'ra

ily
f fi c

:':!:t

(20 r 1)

$400,000 County

2

N/A

$275,000

2

1,180

2

980

2

N/A

Rider

2

N/A

$500,000 County

2

N/A

$600,000 Counfy

2

2,479

$480,000 County

?

N/A

Widen US30 at the West Lane
Road interrection to include a
shoulder on the east side of the

US30 / West
Lane Road

us30/

Iutrtling
Sourcet"

ry

terminus, to include wider
shoulders.

crossing

49

Cost (201.5
[)o l la rs)

nr a

roadway standard from

Multnomah
northem
terminus

48

Itri

lmprove Reeder Road to Local

frcym

47

[:stirrraterl

Reid Road
Bridge (County
128)

Replace the Dutch Canyon Road

Bridge (County Bridge 002).
Realign Wikstrom Road to the
south of the existing Scappoose
Vemonia Highway intersection, to
form a new "T" intersection. This
roadway should be constructed as
a Maior Collector,
Replace the Reid Road Bridge

(County Bridge 128).

$3,950,000

$100,000

$375,000

State

County

State

CC
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Chapter 33

The Federal Laws Applicable to Railroads
33-100 Introduction
Congress and the courts long have rccognized a need to regulace rail:oad operations at the federal level. Cilt of
u. Ltnitcd S'tatcs, 154 F.3d 1025 (9'r' Oir. 1998). A number of federal laws are conmolling, bur three.orn*ottly
for-rnd to Preempt state and local attempts to regulare railrc.rael acuvides are the Interstate Cclmmerce Commission
Tcrminatiorr Act of 1995, tlie Federal Railroad Satcty Act r:f 1970, and rhe Noise Control Act <>f 1972.

'labsm

The state and local issues exatnined in this secLion arc limited ro thosc that are primarily telated ro land use, The
general principal nrising from the statutoty and case law is that, ifa railroad is engaged in transportation-relnted
activities, ledcrai larv'nvill preempt state and lclcal attempts to regulate.

fi-200 The Interstate Conrluerce Commission Termination Act

of 1995

The Interstate Comnrerce Cotnmission Tcrmination Act o€ 1995 ("ICCT h") (49 Ll.S.(1.A. \10101 et seq.)
abol.ished the lnterstate Comtrerce Comrnission and gave the Surface Transportation Board exclusive jurisdictkln
over: (1) tr?nsportation by rail carriers and tlre renreclies ptovided with respe* ro rares, classifications, rules
(inclLrding cat service, incerchanee, and other operatins rr-rles), practices, routes, sen,ices, and facilities of such
carriers; and (2) the construction, acquisition, opelation, aburdonrncnt, or discontinuance of spur, industrial, team,
switching, or side ftacks, or fhcilities, even if the tracks are locared, or intended to be iocated, entirely in one state. 49

L/..r... $ /0r0t

(b).

The ICCTA pfccl'rlpts statc

zur<l

loctl 4'!r/rtliol,

r.ir.,

"rhrrsr strr[c laq.s tlrat

ura,1'

rcnssnablv bc saitl t6 frayc thc

!r'3cl 15{}, 157-l5li (4'h (;ir. 2t)tt)) (cit1'circlinancc reguiating thc tlansportad<in of bulk nrateriah^, includingerhanol,
cits pct'rnit unilato'allv issr-rcd ro tlrc railrriacl unt{cr. thc orclinarrce rcuulating the tr.anspott of. ethanol to thc
railrortl's ttitnsloacl tircilirv, \!'ns prccnrplctl tl thc l(.C't'A). J'lrLrs, rhc ICCl'A prcempts rhc srate and locai regulation
of nrattcls dirccdy rcgulated b), the Surface Transportation Board, such as the construction, operation, ancl
abandonrncnt of raii Lines. Ener:on u. Kanmr (.:i0, ,f Ig. C0.,503 F.3d 71,26 (10rh Cir. 2007); Fibery u. kmras CiA .1.
4y.
Ca,2(>7 F.3d 439 (5'tt Cir. 2001). Mrether i stxte or [oc'.rl regulltion is preernpted recluires'.r facnrrrl
rrF
"ss.rsm.nt
rvhether the nction u'ould have the eft-ect of preventing or unreasonably interfering with railroad transporcatit>n.
Enterson, npru.
rtt-rd

Followmg is a summary of sttte and local pcrmitting or precleirrance recluirements preemptecl by the ICCTA
because, by their nature, they cor.rld be used to deny a railroad rtre ability to perform part of its operations ot ro
prrrceed with activitics authorized bv the Sr-rrfacc'I'ransport^tion Board (mlhcted in El.merson, 5gfr6)..
a

Preconsrrr.tction permitting of
200s),

r

transk)ad lacilitr'. Grcen Momtaitr

R.k

Cap. u. l1crntont,404 lr,3cl 638 (2d Cir.

r

Environtuental antl land use permitting. Ciy oJ'.luburn u. Uniterl ,\'tltu, 154 F.3d 102-5 (gth Cir, 1998).

r

Tlre demolitjon permittinu process. .foo Linl

r

I(l{.

Co. u, City oJ'fu{innupo/it,38 F. Supp. 2d 1096 (D.fuIinn. 1998).

Requirement that tailrocd cr-rmpanies obtain state approval befbre disc<.,nrinuing station agents, abandoning rail
lines, r,rr temoving sicle tracks or spurri. Bnrlingtutt Northem J'anlu Fe Cc,rp. u, z'lndun'0n,959 F, Supp. 1288 @,Mont
1ee7).

Foliowing is a sumnrary of areas of srate ancl local regulations clirectly regulated by the Surtace'1.'ransportation
Board and, thcrcfore, arc prcemprcc{ by thc ICCTA (vllectul in f:nnton, wpru):
33-r
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r

State statutcs regulating railroad operations. Fibery u, IQnsas Ci! S.
W. Co., 267 F.3d 439 (5th Cir. 2001) (state
and local regulations such as those attempling to limit the duration that crossings are blocked are opeiaional
requirements and are preempted); P-ll l"entures, Inc, u.,lurfaceTranrportation Board,299 F.3d 523 (6,h-Cir.2002)
(state staure regulating railroad operations preempted); C,lXTranspotariot, [rc. u. CiA 0J'Ptnlutb,Zg3F.3dB1,z
(6tt' Cir. 2002) ftolding that state law impos.ing limitation on duradon at which crossing may be blocked by train,
which is related to train speed, was precnrptcd).

t lt^j. staturcs leguJating contracts
F' Supp. 2d 172 (D.Mass.

bet'ween rail carriers. San Itris Cott K& Co. u. .fpingfielttTetminal\1t. C0.,369
2005) (contract bewre en rail carriers concerning use of railroad cars and payme nt rates
preempted in light of other ICCTA pr<-'visions regulating those issues).

t

AttemPts to condemn railroad trachs or nearby Land. CiE o.f Linrch u. ,farJitu Trantpottation Board,414 F.3d S58
(8th Cir. 2005) (attempt to use eminent domain to acquire portion of properry abutting a rail line for municipal
bicycle trail preempted); l{tit. Cent. Ltd, V. Ci4, oJ A4ailtfe/d,160 F. Supp.-Zd 100g qMb.Wis. 2000) (attempi to
.
use state's condemnation $tattlte to condemn an actively used railroad track preempted).

r

State negligence and nuisance claims. Fibery npra (state claims of negligence and negligence per se concerning
railroad's alleged blgckageg of road leading to plaintiffs business were preempred);futihlrgu.-I(ansat Clg S.
ry.
C0,,194 F. Supp' 2d 493 (S.D,Miss. 2001) (state law nuisance and negligence iloirns tnat woutd interfere wid
operation of railroad switchyard preempted).

Following is a summarv of srare and local acrivities not preempccd by rhe

a

iccrA:

o

Voluntar)' agreemenm entered into b1'the railroad. PCS Pltorplate Co, u. Norfotk Southern Corp.,559 F.3d212,221,
(4rl' C'r. 2009) (quoting the Surface Transportation Board that "voluntary agreements may be seen as reflecting
the caffier's own determination and admission that the agreements would not r.rnreasonabiy interfere with
inter.state cornmercc," thor"rgh this rule is not absolute).

o

Traditional police Powers over the development of railroad properry such as electrical, plumbing and fre codes,
at least trl the extent that the regulations prote ct the pubiic health and safery, are settled and defined, and can be
obeyed with reasonable certainty, entail no extended or open-ended clelays, and cao be approved or rejecteci
. without the exercise of discretion on subjective questions. Green Mountdin kk Corp. t,
Vermont, 4O4F.id,638 (Zd
Cir. 2005)- The regulatinns mav not discriminate against rail caniers or unreasonably burden tul catirage,
S o lthefl

c
o

Norfolk,

sup

ra.

Z3ning reguJations applied to railroad-owned land used for non-railroad purposes by a third parry. Floida East
CoastRai/wa1Coupanl u. CiE of lYest Palm Beaclt,266F,3d1324 (71,r, Cir, 2001),
Miscellaneous laws and acts determined to not have anything ro clo with transportation, Emeron, sapra (summary
iudgment for tailroad was reversed because the railroad's acts oF depositing old railroad ties and other debris
into a drainage ditch abutting plaintiffls property, which allegedly caused the flooding of plaintiffs'properry,
lvere not preempted because they had nothing to do with transpolration) ; Hi Talt Trant, LLC u. Neu
Jengt,3B2
F,3d 295 (3d Cir, 2004) (state regulation of solid waste disposal facility sewing railroad was not pt"r.npt"d;.

. llof statute tequiting
T,'i//age

railroads to pay for pedestrian crossinrs across railroad tracks. ,rldian & B/*$eld
oJ'BlitsJield,550 F.3d 533 (6th Cir, 2008) (determinecl not to be preempted by rhe ICCTA).

33-300 The Federal Railroad Safety Act of

KK

u.

1970

Issues regardingstate and locai regulation of train speed and the durati<ln that railroad crossings are blocked are
ccrnsidered under the Federal Railroad Salety Act of D7A ('FRSA'). The FRSA contemplares a comprehensive
and uniform set of safety regr"rlations in all areas of railroad operarions, Cbicago 'frantit Autltoij u. Flohr, SiO f .Za
1305 (7d' Ck. '1977). The purpose of the FRSA is to "promote saf'ety in every area of raikoaci operations and reduce
als<-r

33-2
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rail.road-related accidents and incidents." 49 Ll.,r.C:. .f 20101

The FRSA inclucles a preemption provision that, amontl other things, allorvs state and local g()vernments to
regulate only those matters on which the Secretary oFTransportation has not yet regulated. The Secretaryregulates
train speeds, rvhich depend on the classification of dre racks. CSX'hvnsportatiou, Inc. u. Ciry of Pfinoutb,283 F,3d 812
(6,h Cir, 2002) ftolding that state law imposing a limitarion on the dr.rradon at rvhich a crossing may be blocked by a
train, which is related t<.r train speed, was preempte$; $e ako C,lX Trantportation, Inc, u. Ci4t oJ Mitdtell, 105 F. Supp.
2c1949 (S,D.Ind. 1999) (granting sumnary judgment to railroad and enioining ciry fronr enforcing law prohibiting
railroad frorn blocldng crossing for more than 10 nrinutes); Dieson a. ktpa, Chicago C* Eartern Railroacl Corporation,TTT
F. Supp. 2d'1143 (l\,I,D, Iowa 2011) (partial slunrrary iudgment frrr railroad; federal r:egulations governing the
movement of trains,includingbkrcked crossings as theypertained to air brake testingrequirements, preempted state
and local laws).

In P/ynoutb, rhe attorne)r general ar:gued that the crux of the state statute was not traiti speecl, but "the time that
trains may block highway trafhc." The court of appeals was Lurpersuaded by this contention, explaining that "the
amorult of Lime a moving train spends at a gracle crossing is mathe mirtically a function of the length of the train and
the speed at which the train is tra\reling." The conrt concilrded that the stxtllte rvould require the tailroad to rnodify
either the speecl at which its trains travel or tl.reir lengli, and would also rcstrict the railroad's perfotmance of
federaUy manclatecl air brake tests. The court also concluclcd that numerous federal regr-rlations covered the speed at
r,vhich trains nray travel and, thus, the federal regulations "substandally subsume the subject mattcr of the relevant
state law." P$noutlt,283 F.3d at 817.
Congress intended thar thc ICC'|A and the FRSI\ coexist. Whilc the Surface Transportation Board must adhete
to federal policics cncc>tiraging "sa[c and suitablc worl<ing conditions in thc railroad indr"rstry," the iCCTA and its
legislative history contnin no evidence thtt C<rngress intended frrr the SurF*ce Tlansportation Board t() stlpplant the
Federal Railroad Administrrtion's authority o,.'er rril sa[eq' uuder the FRSr\. '[1ne/l u. No(blk Soatlteru Rniln'q! (0.,
248 F.3d 517 (6,t' Cir. 200 t). Rather, the aee ncies' complementary exercise of their statutory authoriry accurately
reflecrs Congress's intent for the ICCTA and the FRSr\ to be constrr-recl in pari ntateria. Tlrell vpra.

33-400 The Noise Control Act of 1972
Issnes regarding state and local regulation of train noise are evalurted under the Noise Control Act of 1,972
establishes the maximurn noise levels fbr rail cars engaged in interstate commerce. The preemption
provision under the NCA has l:een described as being "decidedlv narrow." lUuhng u. I(anus Ci! Sonthern $t. Co.,185
F',.3d 496 (trrr Cir. 1999),

("NCA'), which

Many cases in this area'lre based on srate nuisance clain.rs brr.luglrr by abutting landowners. Generally, if the
noise generatcrl by thc uain has a transportation purpose and is rvithin the NCA's noise limits, st'rte and local
rcgulaticrn is prcemptcd. I\niling, supra Qt<t\ding that a triable issue of fact existed based on the plaintiffs' lay <.rpinion
that the railtoad's expert's opinion regarding cr;tnpliance rvas based on s<>uncl measutements which did not reflect
rhe rrne sound level ptaintiFfs typically heard);Jonu v. [,tniot PadJic RR,79 Cal.App,4,h 793 (2000) (holding rhat
plaintiffs nuisance claim could proceed a.qainst the railroad ltrr excessive idiing and horn blowing near plaintiffls
home because plainuff had adequatelv alleged that these acrivitics did not have a transPortation PurPose but were,
instead, done solely to harass the plaintifQ.

33 -3
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to me, MCMORRINE, PURCELL, JACOBS
Todd,
Thank you to you and the County Commissioners for providing DEQ the opportunity to
respond to coinments made in recent public testimony regarding the rezone proposal at
Port Westward in Clatskanie. Please see responses to each of your questions included
below.
lf there is additional information that DEQ can provide relating to Air Quality, please feel
free to contact me directly. lf Columbia County has follow up questions regarding DEQ's regulatory authorifies in other prograrnd or the region, ple_as,e contact Jennifer
Purcell, DEQ's North Coast Regional Coordinator, at971-212-5745 or via email at
P urcell, Jen nifer@deq.state. or. us.

1.

What is the "DEQ throughput permit" and is the reference to 3200 unit trains per
year correct in the context of the point he is making is that the DEQ permit allows up to
3200 unit trains per year out of Global Partners.

Global Partners has received a Standard Air Contaminant Discharge Permit
(ACDP) No. 05-0023-ST-01 for the trans loading (barge and trains) of ethanol and
crude 6il nroducts. This is in addition to the Standard ACDP No. 05-0006-ST-01
that they ilso have for ethanol production. DEQ regulates and limits emiseions
from stdtionary sources. The tians loading permit contains emission limits for
criteria pollutahts (permit condition 4.1), and limits the annual throughput of
crude oil or ethanol (permit condition 2.3). DEQ does not regulate mobile
sources or limit train traffic; therefore, DEQ permits do not specify "current
baseline on the Global Partners ethanol/crude oil transport" of "2 unit trains in
and 2 unit trains out per d8y", nor is there a limit of "3200 unit trains per year".

2.

I need verification that the "DEQ fugitive emissions air quality permit" limits Global
Paftners to two trains in and two trains out per day. Or is that just an assumed number
for purposes of the permit and not a regulatory limit which, if exceeded, would be
grounds for revocation?

As mentioned in our response to Question 1, DEQ does not regulate mobile
sources or limit train traffic. ln addition: There is no "DEQ fugitive emissions air
quality permit" permit category. DEQ issues Basic, General, Simple,_and
Standhid ACDPb, and TitleV permits. The type of air permit needed is based
upon the quantity of emissions, the type of equipm"en! a-nd required pollution
cbntrols, a-nd any federal requirements for a specific industry or equipment. For
more information, visit:
http;//www.oregon.gov/deq/aq/aqPermits/Pageq/dgfault.aspx. lf a regulatgry_limit
is exceeded, it would not necessarily be grounds for permit revocation. DEQ can
revoke a permit or issue a Cease and Desist order, but these are extreme
measured for particularly egregious violations or immediate p_ublic health
concerns. ln ihe case of a permit violation, DEQ would enter into formal
enforcement actions, which could include notice to correct requirements and/or
penalties.

3.
per

ls it correct to say that given the "throughput permit" allows up to 3200 unit trains
vear and given thai unit tiain number that Global could "easily"(with available
techhology totontain air contaminants) move from the "fugitive AQ permit number of
unit trains'(two in and two out daily) to the "throughput permit" number of unit trains
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(3200 unit trains per year or 9 unit trains in and e unit trains out il}p&l5t *fi"fi bb.h,,
ii either. actuallv iimit's the number of unit trains and what is the haximrim nuFl$dlBlT E
allowed'under eixisting air guality permits issued by DEQ?

As mentioned earlier in this email, DEQ does not regulate mobile sources or limit
train traffic. DEQ permits do not limit the number of unit trains. Air quality
permits limit emiisions from stationary sources, and require facilities tg o-perate,
inaintain and test required vapor recovery and treatment equipment to limit
emissions. Emissions limits hre specific-to stationary facilities and dq n-ot apply
to mobile sources. ln the case of Global Partners, the air quality permit for trans
loading addresses operations relating to crude oil and/or ethanol being
on-loailed/offloaded from trains and barges to/from tanks.

4,

Anv other comments you have on the assertions about the relationship between
the DEGI AQ permits and liinits on unit trains at Global Partners and whether other bulk
handling used subject to DEQ AQ permits in the future, should this land be rezoned for
that puipose, coulil be limited in th'e number of unit trains by the air quality permit.

All proposed are subject to a rigorous air permit evaluation on a casefy-c^qsg
basis. bEQ's review is based upon emissibns of criteria pollutants (NOx, SO2,
CO, VOCs, and PM) and Hazardous Air Pollutants for stationary gqujpment.- Any
limits on a bulk handling project (or any other type of project with air emissions)
would be for throughput stor-age or trans loading, and not on number of unit
trains transporting the bulk handling material.
Sincerely,
Michael R. Orman, PE"
Air Quality Section Manager, Northwest Region
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
700 NE Multnomah St., Suite 600
Portland, OR 97232
Tel: (503) 229-5160
Cel: (503) 793-9635
"Licensed in Arizona
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RESOLUTTON NO.2013-81

A RESOLUTION TO. ADJUST THE RAIL CAR CAP ASSOCIATED

WITH THE PORT LEAD/ WEST PORT LEAD CONSTRUCTION,
OPERATION AND IiIIAINTENANCE AGREEMENT.

WHEREAS, the Port of St. Helens (the Port) owns the rail lead into Port
\{/estward and during the construction and improvement of that lead, an agreement was
entered into by the Port of St Helens and Cascade Grain on 29 August 2007; and
WHEREAS, the Port lead was constructed on Portland General Elechic (PGE)
leasehold, which established rail "Safe Harbor" limits associated with this lead, whlch
are currently approximately elght (8) unit trains per week and two (2) non-unit trains per
day, And, this Resolution does not affect nor alter the non-unit train movements; and
WHEREAS, the business lines and oommodities associated with Port Westward
and the use of the Port Lead have diversified to include both ethanol and petroleum
products; and

WHEREAS, the State Reglonal $slutions Team has worked to identify Funding
to assist with safety improvements within the District, and in particular for the City of
Rainier in which an ODOT Project Manager has been identified to assist in coordination;
and

WHEREAS, the Portland & Western Railroad (P&W) has strategic capital rail
plans and improvernents within the County, for the entire "A" line which upon completion
will result in roughly 20 additionaljobs, and will accommodate increases in rail volume;
and
WHEREAS, the P&W, to facilitate increases in rall volume, has agreed to focus

on improvements that safely reduce crossing delays and achieve a rail speed of 25
MPH, where safe and appropriato, throughout the District; and

WHEREAS, Both State Representative Brad Witt and State Senator Betsy
Johnson have given assurances to the Port that public and private funding has been
identified and secured to complete significant capital improvements to rail in Rainier,
and that that funding is contingent on the P&W's increased volume from increased
business from Global Partners, and
WHEREAS, the P&W has committed to providing regular and frequent updates
the Capital
lmprovement Plan; and

to the Port Commission regarding the status of and any changes

to

WHEREA$, Columbia Pacific Bio-Refinery (CPBR) - Global Partners seeks to
invest $50 to $70 millions of dollars on capital improvements at Port Westward resulting
in approximately 30 additional jobs and the return of ethanol production. Thls
ilrvestment would include improvements to Hermo Road, the dock, construction of
additional storage facilities, and rail transfer operations; and
Page 1 - RESOLUTION No. 2013-8{
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WHEREAS, CPBR-Global's capital improvements will result in more efficient rail
loading and unloading operations , which would provide the P&W railroad the business
needed to focus on improvements that would increase rail speeds, reduce congestion at
crossings, and increase capacity; and
WHEREAS, the P&W has informed the Port Commission that the A-Line cannot
accommodate more than 24 unit trains per month to CPBR-Global until rail
improvements, speclfically increased rail speed capability (reducing crossing delays)
and additionalsidings are completed, and

WHEREAS, to accommodate both ethanol and petroleum, as well as future
products; and given the above assurances from key stakeholders, now, therefore,
BE lT RESOLVED that the Commission approves and authorizes the Executive
Director to execute a change to Exhibit B of the Port Lead Agreement providing a new
cap of 50,000 unit train rail cars per year, which equates to approxirnately 38 unit trains
per month; and

BE lT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Executive Director is required to restrict
rail
cap to 32,000 unit train rail cars per year, which equates to approximately 24
the
unit trains per month until January 1,2015 while the improvements described above are
being pursued, and the Port is satisfied that assurances of completion are in place, and
BE lT FURTHER RESOLVED that for the next five years (until December 31,
2018), CPBR-Globalwlll provide quarterly updates on site improvernents and P&W will
provide quarterly updates on Rail lmprovements to the Port Executive Director, and
each will provide quaderly updates to the Port Commission, including updates on:

o
o
.
o
.

CPBR-Global's on-site improvements to rail unloading, storage tanks, and
dock expansion;
P&W's ability to safely achieve 25 MPH capability to help reduce rail
crosslng delays on public roads throughout the county where it is safe to
do so.
P&W's plans to provide additional capacity through sidings, where it is
safe to do so
P&W's strategic plan to reduce rail crossing delays on public roads
Capital improvement plans to increase safe passage of trains in Rainier

BE lT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Executive Dlrector is authorized and directed to
make changes, with PGE's concurrence, to the Safe Harbor consistent with this
Resolution and again prior to any increase above 34 unit trains per monlh,

Fage 2 - RESOLUTION NO. 2013-81
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PASSED AND ADOPTED
vote:

Aves:

thisr:Il

day of November, 2013 by the fottowing
Nays .0

4

PORT OF ST. HELENS

By:
ATTESTED BY:

Page 3 - RESOLUTION NO. 20{3.81
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THIRD AMENDMENT

TO PORT LEAD/WEST PORT LEAI)
C0NSTRUCTION, OPDRATION AND MATNTENANCE
AGREEMtrNT

This Third Arnendment to port Leacl/West Port Lead
Operation and
Maintenance Agreement (this *Third Amendment',) is entorcd
into as of
2017,by and between PORT OF ST, HELENS, an Oregon rnunicipal
(the "Port'),
and CASCADE KELLY HOLDINGS, LLC, an Ore gon lirnited
liability company
("cPBR',),

R[CITALS

A'

The Port and Cascade Grain Proclucts LLC have entel.ecl into
that certain port
Lead/West Port Lead Colstruction, opetation and Maint*un."
Agreemont dated Auggst 29,
200.7, glamended by a First Arnendrnerrt to Port Lead/West port
l,eia
opeetiol
ancl Maintenance Agreement, dated November Zg,2A0T,
as wa$ atso an;nJ;d
a Seconcl

C;il;il,

Amendment

to Port Lead/West Port Lead

Agreernent dated December 8,200g

Clnstru&ion,
- operation anA

(the,,Agreement').

li

triuint**.,

B'

CPBR assutned and was assigned the rtghts and obligations of
Cascade uncler
the Agreernent purcuant to the Asset Putctar:
ali
acldenda
thereto) dated
f*a
4gt{,t*i in
Decenrbsr 29,2a09 between CPBR and Petel c. rasKittr.ick
his capacity as tlie Trnstee for
cascade under tlre uuited states bankluptcy cocle chapter z.
on Febr.uary 15,2aL3, Global

Partners LF acquircd CPBR.

C'

CPBR requested the Port to incrcase the nuruber of trains allowed
under Exhibit
B of the Agrcement.

D'

The Port and CPBR now desite to amencl the Agreement to provide
for a new

Exltibit B to reflect ttrlaere.eo.ctrryggl approvec{ on Novembrtitg, eot:
ty
Conrrnissioners under Resolution ZOt :

-S

i.

trrc

port goard

of

AGREEMENT
NO'U/, THEREFORE, thE pafiies, in consideration
below, agrce as follows:

of the rnutual

covenants set forth

1.

ExhibitB' The original Exhibit B attached to the Agreement shall be removecl
and replaced iu its e'tirety with the Exhibit B here attached.

2' No Re,cluifed
than the Port and CPBR.

Consents. No person has becorne a Party to the Ageenrent other

PAGE I _THIRDAMENDMENT
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3'

Agrcenrent,Effectivq. Except as expressly amended by
this Third Amonclnrent,
nitt rorce and effect in accorcrance with its terms.

the Agrcenrerrt renrains in

IN wtTNEss IMHERE0F, the patties have executecl this ?hircl
Amendment to port
Lead/West Port Lead conshuctiorL opei'atior
ana rvraintenanr" agrrrroent as of the date set
forth above.
CASCADE KELLY HOLDINOS, LLC,
An Oregon lirnited Liability Cornpany '

THE PORT OF ST. HELENS
an Oregon Munioipal Corporation

IL

Title: E{ zctsl ve_

heetftL.
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EXHIBIT B
The Port Commission approved and authorized lhe Executive
Director to execute a
change to this Exhibit (Exhibit B of the Port Lead Agreement)
on November 13, 2013
providing a new cap of 50,000 unit train rail cars p"r" yu"r,
which equates to approximately
38 unit trains per month, as stated per port Resolution 2o1g-g1.
Maximum rail cars approved:
USER
Cascade Kelly Holdings

-

Rail Car Cap
(Max Rail Cars/Year)

Unit Traln Cap
U
Trains/Yea
456
(Average of 108 - 110 rail
cars/train)

50,000

current caps will limit the maximum rail cars in accordance with port
Resolution 2013-81:
USER

RailGar Caps
{Max Rail
Gars/Yea r)
32,000

Unit Train Gap
(Max Unit
Trains/Month)

Cascade Kelly Holdings
(Note 1)
45,000

24

34
(Note 2)
50,000
38

(Note 3)

Unit
Gap
(Approximate Unit
Tra
288
(Average of 108 - 110

rall cars/train
409
(Average of 108 110
rail
n
456
(Average of 108 - 110
rail

-

Note (1): The Port Executive Director is roquired to restrict the rail
cap to 32,000 unit train
rail cars per year, which equates to approxim ately 24 unit trains per
month, until January 1,
2015 while rail lmprovements are being pursued, and the Port is
satisfied that assurances
of completion are in place.
Note (2): onceimprovements are assured to be completed, and after
January 1, 201b the
Port Executive Director is authorized to approve an increase to
a maximum rail cars of
45,000, which equates to approximate[ 34 unit trains per month.
Note (3): The Port Executive

Dlrector is further authorized to make changes up to the
full
oap of 50,000 rail cars, which equates to approximately 38 unit
per
tralns
month, but only

with PGE's consent to increases above the Safe Harbor limits, and consistent
Rosolution 2013-S1.

1'br1
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ATTACHMENT

2

Staff Recornmended Changes to Conditions of Approval
Based on Evidence and Testimony Received As Of August 161 2017
September

\zAn

Additions in Bold; Deletions in Sttifteout

CONCLUSION, & RECOMMENDED DECISION & CONDITIONS:
Based on the facts, findings and comments herein, the Planning Director recommends approval
of Major Map Amendment, PA l3-02 & ZC 13-01, as modified to address LUBA remand issues,
to re-designate the site from Agriculture Resource to Rural Industrial and to amend the Zoning
Map of the Columbia County ZoningOrdinance to re-zone the subject property from Primary
Agriculture - 80 (PA-80) to Rural lndustrial - Planned Development (RIPD), and taking an
Exception to Goal 3 Agricultural Lands; with the following conditions:

1)

Prior to an application for a building or development for a new use, the applicant/developer
shall submit a Site Design Review and an zuPD Use Under Prescribed Conditions as required by
the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance.

2) To ensure adequate transportation operation, proposed developments and expansions
requiring site design review or Use Under Prescribed Conditions shall not produce more that 332
PM peak-hour trips for the entire subject property without conducting a new Traffic Impact
Analysis with recommendations for operational or safety mitigation consistent with the Oregon
Transportation Planning Rule 660-0 I 2-0060.
3)

A traffic study be prepared for each proposed future development within the subject
property to determine the number of trips generated, likely travel routes, impacts on both
passenger car and heavy truck traffic and to ensure that County roadways are improved as needed
to adequately serve future development. These TIA reports would also be used to ensure that the
number of trips generated and accumulative trips do not exceed the trip cap.

4) To ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses the applicant/developer of new
industrial uses shall comply with the following:
a) The habitat ofthreatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and
protected as required by law.

b)

Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures
shall maintain the overall values of the feature.

c)

All

development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are
established and maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses on
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PA-80 zoned land, including natural vegetation and where appropriate, fences,
landscaped areas and other similar types of buffers.

d)

When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or
support shall be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.

e)

Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed
as needed to be determined by the County to mitigate dust caused by industrial uses
that may emanate from the site and traffic to the site.

0

Site run-off shall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained or
otherwise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to inigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are controlled,

g)

The industrial use impact on the water table and sloughs shall be monitored
for water quality and surface water elevations to ensure that the area water Ste
can be maintained and managed for arit lristorieal existing uses. isdsne

h)

Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes transportation to
or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan identiffing the number
and frequency of trains to the subject property and impacts to rail movements,
safety, noise or other identified impacts along the rail corridor supporting on
the County's transportation system. The plan shall proposed mitigation to

identified impacts.

D

Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment
report that shall analyze adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonstrate
that impacts from the proposed use are mitigated. The report shall include a
description of the type and nature of the agricultural uses and farming practices, if
any, which presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use, type of agricultural
equipment customarily used on the property, and wind pattern information. The
report shall include a mitigation plan for any negative impacts identified.

e1

].u

The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to only
ent on a deepwater port and have demonstrated access
those uses that
to the
a nd those uses with employment densities, public facilities and
activities justified in the exception, specifically:
1

2
J

4
5

Forestry and Wood processing, production, storage, and transportation
Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation
Natural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.
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6)

The storage, loading and unloading of coal is specifically not justified in this
exception. Such uses shall not be allowed on the subject property without a separate
approved exception to Goal 3.

7)

The Port (applicant) shall institute a plan and ongoing program for sampling ground
and surface water quality to establish baseline measurements for a range of contaminates at
the re-zone site and down-gradient. The program should be designed and managed for
assurance that future industrial wastewater discharges are treated to prevent pollution to the
watershed environment. The program shall be designed to detect leaking tanks.

8)

The Port (applicant) shall prepare a response plan and clean-up plan for a hazardous
material spill event. The plan shnll include appropriate government agencies and private
companies engaged in such clean-up activities.
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COLUMBIA COUNTY BOARD OT COMMISSIONERS
Plcrnrnc Sr.lrrRnponr
Iuly26,2017
Maior Map Amendment

Hnlnrxc D.lrrc: August 2,2017
Frr,n

NunaseR: PA

13-02

&ZC l3-01 (Modification)

Appr,rclxr/

Port of St. Helens;

OwNnRs:

100 E Street
Columbia City, OR. 97018

Thompson Family
4144 Boardman Ave. E
Milwaukie, OF..97267

Representatives: Spencer Parsons
Beery Elsner & Hammond, LLP
1750 SW Harbor Way, Suite 380
Portland, OR. 97201-5 106

Mackenzie
PO Box 14310
Portland, OF..97293

Strn

LoclrloN:

Port Westward Industrial Site - Adjacent to the east, south and west

Tlx

M^lp Nos:

8N4W 16 00 500
8N4W 20 00 200,300
8N4W 21 00 300,301,400,500,600
gN4W 22 A0 400, 500, 600, 700
8N4W 23 00 900
8N4W 23 80 400, 500, 600, 700

Zoxnc:

Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-80)

Snp Szr:

Approximately 837 acres

Port owned = 786 acres
Thompson family owned = 50,9 acres

Rreunsr:

Expand Port Westward Industrial Park. This request is a modified application in
response- to a remand frof ,n a LUBA appeal. Consisting of a Comprehensive Plan Amendment
to change property designated Agriculture Resource to Rural Industrial and a Zone Change from
Primary Agriculture-80 (PA-80) to Rural Industrial Planned Development (RIPD). A Statewide
Goal 3 exception is required to allow Industrial Uses on Agricultural Land. The County
approved the original application by Ordinance No. 2014-l:. but, the decision was appealed to
LUBA who remanded it back to the County for the parts of the County decision that did not meet

exception standards.
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AppLrcATroNcoMpLETE: May 30, 2017 ls0-DAy DEADLTNE: N/A ORS 215.427(6)

APPLICABLE REVIEW CRITERIA:
Cohunbia County Zoning Ordinance
Section 680

Section

1502
1502.1(AXl)

1502.1(A)(2)

Rural lndustrial - Planned Development (RIPD)

4

Zone Changes (PA/ZC)
Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan
Consistency with Statewide Planqing Goals

7
8

Criteria for a Goal 3 Reasons Exception
Oregon Revised Statute
Oregon Administrative Rule

Section

1502.1(AX3)

Section 1600
1603

t604
1608
1610

Page

t3-26
15

oRS 197.732(2)
oAR 660-004-0020(2)
oAR 660-004-0022(3)

l6-22
t6-17

Adequacy of Public Facilities

Administration
Quasi-Judicial Public Hearings

27

28-29

Appeals
Contents of Notice
Personal notice to Adjoining Property Owners

BACKGROUND:
In January of 2014 Columbia County approved an application by the Port of St. Helens (Port), for
an 837 acre tracto to amend the Plan and Zoning Ordinance to change Agricultural land to Rural
Industrial land for an expansion of the Port Westward Industrial Site. The decision was appealed
to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). In its Final Opinion and Order LUBA
identified areas in which the record and findings provided insuflicient justification for taking a
Goal 3 Agricultural exception and re-zoning the exception area to industrial uses. The application
was remanded back to the County to address those deficiencies.
The Port has revised the original application to address the deficiencies identified by LUBA and
submitted this modified application. The original application has been modified to address only
one ofseveraljustifications given in State law for granting an exception to agricultural lands that the proposed new use is significantly dependent on a unique resource, that ofa river or ocean
port. Port Westward is located on the Columbia River with a 1500 foot long dock which
accommodates ocean going marine traffic. By relying on an exception justification of deep water
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port, potential allowed uses have been nanowed significantly from their earlier application. The
Port has narrowed down its list of proposed uses from all those allowed in the proposed RIPD
zone to just the following five uses:
.
Forestry and Wood processing, production, storage, and transportation
.
Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
.
Liquid Bulk Commodities processingo storage, and transportation
.
Natural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
.
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.

The applicant's purpose of this Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment is to expand the Port
Westward Industrial fuea to accommodate in the long term, future maritime-related uses
specifically dependent on the river port and docks to import or export material or goods. The
Port Westward Industrial site includes a 1,500 foot long dock, three electrical generating
facilities owned and operated by Portland General Electric (PGE), a 1.3 million banel tank farm,
a biomass refinery facility producing ethanol also exporting other fluid products, and a tluee acre
electrical substation. The subject expansion properly borders the existing indusnial zoned
property to the south and wraps around to the west and east. To the north is the Columbia River
and Bradbury Slough, open to deep water navigation. The subject expansion property is
comprised of l7 tax lots, is generally flat, and undeveloped, consists of individual farmland plots
generally used for cottonwood pulp, vacant pasture and mixed crop hayfield.
The applicant requests an expansion of the Port Westward Industrial Park(PWP) to
accommodate the siting and development of maritime large lot industrial users. The need for
more industrial land at PWIP is because of two restrictions of the present site. First, almost all of
the vacant undeveloped land zoned Rural Industrial is under long term lease to Portland General
Electric (PGE). PGE's intent is to protectgs% of the existing Port Westward area for future
energy production uses and required buffers. Second, much of the vacant land is encumbered by
wetlands, existing easements and required electrical power generation buffers. From a long
range planning perspective, the County acknowledges preservation of PGE's leased area for
energy production and buffers, while opening up this surrounding subject property to other'?ort"
related industrial users.
For the subject expansion propefry, the National Wetlands lnventory NWI) maps identifies only
small plots of wetlands. The site is also identified as within major water fowl habitat according
to the County's Beak maps. The site is located in zone X which designates lands not subject to
flood hazard, per FIRM Map No. 41009C0050 D, dated November 26,201A. It is protected by
the Beaver Drainage District levee system.
Even though the proposed expansion of the Port Westward Industrial Area seems very large,
approximately 837 acres, various State agencies including the Land Conservation and
Development (DLCD) acknowledge the site's uniqueness and comparative advantages for water
related industrial use. The nral industrial arcahas 4,000 feet of deep water Columbia River
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frontage at the confluence of the Bradbury Slough. This direct access to the Columbia River
gives an approach to the US Department of Transportation's M-84 Marine Highway Corridor and
connects to t}re M-5 Marine Highway Corridor along the Pacific Coast. The River has a 43-foot
navigation channel, and at Port Westward a self-scouring deepwater port to accommodate vessels
needing deepwater port access. The Port Westward Industrial Park would be well suited to
attract large lot, maritime, rural industrial users to serve the import-export trade in Oregon to the
Pacific Rim countries and other national ports.

This application is not for a specific use or development, but rather for a zone change to RIPD to
allow the aforementioned five categories of future uses other than agriculture on the subject
property. Moreover, as explained in this Staff Report, the only uses allowed outright in the RIPD
zone are farm uses and management, production and harvesting of forest products. All other uses '
can only be allowed if approved by the Planning Commission, at public hearing, through a "IJse
Permitted Under Prescribed Conditions" and Site Design review, which would impose any and
all conditions set and approved by the County for this exception to agricultural lands goal (Goal
3).

REVIEW CRITERIA, tr'ACTS, ANALYSIS & FINDINGS:
Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Section 680 Resource Industrial - Planned
Development (RIPD)

681

Purpose: The purpose of this district is to implement the policies of the
Comprehensive Plan for Rural lndustrialAreas. These provisions are intended
to accommodate ruraland natural resource related industries which:
.1

Are not generally labor intensive;

.2

Are land extensive;

.3

Require a rural location in order to take advantage of adequate rail and/or
vehicle and/or deep water port and/or airstrip access;

,4

Complement the character and development of the sunounding rural
area;

.5

Are consistent wlth the ruralfacilities and services existing and/or
planned for the area; and,

"6

Will not require facility and/or service improvements at significant public
expense.
The uses contemplated for this district are not appropriate for location
within Urban Growth Boundaries due to their relationship with the site
specific resources noted in the Plan and/or due to their hazardous nature,
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I)iscussion Columbia County's RIPD zone is unique

to the state. There are very few similar
zones in Oregon. In their application, The Port of St. Helens states that they have been
approached by several different companies requiring large vacant industrial sites of 50 to 300
acres. Possible uses would include maritime and associated industrial processing, storage and
transport uses that will benefit from the existing services, the moorage and deep water access,
existing and future docks and the railroad and energy facilities.

l:

The Port of St. Helen's stated goal is to attract companies looking to export,
process
import,
or manufacture goods with the intent of using the maritime capabilities at this
site already improved with existing facilities. The Port has limited the range of uses that would
be allowed in the exception area to five: (1) forestry and wood processing, production, storage,
and transportation; (2) dry bulk commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing; (3)
liquid bulk commodities processing, storage, and transportation; (4) natural gas and derivative
products, processing, storage, and transportation; (5) breakbulk storage, transportation, and
processing. The Port has prepared a detailed analysis to demonstrate that these five use
categories are rural industrial in nature and rely on access and proximity to a deepwater port.
These types of future uses meets the purpose of the zone. This criteria is satisfied.

Finding

RIPD

682 Permitted Uses:
1 Farm use as defined by Subsection 2 of ORS 215.203.
.2

Management, production, and harvesting of forest products, including
wood processing and related operations.

2:

Only agricultural and forest production & harvesting, wood processing and related
operations are allowed outright in the RIPD zone. One of the five use categories proposed forest and wood processing, production and storage is allowed outright in the RIPD zone. Any
and all other industrial uses, while allowable, must be approved through and meet all of the
conditions imposed under Section 683.1 below.

Finding

RIPD

683

Uses Permitted Under Prescribed Conditions: The following uses may be
permitted subject to the conditions imposed for each use:
1

Production, processing, assembling, packaging, or treatment of
materials; research and development laboratories; and storage and
distribution of services and facilities subject to the following
findings:
A.

The requested use conforms with the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan - specifically those policies regarding rural
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industrial development and exceptions to the rural resource land
goals and policies.
B

The potential impact upon the area resulting from the proposed
use has been addressed and any adveree impact will be able to
be mitigated considering the following factors:
1

c.

Physiological characteristics of the site (i,e., topography,
drainage, etc.) and the suitability of the site for the
particular land use and improvements;

.2

Existing land uses and both private and public facilities
and services in the area;

.3

The demonstrated need for the proposed use is best met
at the requested site considering all factors of the rural
industrial element of the Comprehensive Plan.

The requested use can be shown to comply with the following
standards for available services:
1

Water shall be provided by an on-site source of sufficient
capacity to serve the proposed use, or a public or
community water system capable of serving the proposed
use.

2

Sewage will be treated by a subsurface sewage system, or
a community or public sewer system, approved by the
County Sanitarian and/or the State DEQ.

3

Access will be provided to a public right-of-way
constructed to standards capable of supporting the
proposed use considering the existing level of service and
the impacts caused by the planned development.

4

The property is within, and is capable of being served by, a
rural fire district; or, the proponents will provide on-site fire
suppression facilities capable of serving the proposed use.
On'site facilities shall be approved by either the State or
local Fire Marshall.

Discussion: New uses allowed in an expansion area of Port Westward would need to be
consistent with CCZO Section 683, lndustrial development is not allowed on the subject
property under present PA-80 zoning, and thereforc azone change is required. Although many
industrial uses are possible under the RIPD zone, further review and approval by the Planning
Commission, in a public hearing format, is required for any proposed industrial use. That review
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is in the form of a Use Under Prescribed Conditions, which requires the mitigation of adverse
impacts among other things and a Site Design Review application. This Planning Commission
review and approval would take place before the issuance of any building permit. These
subsequent land use permits are beyond the scope of this Major Map Amendment, and the
applicable design standards and impacts of any proposed facility would be addressed at the time
those permits are reviewed.

Finding 3: Resource Industrial-Planned Development (RIPD) is the proper zone in Columbia
County to achieve the applicant's the objective of siting large lot maritime and associated
industrial uses. The application is seeking to expand, by 837 acres, the existing RIPD zone at
Port Westward. The Port's stated proposed uses are:
.
Forestry and Wood processing, production, storage, and transportation
.
Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
.
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation
.
Natural gas and derivative products, processing, stofage, and transportation
.
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.
As mentioned, forestry and wood processing, production, storage and transportation is allowed
outright in the RIPD zone. All other proposed uses fit as a subset of those uses allowable in the
RIPD zoning distict and would be subject to approval and conditions imposed through a Section
683 Use Under Prescribed Conditions review.

Continuing with Columbia County Zoning Ordinsncs Section 1502 Zonq Chenges
1

Major map Amendments are defined as Zone Changes which require the
Comprehensive Plan Map to be amended in order to allow the proposed
Zone Change to conform with the Comprehensive Plan. The approval of
this type of Zone Change is a 2 step process:
A.

The Commission shall hold a hearing on the proposed Zone
Change, either concurrently or following a hearing on the proposed
amendment to the Comprehensive Plan which is necessary to
allow the proposed zoning to conform with the Comprehensive
Plan. The Commission may recommend approval of a Major Map
Amendment to the Board of Commissioners provided they find
adequate evidence has been presented at the hearing
substantiating the following :
1

2.

The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the policies of
the Comprehensive Plan;
The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the Statewide
Planning Goals (ORS 197); and
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The property and affected area are presently provided with
adequate facilities, services, and transportation networks to
support the use, or such facilities, services and
transportation networks are planned to be provided
concurrently with the development of the property.

Final approval of a Major Map Amendment may be given by the
Board of Commissioners. The Commissioners shall hold a hearing
on the proposed Zone Change either concurrently or following a
hearing on the proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment which
is necessary to allow the proposed zoning to conform with the
Comprehensive Plan. The Board may approve a Major Map
Amendment provided they find adequate evidence has been
presented substantiating the following:
1

2.
3.

The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the policies of
the Comprehensive Plan;
The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the Statewide
Planning Goals (ORS 197); and
The property and affected area are presently provided with
adequate facilities, services, and transportation networks to
support the use, or such facilities, seryices, and
transportation networks are planned to be provided
concurrently with the development of the property.

Discussion: This zone change request is a Major Map Amendment. For the original decision by
the Board of Commissioners in January 2At4, findings were made with supporting evidence in
tlie record that the Planning Commission held a public hearings on May 6,2013 and May 20,
2013, and deliberated on June 17,2013. The Board of Commissioners held th,ree public
hearings on the application in Clatskanie on September 18, October 3 and October 9,2413. ln
addition to hearing oral testimony, the Board admitted written evidence and testimony into the
record by leaving the record open until October 16, then until October 30 for the applicant's final
written arguments. This application was properly vetted in accordance with this criteria before
the Board maid its decision in January 2014.
This new Modified application, addressing the issues returned to the County by the LUBA
remand, is related to the Board's original decision in Ordinance No. 2014-1, and is being
considered by the Board. A hearing before the Board of Commissioners was scheduled for
August 2,2017,1o consider the modified application. Notice of the hearing was mailed to
entitled parties on June 28,2017 and published in the Chronicle and Clatskanie Chief on July 12,
2017.
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(Continued discussion for Section 1502.1(BXl) (Consistent with the Comprehensive Plan)
THE FOLLOWING POLICIES OF THE COUNTY'S COMPREHENSIVE PLAN APPLY TO
THIS PROPOSAL (THOSE NOT LISTED ARE NOT APPLICABLE):
Part II (Citizen Involvement): requires opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases
of the planning process. Generally, Part II is satisfied when a local government follows the
public involvement procedures set out in State statutes and in its acknowledged
Comprehensive Plan and land use regulations. This has been done for this application as
explained further under Part III below.

I[

(Planning Coordination): requires coordination with affected governments and
agencies. For the original application the County provided notice of the hearing with the
opportunity for comments to the state DLCD, ODOT, ODOT Rail, ODFW, Oregon
Department of Agiculture and applicable agencies (e.g. Soil & Water Conservation District,
Roadmaster, and the Clatskanie RFPD), the Clatskanie - Quincy CPAC, and neighboring
properly owners within the notification area. (This list is not intended to be exclusive) Any
and all comments as of the date of this report are presented under COMMENTS RECEIVED
below near the end of this Report. These notifications were sent to invite participation prior
to the Planning Commission and the Board of Commissioners public hearings,
Part

For quasi-judicial Comprehensive Map Amendments and Zone Changes, the County's land
use regulations, ORS 215,060 and ORS I97.610 require notice to the public and to the
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) and two public hearings, one
before the County Planning Commission and another before the Board of Commissioners.
For this modified application in response to a remand, notice of public hearing with
opportunity to comment was sent to the same agencies and neighboring property owners as
the original application hearing as presented above.

Part V (Agriculture): The property contains a large area of Wauna Locola silt loam that is
Class III w, considered high-valued farm soil. Because this soil type, plus others, represents a
significant portion of the subject properly, staff concludes that the vast majority of the soils
on the site are high-value farmlands. See related discussion under Statewide Planning Goals,
Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands).
Two sensitive crops have been identified as being produced in the immediate area:
blueberries and mint. Each has a long history of production and need specific conditions to
grow well. Many of the sandy soils found within the subject area have a history of producing
high-yields of high-value crops. The ability to maintain these high-valued agricultural
production units is of prime importance for the county to not only sustain, but increase their
potential production. Their compatibility with potential industry nearby is discussed in
Finding 8 of this report
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The goal of Part V of the Comprehensive Plan is to preserve agricultural land for agricultural
uses. This application would remove agricultural lands from the County's inventory (zoned
PA-80). The County has approximately 55,000 acres of agricultural lands with soil
classifications of Class I, II, or III and all this land is zoned for Primary Agriculture. Most of
the good farm soils and Primary Agriculture (PA-S0) zone is located in the diked areas along
the Columbia River. The largest block of PA-80 zoned property is in the diked area of
Scappoose and Sauvie Island. Other significant areas include the Deer Island area north to
Goble, the area just downstream of Rainier and the north county Clatskanie area. In this
north county Clatskanie area, the County has zoned 16,927 acres as Primary Agriculture
(PA-80). The north county primary agricultural properties extend from Mayger down stream
along the river to Woodson and the Clatsop County line. Several drainage districts serve
these agricultural properties, including Beaver Drainage, Midland Drainage, Marshland,
Webb, Magruder, Woodson etc.. If this Plan Amendment is approved, 837 acres would be
removed from PA-80 zoning, representing 4.9o/o of the total north county Clatskanie
agricultural area. For the County as a whoie this loss of farm zoned properly is just 1.5 % af
the county's total 55,000 acres of primary agricultural inventory.

Farming is an allowed use in the RIPD zone and there are fields currently under farm lease
that are zoned RIPD, and can remain so. But, if zoned RIPD, certain non-agricultural
industrial uses would likely be sited, given the site's proximity to the Port Westward
Industrial Park. As such, this proposal will require an exception to Oregon Statewide
Planning Goal 3, as detailed below under Statewide Goal 3. The applicant's proposed
exception document is attached to this staff report.

Part X (Economy): This goal generally promotes economic strength and diversity in the
County. Though agricultural related practices contribute to the County's economy, industrial
operations do too, In addition, industrial operations typically provide a tax base in greater
proportion to public services provided and result in more permanent jobs. Many residing in
the County commute outside its borders. tndustrial land and the jobs it creates helps balance
the jobs to residence ratio (cunently in favor of residences). Moreover, future development

resulting from this Major Map Amendment will support maritime exporting, which is itself
an ingredient to economic growth of the state and region.
Good industrial sites are often determined by location factors. This is the case with Port
Westward. As explained by the applicant, proximity to the Columbia River and existing
maritime infrastructure including docks, rail spurs, and private and public utility
infrastructure, as well as the Port's facilities and services, makes the site valuable for
industrial use and economic development.
For these reasons, this proposal is in compliance with the goals and policies of Part
Economy.

X
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Psrt XII (Industrial Siting): This goal

addresses the need for industrial land such as that
located at Port Westward. This part of the Comprehensive Plan also contains the County's
basis for the original Port Westward area for industrial use rather than farm use. The original
exception in the Plan to Statewide Planning Goal 3 for agriculture lands, per Goal2, was
justified for Port Westward given as a need (e.g. economics, employment and the site's
unique characteristics) and inevocable commitment (pre-existing use of the land before the
Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 1984). This Major Map Amendment will allow
expansion of the site. As explained by the applicant, development of additional industrial
uses in this area will create new and continuous employment opportunities, promote
economic growth, and maximize existing public and private investnnents. In other words,
this is an expansion of a justified and important industrial site in the County; and thus, this
proposal, with a "reasons exception" from State Goal 3 agricultural lands, is in compliance
with Part XIII Industrial Siting of the Comprehensive Plan.

Part XIII (Transportation): The goal of Part XIII is the creation of an efficient, safe, and
diverse transportation system to serve the needs of Columbia County residents. The two
most applicable objectives of Part XIII as it relates to this proposal are: l) to utilize the
various modes of transportation that are available in the County to provide services for the
residents, and2) to encourage and promote an efficient and economical transportation system
to serye the commercial and industrial establishments of the County.
Three modes of transportation apply to this proposal: waterbome, rail and auto/truck. The
Comprehensive Plan discusses how the Columbia River and its deep water access is one of
the County's most valuable hansportation resources. It also mentions that the Columbia
River is underutilized for this purpose. Expansion of Port Westward for maritime deep water
import-export uses helps the county take advantage of the Columbia River. In addition, only
certain parts of the County have access to functional railroads. The subject property and Port
Westward Industrial Park has access to the Hwy 30 rail line operated by Portland & Western
Railroad Inc. This Major Map Amendment will provide the ability for rural industrial
expansion of the Port Westward site, which utilizes both the river access and rail route. The
County original decision in January 2014 approving a zone change for this 837 acres was
appealed to LUBA on the grounds that the county failed to adequately consider whether the
proposed zone change would significantly affect rail transportation facilities. LUBA denied
that assignment of error and the Court of Appeals affirmed the LUBA decision. The
adequacies of the rail transportation system serving Port Westward is therefote not a subject
of the remand.
The applicant acquired the services of Lancaster Engineering to provide a Transportation
Impact Analysis (TIA). By knowing that a limited range of uses would be allowed in the
exception area of just five uses of similar characteristics (rural, large lot, low employment)
the subsequent traffic characteristics are not detailed until a specific tenant applies. Lancaster
Engineering states that it is appropriate to establish a"ttip cap" on the subject property in
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order to limit the magnitude of traffic impacts from future development, Since the trip cap
will limit the development potential it also serves as a reasonable "worst case" haffic
scenario. If 332 or fewer PM peak-hour site trips are generated by futwe development within
the subject property, the impact intersections will continue to operate acceptably without the
need for operational or safety improvements. Lancaster Engineering recommends that a
traffic study be prepared for each new development and impacts of both passenger car and
heavy truck traffic be commensurate with mitigation measures, established to improve local
roads when needed. Part XIII Transportation can be met with conditions.

Historically, the local roads that provide access to Hwy 30 have been improved sequentially
as new industrial uses are sited at the Port Westward Area. Ttrough a Transportation
Improvement Agreement a new industrial site users contribute a proportional fee to the
County for local road improvements. These agreements were the catalyst for past substantial
improvements to Beaver Falls Road, Mayger Road and Kallunki Road with engineering work
on Hermo Road. Hermo Road has been designated as the main local access road to this
expansion property and Port Westward. Hermo Road alignment is finalized and construction
is underway. Although the current local roads serving Port Westward are insufficient to
support new industrial development at the scale proposed by this application, any new
industrial user in the Port Westward Area will be required to address its uses and impacts on
local transportation when the proposal is reviewed under Site Design Review.

Part XIV (Pubtic Facilities & Services): The goal of Part XIV is to plan and develop a
timely, orderly, and efficient arrangement of public services as a framework for urban and
rural development. The subject property is located adjacent to the Port Westward area, a
rural industrial park. There are no urban facilities within 6 miles of the proposal. Significant
investments have already been made in the Port Westward area's services and facilities,
including water, sewer, new electrical substation, natural gas mainlines, and fire protection
services. The area also has existing rail systems and a full-service 1,500 foot dock. There are
also public and private energy transmission facilities in the Port Westward area, There is an
existing framework of facilities for allowing additional rural industrial development in the
area. Staff concurs that with this existing substantial investment in services and facilities
already in the area, an expansion of industrial land as proposed would be efficient from a
facilities and services standpoint. This proposal is consistent with Part XIV.

Part XVI (Goal5: Open Space, Scenic & Historic Areas, and Natural Resources): The
purpose ofthis Part is to protect cultural and natural resources. Three resources applyto this
site: l) open space,2) wildlife habitat and 3) wetlands.
The County is not aware of any cultural resources on the subject property. An older sultural
site was discovered near the river, was fenced and protective signage was placed to protect
the area for future excavation. This site is on the existing Port Westward Industrial Park. If a
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cultural site is discovered the owner is required to contact the County and the State Historic
Preservation Office.
Open space is not specifically inventoried in the County; though, most of the County is zoned
for resource use in the PF-80, FA-80 or PA-80 zoning districts. The primary intent of this
zoning is to conserve resource lands for resource uses, but the resource zones also protect
open space as a secondary function. The subject property is zoned PA-80 and will be rezoned to RIPD given successful completion of this Major Map Amendment. Given the
zoning designation alone, open space could conceivably be compromised. However, in this
case, the subject property is already bordering RIPD lndustrial zoning. Hence, any impact to
open space should be minimal. Open space is already compromised by this adjoining

industrial area

With regards to wildlife, the site is identified as being within major waterfowl habitat.
Potential conflicting uses to waterfowl habitat generally apply to removal of water bodies
(e.g. streams and sloughs) and wetlands. The subject property does contain wetlands,
however there is no evidence this Major Map Amendment itself will compromise water fowl
habitat, though subsequent development if authorized could. Albeit, any development would
be subject to regulation of the County and other applicable agencies such as the Division of
State Lands and Oregon Deparhnent of Fish and Wildlife to address and mitigate any issues
when an application for a particular use is submitted.
Finally, and as already noted, the site does not contain any significant wetlands. However
there are some wetlands associated with crossing sloughs and drainage ways. The intensity
of development possible on RIPD zoned land is greater than PA-80; however, development
would be subject to regulation of the applicable agencies (e.g. County, Division of State
Lands, and the Army Corps of Engineers) to address and mitigate any wetland impacts. It is
likely that any development, if initially authorized, would require a wetland delineation to
determine wetland boundaries and potential impacts.
As there is no evidence to suggest this Major Map Amendment will compromise the
identified Goal 5 resources on the subject property, it complies with Part XVI.

(Continued discussion) - Zoning Ordinance Section 1502.1(AX2)
OREGON'S STATEWIDE PLANNING GOALS

I

(Citizen Involvement): Goal I requires opportunity for citizens to be involved in all
I is satisfied when a local government
procedures
set out in the statutes and in its acknowledged
follows the public involvement
Goal

phases of the planning process. Generally, Goal

Comprehensive Plan and land use tegulations.
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For quasi-judicial Comprehensive Plan Amendments andZone Changes, the County's land
use regulations, ORS 215.060 and ORS 197.610 require notice to the public and to the
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) and public hearings before the
County Planning Commission and Board of Commissioners. By complying with these
regulations and statutes, the County complies with Goal l.
The County provided notice to DLCD on February 20,2A1^3 for the initial application in
2014; and, for this modified application, DLCD was re-notified on June 18, 2017. Agency
referrals were sent to the Clatskanie-Quincy CPAC, City of Clatskanie, Clatskanie RFPD,
Soil & Water Conservation District, OSU Agricultural Office, Clatskanie PUD, Oregon
Department of Agriculture, Oregon ODOT and Natural Resources Conservation Service.
Any agency comments which have been received up to the date of this staff report are under
"COMMENTS RECEIVED" below. In addition, property owners within the required notice
area were notified of the Board of Commissioners hearing, scheduled for August 2,2017 .

Goal2 (Land Use Planning), Part I: Goal 2,P^rt 1 requires that actions related to land use
be consistent with acknowledged Comprehensive plans of cities and eounties. Consistency
with the applicable provisions of the acknowledged Columbia County Comprehensive Plan is
demonstrated within.
Goal2, Part I also requires coordination with affected governments and agencies and an
adequate factual base. Affected agencies have been notified as explained under Goal l,
above. The factual basis of this application is included herein. Both County and State laws
and how this Major Map Amendment relates to and complies with them is analyzed. For
these reasons, the County finds that the requirements of Goal z,Part I are met.

Goal2 (Land Use Planning), Part

II: Goal z,Part II authorizes three different types of

exceptions: (1) physically developed (previously called "built"); (2) irrevocably committed;
and (3) reasons excepions. Standards for taking these kinds of exceptions are set out in
LCDC's rule interpreting the Goal2 exceptions process, OAR 660, Division 4. Besides
addressing how a local government takes these kinds of exceptions in the first instance, the
rule sets out standards that apply when a local government proposes to change existing types
of uses, densities or public facilities and services authorized under prior exceptions.

In this case, the subject property will be changed from Agriculture Resource to Rural
Industrial and will require a Goal 3 exception. The physically developed and irrevocably
committed bases for exceptions are intended to recognize and ailow continuation of existing
development. The subject property is not developed; therefore, the reasons exception applies
to this application. The applicant's Goal 3 exception analysis is set forth as attached to this
report and analyzed below.
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Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands):
This proposed plan arnendment would re-zone to Rural Industrial and remove 837 acres from
farmland zoning. Goal 3 is to preserve and maintain agricultural lands. An exception to
Goal3 is necessary to approve this Major Map Amendment. This requires findings for a
"reasons exception" pursuant to OAR 660-004-0020(2) and ORS 197.732(2), specifically
related to siting rural indushial development on resource land outside of an urban growth
boundary pursuant to OAR 660-004-0022(3). (discussed after OAR 660-004-0020 below)

State Goal Exception Criteria

Exception Criteria - ORS 197.732
197J32 Goal exceptions; criteria; rules; review. (2) A local government may adopt
an exception to a goal if: a) the land is physically developed, or b) the land is irrevocably
committed to another use, or c)..,

ORS 197.732(2).c
(2) c) The following standards are met:
(A) Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should
not apply;
(B) Areas which do not require a new exception cannot reasonably
accommodate the use;

C) The long term environmental, economic, social and energy consequences
resulting from the use at the proposed site with measures designed to
reduce adverse impacts are not significantly more adverse than would
typically result from the same proposal being located in areas requiring a
goal exception other than the proposed site; and
(D) The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so
rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.

(3) "Compatible," as used in subsection (2)c) of this section, is not intended as an
absolute term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type
with adjacent uses.

4:

LCDC adopted more specific rules, to augment the above Statute. They are
incorporated in OAR 660-004-002A & A022 examined below. Those findings are incorporated
herein as applicable to (A) - (D) above.

Finding
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The following Administrative Rule OAR 660-004-0020 presents how the statute provisions are
to be met and adds specificity to the above noted ORS 197.732(2.c).

660-004-0020
Goal 2, Part ll C), Exception Requirements

(1) lf a jurisdiction determines there are reasons consistent with OAR 660-004-0022
to use resource lands for uses not allowed by the applicable Goal or to allow public
facilities or services not allowed by the applicable Goal, the justification shall be set
forth in the comprehensive plan as an exception. As provided in OAR
660-004-0000(1), rules in other divisions may also apply.
(2) The four standards in Goal 2 Part ll C) required to be addressed when taking an
exception to a goal are described in subsections (a) through (d) of this section,
including general requirements applicable to each of the factors:

(a) "Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should not
apply." The exception shall set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis for
determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should not apply to specific
properties or situations, including the amount of land for the use being planned and
why the use requires a location on resource land;

Discussion: For taking a "reasons exception", the types of reasons that may justiff certain types
of uses not allowed on farmland are set forth in OAR 660-004-0022 (refened to in (1) above).
The rule specifically addresses reasons applicable to Rural Industrial Development that are
applicable in this application.

OAR 660- 004-0022(3) Ru ra I I ndustrial Development
(3) Rural lndustrial Development: For the siting of industrial development on
resource land outside an urban growth boundary, appropriate reasons and facts
may include, but are not limited to, the following:
(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on
agricultural or forest land. Examples of such resources and resource sites include
geothermal wells, mineral or aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, naturalfeatures,
or river or ocean ports;

5: In this Modified Application, the Port's sole Reason for taking an exception to
Goal 3 is OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) - that the use is significantly dependent upon a unique
Finding
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resource located on agricultural land, specifically that of

a'river port'. tn the original decision in

20l4,the County approved the Goal 3 exception based on additional reasons set out in OAR
660-004-0022(3), in particular: that 'the use can not be located inside an Urban Growth
Boundary due to its impacts that are hazardous or incompatible in densely populated areas', and
'the use would have a significant comparative advantage due to its location...' LUBA upheld two
of the County's reasons exceptions - that the use is significantly dependent on a unique resource
and that the use would have a significant comparative advantage - but found that the County's
justifications for the third reasons exception insufficient. In any event, the Port in this new
modified application naffows the proposed uses allowed to only uses related to the unique
resource - dependent on deepwater port and dock facilities. Consequently, the remand on the
basis of the "hazardous and incompatible in densely populated areas" reason exception is no
longer relevant.
The subject property is located outside ofan urban growth boundary on designated agricultural
lands. It is adjacent to Port Westward Industrial Area which is strategically located along the
Columbia River and a river port with existing industrial uses and facilities. The location of the
site on the Columbia River is extremely important to the local and regional economy and is
consistent with the proper location of river and port dependent industries. No other industrial
site having such qualities is available in Columbia County, making Port Westward a unique
resource.

The reasons set out in the exception document state why the applicable goal of
protecting/preserving agricultural land should not apply to this land immediately adjacent to Port
Westward. They include the fact that this land is uniquely situated by a river port that is already
served by water, sewer and local roads, and the exception site has capability of being served by
US Hwy 30 and a major freight rail corridor. Another factor supportive of a rcasons exception
includes the ability for the county to take advantage of their most important transportation asset,
the Columbia River for shipping transport, as stated in the Comprehensive Plan. The
centralization of indushial employment at this strategic location makes good planning sense and
reduces future energy costs associated with industrial sites being tmrplnzardly located along the
river. There is a documented shortage of large lot industrial sites in Oregon. (See Application'
Mackenzie Regional Industrial Site Readiness, 2014Inventory Update) By addressing this
shortage and providing vacant land for deepwater river port industrial development, the County
would be capable of securing potential base employrnent jobs where the wage income is
generated by out-of-county capital. Opening and taking advantage of trade opportunities in the
Pacific Rim is advantageous to the County and region. Stafffinds that the above stated reasons
as further detailed in the applicant's attached exception document as to why this agricultural land
should be re-designated for industrial purposes are sufficient to address this exception criterion.

Continuing -going back ro OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb)

(b) 'Areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
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use". The exception must meet the following requirements:
(A) The exception shall indicate on a map or otherwise describe the location of
possible alternative areas considered for the use that do not require a new
exception. The area for which the exception is taken shall be identified;
(B) To show why the particular site is justified, it is necessary to discuss why other
areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
proposed use. Economic factors may be considered along with other relevant
factors in determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other
areas. Under this test the following questions shall be addressed:

(l) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on nonresource land that
would not require an exception, including increasing the density of uses on
nonresource land? lf not, why not?
(ii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on resource land that is
already irrevocably committed to nonresource uses not allowed by the applicable
Goal, including resource land in existing unincorporated communities, or by
increasing the density of uses on committed lands? lf not, why not?
(iii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated inside an urban growth
boundary? lf not, why not?
(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated without the provision of a
proposed public facility or service? lf not, why not?
C) The "alternative areas" standard in paragraph B may be met by a broad review of
similar types of areas rather than a review of specific alternative sites. lnitially, a
local government adopting an exception need assess only whether those similar
types of areas in the vicinity could not reasonably accommodate the proposed use.
Site specific comparisons are not required of a local government taking an exception
unless another party to the local proceeding describes specific sites that can more
reasonably accommodate the proposed use. A detailed evaluation of specific
alternative sites is thus not required unless such sites are specifically described, with
facts to support the assertion that the sites are more reasonable, by another party
during the local exceptions proceeding.

6:

Alternative site analysis was one on LUBA's remand issues with the County prior
decision in January 2014. LUBA found that the evidence in the record was insuffrcient to
establish that 445-acres in the PGE leasehold was unavailable or that it would be infeasible to
mitigate the wetlands in the leasehold area to accommodate future uses. LUBA also found the
County's rejection of alternative sites flawed because the County could only reject alternative

Finding
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sites from its analysis if it found that the site could not reasonably accommodate any use under
any of the reasons justifying the exception. The applicant has modified its application to address
these issues.

The applicant has narrowed the potential industrial uses to only "port related" uses. In the
Modified Application the Mackenzie technical reports examine "potential alternative sites" that
are deep water ports with existing dock facilities which would not require an exception to a State
goal. The first and foremost alternative examined is the existing vacant land at Pofi Westward
within Portland General Electric (PGE) leasehold. PGE wrote a letter to the Port, dated June 16,
2016, which discusses the 854 acre leasehold at port Westward. The letter states they have long
term interest in protecting the electric power generation capabilities at the site by restricting
third-party use within their leasehold. The Mackenzie Report analyzes this leasehold area and
finds that because of encumbrances, there only a few acres of usable area in the southwest corner
of the leasehold for addition of port dependent development. The Mackenzie Report also
analyzes potential deep water ports along the Columbia River, M-84 Marine Highway including
the Port of Astoria and the Port of Portland. They find there is insufficient large lot industrial
marine port property in the state including Columbia County.
There are no non-resource lands available in Columbia County of sufficient size and with a
deepwater port location needed to satisff large industrial users than Port Westward. At the time
of initial zoning, the County zoned all large lots in the the county as either Primary Fotest or
Primary Agriculture; those lots not zoned for resource use were already committed to more
intense development. The attached exception document examines the alternative sites including
Port Westward Industrial Park itself, other Port of St. Helens properties, the Port of Astoria, Port
of Coos Bay and the Port of Portland. This examination concludes that there is a shortage of
readily zoned large lot industrial sites. Areas in Urban Growth Boundaries in Columbia County
do not have adequate industrial lands with water/rail transport availability that are not already in
use. With the inclusion of the Exception Document, staff finds that this altemative sites criteria
is met.
C-ontinuing with OAR 660-004-0020(2)0

c)

"The long-term environmental, economic, social and energy consequences
resulting from the use at the proposed site with measures designed to reduce
adverse impacts are not significantly more adverse than would typically result from
the same proposal being located in areas requiring a goal exception other than the
proposed site." The exception shall describe: the characteristics of each alternative
area considered by the jurisdiction in which an exception might be taken, the typical
advantages and disadvantages of using the area for a use not allowed by the Goal,
and the typical positive and negative consequences resulting from the use at the
proposed site with measures designed to reduce adverse impacts. A detailed
evaluation of specific alternative sites is not required unless such sites are
specifically described with facts to support the assertion that the sites have
significantly fewer adverse impacts during the localexceptions proceeding. The
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exception shall include the reasons why the consequences of the use at the chosen
site are not significantly more adverse than would typically result from the same
proposal being located in areas requiring a goal exception other than the proposed
site. Such reasons shall include but are not limited to a description of: the facts used
to determine which resource land is least productive, the ability to sustain resource
uses near the proposed use, and the long-term economic impact on the general
area caused by irreversible removal of the land from the resource base. Other
possible impacts to be addressed include the effects of the proposed use on the
water table, on the costs of improving roads and on the costs to special seruice
districts;

7:

Finding
Any proposed use, of a prospective tenant, will need to meet or exceed the
requirements in existing state and federal environmental laws. County review of siting of a
specific industrial development at the newly re-zoned propertry would be processed and decided
in a public hearing format. In addition to existing laws, conditions imposed by the County on
this exception area - such as traffic impacts, impacts to wetlands, impacts to the air & ground and
impacts to surrounding uses will be reviewed; and, the use will be allowed if the impacts of the
use is minimized through conditions imposed. The applicant's analysis of economic
consequences including better paying wages and a larger tax base, supports the zone change.
This concept is canied forward into the social consequences. Citizens will have more money to
spend locally, thereby creating a higher standard of living. This in turn will benefit other related
industries and businesses. An energy related consequence would include better usage of existing
on site facilities including large grid electrical power and abundant natural gas. This application
supports consolidation of large scale indushial services that require a port dock for Columbia
River shipping transport at Port Westward. Based on the analysis in the exception document,
staff finds that the application is adequately supported by consideration of the long term
environmental, energy, social and energy consequences. LUBA did not rule against the County
in the ESEE analysis findings contained in the prior approval. In this Modified application, by
narrowing acceptable uses to only'port dependent' the ESEE exception argument becomes
stronger in favor of a zone change to rural industrial. With the inclusion of the attached
exception document the County finds that the ESEE criteria is satisfied in support of an approval.

Continuing with OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd)

(d) "The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so
rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." The exception
shall describe how the proposed use will be rendered compatible with adjacent land
uses. The exception shall demonstrate that the proposed use is situated in such a
manner as to be compatible with surrounding natural resources and resource
management or production practices. "Compatible" is not intended as an absolute
term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses.
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Agricult

.ural

Crolrs Adircent to Liquid Bulk Storage & Transport

8:

The adjacent uses to the subject properly are industrial to the north and
agriculture/farming to the south. fuiy proposed uses in this new industrialzone will need to be
compatible with both adjoining uses, industrial and farming. The storage, shipping,
production/processing of dry bulk, liquid bulk, wood products and natural gas are uses that are

Finding

naturally compatible with agricultural uses if separated with adequate buffers. Agricultural uses
are presently close to bulk liquid storage tanks as can be seen in the photo above, taken from
Hermo Road at Port Westward. There has not been any compatibility uses raised between the
uses. The five uses proposed for the exception which could potentially be sited at the Port
Westward expansion area are similar in nature; most needing large storage af,eas for movement,
sorting and loading. These large lot sizes are similar in nature to large lots needed for
commercial agricultural crop fields. The applicant presented, in the Mackenzie Report Table l,
the narrowed types of uses proposed in the Modified Application by acreage and by number of
employees. This study based on existing industrial sites analysis shows that all ofthe proposed
uses are rural requiring at least 20-200 acres. Staff finds that the five proposed uses that need to
be close to a shipping dock for loading and unloading are all compatible with agricultural uses to
the south. In addition, any proposed use would necessarily be restricted by conditions imposed
by this plan amendment. These criteria will be reviewed at site design review prior to releasing a
building permit. During the last hearing process there was a substantial amount of testimony
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received from the farm community pertaining to whether this new industrial zone would allow
uses that are incompatible with crops in nearby fields. The farm community does not have
problems with the uses already in existence at Port Westward. This new proposal is to continue
more of the same tlpe of uses. As such, some lands that are zoned for industrial use at Port
Westward are leased for agricultural purposes and will continue to be farmed. In addition to the
general finding that these proposed uses are naturally compatible with crop cultivation and
animal husbandry, before a development permit is issued, each new use will be reviewed in a
public hearing format. The applicant has proposed that the following conditions be imposed to
ensure measures are in place to reduce adverse impacts:

l)

The habitat ofthreatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and protected as
required by law.
Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures shall maintain
the overall values of the feature.
All development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are established and
maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses, including natural vegetation and
where appropriate, fences, landscaped areas and other similar types of buffers.
When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or support shall
be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.
Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed to mitigate
dust caused by industrial uses that may emanate from the site and traffic to the site.
Site run-off shall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained or otherwise
treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to irrigation equipment and area water
quality (both ground and surface) are contolled.
The industrial use impact on the water table shall be monitored to ensure that the water
table can be maintained and managed as it historical is done.
Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating crossing to
reduce crossing delays.
Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment report that shall
analyze adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonsffate that impacts from the proposed
use are mitigated. The report shall include a desuiption of the type and nature of the agricultural
uses and farming practices, if any, which presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use,
type of agricultural equipment customarily used on the property, and wind pattern information.
The report shall include a mitigation plan.

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
7)
8)

9)

Staff recommends the above measures be incorporated into conditions for the siting of any future
industrial use. With the above referenced conditions this criteria can be met.

Continuing with Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals

Goal4 (Forest Lands): The County finds this goal is not applicable. The subject property is
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not forest land. The applicant submitted an exception to forest lands. The Board may
include it if wanted, but staff does not believe it is necessary.

Goal5 (Open Spaces, Scenic and lfistoric Areas and Natural Resources): This goal
addresses the conservation and protection ofboth natural and cultural resources. There are
no inventoried cultural, historic or scenic resources onthe subjectproperty. Three natural
resources apply to this site: 1) open space,2) wildlife habitat and 3) wetlands. These are
addressed under Part XVI of the Comprehensive Plan. As this Major Map Amendment
complies with Part XVI of the Comprehensive Plan, it also complies with Statewide Goal 5.
(See discussion Part XVI , page 9)
Goat 6 (Air, Water and Land Resources Quality): Goal6 addresses the quality of air,
water and land resources. In the context of Comprehensive Plan Amendments, a local
govemment complies with Goal 6 by explaining why it is reasonable to expect that the
proposed uses authorized by the plan amendment will be able to satisfu applicable federal and
state environmental standards, including air and water quality standards.
The proposed plan amendment and zone change would allow rural industrial uses reliant on
the river port in addition to resource uses, as allowed currently. As a matter of county
ordinance, any future development would be required to comply with Federal, State and local
laws, which are intended to minimize environmental impacts. The Clean Water Act and
Clean Air Act are examples. Given the standards to which future development would be
subject, including those applicable to Site Design Reviews, Uses Under Prescribed
Conditions and Building Permits, staff finds that the requirements of Goal 6 are met.

Goat 7 (Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards): Goal 7 deals with development
inplaces subjectto natural hazards. It requires thatjurisdictions apply "appropriate
safeguards" when planning for development there.
In this case, there are no specific identified natural hazards. FEMA FIRM Map 41009C0050
D, dated November 26,20IA, identifies the property in zone X, which is not subject to
floodplain regulations. In addition the properly is within Seismic ZoneDl (formerly zone 3),
which applies to building regulations. These would apply at time of development.
The County finds that the requirements of Goal 7 are met.

Goal 8 (Recreational Needs): This goal calls for a government to evaluate its areas and
facilities for recreation and develop plans to deal with the projected demand for them. The
subject properly has not been planned for recreational opportunities. This Major Map
Amendment will not compromise the recreational needs of the County citizenry and thus,
meets the requirements of Goal L
Goal 9 (Economic Development): While Goal 9 applies only to urban and unincorporated
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lands inside urban growth boundaries, this Major Map Amendment, will nonetheless, help
promote the County's economic strength. This is explained under Part X (Economy) and the
Reasons Exception attached to this report. Though technically not applicable, the County
finds that the overall intent of Goal 9 is met.

Goal 10 (Housing): The County finds that Goal 10 is not applicable. Goal 10 applies inside
urban growth boundaries. In addition, this Major Map Amendment will not result in a loss or
gain of dwelling units.
Goal 11 (Public Facilities and Services): Goal l l requires local governments to plan and
develop a timely, orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services. It further
provides that urban and rural development "be guided and supported by types and levels of
services appropriate for, but limited to, the needs and requirements of the urban, urbanizable
and rural areas to be seryed."
The applicant's response is: o'Port Westward has developed public facilities and services for
rrnal industrial development. The area also provides access to the Columbia River by
existing docks, and access to rail transport. Rural industrial development in the Port
Westward area is orderly and efficient in that it groups development around existing services
and provides the benefits of a planned development area. Thus the application is consistent
with Statewide Planning Goal 11."

Staff concurs with the applicant and finds that the proposal complies with Goal 11.

Goal 12 (Transportation): Goal 12 requires local governments to "provide and encourage a
safe, convenient and economic transportation system." Goal 12 is implemented through
LCDC's Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), OAR 660, Division 12. The TPR requires that
where an amendment to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive plan, or a land
use regulation that would significantly affect an existing or planned transportation facility's
functional capacity, the local government shall put in place measures to {lssure that allowed
land uses are consistent with the identified function, capacity, and performance standards of
the facility. Transportation issues were discussed earlier under the County Compreihensive
Plan Part

XIII Transportation.

Lancaster Engineering, on behalf of the applicant, submitted a preliminary Traffrc Impact
Analysis (TIA) for the proposed Plan Amendment on May 6,2013. Lacaster Engineering,
together with State ODOT, Columbia County Road Department and the Public Works of
Clatskanie, agree that a "Trip Cap" be established for a worst case scenario. Lancaster
Engineering determined that the study intersections are currently operating satisfactorily, but
would need operational or safety improvements when the subject new industrial area
produced 332 PM peak-hour trips or more. When this trip cap level of traffic generation is
reached there will be a need for an additional TIA and possible mitigating improvements to
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performance

The State ODOT comment expressed concern about the "trip cap" proposed by the August
27,2013 TIA, the County and ODOT need to determine how the trip cap identified will be
monitored and enforced. ODOT and Lancaster recommend a condition be imposed:

"A traffic study be prepared for each future development within the subject
property to determine the number of trips generated, likely travel routes, impacts
on both passenger car and heavy truck traffic. These TIA analysis would also be
used to ensure that the number of trips generated and accumulative trips do not
exceed the trip cap."
To ensure that all traffic impacts are minimized with each new development on our local
roads, including in the City of Clatskanie; roads will need improvements commensurate with
a new development impact. The County has historically imposed a Traffic Improvement Fee
on new development in the Port Westward area.

With respect to train traffic, the State Land Use Board of Appeals and the Court of Appeals
has ruled that the County does not need to evaluate whether the zone change would
significantly affect rail transportation facilities. A Rail Transport Impact Analysis is not
required before the zone change. However, with the imposition of conditions the County will
require that any new use that proposes rail traffic shall submit a rail plan identifying the
number and frequency of trains to the subject properly, its impact and proposed mitigation
measures.

Impacts on marine transportation are not addressed in the state rules for analyzing adverse
impacts or mitigating the Columbia River shipping transport channels,

With the above referenced conditions staff finds that the Transportation Planning Rule
requirements are satisfied.

Goal 13 (Energy Consenation): Goal 13 directs cities and counties to manage and control
land and uses developed on the land to maximize the conservation of all forms of energy,
based on sound economic principles.
Staff finds that the application is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 13 in that it will
promote consolidation of industrial uses reliant on river dock and shipping commodities
services in the Port Westward area and conserve energy that would otherwise be expended
developing these services elsewhere."

In addition, as already explained in this report, the expansion of the Port Westward site will
help enhance the County's economy, specifically the north part of the County. This will
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provide local jobs and help balance the jobs/dwellings ratio. Cunently, many County citizens
travel outside the County to work. I{aving more local jobs promotes energy conservation as
it tends to result in less vehicle miles traveled.
For the above reasons, the staff finds that the proposal complies with Goal 13.

Goal 14 (Urbanization): Failure to take an exception to Goal 14 (Urbanization) was one the
effors that LUBA remanded. LUBA held that the County when it found that Goal 14 is not
applicable based on the determination that no urban uses were being permitted, was
insufficient. The proposed amendments did not authorize urban uses on rural lands or
otherwise convert rural land to urban uses. LUBA ruled that the County must apply the
Shaffer factors to determine whether the use is urban or rural. In Shaffer v. fackson County,
17 Or LUBA 922,931(1989) LUBA rejected the argument that industrial uses are inherenily
urban in nature, and absent any rule making by LCDC considered the some relevant factors
that point toward rural rather than urban. The Shaffer.factors that point toward rural
industrial rather than urban are:
l) employs a small number ofworkers - The applicant's Mackenzie Report
provides an analysis and presents data of the Port's 5 proposed uses by the typical
number of employees per acre is 1.5 jobs per acre. A typical urban indushial
density is 18.1 jobs per acre, and typical urban warehousing density is 5.9 jobs per
acre. The Port's proposed uses have job densities well below those of urban
industries, concluding that the uses employ a small number of workers.
2) is signi/icantly dependent on a site-speci/ic resource and there is a practical
necessity to site the use near the resource - The Mackenzie Report analyzes
product examples of each of the 5 proposed uses for its necessity to be in close
proximity to a deep water dock facility at Port Westward. tn exporting Oregon's
products to reduce transportation costs, typically placing storage yards and transloading facilities for shipping at a port are almost always done.

3) is a type of use typically located in rural areas - The Mackenzie Report
examines product examples of each of the 5 proposed uses reliance on a rural
location using three factors: needing proximity/access to natural resource, needing
a large yard or deck area and whether significant buffering is required. The
proposed uses substantially conelates with these rural factors.
4) does not require public facilities or services - The Mackenzie Report
determines that the Port's 5 proposed uses do not need public water due to their
low employee density. Also public sewer system is not necessary due to low
waste water levels generated by the iow number of potential employees. port
Westward is provided with process water from the Port's water right, and the port
operates a discharge system for industrial wastewater.
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The application concludes that the Port's 5 proposed uses have job densities well below those
ofurban industries, and are specifically dependent on the resource port dock, and have lot
size characteristics typical with rural industries, and do not need public facilities and services.
The proposed 5 uses at the exception site are rural uses.
The Staff conclude that the uses proposed are rural in nature, meet the Shaffer factors and do
not require an exception to Goal 14.

Goal 15 (Willamette River Greenway): The County finds that Goal 15 is not applicable.
The site is not near the Willamette River,
Goals 16 - 19 (Coastal State-Wide Planning Goals): These Goals do not apply to Columbia
Corurty as it is not a coastal jurisdiction.

Continuing with Columbia Countv Zoning Ordinance CCZO

cczo 1s02.1(A) (3):
3.

The property and affected area are presently provided with
adequate facilities, services, and transportation networks
to support the use, or such facilities, services and
transportation networks are planned to be provided
concurrently with the development of the property.

Discussion: The Port Westward Industrial Park immediately to the north of the subject
property has service facilities available for potential industrial users. These services can easily be
provided to the subject property in association with a particular development. The infrastructure
framework for additional rural indushial development has been well planned by the Port and
other industrial users in the vicinity. Existing facilities include water systems and fire protection
services, county roads to provide access to Hwy 30, rail lines running within the site and through
to connect the mainline Hwy 30 corridor, electrical service new substation, fiber optics, industrial
sized natural gas lines, electric power plants, and a 1500 foot dock with deep water access.
There is no evidence that there will be any inadequacies of facilities, services and transportation
networks for development subsequent to the Major Map Amendment. Any new development
within the Port Westward Industrial site would not be allowed unless there were facilities that
could adequately accommodate it. When a prospective industry submits plans for development,
the facilities necessary are identified and extended or otherwise provided in conjunction with
development.
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11:

Finding
Based on the discussions above on the Comprehensive Plan criteria and as
presented in the application and submittal of noted items, Staff finds that this Major Map
Amendment is consistent with the County's Comprehensive Plan.
Finding

12:

Based on the discussions above on Statewide Goals and as presented in the

application with the submittal of noted items, Staff fins that this Major Map Amendment is
consistent with Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals.

Finding

13:

Based on the discussions above in this Report and as presented in the application,
Staff finds that the property and affected area is presently provided with adequate facilities,
services, and transportation networks to support the proposed uses that would be allowed under
prescribed conditions in the RIPD zone, and that this Major Map Amendment will not
compromise such facilities, services and transportation networks, with conditions imposed.

Continulng with Columbia Count'Zoning Ordinrnce Section 1502 Zone Chnnges
1s02 .3

Alternate Zones: lf the Commission determines that a zone other than
the one being proposed will adequately allow the establishment of the
proposed use, the Commission may substitute the alternate zone for
the proposed zone in either the Major Map Amendment or the Minor
Map Amendment procedures.

Discussion: This Major Map Amendment would bring the subject property to a designation of
Rural Industrial and zoning to Rural lndustrial Planned Development (RIPD). This same
designation and zoning borders the property, and there is no other adjacent designation and
zoning other than Agricultural Resource and Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-80).

Finding

14:

Staff finds that there are no other Plan designations nor zoning dishicts other than
those being proposed which will adequately accommodate the proposed port dependent uses and
does not recommend the substitution of another designation or zone for this Major Map
Amendment request.

Continuing wlth Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Scction 1600 Adminlstratio[

1603 Quasiiudicial Public Hearings: As provided elsewhere in this ordinance, the
Hearings Officer, Planning Commission, or Board of Commissioners may
approve certain actions which are in conformance with the provisions of this
ordinance. Zone Changes, Conditional Use Permits, Major Variances, and
Temporary Use Permits shall be reviewed by the appropriate body and may be
approved using the following procedures:
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.1 The applicant shall submit an application and any necessary supplemental
information as required by this ordinance to the Planning Department. The
application shall be reviewed for completeness and the applicant notified in
writing of any deficiencies. The application shall be deemed complete upon
receipt of all pertinent information. lf an application for a permit or zone
change is incomplete, the Planning Department shall notify the applicant of
exactly what information is missing within 5 days of receipt of the application
and allow the applicant to submit the missing information. The application
shall be deemed complete for the purpose of this section upon receipt by the
Planning Department of the missing information. [effective 7-15-94

,2 Once an application

is deemed complete, it shall be scheduled for the
earliest possible hearing before the Planning Commission or Hearings
Officer. The Director will publish a notice of the request in a paper of general
circulation not less than 10 calendar days prior to the scheduled public
hearing, Notices will also be mailed to adjacent individual property owners in
accordance with ORS
leffective 7-15-gn

197.763.

[Note: ORS 197.763 requires 20 days notice (or 10 days before the first hearing if there
will be 2 or more hearings), and that notice be provided to property owners within 100'
(inside UGBs), 250' (outside UGBs), or 500' (in farm or forest zones).1

3 At the public hearing, the staff, applicant, and interested

parties may present
information relevant to the criteria and standards pertinent to the proposal,
giving reasons why the application should or should not be approved, or what
modifications are necessary for approval. leffective 7-15-94

.4 Approval of any action by the Planning Commission at the public hearing
shall be by procedure outlined in Ordinance 91-2. leffective 7-15-94
Findins

15:

The hearing before the Board of Commissioners is scheduled for August 2,2017,
and the Board may approve or deny the application in accordance with the provisions of the
Zonrng Ordinance and state law. The Port of St. Helens submitted this Modified Application on
April 18, 2Afl in response to LUBA's remand. The County determined the Application
complete on May 30,2An after the Board set the hearing date of August2,20I7.

Notice of the hearing was published in the Chronicle and Clatskanie Chief on July 12,2017.
Notice was mailed to sunounding property owrers with the notification area on June 28, 2017.
The hearing
Ordinance.

will

be conducted in accordance

with ORS 197.763 and Section 1603 of the Zoning

Continuing with CCZO Section 1600 Adminishation

1604 Appeal: The decision to approve

or deny an application in a quasijudicial
hearing may be appealed as provided in Section 1700.
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16: The Board of Commissioners decision may be appealed to the Land Use Board
Appeals (LUBA) as provided in Section 1700.
l'inding

1608

of

Contents gf Notice: Notice of a quasijudicial hearing shall contain the following
information

,1 The date, time, and place of the hearing;

'2 A description of the subject property, reasonably calculated to give notice
to the actual location, including but not limited to the tax account number
assigned to the lot or parcel by the columbia county Tax Assessor;

as

.3 Nature of the proposed action;

.4 lnterested

parties may appear and be heard;

.5 Hearing to be held according to the procedures established in the Zoning
Ordinance.

17: All of the above information

f inding

1610

Finding

was included in the notice.

Personal Notice to Adjoininq Propertv Owners: For the purpose of personal
notification, the records of the Columbia County Assessor shall be used and
persons whose names and addresses are not on file at the time of the filing of
the application need not be notified of the action. The failure of the properi'y
owner to receive notice shall not invalidate the action if a good faith attempi was
made to comply with Section 1600.

1& Notice

was sent to surrounding property owners, within 500 feet, on June 2g,Z0lT

COMMENTS RECEIVED:

as

of July 26,20t7

Clatskanie PUD: Letter dated May 22,2017 Supports the modified applicarion.
Columbia Pacific Economic Development District: Letter dated July 14,2017 Supports the
Modified application.
State of Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development: Letter dated July 7,
2017 Supports the modified application with a narrowed list of proposed uses.
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Private Post Cnrd: Dated July I1,2017 signed by 7 persons in opposition to the application.
Anne Morten: Letter dated July 18,2017 in opposition to the application, loss of farmland.
Columbia SoiI & Water Conservation Distl Letter dated July 20,2017 in opposition to the
application, loss of farmland to industrial potentially incompatible with existing farms.
Business Oregon: Letter dated July 19 in support of the application, excellent location for trade
sector industries.

Lona Pierce: Letter dated July 26,2Afi in opposition to the application, not good for county
residents, loss of farmland.

CONCLUSION, & RECOMMENDED DECISION & CONDITIONS:
Based on the facts, findings and comments herein, the Plarming Director recommends approval
of Major Map Amendment, PA 13-02 & ZC 13-01, as modified to ad&ess LUBA remand issues,
to re-designate the site from Agriculture Resource to Rural lndustrial and to amend the Zoning

Map of the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance to re-zone the subject properly from Primary
Agriculture - 80 (PA-80) to Rural lndustrial - Planned Development (RIPD), and taking an
Exception to Goal 3 Agricultural Lands; with the following conditions:

1)

Prior to an application for a building or development for a new use, the
applicant/developer shall submit a Site Design Review and an RIPD Use Under
Prescribed Conditions as required by the Columbia County Zonrng Ordinance.

2)

To ensure adequate transportation operation, proposed developments and
expansions requiring site design review or Use Under Prescribed Conditions shall not
produce more that 332 PM peak-hour trips for the entire subject properly without
conducting a new Traffic Impact Analysis with recommendations for operational or safety
mitigation consistent with the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule 660-012-0060.

3) A traffrc study be prepared for each proposed future development within the subject
properly to determine the number of trips generated, Iikely travel routeso impacts on both
passenger car and heavy truck traffic and to ensure that County roadways are improved as
needed to adequately serve future development. These TIA reports would also be used to
ensure that the number of trips generated and accumulative trips do not exceed the trip
cap.

4)

To ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses the applicant/developer of
new industrial uses shall comply with the following:
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a)

The habitat ofthreatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and
protected as required by law.

b)

Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures
shall maintain the overall values of the feature.

c)

All development

adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are
established and maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses on
PA-80 zoned land, including natural vegetation and where appropriate, fences,
landscaped areas and other similar types of buffers.

d)

When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or
support shall be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.

e)

Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be
employed as needed to be determined by the County to mitigate dust caused by
industrial uses that may emanate from the site and traffic to the site.

0

Site run-off shall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained
or otherwise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to irrigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.

g)

The industrial use impact on the water table shall be monitored to ensure that
the water table can be maintained and managed as it historical is done.

h)

Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes transportation
to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan identiffing the
number and frequency of trains to the subject propefty, impact on the County's
tansportation system, and proposed mitigation.

D

Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment
report that shall analyze adjacent agriculfural uses and practices and demonstrate
that impacts from the proposed use are mitigated. The report shall include a
description of the type and nature of the agricultural uses and farming practices,
any, which presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use, type of
agricultural equipment customarily used on the property, and wind pattem
information. The report shall include a mitigation plan for any negative impacts

if

identified.

5)

The types of industrial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to only
those uses that are justified in the exception, specifically:
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Foresty and wood.processing, production, storage,
and transportation
DryBulk Commoditie.s.tansfer, storage, producttn,
*Apro..rring
Liquid Bulk Commgdi{es processing, storage, and
transportation
Natural gas and derivativeprofucts,lro..rr-ing,
storage;a transportation

Breakbulk storage, transportation,

*d pro..rrlrg.

6)

The storage, loading and unloading of coal is
specificallynot justified in this
exception' such uses shall not be allowei on the
*u:iripr"prny without a separate
approved exception to Goal 3.

ATTACHMENTS: ExceptionDocument
Comments received to date
Application and maps in separate dosument
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PQRT WE$T\IIARD EXPANSION AREA EXCHPT]ON STATEMENT

A. Introduction
In 2013 the Port of St. Helens (the Port), on behalf of itself and the Thompson family (Guy R.
Thompson, Elizabeth Boswell, Robert Thompson, David Thompson and Rodger Thompson),
submitted an application to Columbia County (the County) seeking a Major Comprehensive Plan
Map Amendment to reclassify land adjacent to the existing Port Westward Industrial Park (Port
Westward) from Agricultural Resource to Resource Industrial. The application also sought to
rezone that land from Primary Agriculture-80 Acres (PA-80) to Resource Industrial-Planned
Development (RIPD) for inclusion in the Port's industrial park at Port Westward. The subject837-acre tract is directly adjacent to the existing Port Westward Industrial Park, which is already
zoned RIPD. Because of its cunent agricultural zoning, the County was required to take an
exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands) as part of the rezone and
accompanying comprehensive plan amendment. The application was approved by Columbia
County in 20L4, granting an exception to Goal 3, rezoning the subject area to RIPD and
authorizing those uses permitted in the RIPD zone under the County's regulations.

That decision was appealed to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). LUBA
remanded the decision, in part, identifying areas in which the record and findings provided
insufficient justification for taking a Goal 3 exception and rezoning the exception area to RIpD.
In response to the remand, the Port has modified its land use application consistent with the
direction provided by LUBA. As modified, the application now relies solely on OAR 660-0040020(3)(a) as justification for taking an exception to Goal 3, which allows for the exception if
"[t]he use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or forest
land. Examples of such resources and resource sites include river or ocean ports."
Specifically, the Port has identified the deepwater port and existing dock facilities at port
Westward as the unique resource justifying an exception to Goal 3.

Similarly as suggested by LUBA, on remand the Port narrowed down its list of proposed uses in
the exception area from all those authonzed under Columbia County Zoning Ordinance
("CCZO") Section 680 to the following five:
I
I
t
I
I

Forestry and wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation
Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation

Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing

The Port retained Beery, Elsner & Hammond, LLP (BEH) to provide legal support through the
remand process. In turn, BEH retained Mackenzie to provide professional land use planning and
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economic consulting services to address the issues remanded by LUBA. To that end, Mackenzie
has generated a technical report (the Mackenzie Report) that: l) provides a cornprehensive
analysis supporting a Goal 3 exception under OAR 660-A04-0022(3Xa); 2) supports the
conclusion that the Port's narrowed list of five proposed uses listed above are in fact rural
industrial uses; and 3) provides an in-depth alternative sites analysis in light of the single OAR
660-004-0022(3)(a) justification for the Goal 3 exception being put forward by the Port in its
modified application, namely the deepwater port and existing dock facilities at Port Westward.

B. BackgrouBd
The Port of St. Helens owns the Port Westward Industrial Park (Port Westward), a 905-acre rural'
industrial exception area with 4,000 feet of deepwater frontage along the Columbia River. In the
1970s, the county adopted an exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands) for

Port Westward, and planned and zoned it for rural industrial uses. Port Westward is zoned Rural
Induskial Planned Development (RIPD). Current uses at Port Westward include a 1,500 foot
long dock, three electrical generating facilities owned and operated by Portland General Electric
(PGE), a 1.3 million-barrel tank farm, a biomass refinery facility, and an electrical substation.

Port Westward includes necessaxy infrastructure facilities within its boundaries for the Port's
rural industrial tenants. The site is served by private water systems that utilize wells and draw
from the river. The rural property has a small private sewage system, and tenants also manage
their own sanitary wastes via private onsite septic systems. The Port aiso operates and maintains
a discharge system for tenants'process water. Taken together, these facilities provide sufticient
service for rural industrial users, but preclude urban industrial uses that have a higher demand for
public utilities. Elechic power, natural gas, and high-speed telecommunications are readily
available on site.

Port Westward is served by county road connections to nearby state and interstate highways, a
rail line and, most importantly, it adjoins a self-scouring deepwater port with access to a 43-foot
navigation channel in the Columbia River, part of the M-84 Marine Highway corridor.
Development and improvement of the Port of St. Helens' deepwater port has been declared to be
an economic goal of high priority by the State of Oregon (see, e.g., ORS 777.A6r.
The Port has three existing tenants at Port Westward. Clatskanie Public Utility District leases 3
acres for an electrical substation, the Columbia Pacific Bio-Refinery ethanol facility holds 43
acres, and the remainder is leased by Portland General Electric (PGE) with agreements that run
tlrrough 2066 and2096'. PGE cunently operates three power plants on1,47 acres of its 862-acre
1 PGE holds l16 acres in fee title, but the Port has a reversionary interest in that acreage which is effective upon completion of
PGE's lease.
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leasehold. The remainder of its leasehold includes dedicated wetland mitigation areas, areas held
for future expansion (including future wetland mitigation needs), and necessary buffering of its
operations.

PGE and the Port previously had a Joint Marketing Agreement to coordinate facilitating
additional future development within the PGE leasehold. However, it did not lead to any
additional development and the Joint Marketing Agreement was allowed to lapse. It was formally
terminated by PGE in 20A7.,See September 11, 2007 PGE Letter the Port of St. Helens
(Mackenzie Report, Appendix 3). The Port and PGE have entertained potential suitors to
sublease portions of its leasehold in the past, but such commitments have been precluded by
potential conflicts with PGE's own use of the leasehold, restrictions imposed by PGE to protect
its interests at Port Westward, and by existing encumbrances and physical site constraints
including wetlands and the cost related to development of those wetlands. Because of the
inability to site additional rural industrial users with the PGE leasehold, and because of a lack of
additional available land at Port Westward, the Port determined that it was necessary to expand
the industrial park at Port Westward and undertook this process with Columbia County.

c.

Procedural Hi$tory

1.

Columbia County's Approv.al

In2014, the Port received approval from the Columbia County Board of Commissioners (the
Board) for a comprehensive plan amendment, zone change and Statewide Planning Goal 2
o'Reasons" exoeption to Goal 3 for 837 aues of land zoned Primary Agriculture-80 (PA-80)
directly adjacent to the Port Westward site to the south and west (the Expansion Area). The
Board's approval excluded two riverfront lots originally proposed to be included in the
Expansion Area, based on concerns of potential impacts on riparian habitat. The approval
rezoned the exception area to RIPD as an expansion of the Port Westward site (also zoned
RIPD). The RIPD zone only allows farm and forest use and forest product processing uses as
outright permitted uses, but it allows as conditional uses those industrial uses that fall within the
areas of "[p]roduction, processing, assembling, packaging, or treatment of materials; research
and development laboratories; and storage and distribution of services and facilities". See CCZO
Section 682.

The stated pu{pose of the 837-aqe expansion area was not to accommodate the use(s) of one or
more identified future Port tenants, but rather to address the industrial land deficit at Port
Westward in anticipation of as-yet unidentified potential future Port tenants and their need for
industrially-zoned large lots near the deepwater port and existing 1,500 foot dock, as well as the
other facilities available at Port Westward.
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The Board's approval included several conditions, including a requirement for site design review
for any new use in the exception area, a trip cap of 332 p.m. peak hour trips, other requirements
intended to ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses (including the submission of a

rail plan for any new use that includes rail transportation) and, finally, a prohibition on

the

storage,loading or unloading of coal. See Columbia County Ordinance No, 2014-1.
The findings supporting the original decision justified the Goal 3 exception based on all three of
the reasons provided under OAR 660-004-0022(3). Specifically, the Board found that the

industrial uses allowed in the zuPD zone would be maritime-related uses significantly dependent
on the river port and docks to import or export materials or goods (consistent with OAR 66A- .
004-0022(3Xa)); that the uses cannot be located within an urban growth boundary due to impacts
that are hazardous or incompatible with dense populations (consistent with OAR 660-0040022(3Xb)); and that the uses allowed in the RIPD zone would have a significant comparative
advantage due to the location of the site and its proximity to the deepwater access, rail and
highway connections, energy facilities and other amenities existing at the Port Westward site
(consistent with OAR 660-004-0022(3)(c))..See Columbia County Ordinance No. 2014-l and
findings in support of same.

2.

LUBAAnneal

The County's approval was appealed to LUBA and on August 27,2014, LUBA issued a Final
Opinion and Order affrrming the County's approval, in part, and remanding it, in part. LUBAs
opinion addressed the petitioners'Assignments of Error as follows:
Proposed Uses

LUBA rejected the petitioners' argument that, as a matter of law, the County was required to
reshict its Goal 3 Exception to particular uses under OAR 660-004-0022(I), 660-004-0022(3)
and 660-004-A020(2). Similarly, LUBA rejected the claim that the County did not effectively
limit the authorized uses to those justified by the approval under OAR 660-00a-0018(a)(a).
Regarding this argument, LUBA held:
"[W]e agree with the Port that the county has suffioient measures in plaee to ensure that
ANY indushial useupproved in ihe exception area. WiU,be limited to those justi,fied bli
one or more of the three reasons advanced. . . . [tw]e agree with the Port that Condition
8.5, CCZO 683.1(,{) and CCCP Part XII, Policy 12, together act to eflectively require
future conditional use applicants to demonstrate that a particular proposed industrial use
was justified in the exception decision. Further, viaCCZA 683.1(A), future conditional
use applicants will be required to demonstrate that the proposed use conforms to either
CCCP Resource Development Policies 3(A) through (F) or with Policy 3(G), the
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language

of which

echoes the themes

of OAR

660-004-0022(3)(a),

(b) and (c)."

(emphasis/all caps added). 70 Or LUBA 171, 185 (2014).

"Sign{icantly Dependent on a Unique Resource" including "River or Ocean Ports'
LUBA also rejected the petitioners' assertion that a Goal 3 Exception was not justified for uses
"significantly dependent" on access to the deepwater port at Port Westward under OAR 660-0040020(3)(a), because some uses may not be port-dependent; the County did not limit uses to portdependent ones; some record evidence indicated that the existing dock is underutilized; and
petitioners' claim that the single riverfront lot approved as part of the County's decision would .
not be adequate to establish the non-riverfront lots are "significantly dependent" on river access.

LUBA explained: "[T]he county advanced three reasons to justify the exception area, and the
fact that not all uses allowed in the exception area will be port-dependent uses for OAR 660-0040022(3)(a) is not effoneous, as long as all uses fall within one or more of the three reasons." 70
OTLUBA 171,187 (2014).
However, as explained above, on remand the Port is no longer seeking approval for the Goal 3
exception based on OAR 660-004-0022(3)(b) or (3)(c) and, as discussed below and in depth in
the Mackenzie Report, each of the five proposed uses narrowed from the scope of possible uses
originally approved are inexorably tied to the deepwater port and existing dock facilities at Port
Westward for viability.
"fmpacts that are Hazardous or Incompatible in Densely PopulatedAreas"

LUBA sustained the petitioners' claim that the County's findings were inadequate to justify any
uses under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(b), "use[s] that cannot be located inside an urban growth
boundary due to impacts that are hazardous or incompatible in densely populated areas." As the
Port's application has been modified, however, none of the proposed uses require an exception
under oAR 660-0 0 4 -0022(3)(b).
" S ignftcant C omparative Advantage

"

LUBA rejected the petitioners' assertion that a Goal 3 Exception could not be justified for any
uses under the "significant comparative advantage" reason provided at OAR 660-004-0022(3)(c)
until a specific use was identified by the Port, noting the presence of "deep-water access, existing
dock facilities, access to railroad, highways and interstates, and the presence of utilities and
power generating facilities" and concluding, "[W]e disagree with petitioners that the county must
identify a specific induskial use in order to invoke OAR 660-0A4-A022(3)(c)." 70 Or LUBA 171,
190 (2014). Additionally, LUBA rejected arguments that the "significant comparative advantage"
needed to come from the expansion site itself (and not from the existing Port Westward site), as
{0058ffi45; 1}
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well as petitioners'challenge to the County's findings that locating rural industrial uses in the
expansion site would "benefit the county economy" and "cause only minimal loss of productive
resources." 70 Or LUBA l7l,190-192 (2014).
Nevertheless, as explained above, on remand the Port's modified application solely relies on
OAR 660-0A4-0022(3)(a), and so OAR 660-004-0022(3)(c) no longer applies to the application'
Reasonable Accommodation standard (Alternative sites Analysis)
Vacant Port Westward Lands

LUBA sustained the petitioners' challenge to the sufficiency of the County's lindings that "areas
that do not require an exception cannot reasonably accommodate the use" under OAR 660-0040020(2Xb), in particular as to the ability of acreage within the existing Port Westward site to
accommodate the proposed uses. LUBA first held that the County's finding that the unused
acr€age within the PGE leasehold is unavailable for rural industrial development was not
supported by the record evidence. LUBA concluded that, to make such a finding, the record
would need evidence either that PGE is "categorically unwilling" to sublease part of its
leasehold, or that those unused acres "cannot otherwise be reasonably made available for
development through acquisition or termination of the leasehold interest.'o 70 Or LUBA 17l,195
Q0t4).
Regarding wetlands within the PGE leasehold and elsewhere on Port Westward, LUBA held that
tlie mere presence of wetlands does not make it unbuildable if development can occw with the

appropriate permits and mitigation. 70 Or LUBA l7l, 196 Q0l4). LUBA did note that OAR
660-004-0020(2)&XB) provides that "economic factors may be considered along with other
relevant factors in determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other areas"
and, explaining further, noted that the cost of obtaining such permits and undertaking the work
may be "so prohibitive that the cost alone or in combination with other factors could allow the
county to conclude that the vacant lands within [the] Port Westward site cannot reasonably
accommodate any industrial use." 70 Or LUBA 17l,196 Q0l4). However, since the County had
not made such findings, LUBA remanded on this point.
The Mackenzie Report addresses this issue at length and, to the extent any wetland areas within
the PGE leasehold are in fact otherwise available (which the report shows is not the case), it
makes clear that the cost of developing such an area would be economically infeasible. More
significantly, however, the Mackenzie Report established that the PGE leasehold is so
encumbered that it is in fact unavailable for siting the Port's proposed uses and, perhaps more
significantly, includes a letter from PGE stating that the remainder of its leasehold is unavailable

for development.
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Other Alternative Sites

LUBA sustained the petitioners' challenge to the sufficiency of the County's findings regarding
other alternative sites not requiring an exception under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(bXB). LUBA held
that the Port was required to do a separate reasonable accommodation analysis for each nonoverlapping reason used to justiff the exception under OAR 660-0A4-0022(3). According to
LUBA s decision, an altemative site rejected because it cannot reasonably aceommodate one
particular use that falls under one "reason" may still be a viable alternative site if it is able to
accommodate another use that falls under another reason. 70 Or LUBA 17I,l97-98 (2014).
As discussed previously, this concern has been addressed by narrowing the proposed uses to the
five rural industrial uses listed above, in combination with the reliance on Port Westward's
deepwater port and existing dock facilities as the single reason advanced for taking a Goal 3
exception under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a).

LUBA also rejected the County's finding that alternative sites cannot reasonably accommodate
the proposed uses because no individual site is large enough to accommodate in the same place
all of the large-lot industrial uses that could be accommodated in the 837 acre exception area,
and further held that the analysis rejecting the 450 acres at the Rainier site needed more analysis
and/or record evidence. 70 Or LUBA 171,198-99 (2014).

However, as noted above and as discussed at length in the Mackenzie Report, consistent with
OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), the Port has modified its application to five specific uses significantly
dependent upon the deepwater port and existing dock facilities at Port Westward. Therefore, the
Rainier site and any other sites without deepwater access and existing dock facilities are not
viable alternatives.

LUBA also held that altemative sites considered could not be excluded from consideration solely
on the basis of the presence of wetlands or other environmental issues on those sites, shorf of
making furdings that due to regulatory cost or other relevant factors it is unreasonable to expect
such sites to be developed for the proposed uses. 70 Or LUBA 171, 198 (2014).

As noted, the application as modified is tied solely to the deepwater port and existing dock
facilities at Port Westward under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), and therefore sites without
deepwater access are not viable alternatives, including those previously excluded solely because

of the presence of wetlands.

ESEEAnalysis

LUBA rejected petitioners'claim that the County did not make adequate findings that the long
term environmental, social, economic, and energy consequences would not be significantly more
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if

an exception were taken for different otherwise-available resource lands (the
County's "ESEE" analysis). LUBA accepted the County's incorporation of its compatibility
analysis findings under OAR 660'004-0020(2)(c) into its ESEE analysis findings, and concluded
that the petitioners had not demonstrated other or different findings were required. LUBA noted
that the petitioners had not specifically identified and described alternative sites with fewer
ESEE impacts. 70 Or LUBA 171,202 Q0l4).
adverse than

Compatibility Analysis (ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D); Goal 2; Part II(c); OAR 66A-004-0020(2)(d)

LUBA sustained petitioners' claim that the County's findings regarding Goal 2's compatibility
standard, under ORS 197.732(2XcXD) and OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) were inadequate. LUBA
held that such findings could not be defened to a subsequent permit proceeding when the
specific use is identified (thus requiring the Port to identify specific proposed uses). 70 Or LUBA
17t,205-206 (2014).
Now that five rural industrial uses have been proposed, the County wilt be able to determine that
those uses are compatible with other adjacent uses, or that they can be so rendered through
measures designed to reduce adverse impacts, thus ensuring compliance with OAR 660-0040020(2xd).
Tran sp o rtotio n An alys is

LUBA rejected petitioners' claim that the County failed to adequately consider whether

the

pioposed zone change would "significantly affect" transportation facilities under OAR 660-0120060 of the Transportation Planning Rule, concluding that the rule did not require the County to
evaluate whether the zone change significantly affects the rail system itself. 70 Or LUBA 171,
208-20e Q0t4).

Applicability of Goal 14
LUBA remanded the County's decision regarding its treatnent of Goal 14. LUBA held that Goal
14 could apply to some of the broad array of potential uses authorized in the RIPD zone, and that
a valid Goal 3 exception allows only for "rural" indushial uses. 70 Or LUBA I7l,2lI (2014),
LUBA also ruled that a Goal 3 exception does not "exempt" industrial uses from Goal 14 and so
Goal 14 would apply to any "urbar" industrial uses. 70 Or LUBA 171,208-212 (2014). LUBA
also ruled that the County's findings regarding Goal 3 did not satisfy the requirement for specific
findings necessary for a Goal 14 exception, and that as a matter of legal practicality the County
ened by adopting a Goal 14 exception on a contingency basis. 70 Or LUBA I7l,2l3 (2014).

LUBA emphasized in its analysis of the applicability of Goal 14 that, in Sha/fer v. Jaclaon
County, 17 Or LUBA 922,931 (1989), it had explicitly rejected an argument that industrial uses
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in nature, ruling instead that a case-by-case analysis of any proposed use
was required to make such a determination. 70 Or LUBA l7l,2ll (2014). However, because
the zone change did not identify particular uses to which the Shaffer factors could be applied,
LUBA remanded the decision, stating:
are inherently urban

Remand is necessary for the county to address whether any of the proposed uses allowed
in the exception area under the Shaffir factors or other applicable considerations
constitute the urban use of rural land. If so, the county must either limit allowed uses to

rural uses or take an exception to Goal 14, addressing the uiteria at OAR 660-012-0040.
70 Or LUBA l7l,2ll QAru).
As explained previously, on remand the Port has selected five specific uses to which the Shaffer
factors can be applied. The Mackenzie Report provides a thorough Shffir analysis for each of
the five proposed uses, clearly establishing that each use is rural in nature and therefore
appropriate for siting at Port Westward.

Applicability of Goal

Il

(Public Facilities) and Needfor a Goal 11 Exception

Finally, LUBA rejected petitioners' assertion that the County needed to but did not approve an
exception to Goal 11, finding that the assertion was premature, LUBA explained that the
argument would be ripe after addressing the Goal 14 issues identified above and, after that has
happened review the County decision to make sure that the County has "either limit[ed] the
exception to exclude such [urban] uses or adopt[ed] an exception to Goal 14.' 70 Or LUBA 171,

zfl QaA).
As discussed in the Mackenzie Report, no uses are proposed which require an urban level of
facilities or services under the Port's modified application. Further, as no services provided at
Port Westward rise to the level of urban services, and none are planned by the Port, the level of
available services act to prevent urban industrial uses in the exception area.

D. Proceedings

on Remand

Based on LUBA's conclusions outlined above, and in light of the modifications to its application,
the Port needs to address four speoific issues in order to support a conclusion that its application
should be approved.

First, the Port needs to advance a single reason for taking an exception to Goal 3. Second, the
Port needs to specify proposed uses in order to determine whether the proposed uses are rural in
nature under the Shaffer factors, Third, the Port's proposed uses must be subjected to an adequate
compatibility analysis under OAR 66Q-004-0020(2)(d). Finally, the Port needs to undertake a
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new alternative sites analysis that addresses the availability of viable alternative sites that do not
require an exception, taking into consideration the reason advanced for taking an exception to
Goal 3, namely access to a deepwater port and existing dock facilities similar to what is currently
available at Port Westward.
Each of these is discussed at length in the Mackenzie Report, and is also addressed below.

1.

Reason Justifyingjr Goal 3 Exception

OAR 660-0

0

4

-0020(2)(a) states

(2) The four standards in Goal 2 Part II(c) required to be addressed when taking an
exception ta a goal are desuibed in subsections (a) through (d) of this section, including
general requirements applicable to each of the factors:

(a) "Reasons iustifu why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should not
apply." The exception shall set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis for
determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should nat apply to speciJic properties
or situations, including the amount of land for the use being planned and why the use
requires a location on resource land,
Further, OAR 660-0 04-0022(3)(a) provides:
(3) Rural Industrial Development: For the siting of industrial development on resource
land outside an urban grawth boundary, appropriate reasons andfacts may include, but
are not limited to, thefollowing:

(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or
forest land. Examples of such resources and resource sites include geothermal wells,
mineral or aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, natural features, or river or ocean ports.
In its decision, LUBA explained (in discussing application of the Shalfer factors):

[I]n the present case whether a particular use is an urban or rural use under tbe Shaffer
factors may depend in part on the reason under which it was justified. Because the
"significantly dependent" on a unique resource language of OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a)
closely parallels one of the relevant factors the county can apply to determine whether
proposed uses are urban or rural, it may be somewhat easier for the county to conclude
that none of the proposed uses allowed in the exception area are urban uses, if the
proposed uses are narrowed to those that are justi{ied solely under OAR 660-004-0022(3)
(a) rather than the broader universe of uses justified under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(b) and

(c). 70 Or LUBA

l7l,2l4

(2014).
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Taking up that suggestion from LUBA, on remand the Port has limited its proposed uses to five
uses justified by a single reason under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a). That administrative provision
authorizes an exception to Goal 3 for rural industrial uses that are "significantly dependent upon
a unique resource located on agricultural or forest land. Examples ofsuch resources and resource
sites include . . . river or ocean ports." The unique resource the Port is advancing to justify a Goal
3 exception is the deepwater port and existing dock facilities at Port Westward.
The Mackenzie Report provides analysis as to the uniqueness of the deepwater port and existing
dock facilities at Port Westward. As the report establishes, the Port's proposed uses are highly
dependent upon immediate proximity to a deepwater port with existing dock facilities. As the
report states, the deepwater port and its dock at Port Westward are "necessary for transferring
materials from one mode to another, for both domestic and foreign transport (e.g., rail to marine),
and for accommodating low-margin industrial operations which rely upon deepwater access to
maintain an economically viable business in current market conditions."

2 of the Mackenzie Report illustrates that

each of the Port's five proposed uses are
dependent upon deepwater access with dock facilities. The report explains:

Table

Uses

with foreign trade markets and marine-served domestic markets for products that

are shipped by marine vessel are, by definition, reliant on deepwater port facilities. Table

2

demonstrates that each of the five proposed uses for PWW involve foreign
imporVexport operations and are thus dependent upon a deepwater port. The proposed
uses will achieve a significant operational advantage due to deepwater port access with
nearby storage yards. As the proposed uses are low-margin businesses, port proximity is
necessary to minimize operational costs for both import/export and domestic shipping
operations. An extemal benefit of these firms'locations near port facilities is that locating
their yards close to the port minimizes impacts on offsite transportation infrastructure.
Regarding the reliance on the deepwater port and dock facilities at Port Westward, the report
concludes:

[T]he uses identified in the Port's modified land use application are highly driven by
foreign trade and the associated ocean marine transport, and Oregon's largest trading
partners are along the Pacific Rim. Table 5 lists the state's top export partners in2016.
This list accounts for 90Yo of Oregon's export value. Among the top 20 export partners,
14 are Pacific Rim countries, including Canada and Mexico. These 14 markets account
for 82Yo of all of Oregon's export value.

As evidenced by these passages from the Mackenzie Report, the Port's identified reason for
taking a Goal 3 exception for its five proposed uses is firmly established. The deepwater port and
existing dock facilities at Port Westward constitute a unique resource, and river ports are
{00s86346; 1 }
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explicitly identified as a sufficiently unique resource to justify an exception to Goal 3 under
OAR 660-0 04-0022(3)(a). However, as noted, Port Westward's port is in l'act much more of a
"unique resource" than the standard river port example provided in the language of OAR 660004-A022(3Xa) - it is a self-scouring deepwater port (meaning it does not require dredging) with
existing dock facilities, the development of which is a declared priority for the State of Oregon
under ORS 777.065. Therefore, the OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) "unique resource" requirement is
satisfied.

2.

Narrowed List of Proposed Uses

LUBA s decision requires that the range of potential uses in the expansion area be narrowed
beyond the scope of all uses authorized in the RIPD zone, to facilitate application of the Shffir
factors in determining whether the proposed uses are rural or urban industrial uses, and also to
allow for an adequate compatibility analysis under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd).
On remand, the Port is proposing a narrowed list of the five identified uses listed above (Forestry
and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation; Dry Bulk Commodities
transfer, storage, production, and processing; Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and
fransportation; Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation; and
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing to be authorized for siting in the exception
area) subject to the County's applicable conditional use permitting procedures.

Each of these uses is described in detail in the Mackenzie Report. To avoid siting any uses in the
proposed exception area that are urban in character, and thereby implicating Goals 14 and 1l;
each of the Shaffer factors has been applied to each of the proposed uses in the Mackenzie report.

Apptication of the Shaffer Faetors to the Narrowed List of Proposed Uses
In its decision, LUBA summarized the applicable Shaffer factors

as

follows:

The relevant factors discussed n Shaffer that point toward a rural rather than an
urban industrial use include whether the industrial use (1) employs a small
number of workers, (2) is significantly dependent on a site-specific resource and
there is a practical necessity to site the use near the resource, (3) is a type ofuse
typically located in rural areas, and (4) does not require public facilities or
services. None of the Shaffer factors are conclusive in isolation, but must be
considered together. Under the analysis described in Shaffer, if each of these
factors is answered in the affirmative, then it is relatively straightforward to
conclude, without more, that the proposed industrial use is rural in nature'
Howeveq if at least one factor is answered in the negative, then further analysis or
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In that circumstance, the county will either have to (1) limit
allowed uses to effectively prevent urban use of rural land, (2) take an exception
to Goal 14, or (3) adequately explain why the proposed use, notwithstanding the
presence of one or more factors pointing toward an urban nature, should be
viewed as a rural use. 70 Or LUBA 17l,ztl (2014) (citations omitted).
steps are necessary.

A significant portion of the Mackenzie Report is dedicated to applying the applicable Shaffer
factors to the Port's five proposed uses. Shffir established several factors to apply when
determining whether a particular industrial use is rural or urban in nature. For each of the five
uses proposed by the Port in its modified application, the Mackenzie Report provides a thorough
analysis establishing that those uses are categorically rural.

The report provides detailed information on typical number of employees per acre for the
proposed uses, with an average of 1.5 employees for acre as compared to an average of 18.1
employees per acre for urban industrial uses and 5.9 employees per acre for warehousing uses.

Next, as discussed above, the five uses were selected by the Port specifically because they are
dependent on the deepwater port and existing dock facilities, and from a practical standpoint
need to be sited near the port and its existing dock facilities. The Mackenzie Report
comprehensively examines this Shaffer factor as to the five proposed uses and makes it
unambiguously clear that each of the five proposed uses would be directly tied to the deepwater
port and existing dock facilities that Port Westward has to offer. This Shaffer factor is very
analogous to the "unique resource" reason put forward by the Port under OAR 660-0A4-0022(3)
(a), discussed above. As LUBA explained in its decision:
Because the "significantly dependenf' on a unique resource language of OAR 660-0040A22Q)@) closely parallels one of the relevant factors the county can apply to determine
whether proposed uses urban or rural, it may be somewhat easier for the county to

conclude that none of the proposed uses allowed in the exception area are urban uses, if
the proposed uses are narrowed to those that are justified solely under OAR 660-0040022(3)(a).. . .70 Or LUBA r7l,2l4 (2014),

The Mackenzie Report also undertakes an exhaustive analysis establishing that each of the
proposed uses is a type of uses that is typically sited in rural areas. The report notes that the
proposed uses are land-intensive and require larger sites and buffering, and require ready access
to raw materials originating in rural areas. Table 3 of the Mackenzie Report, titled "Use Reliance
on Rural Locations," breaks down each of the proposed uses by those requirements and shows
that each of the five uses is rural in character. As the report elaborates:
Multiple examples of the Port's proposed uses are found in Columbia County and other
counties along the M-84/Columbia River corridor. The most obvious examples are those
{00s86346; 1 }
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already at PWW such as the Columbia Pacific Bio-Refinery's ethanol processing facility,
and PGE's power generation facilities utilizing natural gas supplies. Other rural examples
include mills; bark processors; wood product manufacturers; sand and gravel mines and
associated bulk shipping operations;

fertilizer plants; grain shippers; fruit and vegetable

wholesalers/exporters; and recyclable material wholesalers.

Noting that similar examples located in urban areas represent rural uses sited in areas that have
urbanized over time, or that were sited in urban areas out of necessity due to lack of proximity to
port access in rural areas, the Mackenzie Report concludes that the proposed uses are rural in
nature.

Finally, as the report explains, none of the proposed uses requires public facilities or service, and
notes that the lack of such facilities and services at Port Westward acts as a natural bar to uses
that are urban in nature, stating:
This Shaffer factor, applied prospectively to the Port's proposed uses, functions as a bar
to siting urban uses at PWW, in addition to functioning as a guide for determining
whether a proposed use is rural in character and appropriate for future siting at PWW.
Because the provision of public facilities or services is not proposed by the Port or
anticipated in the future, it will not be feasible for users needing access to an urban level
of such facilities or services to locate at PWW.

After going through this detailed analysis, the Mackenzie Report concludes that the
uses are rural in nafure.

proposed
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3.

Altemative Sites Analysis

OAR 660-0

(2)

0

4 -0020 (2)(a) states

The

four standards in Goal 2 Part II(c) required to be addressed when toking

an

exception to a goal are described in subsections (a) through (d) of this section, including
general requirements applicable to each of the factors:

justtfy why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should not
apply." The exception shall set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis for
(a)

"Reasons

delermining that a state policy embodied in a goal should not apply to specific properties
or situations, including the amount af land for the use being planned and why the use
requires a location on resource land;
As discussed above, the Port has identified the deepwater port and existing dock facilities at Port
Westward as the applicable reason for taking an exception to Goal 3, consistent with OAR 660004-0022(3)(a).

OAR 660-0

0

4 -0020 (2)(b) provides :

(b) "Areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the use".
The exception must meet thefollowing requirements:
(A) The exception shall indicate on a map or otherwise describe the location of possible
alternative areaE consideredfor the use that do not require a new exception. The oreafor
which the exception is taken shall be identified;
(B) To show why the particular site is justified, it is necessary to discuss why other areas
that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the proposed use.
Economic factors may be considered along with other relevant factors in determining
that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other areas. Under this test the
following questions shall be addressed:

(i) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on nonresource land that would
not require an exception, including increasing the density of uses on nonresource land?

If

not, why not?

(ii) Can

the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on resource land that is already

irrevocably committed to nonresource uses not allowed by the applicable Goal, including
resource land in existing unincorporated communities, or by increasing the density of
uses on committed lands? If not, why not?
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(iii) Can the proposed

use be reasonably accommodated inside an urban growth

boundary? If not, why not?
(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated without the provision of a
proposed public facility or service? If not, why not?

OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) requires consideration of potential alternative sites that would not
require a new exception. This requirement, together with the single reason selected by the Port
under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), above, mean that the potential altemative sites to be considered
must: l) not require a new exception; and 2) provide deepwater port access with existing dock
facilities. The alternatives analysis provided in the Mackenzie Report is therefore divided into
two parts, the first being an analysis of industrial land availability at Port Westward, and the
second being an analysis of industrial land availability at other locations not requiring an
exception where the Port's five proposed uses could potentially be sited with deepwater port
access and existing dock facilities.
Vac ant P o rt Westw ard A cr eag e

The Mackenzie Report includes several maps of Port Westward, including the PGE leasehold
area LUBA ruled the Port had not clearly established could not accommodate rural industrial
uses. As LUBA noted in its opinion, within PGE's 862 acre leasehold, 80 acres are dedicated
mitigation areas, 60 acres are within the floodplain, 30 acres are developed with a security
station and other infrastructure, and 100 acres are dedicated to utility easements and roads. 40 Or
LUBA l7l, 176 (2014). After deducting those 27A acres, and the 147 acres actively in use by
PGE, from the 862 total acres, LUBA concluded that there are, approximately 445 acres
remaining in PGE's leasehold available for potential rural industrial development. 40 Or LUBA
L7l,176 Q0l4). Based on that conclusion, LUBAheld that, under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b), the
County erred in finding that the remaining 445 acres could not reasonably accommodate rural
industrial uses "absent evidence that PGE is categorically unwilling to sublease part or all of its
leasehold to other industrial users, or that the leased acreage cannot otherwise be reasonably
made available for development through acquisition or termination of the leasehold interest. . . ."
40 Or

LUBA L7l,

195 (2014).

Building on that information Mackenzie undertook a comprehensive investigation
availability of acreage within the PGE leasehold.

of

the

The site is also encumbered by a number of easements for roadways, utilities, drainage
facilities, levees, pipelines, and 46 acres of conservation areas, which serve to divide
developable areas into smaller sections less conducive to large-scale rural industrial
development. See Appendix 1. Together with the security fencing, gates, and other
infrastructure, these encumbrances serve as barriers to development.
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Mackenzie noted that PGE now operates three power generation facilities, not two, and that the
remainder of Port Westward is heavily encumbered by wetlands, conservation easements,
hansmission lines, necessary buffering and other restrictions to developing sites for the uses
proposed by the Port. The third power generation facility has become operational since the Port's
original application was submitted to the County, indicating that growth is not hypothetical and
that PGE in fact intends to utilize its leasehold area.

This conclusion is evidenced by the June 16, 2016 letter from PGE to the Port, in which PGE
states that it is in fact unwilling to sublease any more of its leasehold. As the letter states:
Maintaining and protecting PGE's assets at Port Westward is imperative to the
company's current and future operations. Protecting the long-term interests of the
electric generation capabilities at the site requires PGE to maintain adequate land
buffers around the facilities for security and reliability pu{poses, lhus restricting
third-party use on the 854-acre leasehold, In addition, it is important to our future
operations there is adequate space in our leasehold for building future generating
plants. This limits the physical space, location and other related dynamics that
might otherwise make the area available to third-parties. Given the company's
investment at Port Westward and the critical nature of the site to support reliable
electric service, third-party compatibility is a high bar which some proposed
industrial facilities in the past could not meet. Due to this high bar. pGE suppogs
the Port's effort to bring additional-.industrial land outside the buffer into Port
Westward (emphases added).

LUBA found that the existence of a Joint Marketing Agreement between the Port and PGE for
additional development at Port Westward implies that areas within the PGE leasehold were
available for development. 70 Or LUBA l7l (2014). However, as Mackenzie notes in its report,
that marketing agreement did not lead to the siting of any additional businesses at Port
Westward. In 2007, PGE sent a letter to the Port formally terminating the joint marketing
agreement, which by its terms had previously lapsed, and it has not entered into another one with
the Port' That letter from PGE is included in Appendix 2 to the Mackenzie Report. Taken
together, the two PGE letters make it clear that, as far as PGE is concemed, future development
within its leasehold area by any other user is not feasible.
Outside of the leasehold area, after accounting for all encumbrances and existing uses,
Mackenzie identified one small area in the southeast corner of Port Westward. However,
Mackenzie determined that that area was insufficient in size to accommodate the uses proposed
by the Port.

As evident in Figure 4, there are few developable portions of PWW that are not
encumbered by wetlands, conservation easemonts, power generation facilities,
(00586346; 1
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transmissions lines, the ethanol plant, and long-term leases. The southeast corner of the
Port's existing PWW property could perhaps provide one last small development site
outside PGE's lease area, though, as described below, this would be insuffrcient to satisfy
the overall demand for rural industrial sites and is too small to effectively site one of the

five uses proposed by the Port.

LUBA also held that the mere presence of wetlands was not a suflicient basis for determining
that the PGE leasehold is unavailable for rural industrial development under OAR 660-0040020(2Xb), without first making the requisite findings under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)(B) that
economic factors made the leasehold unable to reasonably accommodate the rural industrial uses.
That regulation provides as follows, in part:
Economic factors may be considered along with other relevant foctors
that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other ereqs.

in determining

Mackenzie reviewed the impediment to future development at Port Westward, in light of the
allowance for considering economic factors in determining whether existing acreage at the Port
could accommodate the uses proposed by the Port. Even assuming that sufficient acreage would
be available, Mackenzie concluded that such economic factors would not allow for development
at Port Westward without taking an exception to Goal 3 for additional acreage unencumbered by
wetlands concluding:

After deducting the approximately 40 acres of wetlands that lie within conservation
easements, filling the remaining 439 acres of wetlands to create developable area would
require at least 658 acres of land, which is not feasible within the boundaries of the
existing PWW exception area. Significantly, wetland mitigation costs serve as a nearlyinsurmountable hurdle to utilization of the remaining acreage at PWW as wetland
creation costs run on the order of $77,000-$82,A00 per acre. Filling the wetland acreage
noted above, and acquiring the requisite mitigation acreage, would cost on the order of
$50 million above and beyond the acquisition costs-assuming that the Corps and DSL
granted authorization to fill the wetlands (citation omitted).

Therefore, presuming that those areas encumbered by wetlands could somehow be made
available (contrary to Mackenzie's conclusion that those areas are in fact not available),
Mackenzie nevertheless determined that the economic barriers to developing those wetlands
would be insurmountable.
Accordingly, the Mackenzie Report concludes that deveiopment is not c.urrently available at Port
Westward, other than the last small area remaining, which could not reasonably accommodate
the Port's proposed uses.
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Other Alternative

S

ites

LUBA remanded the County's decision regarding its analysis of alternative sites other than the
PGE leasehold under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b). As explained above, the rule requires findings
that the areas that do not require a new exception c€urnot reasonably accommodate the [proposed]
use[s]." LUBA concluded that doing such an analysis authorizing all uses allowed in the RIPD
zone, combined with justification of three separate reasons for taking the exception to Goal 3 for
all of those uses, made undertaking an alternative sites analysis for those sites impossibly

complicated. 40 Or LUBA l7l, 197-98 QAI{. As LUBA explained, "[I]f the county had limited
the proposed uses to port-dependent uses that require deep-water access, then the county could
'
easily reject alternative sites that do not provide deep-water access." 40 Or LUBA 171, i98
(2014).

In response and as explained in detail above, as well as in the Mackenzie Report, the Port has
narrowed its scope of proposed uses down to five specific uses that are each port-dependent, and
has also limited its justification for taking an exception to Goal 3 to one reason under OAR 660004-0022(3)(a), advancing the deepwater port and existing dock facilities at Port Westward as
the unique resource justiffing an exception to Goal 3.

In addition, LUBA found that the County's decision did not adequately establish that other
alternative sites cannot accommodate the entire scope of rural industrial uses (as conditionally
allowed in the RIPD zone and as justified by all three OAR 660-004-0022(3) "reasons"
originally put forward), on the basis that no altemative site is large enough to accommodate in
one place the multiple largeJot indushial uses that proposed exception area could accommodate.
LUBA reasoned that "if one or more altemative sites can reasonably accommodate one or more
of the proposed large lot industrial uses, then the county carurot reject such sites solely on the
basis that they cannot provide 837 acres for multiple large lot uses at a single location." 40 Or
LUBA l7t, t98 (2014).
However, as previously noted, the Port has since reduced the number of proposed rural industrial
uses to five uses that are, as explained above and detailed in the Mackenzie Report, highly
dependent on tlle deepwater port and existing dock facilities under the justification provided
under OAR 660-004-0020(3)(a). Therefore, the Port's proposal, so modified, obviates the need to
look at scattered large lot sites that are not located in close proximity deepwater ports with
existing dock facilities.
The Mackenzie Report undertakes an assessment of alternative sites that potentially meet those
sriteria. It first undertakes an assessment of other Port of St. Helens properties ostensibly
available for the kinds of uses proposed by the Port. However, because none have deepwater
access or related dock facilities, Mackenzie concludes that none of the Port's other sites provide
viable alternatives.
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Next, in the report Mackenzie examines the state's other public deepwater ports, with a particular
focus on those deepwater ports along the M-84 Marine Highway/Columbia River corridor with
deepwater access (the Port of Astoria and the Port of Portland).

Port of Astoria

As detailed in the Mackenzie Report, the Port of Astoria has deepwater facilities, but lacks
suffrcient available land for the kinds of uses proposed by the Port. The Port ofAstoria is divided
into two areas, the Central Waterfront and Tongue Point. The Central Waterfront is fully
occupied and has no vacant land. Tongue Point itself is divided into two distinct areas, North '
Tongue Point and South Tongue Point.

North Tongue Point is 34 acres in its entirety. The northern 19 acre portion is partially occupied
by tenants, and has some developed smaller warehouse space available for lease. However, none
of the Port's proposed uses could be sited at those available spaces because of their small sizes.
The southern portion is a vacant parcel, but is only 15 acres in size and thus is insuffrcient to site
the kinds of uses proposed by the Port. In addition, a landfill was discovered on the site
containing heavy metals and PCBs exceeding acceptable levels. Together with the insufficient
acteage, the environmental contamination presents an economic obstacle that makes
development infeasible, as detailed in the Mackenzie Report.
South Tongue Point consists of four parcels totaling approximately 137 acres, tlree owned by the
Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL), and one owned by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
However, according to the Mackenzie Report, Clatsop Commturity College has a purchase-and-

in place and is in the process of acquiring the three DSL parcels for its own use,
and the U.S. Army's Joint Base Lewis-McChord is actively pursuing repurposing the Army
Corps of Engineers'property for an Army training facility.
sale agreement

Therefore, in light of the insuffrcient acreage, and in context of the other factors, the Mackenzie
Report concludes that there is no acreage at the Port of Astoria considered available for siting
any ofthe Port's proposed uses.
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Port af Portland

The Mackenzie Report next examines the availability at the Port of Portland for the Port's
proposed uses. The report notes that the Port of Portland recently (2013) pursued the
development of additional port facilities at West Hayden lsland, but that that pursuit was halted
after the Port of Portland determined that the obstacles to development were insurmountable and
withdrew its arurexation proposal from the City of Portland. A letter from the Port of Portland to
the City of Portland exptaining that decision is appended to the Mackenzie Report. ,See Appendix
5 to the Mackenzie Report. In detailing the letter, the Mackenzie Report provides the following:

"[T]he [PortlandJ Planning and Sustainability Commission (PSC) has recommended annexation, but on terms that render the development of
the 300 acre marine terminal parcel impossible." The letter also states, "From our conversation, I

In the letter, the Executive Director

states that

understand that you believe the Council is unwilling to take action on a modified proposal. Based
upon your assessment that the Council's policy choice is to not bring forward a package that is
viable in the market, the Port will not continue with the annexation process at this time and

withdraws its consent to annexation" and "[t]he city unfortunately,
the consequences of a severe shortfall in industrial land."

will now have to deal with

The letter elsewhere explains that, given the regulatory burdens West Hayden Island faces,
development will be economically infeasible. As the Executive Director explains, "The Port is
enterprise funded: only 4 percent of our revenues come from taxes. Any development at WHI
must meet basic, sustainable market requirements. The PSC recommendations put the
development cost of the property at about double its value in the market."

Further, as the Executive Director makes clear,
development of West Hayden Island infeasible:

it is not only the local

regulations that make

Furthermore, the PSC recommendations exceed what is required by Goal 5 by obligating
us to go back at the time of development for further review for any docks or other in
water development that would be integral to the development of a water dependent use
(on top of the lengthy and contentious, federal and state permitting processes). This type
of approach does not give us any assurance that we'll have the opportunity to actually
develop the property once annexation occurs.

Mackenzie noted that West Hayden Island is completely undeveloped and lacks any
infrastructure, including deepwater access or the related dock facilities. As highlighted in the
Port of Portland's lettet dredging for deepwater access and the installation of dock facilities
would require "lengthy and contentious, federal and state permitting processes." The 2014
Regional Industrial Site Readiness Inventory Update (the Inventory Update), prepared by
Mackenzie on behalf of Business Oregon, Metro, NAIOP - Commercial Real Estate
t00s86346; 1 )
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Development Association Oregon Chapter, the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and
Development, and the Port of Portland, estimates that West Hayden Island is at least seven years
away from site readiness for the kinds of uses proposed from the Port, and states that that clock
would not start running until after the Port of Portland and the City of Portland re-engaged and
successfully navigated the legislative process for developing the area. As stated in the Inventory
Update:

. . . West Hayden Island . . . is inside the UGB but subject to a lengthy planning and
annexation process that is likely to include significant mitigation requirements. If
approved for developmento the West Hayden Island site is at least seven years away from
readiness due to permits, mitigation, and infrastructure requirements.
Thus West Hayden lsland does not present a viable alternative to Port Westward, because it lacks
the deepwater access and existing dock facilities, the very reason the Port advances under OAR

660-004-0022(3){a} for taking an exception to Goal 3. Accordingly, the Mackenzie Report
concludes that West Hayden Island is not economically or practically feasible as an alternative
for siting the uses proposed by the Port. Because the remainder of the Port of Portland's facilities
are built out and occupied, the Mackenzie Report concludes that the Port of Portland is not a
viabie altemative.

Non-Columbia River Ports
Regarding the non-Columbia River/lvl-84 conidor ports, the Mackenzie Report first addresses
the Oregon Intemational Port of Coos Bay. It notes that it is 200 nautical miles from the mouth
of the Columbia River, does not serve M-84/Columbia River corridor commerce and is 230 miles
from the Portland metropolitan area. Based on its location, the Mackenzie Report concludes that
Coos Bay is not a viable alternative.
The Mackenzie Report also addresses the Port of Newport and the Port of Tillatnook, noting that

neither serve M-84/Columbia River corridor commerce, and the latter lacks marine

access

entirely.

Other Sites Considered
Finally, the Mackenzie Report addresses other potential alternative sites that were previously
raised, both public and non-public, noting that the viability of each site is impacted by the Port's
modification of its application to limit the reason put forward to justify the exception to the
deepwater port and existing dock facilities at Port Westward as a "unique resource" under OAR
660-004-0022(3)(a). The Mackenzie Report addresses those raised alternatives, noting that none
provide deepwater access or existing dock facilities, and the report therefore concludes that none
are viable alternatives.
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4.

Compatibility Analysis for the Nanowed Field of Proposed Uses

Under ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D), Goal 2,Part II(c) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d), the County is
required to make a determination that the proposed uses are compatibte with other adjacent uses
or will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.
OAR 660-0

0

4 -0020 (2)(d) states

The proposed uses are compatible

with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered through

meesures designed to reduce adverse impacts.

The rule explains that "'compatible'is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference
or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses."

LUBA concluded that, absent the proposal of specific rural industrial uses, it is impossible to
make adequate compatibility findings, which is a prerequisite for taking an Exception to Goal 3,
stating, "The time to discover whether the proposed use is compatible or can be made compatible
with adjacent uses, and therefore qualifies for a goal exception under OAR 660-004-00208)@),
is before the local government adopts the comprehensive plan text, map and zoning changes that
authorize the proposed use." 40 Or LUBA 171,206 (2014).

In response to LUBA's

conclusion, the Port has narrowed the scope of its proposed rural
industrial uses to the five discussed above, so as to allow for an adequate compatibility analysis
for the proposed uses consistent with the requirements of OAR 660-004-0020Q)(d) and LUBA s
holding.

In its original ordinance approving the Port's application, Columbia County imposed several
conditions aimed toward the OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) compatibility standard. First and
foremost, Condition 1 required the submission of a Site Design Review and RIPD Use Permitted
under Prescribed Conditions as required by the County's Zoning Ordinance. Additionally, the
County imposed a trip cap on the entire exception areaof 332 PM peak-hour trips.

Condition 4 specifically addressed compatibility concems with adjoining agricultural uses,
requiring an evaluation of threatened and endangered species as required by law, the
maintenance of natural resource features, buffers and screening for any development adjacent to
land zoned PA-80 and maintenance of undeveloped areas in their natural state if not developed.
Additionally, Condition 4 required dust suppression and water run-off control. Condition 4 also
required agricultural impact assessment reports for adjacent agricultural uses demonstrating
impacts and implementing a mitigation plan. The Conditions also limited uses in the exception
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area to those uses authorized by the exception, and prohibited the loading and unloading

ofcoal

outright.

Although LUBA concluded that these measures taken by the County to mitigate any potential
compatibility issues lacked context because there was no practical limitation to the uses allowed,
the modified application and its five proposed uses lend context to those conditions of approval
aimed at compatibility issues. With the five uses identified, and similar conditions imposed by
the County to mitigate any potential adverse impacts, the uses can be rendered compatible with
neighboring uses.

E. Conclusion
Based on the evidence contained in the technical report produced by Mackenzie, as well as the
analysis provided above, the Port of St. Helens has demonstrated compliance with all applicable
laws and regulations for taking an exception to Goal 3 and rezoning the proposed exception area
from PA-80 to RIPD. The uses proposed are rural in nature, are significantly dependent on close

proximity to a deepwater port with dock facilities, and can be made compatible with neighboring
uses. As evidenced by the Mackenzie Report, there are no viable altemative sites available for
the Port's proposed uses, and therefore an exception to Goal 3 is justified for the expansion of
Port Westward.
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JUL26
July 26, 2017
To the Columbia County Commlssloners,
(Please lndude

for the record on appllcatlon by the Port of St. Helens to rerone 837 acres frcm farmland to

lndustrlal uses.)
Public money from muldple souroes has been going lnto the development of Port Westward for years

that could have been be dedlcated to other worthy projects. So far the publlc has received very liftle ln
the way of Job growth oran infuslon of cash to help provide county services. The only longtime
beneficial lndustry has been energy supplied by PGE to local customerc. Other industrles have come and
gone, costing resldents money rather than provldlng any, whlle gobbllng up lottery funds, tax dollarc,

grants, and bondlng.
The application to enlarge the Port Westward lndustrlalfootprlnt by hundreds of acres does not seem

likc a promising return to cltlzens either, due to the likellhood of long tralns tyhg up trafflc from one
end of the county to the other, reductlon ln the viablllty of adfacent farms, few loeljobs generated,

environmental damage to wetlands and the Columbia Rlver rlparlan area, posslble ffansport of
dangerous cargo through our communitles, continued draln on publlc monies, and little hx revenue due
to the site's speclal status.
lf the Port's goal was to seek a faclllty to prooess local farm output, whlch mlght actually help farmes
rather than hurt them, they would need to reron€ 50 acres or less, lf any acreage at all. Farmlng could

contlnue. We all know thls land is targeted for addltlonal energy-export buslnesses, whic{t helps no one
locally. ltJust shlps out a non-renewable resource.
Thls Goal 3 exceptlon will lmpact the last slzeable pleoe of farmland ln the county. Other remalnlng farm
areas aie belng convertcd to houslng, open pltgravel mlnes and lndustry. Thls county wlll be chooslng

to virtually ellminate farmlng in favor of a use thit shows llttle promlse of belng worth the huge expense
It's oostln& as well as th€ lnconvenlence and even danger to towns along the rallroad.
Port Westward has been and llkely wlll conUnuc to be a poor use of publlc money. Expandlng thls

lndustrial zone wlll slmply expand the wastg danger and inconvenlence to cltlzens whlle ellmlnating
local farms. I know of a person who uns looklng for land for organic-growlng purposas, but backed out
when he reallzed that lndushlal expanslon of Port Westward could have a severely negatlve lmpact on
his nearbyoperatlon.

fhere ls no good reason to r€zone this land, take an erceptlon to Goal 3, and change our Comprehenslve
Plan to do so. Please vote no on thls appllcatlon,

Slncerely,

J

dm

Lona Plerce
55498 Crest Drive

Wanen, OR97053
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Columbia County Planning Commission
Columbia County Courthouse
230 Strand
St. Helens, OR 97501
Re:

Land DeveloPment Sorvlces

Port of St. Helens Request for Comprehensive Plan Map
Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment - Port Westward

Dear Planning Commission Members:

Business Oregon continues to support the Port of St, Helens application to amend the Columbia County
Comprehensive Plan Map and rezone propeity directly adjacent to the Port Westward Industrial Park as
Resource Industrial-Planned Development (RIPD).
Port Westward is one of a handful of relatively large rail-served industrial sites with deep water access
on the West Coast. The existing Port Westward dock is directly adjacent to the Columbia River
Navigation Channel and the Portland & Western Railroad line. That combination of attributes makes
Port Westward uniquely viable for supporting Oregon's international trade and linking Oregon
businesses with distant markets.
Large tracts of industrial land are a vital economic resource essential for attracting traded sector
industries and investment to the state of Oregon. Port Westward's relatively remote location and
existing transportation linkages allow for large-scale development with minimal conflicts with other
uses. Preserving and enhancing the site for future development and deep draft shipping activity is
important to the economic future of the region and the state.
Business Oregon supports increasing the supply of industrially-zoned land to attract the kinds of
investments that create family wage jobs and generate tax revenues and economic activity that
supports public services and amenities.
Sincerely

b

Dave Harlan, Ports Manager
Economic Development

775 Summer St. NE, Ste. 200

.

Salem, OR 97301

.

503-986-0123

.

fax 503-581-SUS

r

www.oregon4biz.com
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35285 Millard Road
St. Helens, OR 97051.
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Ph:503.433.3205
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July20,20fi
Please include for the record on the application by the Port of St. Helens to rezone 837 acres

of

farmland to indusbial land near Clatskanie.

To the Columbia County Commission,
The Columbia Soil and Water Conservation Dishict has a long-term commitrne,nt to support the
protection of agricultural lands in Columbia County. In spite of this, the distict has seen most of
ourprime agricultural lands taken out ofproduction because of alternate uses. The flat, rich land
in the vicinity of Clatskanie hosts one of our remaining strongholds of active farming wittr
organicpeppermint, blueberries, hay wood fiber, and livestock operations still viable. The
application for a Compreheirsive Plan amendment and Goal 3 exception to rezone 837 acres from
PA 80 to RIPD may greatly affect this area.
The dishict is concerned that not only will the land in question be lost to agriculture, but uses
that occur as a result of a rezone may not be compatible with nearby farm operations and
opportunities. Expansion of famring is highly possiblo onco landowners know their investmmt
will be protected from undesirable eirctoachm€nt on nearby lands.
There is no way to know at this time what industry will locate on the 837 acres. Since PGE has
the right to deny any indurtry it doems inappropriato on the largo hact of nearby unused
industrial land it leases from the Port of St. Helens, it seems reasonable that rejected dirty or
othenrise objectionable uses will be directed troward the 83? acres that is now zoned as frrmland.
Tlansportation ofmatsials to and from the neur uses may additionally interfere with local
farmiug activity and water managoment. The SWCD also works to restore and protect important
natural resource lands, such as areas along waterways. We encourage uses that safeguard
wetlands and limit the removal of native vegetation along rivers and sfreams.

Until the disfrict has a clearer pictrue of the ramifications of this application, the SWCD board of
directors reqpeotfully recommends that the county commission deny the rezone request.
Sincorely,

rz4?

Lona Pierce, Secretary
For the SWCD board of directors
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July 18,2017
Columbia County Commission
230 Strand Street
St. Helens, Oregon 97051

6Lert
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Dear Commissioner Heimuller,'l

There is mounting concern about the proposed opening of 800 acres of prime farmland along
the Columbia Rfulr to Industrial use. This would allow the fossil luol magnates to store and ship
fossll fuels, increasing rail use, greatly increasing risk of explosion, train derallment, and/or spill
of toxic chemicals, This push is a pattern ol the Port of St. Helens, and is NOT in the best
lnterests of the people oi Columbia County. We do not want to take these risks to harm our lish
and wlldtlfe, tncieasie our health rlsks, and destroy our environment. The benefactrors are the
fossil fuel corporations who are getting wealthy at huge expense of the people who live here.
lf thls is allowed we are contributing to our dying democracy and conversion to ollgarchy.
This proposal should be rejected. We need our larms to produce ourfood and we should
ruppbrt ihe farmers. You ian't eat oil and coal and you dont get Mesothelloma from food.
Aniirica has been losing over 40 acres of farmland every hour to development as,cities and
suburbs expand. We need to do careful city and county planning to prevent our cities from
becoming a Longviewl t am sure you would not like to live there. And if you are fiinking this
proposal will creite lobs, fossll fuel industries are rapidly belng surpassed by clean energy
ones, Concluslon - this is a bad venture.
We must protect our blueberries, strawberriee (which are the best in the world), mint, and olher
foods ourland produces. lt is paramount that we have safe industry and development here in
this county.

Thank you,
Sincerely
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St. Helene
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regon

Department of Land Conservation and Development

Klc* Brorvn, Covcrnor

635 Capitol Street NE, Suite 150
Salem, Ore gon 97 301-25 40

Phone: (503) 373-0050
Fax: (503) 378-5518
July 7,2017

www.oregon.gov/LCD.

Board of Columbia County Commissioners
230 Strand Street
St. Helens, OR 97051
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Delivered via email: glqn.higgins@co.columbia.gr.us

RE:

Port Westward Comprehensive PlanMaplZoning Map Amendment and Goal3
Exception Modified Application on Remand from the Oregon Land Use Board of
Appeals (LUBA); County File No.: Modilied PAL3-0217'C 13-01; DLCD File No.:
002-13

Dear Chair Heimuller, Commissioner Magruder, and Commissioner Tardif:
We appreciate having the opportunity to continue working with you on this proposal. Columbia
County and the Port of St. Helens are essential partners in promoting a prosperous economy in
the northwest region of the State. Port Wesfward has significant potential for increased
industrial development and job growth in the region.
The Department recognizes the importance of Port Westward's deepwater port, associated dock,
and intersecting rail infrastructure to the local and regional economy. These distinct resources
underlie the applicant's reasons for a goal exception and plan/zone amendment at the site and
must be incorporated into Columbia County's decision in this matter. The Department, together
with the North Coast Regional Solutions Team, offers its support and assistance to Columbia
County to develop the necessary incentives and controls to ensure that future development
activities at the site optimize the unique resources inherent to Port Westward in accordance with
state law and associated administrative rules (ORS 197.732(4), OAR 660-0A4-0022(3)).

Columbia County must adopt findings that clearly demonstrate how the proposal meets the
exceptions criteria of OAR 660-004-0020 and 0022(3) prior to granting land use or development
approvals, in particular, including these:
(3) Rural Industrial Development: For the siting of industrial development on resource
land outside an urban growth boundary, appropriate r€asons and facts may include, but
are not limited to, the following:
(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or
forest land. Examples of such resources and resource sites include geothermalwells,
mineral or aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, natural features, or river or ocean ports;
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(b) The use cannot be located inside an urban growth boundary due to impacts that are
hazardous or incompatible in densely populated areas; or
(c) The use would have a significant comparative advantage due to its location (e.g., near
existing industrial activity, an energy facility, or products available from other rural
activities), which would benefit the county economy and cause only minimal loss of
productive resource lands. Reasons for such a decision should include a discussion of the
lost resource productivity and values in relation to the county's gain from the industrial
use, and the specific transportation and resource advantages that support the decision.
The Port has modified its land use application per direction provided in the LUBA decision,
Columbia Riverlceeper v. Calumbia County,TA Or LUBA 17l (2014). The applicant no longer
requests approval for the Goal 3 exception based on OAR 660-004-0022(3Xb) or (3)(c). The
Port now seeks approval for the Goal 3 exception based solely on OAR 660-004-0022(3Xa).
The applicant's new set of findings address the required (3)(a) uiterion, putting forth a nanowed
list of five proposed industrial uses tied to the deepwater port and existing dock facilities at Port
Westward. These five proposed uses are:

r
.
.
r
.

Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation
Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation
Natural Cas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing

OAR 660-004-001S(4Xa) requires that, when a local government takes a reasons exception,
'oplan and zone designations must limit the uses, density, public facilities and services, and
activities to only those that are justified in the exception." We understand the Planned
Development designation requested by the Port fulfills this requirement.
Please enter this letter into the record of the proceedings. If you have questions or need
clarification on anything contained in this letter, please do not hesitate to contact me at (503)

8lZ-5448 or via email at plrtrick.winsard@state.or.us. Thank you very much for your time and
consideration and for the opportunity to comment on this important proposal.

Yours truly,

7//i,4?d/d
Patrick Wingard, AICP
North Coast Regional Representative

Copy. Carie Maclaren, DLCD Deputy Director
Rob Hallyburton, DLCD Community Services Division Manager
Jon Jinings, DLCD Community Services Specialist
Tim Murphy, DLCD Farm/Forest Lands Specialist
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Columbia Pacific
Economic Development District

July

t6,zaq

Glen Higgine, Planning Manager

Columblicounty Departrnent of tand Dwelopment Services
Columbia County Courthouse
St Helens, OR gZoSr

DearMrHiggins:

t

Col-Pac supports tho Port of St Helens' modified applicaHon for_a-zone change
_
port Wecm;rd. Having an adequate inventory of industrial land is critical for NW

Orcgon'e economic via6Uity andcompetitiveness. Industrial-basedbusinesses ane
tlrpiliallytraded sector, providing famiily wage jobs. Adding developable industdal

6ia

giw].IWOreil6n the mue.h neede{gwortunityto developthe qiticalSaas
attrecthrc-for newbusiiess recrultment andfoifostering spin-ofr' relatedsupply
chain and support business activity.
wifu

Port Westward is a regionally signifrcant industrial site for NWOregon. It i8 a k€y
iudustrial area in ourEolumbia RiverWest Industrial Corridor. Dwelopment at
Port Westr^ard will help the rest of the region leverage federal and state resources for
needed infrastmcture improvemeuts along the entire corridor, from Scappoose to
To'ngrre Point.
We

lookfornnrdto

a favorable

respolre to ttre Port'e modified application.

Sinoerely,

l,'v

*tln rrrt

Mary Mc,Arthur, Executive Director

cc. Col-PacBoerd

(;ountla
Eewtng Chmp, Colmblo, Tlllamooh aad Wanm Washingtoa
NWOregon.org ColPac
colpac(rdnworcgo$gg
9?018
OR
City,
.503/397-3099'
Box
534
Columbia
PO
Columbia Padfic Economic Development District is an Equal Opportunity Lendcr, Providcr and Emplqpr
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RECEIVED
Columbla County Board of Commlssloners

MAY 3

0

2017

Columbla County Courthouse
230 Strand Sheet
St. Helens, Oregon 97051

Land Do\relopmsnt Services

Dear Commlsslonerc Helmuller, Magruder and Tardlf:
the Port wesnnard lndusfflal
Thls letter ls ln regards to tho modlfled reronlng proposal for the Port of st. Helen's to expand
lndustiles, and proposlng
Greenwood
fqom
ln
2010
Helens
park by g37 acrcs,7g6 of whlch was purchas.JUy ttt. Port of salnt

to change the tone from (PA{0) to (RlpD}.
Slgnlficant lndustrlal
s
The proposed ruronlng has blpartlsan, statewlde support ln recognlzlng Port Westward as "Reglonally
as r unlque
Westu'0rd
Zon€ , Thc port of St. i{elens has ldantlfled thc dcep-water port and axlstlng dock facllltlet st Port
the
IUBA declslon
wlth
resourcc Jurtlfylng the rezonlng, as speclficrlly allowed ln oregon Admlnlstratlve Rules. ln rccordrnce
Boadlytlnse uses
the pods modlffcd appllcetlon ls proposlng to llmlt the rcronid lrnd to flve uscs dcpendent on the dock.
commodlths, neturalgas,
lnclude thc $orsg€, producgon anO iroccsllng of: wood products, dry bulk commodltles, llquld bulk

and brer kbulk transportrtlon.
of natunl resourcas whlle
For over cwcnty years thc clguksnle people,s utlllty Distrlct has supported propel stewardship
ln the Gountry. The Dlstrlct
ntes
lowest
of
the
some
lntng thr'bGst posrlblc electrlc povyer rervice to the communlty, at

rrlnt

r rupporter of rcspondLb development at Port Westward, conslgtent wlth envlronmenhl @ncerns. we hnre
planned frfiutu
lnvested hewlly ln-upgrodlng tnnsml$lon and tlre bulldlng otl the Sradbury substatlon to support the

has long be"n

mltlgatlon efrorts
dcvclopmcnt on the port Westrvard property,, and have ado lnvested heavlly ln riprrlon zone recovery and
for thc Columblr Rlver and hs trlbutarles.

tor 786 acrcs of the land cuncntly
The clatsftanh peoph,s utlllty Dlstrlct supporB the modlfl€d appllcrtlon for the zone change
owned by th€ Port of St' Helen's.
Slncerely,

lJ
W. Marc
General Manager

Cc: CPUD Board of Dlrectorc

495 East Columbia Rlver Hwy

offlce f503-728-2L63

/

/

PO BOx

216

www.clatskanlepud,com

/
/

Clatskanle' oR 97016
cpud@clatskanlepud'com
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PORT WESTWARD EXPANSION AREA EXCEPTION STATEMENT

A. Introduction
In 2013 the Port of Columbia County, previously known as the Port of St. Helens (the "Port",), on
behalf of itself and the Thompson family (Guy R. Thompson, Elizabeth Boswell, Robert
Thompson, David Thompson and Rodger Thompson), submitted an application to Columbia
County (the "County") seeking a Major Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment to reclassiff
approximately 957 acres of land adjacent to the existing Port Westward Industrial Park ("Port
Westward") from Agricultural Resource to Resource Industrial (the "Initial Application"). The
Initial Application also sought to rezone that land from Primary Agriculture-80 Acres (PA-80) to
Resource Industrial-Planned Development (RIPD) for inclusion in Port Westward. The subject
tract is directly adjacent to Port Westward, which is already zoned RIPD. Because of its
agricultural zoning, the County was required to take an exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3
(Agricultural Lands) as part ofthe rezone and accompanying comprehensive plan amendment. The
Initial Application was approved by Columbia County in 2014 (except for an approximately
120_acre portion that was excluded from the approval), granting an exception to Goal 3 for an area
of approximately 837 acres, rezoning the subject area to RIPD and authorizing all uses permitted
in the RIPD zone under the County's regulations.
That decision was appealed to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). LUBA remanded
the decision, in part, identiffing areas in which the record and findings provided insufficient
justification for taking a Goal 3 exception and rezoning the exception area to RIPD. In response to

the remand, the Port modified its land use application consistent with the direction provided by
LUBA (the "Modified Application"). The County approved the Port's Modified Application via
Ordinance No. 2018-1), granting an exception that relies solely on OAR 660-004-0020(3)(a) as
justification for taking an exception to Goal 3, which allows for the exception if "[t]he use is
significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or forest land. Examples of
such resources and resource sites include . . . river or ocean ports." Specifically, the Port identified
the deepwater port, with its existing dock facilities at Port Westward, as the unique resource
justiffing an exception to Goal 3.

Similarly, as suggested by LUBA, on remand the number of approved uses in the exception area
was reduced, from all uses authorized under Columbia County Zoning Ordinance (*CCZO")
Section 680 to the following five, each of which must be significantly dependent on the deepwater
port at Port Westward:

r
.
.
o

Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, storage, and transportation

Dry Bulk Commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing
Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation
Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation; and

oRDINANCE NO. 2021-3
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Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.

The record for the Modified Application includes a technical report, Port Westward Goal
Exception, Comprehensive Plan Amendment, and Zone Change Alternatives Analysis report,
dated April I0,2017 (the "Mackenzie Report") that: 1) provides a comprehensive analysis
supporting a Goal 3 exception under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a); 2) supports the conclusion that
the narrowed list of five approved uses listed above are in fact rural industrial uses; and 3)
provides an in-depth alternative sites analysis in light of the single OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a)

justification for the Goal 3 exception put forward on remand, namely the deepwater port at Port
Westward. As described below, the County adopted findings agreeing with the conclusions of
the Mackenzie Report, which were challenged on appeal, but all of which survived legal review
except one. The County's finding that the record supported a conclusion of compliance with
ORS 197.732(2)(c)(O) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) was remanded for additional findings
supported by substantial evidence.

B. Background
The Port owns Port Westward, a 905-acre rural industrial exception area with 4,000 feet of
deepwater frontage along the Columbia River. In the 1970s, Columbia County adopted an
exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands) for Port Westward, and planned and
zoned it for rural industrial uses. Port Westward is zoned Rural Industrial Planned Development
(RIPD). Current uses at Port Westward include a i,500 foot long dock, three electrical generating
facilities owned and operated by Portland General Electric ("PGE"), a 1.3 million-barrel tank farm,
a biomass refinery facility, and an electrical substation.
Port Westward includes necessary infrastructure facilities within its boundaries for the Port's rural
industrial tenants. The site is served by private water systems that utilize wells and draw from the

river. The rural property has a small private sewage system, and tenants also manage their own
sanitary wastes via private onsite septic systems. The Port also operates and maintains a discharge
system for tenants' process water. Taken together, these facilities provide sufficient service for

rural industrial users, but preclude urban industrial uses that have a higher demand for public
utilities. Electric power, natural gas, and high-speed telecommunications are readily available on
site.

Port Westward is served by county road connections to nearby state and interstate highways, a rail

line and, most importantly, it adjoins a self-scouring deepwater port with access to a 43-foot
navigation channel in the Columbia River, part of the M-84 Marine Highway corridor.
Development and improvement of the Port's deepwater port has been declared to be an economic
goal of high priority by the State of Oregon (See, e.g., ORS 777 .065).
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The Port has three existing tenants at Port Westward. Clatskanie Public Utility District leases 3
acres for an electrical substation, the Columbia Pacific Bio-Refinery ethanol facility holds 43
acres, and the remainder is leased by PGE with agreements that run through 2066 and2096t. PGE
currently operates three power plants on 147 acres of its 862-acre leasehold. The remainder of its
leasehold includes dedicated wetland mitigation areas, areas held for future PGE expansion
(including future wetland mitigation needs), and necessary buffering of its operations.
PGE and the Port previously had a Joint Marketing Agreement to coordinate facilitating additional

future development within the PGE leasehold. However,

it

did not lead to any additional

development and the Joint Marketing Agreement was allowed to lapse. It was formally terminated
by PGE in 2007 . The Port and PGE have entertained potential suitors to sublease portions of its
leasehold in the past, but such commitments have been precluded by potential conflicts with PGE's

own use of its leasehold, restrictions imposed by PGE to protect its interests at Port Westward, and
by existing encumbrances and physical site constraints including wetlands and the cost related to

development of those wetlands. Because of the inability to site additional rural industrial users
within the PGE leasehold, and because of a lack of additional available land at Port Westward, the
Port determined that it was necessary to expand the industrial park at Port Westward and undertook
this process with Columbia County.

C. Procedural History

l.

Columbia County's Decision on the Initial Application

In20I4, the Columbia County Board of Commissioners (the "Board") approved a comprehensive
plan amendment, zone change, and Statewide Planning Goal2 "Reasons" exception to Goal3 for
837 acres of land zoned Primary Agriculture-80 (PA-80) directly adjacent to the Port Westward
site to the south and west (the "Expansion Area"). That original approval (the "Initial Approval")
excluded two riverfront lots originally proposed to be included in the Expansion Area, based on
concerns of potential impacts on riparian habitat. The Initial Approval rezoned the exceptionarea
to RIPD as an expansion of Port Westward (cunently zoned RIPD, and identified as rural industrial
since the County's Comprehensive Plan was originally adopted). The RIPD zone only allows farm
and forest use and temporary forest product processing uses as outright permitted uses, but it
conditionally allows those industrial uses that fall within the areas of "[p]roduction, processing,
assembling, packaging, or treatment of materials; research and development laboratories; and
storage and distribution of services and facilities". See CCZO Sections 682 and 683.

The stated purpose of the 837-acre expansion area was not to accommodate the use(s) of one or
more identified future Port tenants, but rather to address the industrial land deficit at Port Westward
1

PGE holds
PGE's lease.

1

16 acres in fee title, but the Port has a reversionary interest
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in anticipation of as-yet unidentified potential future Port tenants and their need for industriallyzoned large lots near the deepwater port with its existing 1,500 foot dock, as well as the other
facilities available at Port Westward.
The Initial Approval included several conditions, including a requirement for site design review
for any new use in the exception area, a trip cap of 332 p.m. peak hour trips, and other requirements
intended to ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses (including the submission of a
rail plan for any new use that includes rail transportation) and, finally, a prohibition on the storage,
loading or unloading of coal. ,See Columbia County Ordinance No. 2014-1.
The findings supporting the Initial Approval justified the Goal 3 exception based on all three of
the reasons provided under OAR 660-004-0022(3). Specifically, the Board found that the
industrial uses allowed in the RIPD zone would be maritime-related uses significantly dependent
on the river port and docks to import or export materials or goods (consistent with OAR 660-0040022(3)(a)); that the uses cannot be located within an urban growth boundary due to impacts that
arehazardous or incompatible with dense populations (consistent with OAR 660-004-0022(3)(b));
and that the uses allowed in the RIPD zone would have a significant comparative advantage due
to the location of the site and its proximity to the deepwater access, rail and highway connections,
energy facilities and other amenities existing at the Port Westward site (consistent with OAR 660004-0022(3)(c)). ^See Columbia County Ordinance No. 2014-1 and findings in support of same.

2.

First Remand (2014)

The County's approval was appealed to LUBA and on August 27, 2014, LUBA issued a Final
Opinion and Order (*2014 Remand") remanding the County's decision, in part, Columbia
Riverkeeper v. Columbia County,70 Or LLIBA l7l (2014), rev. den.,267 Or App 637 (2014).
LUBA's opinion addressed the petitioners' Assignments of Error as follows:
Proposed Uses

LUBA rejected the petitioners' argument that, as a matter of law, the County was required to
restrict its Goal 3 Exception to particular uses under OAR 660-004-0022(l), 660-004-0022(3) and
660-004-0020(2). Similarly, LUBA rejected the claim that the County did not effectively limit the
authorized uses to those justified by the approval under OAR 660-004-0018(a)(a). Regarding this
argument, LUBA held:

"llIt)e agree with the Port that the county has sfficient measures in place to ensure
that ANY industrial uses approved in the exception area will be limited to those
justrfied by one or more of the three reasons advanced. . . . [W]e agree with the
Port that Condition 8.5, CCZO 683.1(A) and CCCP Part XII, Policy 12, together
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act to effectively require future conditional use applicants to demonstrate that a
particular proposed industrial use was justified in the exception decision. Further,

via CCZO 683.1(,4.), future conditional use applicants will be required to
demonstrate that the proposed use conforms to either CCCP Resource Development

Policies 3(A) through (F) or with Policy 3(G), the language of which echoes the
themes of OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), (b) and (c)." 70 Or LUBA 171, 185 (2014)
(Emphasis added).

"Signiftcantly Dependent on a Unique Resource" including "River or Ocean Ports"

LUBA also rejected the petitioners' assertion that a Goal 3 Exception was not justified for uses
"significantly dependent" on access to the deepwater port at Port Westward under OAR 660-0040020(3)(a), because some uses may not be port-dependent; the County did not limit uses to portdependent ones; some record evidence indicated that the existing dock is underutilized; and
petitioners' claim that the single riverfront lot approved as part of the County's decision would not
be adequate to establish that non-riverfront lots are "significantly dependent" on river access.

LUBA explained: "[T]he county advanced three reasons to justiff the exceptionarea, and the fact
that not all uses allowed in the exception area will be port-dependent uses for OAR 660-0040022(3)(a) is not erroneous, as long as all uses fall within one or more of the three reasons." 70 Or
LUBA at 187. However, on remand the exception granted is not based on either OAR 660-0040022(3)(b) or (3)(c). As analyzed in depth in the Mackenzie Report, each of the five approved uses
(narrowed from the scope of possible uses originally approved) are closely tied to the deepwater
po.rt at Port Westward for viability and, as approved, any use in the Expansion Area must be
significantly dependent upon and have established access to the dock at the deepwater port.

"fmpacts that are Hazardous or Incompatible in Densely Populated Areus"

LUBA sustained the petitioners' claim that the County's findings were inadequate to justiSr any
uses under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(b), "use[s] that cannot be located inside an urban growth
boundary due to impacts that are hazardous or incompatible in densely populated areas." However,
the exception granted on remand does not approve uses relying on OAR 660-004-0022(3)(b).
" S igniftcant C o mparative Adv antage"

LUBA rejected the petitioners' assertion that a Goal 3 Exception could not

be

justified for any

uses under the "significant comparative advantage" reason provided at OAR 660-004-0022(3)(c)

until a specific use was identified by the Port, noting the presence of "deep-water access, existing
dock facilities, access to railroad, highways and interstates, and the presence of utilities and power
generating facilities" and concluding, "[W]e disagree with petitioners that the county must identify
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a specific industrial use in order to invoke OAR 660-004-0022(3)(c)." 70 Or LUBA l7l, 190
(2014). Additionally, LUBA rejected arguments that the "significant comparative advantage"
needed to come from the expansion site itself (and not from the existing Port Westward site), as
well as petitioners' challenge to the County's findings that locating rural industrial uses in the
expansion site would "benefit the county economy" and'ocause only minimal loss of productive
resources." 1d.
The exception granted on remand of the Initial Approval relies only on OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a),
and so OAR 660-004-0022(3)(c) no longer applies to the approval.
Reas onable

Accommodation Standard (Alternative Sites Analysis)

Vacant Port Westward Lands

LUBA sustained the petitioners' challenge to the sufficiency of the County's findings that "areas
that do not require an exception cannot reasonably accommodate the use" under OAR 660-0040020(2Xb), in particular as to the ability of acreage within the existing Port Westward site to
accommodate the proposed uses. LUBA held that the County's finding that the unused acreage
within the PGE leasehold is unavailable for rural industrial development was not supported by the
record evidence. LUBA concluded that, to make such a finding, the record would need evidence
either that PGE is categorically unwilling to sublease part of its leasehold, or that those unused
acres "cannot otherwise be reasonably made available for development through acquisition or
termination of the leasehold interest." 70 Or LUBA atI95.
Regarding wetlands within the PGE leasehold and elsewhere on Port Westward, LLIBA held that
the mere presence of wetlands does not make it unbuildable if development can occur with the
appropriate permits and mitigation. 70 Or LUBA at196. However, LUBA did note that OAR 660004-0020(2)(bXB) provides that "economic factors may be considered along with other relevant

factors in determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other areas" and,
explaining further, noted that the cost of obtaining such permits and undertaking the work may be
"so prohibitive that the cost alone or in combination with other factors could allow the county to
conclude that the vacant lands within [the] Port Westward site cannot reasonably accommodate
any industrial use." 1d. Because the County had not made such findings, LUBA remanded on this
point.
The Mackenzie Report addressed the issue at length on remand and, to the extent any wetland
areas within the PGE leasehold are in fact otherwise available (which the Mackenzie Report
established is not the case), provided substantial evidence that the cost ofdeveloping such an area
would be economically infeasible. More significantly, the Mackenzie Report provided substantial
evidence that the PGE leasehold is currently so encumbered that it is in fact unavailable for siting
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the Port's proposed uses and includes a letter from PGE stating that the remainder of its leasehold
is unavailable for development.

Other Alternative Sites

LUBA sustained the petitioners' challenge to the sufficiency of the County's f,rndings regarding
other alternative sites not requiring an exception under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(bXB). LUBA held
that the Port was required to do a separate reasonable accommodation analysis for each nonoverlapping reason used to justi$ the exception under OAR 660-004-0022(3). According to
LUBA's decision, an alternative site rejected because it cannot reasonably accommodate one
particular use that falls under one "reason" may still be a viable altemative site if it is able to
accommodate another use that falls under another reason. 70 Or LUBA at 197-98.
This concern was addressed by narrowing the authorized uses in the Modified Application to the
five rural industrial uses listed above, only if they are significantly dependent on Port Westward's
deepwater port as the single reason advanced for taking a Goal 3 exception under OAR 660-0040022(3)(a).

LUBA also rejected the County's finding that alternative sites cannot reasonably accommodate
the proposed uses because no

individual site is large enough to accommodate in the same place all
of the large-lot industrial uses that could be accommodated in the 837-acre exception area, and
further held that the analysis rejecting the 450 acres at the Rainier site needed more analysis and/or
record evidence. 70 Or LUBA 17l,198-99.

As discussed at length in the Mackenzie Report supporting the Modified Application, consistent
with OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), the approval of the Modified Application in Ordinance No. 20181 limited the scope of authorized uses to five specific uses significantly dependent on the
deepwater port and existing dock at Port Westward. Therefore, the Rainier site, and any other sites
without deepwater access, is not a viable alternative.

LUBA also held that alternative sites considered could not be excluded from consideration solely
on the basis of the presence of wetlands or other environmental issues on those sites, short of
making findings that due to regulatory, cost or other relevant factors it is unreasonable to expect
such sites to be developed for the proposed uses. 70 Or LUBA at 198.
As noted, Ordinance No. 2018-1 tied the five selected uses solely to the deepwater port at Port
Westward under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), and therefore sites without deepwater access are not
viable altematives, including those previously excluded solely because of the presence of
wetlands.
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ESEE Analysis

LUBA rejected petitioners' claim that the County did not make adequate findings that the long
term environmental, social, economic, and energy consequences would not be significantly more
adverse than if an exception were taken for different otherwise-available resource lands (the
County's "ESEE" analysis). LUBA accepted the County's incorporation of its compatibility
analysis findings under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(c) into its ESEE analysis findings, and concluded
that the petitioners had not demonstrated that other or different findings were required. LUBA
noted that the petitioners had not specifically identified and described alternative sites with fewer
ESEE impacts. 70 Or LUBA at202.
The only ESEE alternative sites identified in the record for the Modified Application are the Port
of the Dalles and the Port ofKlickitat, both upstream ofthe federally maintained 43-foot deepwater

channel running 105 nautical miles from the mouth

of the Columbia River to the

Portland./Vancouver area. Opponents contended that those sites would have less adverse impacts
because they are surrounded by less productive resource land, but the record lacked evidence to
support that assertion. Further, both of the alternative ports identified lack deepwater access and
therefore cannot serve to replace Port Westward.

Klickitat are deepwater ports, those locations
are not appropriate alternatives for ESEE consideration. In addition, the Port of Klickitat is not an
Oregon port and therefore not viable for consideration under the "reasonable accommodation
standard" applicable only to land within Oregon and subject to Oregon's Statewide Planning
Because neither the Port of the Dalles nor the Port of

Goals.

Compatibility Analysis (ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D); GoaI 2; Part II(c); OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d)

LUBA sustained petitioners' claim that the County's findings regarding Goal 2's compatibility
standard, under ORS 197.732(Z)(c)(D) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) were inadequate, both for
its adoption of Ordinance No. 2014-1, and for Ordinance No. 2018-1. Accordingly, compatibility
was addressed as part of the remand of the Ordinance No. 2018-1 by the Port and County Staff
during those proceedings (the "Compatibility Proceedings") and in Ordinance No. 202L-3, as
discussed below.
Tran

sp o rtatio

n An aly s is

LUBA previously rejected the claim that the County failed to adequately consider whether the
proposed zone change would "significantly affect" transportation facilities under OAR 660-0120060 of the Transportation Planning Rule, concluding that the rule did not require the County to
evaluate whether the zone change significantly affects the rail system itself. 70 Or LUBA at208209.
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Applicahility of Goal 14

LUBA remanded the County's decision regarding its treatment of Goal

14.

LUBA held that Goal

14 could apply to some of the broad array of potential uses authorized in the RIPD zone, and that

valid Goal 3 exception allows only for "rural" industrial uses. 70 Or LUBA at2ll. LUBA found
that a Goal 3 exception does not "exempt" industrial uses from Goal 14 and so Goal 14 would
apply to any "urban" industrial uses, and. 70 Or LUBA at 208-212. LUBA also ruled that the
County's findings regarding Goal3 did not satisfu the requirement for specific findings necessary
for a Goal 14 exception, and that as a matter of legal practicality the County ened by adopting a
Goal 14 exception on a contingency basis. 70 Or LUBA at2l3.
a

LUBA emphasized in its analysis of the applicability of Goal 14 that,in Shaffer v. Jacl<son County,
17 Or LUBA 922, 931 (1989), it had explicitly rejected an argument that industrial uses are
inherently urban in nature, ruling instead that a case-by-case analysis of any proposed use was
required to make such a determination. 70 Or LUBA at2ll. However, because the approval did
not identi$z particular uses to which the Shaffer factors could be applied, LUBA remanded the
decision, stating:
"Remand is necessary for the county to address whether any of the proposed uses

in the exception area under the Shaffer

factors or other applicable
considerations constifute the urban use of rural land. If so, the county must either
limit allowed uses to rural uses or take an exception to Goal 14, addressing the
criteria at OAR 660-012-0040." 70 Or LUBA at2ll.

allowed

The Mackenzie Report provided a thorough Shaffer analysis for each of the five approved uses,
and provided substantial evidence that the uses authorized are rural in nature, and therefore
appropriate for siting at Port Westward.

Applicability of Goal 1I (Public Facilities) and Needfor a Goal 11 Exception
Finally, LUBA rejected petitioners' assertion that the County needed to but did not approve an
exception to Goal 11, finding that the assertion was premature. LUBA explained that the argument
would be ripe after addressing the Goal 14 issues identified above and, after that happened, review
the County decision to make sure that the County has "either limit[ed] the exception to exclude
such [urban] uses or adopt[ed] an exception to Goal 14." 70 Or LUBA at2l7.
As the Mackenzie Report established, none of the approved uses require an urban level of facilities
or services under the Port's modified application. Further, as no services provided at Port
Westward rise to the level of urban services, and none are planned by the Port, the level of available
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services act to prevent urban industrial uses in the exception area. As the Mackenzie Report made

clear, the County's approval does not rely on existing facilities, except for the dock.

D. Matters Addressed in the Modified Application
LUBA's direction from the 2014 Remand, outlined above, the Port
raised during the Modified Application proceedings as summarizedbelow.
Based on

addressed the issues

1. Reason Justifring a Goal 3 Exception
OAR 660- 0 0 4 -0020(2)(a) states

"(2) The four standards in Goal 2Part II(c) required to be addressed when taking
an exception to a goal are described in subsections (a) through (d) ofthis section,
including general requirements applicable to each of the factors:
(a) 'Reasons justiS why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should
not apply.' The exception shall set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis
for determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should not apply to specific
properties or situations, including the amount of land for the use being planned and
why the use requires a location on resource land."
Further, OAR 660-0 04-0022(3)(a) provides

"(3) Rural Industrial Development: For the siting of industrial development on
resource land outside an urban growth boundary, appropriate reasons and facts may

include, but are not limited to, the following:

(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on
agricultural or forest land. Examples of such resources and resource sites include
geothermal wells, mineral or aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, natural features,
or river or ocean ports."
As LUBA explained in the 2014 Remand (in discussing application of the Shaffer factors):

"[I]n the present

case whether a particular use is an urban or rural use under the

Shaffer factors may depend in part on the reason under which it was justified.
Because the "significantly dependent" on a unique resource language of OAR 660004-0022(3)(a) closely parallels one of the relevant factors the county can apply to
determine whether proposed uses are urban or rural, it may be somewhat easier for
the county to conclude that none of the proposed uses allowed in the exception area
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the proposed uses are naffowed to those that are justified solely

under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) rather than the broader universe of uses justified
under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(b) and (c)." 70 Or LUBA at2I4.
Taking up that suggestion from LUBA, in the Modified Application proceedings the Port narrowed
the scope of uses to five specific uses justified by a single reason under OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a).

That provision authorizes an exception to Goal 3 for rural industrial uses that are "significantly
dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or forest land. Examples of such
resources and resource sites include . . river or ocean ports." The unique resource the Port
identified to justify a Goal3 exception is the deepwater port at Port Westward.
The Mackenzie Report provided an analysis examining the uniqueness of the deepwater port with

its existing dock facilities at Port Westward. As the Mackenzie Report established, the Port's
proposed uses are highly dependent upon immediate proximity to a deepwater port. The
Mackenzie Report also established that the deepwater port access is "necessary for transferring
materials from one mode to another, for both domestic and foreign transport (e.g., rail to marine),
and for accommodating low-margin industrial operations which rely upon deepwater access to
maintain an economically viable business in current market conditions."
Table 2 of the Mackenzie Report illustrated that each of the Port's five proposed uses are dependent
upon deepwater access. As the Mackenzie Report explained:
"(Jses with foreign trade markets and marine-served domestic markets for products

that are shipped by marine vessel are, by definition, reliant on deepwater port
facilities. Table 2 demonstrates that each of the five proposed uses for PWW
involve foreign import/export operations and are thus dependent upon a deepwater
port. The proposed uses will achieve a significant operational advantage due to
deepwater port access with nearby storage yards. As the proposed uses are lowmargin businesses, port proximity is necessary to minimize operational costs for
both import/export and domestic shipping operations. An external benefit of these
firms' locations near port facilities is that locating their yards close to the port
minimizes impacts on offsite transportation infrastructuro. "
Regarding the reliance on the deepwater port and dock facilities at Port Westward, the Mackenzie
Report concluded:

"[T]he uses identified in the Port's modified land use application are highly driven
by foreign trade and the associated ocean marine transport, and Oregon's largest
trading partners are along the Pacific Rim. Table 5 lists the state's top export
partners in 2016. This list accounts for 90Yo of Oregon's export value. Among the
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top 20 export partners, 74 are Pacific Rim countries, including Canada and Mexico
These 14 markets account for 82oh of all of Oregon's export value."

As evidenced by these passages from the Mackenzie Report, the identified reason for taking a Goal
3 exception for its five proposed uses (required under the Modified Approval to be significantly
dependent on the deepwater port at Port Westward) is firmly established. The deepwater port at
Port Westward constitutes a unique resource, and river ports are explicitly identified as a
sufficiently unique resource to justi$r an exception to Goal 3 under OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a).
However Port Westward's port has additional qualities that distinguish the site from otherwise
qualified sites under the "unique resource" language of OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a). Specifically,
Port Westward is a self-scouring deepwater port (meaning it does not require dredging) with
existing dock facilities, the development of which is a declared priority for the State of Oregon
under ORS 777.065. Therefore, the OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) "unique resource" requirement is
clearly satisfied.

2.

Narrowed List of Proposed Uses

LUBA's 2014 Remand required that the range of potential uses in the expansion area be narrowed
beyond the scope of all uses authorized in the RIPD zone, to facilitate application of the Shaffer
factors in determining whether the proposed uses are rural or urban industrial uses, and also to
allow for an adequate compatibility analysis under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd).
The narrowed list of the five approved uses approved in Ordinance No. 20 1 8-

1

(Forestry and Wood

Products processing, production, storage, and transportation; Dry Bulk Commodities transfer,
storage, production, and processing; Liquid Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and
transportation; Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, storageo and transportation; and
Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing to be authorized for siting in the exceptionarea)
are each described in detail in the Mackenzie Report. To avoid siting any uses in the proposed
exception area that are urban in character, and thereby implicating Goals 14 and I 1, each of the
Shaffer factors was applied to each of the proposed uses in the Mackenzie report.

Application of the Shaffir Factors to the Narrowed List of Proposed Uses
In its decision, LUBA summarized the applicable Shaffer factors as follows
"The relevant factors discussed in Shaffer that point toward a rural rather than an
urban industrial use include whether the industrial use (1) employs a small number
of workers, (2) is significantly dependent on a site-specific resource and there is a
practical necessity to site the use near the resource, (3) is a type ofuse typically
located in rural areas, and (4) does not require public facilities or services. None of
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the Shaffer factors are conclusive in isolation, but must be considered together.
Under the analysis described in Shaffer, if each of these factors is answered in the
affirmative, then it is relatively straightforward to conclude, without more, that the
proposed industrial use is rural in nature. However, if at least one factor is answered
in the negative, then further analysis or steps are necessary. In that circumstance,
the county will either have to (1) limit allowed uses to effectively prevent urban use
of rural land, (2) take an exception to Goal 14, or (3) adequately explain why the
proposed use, notwithstanding the presence of one or more factors pointing toward
an urban nature, should be viewed as a rural use." 70 Or LUBA at 2lI (internal
citations omitted).

A significant portion of the Mackenzie Report is dedicated to applying the applicable Shaffer
factors to the Port's five proposed uses. Shaffer established several factors to apply when
determining whether a particular industrial use is rural or urban in nature. For each of the five uses
approved, the Mackenzie Report provided a thorough analysis establishing that those uses are
categorically rural.
No.

l:

Employs a Small Number of Workers

Under the first Shaffer factor, employment of a small number of workers is an indicator of a rural
use. The approved uses employ a small number of workers. Extensive analysis in the Mackenzie
Report identified the typical number of employees per acre for the approved uses, with an average
of 1.5 employees per acre as compared to an average of 18.1 employees per acre for urban
industrial uses, and 5.9 employees per acre for urban warehousing uses.

An alternative analysis suggested utilizing a section of the County's Comprehensive Plan
forecasting the availability of vacant buildable industrial land based on assumptions of 1.5
employees per acre for "heavy" industrial uses and industrial uses outside city limits, and 4.0
employees per acre for "light" industrial uses and industrial uses inside city limits. However, the

distinction between "heavy" and "light" industrial does not exist in the RIPD zone (see, generally,
CCZO Section 680). Those specific designations in the Comprehensive Plan simply estimate
potential employee capacity of then-existing vacant buildable lands (in terms of density) in order
to forecast the adequacy of the County's buildable industrial land inventory. Columbia County
Comprehensive Plan, Part XII, Industrial Siting - Industrial Economic Analysis: Summary of
Economic Data, Section 5 ("Employment Capacity of Vacant Buildable Industrial Sites.").
Further, the Board finds that the distinction between uses inside and outside of city limits is also
inapplicablen as the County's zoning authority exists exclusively outside of city limits.
The densities discussed above were meant to be used solely to forecast the availability of vacant
buildable industrial land, and are not intended to establish a bright-line maximum density for rural
industrial uses either inside or outside of city limits, nor are they intended to establish different
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"heavy" or "light" industrial densities in the RIPD zone where the County's RIPD zone does not
make such a distinction.

The Mackenzie Report provided quantitative data that profiles the employment

densities

associated with the Port's approved uses. Of the inquiries for development at Port Westward, the
Report showed that the employment density for the approved uses averages approximately 1.5 jobs
per acre (Mackenzie Report, Table 1, p. 15), and the examples of these uses provided in Section

IV of the Mackenzie Report have densities ranging from 0.3-2.3 jobs per acre. The employee
density numbers provided in the Mackenzie Report are based on real and current tangible
information, regarding actual industrial employment densities, and provides substantial evidence
that the densities for each approved use is likely to employ a small number of workers.
No. 2: Significantly Dependent on a Site-Specific Resource/Practical Necessity to Site
Near the Resource

The second Shaffer factor used to identifu a rural use is whether the use is significantly dependent
on a site-specific resource, and there is a practical necessity to site near the resource. The approved
uses are significantly dependent on a siteispecific resource, the deepwater port, and there is a

practical necessity to site near the deepwater port at Port Westward. The Mackenzie Report
provided substantial evidence that the five uses are specifically dependent on the deepwater port
at Port Westward and must be sited in the immediate vicinity. The Mackenzie Report applied this
Shaffer factor to each ofthe five approved uses and found each use clearly linked to the deepwater
port at Port Westward (as LUBA and the Port have noted, this Shaffer factor is very close to the
"unique resource" reason OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a)). In addition, Condition 5 requires any use
sited in the expansion area to be significantly dependent on the deepwater port at Port Westward,
and therefore the exception granted only authorizes uses that will necessarily be significantly
dependent on the deepwater port to site in the new expansion area.
No. 3: Typically Located in Rural Areas

The third Shaffer factor examines whether the use is typically located in rural areas. Opponents
claimed that the uses need to be "unique" to or "solely" located in rural areas to be found to be

rural in character. However "typically" has a meaning akin to "commonly" and not "exclusively"
in the application of this Shaffer factor. The third Shaffer factor does not attempt to limit rural
industrial uses to ones occurring only in rural areas. As the Mackenzie Report noted, all of the
approved uses are land-intensive and require larger sites and additional buffering. Table 3 of the
Mackenzie Report provided substantial evidence to support its conclusion regardingthis Shaffer
factor by breaking each of proposed uses down by those requirements, and established that each
ofthe five uses is rural in character.
The Mackenzie Report noted for the record the existence of similar examples located in urban
areas, but explains that those still represent typically rural uses sited in areas that have urbanized
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over time, or uses that were sited in urban areas out of necessity due to lack of proximity to port
access in rural areas, and concludes that the approved uses are typically located in rural areas.

No. 4: Does Not Require Public Facilities or Services

The fourth Shaffer factor examines whether the use requires public facilities or services. The
Mackenzie Report's Shaffer analysis regarding this factor provided substantial evidence that the
approved uses will have low potable water demands and generate low domestic wastewater flows,
due to low employee counts, and thus will not require extension of a municipal sewer system.
Moreover, the Mackenzie Report's analysis regarding traffic levels established rates lower than
those associated with urban industrial uses, leading to a conclusion (supported by the conclusions
of the Port's traffic engineer as well as of ODOT) that traffic levels will not increase to urban
levels. There is no evidence in the record to contradict that conclusion, nor to support the claim
that the proposed uses will necessarily require public facilities or services.
The Mackenzie Report also disposed of claims that the presence of fiber-optic, electrical, and
natural gas connections in the existing exception area- which are all commonly found elsewhere
in rural areas - automatically disquali$ the new expansion area.

3.

Alternative Sites Analysis

OAR 660-0 04-0020(2)(a) states

"(2) The four standards in Goal 2Part II(c) required to be addressed when taking
an exception to a goal are described in subsections (a) through (d) ofthis section,
including general requirements applicable to each of the factors:
(a) 'Reasons justiff why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should
not apply.' The exception shall set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis
for determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should not apply to specific
properties or situations, including the amount of land for the use being planned and
why the use requires a location on resource land;"

As discussed above, the Port identified the deepwater port at Port Westward as the applicable
reason for taking an exception to Goal3, consistent with OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a).

OAR 660-0 04 -0020(2)(b) provides

:

"(b) 'Areas that do not require

a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate

the use'. The exception must meet the following requirements:
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(A) The exception shall indicate on a map or otherwise describe the location of
possible alternative areas considered for the use that do not require
The area for which the exception is taken shall be identified;

a new

exception.

(B) To show why the particular site is justified, it is necessary to discuss why other
areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
proposed use. Economic factors may be considered along with other relevant
factors in determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other
areas. Under this test the following questions shall be addressed:

(i) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on nonresource land that
would not require an exception, including increasing the density of uses on
nonresource land? Ifnot, why not?

(ii) Can the proposed

use be reasonably accommodated on resource land that is
already irrevocably committed to noffesource uses not allowed by the applicable

Goal, including resource land in existing unincorporated communities, or by
If not, why not?

increasing the density of uses on committed lands?

(iii)

Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated inside an urban growth
boundary? If not, why not?

(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated without the provision of a
proposed public facility or service? If not, why not?"
OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) requires consideration of potential alternative sites that would not
require a new exception. This requirement, together with the single reason selected by the Port
under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), above, mean that the potential alternative sites to be considered
must: 1) not require a new exception; and 2) provide deepwater port access. The alternatives
analysis provided in the Mackenzie Report was therefore divided into two parts, the first being an
analysis of industrial land availability at Port Westward, and the second being an analysis of
industrial land availability at other locations not requiring an exception where the Port's five
proposed uses could potentially be sited with deepwater port access.
Vacant Port Westward Acreage
The Mackenzie Report included several maps of Port Westward, including the PGE leasehold area

LUBA ruled the Port had not established could not accommodate rural indushial uses. As LUBA
noted in its opinion, within PGE's 862 acre leasehold, 80 acres are dedicated mitigation areas, 60
acres are within the floodplain, 30 acres are developed with a security station and other
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infrastructure, and 100 acres are dedicated to utility easements and roads. 40 Or LUBA at 176.
After deducting those 270 acres, and the 747 aqes actively in use by PGE, from the 862total acres,
LUBA concluded that there are approximately 445 acres remaining in PGE's leasehold available
for potential rural industrial development. 40 Or LUBA at 176. Based on that conclusion, LUBA
held that, under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b), the County erred in finding that the remaining 445
acres could not reasonably accommodate rural industrial uses "absent evidence that PGE is
categorically unwilling to sublease part or all of its leasehold to other industrial users, or that the
leased acreage cannot otherwise be reasonably made available for development through
acquisition or termination of the leasehold interest. . . ." 40 Or LUBA at 195.

Building on that information the Mackenzie Report undertook a comprehensive investigation
the availability of acreage within the PGE leasehold.

of

"The site is also encumbered by a number of easements for roadways, utilities,
drainage facilities, levees, pipelines, and 46 acres of conservation areas, which
serve to divide developable areas into smaller sections less conducive to large-scale
rural industrial development. See Appendix 1. Together with the security fencing,
gates, and other infrastructure, these encumbrances serve as barriers to
development."

Mackenzie noted that PGE now operates three power generation facilities, not two, and that the
remainder of Port Westward is heavily encumbered by wetlands, conservation easements,
transmission lines, necessary buffering and other restrictions to developing sites for the uses
proposed by the Port. The third power generation facility has become operational since the Port's
original application was submitted to the County, demonstrating that growth is not hypothetical
and that PGE in fact intends to utilize its leasehold area. This conclusion is evidenced by the June
16,2016letter from PGE to the Port, in which PGE states that it is in fact unwilling to sublease
any more of its leasehold. As the letter states:

"Maintaining and protecting PGE's assets at Port Westward is imperative to the
company's current and future operations. Protecting the long-term interests of the
electric generation capabilities at the site requires PGE to maintain adequate land
buffers around the facilities for security and reliability purposes, thus restricting
third-party use on the 854-acre leasehold.In addition, it is important to our future
operations there is adequate space in our leasehold for building future generating
plants. This limits the physical space, location and other related dynamics that
might otherwise make the area available to third-parties. Given the company's
investment at Port Westward and the critical nature of the site to support reliable
electric service, third-party compatibility is a high bar which some proposed
industrial facilities in the past could not meet. Due to this high bar, PGE supports
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the Port's effort to bring additional industrial land outside the buffer into Port
We s tw ard." (Emphases added).

LUBA previously found that the existence of a Joint Marketing Agreement between the Port and
PGE for additional development at Port Westward implied that areas within the PGE leasehold
were available for development. 70 Or LUBA at 194. However, as noted in the Mackenzie Report,
that marketing agreement did not lead to the siting of any additional businesses at Port Westward.
In2007, PGE sent a letter to the Port formally terminating the Joint Marketing Agreement, which
by its terms had previously lapsed by that time, and it has not entered into another one with the
Port. The letter from PGE is included in Appendix 2 to the Mackenzie Report. Taken together, the
two PGE letters provide substantial evidence and make clear that, as far as PGE is concerned,

future development within its leasehold area by any other user is not feasible.

Outside of the leasehold area, after accounting for all encumbrances and existing uses, the
Mackenzie Report identified one small area in the southeast corner of Port Westward. However,
Mackenzie Report determined that that area was insufficient in size to accommodate the approved
uses.

"As evident in Figure 4, there are few developable portions of PWW that are not
encumbered by wetlands, conservation easements, power generation facilities,
transmissions lines, the ethanol plant, and long-term leases. The southeast corner

of the Port's existing PWW

property could perhaps provide one last small
development site outside PGE's lease area, though, as described below, this would
be insufficient to satisfy the overall demand for rural industrial sites and is too small
to effectively site one of the five uses proposed by the Port."
Further, that last area has since been contractually committed to another party for development
and is no longer available.

As the Port explained, "Whether that failure fto locate other users within the PGE leasehold] is
construed as categorical unwillingness by PGE to sublease acreage, or whether the existing site
constraints simply make an otherwise-willing PGE incapable of subleasingacreage, the end result
that no additional subtenants have been or can be sited fthere] remains the same."

LUBA also held that the mere presence of wetlands was not a sufficient basis for determining that
the PGE leasehold is unavailable for rural industrial development under OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb),

without first making the requisite findings under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)(B) that economic
factors made the leasehold unable to reasonably accommodate the rural industrial uses. That
regulation provides as follows, in part:
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"Economic factors may be considered along with other relevant factors in
determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other areas."
The Mackenzie Report reviewed the impediment to future development at Port Westward, in light

of the allowance for considering economic factors in determining whether existing acreage at the
Port could accommodate the uses proposed by the Port. Even assuming that sufficient acreage
would be available, the Mackenzie Report concluded that such economic factors would not allow
for development at Port Westward without taking an exception to Goal 3 for additional acreage
unencumbered by wetlands concluding:

"After deducting the approximately 40 acres of wetlands that lie within
conservation easements, filling the remaining 439 acres of wetlands to create
developable area would require at least 658 acres of land, which is not feasible
within the boundaries of the existing PWW exception area. Significantly, wetland

mitigation costs serve as a nearly-insurmountable hurdle to utilization of the
remaining acreage at PWW, as wetland creation costs run on the order of $77,000$82,000 per acre. Filling the wetland acreage noted above, and acquiring the
requisite mitigation acreage, would cost on the order of $50 million above and
beyond the acquisition costs-assuming that the Corps and DSL granted
authorization to fill the wetlands." (Internal citation omitted).
Therefore, presuming that those areas encumbered by wetlands could somehow be made available
(contrary to PGE's representations and the Mackenzie Report's conclusion that those areas are in

fact not available), the Mackenzie Report nevertheless determined that the economic barriers to
developing those wetlands would be insurmountable.

The ooundeveloped" land in the western and southern portions of the existing Port Westward
property are in fact encumbered both by wetlands and by the PGE lease, as illustrated in Figure 4
of the Mackenzie Report. The Port provided substantial evidence that it is economically infeasible
to fill this large volume of wetlands, in addition to the fact that PGE's has provided a letter stating
that the Port should consider the undeveloped portion of PGE's leasehold unavailable for siting
additional tenants. Accordingly, there is no available acreage at the existing Port Westward
exception area, either inside or outside of the PGE leasehold.
Other Alternative Sites

LUBA remanded Ordinance No. 2014-l regarding the County's analysis of alternative sites other
than the PGE leasehold under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b). As explained above, the rule requires
findings that the 'oareas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
[approved] use[s]." LUBA concluded that doing such an analysis authorizing all potential uses
allowed in the RIPD zone, combined with justification of three separate reasons for taking the
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exception to Goal 3 for all of those uses, made undertaking an alternative sites analysis for those
sites impossibly complicated. 40 Or LUBA at 197-98. As LUBA explained, "[I]f the county had
limited the proposed uses to port-dependent uses that require deep-water access, then the county
could easily reject alternative sites that do not provide deep-water access." Id. at 198 (2014).

In response, the Modified Application narrowed the scope of proposed uses down to five specific
uses that are each port-dependent, and limited to one reason under OAR 660-00a-0022(3)(a)
justifuing the exception, the deepwater port at Port Westward.

LUBA's 2014 Remand also found that the County's decision did not adequately establish that
other alternative sites cannot accommodate the entire scope of rural industrial uses (as
conditionally allowed in the RIPD zone and as justified by all three OAR 660-004-0022(3)
"reasons" originally put forward), on the basis that no alternative site is large enough to
accommodate in one place the multiple large-lot industrial uses that proposed exception area could

accommodate. LUBA reasoned that "if one or more alternative sites can reasonably accommodate
one or more of the proposed large lot industrial uses, then the county cannot reject such sites solely
on the basis that they cannot provide 837 acres for multiple large lot uses at a single location." 40

Or LUBA at 198.

However, as described above, the Modified Application was limited to five uses that are, as
detailed in the Mackenzie Report, highly dependent on the deepwater port at Port Westward under
the justification provided under OAR 660-004-0020(3)(a). Therefore, the exception, as approved,
obviates the need to look at scattered large lot sites that are not located in close proximity to
deepwater ports with existing dock facilities.
The Mackenzie Report undertook an assessment of alternative sites that did potentially meet those

criteria. It first assessed other Port properties ostensibly available for the kinds of uses proposed
by the Port. However, because none of those identified sites had deepwater access or related dock
facilities, the Mackenzie Report concluded that none provided viable alternatives.
Next, the Mackenzie Report examined the state's other public deepwater ports, with a particular
focus on those deepwater ports along the M-84 Marine Highway/Columbia River corridor with
deepwater access (the Port of Astoria and the Port of Portland).
Port of Astoria

As detailed in the Mackenzie Report, the Port of Astoria has deepwater facilities, but lacks
sufficient available land for the kinds of uses proposed by the Port. The Port of Astoria is divided
into two areas, the Central Waterfront and Tongue Point. The Central Waterfront is fully occupied
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and has no vacant land. Tongue Point itself is divided into two distinct areas, North Tongue Point
and South Tongue Point.

North Tongue Point is 34 acres in its entirety. The northern 19 acre portion is partially occupied
by tenants, and has some developed smaller warehouse space available for lease. However, none
of the Port's proposed uses could be sited at those available spaces because of their small sizes.
The southern portion is a vacant parcel, but is only 15 acres in size and thus is insufficient to site
the kinds of uses proposed by the Port. In addition, a landfill was discovered on the site containing
heavy metals and PCBs exceeding acceptable levels. Together with the insufficient acreage, the
environmental contamination presents an economic obstacle that makes development infeasible,
as detailed in the Mackenzie Report.
South Tongue Point consists of four parcels totaling approximately 137 acres, three owned by the
Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL), and one owned by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
However, according to the Mackenzie Report, Clatsop Community College has a purchase-andsale agreement in place and is in the process of acquiring the three DSL parcels for its own use,
and the U.S. Army's Joint Base Lewis-McChord is actively pursuing repurposing the Army Corps

of Engineers' property for an Army training facility.

In light of the insufficient acreage, and in context of the other factors, the record provided
substantial evidence of and clearly established that there is no acreage at the Port of Astoria
considered available for siting the Port's proposed uses.
Port of Portland

The Mackenzie Report next examined the availability at the Port of Portland for the Port's
in 2013 the Port of Portland pursued the development of
additional port facilities at West Hayden Island, but that that pursuit was halted after the Port of
Portland determined that the obstacles to development were insurmountable and withdrew its
annexation proposal from the City of Portland. A letter from the Port of Portland to the City of
Portland explaining that decision is appended to the Mackenzie Report. See Appendix 5 to the
Mackenzie Report. In detailing the letter, the Mackenzie Report provided the following:
proposed uses. The report noted that

"In the letter, the Executive Director

states that

'[T]he [Portland] Planning

and

Sustainability Commission (PSC) has recommended annexation, but on terms that
render the development of the 300 acre marine terminal parcel impossible.' The
letter also states, 'From our conversation, I understand that you believe the Council
is unwilling to take action on a modified proposal. Based upon your assessment that
the Council's policy choice is to not bring forward a package that is viable in the
market, the Port will not continue with the annexation process at this time and
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withdraws its consent to annexation' and '[t]he city, unfortunately, will now have
to deal with the consequences of a severe shortfall in industrial land."'

The letter elsewhere explained that, given the regulatory burdens West Hayden Island faces,
development will be economically infeasible. As the Executive Director explained, "The Port is
enterprise funded: only 4 percent of our revenues come from taxes. Any development at WHI must
meet basic, sustainable market requirements. The PSC recommendations put the development cost
of the property at about double its value in the market."

Further, as the Executive Director made clear,
development of West Hayden Island infeasible:

it is not only the local regulations

that make

"Furthermore, the PSC recommendations exceed what is required by Goal 5 by
obligating us to go back at the time of development for further review for any docks
or other in water development that would be integral to the development of a water
dependent use (on top of the lengthy and contentious, federal and state permitting
processes). This type of approach does not give us any assurance that we'll have the
opportunity to acfually develop the property once annexation occurs."
The Mackenzie Report noted that West Hayden Island is completely undeveloped and lacks any
infraskucture at all, including deepwater access or related dock facilities. As highlighted in the
Port of Portland's letter, dredging for deepwater access and the installation of dock facilities would

require "lengthy and contentious, federal and state permitting processes." The 2014 Regional
Industrial Site Readiness Inventory Update (the Inventory Update), prepared by Mackenzie on
behalf of Business Oregon, Metro, NAIOP - Commercial Real Estate Development Association
Oregon Chapter, the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development, and the Port of
Portland, estimates that West Hayden Island is at least seven years away from site readiness for
the kinds of uses proposed from the Port, and states that that clock would not start running until
after the Port of Portland and the City of Portland re-engaged and successfully navigated the
legislative process for developing the area. As stated in the Inventory Update:

". . . West Hayden Island . . . is inside the UGB but subject to a lengthy planning
and annexation process that is likely to include significant mitigation
requirements. If approved for development, the West Hayden Island site is at least
seven years away from readiness due to permits, mitigation, and infrastructure
requirements."

Thus the Mackenzie Report concluded that West Hayden Island does not present a viable
alternative to Port Westward, because it lacks the deepwater access, the very reason the Port
advances under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) for taking an exception to Goal 3, as well as any other
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infrastructure whatsoever, and that West Hayden Island is not economically or practically feasible
as an alternative for siting the uses proposed by the Port. Because the remainder of the Port of

Portland's facilities are built out and occupied, the Mackenzie Report concluded that the Port of
Portland is not a viable alternative.

In addition to finding West Hayden Island unavailable for multiple

reasons, including but not
limited to the lack of deepwater access, infrastructure or political will, the Mackenzie Report found
the remainder of the Port of Portland's facilities that could accommodate the Port's proposed uses
to be built out and occupied, and lacking needed acreage for siting any of the approved uses.
Accordingly, the substantial evidence in the record supports the conclusion that the Port of
Portland is not a viable alternative.

Non-Columbia River Ports
Port of Coos Bay
Regarding the non-Columbia Riverilvl-84 corridor ports, the Mackenzie Report first addressed the
Oregon International Port of Coos Bay. It noted that it is 200 nautical miles from the mouth of the

Columbia River, does not serve M-84/Columbia River corridor commerce and is 230 road miles
from the Portland metropolitan area. The Mackenzie Report also specifically discussed the fact
that that over 600/o of Oregon's manufacturing, warehousing, and transportation-based economy is
located along the Columbia River Corridor. For commerce beyond Oregon, the confluence of
national or regional waterways (Columbia River/IVI-84), freeways (I-5, I-84), and rail networks
(Union Pacific and BNSF Class I rail lines) occurs at the metro area only 50 miles from Port
Westward but, as noted, is 230 road miles from Coos Bay. Based on that, the Mackenzie Report
concluded that the properties in Coos Bay are not economically comparable to Port Westward to
serve the Columbia River Corridor economy, and so the Oregon International Port of Coos Bay is
not a viable altemative for the approved uses.
Port of Newport
The Mackenzie Report found that the Port ofNewport does not provide a viable altemative, noting
among other things that it does not serve Columbia River/M-84 corridor commerce. Based on the
same reasoning provided for Coos Bay, the Mackenzie Report concluded that the Port of Newport

is not a viable alternative.
Port of Tillamook
The Mackenzie Report similarly found Port of Tillamook is not a viable alternative, noting that, in
addition to not serving Columbia River/IVI-84 corridor commerce, the Port of Tillamook entirely
lacks maritime access. Based on that fact, and on the same reasoning eliminating Coos Bay and
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Newport from consideration, the Mackenzie Report concluded that Port of Tillamook is not a
viable alternative.
Other Sites Considered

Finally, the Mackenzie Report addressed other potential alternative sites that were previously
raised, both public and non-public, noting that the viability of each site is impacted by the Port's
modification of its application to limit the reason put forward to justiff the exception to the
deepwater port and existing dock facilities at Port Westward as a "unique resource" under OAR
660-004-0022(3)(a). The Mackenzie Report addressed those raised alternatives, noting that none
provide deepwater access or existing dock facilities, and therefore concluded that none are viable
alternatives.

Non-Deepwater Sites

The North Coast Business Park, East Skipanon Peninsula, Wasser-Williams Site, Port of the
Dalles, and Port of Klickitat were all raised by opponents as potential alternative sites. However,
as detailed in the Mackenzie Report, they are not viable alternatives because they all lack
deepwater access. In addition, as discussed below, the Port of Klickitat is not an Oregon port and
is not subject to Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals.
Out-of-State Sites
Opponents raised the Millennium Site

in Cowlitz County, Washington

as another non-Oregon
potential alternative. That site is in a protracted process involving evaluation for the siting of a
coal export facility. The materials submitted to the County by the opponents show an intent to site
only certain uses because of the limits ofthe site's aquatic lands lease with the State of Washington
that do not encompass the approved uses. The materials submitted also discuss no-action
alternatives for industrial development unrelated to deepwater access, which would also not allow
the approved uses.

Equally important, as discussed by the Port and as highlighted by the Washington aquatic lands

permit application, the OAR 660-004-0020 "reasonable accommodation standard" cannot
reasonably be interpreted to apply to out-of-state sites, specifically because no out-of-state sites
are subject to Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals at all. As such, none would require an exception

under Oregon law. The intent of alternative sites analysis for sites not requiring an exception
applies only to sites subject to the Oregon Statewide Planning Goals, meaning only sites located
within Oregon. A different interpretation would undermine the intent of the exception process and
have disparate application in areas bordering Washington, Idaho, and California. Given that
conclusion, the Mackenzie Report established that the Millennium site, as well as all other out-of-
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Klickitat and the Wasser-Williams Site),

are not viable alternatives.

ESEE Analysis

LUBA previously rejected the claim that Columbia County did not make adequate findings that
the long term environmental, social, economic, and energy ("ESEE") consequences would not be
significantly more adverse than if an exception were taken for different otherwise-available
resource lands. LUBA held that the petitioners had not demonstrated that other or different findings
were required. LUBA noted that the petitioners had not specifically identified and described
alternative resource sites with fewer ESEE impacts. 70 Or LUBA at 202. On remand, opponents
raised this issue, although the assignment of error was not sustained by LUBA.
The only additional alternative ESEE sites identified in the record for the Modified Application
were the Port of the Dalles and the Port of Klickitat, both upstream of the federally maintained
deepwater channel in the Columbia River. In addition, opponents contended that those sites would

have less adverse impacts because they are surrounded by less productive resource land, but
provided no evidence to support that assertion. Further, as discussed above, both ports lack
deepwater access and therefore cannot serve to replace Port Westward.
The Mackenzie Report concluded that, to the extent the Modified Application remained subject to

additional ESEE analysis, because neither the Port of the Dalles nor the Port of Klickitat are
deepwater ports, neither were appropriate alternatives for ESEE consideration. In addition, it noted
that the fact that the Port of Klickitat is not an Oregon port and is therefore not viable for
consideration under the "reasonable accommodation standard" applicable only to lands subject to
Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals.
Transportatio n An alysis

Notwithstanding LUBA's prior holding, opponents claimed that potentialrail use impacts to other
transportation facilities must be assessed. However, no functional classification, performance
standards or other benchmarks in the County's Comprehensive Plan, Transportation System Plan
(TSP), or anywhere else are applicable to this application addressing rail impacts. The contention
has been previously considered and rejected by LUBA:

"A railroad is a 'transportation facility' as defined at OAR 660-012-0005(3) and
pursuant to OAR 660-012-0020 alocal government transportation system plan
(TSP) must include a planning element for railroads. However, nothing in OAR
660-012-0020 or elsewhere cited to our attention requires local governments to
adopt either functional classifications or performance standards for railroads.

OAR 660-012-0060(1Xa)-(c) defines 'significantly affect' in six different ways.
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Each of the six ways to 'significantly affect' a transportation facility under OAR
660-012-0060(a)-(c) relates to either a change or inconsistency with a functional
classification, or a degradation of a performance standard.

In the present case, [opponents do] not identify any functional classification or
performance standard in the county's TSP or elsewhere that applies to railroads

within the county. Therefore, fopponents'] arguments under OAR 660-012-0060
do not provide a basis for reversal or remand. People for Responsible Prosperity
v. City of Warrenton,52 Or LUBA 181 (2006) (arguments that an amendment
'significantly affects' the Columbia River as a 'transportation facility' fail under
OAR 660-012-0060(1) where the petitioner identifies no functional classification
or performance standard in the TSP that is applicable to the river); Gunderson
LLC v. City of Portland,62 Or LUBA 403, 414, aff'd in part, rev'd in part on
other grounds, 243 Or App 612, 259 P3d 1007 (2011), aff'd 352 Or 648, 290 P3d
803 (2012) (city's Freight Master Plan does not provide performance measures
for the Willamette River for purposes of OAR 660-012-0060(1))." 70 Or LUBA
at208-209.
Opponents referenced the 2009 Lower Columbia River Rail Corridor/Rail Safety Study to support

their argument. That study, however, did not impose such functional classifications or
performance standards as would apply to this application. Because no such applicable functional
classifications or perfornance standards have been identified, that argument is unsupported.
Nevertheless, potential rail impacts are addressed through Condition 4(h) of Ordinance No. 20213, which provides:

"Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes transportation
to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan identiffing the number

of

to the subject

property, impact on the County's
transportation system, and proposed mitigation."

and frequency

trains

Development proposals are thereby required to include a rail plan that will address impacts and
propose measures to mitigate any identified impact, that concerns raised involving rail impacts
will be specifically identified and addressed, and that the County will be able to confirm that these
requirements are satisfied.
Regarding the possible construction of a rail spur in the expansion area, and concerns that the area
cannot accommodate such improvements, the exception granted does not propose the construction

of a specific rail spur. Any future developer wishing to construct such a rail spur would undertake
the necessary studies and permitting as part of development. Similar to road improvements needed
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to accommodate users' needs, rail transportation needs (including any potential improvements
within the expansion area) will be properly identified and addressed at the time of development.

4. Compatibility

Analysis for the Narrowed Field of Proposed Uses

Under ORS 197.732(ZXc)(O), Goal 2, Part II(c) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d), the County is
required to make a determination that the proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses
or will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.
ORS 197.732(2)(c)@) provides the following:
The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or
measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.

will be so rendered through

OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) states, in part:
The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or

will

be so rendered

through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." The exception shall
describe how the proposed use will be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses.
The exception shall demonstrate that the proposed use is situated in such a manner
as to be compatible with surrounding natural resources and resource management
or production practices. "Compatible" is not intended as an absolute term meaning
no interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses.

LUBA's 2014 Remand concluded that, absent the proposal of specific rural industrial uses, it was
impossible to make adequate compatibility findings, which is a prerequisite for taking an
Exception to Goal 3, stating, "The time to discover whether the proposed use is compatible or can
be made compatible with adjacent uses, and therefore qualifies for a goal exception under OAR
660-004-0020(2)(d), is before the local government adopts the comprehensive plan text, map and
zoning changes that authorize the proposed use." 40 Or LUBA at206.
In its Modified Application, the Port limited the proposed uses to five specific rural industrial uses,

all significantly dependent on the deepwater port and imposed approval conditions designed to
reduce any potential adverse impacts.

However, in its 2018 decision remanding the Modified Approval, Columbia Riverkeeper v.
Columbia County,78 Or LUBA 547 (2018), off d., 297 Or App 628 (2019), rev. den., 365 Or 721
(2019), (the "Compatibility Remand"), LUBA found that additional findings were required by
OAR 660-0 0 4 -0020(2)(d), providing the following direction :
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[A]dequate findings regarding compatibility would start by identi$ring the likely adverse
impacts of typical uses authorized under the five upprourd use categories, evaluating
each use category separately, and if necessary specific types of uses within each use
category. . . . [P]otential adverse impacts of different types of liquid bulk terminalq e.g.,
an oil terminal versus a fertilizer export operation, could be different enough to requiri a
separate analysis. The findings should also address the characteristics ofuses on
adjoining areas, and assess wlnerability to potential externalities from industrial uses in
the exception area, such as impacts on water quality. Informed by those analyses, the
county can then reach sustainable conclusions regarding whether the proposed uses are
compatible with adjoining uses, or can be rendered compatible via identified measures.

The Compatibility Remand remanded the Modified Approval back to the County solely for
reconsideration of compatibility of the five uses with existing adjacent uses under ORS 197.732
(2)(c)(D) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d). Although the Compatibility Remand was appealed to the
Oregon Court of Appeals, LUBA's decision was affirmed in all regards and review was denied by
the Oregon Supreme Court. 297 Or App 628, rev. den.365 Or 72I (2019). As a result, remand of
the Modified Application involved only the single issue of compatibility.
On June 78,2020, the Port requested that the County initiate remand proceedings to solely address
compatibility as requirgd bv the Compatibility Remand (the "Compatibility Froceedings"), and

shortly thereafter submitted another technical report prepared by Macken ziL, the port Westward
Goal Exception, Comprehensive Plan Amendment, and Zone Change Supplemental Analysis:
Land Use Compatibility, June 21, 2020 (the "Compatibility Report")io address compatibiliiy as
directed by LUBA and the Court of Appeals. The County initiated the Compatibility Froceedings
and, on November 4, 2020, issued notice to the Port, parties of the previtus proteedings, and
property owners within 500 feet of the subject property, seeking submission of written euid"nce,
arguments and testimony on the single issue on remand: compliance with the compatibility
requirements of ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D) and OAR 660_004_0020(2Xd).
Because several of the notices mailed by the County were returned as undeliverable, the County
verified addresses and issued a second notice. The County provided an additional opportunity to

submit evidence, argument and testimony, to ensure that all parties to the previous proceedings
had an opportunity to participate. The County also expanded the mailing list of property owners
from 500 feet of the subject property to 2,000 feet, consistent with the study area considered in the
Compatibility Report. Following public notice, the Board held a public meeting on July 14,2021,
to deliberate on the application. At the meeting, the Board admitted into the record the evidence,
arguments and testimony received during the written comment period. The Board heard the staff
report, then deliberated and voted to tentatively approve the application, subject to nine conditions
of approval. The Board directed staff to prepare an ordinance to reflect the decision.

On Septembet 22, 2021, the Board adopted Ordinance No. 2021-3, "In the Matter of the
Application by the Port of Columbia County for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment, Zone Change
and Goal 3 Exception to Reclassi$ and Rezone Property from Primary Agriculture (pA-80) to
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Resource Industrial Planned Development (RIPD) for an 837 Acre Expansion of Port Westward
on Remand from the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals," which approved the application subject

to the eight approval conditions previously imposed, in addition to one new condition,

as

recommended by staff.

The record of the most recent proceeding includes the Compatibility Report, two staff reports
addressing compatibility, and other evidence that comprehensively address compatibility, as
required by LUBA, and provide substantial evidence of compliance with ORS 197.732.
Accordingly, in the Compatibility Report the Port evaluated each of the five approved uses,
provided examples of the uses, addressed characteristics of adjoining areas within 2,000 feet and
examined potential impacts of the five uses on adjoining areas. Based on that information, the
County found that, with the limitations imposed on the scope of potential uses under the modified
application, together with the approval conditions imposed, compatibility will be maintained.
As the Compatibility Report explains, ORS 197.732(1Xa) sets a limit on the reach of "compatible"
under the statute: "'Compatible' is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or
adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses." In fact, that same language is mirrored in the text

of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd) itself, so there is no conflict. "[B]oth the enabling legislation and the
administrative rule promulgating it are clear that some degree of interference or adverse impacts'
on adjacent land uses may be permitted by a proposed use and yet still be deemed compatible as
provided under the applicable statute and administrative ruIe."
As noted in the Compatibility Report, neither ORS 197.732 nor OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) defines
the term "adjacenf ' for the pu{poses of defining a study area for compatibility analysis . To identifu

well as other
administrative rules that limit the term to only abutting land or that define "nearby land" as
an appropriate study area boundary, Mackenzie examined dictionary definitions as

constituting a quarter-mile radius (1,320 feet). However, the Port opted to go beyond these other
measures by identifuing a study area inclusive of contiguous parcels within 2,000 feet of the zone

in the Compatibility Report

well, the extent of the County's zoning
authority is limited to land uses rather than waterways such as the Columbia River, as those are
subject to separate Federal and State water quality and maritime commerce regulations. The
County determined that substantial evidence in the record established that the Port made a
reasonable effort to analyze an appropriate study area in alignment with applicable statutes and
change area. As noted

as

rules.

Regarding adjacent uses, the Compatibility Report did not attempt to identify all the crops within
the study area, nor such items as soil preparation, planting, fertilizing, managing weeds, harvesting,
or processing. Contrary to statements by opponents, the applicable language in OAR 660-004-

0020(2Xd) does not mandate an exhaustive description of adjacent agricultural resource
management or production practices. Rather, what it does require, and what the Port demonstrated
in the Compatibility Report, is that there is a host of existing regulatory programs and conditions
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uses and the larger

environment, including agriculture.
Consistent with that, the Compatibility Report addressed the question of compatibility, relying on
the analytical framework provided by LUBA in its discussion of the requirement in its 2014
decision:

[OAR 660-004-0020(2Xd)] contemplates that the county has identified the
proposed use, has determined that the use has adverse impacts incompatible with
adjacent uses, but has identified and imposed specific measures in the exception

decision to reduce impacts and thus render the proposed use compatible. 70 Or

LUBA t7r,204 (20t4).
The Compatibility Report also considered LUBA's elaborated analysis of the compatibility
standard in its 2018 decision, focusing specifically on the language quoted above addressing
compatibility findings. Based on the direction provided by LUBA, the Compatibility Report
enunciated a methodology for assessing compatibility:
Based on the effective statutes, administrative rules, court opinions, and plain-language
definitions such as the Merriam-Webster Dictionary's primary definition for the word
"compatible" ("capable of existing together in harmony"), determination of compatibility

for a rural industrial Goal Exception should thus address the following:
Enumeration of potential adverse impacts of the proposed uses;

Identification of significant differences in character among the proposed
uses and adjacent land uses;

Assessment of whether potential impacts produce adverse effects on
adjacent land uses;
Cataloging of those uses which require no mitigation to be compatible and
those which require mitigation measures to be made compatible with
adjacent land uses;

Compilation of existing regulations applicable to the proposed uses which
have the effect of maintaining compatibility; and
I

Where required to promote compatibility, identification of appropriate
mitigation to minimize incompatible impacts with adjacent land uses.

Compatibility Report, at 6-7
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After formulating this methodology, the Compatibility Report applied it to each of the five
proposed uses. It relied on the direction provided by LUBA and the Court of Appeals to provide a
compatibility analysis of each of the five uses proposed for the expansion area that satisfies the
requirements of substantial evidence review. As part of that methodology, the Compatibility
Report considered the significance of the following statement from the decision of the Oregon
Court of Appeals upholding LUBA's opinion: "We understand LtIBA's rejection of the count5r's
compatibility determination to turn on an application of the substantial evidence standard of
review." Accordingly, the Compatibility Report addressed the applicable evidentiary standard as
follows in evaluating compatibility: " . . . LUBA provided a framework for analyzing compatibility
in a manner that would satisfu the substantial evidence standard. That framework is the approach
taken in this supplemental analysis." Compatibility Report, at 6.

In identifiiing and analyzing the range of potential compatibility impacts for operations falling
within each of the five rural industrial uses, the Compatibility Report noted that the potential
impacts of each of the five are generally similar. It also concluded that there is a large amount of
overlap of potential impacts between the existing industrial uses at Port Westward and the five
rural industrial uses proposed for the expansion area, and that the differences among uses is largely
amatter of scale associated with the different production processes:
For each of the five Port Westward proposed rural industrial land uses, the range of
potential adverse impacts for operations has been identified. As demonstrated in Table 1,
the potential adverse impacts from the five Port Westward uses largely fall into the same
general categories. The differences among uses are largely amatter of scale and
probabilities associated with the different production processes.
Compatibility Report, at 13

Table

I

in the Compatibility Report delineated potential adverse impacts from the Port's five

proposed uses, and Table 2 delineated potential adverse impacts from the existing industrial uses
at Port Westward. Compatibility Report, at 14-15 .In comparing the two tables to one another, the

Compatibility Report noted that there is "significant overlap among the potential adverse impacts
from the five rezone area rural industrial uses and the existing industrial uses within PWW. The
potential offsite impacts from the five industrial uses are largely the same as those that are already
present from the existing industrial uses." Compatibility Report, at 16. Further, the Compatibility
Report noted that "[t]here is overlap in the lists of potential adverse impacts from the five proposed
uses and adjacent and non-adjacent tree farm and other agricultural uses and forested uses." 1d.
The Compatibility Report noted that the proposed uses will be subject to much more shingent
environmental regulations than either fadjoining] agricultural or residential uses. 1d.
The Compatibility Report then surveyed offsite impacts from the proposed uses, concluding that
they are largely the same as those from existing industrial uses. The Compatibility Report noted
that there is even some overlap in potential impacts between the five rural industrial uses and tree
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farm and other adjacent agricultural uses, and that the industrial uses would be subject to more
stringent regulations pertaining to stormwater containment and treatment. The Compatibility
Report also included a third table, Table 3, that compares potential adverse impacts of each of the
proposed uses to existing industrial uses; existing agricultural and forested uses; and existing
residential uses. Id at 77. In evaluating the comparison, the Compatibility Report stated the
following:
Given the range of potential adverse impacts from the rezone area rural industrial uses, it
might initially seem difficult to establish the compatibility of those uses with adjacent
land uses and non-adjacent uses in the study area. However, upon closer analysis, such is
not the case. First, not all potential impacts will be present for a given industrial
operation. Where a particular impact is not present, there is no need to mitigate the nonimpact. Moreover, even the potential impacts align closely with the potential impacts
from the existing PWW industrial uses. The County thus has a long record of
compatibility in the form of the successful coexistence of existing industrial and nonindustrial uses in the area, involving largely identical impacts, which serves as strong
evidence that the rezone area's five rural industrial uses can indeed be made compatible

with the adjoining uses.
Approval of the zone change and associated comprehensive plan amendment and Goal
Exception by the County would move the boundary of future industrial development
farther south, but would neither expose new types of adjacent land uses to industrial uses,
nor expose those adjacent land uses to a new set of new potential industrial impacts. This
is a significant point as pertains to compatibility, as the potential impacts between similar
adjacent land uses will likely be substantially the same. As described in Section III, the
study area is primarily composed of industrial, tree farm and other agricultural uses, and
forested land (with a smaller amount of residential uses accessory to primary agricultural
uses). The proximity of these uses and their long-standing operations provide strong
evidence rural industrial uses can safely exist side-by-side with non-industrial uses if
appropriate mitigation is in place (such as buffering, setbacks, other separation, and the
mitigation measures previously imposed by the County with the adoption of Ordinance
201 8-1).
Compatibility Report, at 79.
The Report concluded that there are likely to be impacts on existing adjacent uses, "though not at
a level greater than could potentially be experienced from existing industrial and agricultural uses

at PWW" and that "mitigation measures exist and are available to ensure that compatibility is
maintained between the existing adjacent land uses and each of the rural industrial uses proposed
for the rezone area." Id. To the extent that different kinds of crops are grown on agricultural land,
that consideration does not have bearing on the compatibility analysis as outlined above. Whether
due to seasonal crop rotations or other changes in crops, the use remains agriculfural in nafure. For
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example, some of the former poplar farm acreage within the Port Westward expansion area is now
being used for cattle and mint. Additional changes will undoubtedly occur prior to development.
However, the use remains agricultural in nature, and the analysis in the Compatibility Report will
continue to apply through such crop changes.

In concluding that "mitigation

to ensure that compatibility is
maintained," the Compatibility Report zeroed in on two areas of mitigation: the County's own
authority to regulate land uses and impose approval conditions to ensure that compatibility is
maintained; and 2) the high level of industrial regulation at the Federal and State levels that will
apply to development at Port Westward. As to the former, the Compatibility Report stated the
following:
measures exist and are available

Columbia County is the land use authority at Port Westward and throughout
unincorporated portions of the County. Accordingly, the County has adopted its Zoning
Ordinance to implement the County's Comprehensive Plan to ensure that land uses are
consistent with adopted statewide and local goals, policies and objectives. The underlying
premise of a zoning ordinance is that it will protect human health and safety by limiting
incompatibility of sunounding uses. For instance, as part of the current zone change
application, the County will impose conditions as part of any approval to ensure
compliance with both County and Statewide policies, and future development proposals
will be subject to public land use review processes that comply with the terms and
limitations of an exception granted to Goal 3 (e.g., uses must be dock-dependent), and
any other then-applicable land use regulation (and related regulations) at the state and
local level.
Compatibility Report, at 39
The Compatibility Report continued:
As part of the County's future Conditional Use review process for individual industrial
developments, the Planning Commission has authority to impose additional conditions of
approval to ensure consistency with land use regulations (e.g., requiring documentation
on all required Federal, State, and County permits):
The Commission may attach conditions and restrictions to any conditional use

approved. The setbacks and limitations of the underlying district shall be applied
to the conditional use. Conditions and restrictions may include a specific
limitation of uses, landscaping requirements, offstreet parking, performance
standards, performance bonds, and other reasonable conditions, restrictions, and
safeguards that would uphold the intent of the Comprehensive Plan and mitigate
any adverse ffict upon the adjoining properties which may result by reason of the
conditional use being allowed (citing CCZO Section 1503.2).
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Compatibility Report, at 39.
Regarding existing regulatory programs that have the effect of mitigating potential adverse impacts
from development in general, and industrial operations in particular, the Compatibility Report
explained that a significant reason the five proposed uses for the expansion area can be rendered
compatible with existing adjacent uses is specifically because the uses are the subject of stringent

regulation at the Federal and State level.
"The fundamental reason the existing PWW uses and the five rural industrial uses
identified for the zone change area are compatible with adjoining uses is that industrial
operations are highly regulated at the Federal and State levels to minimize adverse
impacts to adjacent land uses and waterways. These regulations are adequate to ensure
the adverse impacts from the five rural industrial uses can be adequately mitigated so as
to be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses, as required for the requested Goal
Exception."

Id, at 19 .In addition, the Compatibility Report noted that CCZO Section 683. I requires uses in the
RIPD zone to identift and address "any adverse impact" and that Condition No. 1 imposed by the
Board requires any use siting in the expansion area to go through a conditional use approval
process, concluding, "Maintaining compatibility is therefore largely a function of cost for users to
meet the regulatory standards at the time of development, and whether the total cost of initial and
ongoing regulatory compliance is economically feasible to allow a particular use to site at Port
Westward." 1d.

In addition to the eight approval conditions previously imposed by the Board in Ordinance No.
2018-1, a ninth approval condition imposed by Ordinance No 2O2l-3, Condition No. 9 "requires
applicants for future development proposals in the rezone area to provide evidence of approval of
all applicable Federal, State, and local permits prior to issuance of occupancy permits." As the
Compatibility Report explained, while the condition is not necessary to require compliance with
all regulatory programs (because compliance is required whether or not the condition is imposed),
such a condition nevertheless provides additional assurance that compatibility is maintained:
As noted above, compliance with all applicable regulatory programs is required with or
without such a land use condition. However, including such a condition ensures that the
County will have an oversight role in the application [of] regulatory programs, and in so
doing have the ability to ensure that impacts are mitigated and land use compatibility
maintained.
Compatibility Report, at 52, n.69.

LUBA previously approved of a similar approach by the County in imposing Condition No.
(limiting the proposed uses to those substantially dependent on a deepwater port):
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According to the Port, Condition 5 was imposed only to provide additional assurance to
opponents that only uses that are significantly dependent on the port will be approved.
The Port argues that Condition 5, read in context with the coungr's findings and the
exception that it is attached to, is clearly intended to require that applicants demonstrate
that the proposed use is not only one of the five authorized uses, but also a use that is
significantly dependent on the port facilities. We agree with the Pon.
78 Or LUBA 547, Slip Op. at 41. In a similar context, although unnecessary, the Condition No.
'provide[s] additional assurance" that compatibility will be maintained.

9

The new condition "requiring applicants for future development proposals in the rezone area to
provide evidence of approval of all applicable Federal, State, and local permits prior to issuance
of occupancy permits," while perhaps redundant (in that it requires something that is already
required under applicable laws and regulations), assures (now) that compatibility will be
maintained into the future (at the time of development and beyond). If a future developer secures
all such permits and otherwise complies with the other approval conditions imposed, the
development will need to be constructed in a manner so as to be compatible with adjacent uses; if
the developer cannot satisfu all permitting requirements (or other requirements imposed by the
other approval conditions), the development will simply not go forward as proposed. That will
have the effect of disallowing an incompatible use by preventing the project from proceeding
unless modified in a form that meets applicable standards.

The compatibility analysis required by OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d)

is analogous to the

Transportation Planning Rule, which calls for analysis of generalized transportation impacts for a
reasonable worst-case scenario for a range of potential uses, and is later followed by detailed
analysis of a specific development as part of a transportation impact study during the land use
review process. The Port's Compatibility Report provides detail on existing regulatory programs

(beginning on p. 20) which have jurisdiction designed to mitigate and regulate potential adverse
impacts from the five proposed industrial uses in the zone change area, demonstrating that existing
programs are protective of the most intense scenario (e.g., oil rather than milk for liquid bulk
commodities). The details of a specific development proposal are analyzed when they are timely
and available, namely at the time of a land use application (e.g., site design review or conditional
use review), and at the time of a permit application. These applications will be submitted to and
approved by Federal, State, and County agencies prior to commencing operations.

Accordingly, with compliance with the approval conditions imposed, the compatibility standard is
satisfied at this stage without deferring compliance to future proceedings.

5.

Approval Conditions
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of the approval requires Site Design Review and RIPD Use Under

1

Prescribed

Conditions type applications to be submitted, as required by the CCZO,prior to an application for
a building or development for a new use in the new expansion area. Condition 2 imposes a trip cap
of 332 PM peak-hour trips for the entire new expansion area, and a new traffic impact analysis is

required prior

to any development after that number of trips is reached - that includes

recommendations consistent with state law requirements. Condition 3 requires individual traffic
studies for each proposed use in the new expansion area to determine trips generated, travel routes,
identi$ impacts and require improvements in relation to the identified impacts. In addition, the

information collected under Condition 3 would monitor traffic levels to ensure compliance with
the trip cap imposed via Condition 2. Both the Port's traffic engineer and the regional ODOT
representative submitted letters into the record discussing projected haffic levels, and both concur
that the proposal would not cause a significant effect on the surrounding transportation system.
Condition 4 specifically provides requirements tailored to address potential compatibility issues.
Condition 4(a) requires evaluations of threatened and endangered species as required by law, 4(b)
requires maintenance of natural resource features, 4(c) requires buffers and screening for any
development adjacent to land zoned PA-80, and 4(d) requires the maintenance of undeveloped
areas in their natural state if not developed. Condition 4(e) imposes a requirement that adequate
measures be taken to control dust, including the use of hard surfaces and dust suppression.
Condition 4(f) requires control and containment of site runoff, and containment or other adequate
treatment of any harmful sediment, prior to release from the new expansion area to prevent or
adequately mitigate potential impacts to irrigation equipment, and area ground and surface water
quality. Condition 4(g) requires monitoring of water tables and sloughs for water quality and
elevations, to ensure that area water is maintained for existing uses. Condition 4(h) requires
submission of a rail plan to ensure consistency with applicable law, and identification of potential
mitigation measures. 4(i) requires development applications to include agricultural impact
assessment reports for adjacent agricultural uses, through which applicants must demonstrate
ongoing compatibility, identifu potential impacts and, if necessary, implement a mitigation plan to
maintain compatibility.

Condition 5 limits the types of industrial uses allowed to only rural industrial uses that are
substantially dependent on the deepwater port at Port Westward with demonstrated access rights
to the dock, and with employment densities, public facilities and activities justified in the
exception. It limits the approval to five specific uses authorized,by the exception:

a. Forestry and wood processing, production, storage, and transportation;
b. Dry bulk commodities transfer, storage, production, and processing;
c. Liquid bulk commodities processing, storage, and transportation;
d. Natural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation;
e. Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.
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Condition 6 specifically prohibits any uses related to the storage, loading, or unloading of coal.

Significantly, to address feedback received through the hearing process during the Modified
Application proceedings, Staff recommended, and the Board included, two additional conditions
intended to address potential compatibility concerns. Condition 7 requires the development and
implementation of a plan and subsequent ongoing program, for sampling ground and surface water
quality in order to establish baseline measurements for contaminates at the new expansion area,
and down-gradient. The intent of the condition is to protect against pollution of the watershed
environment and as an early detection system for any leaking tanks in the new expansion area.
Condition 8 requires the Port to prepare response and clean-up plans in the event of a hazardous
material spill. The response and plans must involve appropriate government agencies and private
companies specializing in such clean-up activities.
Regarding underground irrigation and/or drainage infrastructure, the conditions outlined above,

will effectively
ensure compatibility with adjacent uses, including agricultural uses utilizing irrigation and
and specifically Conditions 4(f), 4(g),7 and 8 are specifically targeted toward and

drainage infrastructure, including underground infrastructure. The record established that there are

several existing active industrial uses currently operating within the original exception area, and
adjacent to agricultural uses. With the conditions imposed, the approved uses sited in the
Expansion Area will be compatible with the adjacent agricultural uses.

Finally, from feedback received during the Compatibility Proceedings, Staff recommended and
the Board imposed one additional approval condition as part of its adoption of Ordinance No.
2021-3. Condition 9 assures that compatibility with adjacent uses is maintained by explicitly
requiring all necessary Federal, State and local regulatory agencies be securedpriorto issuance of
any occupancy permits. Although doing so is already required under applicable State and Federal
laws and regulations, by imposing the condition, the County assures that any development that
cannot satisff all regulatory permitting requirements will not be capable of undertaking any
industrial activities with the potential to jeopardize compatibility with adjacent uses, without the
potential compatibility issues being first identified and addressed.

E.

Conclusion

Based on the evidence contained in the record, and in particular the analysis provided in the two

technical reports produced by Mackenzie, the Port of Columbia County has demonstrated
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations for taking an exception to Goal 3 and rezoning
the Port Westward Expansion area from PA-80 to RIPD. The uses proposed are rural in nature, are
significantly dependent on close proximity to a deepwater port, and are (or can be rendered)
compatible with adjacent uses. As evidenced by the analysis contained in the record, including the
analysis provided by the Mackenzie Report and the Compatibility Report, there are no viable
alternative sites available for the Port's proposed uses. Accordingly, an exception to Goal 3 is
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justified for the expansion of Port Westward, with the following requirements imposed

1

as

conditions of approval:

1)

development for a new use, the
applicant/developer shall submit a Site Design Review and an RIPD Use Under
Prescribed Conditions as required by the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance.

2)

To ensure adequate transportation operation, proposed developments and expansions

Prior

to an application for a building or

requiring site design review or Use Under Prescribed Conditions shall not produce more
than 332 PM peak-hour trips for the entire subject property without conducting a new
Traffic Impact Analysis ("TIA") with recommendations for operational or safety
mitigation consistent with the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule 660-012-0060.

3)

A traffic study shall be prepared for each proposed future development within the subject
property, to determine the number of trips generated, likely travel routes, impacts on both
passenger car and heavy truck traffic, and to ensure that County roadways are improved
as needed to adequately serve future development. These TIA reports shall also be used
to ensure that the number of trips generated and accumulative trips do not exceed the trip
cap.

4)

To ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses, the applicant/developer of new
industrial uses shall comply with the following:

a.

The habitat of threatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and protected
as required by law.

b.

Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures, shall
maintain the overall values of the feature.

c. All development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are
established and maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses on
PA-80 zoned land, including natural vegetation and where appropriate, fences,
landscaped areas and other similar types of buffers.

d.

When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or support
shall be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.

e.

Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed as
needed, to be determined by the County, to mitigate dust caused by industrial uses
that may emanate from the site and traffic to the site.
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f.

Site run-off shall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained or
otherwise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to irrigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.

g.

The industrial use impact on the water table and sloughs shall be monitored for
water quality and surface water elevations to ensure that the area water can be
maintained and managed for existing uses.

h.

Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays. Any proposed use that includes transportation
to or from the subject property by rail shall submit a rail plan identiffing the number
and frequency of trains to the subject property and impacts to rail movements,
safety, noise or other identified impacts along the rail corridor supporting the
County's transportation system. The plan shall propose mitigation to identified
impacts.

Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment report
thatanalyzes adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonstrates that impacts
from the proposed use are mitigated. The report shall include a description of the

type and nature of the agricultural uses and farming practices,

if

any, which

presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use, type of agricultural equipment
customarily used on the property, and wind pattern information. The report shall

include a mitigation plan for any negative impacts identified.

5)

The types of indushial uses for the subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to only those
uses that are substantially dependent on a deepwater port and have demonstrated access

rights to the dock, and those uses with employment densities, public facilities and
activities justified in the exception, specifically:

a. Forestry and wood processing, production, storage, and transportation;
b. Dry bulk commodities transfer, storageo production, and processing;
c. Liquid bulk commodities processing, storage, and transportation;
d. Natural gas and derivative products, processing, storage, and transportation;
e. Breakbulk storage, transportation, and processing.

6)

and

The storage, loading and unloading of coal is specifically not justified in this exception.
Such uses shall not be allowed on the subject property without a separate approved
exception to Goal 3.
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7)

1

The Port (applicant) shall institute a plan and ongoing program for sampling ground and
surface water quality to establish baseline measurements for a range of contaminates at

the re-zone site and down-gradient. The program should be designed and managed for
assurance that future industrial wastewater discharges are treated to prevent pollution to
the watershed environment. The program shall be designed to detect leaking tanks.

8)

9)

The Port (applicant) shall prepare a response plan and clean-up plan for a hazardous
material spill event. The plan shall include appropriate government agencies and private
companies engaged in such clean-up activities.
Prior to the Occupancy of any future industrial facility, the applicant shall submit written
confirmation to the County that they have obtained all necessary Permits from the
applicable Federal, State and Local Regulatory Agencies.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FTNDTNGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW (2014)

I.

Introduction

In support of its decision on PA 13-02 and.ZC 13-01, In the Matter of the Application by
the Port of St. Helens (hereinafter the "Applicant" or the "Port") for a Comprehensive Plan
Amendment,Zone Change and Goal2 Exceptions to Change theZoningof 957 Acres from
Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-80) to Resource Industrial - Planned Development (RIPD) for the
Expansion of Port Westward, the Board of County Commissioners adopts the findings of fact
and conclusions of law in the Staff Report dated September 11,2013, to the extent those findings
are consistent with the Board's decision. As further support for its decision, the Board adopts the
following findings of fact and conclusions of law:

II.

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

A.

An Exception is not Justified for the Two Southern River-Front Parcels

The subject property includes three parcels with river frontage: Tax IDs 8N4W1600-500,
8N4W2000-100 and 8N4W2900-100, also known as the Thompson property and "Thompson
Island." For the reasons that follow, the Board finds that a reasons exception to Goal 3 is not
justified for the two southem river-front parcels (8N4W2000-100 and 8N4W2900-100), which

combined are approximately 120 acres.
As an initial matter, the Port has identified tax lot 500, the northernmost of the three
parcels, as critical for future dock expansion. Port Westward is one of a few deepwater ports in
Olegon, and its viability is of state economic importance.r Tax lot 500 is adjacent to the Port's

See ORS 777.065, which provides

"Development of port facilities at certain ports as state
economic goal; state agencies to assist ports. The Legislative
Assembly recognizes that assistance and encouragement of
enhanced world trade opportunities are an important function

of

the state, and that development of new and expanded overseas
markets for commodities exported from the ports of this state has
great potential for diversifying and improving the economic base of
the state. Therefore, development and improvement of port
facilities suitable for use in world maritime trade at the Ports of
Umatilla, Morrow, Arlington, The Dalles, Hood River and Cascade
Locks and the development of deepwater port facilities at Astoria,
Coos Bay, Newport, Portland and St. Helens is declared to be a
state economic goal of high priority. All agencies of the State of
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existing dock facility and alongside a deeper channel of the river. The vitality of Port
Westward's deepwater port is of high economic importance for Columbia County because of its
potential to attract traded-sector, global industries. Moreover, the County's Comprehensive Plan
recognizes the Columbia River as one of its most valued, yet largely underutilized,
transportation resource. The County's Transportation System Plan, which is incorporated into
the Comprehensive plan, provides: "Industrial uses shall be encouraged to locate in such a
manner that they may take advantage of the water and rail transportation systems which are
available to the County." The Columbia River is also recognized as a Marine Highway Conidor
- M-84, underscoring the river's importance in serving local, regional and national transportation
needs. (See Exhibit 8 of Application). The expansion of the dock facility is consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan because it will further promote the use of the County key transportation
asset, the Columbia River.

While the Board finds that allowing expansion of dock facilities onto tax lot 500 will
promote the viability of the Port Westward's deepwater port consistent with the Comprehensive
Plan, the Board finds that not to be the case for the two southem river-front parcels. ln contrast
to tax lot 500, the two southern parcels are not critical for dock expansion. A slough separates
the two southern parcels from most of the subject property, creating a long and narrow peninsula
of riparian habitat and containing identified wetlands. The parcels are also in a flood plain.
Development on the two southern parcels could have significant impacts on the riparian habitat,
even if such development spans over the parcels as the Port has envisioned. In addition to its
value as riparian habitat, evidence in record also indicates that the southern parcels contain
seining grounds used by early settlers.
The Board recognizes the importance of dock facilities for a viable deepwater port, but
finds that the record lacks evidence of the need to expand into the southem parcels. The Board is
simply not convinced that expanded dock facilities cannot be confined to tax lot 500. Weighing
the Goal 5 (Open Space, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural Resources) values
environmental sensitivity, habitat value and historic value - of the southern parcels against an
undefined need to expand dock facilities into that area, the Board concludes that an exception to
Goal 3 for the two parcels along the river is not justified at this time. Accordingly, the Board
denies the application as to the two southern river-front parcels, identified as 8N4W2000-100

-

and 8N4W2900-100 and totaling approximately 120 acres.

B.

The County will Evaluate the Impact of Increased Unit Trains when
Development is Proposed.

Much testimony in opposition focused on the negative impact of increased unit trains on

Oregon are directed to assist in promptly achieving the creation of
such facilities by processing applications for necessary permits in
an expeditious manner and by assisting the ports involved with
available financial assistance or services when necessary."
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the County's transportation system. With the Portland and Western rail line running through the
middle of many of the County's cities, there is no question that unit trains impact communities
by temporarily cutting off access from one side of a community to the other. The result is
increased travel time for movement of people and goods alike. However, rail transport is firmly
part of the County's transportation system and plays an integral role in the County's economic
growth. The County's Transportation System Plan ("TSP") provides that the system of rail and
water transportation in the County represents a resource for future economic development. The
TSP recognizes the rail line paralleling the Columbia River as traditionally being the primary
mode of transporting goods through the County, stating that "rail lines within Columbia County
represent a benefit for potential industrial sites in Port Westward[.]" (TSP 4.4). The TSP further
provides: "Industrial uses shall be encouraged to locate in such a manner that they may take
advantage of the watff and rail transportation systems which are available to the County." (TSP
1.3). The movement of goods is essential for business, especially traded-sector industries, and the
County must leverage all of its transportation infrastrucfure, including rail, to attract such
industries. Consistent with the TSP, the application attempts to promote and take advantage of
the rail system.

But to be sure, this is an application to change zoning, to make industrial land available
and to put Columbia County in a more competitive position to attract industrial businesses that
bring income and jobs into the county. It is not an application for a specific developmento and
thus, includes no specific rail transport plans. Preventing industrial land expansion at Port
Westward because of future possible, yet currently undeterminable, rail use is an overly
restrictive way to address rail impacts. Such a prohibition would preclude all potential industrial
uses whether or not they include a rail component and whether or not mitigation can address
adverse impacts. The County is better served by having industrial land available and addressing
impacts when specific uses are proposed and planned rail use is known.

To address the potential impact of increased rail, the Board has added a condition to
require proposed uses to submit a rail plan identiffing the number and frequency of trains, the
impacts of those trains on the County's transportation system, and how those impacts will be
mitigated. Conditions of approval run with the land and will apply to future uses on the subject
property.
Moreover, because the only uses allowed outright in the RIPD zone are farm uses and
forest-related uses (see CCZO Sec. 682), most uses will only be allowed on the subject property
following a Uses Permitted under Prescribed Conditions review (hereinafter "UPPC"). The
UPPC process involves a public hearing before the Planning Commission and requires
compliance with criteria that includes, among others: conformance with the Comprehensive Plan;
identification and mitigation of adverse impacts on the surrounding area; and availability of
needed infrastrucfure.2

'

Arecurring concern expressed in testimony was that proposed uses would not be
reviewed by the County and would not involve a public hearing if the Port obtains a Regionally
Attachment 2 - Supplemental Findings
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In sum, the County will review the impacts and mitigation of increased rail usage at the
time a use is proposed and its rail needs are known. Unless the use is allowed outright - and
most industrial uses will not be - the County will conduct a UPPC review, which provides for
public participation.

c.

An Exception to Goal 3 is not Justified for the Storage, Loading or
Unloading of Coal.

The Board also heard numerous objections to the possibility of coal being transported by
rail to Port Westward. As discussed, this application is not for any specific use, such as a coal
terminal but for azore change from agriculture to resource industrial. However, as demonstrated
by testimony and evidence in the record, Kinder Morgan had a lease option on part of the subject
property and planned to develop a coal export terminal. Although Kinder Morgan no longer
intends to locate at Port Westward, the concern remains that industrial zoning at Port Westward
would open the door to another outdoor coal storage facility, especially because coal-handling is
one of the proposed uses the Port has identified for the subject property.
The Board finds that evidence in the record supports the objections that coal transport,
storage, loading or unloading on the subject property may negatively impact neighboring
agricultural and industrial uses. Studies done by BNSF Railway indicate that, without
mitigation,3 500 pounds to a ton of coal can escape from a single loaded coal car. (Exhibit 32 of
Columbia Riverkeepers letter dated May 3,2013). Coal dust emissions from coal transported to
Port Westward by rail is therefore a real concern. In the case of a neighboring mint farm, for
example, coal dust that coats mint leaves cannot be washed off without seriously affecting
quality and yield of the mint oil derived from the leaves. (Mike Seely letter dated April 1,2013.)
Similar issues would face neighboring berry farms. With respect to the impact on industry, the
record shows that coal dust could negatively impact existing industrial plants at Port Westward.
News articles submitted by Columbia Riverkeeper identiff PGE's concern that coal dust would
interfere with equipment at its natural gas combustion plant at Port Westward, and that PGE
rejected Kinder Morgan's proposal. (See Exhibits 12 and 14, Columbia Riverkeeper letter dated

Significant Industrial Area designation by the State pursuant to Senate Bill766, adopted in 201 l,
codified at ORS 197 .722 to I97.728. Port Westward is not currently a Regionally Significant
Industrial Area, but if it should obtain such a designation - which requires a public rulemaking
process - development applications would still be reviewed by the County. ORS 197.724. The
County, however, would review the application under the expedited process prescribed in ORS
197.365 and 197.370, which allows for public comment but does not provide for a public hearing
before County officials. 1d

3

BNSF has studied coal dust emissions because escaped coal dust can seriously
damage track structure as well as the ballast along rail lines. BNSF studies also indicate that coal
dust emissions can be greatly reduced through the use of certain measures, such as surfectant and
modified chutes. (Exhibit 32 of Columbia Riverkeeper letter dated May 3,2013).
Affachment 2 - Supplemental Findings
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May 3, 2013).
The Port's application and subsequent testimony and submittals does not adequately
address the negative impacts of coal dust. Any failure to address coal dust impacts, however, is
likely because a coal terminal is not part of this application. Nevertheless, the Board finds that
coal dust emissions could seriously impact neighboring farms and industry. Such impacts must
be addressed before coal-related uses will be allowed on the subject property. In light of the
potential impact of coal dust on the neighboring agricultural land as well as existing industry at
Port Westward, the Board concludes that an exception to Goal 3 is not justified for uses
involving the storage, loading or unloading of coal on the subject property.

D.

Exceptions to Goals 4, 1lo and

t4

are Unwarranted.

Columbia Riverkeeper, Leslie Ann Hauer and others (collectively referred to as
"objectors") assert that the proposal requires Goal2 exceptions to Goals 4 (Forest Lands), 11
(Public Facilities), and 14 (Urbanization). For the reasons that follow, the Board finds that
exceptions to Goals 4, 17, and.14 are unwarranted.
1.

An Exception to Goal4, Forest Lands, is Unwarranted Because the
Subject Property Contains No Designated Goal4 tr'orest Lands.

Columbia Riverkeeper argues that the Port's application failed to include aGoal2
Exception to Goal 4, Forest Lands. Riverkeeper relies on the definition of "forest lands" in the
County's Comprehensive Plan, which includes "forest lands in urban and agricultural areas that
provide urban buffers, wind breaks, wildlife and fisheries habitat, livestock habitat, scenic
corridors and recreational use." Riverkeeper thus posits that "[f]orest lands on the property
include the Thompson parcel, land currently used for the production and processing of trees, and
forested areas within agricultural areas that provide wildlife and fisheries habitat." (Columbia
Riverkeeper letter dated May 3,2013 at 5 (internal citations omitted)).
But Riverkeeper's argument misses a critical point. The land in question has not been
designated as a Goal 4 resource by the County's Comprehensive Plan, and therefore does not
require a Goal4 exception to remove the designation. For land to be a Goal4 resource, the
County must designate it as Forest-Conservation in the Comprehensive Plan.a In other words,
land is not Goal 4 Forest Land in Columbia County unless it has been designated as ForestConservation. Once property has been designated as Forest-Conservation, a Comprehensive Plan

a

Land that is designated Forest-Conservation is zoned Primary Forest (PF-80) or
Forest-Agriculture (FA-80). (Columbia County Comprehensive Plan, Part IV., Policy 2). None
of the subject property contains PF-80 or FA-80 zoning.
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Amendment would be necessary to change that designation.s Moreover, a
Goal2exception
would also be required if the proposed amendment does not comply with Goal 4.
Since none of
the subject property has been designated Forest-Conservation, an exception
to Goal 4 is
unwarranted.
Even if an exception to Goal4 were required, the Port properly amended its application
to
request such an exception, and the County provided public notice of
tle requested Goal 4

exception. The Board finds that if an exception to Goal4 is required, the application
meets the
criteria for such an exception and adopts the same findings and conclusions the Board
relied on
in support of its exception to Goal 3.
2.

An Exception to Goal11, Public Facilities and Services, is
unwarranted Because the Application Does Not propose sewer
Facilities.

The Goal 2 Exceptions process requires an exception to Goal 11 for establishment
or
extension of a new sewer line on rural land. OAR 660-b04-0010(1)(c) states
that the exceptions
process is applicable to "Goal I I 'Public Facilities and Services'
as provided in OAR 660-0110060(9). OAR 660-011-0060(9) further states, in part:

"A local governmentmay allow the establishment of new sewer
systems or the extension of sewer lines nototherwise provided for

in section (4) of this rule, or allow a use to connect to an existing
sewer line not otherwise provided for in section (g) of this rule,
provided the standards for an exception to Goal l1 have been met,
and provided the local govemment adopts land use regulations that
prohibit the sewer system from serving any uses or areas other than
those justified in the exception." (Emphasis added).
Thus, an exception to Goal 1l is only be required for a new or extended sewer
system on
rural land. The Port's application is for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment andZoneChange
and does not propose any development, including establishment or extension
of sewer systems.
An exception to Goal I I is therefore not required as part of this application. However,
when
sewer systems are proposed in the future for the subject property, an exception
to Goal 1l may be
required atthat time. The RIPD zone is a rural ton, undany proposed sewer facilities
will be
subject to the requirements of Goal l l.

t

Statewide Planning Goal4 requires counties to inventory designate, and zone
forest lands. Goal 4 defines forest lands as those lands acknowledg"O ur roreJ
lands as of the
date of adoption of the goal amendment. In accordance with Goal?, Columbia
County adopted
Part IV of its Comprehensive Plan. In that effort, it identified forest lands throughout
ttre county,
and then classified and zoned them as such. The subject property does not inclu-de
any land
acknowledged as forest lands as of the date of adoption olGoal4.
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3.

An Exception to Goal 14, Urbanization, is Unwarranted because the
Application is Subject to the Exceptions Provisions for Rural
Industrial Development.

Objectors challenge the application's compliance with Part IX of the Comprehensive Plan
and Statewide Planning Goal 14, both of which address Urbanization. Because Part IX and Goal
14 prohibit urban development outside of acknowledged urban growth boundaries (UGBs),
objectors argue that industrial development is therefore prohibited on the subject properfy, which
is outside of a UGB, without an exception to Goal 14. The Port, on the other hand, argues that
such an exception is not required because rural industrial development receives a special

exemption from Goal 14 pursuant to OAR 660-004-0022(3), which provides specific criteria for
a Goal2 Exception for Rural lrdustrial Development.
The Board agrees with the Port and adopts and incorporates herein by this reference the
reasoning expressed in the Port's written testimony. (Gary Shepherd letter, dated May 27,2013,
at 8-9). In the alternative, the Board also finds that even if a separate exception to Goal 14 were
required, sufficient facts and analysis in the record support such an exception. Specifically, OAR
660-014-0040(2) provides that a county can justiff an exception to Goal 14 to allow urban
development of rural land if urban development is "necessary to support an economic activity
that is dependent upon an adjacent or nearby natural resource." The County's Comprehensive
Plan recognizes the need for large, isolated sites for heavy industry that are supported by
services, including multi-modal transportation. The application here is for the expansion of an
industrial park adjacent to a deep water port on the Columbia River to promote the shipment of
goods and thus meets the criterion.

OAR 660-014-0040(3) provides that to approve such an exception, a county must also
find:
"(a) That Goal2, Part tr (c)(l) and (cX2) are met by showing that
the proposed urban development cannot be reasonably
accommodated in or through expansion of existing urban growth
boundaries or by intensification of development in existing rural
communities;
(b) That Goal2, Part II (c)(3) is met by showing that the long-term
environmental, economic, social and energy consequences
resulting from urban development at the proposed site with
measures designed to reduce adverse impacts are not significantly
more adverse than would typically result from the same proposal
being located on other undeveloped rural lands, considering:

(A) Whether the amount of land included within the boundaries of
the proposed urban development is appropriate, and
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(B) Whether urban development is limited by the air, water, energy
and land resources at or available to the proposed site, and whether
urban development at the proposed site will adversely affect the
air, water, energy and land resources of the surrounding area.
(c) That Goal2, Part II (c)(a) is met by showing that the proposed
urban uses are compatible with adjacent uses or will be so rendered
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts considering:

(A) Whether urban development at the proposed site detracts from
the ability of existing cities and service districts to provide
services; and

(B) Whether the potential for continued resource management of
land at present levels surrounding and nearby the site proposed for
urban development is assured.
(d) That an appropriate level ofpublic facilities and services are
likely to be provided in a timely and efficient manner; and
(e) That establishment of an urban growth boundary for a newly
incorporated city or establishment of new urban development on
undeveloped rural land is coordinated with comprehensive plans of
affected jurisdictions and consistent with plans that control the area
proposed for new urban development."
To the extent that the objectors argue that the Port did not address the above criteria, the Board
finds that the application addressed all of the above criteria in its exception statement and
supporting testimony. In conclusion, the Board finds that an Exception to Goal l4 was not
required, but if it were, the application meets the criteria under OAR 660-014-0040(3) for the
same reasons that it meets the criteria under OAR 660-004-0020 and 660-004-0022(3) for a
reasons exception to allow industrial use of resource land.

E.

The Application Complies with the Statewide Planning Goals 5,6,7 and 12.

Testimony in the record from multiple sources asserts that the application fails to comply
with Goals 5,6,7 and.12. For the reasons that follow, the Board finds that its approval of the
application subject to conditions complies with all criteria, including Goals 5, 6, 7 and 12.

Goal5 (Open Space, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural Resources). As
discussed in the Staff Report, the subject property includes inventoried Goal 5 resources.
Specifically, the County's Comprehensive Plan identifies portions of the property as waterfowl
habitat, wetlands, and fish habitat. The river-front parcels contain the most significant habitat,
Attachment 2 - Supplemental Findings
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and thus, the Board has denied the application as to the two southern river-front parcels to ensure
protection of those Goal 5 resources. To the extent Goal 5 resources exist on the remainder of
the subject property, the existing Riparian Zone andwetland regulations will continue to apply to
ensure that any development will meet criteria designed to protect those resources. The
application does not propose the removal of the riparian zone or wetland mapping or the removal
of any inventoried Goal 5 resource. The Board thus finds that this objection lacks factual support
and that the application as approved complies with Goal 5.

Goal T (Areas Subject to Natural Hazards). Goal T provides: "Local govemments will
be deemed to comply with Goal 7 for coastal and riverine flood hazards by adopting and
implementing local floodplain regulations that meet the minimum National Flood lnsurance
Program (NFP) requirements." In 2010, the County adopted Ordinance 2010-6, "In the Matter
of Amending the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance, Section 1100, Flood Hazard Overlay
Zone, to comply with the National Flood lnsurance Program Regulations." The County's Zoning
Ordinance thus currently complies with the Goal 7 requirements relating to floodplains. The
subject property has been zoned to comply with floodplain regulations in accordance with Goal
'7, and any development will be required to meet those regulations. The Board finds that the

application as approved is consistent with Goal 7.

Goal6 (Air, Water and Land Resources) and Goal 12 (Transportation) . The Board
finds that the application complies with Goals 6 and 12 for the reasons explained in the Staff
Report and the Port's submittal by Gary Shepherd, dated October 29,2013 (and supporting
documents referenced therein).

F

The Existing RIPD-Zoned Land at Port Westward is Insufficient to Meet the
County's Industrial Land Needs

The Board heard testimony that the application should be denied because sufficient
vacant RIPD-zoned land already exists at Port Westward. The Port has argued that the land
referenced is largely under the control of PGE through a 99-year lease and is not readily available
for industrial development.6 Those leased lands accommodate power generating facilities and
accompanying uses, including buffers, designated wetlands and wetland mitigation. Objectors
argue that PGE's control of the land does not preclude development of the land. Although PGE

6

As described in the Comprehensive Plan, in 1966, the Federal Government
deeded the old Beaver Army Terminal Ammunition Depots to the Port of St. Helens for
economic development.In 1967, the Port leased the property for 99 years to Westward
Properties, a subsidiary of Kaiser Aetna. In 1973, Portland General Electric (PGE) bought Kaiser
Aetna's leasehold and built Beaver Generating Plant. Other energy production uses have located
at Port Westward including Columbia Pacific Bio-Refinery and two natural gas turbine electrical
generators. PGE as leaseholder controls which uses it will allow on the leased property pursuant
to the terms of the 99 year lease.
Attachment 2 - Supplemental Findings
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does indeed control much of the existing Port Westward property through its lease and its
control of the property does not necessarily render the land unavailable for development the
land under lease is still insufficient. As the Port has explained in its testimony, much of the
existing RIPD-zoned land at Port Westward is committed to development or is used as buffers,
wetland mitigation, easements, etc. The Board thus finds that although Port Westward cunently
includes land available for industrial development, that land is not sufficient to meet the
County's shortage of large-lot industrial land.

G.

Although an Alternative Sites Analysis was not Required, the Applicant
Analyzed Alternative Sites in Accordance with the Exception Criteria.

The Board heard testimony that the application failed to meet the criteria for a Goal 2
Reasons Exception because the proposed industrial uses could be located elsewhere in the
County, Portland, and the region. They further argued that the Port failed to provide an
alternative sites analysis required by OAR 660-004-0020(2XbXC). Under that provision, the
applicant is required to perform a broad review of similar sites unless another party describes
specific sites that can more reasonably accommodate the proposed use. The rule further explains,
a "detailed evaluation of specific alternative sites is thus not required unless such sites are
specifically described, with facts to support the assertion that the sites are more reasonable[.]" In
this case, objectors broadly identified altemative sites, but did not describe facts to demonstrate
that the sites would be more reasonable. Accordingly, the Board finds that the Port was not
required to perform an alternative sites analysis.

But even if objectors had sufficiently described alternative sites, the Port nevertheless
provided an alternative sites analysis that meets the standard of OAR 660-004-0020(2Xb)(C).
The record includes extensive documentation on the shortage of large lot industrial sites in the
entire region. Reports from both private and public entities, from state and regional interests,
confirm the shortage. The record lacks evidence to support the objectors' claims that other large
lot industrial lands capable of supporting heavy industrial, multi-modal dependent development
projects in an economic and efficient manner exist. The Port's alternative sites analysis
demonstrates that objectors' alternative sites are not comparable or suitable altematives
economically, physically, geographically or otherwise. Port Westward and the proposed
expansion land benefits from existing infrastructure and services that need only be extended to a
new development site (rather than developing all new infrastructure) and an existing deep-water
port and multi-modal transportation support. No other property in the County can better and
more efficiently meet the industrial land need. The altemative sites therefore cannot more
reasonably accommodate the proposed use. The Board thus finds that the Port has met the
requirements OAR 660-004-0020(2XbXC).

H.

Large-Scale Industrial Development Can Be Compatible with Farming.

The Board heard testimony that large scale industrial development is inherently
incompatible with farming - that the two cannot coexist. The Board heard testimony from the

Attachment 2 - Supplemental Findings
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owner of Seely's Mint Farm that his farm could coexist with certain uses but not others. The
Board also heard testimony that large-scale industrial development and farming can be
compatible, and in fact, farms and industrial uses have coexisted at Port Westward for decades.

ORS 197.732(2)(c)@) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(d) require an applicant to show that
proposed uses are compatible with adjacent uses or can be so rendered through measures
designed to reduce adverse impacts. The Board finds that in this case, compatibility can be
ensured in two ways. First, CCZO $ 683.1 requires that future development applications on
RIPD-zoned land demonstrate that the proposed use is compatible with farming and adjacent
uses. Second, the Board has developed conditions of approval to address concems raised by
farmers. For instance, one condition of approval requires development applications to provide an
agricultural impact assessment to demonstrate impacts on adjacent agricultural uses and propose
mitigation. The conditions of approval will run with the land, binding the property and future
users in a manner that exceeds the requirements of the Zoning Code.

IIL

Conclusion

Generally, Comprehensive Plan amendments involve the balancing of competing goals
policies.
and
For example, County and Statewide planning goals seek to preserve agricultural
land, but also recognize the importance of allowing for rural industrial development on those
lands when appropriate and justified. Such a situation requires the decision maker to balance
those competing goals and policies. The Board has done that here in reviewing the application,
evidence and testimony.
The Board concludes that the findings in the Staff Report dated September 11,2013 that
are consistent with the Board's decision and the above supplemental findings are supported by
substantial evidence in the record. Those findings support the Board's conclusion that the
application as approved with conditions complies with the Comprehensive Plan and the
Statewide Planning Goals.

Attachment 2 - Supplemental Findings
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COLUMBIA COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Pr,lxxrnc Sr.trr Rnponr
September Ll,2013
Major Map Amendment

HraRrNcDatn:

September 18 ,2013

Frr,tNuvmrR:

PA 13-02 &ZC 13-01

Appr,rc,lNr/

Port of St. Helens;
100 E Street
Columbia City, OR. 97018

OwNnRs:

Thompson Family
4l44Boardman Ave. E
Milwaukie, OP..97267

Representative: Gary Shepherd, Port Attorney
Oregon Land Law
PO Box 86159
Portland, OR. 97286

Srrr Loc.lrloN: Port Westward Industrial Site - Adjacent to the east, south
T.c.xMapNos:

8N4W 16 00 500
8N4W 20 00 100,200, 300
8N4W 2l 00 300,301, 400, 500, 600
8N4W 22 00 400,500, 600, 700
8N4W 23 00 900
8N4W 23 B0 400, 500, 600,700
8N4W 29 00 100

Zonrirc:

Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-80)

Srrr

Szn:

Approximately 957 acres

Rtqunsr: Add the above

and west

Port owned:786 acres
Thompson family owned: 171 acres

site to a Rural Industrial designation adjacent to the existing Port

Westward Industrial Park. This is a Major Map Amendment consisting of a Comprehensive
Plan Amendment to change properly designated Agriculture Resource to Rural lndustrial and a
Zone Change from Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-80) to Rural Industrial - Planned Development
(RrPD).

APPLTCATTONCOMPLETE; February

19,2013

I50-DAYDEADLTNE:

N/A ORS 215.427(6)
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APPLICABLE REVIEW CRITERIA:
Columbia County Zoning Ordinance
Section

680

Section 1502
rs02.1(AX1)
1s02.1(AX2)
1s02.1(AX3)
Section 1600

Page

Rural Industrial - Planned Development (RIPD)

J

Zone Changes (PA/ZC)
Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan
Consistency with Statewide Planning Goals
Criteria for a Goal 3 Exception
Adequacy of Public Facilities

6

Administration

25

Senate

Bill766

7

t2
t4
24

26

BACKGROUND:
The applicant's purpose of this Major Map Amendment is to expand the Port Westward
Industrial Area to accommodate in the long term, future maritime and large lot industrial users
that will benefit from the moorage and deepwater access, existing services, energy generation
facilities and raillhighway/water transportation facilities. The subject property borders the
existing industrial zoned property to the south and wraps around to the west and east. To the
north is the Columbia River and Bradbury Slough, open to deep water navigation. The subject
property is comprised of 19 tax lots, generally flat, and undeveloped, consisting of individual
farmland plots generally used as cottonwood pulp, vacant pasture and mixed crop hayheld.

An expansion of the Port Westward Industrial Park(PWIP) is needed to accommodate the siting
and development of maritime and large scale industrial users, other than energy production
related uses. The need is for two basic reasons; first, almost all of the vacant and undeveloped
land already zoned industrial, is identified as wetlands; and, second Portland General Electric
(PGE) leases 95Yo of the existing industrial zoned land for future energy production uses. For
long range planning purposes, the County should acknowledge and preserve PGE's large acreage
for energy production and buffer, while opening up this surrounding subject property to other
'oport" related industrial users.
and County Beak maps only identify small plots of
wetlands on the subject property. The site is also identified as being within major water fowl
habitat according to the County's Beak maps, and zone X, not in flood hazard, per FEMA FIRM
41009C0050 D, dated November 26, 2010.
The National Wetlands Inventory

NWD
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Even though the proposed expansion of the Port Westward lndustrial Area seems verylarge,957
acres, the State Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) acknowledges the site's
uniqueness and comparative advantages. The Port Wesfward Industrial Park would be well
suited to attract large lot, maritime, rural industrial users.

This application is not for a specific use or development, but rather for a zone change to RIPD to
allow future uses other than agriculture. Moreover, as explained in this Staff Report, the only
uses allowed outright in the RIPD zone are farm uses and management, production and
harvesting of forest products. All other uses can only be allowed if approved by the Planning
Commission through a "IJse Permitted Under Prescribed Conditions" review. If approved the
use will also be subject to Site Design Review.

REVIEW CRITERIA, FACTS, ANALYSIS & FINDINGS:
Columbia Countv Zoning Ordinance Section 680 Resource Industrial - Planned
Development (RIPD)

681

Purpose: The purpose of this district is to implement the policies of the
Comprehensive Plan for Rural lndustrialAreas. These provisions are intended
to accommodate rural and natural resource related industries which:

1

Are not generally labor intensive;

.2

Are land extensive;

.3

Require a rural location in order to take advantage of adequate rail and/or
vehicle and/or deep water port and/or airstrip access;

.4

Complement the character and development of the surrounding rural
area;

.5

Are consistent with the rural facilities and services existing and/or
planned for the area; and,

6

Will not require facility and/or service improvements at significant public
expense.
The uses contemplated for this district are not appropriate for location
within Urban Growth Boundaries due to their relationship with the site
specific resources noted in the Plan and/or due to their hazardous nature

Discussion Columbia County's RIPD zone

is unique to the state; there are very few similar
zones in Oregon. The Port of St. Helens in their application state they have been approached by
several different companies requiring large vacant industrial sites of 50 to 300 acres. Possible
Page 3
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uses would be a combination of maritime and industrial users that will benefit from the existing
services, the moorage and deep water access, existing and future docks, the railroad and energy

facilities.

1:

Finding
The Port of St. Helens stated goal is to attract companies looking to export, import,
process or manufacture goods with the intent of using the combination rail and maritime
capabilities at this site already improved with existing facilities. These types of future uses meets
the purpose of the zone, this criteria is satisfied.

RIPD

682

Permitted Uses:

1
2

Finding

Farm use as defined by Subsection 2 of ORS 215.203.
Management, production, and harvesting of forest products, including
wood processing and related operations.

2:

Only agricultural and forest production & harvesting are allowed outright in the
RIPD zone. Any and all other industrial uses, while allowable, must be approved through
Section 683.1 and meet all of the conditions imposed under Section 683.1 below.

RIPD

683

Uses Permitted Under Prescribed Conditions: The following uses may be
permitted subject to the conditions imposed for each use:
1

Production, processing, assembling, packaging, or treatment of
materials; research and development laboratories; and storage and
distribution of services and facilities subject to the following
findings:

A.

The requested use conforms with the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan - specifically those policies regarding rural
industrial development and exceptions to the rural resource land
goals and policies.

B

The potential impact upon the area resulting from the proposed
use has been addressed and any adverse impact will be able to
be mitigated considering the following factors:
,l

.2

Physiological characteristics of the site (i.e., topography,
drainage, etc.) and the suitability of the site for the
particular land use and improvements;
Existing land uses and both private and public facilities
and services in the area;
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The demonstrated need for the proposed use is best met
at the requested site considering all factors of the rural
industrial element of the Comprehensive Plan.

The requested use can be shown to comply with the following
standards for available services:
1

Water shall be provided by an on-site source of sutficient
capacity to serve the proposed use, or a public or
community water system capable of serving the proposed
use.

2

Sewage will be treated by a subsurface sewage system, or
a community or public sewer system, approved by the
County Sanitarian and/or the State DEQ.

3

Access will be provided to a public right-of-way
constructed to standards capable of supporting the
proposed use considering the existing level of service and
the impacts caused by the planned development.

.4

The property is within, and is capable of being served by, a
rural fire district; or, the proponents will provide on-site fire
suppression facilities capable of serving the proposed use.
On-site facilities shall be approved by either the State or
local Fire Marshall.

Discussion: Generally, expansion of the Port Westward industrial development would need to
be facilitated by and consistent withCCZO Section 683. Industrial development is not allowed
in the present PA-80 zoning. Although industrial uses are possible under the RIPD zone, further
review and approval by the Planning Commission, in a public hearing format, is required for any
proposed use other than agriculture or management & production of forest products. That review
is in the form of a Use Under Prescribed Conditions, which requires the mitigation of adverse
impacts among other things, and Site Design Review. The Planning Commission review would
take place before the issuance of any building permit in this zone. These subsequent land use
permits are beyond the scope of this Major Map Amendment, and the applicable design standards
and impacts of any proposed facility would be addressed at the time those permits are applied
for.

Finding

3:

Resource Industrial-Planned Development (RIPD) is the proper zone in Columbia
County for which the applicant can achieve the objective of siting maritime and large lot
industrial uses. The application would expand, by 957 acres, an existing RIPD zone at Port

Westward.
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Continuing with Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Section 1502 Zone Changes
1

Major map Amendments are defined as Zone Changes which require the
Comprehensive Plan Map to be amended in order to allow the proposed
Zone Change to conform with the Comprehensive Plan. The approval of
this type of Zone Change is a 2 step process:
A.

The Commission shall hold a hearing on the proposed Zone
Change, either concurrently or following a hearing on the proposed
amendment to the Comprehensive Plan which is necessary to
allow the proposed zoning to conform with the Comprehensive
Plan. The Commission may recommend approval of a Major Map
Amendment to the Board of Commissioners provided they find
adequate evidence has been presented at the hearing
substantiating the following:
1

2
3

B

The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the policies of
the Comprehensive Plan;
The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the Statewide
Planning Goals (ORS 197); and
The property and affected area are presently provided with
adequate facilities, services, and transportation networks to
support the use, or such facilities, services and
transportation networks are planned to be provided
concurrently with the development of the property.

Final approval of a Major Map Amendment may be given by the
Board of Commissioners. The Commissioners shall hold a hearing
on the proposed Zone Change either concurrently or following a
hearing on the proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment which
is necessary to allow the proposed zoning to conform with the
Comprehensive Plan. The Board may approve a Major Map
Amendment provided they find adequate evidence has been
presented substantiating the following:
1

2
3

The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the policies of
the Comprehensive Plan;
The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the Statewide
Planning Goals (ORS 197); and
The property and affected area are presently provided with
adequate facilities, services, and transportation networks to
support the use, or such facilities, services, and
transportation networks are planned to be provided
concurrently with the development of the property.
Page6
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Discussion: This Zone Change is a Major Map Amendment. The Planning Commission held a
public hearings on May 6, 2013 and May 20, 2013, and deliberated on June 17, 20 I 3. The
Planning Commission voted 5-1 to recommend denial of the application. Chairman Guy
Letourneau signed the Planning Commission's final order, which was then forwarded to the
Board. The Board of Commissioners hearing is scheduled for September I 8, 2013 at the
Clatskanie High School. The Comprehensive Plan designation for the approximate95T acre
subject property is AGRICULTURE RESOURCE, which will need to be changed to RUITAL
INDUSTRIAL in order for the PA-80 to RIPD Zone Change to be possible in conformance with
the Comprehensive Plan.
(Continued discussion)

THE FOLLOWING POLICIES OF THE COUNTY'S COMPREHENSTVE PLAN APPLY TO
THIS PROPOSAL (THOSE NOT LISTED ARE NOT APPLICABLE):

Part II (Citizen Involvement): requires opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases
of the planning process. Generally, Part II is satisfied when a local govemment follows the
public involvement procedures set out in State statutes and in its acknowledged
Comprehensive Plan and land use regulations. This has been done for this application and
explained further under Part III below.

III

(Planning Coordination): requires coordination with affected govemments and
agencies. The County provided notice of the hearing with the opportunity for comments to
the state DLCD, ODOT, ODOT Rail, ODFW, Oregon Department of Agriculture and
applicable agencies (e.g. Soil & Water Conservation District, Roadmaster, and the Clatskanie
RFPD), the Clatskanie - Quincy CPAC, and neighboring property owners within the
notification area. (This list is not intended to be exclusive) Any and all comments as of the
date of this report are presented under COMMENTS RECEIVED below near the end of this
Report. These notifications were sent to invite participation prior to the Planning
Commission and the Board of Commissioners public hearings.
Part

The County is responsible for coordinating the plans of cities in its jurisdiction. However, in
this case, the subject property is not within any city's Urban Growth Boundary.

For quasi-judicial Comprehensive Map Amendments andZone Changes, the County's land
use regulations, ORS 215.060 and ORS 197.610 require notice to the public and to the
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) and two public hearings, one
before the County Planning Commission and another before the Board of Commissioners.

Part V (Agriculture): The property contains a large area of Wauna Locola silt loam rs
Class Itr w, considered high-valued farm soil. Because this soil type, plus others,
representing a significant portion of the subject property, staff concludes that the vast
majority of the soils on the site are high-value farmlands. See related discussion under
Statewide Planning Goals, Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands).
PageT
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Two sensitive crops have been identified as being produced in the immediate area:
blueberries and mint. Each has a long history of production and need specific conditions to
do well. Many of the sandy soils found within the subject area have a history of producing
high-yields of high-value crops. The ability to maintain these high-valued agricultural
production units is of prime importance for the county to not only sustain, but increase their
potential production. Their compatibility with potential industry nearby is discussed in
Finding 9 of this report
The goal of Part V of the Comprehensive Plan is to preserve agricultural land for agricultural
uses. This application would remove agricultural lands from the County's inventory (zoned
PA-80). The County has approximately 55,000 acres of agricultural soil classifications of
Class I, II, or trI; all is zoned for Primary Agriculture. Most of the good farm soils and
Primary Agriculture (PA-80) zone is located in the diked areas along the Columbia River.
The largest block of PA-80 zoned property is in the diked area of Scappoose and Sauvie
Island. Other significant areas include the Deer Island area north to Goble, the area just
downstream of Rainier and the north county Clatskanie area. In this north county Clatskanie
area, the county has zoned 16,927 acres as Primary Agriculture (PA-80). The north county
primary agricultural properties extends from Mayger down stream along the river to
Woodson and the Clatsop County line. Several drainage districts serve these agricultural
properties, including Beaver Drainage, Midland Drainage, Marshland, Webb, Magruder,
Woodson etc.. If this Plan Amendment is approved 957 acres would be removed from PA80 zoning, representing 5.6% of the total north county Clatskanie agricultural area. For the
county as a whole this loss of farm zoned property is just 1.7 Yo of the county's total 55,000
acres of primary agricultural inventory.
Farming is an allowed use in the RIPD zone and there are fields currently under farm lease
that are zoned RIPD, and can remain so. But, if zoned RIPD, certain non-agricultural
industrial uses would likely be sited, given the site's proximity to valuable Port Westward
Industrial Park. As such, this proposal will require an exception to Oregon Statewide
Planning Goal3, as detailed below under Statewide Goal 3. The applicant's proposed
exception document is attached to this staff report.

Part X (Economy): This goal generally regards economic shength and diversity in the
County. Though agricultural related practices contribute to the County's economy, industrial
operations do too. In addition, industrial operations typically provide a tax base in greater
proportion to public services provided and result in more permanent jobs. Many residing in
the County commute outside its borders. Industrial land and the jobs it creates helps balance
the jobs to residence ratio (currently in favor of residences). Moreover, it is likely that the
future development resulting from this Major Map Amendment will be for maritime
exporting, which is itself an ingredient to economic growth of the state and region.
Good industrial sites are often determined by location factors. This is the case with Port
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Westward. As explained by the applicant, proximity to the Columbia River and existing
maritime infrastructure including docks, rail spurs, and private and public utility
infrastructure, as well as the Port's facilities and services, makes the site valuable for
industrial use and economic development.
For these reasons, this proposal is in compliance with the goals and policies of Part
Economy.

X

Part XII (Industrial Siting): This goal addresses the need for industrial land such as that
located at Port Westward. This part of the Comprehensive Plan also contains the basis for the
original Port Westward zoning for industrial use rather than farm use. Generally, the original
exception in the Plan to Statewide Planning Goal3 for agriculture lands, per Goal 2,was
justified for Port Westward given need (e.g. economics, employment and the site's unique
characteristics) and irrevocable commitment (pre-existing use of the land before the
Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 1984). This Major Map Amendment will allow
expansion of the site and as explained by the applicant, development of additional industrial
uses in this area will create new and continuous employment opportunities, promote
economic growth, and maximize existing public and private investments. In other words,
this is an expansion of a justified and important industrial site in the County and thus, this
proposal is in compliance with Part XIII Industrial Siting of the Comprehensive Plan.

XIII (Transportation): The goal of Part XIII is the creation of an efficient, safe, and
diverse transportation system to serve the needs of Columbia County residents. The two
most applicable objectives of Part XIII as it relates to this proposal are: l) to utilize the
various modes of transportation that are available in the County to provide services for the
residents, and2) to encourage and promote an efficient and economical transportation system
to serve the commercial and industrial establishments of the County.
Part

Three modes of transportation apply to this proposal: waterbome, rail and auto/truck. The
Comprehensive Plan discusses how the Columbia River and its deep water access is one of
the County's most valuable transportation resources. It also mentions that the Columbia
River is underutilized for this purpose. In addition, only certain parts of the County have
access to functional railroads. The subject property and Port Westward Industrial Park has
access to the Hwy 30 rail line operated by Portland & Western Railroad Inc. This Major Map

Amendment will provide the ability for rural industrial expansion of the Port Westward site,
which utilizes both the river access and rail route. Given the County's overall dependance on
automobiles and trucks for transportation, the ability to use other modes of transportation
lessens the burden on the roads. Though roads will continue to be a means of accessing the
site as well, there are other existing options for addressing the impacts on local roads.

Early in the application process, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) expressed
concern that a Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA) was not presented in the application.
The applicant immediately acquired the services of Lancaster Engineering to provide a TIA.
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At the time of the Planning Commission hearing, Lancaster's TIA was in draft form.
Comments and concems from the City of Clatskanie, Columbia County and the State ODOT
have now been incorporated into the TIA. The August 27 ,2013 Transportation Impact
Analysis includes operational analysis on five intersections: Highway 30 at Nehalem Street,
Nehalem Street at 5th street, Highway 30 at Van Street, Highway 30 at Beaver Falls Road and
Highway 30 at Old Rainier Road (Alston/Mayger Road). These study intersections are
operating at acceptable levels and will continue to do so through the year 2033 planning
horizon or under a trip cap of 332 PM peak-hour trips for the subject property is reached.
Without knowing what industry will site on the subject property and its subsequent trafhc
characteristics, Lancaster Engineering states that it is appropriate to establish a "trip cap" on
the subject property in order to limit the magnitude of traffic impacts from future
development. Since the trip cap will limit the development potential it also serves as a
reasonable "worst case" traffic scenario. If 332 or fewer PM peak-hour site trips are
generated by future development within the subject property, the impact intersections will
continue to operate acceptably without the need for operational or safety improvements.
Lancaster Engineering recommends that a traffic study be prepared for each new
development and impacts of both passenger car and heavy truck traffic be commensurate
with mitigation measures, established to improve local roads when needed. The City of
Clatskanie also has impacts on local roads.

Historically, the local roads that provide access to Hwy 30 have been improved sequentially
as new industrial uses are sited at the Port Westward Area. Through a Transportation
Improvement Agreement all new industrial site users contribute a proportional fee to the
County for local road improvements. These agreements were the catalyst for past substantial
improvements to Beaver Falls Road, Mayger Road and Kallunki Road with engineering work
on Hermo Road. Although the current local roads serving Port Westward are insufficient to
support new industrial development at the scale proposed by this application, any new
industrial user in the Port Westward Area will be required to pay a Transportation
Improvement Fee to address its uses and impacts on local transportation.

Part XIV (Public Facilities & Services): The goal of Part XIV is to plan and develop a
timely, orderly, and efficient arangement of public services as a framework for urban and
rural development. The subject property is located adjacent to the Port Westward area, a
rural industrial park. There are no urban facilities within 6 miles of the proposal. Significant
investments have already been made in the Port Westward area's services and facilities,
including water, sewer, new electrical substation, natural gas mainlines, and fire protection
services. The area also has existing rail systems and a full-service 1,250 foot dock. There are
also public and private energy transmission facilities in the Port Westward area. There is an
existing framework of facilities for allowing additional rural industrial development in the
area. Staff concurs that with this existing substantial investment in services and facilities
already in the area, an expansion of industrial land as proposed would be efficient from a
facilities and services standpoint. This proposal is consistent with Part XIV.
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Part XVI (Goal5: Open Space, Scenic & Historic Areas, and Natural Resources): The
purpose of this Part is to protect cultural and natural resources. Three resources apply to this
site: 1) open space,2) wildlife habitat and 3) wetlands.
The County is not aware of any cultural resources on the subject property. An older cultural
site was discovered near the river, fenced and protective signage placed to protect the area for
future excavation. This site is on the existing Port Westward Industrial Park. No cultural
sites are anticipated to be discovered on the subject property; however, if a site is discovered
the owner is required to contact the County and the State Historic Preservation Office.
Open space is not specifically inventoried in the County; though, most of the County is zoned
for resource PF-80, FA-80 or PA-80; and, the primary intent of this zoning is to conserve
resource lands for resource uses, but the resource zones also protect open space as a
secondary function. The subject property is zoned PA-80 and will be re-zoned to RIPD given
successful completion of this Major Map Amendment. Given the zoning designation alone,
open space could conceivably be compromised. However, in this case, the subject property is
already bordering RIPD Industrial zoning. Hence, any impact to open space should be
minimal. Open space is already compromised by this adjoining industrial area

With regards to wildlife, the site is identified as being within major waterfowl habitat.
Potential conflicting uses to waterfowl habitat generally apply to removal of water bodies
(e.g. streams and sloughs) and wetlands. The subject property does contain wetlands,
however there is no evidence this Major Map Amendment itself will compromise water fowl
habitat, though subsequent development if authorized could. Albeit, any development would
be subject to regulation of the County and other applicable agencies such as the Division of
State Lands and Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife to address and mitigate any issues
when an application for a particular use is submitted.
Finally, and as already noted, the site does not contain any significant wetlands, however
there are some wetlands associated with crossing sloughs and drainage ways. The intensity
of development possible on RIPD zoned land is greater than PA-80; however, development
would be subject to regulation of the applicable agencies (e.g. County, Division of State
Lands, and the Army Corps of Engineers) to address and mitigate any wetland impacts. It is
likely that any development, if initially authorized, would require a wetland delineation to
determine wetland boundaries and potential impacts.
As there is no evidence to suggest this Major Map Amendment will compromise the
identified Goal 5 resources on the subject property, it complies with Part XVI.
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(Continued discussion) - Zoning Ordinance 1502.1(AX2)

OREGON'S STATEWIDE PLANNING

GOALS

(similar to Comprehensive Plan Goals)

I

(Citizen Involvement): Goal I requires opportunity for citizens to be involved in all
phases of the planning process. Generally, Goal 1 is satisfied when a local government
follows the public involvement procedures set out in the statutes and in its acknowledged
Goal

Comprehensive Plan and land use regulations.
For quasi-judicial Comprehensive Plan Amendments and.Zone Changes, the County's land
use regulations, ORS 215.060 and ORS 197.610 require notice to the public and to the
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) and public hearings before the
County Planning Commission and Board of Commissioners. By complying with these
regulations and statutes, the County complies with Goal 1.
The County provided notice to DLCD on February 20,2013 . Agency referrals were sent to
the Clatskanie-Quincy CPAC, Clatskanie RFPD, Soil & Water Conservation District, OSU
Agricultural Office, Clatskanie PUD, Oregon Department of Agricultureo Oregon ODOT,
Natural Resources Conservation Service, and the County Roadmaster and Assessor. Any and
all agency comments are under "COMMENTS RECEIVED" below. In addition, property
owners within the required notice area were notified of the Planning Commission hearing.
The first hearing was scheduled for April 1, 2013; however due to a lack of quorum, that
meeting was rescheduled. For this matter, before the Planning Commission, a second,
rescheduled and corrected notice was sent to property owners and affected parties on April
10, 2013. The first hearing before the Planning Commission was scheduled for May 6,2013
and continued through May 20,2013. The hearing before the Board of County
Commissioners is set for Wednesday, September 18,2013 at 6:30 PM. The staff finds that
Goal t has been satisfied.
The County has received comments characterizingthe location the hearing "unprecedented"
because it will be held in Clatskanie rather than the Board's usual meeting location in St.
Helens. Such statements are a mischaracterization. The Board frequently holds hearings in
the community near the subject property, such as The Great Yow Zen Monastery conditional
use, which was held near its location in Clatskanie; the Port Westward Urban Renewal public
hearings, which were held near Clatskanie; re-zoning at the Vemonia Airport, which was
held in Vernonia, just to name a few. Contrary to the criticisms, the Board holds hearings in
the community near the subject property to encourage more public involvement, especially by
those who are most affected by the proposal. Also, the Board is holding their meeting in the
evening rather thanat their normally scheduled 10 am, to make it easier for people to attend
and testifu.
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Goal 2 (Land Use Planning), Part I: Goal 2,Part I requires that actions related to land use
be consistent with acknowledged Comprehensive plans of cities and counties. Consistency
with the applicable provisions of the acknowledged Columbia County Comprehensive Plan is
demonstrated within.
GoaI2, Part I also requires coordination with affected governments and agencies and an
adequate factual base. Affected agencies have been notified as explained under Goal 1,
above. The factual base supporting this application is described herein. Both County and
State laws and how this Major Map Amendment relates to and complies with them is
analyzed. For these reasons, the County finds that the requirements of Goal2,Part I are met.
Goal 2 (Land Use Planning)o Part II: Goal 2,Part II authorizes three different types of
exceptions: (l) physically developed (previously called "built"); (2) inevocably committed;
and (3) reasons exceptions. Standards for taking these kinds of exceptions are set out in
LCDC's rule interpreting the Goal2 exceptions process, OAR 660, Division 4. Besides
addressing how a local government takes these kinds of exceptions in the first instance, the
rule sets out standards that apply when a local government proposes to change existing types
of uses, densities or public facilities and services authorized under prior exceptions.
In this case, the subject property will be changed from Agriculture Resource to Rural
lndustrial and will require a Goal 3 exception. The physically developed and irrevocably
committed bases for exceptions are intended to recognize and allow continuation of existing
development. The subject property is not developed; therefore, the reasons exception apply
to this application. The applicants Goal 3 exception analysis is set forth as attached to this
report and analyzed below.

Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands):
This proposed plan amendment would re-zone to Rural Industrial and remove 957 acres from
farmland zoning. Goal3 is to preserve and maintain agricultural lands. An exception to
Goal 3 is necessary to approve this Major Map Amendment. This requires findings for a
ooreasons
exception" pursuant to OAR 660-004-0020(2) and ORS 197.732(2), specifically
related to siting rural industrial development on resource land outside of an urban growth
boundary pursuant to OAR 660-004-0022(3).

Exception Criteria - ORS 197.732
197 .732 Goal exceptions; criteria; rules; review. (1) A local government may adopt
an exception to a goal if: a) the land is physically developed, or b) the land is irrevocably
committed to another use, or
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ORS 197.732(2).c
(2) c) The following standards are met
(A) Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should
not apply;
(B) Areas which do not require a new exception cannot reasonabry
accommodate the use;
C) The long term environmental, economic, social and energy consequences
resulting from the use at the proposed site with measures designed to
reduce adverse impacts are not significantly more adverse than would
typically result from the same proposal being located in areas requiring a
goal exception other than the proposed site; and

(D) The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so
rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.
(3) "Compatible," as used in subsection (2)c) of this section, is not intended as an
absolute term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type
with adjacent uses.

Finding

4:

LCDC adopted rules more specific, to augment the above Statute. They are
incorporated in OAR 660-004-0020 & 0022 examined below. Those findings are incorporated
herein as applicable to (A) - (D) above.

The following Administrative Rule elaborates on how the provisions are to be met and adds
specificity on the above ORS 197.732(2.c).

OAR 660-004-0022(3) Ru ra I I nd ustrial Developme nt
(3) Rural lndustrial Development: For the siting of industrial development on
resource land outside an urban growth boundary, appropriate reasons and facts
may include, but are not limited to, the following:

(a)The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located on
agricultural or forest land. Examples of such resources and resource sjtes include
geothermal wells, mineral or aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, natural features,
or river or ocean ports;

5:

Finding
The subject property is located outside of an urban growth boundary on designated
agricultural lands. It is adjacent to Port Westward Industrial Area which is strategically located
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along the Columbia River and a river port with existing industrial uses and facilities. The
location of the site on the Columbia River is extremely important to the local and regional
economy and to promote the proper location of river and port dependent industries. No other
industrial site having such qualities is available in Columbia County, making Port Westward a
unique resource.

(b)The use cannot be located inside an urban growth boundary due to impacts that
arc hazatdous or incompatible in densely populated areas; or
Finding

6:

The applicant wants to be able to promote large lot industrial users that can take
advantage of the unique situation at Port Westward, close to both ship and rail transportation.
The Exception Document examines other industrial facilities in the City of St. Helens urban area,
the City of Astoria and others in the region; and, it concludes that the only Port of Portland may
have some large lot industrial land available. However, Port Westward is less than half the
distance to the Pacific Ocean than Port of Portland and other rural attributes give Port Westward
in Columbia County a comparative advantage. This criteria is met based on the attached
Exception Document and substantial evidence in the record.

c)

The use would have a significant comparative advantage due to its location
(e.9., near existing industrial activity, an energy facility, or products available from
other rural activities), which would benefit the county economy and cause only
minimal loss of productive resource lands. Reasons for such a decision should
include a discussion of the lost resource productivity and values in relation to the
county's gain from the industrial use, and the specific transportation and resource
advantages that support the decision.
Finding

7:

An expanded industrial zone at Port Westward would take advantage of the
existing facilities and infrastructure already installed by private investments and public
incentives. It would take advantage of location on a deep river port and rail access. The
Exception Document analyzes the details of significant comparative advantages of Port
Westward, including a prime location factor, existing facilities factoro current economic
conditions factor, industrial land shortages and the opportunity & value of expanded large lot
industrial areas. The county acknowledges these factors as being substantial evidence that the
location of industrial uses at Port Westward has a comparative advantage for industries needing
large vacant industrial sites with maritime opportunities. The lost resource, farm land, is
specifically detailed in the exception document. The economic benefit of industrial land verse
farm land is overwhelming in favor of industrial when comparing employment wages per acre
and revenue from local property taxes, etc.. In addition, the areaproposed for re-zoning accounts
for a small fraction of the overall amount of land zoned for agricultural use in this north county
Clatskanie agricultural area. Of the 16,927 acres zoned primary agriculture in the north county
Clatskanie area, the subject 957 acres, is only 5.60/o of the total. The impact of converting some
of this agricultural land to industrial use is minimized considering that 16,000 acres are left in
agricultural use in this north county Clatskanie diked area.
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660-004-0020
Goal 2, Part ll G), Exception Requirements
(1) ff a jurisdiction determines there are reasons consistent with OAR 660-004-0022
to use resource lands for uses not allowed by the applicable Goal or to allow public
facilities or services not allowed by the applicable Goal, the justification shall be set
forth in the comprehensive plan as an exception. As provided in OAR
660-004-0000(1), rules in other divisions may also apply.
(2) The four standards in Goal2 Part ll C) required to be addressed when taking an
exception to a goal are described in subsections (a) through (d) of this section,
including general requirements applicable to each of the factors:

(a) "Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should not
apply." The exception shall set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis for
determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should not apply to specific
properties or situations, including the amount of land for the use being planned and
why the use requires a location on resource land;

8:

Finding
The reasons set out in the exception document state why the applicable goal of
protecting/preserving agricultural land should not apply to this land immediately adjacent to Port
Westward. They include the fact that this land is uniquely situated by a river port that is already
served by water, sewer and local roads, and the exception site has capability of being served by
US Hwy 30 and a major freight rail corridor. Other factors supportive of good reasons include
the ability for the county to take advantage of their most important transportation asset, the
Columbia River for shipping transport. The centralization of industrial employment at this
strategic location makes good planning sense and reduces future energy costs of having industry
site haphazardly along the river. There is a documented shortage of large lot industrial sites in
Oregon. By answering this shortage and providing vacant land for industrial development, the
county would be capable of securing potential base employment jobs where the wage income is
generated by out-of-county capital. Opening and taking advantage of trade opportunities in the
Pacific Rim is advantageous to the county and region. The staff finds that there are sufficient
reasons why this agricultural land should be used for industrial purposes and incorporates the
attached exception document that more fully explains the reasons.
Continuing with OAR 660-004-0020

(b) "Areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
use". The exception must meet the following requirements:
(A) The exception shall indicate on a map or otherwise describe the location of
possible alternative areas considered for the use that do not require a new
exception. The area for which the exception is taken shall be identified;
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(B) To show why the particular site is justified, it is necessary to discuss why other
areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the
proposed use. Economic factors may be considered along with other relevant
factors in determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other
areas. Under this test the following questions shall be addressed:

(l) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on nonresource land that
would not require an exception, including increasing the density of uses on
nonresource land? lf not, why not?
(ii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on resource land that is
already irrevocably committed to nonresource uses not allowed by the applicable
Goal, including resource land in existing unincorporated communities, or by
increasing the density of uses on committed lands? lf not, why not?
(iii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated inside an urban growth
boundary? lf not, why not?
(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated without the provision of a
proposed public facility or service? lf not, why not?
C) The "alternative areas" standard in paragraph B may be met by a broad review of
similar types of areas rather than a review of specific alternative sites. lnitially, a
local government adopting an exception need assess only whether those similar
types of areas in the vicinity could not reasonably accommodate the proposed use.
Site specific comparisons are not required of a local government taking an exception
unless another party to the local proceeding describes specific sites that can more
reasonably accommodate the proposed use. A detailed evaluation of specific
alternative sites is thus not required unless such sites are specifically described, with
facts to support the assertion that the sites are more reasonable, by another party
during the local exceptions proceeding.

Finding 9: There are no non-resource lands available in Columbia County at the scale needed
to to satisff large industrial users or that have the competitive advantages as Port Westward. At
the time of initial zoning, the County zoned all large lots in the the county as either Primary
Forest or Primary Agriculture because they were not already committed to more intense
development. For alternatives, the attached exception document examines the Port Westward
Industrial Park itself, other Port of St. Helens properties, the Port of Astoria, Port of Coos Bay
and the Port of Portland. This examination concludes that there is a shortage of readily zoned
industrial sites. Testimony at the Planning Commission hearing took issue with the Port's
alternative locations and proposed specific alternatives to taking an exception on the subject
property adjacent to the Port Westward. The original exception document has been modified to
address the issue raised in testimony. Areas in Urban Growth Boundaries in Columbia County
do not have extensive industrial lands with water/rail transport availability that are not already in
PagelT of 28
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use. With the inclusion of the Exception Document, the county finds that this criteria is met.

Continuing with OAR 660-004-0020

c)

"The long-term environmental, economic, social and energy consequences
resulting from the use at the proposed site with measures designed to reduce
adverse impacts are not significantly more adverse than would typically result from
the same proposal being located in areas requiring a goal exception other than the
proposed site." The exception shall describe: the characteristics of each alternative
area considered by the jurisdiction in which an exception might be taken, the typical
advantages and disadvantages of using the area for a use not allowed by the Goal,
and the typical positive and negative consequences resulting from the use at the
proposed site with measures designed to reduce adverse impacts. A detailed
evaluation of specific alternative sites is not required unless such sites are
specifically described with facts to support the assertion that the sites have
significantly fewer adverse impacts during the local exceptions proceeding. The
exception shall include the reasons why the consequences of the use at the chosen
site are not significantly more adverse than would typically result from the same
proposal being located in areas requiring a goal exception other than the proposed
site. Such reasons shall include but are not limited to a description of: the facts used
to determine which resource land is least productive, the ability to sustain resource
uses near the proposed use, and the longterm economic impact on the general
area caused by irreversible removal of the land from the resource base. Other
possible impacts to be addressed include the effects of the proposed use on the
water table, on the costs of improving roads and on the costs to special service
districts;

Finding

10:

Any proposed use, of a prospective tenant, will need to meet or exceed the
existing state and federal environmental laws. Reviews of siting an industry at the newly rezonedproperty would be processed and decided in a public hearing format. In addition to
existing laws, conditions imposed by the County on this exception area - such as traffic impacts,
impacts to wetlands, impacts to the air & ground and impacts to surrounding uses will be
reviewed; and, the use will either be not allowed or the impacts minimized through conditions
imposed. The analysis of economic consequences including better paying wages and a larger tax
base, supports the zone change. This concept is carried forward into the social consequences, in
that citizens will have more money to spend locally, thereby creating a higher standard of living,
which will in tum benefit other related industries and businesses. An energy related consequence
would include better usage of existing facilities on site including large grid electrical power and
abundant natural gas. This application supports consolidation oflarge scale industrial services at
Port Westward. Based on the analysis in the exception document staff finds that the application
is supported by consideration of the long term environmental, energy, social and energy
consequences.
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Continuing with OAR 660-004-0020

(d) "The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so
rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts." The exception
shall describe how the proposed use will be rendered compatible with adjacent land
uses. The exception shall demonstrate that the proposed use is situated in such a
manner as to be compatible with surrounding natural resources and resource
management or production practices. "Compatible" is not intended as an absolute
term meaning no interference or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses.

11: The adjacent uses to the subject property are industrial to the north and
agriculture/farming to the south. Any proposed uses in this new industrial zone will need to be
compatible with both adjoining uses, industrial and farming. These criteria will be reviewed at
site design review prior to releasing a building permit. There has been a substantial amount of
testimony received from the farm community pertaining to whether this new industrial zone
would allow uses that are incompatible with crops in nearby fields. Most testimony expressed a
fear that the most despicable industrial uses may site next to them. The farm community does
not have problems with the uses already in existence at Port Westward. As such, some lands that
are zoned for industrial use at Port Westward are leased for agricultural purposes and can remain
so. It is impossible for the applicant to show how every possible industrial use could or would be
considered compatible with adjoining farm uses, even with an exhaustive list of mitigating
measures. For this reason and to be in compliance with this criteria, staff believes that before a
development permit is issued, each new use should be reviewed for compatibility with adjacent
farm uses. The applicant has proposed that the following conditions be imposed to ensure
measures are in place to reduce adverse impacts:
Finding

1)

The habitat ofthreatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and protected as
required by law.
Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures shall maintain
the overall values of the feature.
All development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are established and
maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses, including natural vegetation and
where appropriate, fences, landscaped areas and other similar types of buffers.
When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or support shall
be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.
Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed to mitigate
dust caused by industrial uses that may emanate from the site and traffic to the site.
Site run-off shall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained or otherwise
treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to irrigation equipment and areawater
quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.
The industrial use impact on the water table shall be monitored to ensure that the water
table can be maintained and managed as it historical is done.
Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating crossing to

2)
3)

4)

5)

6)

7)
8)
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reduce crossing delays.
Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment report that shall
analyze adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonstrate that impacts from the proposed
use are mitigated. The report shall include a description of the type and nature of the agricultural
uses and farming practices, if any, which presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use,
type of agricultural equipment customarily used on the property, and wind pattern information.
The report shall include a mitigation plan.

9)

Staff recommends the above measures be incorporated into conditions for the siting of any future
industrial use. With the above referenced conditions this criteria can be met.

Continuing with Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals

Goal4 (Forest Lands): The County finds this goal is not applicable. The subject properly is
not forest land. The applicant submitted an exception to forest lands. The Board may
include it if wanted, but staff does not believe it is necessary.
Goal5 (Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources): This goal
addresses the conservation and protection ofboth natural and cultural resources. There does
not appear to be any inventoried cultural, historic or scenic resources on the subject property
Three natural resources apply to this site: 1) open space, 2) wildlife habitat and 3) wetlands.
These are addressed under Part XVI of the Comprehensive Plan. As this Major Map
Amendment complies with Part XVI of the Comprehensive Plan, it also complies with
Statewide Goal 5. (See discussion Part XVI , page 9)

Goal6 (Air, Water and Land Resources Qualify): Goal 6 addresses the quality of air,
water and land resources. In the context of Comprehensive Plan Amendments, a local
govemment complies with Goal6 by explaining why it is reasonable to expect that the
proposed uses authorizedby the plan amendment will be able to satisff applicable federal and
state environmental standards, including air and water quality standards.
The proposed plan amendment and zone change would allow rural industrial uses in addition
to resource uses, as allowed currently. As a matter of county ordinance, any future
development would be required to comply with Federal, State and local laws, which are
intended to minimize environmental impacts. The Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act are
examples. Given the standards to which future development would be subject, including
those applicable to Site Design Reviews, Uses Under Prescribed Conditions and Building
Permits, staff finds that the requirements of goal 6 are met.

Goal T (Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards): Goal 7 deals with development
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in places subject to natural hazards. It requires that jurisdictions apply "appropriate
safeguards" when planning for development there.

In this case, there are no specific identified natural hazards. FEMA FIRM Map 41009C0050
D, dated November 26,2010, identifies the property in zone X, which is not subject to
floodplain regulations. In addition the property is within Seismic ZoneDl (formerly zone 3),
which applies to building regulations. These would apply at time of development.
The County finds that the requirements of Goal 7 are met.

Goal 8 (Recreational Needs): This goal calls for a government to evaluate its areas and
facilities for recreation and develop plans to deal with the projected demand for them. The
subject property has not been planned for recreational opportunities. This Major Map
Amendment will not compromise the recreational needs of the County citizenry and thus,
meets the requirements of Goal 8.
Goal 9 (Economic Development): While Goal 9 applies only to urban and unincorporated
lands inside urban growth boundaries, this Major Map Amendment, will nonetheless, help
promote the County's economic strength. This is explained under Part X (Economy) and the
Reasons Exception attached to this report. Though technically not applicable, the County
finds that the overall intent of Goal 9 is met.

Goal l0 (Housing): The County finds that Goal 10 is not applicable. Goal l0 applies inside
urban growth boundaries. In addition, this Major Map Amendment will not result in a loss or
gain of dwelling units.
Goal 11 (Public Facilities and Services): Goal l1 requires local govemments to plan and
develop a timely, orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services. It further
provides that urban and rural development "be guided and supported by types and levels of
services appropriate for, but limited to, the needs and requirements of the urban, urbanizable
and rural areas to be served."
The applicant's response is: "Port Westward has developed public facilities and services for
rural industrial development. The area also provides access to the Columbia River by
existing docks, and access to rail transport. Rural industrial development in the Port
Westward area is orderly and efficient in that it groups development around existing services
and provides the benefits of a planned development area. Thus the application is consistent
with Statewide Planning Goal 11."

Staff concurs with the applicant and finds that the proposal complies with Goal l1

Goal 12 (Transportation): Goal 12 requires local governments to "provide and encourage a
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safe, convenient and economic transportation system." Goal 12 is implemented through
LCDC's Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), OAR 660, Division 12. The TPR requires that
where an amendment to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive plan, or a land
use regulation that would significantly affect an existing or planned transportation facility's
functional capacity, the local govemment shall put in place measures to assure that allowed
land uses are consistent with the identified function, capacity, and performance standards of
the facility.

Transportation issues were discussed earlier under the County Comprehensive Plan Part XIII
Transportation. In current zoning PA-80, resource farm uses and some limited residential
uses are allowed. Other potential uses include schools and churches. Aside from schools and
churches, these land uses are not intense and would have a minimal trafficitransportation
impact. If the proposal were approved and the subject property zoned RIPD, industrial uses
could be sited and could potentially have a significant impacts on the surrounding
transportation network. But, restrictions are in place by the RIPD zone that the new
industrial uses must be rural and land extensive. They are generally not labor intensive as
with high traffic volume generators from the working force (except for perhaps during
construction). With this "rural" industrial zone atypical build-out traffic impact of the
zoning district would be significantly less than in a typical urban industrial property.
Lancaster Engineering, on behalf of the applicant, submitted a preliminary Traffic Impact
Analysis (TIA) for the proposed Plan Amendment on May 6,2013. Comments from State
ODOT, Columbia County and the City of Clatskanie were incorporated into the present
August 27,2013 Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA) for the proposed Port Westward
expansion. A traffic analysis is difficult when a specific industrial uses are not identified for
the subject property. Lancaster Engineering, together with State ODOT, Columbia County
Road Department and the Public Works of Clatskanie, agree that a "Trip Cap" be established
for a worst case scenario. Lancaster Engineering determined that the study intersections are
currently operating satisfactorily, but would need operational or safety improvements when
the subject new industrial area produced 332 PM peak-hour trips or more. When this trip
cap level of traffic generation is reached there will be a need for an additional TIA and
possible mitigating improvements to the intersections to bring them to acceptable
performance. The Report analyzes intersections with state regulated highways. Specifically
the TIA analyzes five intersections, including Highway 30 atNehalem Street, Nehalem at 5ft
Street, Highway 30 at Van Street, Highway 30 at Beaver Falls Road, and Highway 30 at Old
Rainier Road (Alston Mayger Road.
The State ODOT comment and concern about the "trip cap" proposed by the August 27,2013
TIA, the County and ODOT needs to determine how the trip cap identified will be monitored
and enforced. ODOT and Lancaster recommends a condition be imposed:

"A traffic study be prepared for each future development within the subject
property to determine the number of trips generated, likely travel routes, impacts
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on both passenger car and heavy kuck traffic. These TIA analysis would also be
used to ensure that the number of trips generated and accumulative trips do not
exceed the trip cap."

To ensure that all traffic impacts are minimized with each new development on our local
roads, including in the City of Clatskanie; roads will need improvements commensurate with
a new development impact. The County has historically imposed a Traffic Improvement Fee
on new development in the Port Westward area.

With the above referenced conditions the Transportation Planning Rule requirements is
satisfied.

Goal 13 (Energy Conservation): Goal 13 directs cities and counties to manage and control
land and uses developed on the land to maximize the conservation of all forms of energy,
based on sound economic principles.
The applicant's response is: "The application is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 13
in that it will promote consolidation of industrial services in the Port Westward area and
conserve energy that would otherwise be expended developing these services elsewhere."

In addition, as already explained in this report, the expansion of the Port Westward site will
help enhance the County's economy, specifically the north part of the County. This will
provide local jobs and help balance the jobs/dwellings ratio. Currently, many County citizens
travel outside the County to work. Having more local jobs promotes energy conservation as
it tends to result in less vehicle miles traveled.
For the above reasons, the County finds that the proposal complies with Goal

13

Goal 14 (Urbanization): The County finds that Goal 14 is not applicable. The proposed
amendments do not authorize urban uses on rural lands or otherwise convert rural land to
urban uses.

Goal 15 (Willamette River Greenway): The County finds that Goal 14 is not applicable
The site is not near the Willamette River.
Goals 16 - 19 (Coastal State-Wide Planning Goals): These Goals do not apply to Columbia
County as it is not a coastal jurisdiction.

Continuing with Columbia CountyZoning Ordinance CCZO
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cczo 1s02.1(A) (3):
3

The property and affected area are presently provided with
adequate facilities, services, and transportation networks
to support the use, or such facilities, services and
transportation networks are planned to be provided
concurrently with the development of the property.

Discussion: The Port Westward Industrial Park immediately to the north of the subject
property has a full service of facilities available for potential industrial users. These facilities can
easily be provided to the subject property in association with a particular development. The
infrastructure framework for additional rural industrial development has been well planned by the
Port and other industrial users in the vicinity. Existing facilities include water systems and fire
protection services, county roads to provide access to Hwy 30, rail lines running within the site
and through to connect the mainline Hwy 30 corridor, electrical service new substation, fiber
optics, industrial sized natural gas lines, electric power plants, and a 1250 foot dock with deep
water access.
There is no evidence that there will be any inadequacies of facilities, services and transportation
networks for development subsequent to the Major Map Amendment. Any new development
within the Port Westward Industrial site would not be allowed unless there were facilities that
could adequately accommodate it. When a prospective industry submits plans for development,
the facilities necessary are identified and extended or otherwise provided in conjunction with
development.

12:

F'inding
Based on the discussions above on the Comprehensive Plan criteria and as
presented in the application and submittal of noted items, this Major Map Amendment is
consistent with the County's Comprehensive Plan.

13: Based on the discussions above on Statewide Goals and as presented in the
application with the submittal of noted items, this Major Map Amendment is consistent with
Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals.
Finding

Finding

14:

Based on the discussions above in this Report and as presented in the application,
the property and affected area is presently provided with adequate facilities, services, and
transportation networks to support any use allowed by the RIPD zone, and that this Major Map
Amendment will not compromise such facilities, services and transportation networks, with

conditions imposed.

Continuins with Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Section 1502 Zone Changes
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Alternate Zones: lf the Commission determines that a zone other than
the one being proposed will adequately allow the establishment of the
proposed use, the Commission may substitute the alternate zone for
the proposed zone in either the Major Map Amendment or the Minor
Map Amendment procedures.

Discussion: This Major Map Amendment would bring the subject property to a designation of
Rural Industrial and zoningto Rural lndustrial - Planned Development (RIPD). This same
designation and zoning borders the property on three sides, and there is no other adjacent
designation and zoning other than Agricultural Resource and Primary Agriculture - 80 (PA-80).

Finding 15: Staff does not recommend the substitution of another designation or zone for this
Major Map Amendment request.

Continuing with Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Section 1600 Administration
1605

Zone Change - Major Map Amendment: The hearing for a major map
amendment shall follow the procedure established in Section 1505,
1502. 1, 15021A and 150218. This hearing cannot result on the
approval of a major map amendment. The Commission may make a
recommendation to the Board of County Commissioners that such a
zone change be granted. Approval by the majority of the Commission
is necessary in order to make recommendation to the Board of
Commissioners. The Board of Commissioners hearing on the
proposed zone change-major map amendment will be on the record
unless a majority of the Board votes to allow admission of new
evidence.

Discussion:

The Planning Commission made a recommendation for denial of this application
for a Major Map Amendment. The Board of County Commissioners, who have the decision
making authority, will hold a hearing on September 18, 2013 at the Clatskanie High School.

Continuing with Senate Bill766
Public testimony at the Planning Commission raised concerns over the potential affect of Senate
Bill766 if the subject property is re-zoned to RIPD, specifically, the concern that SB 766 would
remove the local review of future industrial uses at the site. SB 766, which was passed in 2011
to advance job creation on industrial lands, provides two separate programs: one for the
designation of "industrial development projects of state significance" and another for the
designation of "regionally significant industrial sites." An applicant must apply to the State
Economic Recovery Council (ERRC) for either the state or regional significance designation.
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EXHIBIT H

The impact on local govemment is different for each designation. For the industrial development
projects of state significance, review of compliance with land use regulations, including local
regulation, is done at the state level by ERRC. Land use review of development of regionally
significant industrial sites, on the other hand, remains with the local governments. Although
review of a regionally significant site remains with the local govemment, the review process in
general differs in that it is expedited, as provided in ORS 1 97.3 6 5 and 197 .37 0 , and appeal to the
Oregon Court of Appeals rather than LUBA.
Here, the subject property has not been designated as either a state or regionally significant site.
The applicant has stated that it will apply for the regionally significant designation for Port
Westward. ERRC will be designating only five to fifteen regionally significant sites in the state
As explained, even if Port Westward receives such a designation, the County will be reviewing
future industrial uses for compliance with land use regulations.

AGENCY COMMENTS RECEIVED:
City of Clatskanie: Several comments, have no objection to its approval as submitted.
Clatskanie-Quincy CPAC: (no response)
Clatskanie RFPD: No objection.
Soit & Water Conservation District: Comment # 87 on list, opposed the application negative
affects on farming and riparian areas.

Lower Columbia Watershed Council: (no response)
Oregon ODOT: Several comments, agrees with a trip cap, but would like to discuss monitoring
and enforcement of the trip cap.
Oregon ODOT Rail: Letter dated March 5,2013, pertaining to rail extensions safety. See
attached comments #8.

Oregon Department of Agriculture: Comment # 25 Excellent farm soils, good for high yields.
Oregon DLCD: Comment #91 generally supportive of Plan Amendment, must made adequate
findings
Natural Resources Conservation Service: (no response)
County Roadmaster: No objection. Future developers will incur all costs for needed road
improvements.
County Assessor: (no response)
County Sanitarian: (no response)
County Building Official: Has no objection to its approval as submitted.
City of Clatskanie: Strongly in favor of approval.
The Planning Division forwarded 198 comments to the Board. The cover index "Port of St. Helens
Comments Submitted"o 7 pages, lists by number the comments received in chronologic order.
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DECISTON & CONDITIONS:

Based on the facts, findings and comments herein, the Planning Director recommends approval of
this Major Map Amendment to re-designate the site from Agriculture Resource to Rural lndustrial
and to amend the Zoning Map of the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance to re-zone the subject
property from PrimaryAgriculture - 80 (PA-80) to Rural Industrial - Planned Development (RIPD),
with the following conditions:

1)

Prior to an application for development of a new use, the applicant/developer shall
submit a Site Design Review and an RIPD Use Under Prescribed Conditions as required by
the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance.

2)

To ensure adequate transportation operation, future developments proposed for the
subject property shall not produce more that 332 PM peak-hour trips without conducting a

new Traffic Impact Analysis with recommendations for operational or safety mitigation.

3) A traffic study be prepared for each proposed future development within the subject
property to determine the number of trips generated, likely travel routes, impacts on both
passenger car and heavy truck traffic. These TIA reports would also be used to ensure that
the number of trips generated and accumulative trips do not exceed the trip cap.
4)

To ensure compatibility with adjoining agricultural uses the applicant/developer of new

industrial uses shall comply with the following:
A) The habitat of threatened and endangered species shall be evaluated and
protected as required by law.
B) Alterations of important natural features, including placement of structures
shall maintain the overall values of the feature.
C) All development adjacent to land zoned PA-80 shall include buffers that are
established and maintained between the industrial uses and adjacent land uses,
including natural vegetation and where appropriate, fences, landscaped areas and
other similar types of buffers.
D) When possible the area of the site that is not developed for industrial uses or
support shall be left in a natural condition or in resource (farm) production.
E) Controls, including suppression and requiring hard surfaces, shall be employed
to mitigate dust caused by industrial uses that may emanate from the site and traffic
to the site.
F) Site run-off shall be controlled and any harmful sediment shall be contained or
otherwise treated before being released to ensure potential impacts to irrigation
equipment and area water quality (both ground and surface) are controlled.
G) The industrial use impact on the water table shall be monitored to ensure that
the water table can be maintained and managed as it historical is done.
H) Railroad crossings shall be managed consistently with federal law regulating
crossing to reduce crossing delays.
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Development applications shall include an agricultural impact assessment report

that shall analyze adjacent agricultural uses and practices and demonstrate that
impacts from the proposed use are mitigated. The report shall include a description
of the type and nature of the agricultural uses and farming practices, if any, which
presently occur on adjacent lands zoned for farm use, type of agricultural equipment
customarily used on the property, and wind pattern information. The report shall
include a mitigation plan for any negative impacts identified.

5) The types of industrial uses forthe subject Plan Amendment shall be limited to the uses,
density, public facilities & services and activities to, only those that are justified in the
exception.

ATTACHMENTS

Exception Document
Comments received under separate cover
Vicinity map, aerial map with boundaries
Application and maps in separate document
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